BADEN
1 1851, 3 Kr. black on orange yellow with number
postmark "100" (NEUSTADT), on all sides full to
having huge margins, superb in every respect piece of
letter
2a
estimate 30,2 1851, 6 Kr. black on blue-green with centered red
number postmark "127" (SCHILTACH), stamp small
error in cutting
3a
estimate 50,3 1851, 9 Kr. black on antique pink, number postmark
"57", large margins all around, superb
4a
estimate 120,4 1853, 1 Kr. black in the vertical pair, number
postmark "100" (NEUSTADT), upper stamp touched
lightly otherwise on piece, superb
5
estimate 70,5 1858, 3 Kr. black on blue, large margins all around,
superb in every respect (choice copy)
8
estimate 20,6 1862, mixed franking: 1 Kr. black and 3 Kr. pale red,
on piece, superb, expertized Flemming
13a,18
estimate 85,7 1862, 18 Kr. green, two ring cancel
"HEIDELBERG", on piece, very fine (at the bottom
small little tear), abridged certificate Brettl, Michel
700.21a
estimate 160,BADEN COLLECTIONS, LOTS
8 Old untouched, almost only cancelled part of a
collection Baden from 25 values, amongst other things
no. 21 and 22 used, condition condition varies with
many superb items
estimate 750,9 25 values, condition varies with many superb items,
Michel 880.,★
estimate 90,BAVARIA PRE PHILATELY
10 "DETTELBACH", one-line cancel in small and
large type, 2 superb letters (1828 and 1831)
estimate 40,11 "100 KAYSERSLAUTERN", red double-line
cancel, on personal stationery Charles Eickemeyer to
Coblenz (1810), superb
estimate 100,12 "R. 3. Nuremberg", manuscript line cancel, superb
cover (1805) to Würzburg
estimate 20,13 "SCHWABACH frame cancel with 3 lines",
straight-line cancel, as well of Württemberg single line
cancel "SCHW. GMÜND R 3", both on face on double
used cover with interesting contents, superb
estimate 50,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BAVARIA PRE PHILATELY
1
14 Courier letter from 1841 with small oval cancel
"Better Bestätterei WÜRZBURG", as well 3 custom
house stamps, superb
estimate 80,BAVARIA
15 1849, 1 Kr. black gray, plate 1, with wide margins
with 3 cut lines, having bright colors superb item,
Michel 1300.1Ia ★
estimate 450,16 1850, 1 Kr. black, plate 2, millwheel postmark
"119", lower right touched, otherwise on all sides
narrow margin, very fine, Michel 3500.1IIa
estimate 390,17 1849, 3 Kr. blue, plate 1, with all cut lines, centered
MR stamp "272" (Poernbach), choice copy letter with
contents to Pfaffenhofen, R!, expertized Brettl
2Ia
estimate 250,18 1850, 3 Kr. blue, plate 1, good to large margins all
round with 3 cut lines, with MR stamp "217" from
"Munich" to Landshut, superb cover, expertized
Schmitt
2Ia
estimate 160,19 1849, 6 Kr. reddish brown, plate I, "filled corners"
with segment cancel "LANDAU in the Palatinate" on
small superb cover, R!, expertized Brettl, Michel 1200.4IA
estimate 400,20 1850, 3 Kr. blue "filled corners", underneath the
large "3" unprinted field, open MR stamp "325", superb
in every respect piece of letter
2IIA
estimate 70,21 1856, 1 Kr. dark rose, good to large margins all
round, on printed matter with clear MR stamp "243"
(Nuremberg), superb cover, expertized Pfenninger
3Ib
estimate 80,22 1850, 6 Kr. dark brown orange, perfect centered MR
stamp "517", on piece in outstanding quality
4II
estimate 20,23 1860, 6 Kr. dark brown orange, plate 3, 4 cut lines,
choice copy letter with box additional cancellation
"Munich",
stamp
with
noticeable
unprinted
Papierschliere in the word "FRANCO"
4II
estimate 40,24 1856, 6 Kr. dark brown orange with MR stamp
"361" (Vilsbiburg) on cover, superb, expertized Schmitt
4II
estimate 35,25 1851, 9 Kr. bluish green, all cut lines available, on
face silk thread, MR stamp "18", choice copy letter
from "AUGSBURG" to Bruneck in Tyrol, expertized
Brettl
5a
estimate 250,26 1852, 9 Kr. dull blue green, type II, superb cover
from "Munich" to Kaiserslautern, expertized Pfenninger
and Brettl
5aa
estimate 180,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BAVARIA
27 1855, 9 Kr. blue-green, with wide margins with 3
full cut lines, MR stamp "317" (Schweinfurt), superb
cover, Michel (700.-)
5b
estimate 280,28 1855, 9 Kr. celadon, large margins all around on
choice copy letter from "BAYREUTH" to Bremen,
expertized Brettl
5c
estimate 60,29 1854, 18 Kr. yellowish orange, centered open mill
wheel stamp "356", superb, Michel 240.7
estimate 70,30 1854, 18 Kr. yellowish orange, open mill wheel
stamp "28", large margins all around, silk thread partly
a little disengaged otherwise having bright colors
extremely fine copy, Michel 240.7
estimate 65,31 1854, 18 Kr. yellowish orange, mill wheel stamp
"467", repaired like superb
7
estimate 50,32 1862, 1 Kr. orange yellow in the vertical with
enormous margins strip of three with open MR
postmarks "264" (Kulmbach), superb in every respect
(choice copy), expertized Brettl
8I
estimate 150,33 1862, 1Kr. Orange yellow with large upper margin
on local letter from "Munich", superb, expertized
Schmitt
8I
estimate 160,34 1865, 3 Kr. rose, enormous margins with segment
cancel "FREISING" on cover to Erding, superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized Schmitt
9a
estimate 100,35 1862, 3 Kr. carmine, with enormous margins
extremely fine copy with MR stamp "323" (Mühldorf)
on cover (not complete)
9b
estimate 35,36 1862, 6 Kr. blue, with wide margins on cover with
scarce segment cancel "FREISING", superb cover,
expertized Schmitt
10
estimate 120,37 1862, 9 Kr. ochre-brown, small single circle
postmark "Munich", superb in every respect piece of
letter, expertized Brettl
11
estimate 70,38 1866, 9 Kr. ochre-brown, with enormous margins
upper margin copy on cover with additional
cancellation "Munich railway station" to Vienna,
superb, expertized Brettl
11
estimate 100,39 1862, 12 Kr. dark yellow green, open MR stamp
"325", enormous margins, superb, expertized
Pfenninger, Michel (100.-)
12
estimate 35,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BAVARIA
2
40 1865, 12 Kr. dark yellow green with open MR stamp
"325" as a single franking to Würzburg, superb cover,
expertized Brettl
12
estimate 300,41 1862, 18 Kr. vermilion, enormous margins on all
sides with railway mail segment cancel, superb in every
respect (choice copy), expertized Pfenninger
13a
estimate 100,42 1862, 18 Kr. vermilion, enormous margins on all
sides, open MR stamp "28", superb in every respect
(choice copy), expertized Buehler
13a
estimate 80,43 1866, 18 Kr. pale red, open MR stamp "356", good
to large margins all round, superb in every respect
(choice copy), expertized Brettl, Michel 600.13b
estimate 190,44 1866, 18 Kr. pale red, a little Bavarian crackly, very
fine, Michel 600.13b
estimate 150,45 1869, 1 Kr. green and 6 Kr. ochre-brown with
segment cancel "WEILHEIM" on decorative superb
cover to Munich
14a,20
estimate 200,46 1868, 1 Kr. dark green with segment cancel
"Schweinfurt" on cover to Regensburg, superb in every
respect (choice copy), expertized Pfenninger
14b
estimate 120,47 1868, 1 Kr. dark blue green on local letter "Munich",
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized
Schmitt
14c
estimate 120,48 1867, 1 - 9 Kr., rest of hinge, 4 values very fine /
superb, Michel 285.14a-17 ★
estimate 55,49 1867, 3 Kr. pale reddish carmine, upper margin
copy, on cover with segment cancel "HAMERAU",
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized
Schmitt
15
estimate 60,50 1867, 6 Kr. ultramarine with open MR stamp "137"
on doubly used cover from "FREYSING" to Dorfen,
superb, expertized Schmitt
16
estimate 70,51 1867, 6 Kr. ultramarine with open MR stamp "508"
on doubly used cover from "STRAUBING", superb,
expertized Schmitt
16
estimate 60,52 1867, 9 Kr. bright ochre-brown, open MR stamp
"356" (Nuremberg BHF) on cover to Schmölln, superb
in every respect (choice copy), expertized Pfenninger
17
estimate 140,53 1867, 12 Kr. pale brown violet, superb, Michel 120.18
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BAVARIA
54 1869, 12 Kr. pale brown violet with two ring cancel
"Nuremberg BHF" on choice copy letter to France
18
estimate 250,55 1867, 18 Kr. dark vermilion with blue segment
cancel!, superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Schmitt
19
estimate 250,56 1869, 7 Kr. ultramarine and 3 Kr. carmine with
segment cancel "PAPPENHEIM" on cover to Turin,
superb, expertized Schmitt
15,21a
estimate 120,57 1868, 7 Kr. ultramarine, with enormous margins
extremely fine copy on cover with segment cancel
"MEITINGEN", expertized Pfenninger
21a
estimate 50,58 1868, 7 Kr. dark ultramarine on doubly used cover
with MR stamp "54" (sheet), superb, expertized Brettl
21b
estimate 70,59 1868, 7 Kr. Prussian-blue, having bright colors
superb item, expertized Schmitt, Michel (1000.-)
21c
estimate 380,60 1874, 1 Kr. pale green, watermark "close lozenges",
in the vertical strip of three on cover with single circle
postmark "LANDAU I. D. P. " to Gleisweiler, superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized Schmitt
22Xa
estimate 150,61 1870, 1 Kr. dark green, watermark "close lozenges",
with blueish single circle postmark "Munich" on local
letter, superb, expertized Brettl
22Xb
estimate 75,62 1870, 1 Kr. bluish green, watermark "close
lozenges", superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Schmitt, (100.-)
22Xc
estimate 40,63 1870, 1 Kr. dark green (dark shade), watermark
"wide lozenge", on small local letter with violet small
single circle postmark "KEMPTEN", superb, expertized
Brettl
22Yb
estimate 40,64 1872, 7 Kr. dull ultramarin and 3 Kr. pale carmine,
watermark "close lozenges", with violet single circle
postmark "BAYREUTH railway station" on cover to
Genoa, superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Brettl
23X,25Xa
estimate 120,65 1872, 6 Kr. bright ochre-brown, watermark "close
lozenges", 2x with rarely railway cancel (TPO) from
"BAYREUTH" to Paris, decorative choice copy letter,
expertized Brettl
24X
estimate 300,-

Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

BAVARIA
3
66 1874, 6 Kr. bright ochre-brown and 3 Kr. pale
carmine, watermark "wide lozenge", with single circle
postmark "AUGSBURG I" on decorative superb cover
to France
23,24Y
estimate 120,67 1870 7 Kr. dull ultramarin, watermark "close
lozenges", with plate flaw in of the left border line,
bluish single circle postmark "STRAUBING" on
doubly used cover to Landau, superb in every respect
(choice copy), expertized Brettl
25Xa
estimate 100,68 1870 7 Kr. dull ultramarin, watermark "close
lozenges", blue-violet single circle postmark
"ROSENHEIM", choice copy letter to Traunstein,
expertized Pfenninger
25Xa
estimate 70,69 1870, 7 Kr. dark blue, watermark "wide lozenge", on
piece, superb, expertized Pfenninger, Michel (220.-)
25Yc
estimate 80,70 1870, 18 Kr. dull brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", superb, expertized Brettl, Michel 300.27Xa
estimate 110,71 1870, 18 Kr. dark brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Brettl, Michel (240.-)
27Xb
estimate 100,72 1870, 18 Kr. dark brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", single circle postmark "MÜHLDORF city",
superb, expertized Brettl, Michel 240.27Xb
estimate 90,73 1870, 18 Kr. dark brick red, watermark "close
lozenges", as usual decentered, superb, expertized
Buehler, Michel 240.27Xb
estimate 70,74 1870, 18 Kr. dull brick red, watermark "wide
lozenge", centered segment cancel "PASSAU", superb
in every respect (choice copy), expertized Buehler
27Ya
estimate 20,75 1870. 18 Kr. dark brick red, watermark "wide
lozenge", single circle postmark "BAYREUTH city",
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized Brettl
27Yb
estimate 40,76 1870. 18 Kr. dark brick red, watermark "wide
lozenge", superb, expertized Buehler, Michel 90.27Yb
estimate 30,77 1870, 9 Kr. brown, watermark "close lozenges",
superb, expertized Buehler, Michel 600.28X
estimate 200,78 1875, 9 Kr. brown, watermark "wide lozenge",
decorative choice copy letter from "Munich" to Paris
28Y
estimate 100,79 1873, 10 Kr. dark yellow, watermark "close
lozenges", rare blue single circle postmark "GIESING",
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized Brettl,
Michel (500.-)
29Xb
estimate 200,-

BAVARIA
80 1873, 10 Kr. dark yellow, watermark "wide
lozenge", superb, expertized Stegmüller, Michel 80.29Yb
estimate 25,81 1873, 10 Kr. dark yellow, watermark "wide
lozenge", on Chargé-cover from "SONTHOFEN" to
Munich, superb in every respect (choice copy),
expertized Schmitt
29Yb
estimate 200,82 1874, 1 M. dark violet, enormous margins, superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized Brettl, Michel
(250.-)
30b
estimate 100,83 1875, 1 Kr. dull green, watermark 2, 2x on piece,
segment cancel "LANDAU I D. PF. ", superb,
expertized Brettl
32c
estimate 75,84 1875, 1 Kr. dull green in the horizontal gutter pair,
rest of hinge, very fine (separated), expertized
Pfenninger, Michel 250.32cZW ★
estimate 35,85 1875, 3 Kr. red carmine, watermark 2, small superb
cover with single circle postmark "VILSHOFEN"
33
estimate 20,86 1875, 10 Kr. dark chrome yellow, watermark 2,
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized Brettl,
Michel (320.-)
35
estimate 120,87 1875, 18 Kr. dark vermilion, watermark 2, superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized Brettl, Michel
(75.-)
36
estimate 30,88 1911, 5 M. "Luitpold", type II, superb, Michel 220.89II
estimate 75,89 1911, 10 and 20 M. "Luitpold", type I, 2 superb
items, Michel 125.90/1I
estimate 40,90 1919, 10 M. "peoples state", early impression, very
fine MNH, expertized Dr. Helbig, Michel 55.132IA ★★
estimate 20,BAVARIA OFFICIAL STAMPS
91 1911, "fee stamps the Bavarian state railway", 5 Pf. 5 Mk. watermark "cross and rings", 11 different values
mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
BAVARIA POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
92 1870, 1 Kr. black, watermark "close lozenges",
small defects, very fine, expertized Brettl, Michel
1000.P 2X
estimate 250,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

BAVARIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4
93 1876-1920, duplicate lot "pennies", mainly medium
values, condition mostly very fine / superb, inspect!,
Michel 4200., ★, ★★
estimate 350,94 Return stamp: 8 different adhesive stamps, superb
( ★), ★ ★
estimate Gebot
BAVARIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
95 1914, 10 Pf. "coat of arms", question part with
ornamental frame and on the back additional imprint,
very fine (corner defects)
P 96
estimate 50,96 1899, "generally German athletics exhibition", 8
different officially special postal stationery postcards
(no. 1, 2, 5-8, 10, 12), all with special cancel, almost
only superb
PP 15
estimate 140,97 Private post: 1905, 5 Pf. coat of arms "1881-1905
XXV-jähr. Listing of the historic Festival
Meistertrunk", stamp "ROTHENBURG", superb
PP 15C89
estimate 20,98 1912, 25 Pf. blue "BEAC" and 5 Pf. green, Alps
chain, special cancel "Munich", card corner crease, very
fine, Michel 175.SFP 1/02
estimate 40,99 9 different postal stationery "coat of arms", with
letter-cards, postcards and one money order, unused
and used, mostly superb
estimate 25,BRUNSWICK
100 1852, 1 Sgr. carmine, large margins all around,
choice copy letter from Brunswick to Werningerode,
photo expertize Lange
1
estimate 550,101 1852, 2 Sgr. vivid prussian-blue, blue semicircle
cancel, superb, Michel 350.2
estimate 120,102 1852, 2 Sgr. vivid prussian-blue, superb, Michel
350.2
estimate 110,103 1852, 2 Sgr. vivid prussian-blue with blue two ring
cancel "Brunswick", superb item with enormous
margins on cover to Verl, photo expertize Lange,
Michel 1200.2
estimate 390,104 1852, 3 Sgr. orange red, blue semicircle cancel,
superb, signed, Michel 350.3
estimate 110,105 1856, ¼ Gr. black on pale brown, superb, Michel
320.4
estimate 110,106 1856, ¼ Gr. black on pale brown in the vertical pair
and single stamp on cover with number cancel "47"
from "WOLFENBÜTTEL" to Helmstedt, decorative
superb cover, R!, photo expertize Lange
4
estimate 700,-

BRUNSWICK
107 1856, 1/3 Sgr. black, number postmark "9", superb
in every respect (choice copy), Michel (450.-)
5
estimate 180,108 1853, 1 Sgr. black on chamois and brown yellow, 2
superb items
6a,b
estimate 45,109 1853, 1 Sgr. black on chamois, watermark
mouthpiece left, blue semicircle cancel, superb in every
respect (choice copy), Michel 100.6aY
estimate 35,110 1853, 1 Sgr. black on chamois, watermark
mouthpiece left, superb, Michel 100.6aY
estimate 30,111 1853, 2 Sgr. black on blue and 3 Sgr. black on dull
rose, 2 superb items, Michel 190.7a,8a
estimate 50,112 1853, 2 Sgr. black on pale blue, number postmark
"27", superb, Michel (220.-)
7b
estimate 100,113 1853, 2 Sgr. black on pale blue, superb, Michel
220.7b
estimate 65,114 1853, 2 Sgr. black on blue in the horizontal pair
(vertical prefolded), right stamp above touched
otherwise full margins, with blue rectangle cancel with
two lines "GANDERSHEIM" on part of a letter to
Eschwege
7a
estimate 170,115 1853, 3 Sgr. black on dull rose, number postmark
"8", enormous margins on all sides, superb in every
respect (choice copy)
8a
estimate 40,116 1853, 3 Sgr. black on dull rose, rectangle cancel
with two lines "HELMSTEDT", small defects, very
fine
8a
estimate 25,117 1857, 4/4 Ggr. black on gray brown, rare blue
number postmark "23" (HOHEGEISS), at the bottom
minimum cut, superb, R!
9a
estimate 110,118 1857, 4/4 Ggr. black on gray brown, number
postmark "37" (SCHOENINGEN), superb, Michel
120.9a
estimate 40,119 1857, 3 / 4 Gr. black on gray brown, blue number
postmark "10" (CALVÖRDE), on piece, superb, signed
9a
estimate 45,120 1863, ½ Gr. black on bright gray green, superb,
signed H. Krause, Michel 300.10Ax
estimate 100,121 1863, ½ Gr. black on bright gray green, number
postmark "8", superb, signed R. F. Angel, Michel 300.10Ax
estimate 100,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BRUNSWICK
5
122 1863, 1½ Gr. black on bright gray green, superb,
signed Schlesinger, Michel 300.10A
estimate 90,123 1865, mixed franking: ½ Gr. black on bright gray
green (three sided wide margins, above very close
margin) and 1 Sgr. yellow ochre with number postmark
"28" on cover from "KÖNIGSLUTTER" to Söllingen,
having bright colors decorative superb cover, R!, photo
expertize Lange
10A,14A
estimate 600,124 1867, ½ Gr. black on bright gray green in the
vertical pair with two ring cancel "Brunswick" on
decorative superb cover to Gardelegen, R!, photo
expertize Lange
10A
estimate 480,125 1861, 1 Sgr. black on bright gray yellow, centered
number postmark "28" (KÖNIGSLUTTER), superb
11A
estimate 30,126 1861, 1 Sgr. black on bright gray yellow, number
postmark "39" (SEESEN), superb, Michel (70.-)
11A
estimate 25,127 1861, 1 Sgr. black on bright gray yellow, number
postmark "8", superb, Michel 70.11A
estimate 20,128 1864, 1/3 Sgr. black, number postmark "9", very
fine (slight roulette defects), expertized Pfenninger (full
signed), Michel 2800.13A
estimate 680,129 1864, 1 Sgr. yellow ochre, rouletted 16, superb,
Michel 180.14A
estimate 60,130 1864, 1 Sgr. medium yellowish ochre, rouletted 16,
with parts from 2 neighbour stamps, number postmark
"32" (LUTTER), superb in every respect piece of letter
14A
estimate 100,131 1864, 1 Sgr. medium yellowish ochre, rouletted 16,
centered number postmark "15" (GITTELDE), slight
roulette defects in the lower margin otherwise on piece,
superb, Michel (180.-)
14A
estimate 70,132 1864, 1 Sgr. medium yellowish ochre, rouletted 16,
on piece, superb, Michel 180.14A
estimate 65,133 1865, 1 Sgr. yellow ochre, rouletted 16, with blue
number
postmark
"16"
on
cover
from
"SCHÖNINGEN" to Alsleben, fresh colors, superb,
photo expertize, Lange
14A
estimate 180,134 1864, 1 Sgr. yellow ochre, rouletted 12, number
postmark "9", very fine (thin spot), expertized Lange,
Michel 380.14B
estimate 90,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

BRUNSWICK
135 1864, 2 Sgr. black on dark blue with scarce number
postmark "1" on not quite complete envelope from
"BADENHAUSEN" to Ground pork gene, fresh colors,
superb, R!, photo expertize Lange
15
estimate 500,136 1864, 3 Sgr. lilac red, number postmark "9", at the
bottom with part of the neighbour, insignificant small
tiny thin spot, superb, expertized Drahn, Michel 650.16A
estimate 180,137 1865, 1 Gr. rose, two ring cancel
"HOLZMINDEN", superb, signed, Michel (70.-)
18
estimate 20,138 1865, 2 Gr. dark ultramarine, number postmark
"43" (VELCHEDE), superb, Michel 160.19
estimate 50,139 1866, 2 Gr. ultramarine with blue two ring cancel
"SCHOENINGEN" on cover to Kelbra by Nordhausen,
superb in every respect (choice copy), photo expertize
Lange
19
estimate 200,140 1865, 3 Gr. orange brown, black rectangle cancel
with two lines "VELCHELDE", superb, signed, Michel
(200.-)
20
estimate 65,141 Old cancelled part of a collection Brunswick,
mixed quality, inspect!, Michel more then 3700.estimate 280,BREMEN
142 1855, 3 Gr. black on gray blue, vertical laid paper,
type III, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 600.1x ★
estimate 150,143 1856, 5 Gr. black on carmine gray, type II, with
right margin, rest of hinge, superb
2★
estimate 75,144 1856, 5 Gr. black on carmine gray, type II, rest of
hinge, gum a little creasely, superb, Michel 200.2★
estimate 60,145 1859, 5 Sgr. yellow green in the horizontal pair
with lower margin, left stamp a brown dot at the upper
margin otherwise having bright colors extremely fine
copy, various old signs, Michel (500.-)
4a ★
estimate 150,146 1859, 5 Pf. yellow green, gum scarcely original,
very fine
4a (★)
estimate 40,147 1859, 5 Sgr. green block of four from of the right
lower corner of the sheet, superb
4c
★
estimate 190,148 1859, 5 Sgr. green, upper margin copy, rest of
hinge, superb, signed
4c ★
estimate 30,149 1862, 5 Gr. black on pale carmine gray, roulette D
1II, type II, gum not original, rest of hinge, superb
7B (★)
estimate 80,-

BREMEN
6
150 1862, 5 Gr. black on pale carmine gray, roulette D
1II, small corrected place at the edge otherwise superb,
Michel 300.7B
estimate 65,151 1863, 10 Gr. black, roulette D 1I, a number of rest
of hinge, small thin, very fine, signed among others
Schlesinger, Michel 1000.8A ★
estimate 190,152 1867, 5 Sgr. dark olive green, rest of hinge, superb,
amongst other things large red signature, Michel 180.15b ★
estimate 60,HAMBURG IMPERIAL EMPIRE POSTAL SERV.
153 1756, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,154 1770, cover from Hamburg to Lauenburg, superb
estimate 50,155 1779, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,156 1782, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Marseille, superb
estimate 30,157 1790, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 30,158 1792, interesting prince envelope (not complete),
handwritten "franco Hamburg" to Hanover, superb
estimate 90,159 1798, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on
forwarded-letter to Stettin via Hamburg to Bordeaux,
agent. : Biacone & Lohmann, superb
estimate 80,160 1801, "Hamburg", one-line cancel on
accompanying letter to gentlemens hat, handwritten "frc
Leipzig", superb, signed
estimate 50,161 1802, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 25,162 1803, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Mugrion, superb
estimate 20,163 1805, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 20,164 1806, "R. 4. Hamburg", Forwarded-Letter (Heise
and Harder) from Stettin to Hamburg and then to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 40,165 1816, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Saarbrücken, superb
estimate 35,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

HAMBURG IMPERIAL EMPIRE POSTAL SERV.
166 1819, "HAMBOURG", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, 2 different transit cancellation, superb
estimate 30,167 1823, "Hamburg. ", two-line cancel (smaller type)
on cover to London, on the back dated postmark "FPO /
AP 10", superb
estimate 35,168 "Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Brüninghausen by Dortmundt, handwritten "frey till
cathedral", superb
estimate 40,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY BERGISH
169 1806, "T. G. D. HAMBOURG", red one-line
cancel on cover from Husum to Bordeaux, handwritten
"fr. Amsterdam", very fine, R!
estimate 250,170 1808, "HAMBOURG. 4. ", two-line cancel on
cover north, superb
estimate 40,171 1809, "HAMBOURG. 4. ", two-line cancel on
cover from Altona to Bordeaux, handwritten "fr.
Hamburg", very fine
estimate 30,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY FRENCH P.O.
172 1812, "128 HAMBOURG", two-line cancel on
small cover to France, superb
estimate 35,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY THURN AND TAXIS
173 1816, "R. 4. Hamburg", one-line cancel on cover to
Bordeaux, superb
estimate 50,174 1820, "TT. R. 4 HAMBOURG", two-line cancel on
Circulair to Bordeaux and three lines frame cancel
"Allemagne par Givet", superb
estimate 25,175 1825, "TT. R. 4. HAMBOURG", two-line cancel
on cover to Bordeaux, and transit cancellation
"ALLEMAGNE / PAR / GIVET" (frame cancel with 3
lines), superb
estimate 20,176 1828, "TT. R. 4. HAMBOURG", two-line cancel
on Forwarded-Letter from Elbing to Rheims, agent P.
H. Müller, very fine
estimate 45,177 1829, "TT. R. 4 HAMBOURG", two-line cancel on
cover to Bordeaux, red segment cancel "ALLEMAGNE
/ P GIVET" and on the back dated postmark, superb
estimate 20,178 1835, "T. T. Hamburg", three lines frame cancel on
cover from Altona to Francomont, file fold, very fine
estimate 20,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY THURN AND TAXIS
7
179 1838, "TT. R. 4 HAMBOURG", two-line cancel on
cover to Lyon, red underlined "9" and three lines frame
cancel "ALLEMAGNE / PAR / STRASSBURG", very
fine
estimate 30,180 1840, "TT. R. 4 HAMBOURG", two-line cancel on
Forwarded-Letter from Helsingborg to Rheims, red
TOUR T stamp, silk paper, superb
estimate 50,181 1842, "Hamburg Th. & T. ", three circle cancel on
cover to Cologne, one-line cancel "after postal
departure", superb
estimate 35,182 1845, "T. T. Hamburg", frame cancel with 3 lines,
on cover to Bordeaux, very fine
estimate 20,183 1847, "Hamburg Th. & T. ", three circle cancel on
cover to Basle, very fine
estimate 20,184 1850, "Hamburg Th. & T. ", three circle cancel on
cover to Bordeaux, Forwarded-Letter from Nottebohm
& Co., one-line cancel "after postal departure", superb
cover
estimate 60,185 1852, "Hamburg Th. & T. ", three circle cancel on
cover to Bordeaux, one-line cancel "after postal
departure", superb
estimate 30,186 1854, "Hamburg Th. & T. ", three circle cancel on
registered letter to Paris, various additional cancellation
with "CHARGE" and "PD", superb cover
estimate 50,187 1858, "Hamburg TH & T", single circle postmark
on registered letter to Bordeaux, various additional
cancellation, with "CHARGE", very fine
estimate 30,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY PRUSSIAN PA
188
1826,
"Hamburg",
two-line
cancel
Forwarded-Letter. From London, sender adress "pAf
Spalding and Co. ", to Langensalza, superb
estimate 40,189 1846, "Hamburg", two-line cancel on cover to
Vienna, file fold, superb
estimate 20,190 1847, "Hamburg", single circle postmark on cover
to men's hat, superb
estimate 30,191 "Hamburg", two-line cancel on cover to Berlin,
superb
estimate 20,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY MECKLENBURG OPA
192 1845, "Hamburg", two-line cancel on
accompanying letter to Kaltenhof by Dassow, superb
estimate 70,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY SWEDISH PA
193 1862, "Hamburg K. S. P. A. ", three lines frame
cancel on cover from London to Stockholm, Tax stamp
"45 øre", superb cover, R!
estimate 80,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY DANISH O.P.A.
194 "Hamburg KÖN. DÄN. Grandad", blue two ring
cancel reverse on cover to Ratzeburg, very fine, R!
estimate 150,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY
MESSENGER
195 1817, "Hamburg. ", red two-line cancel with tower
on cover to red scum, on the back transit cancellation,
very fine
estimate 40,196 1859, messanger´s by foot postmark "F. P. 20 / 2"
on Forwarded-Letter from Bogota (Colombia) to
Hamburg, superb cover, RR!
estimate 100,HAMBURG TRANSIT STAMP
197 1796, "D. HOLLANDE", one-line cancel on cover
to Lille, red stamp "En. Num. ", reverse handwritten
"10", superb
estimate 90,198 1817, Forwarded-Letter from Stettin via Hamburg
to Schiedam, on face red illegible postmark from
Hamburg, reverse red rectangle cancel with two lines
"NOORDSCH / GRENSKANTOOR", very fine
estimate 120,199 1841, "T 22 OCT", in red on cover from
Magdeburg (two ring cancel) to London, reverse special
form "Hamburg" and red dated postmark, very fine
estimate 20,200 1842, "T 1 NOV", in red on cover from Königsberg
(single circle cancel) to London, very fine (government
creases)
estimate 40,201 1842, "T 11 OCT", in red on cover from Wroclaw
(two ring cancel) to London, on the back on route
passing cancellation from Hamburg, file fold, very fine
estimate 30,202 1842, "T 11 NOV", in red on cover from Leipzig
(frame cancel with two lines) to London, handwritten
"per Hamburg steam boat", on the back small single
circle postmark "Hamburg" and red dated postmark, file
fold, very fine
estimate 20,203 1843, "T 26 SEP", in red on cover from Berlin (two
ring cancel) "via
estimate 30,204 1843, "T 5 DEC", in red on cover from
"KÖNIGSBERG" (single circle cancel) to London, on
the back on route passing cancellation from Hamburg,
very fine
estimate 25,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

HAMBURG TRANSIT STAMP
8
205 1844, "T 2 JUL", in red on cover from Magdeburg
(two ring cancel) per "Hamburg STEAMER" to
London, reverse small single circle postmark
"Hamburg" and in red "KC" with date, very fine
estimate 40,206 1845, "T 8 AUG", in red on cover from Magdeburg
(two ring cancel) to London, handwritten "Hamburg
Steamer", superb
estimate 30,207 1846, "T 10 JUN", in red on cover from
Königsberg to London, on the back on route passing
cancellation from Hamburg (two ring cancel) and red
dated postmark, very fine
estimate 20,208 1857, "6", tax cancel on cover from Hamburg to
Rheims, blue tour cancel, on the back on route passing
cancellation and arrival postmark, superb
estimate 30,HAMBURG PRE PHILATELY LOTS
209 Interesting lot of 16 documents, mostly superb
condition, treasure trove, inspect!
estimate 75,HAMBURG
210 1859, 1 S. bright red brown, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 130.2★
estimate 40,211 1859, 2 S. orange red, with wide margins, superb,
Michel 130.3
estimate 45,212 1859, 4 S. yellow green, very fine (small thin spot),
amongst other things expertized Buehler, Michel 1500.5a
estimate 260,213 1859, 7 S. bright yellowish orange, rest of hinge,
with wide margins, superb, Michel 130.6★
estimate 45,214 1864, 2½ S. blue-green, superb, Michel 180.9
estimate 60,215 1864, 2 S. orange red, left margin copy with
number "11" and stamp with part number in the right
margin, rest of hinge, 2 superb items
13 ★
estimate 20,216 1864, 7 S. yellowish orange, normal perforation,
superb, signed Thier, Michel 150.17
estimate 40,217 1864, 9 S. orange yellow, small thin places
otherwise fresh colors superb, photo expertize Lange,
Michel 2600.18
estimate 650,218 1865, 7 S. brownish lilac in the horizontal margin
pair with margin number "10", right stamp
unwatermarked!, rest of hinge, superb in every respect
(choice copy)
19 ★
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

HAMBURG
219 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet block of four from
the left upper corner, with row number!, rest of hinge, a
little separated otherwise superb
20a
★
estimate 160,220 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet block of four, rest of
hinge, superb
20a
★
estimate 110,221 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet, blue two ring
cancel "ST. P. E. 1. Hamburg", on piece, superb
20a
estimate 50,222 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet with single circle
postmark "St. P. A. Hamburg" in black and blue, 2
pieces, superb in every respect
20a
estimate 30,223 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet with blue thick four
stroke cancel, superb in every respect piece of letter
20a
estimate 25,224 1866, 1¼ S. dark brown violet with plate flaw "o in
post stamp filled", rest of hinge, left at the bottom
round corner otherwise superb, abridged certificate
Lange
20aII ★
estimate 100,225 1866, 1¼ S. gray purple, black single circle
postmark "St. P. A. Hamburg", superb in every respect
(choice copy), abridged certificate Lange
20b
estimate 35,226 1866, 1¼ S. gray purple, blue single circle
postmark "St. P. A. Hamburg", on piece, superb,
abridged certificate Lange
20b
estimate 50,227 1866, 1¼ S. gray purple in the block of nine, 2
values rest of hinge, 5 stamps mint never hinged, a
value corner crease otherwise superb - scarce unit!,
RR!, photo expertize Lange
20b ★ ★, ★
estimate 450,228 1916, naturalization papers the "Freie´n and
Hanseatic league city Hamburg, superb
estimate Gebot
HANOVER
229 1851, 1 Ggr. black on gray green with plate flaw
"lion back left besides coat of arms oval broken", with
black one-line cancel" (A) SENDO (RF) " on closely
piece, slight glueing fold, superb, R!
2aV
estimate 90,230 1851, 1 / 15 Th. black on gray blue, lower left
corner of the sheet with no. "1", blue two ring cancel,
superb, expertized Buehler
4
estimate 90,231 1855, 1 / 10 Th. black, orange net like pattern,
superb, Michel 200.7a
estimate 70,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

HANOVER
9
232 1856, 3 Pf. carmine, black net like pattern, blue
single circle postmark "Hanover", minimal glue stained
otherwise on piece, superb, expertized Drahn, Michel
350.8a
estimate 90,233 1856, 3 Pf. carmine, gray net like pattern, in the
horizontal pair, with blue two ring cancel
"VIENENBURG", superb in every respect piece of
letter, photo expertize Berger, Michel (1000.-)
8b
estimate 390,234 1856, 1 / 15 Th. black / gray ultramarine, blue
single circle postmark "GOSLAR", superb, Michel
100.11
estimate 30,235 1856, 1 / 15 Th. black / gray ultramarine, on piece,
superb, Michel 90.11
estimate 30,236 1856, 1 / 10 Th. black / orange yellow, centered
blue stamp "DISSEN", superb
12
estimate 30,237 1859, 2 Gr. blue, perfect blue stamp "NORTEN",
superb in every respect (choice copy)
15a
estimate 20,238 1859, 2 Gr. dark blue in the 16er part sheet with
margin numbers "1" to "4", field 4 with variety 15IV,
except for 4 values all mint never hinged, scarce unit,
superb
15b ★ ★, ★
estimate 280,239 1859, 3 Gr. yellow orange, superb, Michel 85.16a
estimate 25,240 1859, 3 Gr. yellow orange, centered blue stamp
"FRIEDEBURG", on piece, superb
16a
estimate 30,241 1860, ½ Gr. black, with wide margins, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 120.17y ★
estimate 35,242 1861, 3 Gr. brown, blue two ring cancel
"Osnabrueck", on piece, superb, Michel (70.-)
19a
estimate 25,243 1864, 3 Gr. pale brown, centered blue two ring
cancel "HAGEN", superb in every respect (choice
copy), signed H. Krause, Michel (100.-)
25y
estimate 40,244 1833, Hanoverian advertisements: issue No. 6 from
19. January with advertisements from all
Lebensbereichen, superb
estimate 25,HANOVER TOWN CANCEL
245 "hair", blue two ring cancel on 1 Gr. rose, on piece,
superb
14a
estimate 30,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

HANOVER STILL USED POSTMARK
246 "AURICH", blue two ring cancel on 1 Sgr. rose,
margin copy, on piece, superb
Pr 16
estimate 25,247 "BODENFELDE", black two ring cancel on 1 Gr.
bright ultramarin, on piece, superb
NDP 16
estimate 30,248 "ELBINGERODE", blue two ring cancel on cover
to Bovenden, very fine
Pr 16a
estimate 20,249 "GARTOW" (two ring cancel) on 1 Gr. rose postal
stationery cover, very fine
NDP U1
estimate 35,250 "SCHEESSEL" on minimal splotchy superb cover
with 1 Gr. carmine
DR 19
estimate 20,HANOVER COLLECTIONS, LOTS
251 18 values, condition varies with many superb
items, Michel 1000.estimate 150,HELIGOLAND
252 1867, ½ S. bluish green / reddish carmine, type II,
circle date stamp, strong defects, fine, expertized
Schulz, Michel 2200.1II
estimate 220,253 1869, ½ S. blue-green / dark carmine, circle date
stamp, reperforated, very fine, expertized Brettl, Michel
380.6a
estimate 75,254 1873, ½ S. vivid bluish green / carmine with plate
flaw "break of the lower border line under of the left
indication of value z", rest of hinge, small defects, very
fine, abridged certificate C. Brettl, Michel 320.6hII ★
estimate 80,255 1873, ¼ S. dark red crimson / bright yellowish
green with circle date stamp (25% extra charge!),
heavily repaired, expertized Lemberger, Michel
(3000.-)
8a
estimate 300,256 1873, printing error: ¼ S. green / carmine, rest of
hinge, a short perforation otherwise superb, photo
expertize Schulz, Michel 120.8F ★
estimate 30,257 1889, 10 Pf. pale green / red, rest of hinge, very
fine, Michel 180.14d ★
estimate 45,258 1882, 20 Pf. pale rose-lilac / gray yellow / gray
green, circle date stamp, very fine (perforation fault),
expertized Lemberger, Michel 120.18c
estimate 25,259 1879, 5 M. "numeral of value in the oval", rest of
hinge, as usual perforated superb, Michel 180.20A ★
estimate 50,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

MECKLENBURG STRELITZ STAMPS
10
260 1864, 2 Sgr. gray ultramarine, single circle
postmark "FÜRSTENBERG", right partly scissors
separation otherwise superb, abridged certificate
Berger, Michel 1000.5
estimate 260,OLDENBURG
261 1855, 1/3 Sgr. black on green olive, blue rectangle
cancel with two lines "VAREL", large margins all
around, having bright colors extremely fine copy,
signed Kruschel and Pfenninger, photo expertize
Stegmüller, Michel (1300.-)
1
estimate 500,262 1852 / 3, 1 / 30 Th. black on bright gray
ultramarine, type I and III, 2 superb items, Michel 70.2I,III
estimate 20,263 1852, 1 / 15 Th. black on dull brownish red, type I,
on piece, superb, Michel 100.3I
estimate 35,264 1859, 1 Gr. black on pale blue, blue rectangle
cancel with two lines "HOOKS (IEL) ", with wide
margins, superb, Michel (60.-)
6a
estimate 20,265 1859, 1 Gr. black on pale blue, blue rectangle
cancel with two lines "DINKLAGE", superb
6a
estimate 20,266 1859, 3 Gr. black on gray yellow, blue rectangle
cancel with two lines "DEDESDORF", superb, Michel
750.8
estimate 220,267 1861, 1/3 Gr. moss green, photo expertize Brettl:
"three sides with wide margins, top right touched. Tiny
scratch in the margin in of the right upper corner.
Otherwise faultless condition, unrepaired. Especially
fresh colour of the rare shade. ", Michel 3000.10b
estimate 700,268 1861, 2 Gr. blackish red orange, very fine (small
thin), Michel 550.13
estimate 120,269 1861, 3 Gr. gray yellow, blue rectangle cancel with
two lines "DELMENHORST", lower left corner very
close margin otherwise full margins superb, signed
Gebruder Senf, Michel 550.14
estimate 130,OLDENBURGO STAMP PART
270 "LASTRUP", blue two ring cancel centered on 1
Gr. carmine, roulette 10, stamp reverse defects, RR!
17B
estimate 170,PRUSSIA PRE PHILATELY
271 "V. BERCHHEIM", one-line cancel on envelope,
superb in every respect from Bergheim, R!
estimate 140,272 "Wroclaw" on cover (1770) to Verviers / Belgium
with "Franco Wesel" and rate marking "7", superb
estimate 120,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

PRUSSIA PRE PHILATELY
273 "PP COBLENZ", double-line cancel, adapted
Department cancel on cover (1814) to Wittlich, superb
estimate 160,274 "CZERSK", two-line cancel on cover (1850) to
Marienwerder, superb
estimate 20,275 "FRIEDRICHSBRUCH" with various rate
markings and Cash on Delivery, superb cover to Konitz
estimate 30,276 "SCHLOCHAU", two ring cancel, 2 superb letters
from 1846 and 1848
estimate 20,277 1753-1866, 5 interesting Grenzübergangsbelege:
Flensburg-Bordeaux, Angeleterre-Cognac, Holland
Vienna,
Berlin-Rothschild,
Paris,
Copenhagen
Arnheim, superb
estimate 100,PRUSSIA STAMPSLES LETTERS
278 "BRUSS" on "postal service certificate" (1867),
inside crown post horn postmark "BRUSS", superb
estimate 20,279 "CZERSK", straight-line cancel! On cover with
two-line cancel "KONITZ", superb, R!
estimate 40,280 "CZERSK", 9 documents, with also 2 "post
insinuation
documents"
with
red
crown
Posthornstempeln, very fine / superb
estimate 100,281 "GRUENCHOTZEN", 3 different documents till
1919, superb
estimate 40,282 "KARSZYN", 4 different documents from
1863-69, as well 3x crown post horn postmark, superb
estimate 60,283 "RITTELN", two ring cancel on cover to
Marienwerder, superb, R!
estimate 40,PRUSSIA
284 1851, ½ Sgr. red orange with number postmark
"458", superb
1
estimate 25,285 1850, 1 - 3 Sgr., 3 unused values, condition varies
2 ★,3,4 ( ★)
estimate 40,286 1852, 2 Sgr. blue, superb, Michel 110.7a
estimate 35,287 1858, 2 Sgr. black blue, rectangle cancel with two
lines "Gliwice", superb, Michel 550.11c
estimate 190,288 1859, ½ Sgr. red orange, unwatermarked, superb,
Michel 200.13a
estimate 70,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

PRUSSIA
11
289 1867, 1 Sgr. rose as additional franking on 1 Sgr.
postal stationery cover, three lines frame cancel
"SEEHAUSEN ALTM. Railway station", special
delivery cover to Lindau by Zerbst, stronger traces of
usage, fine
16,U 26A
estimate 45,290 1862, 2 Sgr. Prussian-blue, very fine (gum not
original), Michel 500.17b (★)
estimate 80,291 1867, 3 Pf. red violet, does stamp
"WITZENHAUSEN", superb, expertized amongst other
things W. Engel, Michel 350.19b
estimate 130,292 1867, 3 Pf. red violet, as usual perforated, on piece,
superb
19b
estimate 20,293 1867, 2 Kr. orange, centered does stamp
"SONNEBERG", superb, expertized Pfenninger,
Michel (120.-)
23
estimate 45,294 1925 / 30, country Saxony / government Bez.
Magdeburg: 54 different colored municipal coat of
arms vignettes from Aken at the Elbe - Werningerode,
superb
estimate 25,PRUSSIA NUMBER CANCELLATION
295 "296" (CZERSK) on 1 Sgr. black on rose, slight
trace of crease otherwise superb
2a
estimate Gebot
PRUSSIA TOWN CANCEL
296 "BRUSS", rectangle cancel with two lines on 3
Sgr. postal stationery cover, very fine, R!, expertized
Kastaun
U 13A
estimate 50,PRUSSIA STILL USED POSTMARK
297 "CZERSK", two ring cancel on 20 Pfe. Ultramarine
on cover to Hamburg, on the back seal stamp "K. PR.
Registry office GR. SCHLIEWITZ circle TUCHEL",
superb
DR 34
estimate Gebot
298 "group", rectangle cancel with two lines centered
on 1 Gr. red carmine, on piece, superb
NDP 16
estimate Gebot
PRUSSIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
299 Cancelled collection Prussia on lighthouse album
pages, a little mixed quality with various superb items,
Michel 1480.estimate 190,300 Small lot of 18 different values and 3 postal
stationery, mostly superb
,
estimate 75,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

SAXONY
301 1856, 5 Ngr. carmine rose, superb, abridged
certificate Vaatz, Michel 150.12c
estimate 50,302 1857, 5 Ngr. rust brown, number postmark "4",
right minimal touched otherwise superb, expertized
Rismondo, Michel 220.12e
estimate 55,303 1910, 10 Pf. - 100 Mk. revenue stamps, watermark
"stairways", 10 values mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
SAXONY COLLECTIONS
304 25 cancelled values, condition varies with many
superb items, Michel more then 700.estimate 75,SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN STAMPLESS COVERS
305 1711, "Cito" cover from Itzehoe to the gentlemen
mayor and councilors the royally. City Itzehoe, very
fine
estimate 150,306 1809, cover from Schleswig to Itzehoe, superb
estimate 50,SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN PRE PHILATELY
307 1830, postal form with local impression Itzehoe,
superb
estimate 50,308 "BLANKENMOOR", handwritten on receipt for
delivery (1892), superb
estimate Gebot
309 "castle S. DITHM. ", single circle postmark on
official letter (1885) to Eddelack, superb
estimate 20,310 "L. P. / No. 2" (HANERAU), rectangle cancel with
two lines and additional cancellation "ITZEHOE" on K.
D. S. (1852), on the back varnish seal from Court,
superb
estimate 100,311 "heather", one-line cancel and handwritten date on
small cover from 1849 to Altona, very fine
estimate 100,312 "heather", local impression on receipt for delivery
(1840), slight age traces otherwise superb
estimate 35,313 "fetch. EB. P. S. P. B. 1. Zug", single circle
postmark on cover (1866) from Kiel to Altona, superb
estimate 25,314 "ITZEHOE 2 / 10", handwritten on cover (1850) to
Glückstadt, superb
estimate 50,315 "ITZEHOE", handwritten on fieldpost certificate
(1809), superb
estimate 30,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN PRE PHILATELY
12
316 1809, cover of a premier second lieutenant from
Kiel to the mayor of the city Itzehoe, superb
estimate 60,317 "LAUENBURG", oval cancel on post
disbursement cover (1837) to the police office to
Itzehoe, various raddle, superb
estimate 50,318 "PLÖN" (1849-67), 4 different covers and a postal
form, superb
estimate 50,319 "RATZEBURG", local impression on receipt for
delivery: "under current date. . . . " (1798), superb
estimate 70,320 "RATZEBURG", local impression on receipt for
delivery (1855), very fine
estimate 25,321 "L. P. / No. 3" (SCHENEFELD) with two ring
cancel "ITZEHOE", rectangle cancel with two lines on
cover to Itzehoe, on the back varnish seal "parish /
bailiwick / SCHENEFELD", superb
estimate 75,322 "SEGEBERG", handwritten on proof of posting
(by the mail coach service) (1852), superb
estimate 25,323 "WESSELBUREN", single circle cancel, 2
different documents (1865 / 6), superb
estimate 35,SCHLESWIG H. DANISH NUMBER STAMP
324 "113" (ALTONA) on 4 S. "dotted" with private
perforation 12, cover very fine (vertical file fold
through the stamp), R!
DK 4
estimate 90,325 "117" (heather) on 4 S. "dotted and ruled", 7 covers
to different locations, mixed quality
DK 4,7
estimate 50,326 "120" (KELLINGHUSEN) on 4 RBS yellowish
brown, very fine
DK 1IIb
estimate 40,327 "122" (LÜTJENBURG) in blue on 4 S. "ruled", on
piece, superb
DK 7
estimate 50,328 "125" (NEUSTADT) on 4 S. "dotted" (4x) and 4 S.
"ruled" (7x), 11 values very fine / superb
DK 4,7 ,
estimate 60,329 "128" (OLDESLOE) on 4 RBS red-brown, at the
bottom partly touched otherwise superb
DK 1IIa
estimate 25,330 "136" (AHRENSBURG) on 4 S. "dotted", right
partly touched otherwise superb
DK 4
estimate 50,331 "141" (CREMPE) on 4 S. "dotted", superb
DK 4
estimate 65,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SCHLESWIG H. DANISH NUMBER STAMP
332 "141" (CREMPE) on 4 S. "dotted", cover fine
(strong file fold through the stamp)
DK 4
estimate 40,333 "143" (LUNDEN) on 4 S. "dotted", cover very fine
DK 4
estimate 90,334 "143" (LUNDEN) on 4 S. "ruled", cover very fine
(defects)
DK 7
estimate 50,335 "149" (MÖLLN) on 4 RBS yellowish brown, left
touched lightly otherwise superb
DK 1IIb
estimate 75,336 "156", "L. P. No. 2" (HANERAU) centered on 4 S.
"dotted", superb
DK 4
estimate 90,337 "157", "L. P. No. 4" (KALTENKIRCHEN) on 4 S.
"ruled", left touched otherwise on piece, superb
DK 7
estimate 90,338 "163" (Holstein railway mail-forwarding office) on
4 RBS red-brown and yellowish brown, 2 values very
fine / superb
DK 1IIa,b
estimate 60,339 "163" (Holstein railway mail-forwarding office) on
4 S. "ruled", 2 pieces very fine (stamps touched)
DK 7
estimate 30,340 "170" (KIELER railway station ZUG 2) on 4 S.
"dotted", small superb cover
DK 4
estimate 230,341 "184" (SCHL. Post. SPED. BUREAU) on 4 S.
"dotted", superb, R!
DK 4
estimate 90,342 "192" (SCHLESW. Railway mail-forwarding
office) on 4 S. "ruled", 3 values in minor shade (1x with
additional cancellation), very fine
DK 7 ,
estimate 40,343 "3 rings without dot" (KEITUM) on piece with 4 S.
"ruled", hardly visible trace of crease otherwise superb
DK 7
estimate 65,SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN
344 1864, 1¼ S. gray ultramarine, single circle
postmark "fetch. EB. P. SP. B. Northern", lower left
closely otherwise full margins superb
6
estimate 45,345 1865, 2 S. gray ultramarine and 4 S. brown-ochre,
2 superb items, Michel 170.16/7
estimate 60,346 1865, 4 S. brown-ochre, single circle postmark
"FLENSBURG", superb, Michel 100.17
estimate 35,347 1867, 1¼ S. grey, centered two ring cancel
"ALTONA", superb in every respect piece of letter
18c
estimate 30,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN
13
348 1865, 2 S. medium gray ultramarine with Danish
number postmark "1", superb
21
estimate 20,349 1865, 4 S. brown-ochre, single circle postmark
"KALTENKIRCHEN", superb, Michel (100.-)
25
estimate 35,SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN TOWN CANCEL
350 "castle", two ring cancel on 1¼ S. dark yellowish
green, olive green and rose lilac, 3 superb items
4,9,14 ,
estimate 40,351 "DEETZBÜLL", single circle postmark on 1¼ S.
olive green on piece, very fine
9
estimate 20,352 "GETTORF", two ring cancel on 1¼ S. dark
yellowish green and rose lilac, 2 values very fine
4,14
estimate 25,353 "HANERAU", two ring cancel centered on 1¼ S.
brown purple, superb
20
estimate 20,354 "HEILIGENHAFEN", single circle postmark
perfect on 1¼ S. light brown purple, superb in every
respect (choice copy), signed
20
estimate 20,355 "fetch. EB. P. SP. B ZUG" on 1¼ S. green, on
piece, superb
9
estimate 25,356 "fetch. EB. P. SP. B 3. ZUG", single circle
postmark on 1¼ S. medium blue / white rose, olive
green and brownish lilac, 3 values very fine / superb
7 ,9 ,22
estimate 40,357 "railway station KLOSTERBURG", single circle
postmark on 1¼ S. dark yellowish green, very fine
4
estimate 30,358 "NEUSTADT IN HOLSTEIN", three lines frame
cancel on 1¼ S. medium blue / white rose, olive green
and brown purple, 3 values very fine
7,9 ,20
estimate 25,359 "OLDESLOE", two ring cancel centered on 1¼ S.
medium blue / white rose, on piece, superb
7
estimate 25,360 "PLÖN", single circle postmark on 1¼ S. dark
yellowish green, brown purple and brownish lilac, 3
superb items
4,20,22
estimate 50,361 "SATRUP", single circle postmark on 1¼ S. rose
lilac, stamp defects
14
estimate 20,362 "SCHLESW. Post. SPED. BUR" (southern),
rectangle cancel with two lines on 1¼ S. medium blue /
white rose on piece, very fine
7
estimate 20,363 "WESSELBUREN", two ring cancel on 1¼ S.
olive green, very fine
9
estimate 20,-

SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN NUMBER STAMP
364 "71" (SONDERBURG) on 1¼ S. yellowish green,
stamp defects
4
estimate 25,365 "117" (heather) on 1¼ S. gray ultramarine "close
wavy ground", on piece, superb
5I
estimate 35,366 "130" (PLÖN) on 1¼ S. dark yellowish green and
1¼ S. medium blue, 2 values very fine
4,7
estimate 45,367 "133" (SEGEBERG) on 1¼ S. gray ultramarine
"close wavy ground", on piece, superb
5I
estimate 35,368 "142" (HORST) on 1¼ S. gray ultramarine, superb,
R!
6
estimate 150,369 "148" (LAUENBURG) on 1¼ S. medium blue /
white rose, superb
7
estimate 50,370 "150" (RATZEBURG) on 1¼ S. medium blue /
white rose, stamp with defects
7
estimate 35,371
"170"
(railway
mail-forwarding
office
PINNEBERG Z 1) on 1¼ S. gray ultramarine, large
piece with additional cancellation
6
estimate 60,372 "173" (TRITTAU) on 1¼ S. gray ultramarine, very
fine, expertized W. Engel
6
estimate 60,373
"206"
(railway
mail
BUREAU
ELMSHORN-ITZEHOE) on 1¼ S. gray ultramarine, 2
values very fine (Michel. No. 6 thin spot)
5I,6
estimate 60,S. H. ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
374 Approximate. 1851, "SCHLESWIG. Fetch: army
postal service No. I", oval cancel on military envelope
to Itzehoe, reverse broken varnish seal "upper
Quartermaster the Schlesw. Fetch. Army", superb
estimate 80,375 1850, "SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN army postal
service", single circle postmark on cover to Lütjenburg,
reverse broken varnish seal "upper Quartermaster the
Schleswig fetch. Army", superb
estimate 200,376 1806, K. D. S. cover to the magistracy of the city
Itzehoe, on the back black varnish seal "KÖNIGELIG
field COMMISSARIAT", superb
estimate 70,377 1809, decorative "Circulair" of the "Kongelig
Feldcommissariat Kiel", to the peers abbey in Uetersen,
with varnish seal, superb
estimate 120,378 1810, postal form with local impression Itzehoe,
superb
estimate 80,-

S. H. ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
14
379 1814, D. S. with interesting contents to Uetersen
the "provisionally / administration commission / of the
Duchy / Holstein in Kiel", varnish seal, superb
estimate 120,380 Two ring cancel "railway station KIELER Z1",
offical matter from "Commandant SKARET" (complete
varnish seal) to the Schlesw. Fetch. WAR
DEPARTMENT in Rendsburg, superb
estimate 80,381 Approximate. 1849, cover from "KIEL" (R1) to
Lunden, reverse complete varnish seal from
"Departement of the warfare IV te battalion", superb
estimate 70,382 1851, M D S with contents from "KIEL" (single
circle cancel) to Meldorf, on the back varnish seal from
"IX ten Schlew. Fetch. Inf. Battalion " the Comando the
II ten Comp. ", superb
estimate 70,383 K. D. S. from Cavalleriedetachement on Fehmarn,
file fold, superb
estimate 40,THURN AND TAXIS
384 1852, 1 Gr. black on blue, centered number
postmark "41" (MELZUNGEN), full margins, superb
4
estimate 55,385 1859, ¼ Gr. reddish orange (except for one corner
full margins) with upper right corner of the sheet 1 Sgr.
blue (touched) on piece with number postmark "231",
superb
13,15
estimate 45,386 1861, 2 Sgr. dark rose red, centered number
postmark, on all sides good to large margins all round,
superb in every respect piece of letter
16
estimate 55,387 1859, 15 Kr. brown purple, except for one corner
good to large margins all round, expertized angel,
Michel 120.24
estimate 35,388 1862, ¼ Sgr. black, number postmark "69"
(SPANGENBERG), on all sides wide having huge
margins, superb
26
estimate 35,389 1865, ¼ Gr. black in the mint never hinged block
of twelve on d. Right lower corner of the sheet, superb
35 ★★
estimate 200,390 1865, ½ Gr. yellowish orange and 2x 2 Gr. pale
blue on superb piece, Michel (185.-)
37,39
estimate 65,391 1909, 33 reprints complete, all from lower margin,
superb
aus 1-41 ND (★)
estimate 90,392 1865, 6 Kr. pale blue, type IA, in the horizontal
pair, three ring postmark "220", on piece, superb
43IA
estimate 35,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

THURN AND TAXIS
393 1866, ½ Gr. yellow orange in the horizontal pair
with number cancel "300" (Hamburg) on piece, normal
roulette, superb, photo expertize Helbig, Michel 550.47
estimate 150,394 1866, 2 Gr. medium blue, centered blue number
postmark (number not clear cognizable), superb,
expertized Drahn, Michel 700.49
estimate 170,THURN AND TAXIS STILL USED POSTMARK
395 "EBERSTADT" centered on 1 Kr. yellowish green,
superb, Michel 70.DR 7
estimate 25,396 "SCHWARZBURG" on 7 Kr. ultramarine, tiny
corner crease, superb
DR 26
estimate 30,THURN AND TAXIS COLLECTIONS, LOTS
397 Almost only cancelled collection Thurn and Taxis
on old Schaubek sides, condition varies with some
superb items, inspect!
,★
estimate 190,WUERTTEMBERG
398 1851, 1 Kr. black on medium gray yellow silk
paper, lower left corner slightly closely otherwise
superb, expertized Heinrich, Michel 300.1yb
estimate 75,399 1851, 3 Kr. black on dark yellow, type II, two-line
cancel "NAGOLD", superb in every respect piece of
letter, expertized Heinrich
2d
estimate 30,400 1851, 6 Kr. yellowish green silk paper, superb,
expertized Heinrich, Michel 110.3y
estimate 35,401 1851, 9 Kr. black on dark rose, trace of crease
otherwise fresh colors, superb, expertized Heinrich,
Michel 300.4c
estimate 75,402 1857, 9 Kr. carmine rose, full margins, superb
9a
estimate 35,403 1860, 6 Kr. green, superb, Michel 140.13a
estimate 40,404 1859, 9 Kr. pale carmine, two ring cancel
"GMÜND", superb in every respect (choice copy),
Michel (100.-)
14a
estimate 35,405 1860, 18 Kr. dark blue, touched on two sides
otherwise having bright colors superb item, Michel
1500.15
estimate 260,406 1861, 1 Kr. brown, thin paper (0, 07 mm), superb,
Michel 350.16ya
estimate 100,407 1860, 9 Kr. carmine, thick paper, two ring cancel
"GMÜND", superb, Michel 150.19xa
estimate 45,-

WUERTTEMBERG
15
408 1862, 1 Kr. brown, on the back mirror of ink, as
usual perforated superb, Michel 550.21
estimate 140,409 1864, 18 Kr. orange yellow, repaired like superb,
Michel (500.-)
29
estimate 75,410 1865, 1 - 6 Kr., 3 unused values very fine / superb,
Michel 480.30-32a ★
estimate 120,411 1867, 18 Kr. orange yellow, single circle postmark
"DONZDORF", at the bottom scissors separation, very
fine, Michel 1000.34
estimate 170,412 1868, 7 Kr. blue, superb, Michel 160.35a
estimate 45,413 1869, 2 Kr. dull orange, superb, Michel 170.37a
estimate 50,414 1869, 2 Kr. deep orange, superb, Michel 300.37b
estimate 90,415 1869 / 73, 7 Kr. blue and 9 Kr. pale brown, rest of
hinge, 2 having bright colors superb items, Michel
185.39,40a ★
estimate 55,416 1873, 70 Kr. red lilac, field 5, green fan cancel
"STUTTGART", large margins all around, superb,
photo certificates Thoma and Eichele, Michel (5000.-)
42b
estimate 1.700,417 1874, 1 Kr. yellow green, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 140.43 ★
estimate 45,418 1875, 10 Pf. red on official opened cover with back
closure brand and note, very fine
46
estimate 140,419 1875, 10 Pf, carmine red, unperforated, with lower
margin, very fine MNH, Michel 100.102bPU ★★
estimate 35,420 1906, 2 Pf. gray turquoise, on piece, superb,
expertized Klinkhammer, Michel (100.-)
107
estimate 35,421 1923, "numeral in lozenge", unperforated, all with
large right margin, very fine set
171-83PU ★ ★, ★
estimate 140,422 1923, 50 on 25 Pf. red orange, superb, expertized
Klinkhammer, Michel 1100.188
estimate 360,423 1890, 50 Pf. bright brown red, superb, expertized
Thoma, Michel 2200.211
estimate 650,424 1917, 15 Pf. violet black (2 different colours! ),
unperforated, with upper margin, 2 superb items (1x
slightly affixed), R!, Michel (120.-)
252PU ★★
estimate 35,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

WUERTTEMBERG
425 1911, 5, 10, 20 and 30 Pf. "revenue stamps",
watermark "cross and rings", always in the vertical
gutter pair, gutter folded, superb, R!
ZS ★★
estimate 20,-

NORTH GERMAN POSTAL DISTRICT LOTS 16
438 Interesting old part of a collection with no. 23 *, 25
/ 6 ~, various good stamp and a few special feature,
very fine / superb, inspect!
, ★,
estimate 200,-

WUERTTEMBERG POSTAL STATIONERIES
426 1893, 2 Pf., rectangular framework, printed matters
postcard, with coat of arms, unused, very fine (on the
back defects), Michel 70.DRP 6
estimate 20,427 1862, 6 Kr. pale blue, large irregular overprint, flap
stamp 1, size A, unused, a little blotched, very fine,
Michel 250U 2IAb
estimate 60,-

NORTH GERMAN P. D. POSTAL STATIONERIES
439 1863, 1 Gr. rose on 2 Ngr. blue, size A, unused,
superb, expertized Blecher, Michel 110.U 50A
estimate 45,440 1863, 1 Gr. rose on 3 Ngr. brown, size A, three
lines frame cancel "SCHNEEBERG", a little blotched,
very fine, Michel 110.U 51A
estimate 30,-

WUERTTEMBERG STAMP PART
428 "DONZDORF", single circle postmark on 1 Kr.
yellow green postal stationery cover, blotched very fine
U 21
estimate 20,429 "ILLINGEN in Wuerttemberg. ", single circle
postmark on 14 Kr. yellow orange, on Kreuzer stamps
R!, expertized Heinrich
41a
estimate 150,430 "MOCHENWA (NGEN) " on 7 Kr. blue, small
defects, R!
39a
estimate 30,431 "STUTTGART K. W. Post office", horseshoe
cancel on 2 Kr. dull orange, superb, Michel (170.-)
37a
estimate 60,WUERTTEMBERG COLLECTIONS, LOTS
432 Old part of a collection Wuerttemberg "penny"
currency, with good values and sets, amongst other
things Michel no. 107-11 and 217-26 etc., very fine /
superb
, ★, ★★
estimate 190,433 Nice old part of a collection Wuerttemberg till
1880, condition condition varies with many superb
items, inspect!, Michel (2009) 11500.estimate 1.500,434 Lot of 37 used postal stationery "penny currency",
mostly superb condition
estimate Gebot
NORTH GERMAN CONF.
435 1868, ¼ Gr. brown violet in the horizontal strip of
four, centered two ring cancel "COELN", on piece,
superb, Michel (200.-)
1a
estimate 75,436 1869, 30 Gr. gray blue, handwritten "Lauenb. ",
superb, Michel 170.26~
estimate 60,NORTH GERMAN P. D. ALSACE, LORRAINE
437 1870, 1 C. olive green, "tips to the top", rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 70.1Ia ★
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

PRIVATE POST BERLIN
441 Packetfahrt society: 1887 / 8, 10, 20 Pf. in blocks
of four, superb, Michel for * (140.-)
B 28A,29
★★
estimate 60,442 Packetfahrt society: 1887 / 8, 10, 20 Pf. in
horizontal pairs, Michel for * (70.-)
B 28A,29 ★★
estimate 30,443 Packetfahrt society: 1904, "society", 6 values and a
block of four (Michel. No. 79), almost only superb
B 76-79
estimate 100,444 Packetfahrt society: 1891, 2 Pf. brown, private
postal stationery cover from F. W. Large sons,
commercially used letter, superb
BU
estimate 35,445 Packetfahrt society: private jubilee card of the
Unite the stamps collector to Berlin 1887, single circle
postmark "1. parcel trip", reverse printed
Versammlungseinladung, superb
estimate 100,446 Lloyd: 1886, 3 Pf. green, left unperforated, margin
pair with normal stamp, very fine MNH, R!
E 2UL ★★
estimate 20,447 Lloyd: 1886, 10 Pf. yellow brown in the horizontal
gutter pair (gutter folded), superb, RR!
E 3ZW ★★
estimate 20,PRIVATE POST DRESDEN
448 HANSA: 1898 / 9, 3 Pf. orange on 2 different
picture postcards, superb
C 108
estimate 20,449 HANSA: 1896, 3 Pf. gold "25. anniversary the
imperial proclamation Wilhelm I. ", printing brown,
unused, superb postcard
C P 57
estimate 40,PRIVATE POST FRANKFURT / MAIN
450 1886-88, lot of approximate 350 values, with A 3 /
4, 14, B 4, 6, 46B, as well perforated and unperforated
issues and many block pieces, amongst other things
Michel no. 14 (74x), almost only superb
★ ★, ★
estimate 190,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

PRIVATE POST GREIZ
451 1889, lot of 8 sheet (100) by special delivery parcel
traffic Oskar Hopf: Michel no. 4a, b, 5 (2x), 6, 7a (2x)
and 7b, sheet Michel no. 5 once 2 stamps and once 3
stamps out separeted otherwise complete with
respectively without margin of sheet, partly separated,
very fine / superb, Michel 10750.A 4-7 ( ★), ★
estimate 1.500,-

PRIVATE POST LEIPZIG
17
465 1886 / 7, lot of 192 values, perforated and
unperforated, as well multiples, almost only superb
C 4-9,11 ★ ★, ★,( ★)
estimate 440,466 1908, 2½ Pf. "phoenix" in the part sheet from 15
pieces, without gum, superb
G 5 (★)
estimate 60,-

PRIVATE POST HAMBURG
452 HAMMONIA I: 1887, letter-card, 3 Pf. red on
blue-grey, frame cancel with two lines, superb
DK1
estimate 50,453 HAMMONIA II: 1888, 1 M. "transportation" in the
centric cancelled block of four, perforated 11½, superb
E 16A
estimate 100,454 HAMMONIA II: 1888, 1 M. "balloon", perforated
11½, block of four, centered stamp, Michel (100.-)
E 16A
estimate 45,455 HAMMONIA II: 1889, cover 3 Pf. black "Merkur
head", unused, a little creasely otherwise superb
EU1
estimate 20,-

PRIVATE POST LÜBECK
467 1888, 2, 3 and 15 Pf. "transportations", lot of 83
unperforated values, with many multiples, almost only
superb
A 1,2,4B ★ ★, ★
estimate 90,-

PRIVATE POST KIEL
456 Courier: 1896, 3 Pf. red, unframed, stamp "23. 7.
97", card very fine (a little blotched)
AP2
estimate 20,457 Courier: 1898, 3 Pf. orange red, "dispatches", with
date bridge stamp "courier KIEL" on superb postcard
A P 18
estimate 25,458 Courier: 1899, 3 Pf. orange "registered letters 10
Pf. ", unused, card very fine
A P 20
estimate 20,459 Courier: 1899, 3 / 3 Pf. orange, reply double card,
unused, superb, R!
A P 22
estimate 45,460 Courier: 1899, 2 Pf. green, address line not
underlined and 2 Pf. green, Ornament stroke type I,
unused, 2 superb cards
A P 24II,26I
estimate 25,461 Courier: 1899, 3 Pf. orange, without printers mark,
type II, "1900" left above, unused, superb postcard
A P 28IIA
estimate 20,462 Courier: 1899, cover 3 Pf. orange, unused, very
fine
AU2
estimate 20,463 2007-13, 6 different North letter First Day Sheets,
superb
estimate Gebot
464 2010-14, 6 different North letter First Day Sheets,
superb
estimate Gebot
bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

PRIVATE POST MAINZ
468 1887, 20 Pf. + 2 Pf. black postal stationery postcard
with overprint "except Cours", unused, reverse
described, superb
CP
estimate 30,PRIVATE POST WITTENBERG
469 1897, 3 Pf. blue, lot of 26 values, a few partially
perforated, very fine / superb
9a,b ★,( ★)
estimate 90,RAILWAY POST
470 "Aurich vacuously" (Zug 1) as arrival postmark on
picture postcard with 5 Pf "Reichspost" from 1901,
very fine
DR 55
estimate Gebot
471 "Berlin Wroclaw" (Zug 226) as entrance stamp
reverse on registered letter from Poland from 1927,
superb
estimate Gebot
472 "Berlin-Kiel" (Zug 63 (3x), 64 (2x) and 66),
1923-1944, 6 documents very fine / superb
estimate 50,473 "Bochhorn-Ellenserdamm" (Zug 205 and 2x 209),
1897-1901, 3 documents almost only superb
estimate 40,474 "Burglesum-Farge" (Zug 45, 145 and 409),
1893-1899, 3 cards almost only superb
estimate 35,475 "Dresden Ground stream" (Zug 444) as entrance
stamp reverse on special delivery registered letter from
the Czechoslovakia from 1924, very fine (four sides
opened)
estimate Gebot
476 "Eckernförde Cap el" (Zug 5 and 7 (2x) ),
1892-1933, 6 cards, in addition to it 2 express freight
letters for cured seawater fish, mostly superb
estimate 70,477 "Elmshorn-Itzehoe", three-line cancel on cover
with 1 Gr. carmine from 1869 and with 10 Pfe. Carmine
from 1882, superb
NDP 16,DR 33
estimate 40,478 "Emden-Emden outer harbor" (Zug 55, 61 and 3x
65), 1906-1909, 5 cards very fine / superb
estimate 40,-

RAILWAY POST
479 "Emden-Warburg", three straight line cancel,
1877-1879, on 4 postal stationery postcards with ½ Gr.
and 3x 5 Pfe., as well a to Vienna, very fine
estimate 70,480 "Flensburg-Hamburg", three straight line cancel,
1877-1880, on three 5 Pfe. Postal stationery postcards
and one card with 5 Pfe. Gray lilac, very fine / superb
DR 32
estimate 30,481 "Frankfurt-Freiburg" (Zug 941) on picture postcard
(triumphator Drop) from 1913 to Bremen with postage
due, superb
estimate Gebot
482 "Geestemünde-Bederkesa" (Zug 616 and 713),
1901 and 1906, 2 cards almost only superb
estimate 20,483 "Hagenow-Kiel" (Zug 306 (5x) and 1306),
1903-1913, 6 documents very fine / superb
estimate 70,484 "Hagenow-Neumünster" (Zug 304) as arrival
postmark on picture postcard with 5 Pf "Germania"
from 1905, very fine
DR 85
estimate Gebot
485 "Hamburg Bremen" (different trains and types),
1898-1958, 9 documents very fine / superb
estimate 30,486 "Hamburg-Kiel", 20 different documents,
1892-1964, mostly superb
estimate 100,487 "Hamburg-Leipzig" (Zug 151, 476 (8x) and 477),
1925 and 1991 / 2, 10 documents and a bag flag, almost
only superb
estimate 20,488 "Hamburg-Rostock" (Zug 34 (3x), 40, 2231 and
2233 (3x) ), 1891-1994, 8 documents, in addition to it
old picture postcard from railway station Rostock,
documents "Express goods through carriage" and
"arrears"
estimate 50,489 "Hamburg-Stettin", three straight line cancel, 1874
/ 79, on ½ Gr. and 5 Pfe. Postal stationery postcards,
very fine
estimate 30,490 "Hamburg-Vandrup" (Zug 22) on picture postcard
(Marburg) from 1905 to Esbjerk / Denmark with 5 Pf.
"Germania" and postage due, superb
DR 85
estimate Gebot
491 "Hanover Geestemünde" (Zug 146) on picture
postcard (modern arcade) from 1898 to Feldhof with
postage due, superb
estimate Gebot
492 "Hanover Wilhelmshaven" (Zug 538, 676, 875 and
876 (3x) ), 6 documents, very fine / superb
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

RAILWAY POST
18
493 "heather Elmshorn II" three-line cancel on piece
with 2x 10 Pf. carmine, superb
DR 41
estimate Gebot
494 "Herford-Bassum" (different trains and types),
1906-1957, 9 documents mostly superb
estimate 50,495 "Kiel-Ascheberg II", three-line cancel on 10 Pfe.
Carmine, a little blotched small cover
DR 33
estimate 40,496 "Kiel-Lübeck" (Zug 681), 8. 7. 04, picture postcard
(Kiel Kaiserstadt) with arrival postmark "mine
(HOLSTEIN) " and 5 Pf. "Germania", superb
DR 70
estimate Gebot
497 "Constance Basle", three-line cancel and
handwritten "to bolt" on 5 Pf. postal stationery postcard
from 1882, superb
DR P 10
estimate 20,498 "Leipzig-Riesa-Dresden" (Zug 2), 1907, reverse on
insured letter from Düsseldorf, superb
estimate 30,499 "Eisenb. Post Bureau Magdeburg", frame cancel
with 3 lines, on cover with NDP 1 Gr. carmine to
Friedrichstadt, very fine
NDP 16
estimate 20,500 "Munich farmyard" (Zug 25), R4 on special
delivery dispatch letter with 3x 1 Pf. "Hindenburg"
from 1934, superb
estimate Gebot
501 "Neumünster heather" (from Zug 1064-1471),
1914-58, 13 documents, mostly superb condition
estimate 40,502 "Neumünster-Neustadt", three-line cancel and
handwritten "EUTIN" on 2 covers with 1 Gr. carmine
from 1868 and 1869, very fine / superb
NDP 16
estimate 30,503 "Neustadt-Neumünster", three-line cancel and
partial handwritten "EUTIN" on 6 documents, very fine
estimate 40,504 "Oldenburg-Wilhelmshafen", three-line cancel on 5
Pf. postal stationery postcard from 1885 to Norderney,
very fine
DR P 12
estimate 25,505 "Soest-Norden" (Zug 642, 644 and 652),
1931-1934, 3 document very fine
estimate 20,506 "Tönning-Ohrstedt", three lines frame cancel on
cover to Garding from 1867, superb
estimate 30,507 "Wamdrup-Flensburg", three-line cancel and stroke
of pen cancellation on piece with 1 Gr. carmine, superb
NDP 4
estimate Gebot
508 "Wesermünde-Bederkesa" (Zug 149 and 920),
1928 and 1932, 2 covers very fine
estimate 20,-

RAILWAY POST
509 "Gdansk 3 conductor trailway postal service", three
lines frame cancel on 10 Pf. DR postal stationery
postcard (P 15) to Malmo (1888), superb
estimate 180,510 1874-1923, 10 different, partly interesting
documents, very fine / superb, inspect!
estimate 50,511 "railway mail with feather line depreciation", 9
different documents from approximate 1871-1883,
mostly superb
estimate 100,512 "light railway Kiel-Segeberg", 19 values the
exhaustion issues from Upper Silesia in Kiel used!, all
in the Düsterbehn catalogue unlistet!, RR!
estimate 750,GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
513 1872, ¼ - 5 Gr. "small breast shields", 6 superb
items, Michel 375.1-6
estimate 90,514 1872, ¼ Gr. gray violet, two ring cancel
"BARMEN", superb, expertized Brugger, Michel 120.1
estimate 40,515 1872, ¼ Gr. gray violet, perfect two ring cancel
"BERLIN P. E. 27", stamp strength on the back thin
places
1
estimate Gebot
516 1872, ¼ Gr. gray violet in the horizontal pair,
rough perforation, at the bottom not completely
perfectly, centered rectangle cancel with two lines "GR.
GOTTERN", having bright colors on piece, superb,
Michel (280.-)
1
estimate 90,517 1872, 1/3 Gr. yellowish green and ½ Gr. brick red
with centered three-line cancel "AACHEN /
DÜSSELDORF" and "Hanover / CASSEL", 2 values
very fine
2a,3
estimate 30,518 1872, 1/3 Gr. yellowish green and ½ Gr. brick red,
2 having bright colors good perforated superb items,
Michel 105.2a,3
estimate 35,519 1872, ½ Gr. brick red, rough perforation, single
circle postmark "ARTERN", superb, Michel (55.-)
3
estimate 20,520 1872, ½ Gr. brick red with plate flaw "lightly
points within top right", rectangle cancel with two lines
"ZEMPEL (castle), as usual perforated, very fine,
Michel 120.3X
estimate 40,521 1872, 1 Gr. red carmine, rest of hinge, two shorter
perforation otherwise fresh colors superb, photo
expertize Krug, Michel 400.4★
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
19
522 1872, 1 Gr. red carmine with plate flaw "accent
over c", small superb cover from "FREIBURG" to
Leipzig
4XXIIIa
estimate 20,523 1872, 5 Gr. ochre-brown, without gum, slight paper
roughening otherwise fresh colors superb, photo
expertize Krug, Michel 450.6 (★)
estimate 110,524 1872, 5 Gr. ochre-brown with Prussian pack
chamber stamp "AACHEN pack chamber", R!, scarce
random devaluation!, superb, photo expertize Brugger
6
estimate 140,525 1872, 5 Gr. ochre-brown, rare single circle
postmark "BERLIN P. A. 5. HAMB. BHF. ", as usual
perforated superb, Michel (120.-)
6
estimate 35,526 1872, 5 Gr. ochre-brown in the horizontal pair,
single circle postmark "SALZBERGEN", slight blue
stiff trace, on piece, superb, photo expertize Brugger,
Michel (300.-)
6
estimate 110,527 1872, 1, 3, 7 Kr. and ½ Gr. "small breast shields", 4
superb items, Michel 275.7,9/10,14
estimate 70,528 1872, 1 Kr. yellowish green in the vertical pair,
single circle postmark "PFORZHEIM", superb,
expertized Sommer, Michel 180.7
estimate 60,529 1872, 1 Kr. yellowish green and 2 Kr. brick red on
piece with two ring cancel "EIGELTINGEN", superb
(stamps as a check soaked off and with hinge mounted),
Michel (470.-)
7/8
estimate 170,530 1872, 2 Kr. reddish orange, complete three lines
frame cancel "CARLSRUHE IN BADEN / railway
station", superb in every respect piece of letter, photo
expertize Krug
8
estimate 170,531 1872, 3 Kr. carmine, small postel agency postmark
"OFFENBURG / NIEDERSCHROPFHEIM", on piece,
superb, photo expertize summer
9
estimate 75,532 1872, 3 Kr. carmine, rough perforation, three lines
frame cancel "SONNEBERG IN SACHS. My.
HILDBURGH. ", on piece, superb, photo expertize
Brugger
9
estimate 20,533 1872, 7 Kr. ultramarine, normal perforation,
superb, Michel 120.10
estimate 30,534 1872, 10 Gr. light grey brown, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 75.12 ★
estimate 25,535 1872, 10 Gr. light grey brown, manuscript
cancellation, superb, expertized Brugger, Michel 230.12 ~
estimate 75,-

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
536 1872, ½ Gr. orange in the vertical pair, three lines
frame cancel "KÖNIGSTEIN County WIESBADEN",
normal perforation, on piece, superb, expertized
Sommer, Michel (550.-)
14
estimate 50,537 1872, 2 Kr. orange, single circle postmark
"BRETTEN", normal perforation, on piece, superb,
photo expertize summer, Michel (250.-)
15
estimate 80,538 1872, ¼ - 5 Gr. "large breast shields", 7 superb
items, Michel 319.16-22
estimate 80,539 1872, 1/3 Gr., ½ Gr. and 1 Gr., always in the
vertical pair, normal perforation, superb, expertized
17a,18,19
estimate 35,540 1874, ½ Gr. orange and 1 Gr. red carmine with two
ring cancel "KIEL" on cover to Copenhagen, stamps
normal perforation, superb
18/9
estimate 45,541 1874, ½ Gr. orange on postcard with rectangle
cancel with two lines "HAMBURG-P. V. 6", to
Rendsburg, very fine
18
estimate 20,542 1872, ½ Gr. orange in the horizontal pair, left
stamp with plate flaw "Farbfeck under H", with
centered rectangle cancel with two lines "ANCLAM"
on cover, perforation in the upper margin bluntish
otherwise superb
18IV
estimate 65,543 1872, 1 Gr. red carmine, Hanover two ring cancel
"DORNUM", superb in every respect piece of letter,
photo expertize Brugger
19
estimate 25,544 1875, 1 Gr. red carmine (as 10 Pf. stamp used),
three lines frame cancel "GEESTEMÜNDE customs
union", as usual perforated, superb cover
19
estimate 20,545 1872, 1 Gr. red carmine with plate flaw "O and H
in Groschen broken, notch under P from post", very
fine (partly scissors separation), photo expertize
summer, Michel 350.19IX
estimate 75,546 25. 3. 1875, 1 Gr. red carmine (as 10 Pf. stamp
used) with plate flaw "dot over E", centered stamp
"BREMERVÖRDE", rückseitger arrival postmark
"OTTERSBERG", superb cover
19XXXV
estimate 50,547 1872, 2 Gr. ultramarine block of four, mint never
hinged from upper margin, superb in every respect
(choice copy)
20
★★
estimate 280,548 1872, 2 Gr. ultramarine, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.20 ★★
estimate 35,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
20
549 1872, 2½ Gr. reddish brown in the horizontal pair,
single circle postmark "SUHL", as usual perforated
superb, Michel 240.21a
estimate 70,550 1872, 2½ Gr. lilac brown, small size (L 15) !, two
ring cancel "ELBERFELD Bhf. ", a short perforation,
otherwise as usual perforated superb, R!, photo
expertize Krug, Michel 800.21b
estimate 240,551 1872, 1, 3 and 7 Kr. "large breast shields", 2 superb
items, Michel 144.23,25/6
estimate 40,552 18972, 1 Kr. yellowish green in the vertical pair,
single circle postmark "salem", normal perforation,
superb, expertized Brugger
23a
estimate 35,553 1874, 1 Kr. yellowish green, small stamp (15L) on
printed representative card with single circle postmark
"MANNHEIM", superb
23a
estimate 70,554 1872, 2 Kr. orange, does stamp "WORMS", photo
expertize Brugger: "the stamp shows deep rich colors
and excellent embossed, defective and corrections",
Michel 3200.24
estimate 480,555 1872, 2 Kr. orange, does stamp "BENSHEIM",
strength, mostly on the back defects, Michel (3200.-)
24
estimate 180,556 1872, 9 Kr. lilac brown, rest of hinge, superb in
every respect (choice copy), photo expertize Brugger:
"the stamp shows deep rich colors, excellent embossed,
well centered and well perforated", Michel (2000.-)
27b ★
estimate 850,557 1872, 18 Kr. black ocher, small defects, very fine,
photo expertize Hennies, Michel 2800.28
estimate 390,558 1874, 2½ on 2½ Gr. brown orange, perfect centered
two ring cancel "TRIER", normal perforation, superb
29
estimate 20,559 1874, 9 on 9 Kr. brown orange, superb, expertized
Pfenninger, Michel 600.30
estimate 200,560 1874, 9 on 9 Kr. brown orange, normal perforation,
superb, Michel 600.30
estimate 160,561 1874, 9 on 9 Kr. brown orange, single circle
postmark "FRANKFURT A. M. ", on piece, superb,
photo expertize Brugger, Michel (600.-)
30
estimate 220,562 Lot of 16 different pairs and a strip of three,
condition varies, partly expertized Brugger
aus 1-29
,
estimate 260,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN REICH SHIELDS
563 1871 / 3, 5 different documents, as well Michel no.
10 as a single franking, very fine
estimate 60,564 1874, two-sided pleading from Ernst Barney Bülow
on stationery from foreign office Berlin, personally
signs, superb
estimate 100,GERMAN REICH PENNY (E)
565 1875, 3 - 20 Pfe., 4 unused having bright colors
values, small defects, very fine
31-34a ★
estimate 120,566 1875, 10 Pfe. Carmine, as usual perforated, on
cover with rectangle cancel with one line "STEELE",
on the back three lines frame cancel "STEELE /
VOHWINKEL", superb
33a
estimate 20,567 1875, 25 Pf. reddish brown, rest of hinge, having
mould stains and thin, Michel 650.35a ★
estimate 100,568 1878, 25 Pfe. Yellow brown, as usual perforated
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 130.35b
estimate 35,569 1890, 2 M. brown purple, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 100.37e ★
estimate 30,570 1899, 2 M. lilac carmine in the horizontal pair,
superb, expertized Wiegand, Michel 120.37f
estimate 40,571 1884, 3 Pf. dark green, corner crease otherwise
superb, expertized Zenker, Michel 100.39aa
estimate 25,572 1880, 10 Pf. bright carmine, mint never hinged, as
usual perforated superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel
120.41a ★★
estimate 35,573 1885, 20 Pf. bright ultramarin, mint never hinged,
superb, certificate (copy) Wiegand of a former blocks
of four, Michel 170.42ba ★★
estimate 60,574 1897, 5 Pf. green on colored greatings from. . .
Card "2. Saxon Gymnastics Festival to PLAUEN I. V.
", single circle postmark "PLAUEN VOGTL.
Fairground 17. 7. " (early date! ), superb
46c
estimate 130,GERMAN REICH CROWN / EAGLE
575 1889, 3 Pf. dark brown, superb, expertized Zenker,
Michel 85.45aa
estimate 30,576 1890, 5 Pf. dark green, superb, expertized Zenker,
Michel 80.46aa
estimate 20,577 1889, 10 Pf. lilac carmine, superb, abridged
certificate Wiegand, Michel 100.47aa
estimate 35,-

GERMAN REICH CROWN / EAGLE
21
578 1889, 10 Pf. rose-carmine with plate flaw "T of
imperial post above in the middle open", small trace of
crease otherwise superb, expertized Zenker, Michel
150.47aII
estimate 35,579 1893, 10 Pf. brown rose on return envelope from
"king WÜSTERHAUSEN" to Triest, on the back
adhesive seal "official opened through the Kais. Upper
Postal service direction Potsdam", superb
47b
estimate 40,580 1893, 10 Pf. brownish red with plate flaw "T of
imperial post with horizontal bar", superb, expertized
Starauschek, Michel 60.47cI
estimate 20,581 1889, 10 Pf. carmine with plate flaw "T of imperial
post with horizontal bar", normal perforation, superb,
Michel 60.47I
estimate 20,582 1891, 20 Pf. Prussian-blue, stamp "FREIBERG
(Saxony) ", on piece, superb, abridged certificate
Wiegand, Michel 150.48c
estimate 50,583 1889, 50 Pf. red carmine, a little creasely otherwise
superb, expertized Wiegand, Michel 90.50a
estimate 20,584 1900, 2 Pf. bright gray, overprint "Specimen", mint
never hinged, superb, copy of a certificate Jäschke of a
former blocks of four, Michel 280.52SP ★★
estimate 100,GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
585 1901, 2 and 5 Pf. "Reichspost" on colored picture
postcard "international exhibition for fireprotection
Berlin 1901" and on card with vignette ditto., 2 superb
cards with Sondertempel ditto.
53,55
estimate 120,586 1900, 1 M. dark carmine red "Reichspost", rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 400.63b ★
estimate 140,587 1900, 2 M. "Reichspost", type I, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 140.64I ★
estimate 45,588 1900, 3 M. "Reichspost", type I, superb, Michel
60.65I
estimate 20,589 1900, 3 M. "Reichspost", type II, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 160.65II ★
estimate 55,590 1900, 3 M. "Reichspost", type II, rest of hinge,
very fine, Michel 160.65II ★
estimate 40,591 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type I, minimum corner
perforation crease top right otherwise superb, photo
expertize Jäschke L., Michel 2800.66I
estimate 750,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
592 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type II, a number of rest
of hinge, very fine (some blunted teeths), Michel 480.66II ★
estimate 130,593 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type II, stamp "BERLIN
S. W. 97", superb, expertized Pfenninger, Michel 500.66II
estimate 180,594 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type II, superb, photo
expertize Jäschke, Michel 500.66II
estimate 180,595 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type II, with plate flaw
"broken C in Reichspost", superb, R!, photo expertize
Jäschke L., Michel 3000.66IIPFI
estimate 1.000,596 1900, 5 M. "Reichspost", type I, paint over only
with white paint, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L.,
Michel 800.66IV
estimate 280,597 1902, 2 - 80 Pf. "Germania", unwatermarked, very
fine set mint never hinged, photo expertize Dr.
Oechsner, Michel 2500.68-77 ★★
estimate 900,598 1904, 3 Pf. brown-ochre, superb, expertized
Jäschke L., Michel 55.69b
estimate 20,599 1902, 20 Pf. lilac ultramarine "Germania",
unwatermarked, very fine, expertized Jäschke L.,
Michel 100.72b
estimate 20,600 1902, 30 - 50 Pf. "Germania", unwatermarked, rest
of hinge, 3 values very fine, Michel 290.74-76 ★
estimate 55,601 1902, 2 M. "gothic inscription", unwatermarked,
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 130.79 ★
estimate 40,602 1902, 5 M. green black / dark carmine, carmine
luminous, perforated A, unwatermarked, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 350.81Ab ★
estimate 120,603 1902, 5 M. green black / dark carmine, perforated
B, unwatermarked, small on the back rubbed spot
otherwise having bright colors superb item, photo
expertize Jäschke, Michel 6000.81Bb
estimate 1.600,604 1902, 2 M. blackish blue, perforated B, rest of
hinge, slight gum crease, very fine, Michel 1300.82B ★
estimate 260,605 1911, 3 Pf. "Germania" 2x on postcard with special
cancel "SCHWEIDNITZ exhibition Place" and vignette
"craft and industrial exhibition Schweidnítz", superb
84
estimate 100,606 1907, 5 Pf. "Germania" in the vertical pair on
picture postcard "international athletics exhibition" with
special cancel dto., superb
85
estimate 120,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
22
607 1917, 2 different insured letter to the "German
Lutherstiftung" in Berlin, superb
85,87,89,91II
estimate Gebot
608 1911, 10 Pf. carmine "peace printing", superb,
expertized Dr. Hochstädter, Michel 200.86Ic
estimate 60,609 1911, 60 Pf. gray lilac "peace printing", mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Zenker and photo expertize
Jäschke L., Michel 800.92Ia ★★
estimate 290,610 1911, 3 M. blackish violet "peace printing", superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 65.96AIa
estimate 20,611 1906, 5 M. "peace printing", yellowish red
luminous, as usual perforated superb, expertized
Jäschke, Michel 220.97AIa
estimate 60,612 1905, 5 M. "Minister print", framework dark
yellow ocher luminous, superb, photo expertize
Jäschke, Michel 2000.97AIM
estimate 750,613 1912, "airmail on the Rhine and Main" in blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (920.-)
I-III
★★
estimate 300,614 1912, "airmail on the Rhine and Main", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 230.I-III ★★
estimate 75,615 1912, 20 Pf. "airmail at the Rhein and Main" on
card with special cancel "Darmstadt", superb
II
estimate 35,616 1912, 1 M. on 10 Pf. "yellow dog" with stamp
"DARMSTADT" on Sonderkartenabschnitt, superb,
Michel 200.IV
estimate 70,617 1912, 20 Pf. "E. EL. P. " with special cancel
"Frankfurt 22. 6. 12", superb postcard, Michel 2200.VI
estimate 780,618 1918, 3 Pf. blackish brown "war issue", mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Zenker, Michel 70.84IIb ★★
estimate 25,619 1918, 5 Pf. black opal green "war issue", mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel
400.85IIe ★★
estimate 120,620 1918, 5 Pf. black opal green "war issue", superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 100.85IIe
estimate 35,621 1915, 10 Pf. carmine "war issue", superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 110.86IId
estimate 40,622 1915, 10 Pf. carmine "war issue", very fine,
expertized Jäschke, Michel 110.86IId
estimate 30,-

GERMAN REICH GERMANIA
623 1919, 10 Pf. dark rose red "war issue", as usual
perforated superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 200.86IIf
estimate 50,624 1915, 20 Pf. violet ultramarine "war issue", very
fine (small perforation fault), expertized Jäschke L.,
Michel 130.87IIb
estimate 25,625 1916, 60 Pf. brown purple "war issue", normal
perforation, superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 140.92IIc
estimate 40,626 1915, 5 and 10 Pf. unperforated, trial impressions
on yellowish paper, superb, Michel 300.85/6IIV (★)
estimate 90,627 1916, 2 M. "war issue", perforated A, rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 140.95AII ★
estimate 50,628 1916, 5 M. "war issue", perforated A, rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 85.97AII ★
estimate 30,629 1916, 5 M. "war issue", perforated A, Perfin,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 130.97AII
estimate 35,GERMAN REICH INFLATION
630 1916, 15 Pf. pale yellow brown in the horizontal
pair, as usual perforated superb, Michel 100.100a
estimate 25,631 1917, 15 Pf. dark blue violet, superb, expertized
Infla, Michel 200.101c
estimate 65,632 1918, 35 Pf. brown ocher, normal perforation,
superb, expertized Winkler, Michel 130.103c
estimate 40,633 1919, 15 Pf. dark violet "war victim" in the block
of four from the margin with first day cancel on cover,
superb, R!, expertized Dr. Oechsner (as piece signed)
106a
estimate 60,634 1919, 15 Pf. blackish blue violet "war victim",
superb, expertized Tworek, Michel 60.106b ★★
estimate 20,635 1919, 10 Pf. brownish orange in the block of four
from the margin, very fine MNH, expertized Infla,
Michel 64.111b
★★
estimate 20,636 1920, 1. 50 M. brown, superb, expertized Infla,
Michel 120.114c
estimate 40,637 1920, 2. 50 M. dark magenta (lightly shade),
normal perforation, superb, expertized sheriff, Michel
250.115d
estimate 70,638 1920, 2. 50 M. on 2 M. lilac-rose, superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel (250.-)
118b
estimate 90,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

GERMAN REICH INFLATION
23
639 1920, 10 Pf. yellowish orange, unperforated, in the
horizontal pair with right margin, left stamp
manufactured gum crease, superb
120U ★
estimate 25,640 1921, 2½ M. "lithography", as usual perforated
superb, expertized Winkler, Michel 120.133II
estimate 35,641 1920, 20 Pf. dark blue green, superb, expertized
Peschl, Michel 130.143c
estimate 40,642 1920, 40 Pf. red (porous printing), superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 200.145bII
estimate 70,643 1920, 40, 50 and 80 Pf. "Germania", type I, 3
values as usual perforated superb, expertized Tworek,
Michel 150.145/6,149I
estimate 40,644 1921, 80 Pf. gray ultramarine, superb, expertized
Infla, Michel 100.149b
estimate 35,645 1920, 1¼ M. orange red / dark carmine purple,
watermark "quatrefoils", perforation two-sided
corrected otherwise superb, photo expertize Winkler,
Michel 1300.151Y
estimate 240,646 1921, 1. 60 M. on 5 Pf. brown, blunted overprint,
very fine MNH, expertized Winkler, Michel 1200.154IIb ★★
estimate 400,647 1921, 10 Pf. black olive, normal perforation,
superb, expertized Weinbuch, Michel 350.159b
estimate 100,648 1922, 5 Pf. lilac carmine, watermark 2, superb,
expertized Dr, Oechsner, Michel 260.177
estimate 90,649 1922, 10 Pf. brown olive, watermark 2, superb,
photo expertize Weinbuch, Michel 240.178
estimate 85,650 1922, 10 Pf. brown olive, watermark 2, 2 superb
items on not perfect registered letter with additional
franking from "GROSSRÄSCHEN", expertized Peschl
178
estimate 170,651 1922, 30 Pf. opal green, watermark 2, superb,
photo expertize Weinbuch, Michel 420.181
estimate 150,652 1922, 80 Pf. rose red, watermark 2, superb,
expertized Peschl, Michel 75.186
estimate 25,653 1922, 160 Pf. blackish gray turquoise, watermark 2,
very fine (small perforation fault), expertized Dr.
Düntsch, Michel 220.190
estimate 50,654 1922, 2 M. dark purple-violet "trade show", superb,
expertized Infla, Michel 80.200b ★★
estimate 25,-

GERMAN REICH INFLATION
655 1922, 2 M. dark purple-violet "trade show", superb,
photo expertize Tworek, Michel 170.200b
estimate 55,656 1922, 20 M. carmine red "trade show", superb,
expertized Fleiner, Michel 70.204b
estimate 20,657 1922, 50 M. black bluish green, watermark
"quatrefoils", superb, expertized Kowollik, Michel
1100.209PY
estimate 380,658 1922, 50 M. black gray green / bright brown
purple, rotary printing, very fine (small fissure),
expertized Infla, Michel 130.209Wb
estimate 30,659 1922, 25 - 80 Pf. "wood-pigeon" on letter pieces
with special cancel "Munich trade show", almost only
superb, expertized Infla, Michel 119.210-14
estimate 30,660 1922, 25, 50 and 60 Pf. "wood-pigeon" on P 134I /
02, airmail postcard from "Munich" to Nuremberg, very
fine
210,212/3
estimate 35,661 1922, 5 M. "wood-pigeon" with variety
"background apparently over stamp color", as usual
perforated superb, expertized Peschl, Michel 160.218FI
estimate 50,662 1922, 2 M. dark violet with additional franking on
piece, superb, expertized Infla, Michel 110.224b
estimate 35,663 1922, 4 M. dark green, unperforated, upper margin
copy, superb, Michel - .
226aUPOR ★★
estimate 40,664 1923, 20 M. blackish gray violet, in the horizontal
pair, rotary printing, superb, expertized Infla, Michel
130.230W/230W
estimate 45,665 1922, "allegory", superb, expertized Infla, Michel
60.233/4
estimate 20,666 1923, 20 M. brown lilac, watermark sideways, very
fine, expertized Infla, Michel 80.241Y
estimate 20,667 1923, 50 M. bluish green, some short teeth
otherwise superb, expertized Dr. Düntsch (full signed),
Michel 150.245
estimate 30,668 1922, 50 M. black blue, superb, expertized Infla,
Michel 55.246c
estimate 20,669 1923, 200 M. red lilac, a short perforation
otherwise superb, expertized Tworek, Michel 100.248b
estimate 20,-

GERMAN REICH INFLATION
24
670 1922, 5000 M. dark bluish green with variety "s in
Five thousand above with hook", block of four with
normal stamps, superb, Michel (140.-)
256cI ★★
estimate 55,671 1923, 5000 M. black green, superb, expertized
Infla, Michel 200.256d
estimate 70,672 1923, 20 M. "Rhein and Ruhr Help", superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 110.260
estimate 35,673 1923, 5000 M. dark greenish blue in the block of
four from the margin, very fine MNH, expertized Infla,
Michel 88.261b
★★
estimate 25,674 1923, 5 M. "wood-pigeon" with additional franking
(no. 237, 264 / 5, always in the strip of three) on
registered letter by airmail from "BERLIN" to Leipzig,
superb, expertized Peschl
263
estimate 70,675 1923, 50 Tsd. M. dark ochre and 75 Tsd. On 300
M. yellowish green, unperforated, rest of hinge, 2
superb items, Michel 90.275aU,286U ★
estimate 30,676 1923, 100 Tsd. On 100 M. gray purple, superb,
photo expertize Tworek, Michel 140.289a
estimate 50,677 1923, 800 Tsd. On 5 Pf. yellowish green,
unperforated in the horizontal pair, rest of hinge,
superb, signed, Michel 90.301U ★
estimate 30,678 1923, 800 Tsd. On 200 M. lilac red, very fine,
expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 100.303
estimate 20,679 1923, 800 Tsd. On 1000 M. bluish green in the
centric cancelled block of four, superb, R!, expertized
sheriff
308b
estimate 110,680 1923, 2 million. On 200 M. orange red, plate
printing, 20x in the part sheet from of the left lower
corner of the sheet, very fine MNH, a value expertized
Infla, Michel 280.309APc ★★
estimate 65,681 1923, 2 million. M. dark magenta, very fine MNH,
expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 100.315b ★★
estimate 30,682 1923, 20 million. M. black blue, rotary printing,
upper margin copy, very fine MNH, expertized Infla,
Michel 140.319AWbOR ★★
estimate 45,683 1923, 50 million. M. blue-green, rotary printing,
superb, expertized Infla, Michel 65.321Wb
estimate 20,-
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GERMAN REICH INFLATION
684 1923, 1 Mrd (Billion). M. blackish brown, rotary
printing, upper margin copy, superb, expertized Infla,
Michel 85.325AWboR ★★
estimate 30,685 1923, 1 Mrd (Billion). On 100 M. pale violet in the
horizontal pair, superb, expertized Infla, Michel 76.331b
estimate 20,686 1923, 5 Mrd (Billion). On 10 million. M.
vermilion, 2x on correctly franked legitimate postcard,
right stamp punched, left stamp superb, expertized
Peschl, Michel 1900.334B
estimate 450,687 28. 11. 1923, 10 Mrd (Billion). On 50 million. M.
blackish opal green, rouletted, single franking on
postcard
from
"BAD
LIEBENSTEIN"
to
Schmalkalden, stamp scissors separation, very fine,
expertized Dr. Oechsner, Michel 550.336B
estimate 110,GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
688 1923, "numeral", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.338-43 ★★
estimate 30,689 1923, 3 - 10 Pf. "numeral", plate printing, in upper
corner margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb
338-40Pa
★★
estimate 40,690 1923, 3 Pf. dark-orange-brown, plate printing, in
the lower margin block of six with HAN "H 6357. 23",
mint never hinged, superb
338Pa HAN ★★
estimate 20,691 1923, 10 Pf. blackish rose red, plate printing, in the
block of six from of the left lower corner of the sheet
with printing number "3", mint never hinged, superb
340Pa ★★
estimate 20,692 1923, 20 Pf. dark purple ultramarine, rotary
printing, block of four from the left upper corner, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.341WOR
★★
estimate 40,693 1923, 50 and 100 Pf. "numeral", 2 superb items,
Michel 95.342/3 ★★
estimate 30,694 1923, "wood-pigeon", normal perforation, very fine
set, Michel 350.344-50
estimate 90,695 1924, "wood-pigeon", condition condition varies,
Michel 350.344-50 ,
estimate 65,696 1924, 50 Pf. "wood-pigeon", superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 140.347 ★★
estimate 50,697 1924, 200 Pf. "wood-pigeon", normal perforation,
very fine MNH, Michel 350.349 ★★
estimate 90,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN REICH 1924 1932
25
698 1924, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 160.351-54 ★★
estimate 55,699 1924, "help in need", very fine set, Michel 100.351-54
estimate 30,700 1924, 50 Pf. "help in need", very fine MNH,
Michel 120.354 ★★
estimate 40,701 1924, 3 and 5 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", plate printing,
in left upper corner margin blocks of four, mint never
hinged, superb
355/6XaP
★★
estimate 35,702 1924, 3 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", watermark sideways,
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(1600.-)
355Y
★★
estimate 500,703 1924, 3 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", watermark sideways,
very fine MNH, Michel 400.355Y ★★
estimate 140,704 1924, 3 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", watermark sideways,
rest of hinge, as usual perforated superb, Michel 120.355Y ★
estimate 35,705 1924, 10 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", rotary printing, in
the left upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb
357XW
★★
estimate 20,706 1924, 3 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", rotary printing
"3\'7\'3", in the left upper corner margin block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 508.358XWOR
★★
estimate 150,707 1924, 30 and 40 Pf. "Imperial Eagle", rotary
printing, in left lower corner margin blocks of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel
359/60
★★
estimate 130,708 1924, 50 Pf. "Imperial Eagle" in the left lower
corner margin block of four with printing number "5",
mint never hinged, superb
361
★★
estimate 270,709 1924, 50 Pf. "Imperial Eagle" with left margin,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (170.-)
361 ★★
estimate 60,710 1924, "Stephan" in lower corner margin blocks of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (360.-)
362x,363
★★
estimate 120,711 1924, 1 - 5 M. "buildings" in blocks of four, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel (1480.-)
364-67
★★
estimate 500,712 1924, "buildings", rest of hinge, normal
perforation, very fine set, Michel 100.364-67 ★
estimate 30,713 1924, 10 and 20 Pf. "Stephan", rotary printing
"3\'7\'3", in the block of six from the left upper corner,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 320.368/9W ★★
estimate 100,-
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714 1925, 5 Pf. "transport exhibition", watermark
sideways, in the upper right corner margin block of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (112.-)
370Y
★★
estimate 35,715 1925, 10 Pf. "transport exhibition", watermark
upright, in the upper right corner margin block of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (112.-)
371X
★★
estimate 35,716 1925, "Rhineland" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (220.-)
372-74
★★
estimate 70,717 1925, "Rhineland" and "help in need", 2 mint never
hinged superb sets, Michel 105.372-77 ★★
estimate 35,718 1925, 5 and 10 Pf. "Rhineland", rotary printing
"2\'9\'2", in left upper corner margin blocks of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 192.372/3WOR
★★
estimate 60,719 1925, 20 Pf. "Rhineland", rotary printing, in the
right lower corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb
374
★★
estimate 60,720 1925, "help in need" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (200.-)
375-77
★★
estimate 70,721 1925, "help in need" in blocks of four from the
margin, Michel no. 376 with "HAN", mint never
hinged, superb
375-77
★★
estimate 70,722 1926, "eagle", rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel
140.378-84 ★
estimate 45,723 1926, "eagle", very fine set, Michel 170.378-84
estimate 40,724 1926, 10 Pf. "eagle" with variety "lower line of the
first E in German left extended", with additional
franking on Catapult postal service printed matter
(Haberer no. 40a), superb postcard
379I
estimate 120,725 1926, 10 Pf. "eagle" with variety "lower line of the
first E in German left extended", with additional
franking on Zeppelin travel to Groningen (Sieger
164Ba), superb postcard
379I
estimate 75,726 1926, 1 M. "eagle", upper margin copy, very fine
MNH, Michel 150.382 ★★
estimate 50,727 1926, 1 M. "eagle", very fine MNH, Michel 150.382 ★★
estimate 45,728 1926, 2 M. "eagle", very fine MNH, Michel 200.383 ★★
estimate 60,729 1926, 3 M. "eagle" with right margin, very fine
MNH, Michel (550.-)
384 ★★
estimate 190,-
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730 1926, 3 M. "eagle", superb, Michel 120.384
estimate 35,731 1926, 3 - 10 Pf. "famous German", rotary printing
"2\'9\'2", always in the block of four from the upper
margin, very fine MNH, Michel 460.385-90WOR
★★
estimate 120,732 1926, 3 - 8 Pf. "famous German" in blocks of four,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 204.385-89
★★
estimate 50,733 1926, 3 - 15 Pf. "famous German", mint never
hinged, 7 superb items, Michel 78.385-91 ★★
estimate 25,734 1926, 3 Pf. "Goethe" in the block of six with HAN
"H 2034. 26", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 98.385HAN ★★
estimate 25,735 1926, 5 Pf. "Beethoven" and 8 Pf. "Schiller",
always block of four from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (92.-)
387,389
★★
estimate 25,736 1926, 10 - 25 Pf. "famous German", 4 values as
usual perforated superb, Michel 234.390-93 ★★
estimate 50,737 1926, 20 Pf. "Beethoven", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 170.392X ★★
estimate 50,738 1926, 20 Pf. "Beethoven", rotary printing, upper
margin copy, mint never hinged, very fine (tiny crease
in the upper margin), Michel 550.392XWOR ★★
estimate 100,739 1926, 40 Pf. "Leibniz", superb, Michel 160.395 ★★
estimate 55,740 1926, 40 Pf. "Leibniz", as usual perforated superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 160.395 ★★
estimate 35,741 1926, 40 Pf. "Leibniz", plate printing, in the left
upper corner margin block of four, very fine MNH,
Michel 1120.395POR
★★
estimate 300,742 1926, "help in need" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel (920.-)
398-401
★★
estimate 290,743 1926, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 230.398-401 ★★
estimate 70,744 1926, "help in need", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 70.398-401 ★
estimate 25,745 1926, "help in need", very fine set, Michel 160.398-401
estimate 50,746 1926, 5 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright,
clean regumed, like superb
398X (★)
estimate 170,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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747 1926, 25 Pf. "help in need" block of four from of
the right upper corner of the sheet, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (160.-)
400
★★
estimate 55,748 1926, 50 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright,
block of four from of the right upper corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (720.-)
401X
★★
estimate 250,749 1926, 50 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright,
superb, Michel 130.401X
estimate 40,750 1927, "80. birthday" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 480.403-06
★★
estimate 140,751 1927, "80. birthday", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.403-06 ★★
estimate 35,752 1927, "80. birthday", very fine set, Michel 65.403-06
estimate 20,753 1927, 25 and 50 Pf. "80. birthday", 2 superb items,
Michel 60.405/6
estimate 20,754 1927, "I. A. A. ", set very fine / superb, Michel
240.407-09 ★★
estimate 65,755 1927, 8 Pf. "I. A. A. ", superb, Michel 85.407
estimate 25,756 1927, "I. A. A. " with special cancel "IAA" on
letter pieces, very fine set, Michel 300.407-09
estimate 110,757 1927, "I. A. A. " on letter pieces, very fine set,
photo expertize H. D. Schlegel, Michel 250.407-09
estimate 90,758 1927, 25 Pf. "I. A. A. ", superb, Michel 85.409
estimate 25,759 1928, 40 - 80 Pf. "Presidents of the Reich", rest of
hinge, 5 superb items, Michel 90.418-22 ★
estimate 30,760 1928, 50 Pf. "Hindenburg", superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 140.420 ★★
estimate 45,761 1928, 80 Pf. "Hindenburg", normal perforation,
superb, Michel 340.422 ★★
estimate 90,762 1928, "Count Zeppelin", mint never hinged, very
fine, Michel 450.423/4 ★★
estimate 150,763 1928, "Count Zeppelin" in left upper corners of the
sheet, rest of hinge in the upper margin, stamps mint
never hinged, very fine (gum slightly creased), Michel
450.423/4 ★★
estimate 120,-
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764 1928, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 240.425-29 ★★
estimate 80,765 1928, 5 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright,
lower margin copy, mint never hinged, right a lighter
perf, otherwise is the quality perfect, in the for this
issue normal perforation, RR!, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel, Michel 8000.425X ★★
estimate 2.400,766 1928, 5 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright,
slight, seeming manufactured trace of crease otherwise
very fine MNH, RR!, unsigned, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel, Michel 8000.425X ★★
estimate 2.000,767 1928, 5 Pf. "help in need", watermark upright, left
a short perforation otherwise superb, photo expertize H.
D. Schlegel, Michel 4000.425X ★
estimate 1.100,768 1928, 25 Pf. "help in need", watermark sideways,
superb, Michel 65.428Y
estimate 20,769 1928, 50 Pf. "help in need", superb, Michel 120.429
estimate 40,770 1929, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 240.430-34 ★★
estimate 70,771 1929, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 230.433/4 ★★
estimate 80,772 1929, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 185.433/4
estimate 65,773 1929, 50 Pf. "help in need", superb, Michel 120.434
estimate 40,774 1930, 10 and 20 Pf. "Presidents of the Reich" in
left lower corner margin blocks of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (360.-)
435/6
★★
estimate 120,775 1930, 10 and 20 Pf. "Presidents of the Reich", mint
never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 90.435/6 ★★
estimate 25,776 1930, 10 Pf. "Ebert", rotary printing, in the left
upper corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (120.-)
435WOR
★★
estimate 35,777 1930, 2 RM "South America flight", watermark
upright, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 400.438X ★
estimate 140,778 1930, 2 M. "South America flight", watermark
sideways, right upper Bogendecke, mint never hinged,
superb, unsigned, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the
quality is perfect. "
438Y ★★
estimate 650,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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779 1930, 2 M. "South America flight", watermark
sideways, right side piece, mint never hinged, superb,
unsigned, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the quality
is perfect. ", Michel (1700.-)
438Y ★★
estimate 580,780 1930, 2 M. "South America flight", watermark
sideways, mint never hinged, superb, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the quality is perfect, the
irregular gum structure is manufactured. ", Michel
1700.438Y ★★
estimate 480,781 1930, 2 M. "South America flight", watermark
sideways, with lower margin, mint never hinged,
vertical kink through the stamp, Michel (1700.-)
438Y ★★
estimate 150,782 1930, 2 RM "South America flight", watermark
sideways, a short perforation, very fine, Michel 400.438Y
estimate 90,783 1930, 4 RM "South America flight", watermark
upright, on South America flight, superb, Michel 500.439X
estimate 180,784 1930, 2 RM "Old-Cologne" in the block of four
from the margin, very fine MNH, Michel 560.440
★★
estimate 170,785 1930, 2 RM "Old-Cologne", very fine MNH,
Michel 140.440 ★★
estimate 40,786 1930, "Rhineland" in corner margin blocks of four,
mint never hinged, superb
444/5
★★
estimate 40,787 1930, "30. June" in blocks of four on special
delivery registered letter from first day, slight traces,
superb cover
444/5
estimate 70,788 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", mint never hinged, superb, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the quality is perfect. ",
Michel (1600.-)
Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 500,789 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", mint never hinged, superb, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the quality is perfect, the on
face gum rest is manufactured. ", Michel (1600.-)
Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 480,790 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", mint never hinged, unsigned, photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the test specimen is tiny
blotched, otherwise is the quality perfect. ", Michel
1600.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 380,791 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", special cancel, superb, Michel 2000.Bl. 1
estimate 680,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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792 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition" with affixed additional franking (Michel.
No. 445), date stamp "BAD WÖRISHOFEN", margins
creasely otherwise superb, Michel 2000.Bl. 1
estimate 480,793 1930, souvenir sheet "International Postage Stamp
Exhibition", special cancel, margins blotched and
creases, center piece superb, Michel 2000.Bl. 1
estimate 250,794 1930, "International Postage Stamp Exhibition",
large rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel 160.446-49 ★
estimate 45,795 1930, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 140.450-53 ★★
estimate 45,796 1930-32, "buildings I - III", 3 sets very fine /
superb, Michel 390.450-3,59-62,74-78
estimate 75,797 1930, "help in need", very fine set, Michel 140.450-53
estimate 40,798 1930, 50 Pf. "help in need" in the left upper corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb
453
★★
estimate 150,799 1930, 50 Pf. "Firm Marienberg", superb, expertized
D. Schlegel, Michel 110.453
estimate 35,800 1932, 1 RM "Count Zeppelin", very fine MNH,
Michel 110.455 ★★
estimate 35,801 1931, "Polar travel", very fine set mint never
hinged, expertized Buehler and photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel, Michel 4000.456-58 ★★
estimate 1.400,802 1931, 1 RM "Polar travel" with variety
"unhyphenated", superb, signed Lange, Michel 1500.456I
estimate 480,803 1931, 4 RM "Polar travel", superb, Michel 900.458
estimate 290,804 1931, 4 RM "Polar travel" on Polar trip letter till
"Malygin", superb
458
estimate 390,805 1931, "help in need" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine MNH, Michel 960.459-62
★★
estimate 290,806 1931 / 2, "help in need", 2 mint never hinged
superb sets, Michel 298.459-64 ★★
estimate 90,807 1931 / 2, "help in need", 6 superb items, Michel
168, .
459-64
estimate 50,808 1931, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 140.461/2
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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809 1931, 25 and 50 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 140.461/2
estimate 40,810 1931, 50 Pf. "Lübeck, Holsten Gate", superb,
Michel 100.462
estimate 30,811 1932, "help in need" in lower corner margin blocks
of four, mint never hinged, superb
463/4
★★
estimate 80,812 1932, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 58.463/4 ★★
estimate 20,813 1932, "help in need" in horizontal pairs, 2 superb
pieces
463/4
estimate 20,814 1932, "Presidents of the Reich" in left lower corner
margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (120.-)
465/6
★★
estimate 40,815 1932, 12 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, in the
right upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 100.466WOR
★★
estimate 30,816 1932, "Hindenburg" in blocks of four, except for
Michel no. 470 from margin, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 680.467-73
★★
estimate 230,817 1932, "Hindenburg", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 170.467-73 ★★
estimate 60,818 1932, 12 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, block
of four from upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 148.469WOR
★★
estimate 45,819 1932 / 3, 25 Pf. "Hindenburg", 10x as a single
franking on commercially used letter to Brazil,
condition varies, Michel 250.471
estimate 20,820 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", very fine MNH, Michel
100.472 ★★
estimate 30,821 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, in the
left upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, R!, Michel (600.-)
472WOR
★★
estimate 200,822 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, in the
block of four from the upper margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 600.472WOR
★★
estimate 180,823 1932, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, upper
margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.472WOR ★★
estimate 60,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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824 1932, 50 Pf. "Hindenburg", rotary printing, in the
block of four from the upper margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 116.473WOR
★★
estimate 35,825 1932, "help in need", margin copies (mostly
corners of the sheet), very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 190.474-78 ★★
estimate 65,826 1932, "help in need", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 190.474-78 ★★
estimate 60,827 1932, 25 and 40 Pf. "help in need", 2 superb items,
Michel 109.477/8
estimate 35,828 1932, 40 Pf. "castle Marburg", upper right corner
of the sheet, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Dr.
Oechsner, Michel (140.-)
478 ★★
estimate 55,829 1932, 40 Pf. "castle Marburg", superb, expertized
A. Schlegel, Michel 85.478
estimate 25,GERMAN REICH 1933 1945
830 1933, "Frederick the Great", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 320.479-81 ★★
estimate 110,831 1933, "Frederick the Great", normal perforation,
very fine set mint never hinged, last piece of the set
expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 320.479-81 ★★
estimate 80,832 1933, 6 Pf. "Frederick the Great" in left upper
corner margin blocks of four from stamp booklet sheet,
upper margin perforations going through margins and
no perforations going through margins, mint never
hinged, superb
479
★★
estimate 50,833 1933, 6 Pf. "Frederick the Great" in the left lower
corner margin block of four from stamp booklet sheet,
lower margin perforations going through margins, mint
never hinged, superb
479
★★
estimate 25,834 1933, 25 Pf. "Frederick the Great" in the block of
four from the upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 1240.481
★★
estimate 370,835 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 1100.482-95 ★★
estimate 380,836 1933, 3 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the left
lower corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (480.-)
482
★★
estimate 160,837 1933, 6 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, plates and
rotary printing, mint never hinged, 2 superb items from
upper margin, Michel 80.484P,W ★★
estimate 25,-
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838 1941, 8 Pf. "Hindenburg" and 3 Pf. "Hitler" on
"registered / mixed shipment" (goods), correctly
franked cover from "GERA" to Berlin, very fine, R!
485,794
estimate 75,839 1933, 10 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rotary
printing, in the block of four from the upper margin,
normal perforation, mint never hinged, superb
486WOR
★★
estimate 50,840 1933, 20 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rotary
printing, in the right upper corner margin block of four,
mint never hinged, superb,
489WOR
★★
estimate 160,841 1933, 30 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rotary
printing, in the block of four from the upper margin,
mint never hinged, superb
490WOR
★★
estimate 45,842 1933, 40 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, normal
perforation, very fine MNH, Michel 300.491 ★★
estimate 75,843 1933, 60 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the left
lower corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (1040.-)
493
★★
estimate 360,844 1933, 80 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the
block of four from the lower margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.494
★★
estimate 35,845 1933, 100 Pf. "Hindenburg", watermark 2, in the
left block of four from the margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (720.-)
495
★★
estimate 220,846 1933, "Chicago travel", set very fine / superb (1
and 2 RM small perforation faults)
496-98
estimate 250,847 1933, 1 RM "Chicago travel", normal perforation,
superb, expertized Peschl, Michel 500.496
estimate 150,848 1933, 1 RM "Chicago travel", very fine (tiny trace
of creases), Michel 500.496
estimate 120,849 1933, 2 RM "Chicago travel", very fine, Michel
250.497
estimate 65,850 1933, "Wagner", very fine set mint never hinged in
normal perforation, Michel 2400.499-507 ★★
estimate 600,851 1933, "Wagner", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 300.499-507 ★
estimate 110,852 1933, "Wagner", very fine set, Michel 380.499-507
estimate 130,853 1933, 3 - 12 Pf. "Wagner", perforated A, margin
copies, mint never hinged, 6 superb items, Michel 180.499-504A ★★
estimate 50,-
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854 1933, 20 Pf. "Wagner", perforated K 14:13, right
lower corner of the sheet, mint never hinged, superb,
R!, unsigned, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the
quality is perfect. "
505A ★★
estimate 750,855 1933, 20 Pf. "Wagner", perforated K 14:13, right
margin piece, mint never hinged, superb, unsigned,
photo expertize H. D. Schlegel: "the quality is perfect.
", Michel (1500.-)
505A ★★
estimate 500,856 1933, 20, 25 and 40 Pf. "Wagner", 3 values as
usual perforated, superb, Michel 350.505B,506/7A
estimate 100,857 1933, 25 Pf. "Wagner", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 350.506 ★★
estimate 120,858 1933, 40 Pf. "Wagner", left margin piece, mint
never hinged, superb, unsigned, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel: "the quality is perfect. "
507 ★★
estimate 330,859 1933, 40 Pf. "Wagner", rest of hinge, gum
adhesions otherwise superb
507 ★
estimate 40,860 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
mint never hinged, superb, unsigned, photo expertize H.
D. Schlegel: "the quality is perfect. ", Michel (6000.-)
Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 2.200,861 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
mint never hinged, unsigned, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel: "the test specimen shows on the front isolates
tiny brown spots on, otherwise is the quality perfect. ",
Michel 6000.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 1.400,862 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
mint never hinged, hardly visible small corner crease,
superb, Michel 6000.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 1.100,863 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
rest of hinge in the margin, stamps mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 1500.Bl. 2 ★
estimate 520,864 1933, souvenir sheet "help in need", original size,
large defects place in the upper margin, stamps mint
never hinged, superb
Bl. 2 ★
estimate 420,865 1933, center piece "charity souvenir sheet", very
fine MNH, Michel (1200.-)
508-11 ★★
estimate 390,866 1933, 3 Pf. "Hindenburg", "watermark. Flank to the
right", superb, R!, photo expertize H. D. Schlegel,
Michel 1500.513Y
estimate 500,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet
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867 1936, large sized register airmail letter from Berlin
to "LIMA" Peru with 25 stamps (18. 85 RM), amongst
other things with 13x Michel no. 528, vertical folded,
very fine
u.a. 528
estimate 100,868 1934, "airmail", vertical gum rippling, mint never
hinged, as usual perforated very fine set, Michel 800.529-39x ★★
estimate 190,869 1934, 5 and 10 Pf. "airmail", vertical gum rippling,
always in the block of four from the margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 80.529/30x
★★
estimate 20,870 1934, "airmail", vertical gum rippling, rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 100.529-39x ★
estimate 30,871 1934, "airmail", 5 sets very fine / superb, Michel
475.529-39x
estimate 50,872 1934, 80 Pf. "airmail", vertical gum rippling, block
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 280.536x
★★
estimate 75,873 1934, 2 RM "Lilienthal" and 3 RM "Count
Zeppelin", vertical gum rippling, 2 superb items,
Michel 330.538/9x ★★
estimate 110,874 1934, 2 RM "Lilienthal", very fine MNH, Michel
130.538x ★★
estimate 45,875 1934, 3 RM "Count Zeppelin", vertical gum
rippling, superb, Michel 200.539x ★★
estimate 65,876 1934, 3 RM "Count Zeppelin", horizontal gum
rippling, very fine MNH, expertized Schlegel, Michel
400.539y ★★
estimate 140,877 1934, "colonial researcher" in left lower corner
margin blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb
540-43
★★
estimate 260,878 1934, "colonial researcher" in block of four from
the upper margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
760.540-43
★★
estimate 220,879 1934, "colonial researcher", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 190.540-43 ★★
estimate 55,880 1934, "colonial researcher", as usual perforated
very fine set, Michel 190.540-43 ★★
estimate 40,881 1934, "colonial researcher" always as a single
franking on 4 documents, 25 Pf. on cash on delivery,
almost only superb
540-43
estimate 65,882 1934, 25 Pf. "Wissmann", superb, Michel 120.543 ★★
estimate 40,-
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883 1934, "saar plebiscite" in block of four from the
upper margin, very fine MNH, Michel 360.544/5
★★
estimate 120,884 1934, "saar plebiscite" and "Nazi Party Congress",
2 superb sets, Michel 175.544-47 ★★
estimate 55,885 1934, "Nazi Party Congress" in block of four from
the upper margin, very fine MNH, Michel 340.546/7
★★
estimate 100,886 1934, "Nazi Party Congress", very fine MNH,
Michel 85.546/7 ★★
estimate 20,887 1934, "Hindenburg-mourning" in blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 600.548-53
★★
estimate 180,888 1934, "Hindenburg-mourning", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 150.548-53 ★★
estimate 45,889 1934, 3 - 6, 12 and 25 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning",
plate printing, 5 upper margin stamps, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 340.548-50,552/3POR ★★
estimate 90,890 1934, 5, 6 and 12 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning",
plate printing, always from the left upper corner, mint
never hinged, superb
549/50,552POR ★★
estimate 40,891 1934, 8 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning", rotary
printing, lower left corner of the sheet, mint never
hinged, superb
551W ★★
estimate 35,892 1934, 8 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning", rotary
printing, upper right corner of the sheet, mint never
hinged, superb
551WOR ★★
estimate 45,893 1934, 12 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning", lower left
corner of the sheet with form no. 4, mint never hinged,
superb
552FN ★★
estimate 50,894 1934, 25 Pf. "Hindenburg-mourning", plate
printing, from the left upper corner, mint never hinged,
superb
553POR ★★
estimate 80,895 1934, "Schiller" in blocks of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 400.554/5
★★
estimate 120,896 1934, "Schiller", superb, Michel 100.554/5 ★★
estimate 30,897 1934, "trades" in upper corner margin blocks of
four (4 Pf. only upper margin), very fine set mint never
hinged
556-64
★★
estimate 900,898 1934, "trades", very fine set mint never hinged
from margin, Michel 600.556-64 ★★
estimate 190,-
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899 1934, "trades", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 600.556-64 ★★
estimate 180,900 1934, 25 Pf. "trades", normal perforation, very fine
MNH, Michel 120.563 ★★
estimate 30,901 1834, 40 Pf. "trades", on piece, superb, Michel 90.564
estimate 30,902 1935, "saar plebiscite" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 480.565-68
★★
estimate 140,903 1935, "saar plebiscite", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.565-68 ★★
estimate 35,904 1935, "heros commemorative day", vertical gum
rippling, very fine MNH, Michel 90.569/70x ★★
estimate 30,905 1935, "National Vocational Competition" in left
upper corner margin blocks of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (100.-)
571/2x
★★
estimate 35,906 1935, "National Vocational Competition" in block
of four from the upper margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 100.571/2x
★★
estimate 30,907 1935, 12 Pf. "National Vocational Competition" in
the pair from of the left lower corner of the sheet, very
fine
572x
estimate Gebot
908 1935, 12 Pf. "National Vocational Competition",
horizontal gum rippling, superb, Michel 75.572y
estimate 25,909 1935, 25 Pf. "brawl" with variety "1585 in lieu of
1685", superb, Michel 70.575I ★★
estimate 25,910 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", full original
gum!, rest of hinge in the margin, stamps mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (1200.-)
Bl. 3 ★
estimate 390,911 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", without gum,
perforation a little compressed, very fine, Michel 1200.Bl. 3 (★)
estimate 190,912 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", first day special
cancel, perforation minimal compressed otherwise
superb, Michel 1100.Bl. 3
estimate 230,913 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA", special cancel,
on document fixed, right posted up tear otherwise
superb, Michel 1100.Bl. 3
estimate 190,914 1935, souvenir sheet "OSTROPA" with special
cancel and 8 Pf. additional franking on registered letter,
special cancel, very fine
Bl. 3
estimate 350,-
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915 1935, center piece "OSTROPA", without gum,
superb, Michel (180.-)
576-79 (★)
estimate 70,916 1935, "a hundred years railroad" with centered first
day cancel`s, very fine set
580-83
estimate 50,917 1935, "world meeting the Hitler youth" in blocks of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.584/5x
★★
estimate 35,918 1935, "world meeting the Hitler youth", horizontal
gum rippling, in the mint n.h. Sheets, partly prefolded
and some separated, stamps all superb, Michel 2000.584y ★★
estimate 390,919 1935, 15 Pf. "world meeting the Hitler youth" in
the left upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb
585x
★★
estimate 25,920 1935, "Nürnberg-based party congress" in blocks
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.586/7
★★
estimate 30,921 1935, 12 Pf. "Nuremberg resident party
convention", watermark "flank to the right", a short
perforation otherwise superb, Michel 150.587Y
estimate 35,922 1935, "costumes", very fine set mint never hinged
from margin, Michel 180.588-97 ★★
estimate 60,923 1935, "costumes", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 180.588-97 ★★
estimate 60,924 1935, "traditional costumes", very fine set, Michel
65.588-97
estimate 20,925 1935, "Olympic Winter Games", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 65.600-02 ★★
estimate 20,926 1936 / 7, 2 complete volumes without souvenir
sheets on Lindner album pages, very fine MNH, Michel
509.603-659 ★★
estimate 130,927 1936, 40 Pf. "Lufthansa" in the corner margin
block of six, very fine MNH, Michel 390.603 ★★
estimate 110,928 1936, 40 Pf. "Lufthansa" with first day cancel as
additional franking on P 257, correctly franked express
card from "KIEL" to Munich, legitimate postcard, very
fine, R!
603
estimate 150,929 1936, "airship Hindenburg" in mint never hinged
corner margin blocks of four, superb
606/7X
★★
estimate 80,930 1936, "airship Hindenburg", mint never hinged,
superb
606/7X ★★
estimate 20,-
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931 1936, "olympic games", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 140.609-16 ★★
estimate 45,932 1936, souvenir sheet "olympic games", superb,
Michel 130.Bl. 5 ★★
estimate 40,933 1936, souvenir sheet "olympic games" on
registered letter, stamp "BERLIN-GRÜNAU race
track", very fine
Bl. 5
estimate 45,934 1936, souvenir sheet pair "olympic games", superb,
Michel 260.Bl. 5/6 ★★
estimate 75,935 1936, souvenir sheet pair "olympic games", rest of
hinge in the margin, superb, Michel 100.Bl. 5/6 ★
estimate 35,936 1936, souvenir sheet pair "olympic games", first
day special cancel "BERLIN olympic cottage" and
machine cancel dto., superb
Bl. 5/6
estimate 65,937 1936, centerpieces "summer Olympic Games", first
day special cancel, superb
624-31
estimate 25,938 1936, centerpieces "summer Olympic Games",
superb
624-31
estimate 20,939 1936, souvenir sheet "olympic games" with special
cancel reverse on registered letter, very fine
Bl. 6
estimate 30,940 1936, "buildings", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 80.634-42 ★★
estimate 25,941 1937, "air-raid protection" in centric cancelled
blocks of four, very fine set
643-45
estimate Gebot
942 1937, 6 Pf. "air-raid protection" from of the upper
corner of the sheet and 6 Pf. single stamp souvenir
sheet, special cancel, superb cover
644,648
estimate 20,943 1937, souvenir sheet "Hitler", superb, Michel 70.Bl. 7 ★★
estimate 20,944 1937, souvenir sheet "Hitler unperforated", very
fine MNH, Michel 210.Bl. 8 ★★
estimate 70,945 1937, souvenir sheet "culture donation", very fine
MNH, Michel 320.Bl. 9 ★★
estimate 110,946 1937, souvenir sheet "culture donation", rest of
hinge in the margin, superb, Michel 100.Bl. 9 ★
estimate 35,947 1937, souvenir sheet "culture donation", first day
special cancel, superb, Michel (90.-)
Bl. 9
estimate 35,-
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948 1937, souvenir sheet "culture donation", special
cancel, superb, Michel 90.Bl. 9
estimate 30,949 1937, souvenir sheet "Munich Riem", very fine
MNH, Michel 180.Bl. 10 ★★
estimate 55,950 1937, souvenir sheet "Munich Riem", single stamp
mint never hinged, superb
Bl. 10 ★
estimate 25,951 1937, souvenir sheet "Munich Riem", first day
special cancel, superb, Michel (130.-)
Bl. 10
estimate 40,952 1937, 42 Pf. "Munich Riem", very fine MNH,
Michel 75.649 ★★
estimate 25,953 1937, souvenir sheet "Nazi Party Congress",
stamps mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.Bl. 11 ★
estimate 30,954 1937, souvenir sheet "Nazi Party Congress", first
day special cancel "march post", superb
Bl. 11
estimate 25,955 1937, souvenir sheet "Nazi Party Congress",
special cancel, superb, Michel 60.Bl. 11
estimate 20,956 1937, "ships", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.651-59 ★★
estimate 30,957 1937, 5 corners of the sheet, superb
651/2,654/5,657
estimate 20,958 1938, 12 Pf. "48. birthday", left upper corner of the
sheet with special cancel on superb cover
664
estimate Gebot
959 1938, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", single franking on
registered letter to Brunswick, superb, Michel 85.671
estimate 25,960 1938, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", horizontal gum
rippling, superb, Michel 150.671y ★★
estimate 45,961 1938, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", horizontal gum
rippling, special cancel, on piece, superb, Michel (60.-)
671y
estimate 20,962 1938 / 44, 5 corners of the sheet, superb
672-74,890/1 ,
estimate 35,963 1938, "Gautheater Saarpfalz" on First Day Cover,
superb
673/4
estimate 30,964 1938, "Ostmark landscapes", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 100.675-83 ★★
estimate 30,965 1938, 5 Pf. "Zell on the lake", lower left corner of
the sheet with Form-no. 4, superb
677
estimate 20,-
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966 1939, complete year on Lindner album pages, very
fine MNH, Michel 1057.686-Z 739 ★★
estimate 280,967 1939, "car exhibition" with first day special cancel
on commemorative sheet of the German bank, superb
686-88
estimate 25,968 1939, 6 Pf. "day the work" and "Nazi Party
Congress", 2 corners of the sheet, superb
694 ,701
estimate 25,969 1939, "Nürnburg-race", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 280.695-97 ★★
estimate 90,970 1939, "Nürnburg-race", very fine set, Michel 100.695-97
estimate 35,971 1939, "Nürnburg-race", 6 Pf. normal perforation,
very fine set, Michel 100.695-97
estimate 25,972 1939, "Nürnburg-race" with special cancel on
piece, Michel (100.-)
695-97
estimate 35,973 1939, 25 Pf. "Nürnburg-race", very fine MNH,
Michel 95.697 ★★
estimate 30,974 1939, 25 Pf. "German derby", superb, Michel 80.698 ★★
estimate 25,975 1939, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", very fine MNH,
Michel 80.699 ★★
estimate 25,976 1939, "fellowship", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 85.702-13 ★★
estimate 25,977 1939, "Gdansk", all from lower margin, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel (220.-)
716-29 ★★
estimate 80,978 1939, "Gdansk", very fine set on letter pieces,
Michel (220.-)
716-29
estimate 75,979 1939, "Gdansk" with stamp "KALTHOF Gdansk"
on cover, very fine set
716-29
estimate 80,980 1940, 1 RM "Gdansk", lower margin copy with
plate number "K4" (in mirror writing) with additional
franking on special delivery insured letter from
"KARTHAUS" to Berlin, stamps a little glue stained
otherwise superb cover, R!
728
estimate 70,981 1939, 2 RM "Gdansk", lower right corner of the
sheet with 2 mirror traffic plates numbers "2", normal
perforation, mint never hinged, superb
729 ★★
estimate 90,982 1939 / 40, 3 corners of the sheet, superb
731,734,751
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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983 1940, "Leipzig spring fair", 50 sets, mostly in parts
of sheets, very fine MNH, Michel 500.739-42 ★★
estimate 75,984 1940, 24 Pf. "stamp exhibition" block of four,
superb, Michel 144.743
★★
estimate 45,985 1940, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon" in the lower left
corner margin block of four, very fine MNH, Michel
(480.-)
747 ★★
estimate 160,986 1940, 4 corners of the sheet, superb
747-50
estimate 40,987 1940 / 1, 5 corners of the sheet, superb
759-63 ,
estimate 25,988 1940, 6 Pf. "Behring" with variety "vertical line
from right eye to the corner of the mouth", very fine
(upper row of teeth defective), Michel 130.760II
estimate 25,989 "12. 1. 1941", 6 different documents with special
first day cancel`s from "KIEL", superb
762,P 241/2
estimate 50,990 1941, 12 Pf. "old scale" in the left lower corner
margin block of four on registered letter with on the
back additional franking, superb
766
estimate Gebot
991 1941, 25 Pf. "Prince Eugene monument", single
franking to Switzerland, on the back censorship, superb
cover
771
estimate 40,992 1941, 6 and 12 Pf. (4x) "post-fellowship" on
registered letter from Luxembourg, on the back seal the
"postal administration stamp department", superb
773,775
estimate 70,993 1941, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon" on cover with first
days special cancellations, superb
780
estimate 20,994 1942, 10 Pf. "Hitler", single franking on receipt for
delivery, superb, R!
787
estimate 40,995 1941, "Vienna fair" in corners of the sheet with
special cancel "Vienna" on superb pieces
804/5
estimate Gebot
996 1942, complete year, very fine MNH, Michel 76.
60
811-27 ★★
estimate 20,997 1942, 5 corners of the sheet, superb
811/2,16-18 ,
estimate Gebot
998 1942, 42 Pf. "Brown Ribbon", upper right corner of
the sheet (perforated and no perforations going through
margins), special cancel, 2 superb items
815
estimate 25,999 1942, 12 Pf. "goldsmithing art" on cover with first
day special cancel, superb
817
estimate 20,-
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1000 1942, 3 Pf. "Postal service and Telecommunicate
society" in the block of eight on cover, as well field 5
with variety "additional island", very fine
823
estimate 30,1001 1943 / 4, 3 upper corners of the sheet together on
superb cover
830,857,869
estimate Gebot
1002 1943, "54. birthday", always from the left upper
corner, very fine set
844-49
estimate 20,1003 1943 / 4, 7 corners of the sheet, superb
860-64,87,96 ,
estimate Gebot
1004 1943, 12 Pf. "Lübeck", left upper corner of the
sheet, first day special cancel, on piece, superb
862
estimate Gebot
1005 1944, 30 Pf. "mountain troops" with variety
"cable-railway left above", very fine MNH, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 75.885I ★★
estimate 25,1006 1945, 6 Pf. "Oldenburg" with variety "second U in
district capital at the bottom open", very fine, Michel
100.907I
estimate 20,1007 1945, 12 Pf. "People's Army", 45 values in the
cancelled part sheet, as well variety no. 908IX, superb
908
estimate 80,1008 1945, "SA and SS", superb, Michel 90.909/10 ★★
estimate 30,1009 1941 / 3, "Brussels newspaper / railway station
newspapers", 7 different address label with Hindenburg
/ Hitler frankings, superb
estimate 85,GERMAN REICH OFFICIAL STAMPS
1010 1876, "free according to recompense Conto" on
not complete cover from "MAGDEBURG" (stamp goes
over left lower corner! ), superb
DI
estimate 220,1011 1905, 2 and 25 Pf. "Baden", 2 Pf. slight trace of
crease otherwise superb, Michel 170.D 9,14
estimate 35,1012 1920, 20 Pf. Prussian-blue, superb, expertized
Kowollik, Michel 950.D 19b
estimate 330,1013 1920, 1. 25 M. Prussian-blue, Peace paper, block
of four, very fine MNH, expertized Infla, Michel 100.D 31x
★★
estimate 25,1014 1920, 20 Pf. ultramarine, watermark "rings", in
the block of ten, stamp "NEUKIRCH", the upper right
stamps small tear respectively perforation defects, all
the others values good till very well perforated and
perfect, RR!, photo expertize Winkler: "So large
multiples are very rare! "
D 60Y
estimate 1.400,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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1015 1921, 60 Pf. dark brownish carmin block of four,
very fine MNH, expertized Infla, Michel 60.D 66b
★★
estimate 20,1016 1923, 400 M. orange brown, 15 complete sheets,
each sheet with 2x cylinder printing with upper margin
"2\'9\'2", and 8x cylinder printing with upper margin
"1\'11\'1", very fine MNH, Michel 750.- (only for upper
margin)
D 80 ★★
estimate 50,1017 1923, 100 million. M. dark green gray, a number
of stamp, superb, expertized Infla, Michel 200.D 82
estimate 60,1018 1923, 100 million. M. dark green gray, bar cancel,
superb, expertized Peschl, Michel 200.D 82
estimate 50,1019 1923, 2 Mrd (Billion). M. mattsiena / black green,
superb, expertized Infla, Michel 150.D 84
estimate 55,1020 1923, 2 Mrd (Billion). M. mattsiena / black green,
additional stroke of pen cancellation, very fine,
expertized Dr. Oechsner (full signed), Michel 150.D 84
estimate 30,1021 1923, 5 Mrd (Billion). M. bright yellowish orange
/ sienna, as usual perforated superb, expertized Peschl,
Michel 110.D 85
estimate 30,1022 1923, 10 Mrd (Billion). M. blackish green yellow
/ olive green, a missing perf otherwise superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner (full signed), Michel 180.D 86
estimate 40,1023 1923, 50 Mrd (Billion). M. cobalt blue, very fine
(small perforation defects), expertized Winkler, Michel
260.D 88
estimate 60,1024 1923, 800 Tsd. M. on 30 Pf. dark red orange on
dull yellowish orange, watermark 1, block of four,
superb, expertized Peschl, Michel (1600.-)
D 95Y
estimate 550,1025 1924, 30 Pf. brown purple in the block of four
from the lower margin with HAN "H 7772. 23",
slightly separated, mint never hinged, superb, R!,
Michel - .
D 109HAN ★★
estimate 50,1026 1924, 40 Pf. brown olive, plate printing, in the
pair from the left upper corner, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (120.-)
D 110POR ★★
estimate 40,1027 1924, 50 Pf. bright orange, plate printing, block of
four from upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 250.D 111POR
★★
estimate 75,1028 1924, 60 Pf. bright brown red and 80 Pf. black
green blue in blocks of four with HAN "1228. 24"! And
"1229. 24", mint never hinged, superb
D 112/3
★★
estimate 140,-
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1029 1924, 60 Pf. bright brown red and 80 Pf. black
green blue in blocks of four from the margin, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 144.D 112/3
★★
estimate 45,1030 1927, 10 Pf. carmine in the block of four from the
lower margin with HAN "H 3047. 27", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 270.D 117HAN
★★
estimate 85,1031 1929, 10 Pf. vermilion, watermark upright, left
margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.D 123X ★★
estimate 30,1032 1934-42, 3 superb sets, Michel 145.D 132-43,155-77 ★★
estimate 45,1033 1938, "official stamps the faction", watermark 4,
all with left margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (150.-)
D 144-54 ★★
estimate 55,1034 1938, 12 Pf. dark rose red, watermarked, very fine
MNH, Michel 55.D 150 ★★
estimate 20,1035 1944, 12 Pf., both colours, unwatermarked, rotary
printing, 2 upper margin copies, superb (1x reverse
superscribes)
D 172a,bWOR
estimate 30,1036 1910, special cancel "university anniversary
FESTKOMMERS" 2x on local letter to the K. post
customs office No. 4 in Berlin, stamp only a day valid,
superb
estimate 100,1037 1938, picture postcard from "FALKENAU",
handwritten
Postaufgabevermerk:
"stamp
non-available, postage from consignee without postage
due to take in", it were 6 Pf. charged!, superb, R!
estimate 20,1038 POL punching: 1924-35, interesting lot of 80
values with "Pole" punchings, very fine / superb,
inspect!
, ★, ★ ★
estimate 80,1039 1906, 10 Pf. - 6 Mk. "bill of loading tax stamps",
watermark "quatrefoils", 9 values mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate Gebot
1040 1906, 10 Pf. - 4 Mk. "bill of loading tax stamps",
watermark "quatrefoils", 8 values, always in the sheet
(50) with HAN, mint never hinged, superb
★★
estimate 180,1041 1906, 10 Pf. - 4 Mk. "bill of loading tax stamps",
watermark "quatrefoils", 8 values mint never hinged,
superb
★★
estimate Gebot
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1042 1872-1917, clean cancelled collection German
Reich on lighthouse album pages with many good
values, amongst other things Michel no. 28 (expertized
Buehler), 66III (expertized Pfenninger) etc., a little
mixed quality with many superb items, Michel 9400.estimate 1.400,1043 Almost only cancelled old part of a collection
German Reich from 1872-1915, a little mixed quality
with many superb items, Michel more then 5400.estimate 600,1044 1872-1923, almost only cancelled collection
German Reich in the Lindner album with mounts, as
well nice breast shield part (this Michel 5000.-), the
inflationary part is not calculated, there almost
everything unchecked, a little mixed quality with many
superb items, inspect!
estimate 450,1045 Old collection German Reich from 1872-1922 in
the Borek album with numerous good values, a little
mixed quality with many superb items, Michel more
then 5600.- (the total inflationary part was not taken
into account, there all unchecked! )
,★
estimate 900,1046 Collection German Reich from 1872-1933 in the
SAFE dual album, strong mixed quality, therefore low
offered!
,★
estimate 500,1047 1872-1922, mostly cancelled collection German
Reich with many good values, mostly superb condition,
the inflationary part is not calculated!, inspect!
,★
estimate 390,1048 1875-1923, interesting extensive remainder
collection, stamps often incorrect listed, therefore low
offered, inspect!
, ,★
estimate 150,1049 1919-23, cancelled collection from 99 different
mostly smaller values "inflation" in the stockbook, all
expertized Infla, very fine / superb, Michel 823.a.105-337 ,
estimate 120,1050 1916-22, neat collection "inflation", specialized
with plates and rotary printings, horizontal pairs, blocks
of four and numerous special feature, with no. 151Y
used (photo expertize Dr. Oechsner) otherwise only
smaller and medium values, almost only superb
condition, interesting collection for the specialists, all
expertized Infla!, Michel more then 6000., ,
estimate 1.100,1051 1916-23, cancelled collection from 221 different
mostly smaller values "inflation" in the stockbook, all
expertized Infla, very fine / superb, Michel 2300.a. 99-337 ,
estimate 350,1052 1918-23, old part of a collection inflation, inspect!
★,
estimate 100,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com
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1053 Cancelled part of a collection German Reich from
1923-32 with many good middle values on lighthouse
album pages, very fine / superb, Michel 1650.estimate 250,1054 Cancelled collection German Reich from 1923-32
on lighthouse album pages, amongst other things with
Michel no. 351-54, 378-84, 423 / 4 and 459-62, very
fine / superb, Michel 1450.estimate 190,1055 1928-1940, collection "machine cancel from
Westerland", 14 documents mostly superb
estimate 100,1056 1923-1945, part of a collection German Reich
with many good sets and souvenir sheets, used or
unused collected, mainly superb condition
,★
estimate 650,1057 Nice cancelled collection German Reich from
1923-32 on KA-BE album pages, except for Michel no.
349, 438 / 9, 456-58 and pages 1 in the number of a
major listing complete, in addition to it a few
documents, blocks of four, pairs, upper margin copies
etc., very fine / superb, Michel 2500., ,
estimate 480,1058 1923-45, neat collection German Reich on
Schaubek sides with still many good middle values, sets
and souvenir sheets as well some se-tenant, mostly
superb condition, inspect!
,★
estimate 350,1059 1935-45, in the number of a major listing
complete mint never hinged collection including pages
4-11 in the lighthouse album with mounts (preprinted
pages complete from 1933), superb collection, Michel
4550.565-910 ★★
estimate 900,1060 1940-45, complete mint never hinged collection in
the Borek special album, superb condition, Michel
786.739-910 ★★
estimate 180,1061 Cancelled collection German Reich from 1933-45
in the lighthouse album with mounts, except for charity
souvenir sheet Nothilfe, Chicago travel and SS / SA in
the number of a major listing complete, mostly superb
condition
estimate 700,1062 Cancelled collection German Reich from 1933-45
on Schaubek pages, except for Michel no. 496-98,
pages 2, 3 and no. 909 / 10 in the number of a major
listing complete, mostly superb condition
estimate 550,1063 1933-45, except for Chicago travel, souvenir sheet
2 and 3 in the number of a major listing complete
collection till 1944 in the album with mounts, a few
additional unused values are not calculated, mostly
superb condition
estimate 450,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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1064 Cancelled collection German Reich from 1933-45
with good middle issues and souvenir sheets in the
Lindner album, very fine / superb, Michel approximate
2700.estimate 390,1065 1934-44, cancelled part of a collection on pages,
very fine / superb, Michel approximate 1000.estimate 170,1066 1938-45, interesting collection from 135
documents with different, mostly correctly franked
special stamps frankings, almost only superb condition,
inspect!
estimate 380,1067 1933-45, extensive neat collection German Reich,
without key values but with many special cancellations,
covers, face of covers as well numerous letter pieces,
almost only superb condition, inspect!, pure value of
the stamps: 5700.★ ★, ★, , ,
estimate 1.000,1068 1933-1945, mostly cancelled collection German
Reich in the SAFE dual album, except for souvenir
sheet 2 and 3 complete, condition varies, favorable
offered!
, ★, ★ ★
estimate 500,1069 Unused, partly mint never hinged collection
German Reich from 1935-1945 in the Lindner album
with mounts, a few good medium values, sets and
souvenir sheets, mostly superb condition, Michel more
then 2500,★, ★ ★,( ★)
estimate 450,1070 1933-45, clean cancelled collection German Reich
with many good middle issues, almost only superb
condition, Michel more then 2600.,
estimate 380,1071 Collection German Reich from 1933-45 on
KA-BE sides with middle issues and some documents,
often double collected * and used, very fine / superb,
Michel more then 2000., ★,
estimate 260,GERMAN REICH LOTS
1072 1897-1942, lot of 91 mostly different used
documents, condition very fine / superb
estimate 100,1073 1921-23, 66 different cancelled smaller and
medium values "inflation", mostly very fine / superb,
all expertized Infla, Michel 980.estimate 190,1074 1921-23, 13 different airmail documents the
inflation, mostly superb, inspect!
estimate 150,1075 1919-23, cleanly arranged duplicate lot "inflation"
of more than 360 mostly smaller values in the
stockbook, very fine / superb, all expertized Infla,
Michel more then 3000.,
estimate 390,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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1076 1919-23, lot of 65 different smaller and middle
"Infla" values, very fine / superb, all expertized Infla,
Michel 470.,
estimate 100,1077 1924-32, cancelled lot different values, very fine /
superb, Michel 780.estimate 120,1078 Approximate. 1930-32, 20 covers to Brazil with
different frankings, condition varies
estimate 40,1079 1938-45, lot different unhinged mint issues,
superb, Michel more then 1000.★★
estimate 190,1080 1933-43, lot different complete middle issues,
almost only superb condition, Michel 490.estimate 75,1081 1938, "Country water amphibious car" type SG 6
amphibian from Hanns Trippel, autograph Naples Capri
Expeditionskarte, vertical folded, in addition to it card
of a Bewunderers
estimate 160,1082 1936 / 40, "Country water Zepp" amphibious car
atelier Darmstadt from Hanns Trippel, 4 different
documents, mostly superb
estimate 100,1083 1933-41, 34 documents with different
"Hindenburg" frankings, mostly superb condition
estimate 60,1084 1933-42, clean inserted doublets stock mostly
simple values, legitimate condition, Michel more then
1800.,
estimate 100,1085 1935 / 6, Reichs alliance Jewish front-line
soldiers: two different issues "the shield", 10
respectively 12 sides with different head lines amongst
other things "Israelites at the Air Force", superb
estimate 120,1086 1939 / 42, 2 certificates of Merit: the War Merit
Cross 2. Class and the third step of the cross of honor of
the German mother with preprinted signatures from
Adolf Hitler and Dr. Meissner as well stamp seal
Imperial Eagle with wreath of oak leaves, very fine
estimate 65,GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1087 1911, "bee honey" + 5 Pf. on picture postcard
from "GLOGAU", superb
W 2.2
estimate 270,1088 1911, "satrap" + 5 Pf., as usual perforated superb,
Michel 900.W 2.8
estimate 240,1089 1911, "stamps the cabbage" + 10 Pf., mint never
hinged, as usual perforated superb, Michel 1200.W 3.10 ★★
estimate 350,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
38
1090 1921, stamp booklet "Germania / numeral", mint
never hinged, staple is absent, otherwise complete with
all interleaving pages, a 10 Pf, stamp tiny stain spot
otherwise superb
MH 15A ★★
estimate 180,1091 1916, Germania "7½ + 15", rest of hinge, superb,
abridged certificate Fleiner, Michel 300.S 7aa ★
estimate 90,1092 1916, Germania "7½ + 15", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 180.S 7ba ★
estimate 60,1093 1916-21, mint never hinged lot different good
middle se-tenants "Germania", almost only superb
condition, Michel more then 1300.aus S 4-S 34 ★★
estimate 200,1094 1912, Germania "X + X + 5", right strength stamp
booklet perforation, mint never hinged, very fine,
Michel 550.W 1.2 ★★
estimate 120,1095 1918, Germania "7½ + 5", stamp booklet
perforation, superb, Michel 300.W 6ab ★★
estimate 90,1096 1917, Germania "15 + 5", stamp booklet
perforation, very fine, Michel 400.W 9aa
estimate 90,1097 1917, Germania "7½ + 15", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 230.W 11ba ★
estimate 80,1098 1918, Germania "15 + 10", rest of hinge, normal
perforation, superb, Michel 180.W 13aa ★
estimate 50,1099 1921-1941, lot mostly different se-tenants, almost
only superb condition, Michel approximate 2000.a. K1-W74 ★★
estimate 290,1100 1930, eagle "X + X + X + 20", only middle field
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 85.W 21.3 ★
estimate 25,1101 1931, eagle "15 + 10", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 120.W 22 ★
estimate 40,1102 1931, stamp booklet "airmail", without Ono., no
perforations going through margins, very fine MNH,
Michel 1300.MH 20.2 ★★
estimate 450,1103 1926, stamp booklet pane "Schiller" with
complete perforation, only one stamp rest of hinge,
superb
H-Bl. 50B ★
estimate 280,1104 1926, stamp booklet "help in need", line bar ok,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 1400.MH 23.1.2 ★★
estimate 400,1105 1927, Hindenburg-donation "8 + X", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 120.S 37 ★
estimate 40,-

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1106 1927, Hindenburg-donation "X + 15", rest of
hinge, at the bottom stamp booklet perforation
otherwise superb, Michel 120.W 25 ★
estimate 30,1107 1927, stamp booklet "Hindenburg-donation",
perforations going through margins, very fine MNH,
Michel 320.MH 24.1A ★★
estimate 110,1108 1927, stamp booklet "Hindenburg-donation", no
perforations going through margins, mint never hinged,
very fine, Michel 320.MH 24.1B ★★
estimate 90,1109 1927, stamp booklet "Hindenburg-donation", no
perforations going through margins, very fine MNH,
Michel 600.MH 24.2B ★★
estimate 200,1110 1932, "Presidents of the Reich", rest of hinge, 4
superb items, Michel 79. 50
S 42-45 ★
estimate 20,1111 1932, stamp booklet sheet "Presidents of the
Reich", HAN "V 12529. 32 1", only horizontal slightly
folded, left margin a little creasely, very fine MNH,
Michel 2400.MHB 15.4.1 ★★
estimate 580,1112 1932, stamp booklet sheet "Presidents of the
Reich", only horizontal 1x slightly folded, very fine
MNH, Michel 2400.MHB 16.1 ★★
estimate 650,1113 1932, stamp booklet sheet "Presidents of the
Reich", only horizontal 1x slightly folded, very fine
MNH, Michel 2400.MHB 17.1 ★★
estimate 650,1114 1928, help in need "8 + Z + A2 + 15", superb,
Michel 1800.KZ 12 ★
estimate 600,1115 1928, help in need "X + 8", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 1100.S 56 ★
estimate 380,1116 1928, help in need "8 + A1. 1", very fine MNH,
Michel 400.S 58 ★★
estimate 140,1117 1928, help in need "A1. 1 + 8", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 540.S 60 ★
estimate 190,1118 1928, help in need "A2 + 8", above slightly
reperforated otherwise superb, Michel 540.S 64 ★
estimate 110,1119 1928, help in need "X + 15", at the bottom
strength stamp booklet perforation otherwise superb,
Michel 450.W 31 ★★
estimate 90,1120 1928, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, stamp booklet pane
65B, very fine MNH, Michel 700.MH 27.2 ★★
estimate 240,-

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
39
1121 1928, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, very fine MNH,
Michel 800.MH 27.3 ★★
estimate 280,1122 1929, help in need "5 + Z + Z + 5", on piece,
superb, Michel 150.KZ 13
estimate 45,1123 1929, help in need "A2 + 5", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 70.W 35 ★★
estimate 20,1124 1929, help in need "X + 15", very fine MNH,
Michel 70.W 36 ★★
estimate 20,1125 1929, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, very fine MNH,
Michel 1100.MH 28.2 ★★
estimate 330,1126 1929, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, stamp booklet pane
64B, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 1100.MH 28.2 ★★
estimate 330,1127 1930, help in need "8 + X", rest of hinge,
perforation above bluntish otherwise superb, Michel
90.S 80 ★
estimate 20,1128 1930, help in need "A1. 3 + 15 + A1. 3", rest of
hinge, very fine, Michel 300.S 85 ★
estimate 85,1129 1930, help in need "X + 8", superb, Michel 150.W 37
estimate 50,1130 1930, stamp booklet "help in need", perforations
going through margins, very fine MNH, Michel 450.MH 29.1 ★★
estimate 160,1131 1930, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 450.MH 29.2 ★★
estimate 150,1132 1930, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins / perforations going
through margins, very fine MNH, Michel 450.MH 29.4 ★★
estimate 150,1133 1931, help in need "8 + X + 8", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 240.S 93 ★
estimate 80,1134 1931, help in need "A1. 2 + 15 + A1. 2", superb,
Michel 400.S 97 ★★
estimate 140,1135 1931, help in need, "8 + Z + Z + 8", very fine
MNH, Michel 450.WZ 5 ★★
estimate 160,1136 1931, stamp booklet pane "help in need", marker
cross on margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of
panes respectively -line field 1, mint never hinged, very
fine (right perforation defects), Michel 300.H-Bl. 70B 1.1 ★★
estimate 60,-

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1137 1931, stamp booklet pane "help in need", marker
cross on margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of
panes respectively -line field 1 at the bottom, mint
never hinged, very fine, Michel 330.H-Bl. 71B 1 ★★
estimate 85,1138 1931, stamp booklet "help in need", no
perforations going through margins, very fine MNH,
Michel 450.MH 30.2 ★★
estimate 150,1139 1931, stamp booklet "help in need", perforations
going through margins / no perforations going through
margins, very fine MNH, Michel 450.MH 30.3 ★★
estimate 150,1140 1932, stamp booklet "help in need", very fine
MNH, Michel 300.MH 31 ★★
estimate 110,1141 1932, stamp booklet "help in need", mint never
hinged, very fine, Michel 300.MH 31 ★★
estimate 80,1142 1933, Fridericus "6 + 6" and "12 + 12", both
tête-bêche, superb, Michel 80.K 17/8 ★★
estimate 25,1143 1933, Fridericus tête-bêche "6 + 6" and "6 + Z +
6", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.K 17,WZ 9 ★★
estimate 20,1144 1933, "Fredericus", 4 superb items, Michel 330.S 102-05 ★★
estimate 100,1145 1933, stamp booklet pane "Fridericus", not
perforations going thrugh margins booklet margin,
marker cross on margin to facilitate cutting or
perforating of panes field 1, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 120.H-Bl. 74B1.1 ★★
estimate 35,1146 1933, stamp booklet pane "Fridericus", not
perforations going thrugh margins booklet margin,
superb Michel 60.H-Bl. 74B 0 ★★
estimate 20,1147 1933, stamp booklet pane "Fridericus", not
perforations going thrugh margins booklet margin,
marker cross on margin to facilitate cutting or
perforating of panes 2 field 1, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 320.H-Bl. 75B 1.2 ★★
estimate 100,1148 1933, stamp booklet "Fridericus" with stamp
booklet pane 75B 1. 2!, mint never hinged, superb
MH 32.2.1 ★★
estimate 110,1149 1933, stamp booklet "Fridericus", very fine MNH,
Michel 180.MH 32.2.1 ★★
estimate 60,1150 1933, stamp booklet "Fridericus" with stamp
booklet pane 74B 1. 2. !, mint never hinged, superb
MH 32.4.1 ★★
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
40
1151 1933, stamp booklet sheet "Fridericus", only
horizontal once slightly prefolded, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 2200.MHB 28 ★★
estimate 600,1152 1933, "Hindenburg", watermark 2, rest of hinge,
stamps almost all mint never hinged, 3 superb items
KZ 17-19 ★
estimate 45,1153 1933, Hindenburg "6 + Z + Z + 6", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 60.KZ 18 ★★
estimate 20,1154 1933, Hindenburg "6 + Z + Z + 6", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 60.KZ 18 ★★
estimate 20,1155 1933, Hindenburg "6 + Z + Z + 6", watermark 2,
on piece, superb, Michel (80.-)
KZ 18
estimate 30,1156 1933, Hindenburg "12 + 8", watermark 2, superb,
Michel 50.S 110 ★★
estimate 20,1157 1933, Hindenburg "12 + 8 + 12", watermark 2,
superb, Michel 120.S 111
estimate 40,1158 1933, Hindenburg "8 + 12", watermark 2, superb,
Michel 50.S 112
estimate 20,1159 1933, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", very fine
MNH, Michel 900.MH 33 ★★
estimate 300,1160 1933, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", cap creasely,
mint never hinged, stamp booklet panes superb, Michel
900.MH 33 ★★
estimate 220,1161 1933, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", only
horizontal 1x slightly folded, very fine MNH, Michel
2000.MHB 30 ★★
estimate 550,1162 1933, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", only
horizontal 1x slightly folded, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 2800.MHB 31 ★★
estimate 750,1163 1933, help in need "6 + 4", "6 + 4 + 6" and "8 +
12 + 8" on registered letter, superb
W 47/8, 58
estimate 90,1164 1933, Wagner "4 + 6" and "8 + 12", both
tête-bêche, superb, Michel 240.SK 19/20 ★★
estimate 70,1165 1933, Wagner tête-bêche "4 + 6", normal
perforation, very fine MNH, Michel 120.SK 19 ★★
estimate 30,1166 1933, Wagner "4 + 6" and "8 + 12", both
tête-bêche, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 140.SK 19/20 ★
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1167 1933, Wagner tête-bêche "8 + 12", very fine
MNH, Michel 120.SK 20 ★★
estimate 40,1168 1933, Wagner "6 + 4 + 6", as usual perforated
superb, Michel 80.W 48
estimate 20,1169 1933, Wagner "12 + 8 + 12" and "8 + 12", rest of
hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 85.W 56/7 ★
estimate 25,1170 1934, Hindenburg "A5 + 6 + A5", superb, Michel
160.S 124 ★★
estimate 55,1171 1934, Hindenburg "A5 + 6 + A5", superb, Michel
160.S 124
estimate 50,1172 1934, Hindenburg "6 + A5", superb, Michel 80.S 125
estimate 25,1173 1934, Hindenburg "6 + A5 + 6", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 95.S 126 ★
estimate 30,1174 1936, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", very fine
MNH, Michel 450.MH 36.2 ★★
estimate 150,1175 1939, stamp booklet "Hindenburg", without
Clamp, stamp booklet perforation, mint never hinged,
very fine, Michel 250.MH 38.1 ★★
estimate 50,1176 1939, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", slightly
folded, very fine MNH, Michel 400.MHB 46 ★★
estimate 110,1177 1939, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", slightly
folded, very fine MNH, Michel 400.MHB 47 ★★
estimate 110,1178 1939, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", slightly
folded, very fine MNH, Michel 400.MHB 48 ★★
estimate 110,1179 1939, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", centered
vertical strong separated, stamp booklet panes (H
souvenir sheet 96) all mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 400.MHB 49 ★★
estimate Gebot
1180 1939, stamp booklet sheet "Hindenburg", slightly
folded, very fine MNH, Michel 400.MHB 50 ★★
estimate 110,1181 1934, trades tête-bêche "4 + 6" and "8 + 12", 2
superb items, Michel 60.K 23/4 ★★
estimate 20,1182 1934, stamp booklet "trades", booklet pane 102
very fine (a little separated), Michel 400.MH 40.3 ★★
estimate 75,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
41
1183 1935, stamp booklet "costumes", unprinted +
marker cross on margin to facilitate cutting or
perforating of panes / -line at the bottom, very fine
MNH, Michel 250.MH 41.2.4 ★★
estimate 75,1184 1935, stamp booklet "costumes", marker cross on
margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of panes /
-line at the bottom, very fine MNH, Michel 300.MH 41.2.6 ★★
estimate 90,1185 1935, stamp booklet "costumes", marker cross on
margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of panes /
-line at the bottom and above, very fine MNH, Michel
300.MH 41.2.8 ★★
estimate 90,1186 1936, stamp booklet "olympic games", unprinted,
very fine MNH, Michel 200.MH 42.1 ★★
estimate 65,1187 1936, stamp booklet "olympic games", marker
cross on margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of
panes / -line above + unprinted, very fine MNH, Michel
250.MH 42.1.2 ★★
estimate 75,1188 1936, stamp booklet "olympic games", unprinted
+ marker cross on margin to facilitate cutting or
perforating of panes / -line at the bottom, very fine
MNH, Michel 250.MH 42.1.5 ★★
estimate 75,1189 1936, stamp booklet "W. H. W. ", Clamp 19 mm,
unprinted, very fine MNH, Michel 200.MH 43.3 ★★
estimate 60,1190 1936, stamp booklet "W. H. W. ", Clamp 19 mm,
unprinted + marker cross on margin to facilitate cutting
or perforating of panes / -line at the bottom, very fine
MNH, Michel 250.MH 43.3.4 ★★
estimate 75,1191 1938, stamp booklet "Ostmark landscapes",
unprinted, very fine MNH, Michel 130.MH 45.1 ★★
estimate 45,1192 1939, stamp booklet pane "buildings", very fine
MNH, Michel 60.H-Bl. 114 ★★
estimate 20,1193 1939, stamp booklet sheet "buildings", folded,
very fine MNH, Michel 230.MHB 65 ★★
estimate 60,1194 1939, stamp booklet sheet" W. H. W. ", marker
crosses on margin to facilitate cutting or perforating of
panes / -lines over field 3 + 5 and under 57 + 59,
folded, very fine MNH, Michel 670.MHB 66.2 ★★
estimate 170,1195 1941, stamp booklet "Hitler", without Clamp,
very fine, Michel 200.MH 49.1 ★★
estimate 40,1196 1928-41, cancelled lot different se-tenants with
middle values, very fine / superb, Michel more then
850.a. K 12 -W 157 ,
estimate 110,-

GERMAN REICH SE-TENANTS
1197 Small cancelled duplicate lot se-tenants from
1933-39, very fine / superb, Michel 1280.a. S 102-154
estimate 160,GERMAN REICH POSTAL STATIONERIES
1198 1895, "KIEL navy academy, Canal opening",
vacuously used on 5 Pf. "Reichspost", superb, R!
P 30
estimate 80,1199 1926, 5 / 5 Pf. green, unperforated, with
additional imprint "Frauboes tutor groups lottery",
stamp "Brunswick", superb
P 167I
estimate 50,1200 1938-41, 3 different unused cards, superb, Michel
58.P 239-41
estimate 20,1201 1935, 6 Pf. "Nazi Party Congress", complete set,
unused, 8 superb cards, Michel 56.P 264/01-08
estimate 20,1202 Private post: 1888, 5 Pf. lilac "Kolle, own bar of
the bürgerl. Brauhauses in Munich", stamp "Hanover",
superb postcard
PP 6B4
estimate 75,1203 Private post: 1901, 5 Pf. Germania "19. Middle
German federal shooting", unused with 2 special
cancellations, superb
PP 15C19
estimate 100,1204 Private post: 5 Pf. Germania "500jähr.
Geburtsjubiläum Johannes Gutenbergs", on the back
Text:. . . In Mainz, Gutenberg, city view, female figure,
press, unused, superb
PP 15D12
estimate 40,1205 Private post: 1910, 3, 5 and 10 Pf. Germania "22.
German philatelists day 12.-16. August 1910 in Kiel", 4
different picture postcards with special cancellations
(PP 23C12 / 01, 02, 27C117 / 05, 32C8 / 03), superb
estimate 100,1206 Private post: 1913, 5 Pf. Germania "centennial
celebration the war of liberation", exhibition poster in
gray, with special cancel dto., superb
PP 27C176/01
estimate 50,1207 Private post: 1925, 5 Pf. Imperial Eagle
"Schwaga, show i hab` a Bitt`. . . . " with indication "set
I, no. 2", vacuously used, with additional franking,
amongst other things Michel no. 353, superb
PP 81E2/01
estimate Gebot
1208 Private post: 1934, 3 Pf. Hindenburg "winter help
work of the German people", Armor as Bavarian
postilion with sledges, scroll ends with "Munich",
unused, superb postcard
PP 122C5/01
estimate 25,1209 Private post: 1938, 3 Pf. Hindenburg
"stamps-show Isaria", unused, superb
PP 122C95/02
estimate 20,1210 Private post: 1940, "looking work 300 years
staatl. Post in the Hannoverland", superb
PP 127C54
estimate 20,-

GERMAN REICH POSTAL STATIONERIES
42
1211 Private post: 1936, 10 Pf. besides 3 Pf. "Rhine
stamps-exhibition" with additional franking on "4.
North America flight" (Sieger 420A), registered printed
matter, superb
PP 140C1
estimate 160,1212 Private post: 1936, "42. philatelists day - castle
Lauenstein", in blue, brown and red-brown, 3 superb
cards with special cancellations
PP 142C3/01/02/04
estimate 40,1213 Private post: 1943, 6 Pf. lilac "Day of the Postage
Stamp" with special cancel dto., superb postcard
PP 150A1
estimate 30,1214 Private post: 6 Pf. Hitler "1. postage stamp show
13.-16. June 1942 Lodz", industrial landscape and
General Litzmann, unused, 2 superb cards
PP156C5/01,02
estimate 20,1215 Private post: 10 different postal stationery,
condition varies, inspect!
PP
estimate 75,1216 Private post: 1922, 2, 4 and 6 Pf. posthorn "postal
stamps exhibition to Berlin 1922", unused, 3 superb
covers
PU 71,73,75
estimate 50,1217 1875, 1 Gr. rose (always as 10 Pf. stamp used),
rectangle cancel with two lines "GEESTEMÜNDE
customs union" and single circle postmark
"SELSINGEN", 2 superb letters
U 5A
estimate 25,1218 1892, 10 Pf. carmine with single circle postmark
"ROSTOCK exhibition = Place" to Güstrow, superb
U 13
estimate 240,1219 1933-45, 57 postal stationery postcards, mainly
special- and event cards, multiple with special
cancellations, in addition to it 40 "Hindenburg / Hitler"
- cards, used and unused, superb condition
estimate 120,1220 47 different, mostly unused postal stationery
"Germania Reichspost", as well pneumatic mail letters
and -cards, postcards, letter-cards and money orders,
mostly superb condition
estimate 100,1221 1889-1920, 6 different, partly better pneumatic
post evidences, mostly superb
estimate 80,1222 16 mostly different postal stationery "Germania
Reichspost", as well letter-cards, Postal service and
pneumatic postcards as well money orders, unused and
used, very fine / superb
estimate 40,ZEPPELIN MAIL ARMY AND MARINE
nach Michel Zeppelinpost-Katalog
1223 1912 / 3, one-line cancel (LZ 14) navy air ship:
scarce picture- and data documentation on 7 sides, the
airship in the storm before Heligoland destroyed,
superb
estimate 100,-

ZEPPELIN MAIL ARMY AND MARINE
nach Michel Zeppelinpost-Katalog
1224 1914, "KGL. PR. Field Air sailor battalion", violet
letter cancel on fieldpost letter the "KAIS. German
fieldpost station office no. 214" to Berlin, very fine
estimate 25,1225 1917, "7. navy LUFTSCH. Band. Sed din KRS.
STOLP", black letter cancel on picture postcard to
Haseldorf, superb
estimate 140,ZEPPELIN MAIL
nach Sieger-Katalog
1226 1909, "airship Signal postal service Z III", 1. Trip
period, 2. trial flight with 3 Motors over One cell on
barograph curve with Signalposttempel and signatur
captain Hacker, superb, R!
estimate 2.200,1227 1911, "airship Swabia", trip Dusseldorf-Oos,
violet on board confirmation mark type I, droped
"BADEN-BADEN", superb postcard, R!
2I
estimate 540,1228 3. 9. 1911, "airship Swabia", trip of the Landau
landing trip with Bavarian franking and landing place
stamp, superb RRR!, only 3 examples known!, superb,
(Michel no. 10Gb), Sieger € 6000.2II
estimate 2.200,1229
1912,
"airship
Viktoria
Louisa",
Hamburg-Oldenburg-Hamburg, board mail, sender
adress Zeppelin-Vielfahrer chamber singer Spemann,
superb, expertized Sieger
3
estimate 780,1230 1913 "airship Viktoria Louisa", 3 Zeppelin picture
postcards, amongst other things on board cancellation
mark and on board confirmation mark from 24. 5. 1913
as well 2x of the last Fahrtag 30. 11. 12, superb
4
estimate 320,1231 1913 "airship Victoria Louisa", on board
cancellation mark and on board confirmation mark
from 24. 5. 1913 to England, superb postcard, R!
4a
estimate 480,1232 1913, "airship Hansa", board mail, transfer trip
Leipzig - Potsdam, picture postcard and original
logbook page from 14. 8. 1913 with exact travel
distance, superb, RR!
6
estimate 750,1233 1912, "airship Hansa", on board cancellation mark
and on board confirmation mark from 6. 10. 12 from
the travel from Hamburg to Bremen, superb postcard,
expertized Buehler
6Ia
estimate 350,1234 1913, "airship Saxony", memories postcard to the
Haida-trip with 5 H. "Kaiser Franz Joseph" from 9.
November 1913 with postmark type I and Saxon board
stamp, superb, expertized Sieger, R!
9Cc
estimate 550,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ZEPPELIN MAIL
43
nach Sieger-Katalog
1235 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
airmail postcard with se-tenant "bees honey" + 5 Pf.,
special cancel "Frankfurt 12. 6. 12", superb
10
estimate 920,1236 1912, 10 and 30 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and
Main" on 5 Pf. postal stationery postcard with special
cancel "Darmstadt 18. 6. 12", superb, R!
10,12
estimate 620,1237 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
airmail postcard with advertising impression the
Möbelfirma sour and 5 Pf. additional franking, special
cancel "Darmstadt 22. 6. 12", superb
10
estimate 280,1238 1912, 10 Pf. in lieu of 30 Pf. "airmail. On the
Rhine and Main" on 5 Pf. postal stationery postcard,
unopposed transported, special cancel "Offenbach 22.
6. 12" and carrier cancel, superb
10
estimate 180,1239 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
airmail postcard with 10 Pf. additional franking, special
cancel "Darmstadt 22. 6. 12", superb postcard to
Antwerpen
10
estimate 120,1240 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
airmail postcard with 10 Pf. additional franking, special
cancel "Darmstadt 14. 6. 12", superb postcard to
Belgium
10
estimate 120,1241 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
picture postcard (Grand Duke) with 10 Pf. additional
franking, special cancel "Darmstadt 12. 6. 12", superb
postcard to Brüssel
10
estimate 120,1242 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main"
with plate flaw "white line lower left at the 10" on
airmail postcard with 10 Pf. additional franking, special
cancel "Frankfurt 11. 6. 12", superb postcard to London
10
estimate 120,1243 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
airmail postcard with 2x 5 Pf. additional franking,
special cancel "Worms 12. 6. 12", superb postcard to
Marseille
10
estimate 120,1244 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
airmail postcard with 10 Pf. additional franking, special
cancel "Darmstadt 16. 6. 12", superb postcard to Paris
10
estimate 100,1245 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main"
with plate flaw "color point top right in the O in
airmail" on airmail postcard with 10 Pf. additional
franking, special cancel "Darmstadt 14. 6. 12", superb
postcard to Paris
10
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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1246 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
cancel ban card, Michel no. I retroactive cancelled with
stamp II "Darmstadt 14. 6. 12, 5 Pf. additional franking
with stamp I, superb
10
estimate 100,1247 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
order card to the Frisian Cocoa and chocolate factory in
vacuously, with 5 Pf. additional franking, special cancel
"Worms 12. 6. 12", superb
10
estimate 100,1248 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
airmail postcard with 5 Pf. additional franking, special
cancel "Darmstadt 12. 6. 12", with forwarding notes,
superb postcard
10
estimate 90,1249 1912, 10 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
picture postcard with inverted picture side (the Ducal
family) and 5 Pf. additional franking in the vertical pair,
special cancel "Darmstadt 12. 6. 12", superb postcard to
Lucerne
10
estimate 90,1250 1912, 20 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main"
with plate flaw "upper framework left over 2 broken"
on airmail postcard with 10 Pf. additional franking
(defects), special cancel "Frankfurt 15. 6. 12", superb
postcard to Padua
11
estimate 100,1251 1912, 20 Pf. "airmail. On the Rhine and Main" on
airmail postcard with only 5 Pf. additional franking to
Belgium, special cancel "Frankfurt 17. 6. 12", superb
postcard without postage due, R!
11
estimate 100,1252 1912, 30 Pf. "airmail. On Rhein and Main" on
airmail postcard "arrival yellow dog" with 5 Pf.
additional franking, special cancel "Frankfurt 22. 6.
12", superb postcard, R!
12
estimate 340,1253 1912, 1 M. "yellow dog" with accidents in
printing on airmail postcard with 5 Pf. additional
franking, these only with special cancel "Darmstadt 15.
6. 12", superb
13
estimate 180,1254 1912, 1 M. "yellow dog" 2x on airmail postcard
with 5 Pf. additional franking, special cancel
"Darmstadt 18. 6. 12", superb
13
estimate 130,1255 1912, 20 Pf. "E. EL. P. " with accident in printing
"2 from 20 at the bottom with dot" on airmail postcard
with 5 Pf. additional franking, special cancel "Frankfurt
23. 6. 12", superb, certificate Hertsch
15
estimate 780,1256 1912, 20 Pf. "E. EL. P. " on airmail postcard with
5 Pf. additional franking, special cancel "Frankfurt 23.
6. 12", superb
15
estimate 460,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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1257
1912,
"Frankfurt
Wiesbaden",
on
Nationalflugspendenkarte to the cadet school Gr.
Lichterfelde with L4 for correct Addressing, postmark
"Wiesbaden", superb
16Ad
estimate 120,1258 1919, "airship Lake Constance", postmark
"Friedrichshafen railway station", superb postcard,
expertized Sieger
19C
estimate 240,1259 1919, "airship Lake Constance", board mail and
postmark "Friedrichshafen airmail", superb postcard
19D
estimate 500,1260 3. 11. 1919, "airship Lake Constance", postmark
"Castle stable / Krs. Wolmirstedt" of the forced landing
at the 3. November 1919, superb postcard, RRR! Sieger
€ 9000.19F
estimate 3.500,1261 1919, "airship Lake Constance", postmark "Berlin
airmail", with private single circle postmark "Per
airship "Lake Constance" to Switzerland, superb cover
19H
estimate 250,1262 1919, "airship Lake Constance - special excursion
to Stockholm", return flight with Swedish and German
franking, superb postcard, RR!
19L/M
estimate 1.500,1263 1933, "4. South America flight", connecting flight
from Berlin, registered postcard, superb
23B
estimate 60,1264 1929, "Orient trip", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, franked by single franking 2 RM on
cover to Alexandria, superb cover
23IA
estimate 90,1265 1929, "Mediterranean voyage", postmark
Friedrichshafen, superb postcard
24A
estimate 40,1266 1929, "America flight", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, franked by 4 RM, delay stamp in italic,
superb cover
26A
estimate 120,1267 1929, "America flight", letter alliance slip of
paper with one-line cancel "Friedrichshafen (Lake
Constance) " to Colorado State, superb
27A
estimate 100,1268 1929, "world round flight", Lakehurst-Lakehurst,
commercially used letter with "Killerentwertung" and
2x 5 C. postage due, vertical folded, very fine
28D
estimate 90,1269 1929, "1. Switzerland flight", droped "GOSSAU",
seeming through droped conditional traces of usage
otherwise superb cover, only 12 examples known!,
RRR!, photo expertize Dr. simon
35m
estimate 1.800,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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1270 1929, "Balkan trip", droped Bucharest, board
mail, only 850 documents transported, superb postcard
42B
estimate 120,1271 1929, "Spain trip", board mail, superb cover
44B
estimate 40,1272 1930, "Switzerland flight", Friedrichshafen-Bern,
with single franking Michel no. 383, superb cover
51A
estimate 70,1273 1930, "England trip", board mail, delivery
Friedrichshafen, superb postcard
55C
estimate 65,1274 1930, "Switzerland flight", board mail, superb
cover with Swiss additional franking
56B
estimate 120,1275
1930,
"South
America
flight",
Friedrichshafen-Pernambuco, superb cover
57C
estimate 200,1276 1930, "South America flight", date stamp,
Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst, superb postcard
57N
estimate 380,1277 1930, "journey home", franked by 5000 Rs.,
superb postcard to Switzerland
59A
estimate 60,1278 1930, "Switzerland flight", board mail from 6. 5.
30 for planned trip at the 9. 5. 30, with single franking
Michel no. 440, superb cover - in the Sieger unknown
on board confirmation mark special feature!
66B
estimate 450,1279 1930, "Switzerland flight", board mail, with single
franking Michel no. 440!, superb cover
66B
estimate 120,1280 1930, "Silesia round trip", droped Görlitz, board
mail, franked by 1 RM, superb postcard to Basle
69Bb
estimate 140,1281 1930, "Switzerland flight", board mail, droped St.
Gallen, franked by 2 RM "South America flight",
superb cover
71B
estimate 190,1282 1930, "fligth with landing to Dortmund", board
mail, superb postcard
77B
estimate 85,1283 1930, "fligth with landing to Dortmund", board
mail, superb postcard
77B
estimate 40,1284 1930, "East voyage", Finnish post, franked by 2
Zeppelin special stamps, superb cover
89B
estimate 390,1285 1930, "Görlitz-Friedrichshafen", superb postcard
92A
estimate 100,1286 1931. "fligth with landing to Hungaria", original
samples tees from Sonderankunfts circuit and
Rückfahrtstempeln (type 2), superb
(101)
estimate 100,-
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1287 1931, "Hungary trip", board mail, scarce folding
card the round trip with German and hungarian
franking, superb
101b,103b
estimate 140,1288 1931, "Hungary trip", Hungarian post,
Budapest-Friedrichshafen, with both Zeppelin stamp,
superb cover
103c
estimate 130,1289 1931, "Pomerania trip", Stettin-Friedrichshafen,
delivery Stettin, superb postcard
106Ba
estimate 45,1290 1931, "trip to Nuremberg", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, franked by 2 RM "South
America flight", superb cover
107Ba
estimate 180,1291 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", board mail to
Lübeck, franked by 1 RM, superb postcard
108Ab
estimate 60,1292 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", Berlin-Lübeck,
franked by 1 M. in the vertical pair, superb cover to
England
108Bd
estimate 85,1293 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", droped
Copenhagen, handing in for transport Friedrichshafen,
franked by 2 RM "South America flight", superb cover
108Cb
estimate 180,1294 1931, "Spain trip" (projected 29. 5.-2. 6. 1931),
pattern sheet with made, but not Use special
confirmation stamp, page above minimum tear
otherwise superb
0108III
estimate 120,1295 1931, "Magdeburg-Friedrichshafen", handing in
for transport Magdeburg, franked by Michel no. 455,
superb postcard in that Alsace
109Ba
estimate 100,1296 1931, "trip to Vaduz", franked by special stamp 1
Fr., superb postcard
110A
estimate 90,1297 1931, "trip to Vaduz", franked by special stamp 2
Fr., superb cover
110B
estimate 140,1298 1931, "Iceland flight", Icelandic post, with 30 Aur
and 2 Kr., registered letter, superb
114D
estimate 220,1299 1931, "Polar travel", board mail till Leningrad,
superb postcard
119B
estimate 120,1300 1931, "Polar travel", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen till Malygin, superb cover
119F
estimate 380,1301 1931, "trip to consume Friedrichshafen", franked
by 1 RM "Polar travel", card corner crease, stamp
superb
121G
estimate 130,-

ZEPPELIN MAIL
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1302 1931, "1. South America flight", till Pernambuco,
board mail, superb cover
124Bb
estimate 190,1303 1931, "1. South America flight", Brasil-Post,
black confirmation stamp, franked by 2500 rice, superb
very fine, expertized Sieger
125A
estimate 40,1304 1931, "Zurich trip", board mail with additional
cancel in type I on special card the Mophila Hamburg
in brown, superb postcard
127B
estimate 100,1305 1931, "trip Öhringen-Frankfurt", superb postcard
128A
estimate 65,1306 1931, "2. South America flight", board mail till
Brazil, superb cover
129Bb
estimate 70,1307 1931, "2. South America flight", connecting flight
from Berlin till Brazil, superb postcard
129Eb
estimate 70,1308 1932, "1. South America flight", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, German Luxembourgish
franking, registered postcard, superb, certificate simon
138Aa
estimate 220,1309 1932, "2. South America flight", connecting flight
from Berlin, franked by 2 RM "Polar travel" and help in
need, registered letter, superb
143B
estimate 200,1310 1932, "3. South America flight", board mail,
connecting flight from Berlin, franked amongst other
things with Michel no. 455, superb postcard
150Ab
estimate 100,1311 1932, "4. South America flight", connecting flight
Berlin, first flight Berlin-Athen, two-line cancel
"returned" stamp, registered letter at captain Langer,
superb
157B
estimate 180,1312 1932, "Switzerland flight", handing in for
transport Vaduz, with single franking no. 107C, superb
cover
167
estimate 110,1313 1932, "England trip", board mail, dispatched
during the circuit over England, superb postcard
168C
estimate 120,1314 1932, "LUPOSTA-trip", board mail, superb cover
169Ab
estimate 60,1315 1932, "6. South America flight", board mail,
superb cover
177Ab
estimate 90,1316 1932, "7. South America flight", connecting flight
from Berlin, superb postcard
183B
estimate 70,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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1317 1923, "7. South America flight", Brasil-Post,
connecting flight mailings from Peru with Brasil
Peruvian franking, superb postcard, R!
184A
estimate 260,1318 1932, "9. South America flight", board mail
Journey, superb postcard
195Ab
estimate 75,1319 1932, "9. South America flight", connecting flight
from Berlin, printed matter, superb
195C
estimate 80,1320 1933, "Germany flight", board mail, superb
postcard
201Ab
estimate 50,1321 1933, "1. South America flight", connecting flight
from Berlin, franked amongst other things with Michel
no. 455, minimum crease, superb postcard
202Ba
estimate 160,1322 1933, "2. South America flight", board mail
Journey, superb postcard
214Ab
estimate 65,1323 1933, "Saar region travel", Saar region post, with
both postmarks, superb postcard
218C
estimate 190,1324 1933, "3. South America flight", board mail with
meter cancellation and Michel no. 455, superb postcard
219E
estimate 180,1325 1933, "4. South America flight", board mail return
flight, superb postcard
223Ac
estimate 90,1326 1933, "6. South America flight", with additional
stamp Aschersleben, superb postcard
229D
estimate 180,1327 1933, "Chicago travel", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, till Chicago, single franking 4 RM
"Chicago travel" on registered letter, superb, expertized
Sieger
238Bca
estimate 290,1328 1933, "Chicago travel", connecting flight from
Berlin, franked by 4 RM on registered letter, with
additional franking, superb
238E
estimate 330,1329 1933, "Chicago travel", connection flight from
Berlin, registered postcard with 1 RM "Chicago travel,
superb
238E
estimate 260,1330 1933, "Chicago travel", connecting flight from
Berlin, till Rio de Janeiro, franked amongst other things
with Michel no. 455, superb cover
238E,Aab
estimate 200,1331 1933, "Chicago travel", Brazil-Europe, with both
special confirmation stamp, cover to Voerde /
Westfalia, very fine, Sieger unknown!
239B,Eb
estimate 130,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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1332 1933, "Chicago travel", US postal service,
Chicago-Akron, superb cover
244A
estimate 70,1333 1933, "Chicago travel", US postal service,
Chicago-Friedrichshafen, superb cover
244C
estimate 60,1334 1934, workshops trip", board mail, superb
postcard, in addition to it timetable to South America
and advertising booklet the Zeppelin shipping company
0246I
estimate 260,1335 1934, "Germany flight", board mail to Berlin,
verso Eckener contribution stamp, superb cover
246Ab
estimate 65,1336 1934, "Germany flight", handing in for transport
Berlin-Königsberg, Zeppelin picture postcard top left a
little compressed otherwise superb
246Ba
estimate 60,1337 1934, "2. South America flight", board mail,
superb cover
250Ab
estimate 40,1338 1934, "Argentina trip", handing in for transport
Friedrichshafen, goods samples bag as registered
parcel, amongst other things with 3x Michel no. 424
and custom label, superb
254Ba
estimate 950,1339 1934, post office Friedrichshafen: paid reply
postal card regarding Postaufgaben to the Switzerland
flight respectively thence possible forwarding to the 4.
South America flight, superb
estimate 100,1340 1934, "4. South America flight", Parag. Post,
registered letter, superb
264
estimate 140,1341 1934, "5. South America flight", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, stamp b, franked amongst
other things with Michel no. 538x, registered letter,
superb
265Aa
estimate 90,1342 1934, "5. South America flight", Parag. Post,
registered letter, superb
267
estimate 120,1343 1934, 15 post and propaganda within the
cancellation (6 of it for the trip Sieger 269AA) on title
side of a quadrilateral business report, superb
estimate 140,1344 1934, "7. South America flight", connecting flight
from Stuttgart, with two-line cancel "from the tram
mailbox", special delivery cover, superb
271Ba
estimate 280,1345 1934, "8. South America flight", board mail the
return flight and on board confirmation mark, superb
cover
274D
estimate 90,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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1346 1934, "10. South America flight", both stamp,
superb postcard
280Ab
estimate 60,1347 1934, "Christmas trip", board mail, franked
amongst other things with tête-bêche pairs K 23 / 4,
registered letter, very fine
286
estimate 160,1348 1934, "Christmas trip", Brasil-Post, Recife-Rio,
franked by 1000 rice, superb cover, expertized simon
287Ab
estimate 100,1349 1935, "2. South America flight", board mail with
stamp d, superb postcard
293Ab
estimate 50,1350 1935, "6. South America flight", board mail with
stamp d, superb postcard
305Ab
estimate 50,1351 1935, "8. South America flight", board mail the
return flight, franked amongst other things with Michel
no. 455, superb postcard, expertized Dr. simon
311C
estimate 140,1352 1935, "10. South America flight", scarce handing
in for transport Stuttgart, stamp e, commercial cover
franked amongst other things with Michel no. 455,
superb
315Be
estimate 90,1353 1935, "16. South America flight", board mail with
stamp d, superb postcard
329Ab
estimate 50,1354 1935, "16. South America flight", for subsequent
flight from Berlin, franked by Michel no. 525 in the
vertical strip of three, very fine, expertized Aisslinger
329Bb
estimate 60,1355 1935, "16. South America flight", garrison postal
service to the airship from 14. 11., superb cover, Sieger
unknown!
330A
estimate 250,1356 1935, "16. South America flight", garrison postal
service from airship to Sweden, with scarce two-line
cancel "aboard airship Count Zeppelin" on "Via
Zeppelin adhesive label", cover top right a little
compressed otherwise superb, R!
330B
estimate 280,1357 1936, "11. South America flight", board mail
Journey, superb cover
362A
estimate 40,1358 1936, "1. Postal service trip Hindenburg", handing
in for transport Friedrichshafen, with single franking
no. 537, superb cover
401Aa
estimate 25,1359 1936, "1. Postal service trip Hindenburg", board
mail, superb cover with good franking
401Ba
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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1360 1936, motorised post bus the trial trip 1, course
Berlin - Leipzig, forwards with airship LZ 129 to North
America, card very fine, RR!
406C
estimate 240,1361 1936, "1. North America flight", handing in for
transport Frankfurt, superb postcard to New York
406D
estimate 20,1362 1936, "1. North America flight", board mail,
printed matter at from Gablenz (board member the
German Lufthansa), superb cover
407A
estimate 40,1363 1936, "1. North America flight", Liechtenstein
post, registered letter with set franking, superb
408A/B
estimate 150,1364 1936, "18. June", board mail, superb postcard
416A
estimate 50,1365 1936, "Olympia trip", handing in for transport
Rhein-Main airport (letter d), superb postcard
427B
estimate 20,1366 1936, "Olympia trip", handing in for transport
Rhein-Main airport (letter h), franked by Olympic
Games stamps, superb cover
427Ba
estimate 30,1367 1936, "Olympia trip", handing in for transport
Rhein-Main
airport,
franked
by
complete
Olympia-sentence, cover very fine (Öffnungmängel)
427Bb
estimate 40,1368 1938, commemorative page with special cancel
Frankfurt, superb postcard
0455VIIIA
estimate 20,1369 1939, "trip to Görlitz", superb cover to the United
States
458
estimate 60,1370 1939, "trip to Kassel", franked by multiple
franking Michel no. 670, cover very fine
460
estimate 30,1371 1939, "trip to Kassel", only postmark, on card
with 2 different Landungsstempeln and cover with 9x
Michel no. 519, 2 superb documents
0460I
estimate 75,1372 1939, "trip to Eger", airship picture postcard and
memory card, 2 superb documents
0462I
estimate 50,1373 1890 / 1908, Visit and business card count from
Zeppelin, 2 superb cards
estimate 120,1374 1908, LZ 4 / Z II Echterdingen Catastrophe: 5
different picture postcards, used and unused, almost
only superb
estimate 60,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet
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1375 1923, Lakehurst N. J. / Aerial Flashes,
Lokalanzeiger with text and title side, dedicated the
maiden voyage ZR 1 - USS "SHENANDOAH", with
crew list, scarce documentation, superb
estimate 90,1376 1924, ZR 3 - the legendary America Zeppelin: 5
different newspapers with "Zeppelin" head lines, superb
estimate 100,1377 1925 / 6, "Zeppelin-Eckener Eckener donation
card propaganda within the cancellation" on 3
commercial used postcards with Maschnienstempeln
(1x flag to the right and 1x with unknown letters "u") as
well 3 documents with different Hand stamp, almost
only superb
estimate 85,1378 1926, 2 Zeppelin Eckener contribution cards with
additional imprint "woman contribute", used, a card a
little blotched otherwise superb
estimate 100,1379 1936, picture postcard "memory to the
Reichsspartag the N. S. D. A. P. Nuremberg 5.-10.
September 1934", printed matter with Michel no. 535 /
6, addressed as there and return flight LZ 127 to Rio de
Janeiro, with 2 on board confirmation mark from 16. 8.
1936 to the 7. North America flight LZ 129, superb, R!
estimate 140,1380 1936, "Zeppelin and modern transportation" on
advertising sheet one pencils factory, in addition to it
Zeppelin picture cigar belly bandage, superb
estimate 30,1381 1980, original autograph from Isa from
Brandenstein, granddaughter from Count Zeppelin, on
special Areogramm to the exhibition "AEROPHILA
80", superb
estimate 20,1382 1971-73, Zeppelin stamp remember sheets for
New York, Rio de Janeiro, Munich and from 1981
exhibition sheet of a New jersey Stamp clubs, superb
estimate 60,ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1383 Ethiopia: 1934, "4. South America flight", superb
postcard, R!
260
estimate 600,1384 Belgium: "trip to Nuremberg", franked by Michel
no. 280-83 (tied by railway cancel (TPO)), as well DR
Michel. No. 382 (with on board cancellation mark from
10. 5. 31) for reforwarding to Nuremberg, superb
postcard, in the Sieger unknown franking combination!
107
estimate 580,1385 Belgium: 1932, "4. South America flight", superb
postcard
157
estimate 140,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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1386 Belgium: 1932, "9. South America flight", superb
postcard
195
estimate 120,1387 Belgium: 1936, 1 "North America flight", with
postage due, superb cover
406
estimate 150,1388 Belgium: 1936, "10. North America flight",
registered letter, superb
441
estimate 140,1389 British post in Morocco (French zone) : 1933,
"Chicago travel", connecting flight from Berlin,
registered letter from Casablanca, very fine (at the
bottom opened)
238
estimate 280,1390 British post Morocco (Tangier) : 1933, "4. South
America flight", registered printed matter from Tangier,
very fine (card on the back defects)
223
estimate 180,1391 British post in Morocco (Tangier) : 1935, "16.
South America flight", for subsequent flight from
Berlin, registered printed matter from Tangier, superb
cover
329Ba
estimate 300,1392 Bulgaria: 1933, "2. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, with complete airmail set
(front- and reverse), registered postcard, superb, Sieger
unknown, expertized simon
214B
estimate 420,1393 Gdansk: 1930, "South America flight", circuit,
franked by Michel no. 209-11, superb cover, signed
Hartmann, only 35 documents transported!
57P
estimate 680,1394 Gdansk: 1931, "3. South America flight", superb
cover
133
estimate 150,1395 Gdansk: 1930, "trip to Eger", superb postcard to
Brüssel
462
estimate 120,1396 Denmark: 1932, "2. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, registered letter, superb
143B
estimate 200,1397 Denmark: 1933, "3. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover
219B
estimate 150,1398 Denmark: 1936, "1. North America flight",
connecting flight from Frankfurt, superb cover
406B
estimate 160,1399 Denmark: 1936, "10. North America flight",
superb cover
441
estimate 150,1400 Estonia, 1933, "4. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb postcard
223B
estimate 320,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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1401 Finland: 1932, "9. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, registered letter, superb
195B
estimate 160,1402 Finland: 1933, "8. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, printed matter, superb
235B
estimate 190,1403 France: 1932, "6. South America flight",
registered postcard, superb
177
estimate 180,1404 Gibraltar: 1933, "3. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, registered postcard,
superb
219B
estimate 220,1405 Greece: 1933, "1. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, registered letter
(registration label reverse), superb
202B
estimate 200,1406 Great Britain: 1932, "3. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover
150B
estimate 220,1407 Great Britain: 1932, "9. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover
195B
estimate 180,1408 Great Britain: 1933, "5. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, superb cover
226B
estimate 180,1409 Great Britain: 1934, "2. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen, stamp b,
printed matter, superb cover
250Aa
estimate 100,1410 Ireland: 1932, "5. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, registered letter, superb
171B
estimate 300,1411 Ireland: 1933, "7. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, with Condor further
transportation stamp (233A) to Bahia, superb cover,
Sieger unknown!
232B
estimate 200,1412 Iceland: 1933, "3. South America flight", with
good franking (amongst other things 6x Michel no.
123! ), registered letter, superb
219
estimate 500,1413 Iceland: 1933, "3. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, registered letter, superb,
Sieger unknown!
219B
estimate 450,1414 Yugoslavia: 1932, "9. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, superb cover
195B
estimate 280,1415 Lithuania: 1932, "6. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, cover very fine
177B
estimate 190,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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1416 Lithuania: 1932, "9. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, registered letter, superb
195B
estimate 250,1417 Liechtenstein: 1930, "South America flight", till
Seville, with single franking Michel no. 71, superb
postcard
57A
estimate 140,1418 Liechtenstein: 1930, "South America flight", till
Rio de Janeiro, good franking, superb cover
57E
estimate 350,1419 Liechtenstein: 1930, "East Prussia trip", post to
Königsberg, superb postcard
80
estimate 180,1420 Liechtenstein: 1930, "fligth with landing to
Geneva", superb postcard
86
estimate 180,1421 Liechtenstein: 1930, "trip Bern -Basle", special
cancel "Bern" and Basle", superb postcard
94
estimate 90,1422 Liechtenstein: 1930, "trip Basel-Zurich", franked
by Michel no. 108, 110 / 1, superb postcard
95
estimate 90,1423 Liechtenstein: 1930, trip to Chemnitz", superb
postcard
100
estimate 100,1424 Liechtenstein: 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion",
droped Copenhagen, superb postcard
108
estimate 120,1425 Liechtenstein: 1931, "Polar travel", delivery
Berlin, superb postcard
119
estimate 180,1426 Liechtenstein: 1931, "England trip", superb
postcard in Holland
122
estimate 90,1427 Liechtenstein: 1931, "trip to Lausanne", with
single franking Michel no. 106A, superb postcard
123
estimate 120,1428 Liechtenstein: 1931, "2. South America flight",
droped Sao Vicente, franked amongst other things with
Michel no. 107A, superb postcard
129Aa
estimate 90,1429 Liechtenstein: 1931, "3. South America flight",
post to Pernambuco, superb postcard
133A
estimate 180,1430 Liechtenstein: 1932, "2. South America flight",
superb cover
143
estimate 150,1431 Liechtenstein: 1932, "Holland trip", droped
Groningen, superb postcard
164B
estimate 150,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
50
nach Sieger-Katalog
1432 Liechtenstien: 1932, "Luposta-excursion",
delivery Gdansk, registered letter, 2 Fr. a little blotched
otherwise superb
170Ab
estimate 140,1433 Liechtenstein: 1932, "8. South America flight",
good franking, superb postcard
189
estimate 140,1434 Liechtenstein: 1933, "trip in that Saar region",
superb postcard
217
estimate 130,1435 Liechtenstein: 1933, "5. South America flight",
franked amongst other things with Michel no. 113,
Pachtkarte
226
estimate 90,1436 Liechtenstein: 1933, "6. South America flight",
superb postcard with good franking
229
estimate 180,1437 Liechtenstein: 1934, "Argentina trip", superb
postcard with good franking
254
estimate 190,1438 Liechtenstein: 1936, "10. South America flight",
franked by corner of the sheet Michel no. 150, printed
matter, minimal blotched superb cover
360
estimate 110,1439 Liechtenstein: 1936, "1. Postal service trip the
Hindenburg", superb postcard
401
estimate 140,1440 Liechtenstein: 1936, "1. North America flight",
handing in for transport Frankfurt, with official stamps
franking and government seal, registered letter, superb
406D
estimate 250,1441 Liechtenstein: 1936, "6. North America flight",
registered letter, superb
428
estimate 180,1442 Liechtenstein: 1936, "10. North America flight",
registered letter, superb
441
estimate 170,1443 Luxembourg: 1931, "Go to Magdeburg", superb
postcard
109
estimate 180,1444 Luxembourg: 1931, "trip to Lausanne", with
German luxemburgerischer franking, superb postcard to
the United States
123
estimate 300,1445 Luxembourg: 1931, "trip to Lausanne", superb
postcard
123
estimate 220,1446 Luxembourg: 1932, "Switzerland flight", superb
postcard
166
estimate 290,1447 Luxembourg: 1933, "2. South America flight",
superb postcard
214
estimate 170,-

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1448 Luxembourg: 1936, "1. South America flight",
registered letter, superb
403
estimate 180,1449 Luxembourg: 1936, "9. North America flight",
superb postcard
439
estimate 200,1450 Morocco French Protectorate: 1933, "1. South
America flight", registered letter from "Tangier
CHERIFIEN", superb
202
estimate 300,1451 Monaco: 1932, "8. South America flight", superb
cover
189
estimate 350,1452 Monaco: 1933, "2. South America flight",
registered letter, superb
214
estimate 320,1453 Netherlands: 1930, "East Prussia trip", superb
postcard
80
estimate 90,1454 Netherlands: 1930, "trip to Wroclaw", superb
postcard
83
estimate 130,1455 Netherlands: 1930, "trip to Leipzig", superb
postcard
91
estimate 120,1456 Netherlands: 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion" till
Lübeck, superb cover
108
estimate 100,1457 Netherlands: 1931, "trip to cathedral", superb
postcard
121
estimate 120,1458 Netherlands: 1931, "trip to cathedral", superb
cover with autograph from captain Hans from Schiller
121
estimate 120,1459 Netherlands: 1931, "trip Öhringen-Frankfurt",
superb postcard
128
estimate 160,1460 Netherlands: 1931, "3. South America flight",
superb postcard
133
estimate 110,1461 Netherlands: 1932, "7. South America flight",
commercially used letter, superb
183
estimate 90,1462 Netherlands: 1933, "Chicago travel", till Rio de
Janeiro, commercially used letter, vertical folded,
superb
238
estimate 170,1463 Netherlands: 1934, "1. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, stamp a, superb cover
247Bb
estimate 60,1464 Netherlands: 1935, "1. South America flight", for
subsequent flight from Berlin, stamp a, superb cover
290Bb
estimate 80,-

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
51
nach Sieger-Katalog
1465 Netherlands: 1936, "trip to the Leipzig fair",
superb postcard
365
estimate 140,1466 Netherlands: 1936, "6. North America flight",
superb cover, expertized Aisslinger
428
estimate 180,1467 Netherlands: 1936, "8. North America flight",
superb cover
437
estimate 100,1468 Dutch-India: 1936, "Olympia trip", card very fine
427
estimate 320,1469 Austria: 1929, "Mediterranean voyage", card very
fine
24
estimate 60,1470 Austria: 1930, "fligth with landing to Bonn",
superb postcard
54
estimate 60,1471 Austria: 1930, "South America flight", till
Friedrichshafen, with single franking Michel no. 487!,
superb postcard
57
estimate 250,1472 Austria, 1930, "trip to Vorarlberg", superb
postcard
67
estimate 75,1473 Austria: 1930, "Palatinate trip", franking on face,
card very fine
75
estimate 180,1474 Austria: 1930, "East Prussia trip", till
Berlin-Staaken, superb postcard
80
estimate 180,1475 Austria: 1930, "East Prussia return flight" about
the Sudeten territory at the 25. 8. 30 as well 2 photo
cards "over Jablonec nad Nisou" respectively "Liberec",
superb
(80Da)
estimate 100,1476 Austria: 1930, "Russia trip", superb postcard
84
estimate 190,1477 Austria: 1930, "East voyage", till Stockholm,
superb cover
88
estimate 70,1478 Austria: 1930, "East voyage", droped Riga, superb
postcard
88
estimate 160,1479 Austria: 1930, "trip to Görlitz", superb postcard
91
estimate 70,1480 Austria: 1930, "fligth with landing to Karlsruhe",
superb cover
97
estimate 90,1481 Austria: 1931, "Hungary trip", superb postcard
101
estimate 70,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1482 Austria: 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion", till
Copenhagen, superb postcard
108
estimate 70,1483 Austria: 1931, "Swabia trip", superb postcard
112
estimate 65,1484 Austria: 1931, "Polar travel", till Leningrad,
superb postcard
119
estimate 160,1485 Austria: 1931, "England trip", superb cover
122
estimate 90,1486 Austria: 1931, "1. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin till cape Verde, superb
postcard
124Da
estimate 120,1487 Austria: 1931, "trip to Meiningen", posting stamp
"SALZBURG", superb cover
132
estimate 130,1488 Austria: 1932, "5. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb postcard, Sieger
unknown!
171B
estimate 380,1489 Austria: 1932, "5. South America flight",
connecting flight from Stuttgart, only 96 documents!,
superb postcard
171C
estimate 260,1490 Austria: 1932, "7. South America flight", superb
cover
183
estimate 160,1491 Austria: 1932, "9. South America flight", posting
stamp "SALZBURG", superb cover
195
estimate 180,1492 Austria: 1933, "8. South America flight", superb
postcard
235
estimate 90,1493 Austria: 1936, "Germany flight", superb postcard
402
estimate 130,1494 Austria: 1936, "9. North America flight",
registered postcard, superb
439
estimate 110,1495 Russia: "8. South America flight", connecting
flight from Berlin, good franking, superb cover
189B
estimate 300,1496 Russia: 1933, "8. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, registered letter, superb
235B
estimate 350,1497 Saar region: 1930, "South America flight", circuit,
amongst other things franked by 7x Michel number 103
(front- and reverse), superb cover, signed Hartmann
57P
estimate 380,1498 Saar region: 1930, "East voyage", droped Tallinn,
superb postcard to the United States
88Bb
estimate 140,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
52
nach Sieger-Katalog
1499 Saar region: 1931, "trip to Magdeburg", superb
postcard
109
estimate 140,1500 Saar region: 1931, "Upper Silesia trip", superb
postcard, expertized Sieger
115
estimate 160,1501 Saar region: 1931 "Austria flight", superb
postcard
116
estimate 120,1502 Saar region: 1931, "Polar travel", handing in for
transport Friedrichshafen, till Leningrad, superb cover
119E
estimate 150,1503 Saar region: 1933, "Switzerland flight", superb
postcard to Holland, only 99 examples known!
222
estimate 250,1504 San Marino: 1933, "Italy flight" with complete set
Zeppelin stamp and special cancel "CITTA", forwards
from Frankfurt on 2. South America flight till Rio of
the Janeiro to the United States, R!, superb
209IG
estimate 2.200,1505 San Marino: 1932, "5. South America flight",
registered letter, superb
171
estimate 350,1506 San Marino: 1032, "9. South America flight",
superb postcard
195
estimate 300,1507 Sweden: 1932, "4. South America flight",
connection flight from Berlin, superb postcard
157B
estimate 140,1508 Sweden: 1933, "3. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, registered postcard,
superb
219B
estimate 160,1509 Sweden: 1936, "1. North America flight",
connecting flight from Frankfurt, superb cover
406C
estimate 130,1510 Sweden: 1936, "7. North America flight", printed
matter, registered letter, superb
430
estimate 200,1511 Sweden: 1936, "10. North America flight", superb
postcard
441
estimate 120,1512 Switzerland: 1929, "trip to Dübendorf", with
Liechtenstein additional franking, rare superb cover to
Paris, R!
45
estimate 500,1513 Switzerland: 1930, "Spain trip", superb postcard
52
estimate 110,1514 Switzerland: 1930 "Switzerland flight", droped
Lausanne, superb postcard
56A
estimate 80,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1515 Switzerland: 1930, "South America flight", till
Seville, superb cover
57A
estimate 90,1516 Switzerland: 1930, "South America flight",
droped Praia, franked by 2x Michel no. 191 and 184x,
superb postcard
57J
estimate 260,1517 Switzerland: 1930, "East Prussia trip", delivery
Königsberg, superb postcard
80
estimate 180,1518 Switzerland: 1930, "East Prussia trip", delivery
Königsberg, superb postcard
80
estimate 150,1519 Switzerland: 1930, "Friedrichshafen-Bern" on Pro
Juventute card, superb
93Aa
estimate 120,1520 Switzerland: 1930, "fligth with landing to
Mannheim", superb postcard
96
estimate 150,1521 Switzerland: 1931, "Hungary trip", superb
postcard
101
estimate 60,1522 Switzerland: 1931, "Pomerania trip", card very
fine
106
estimate 80,1523 Switzerland: 1931, "baltic sea year-excursion",
delivery Lübeck, superb cover
108Bb
estimate 180,1524 Switzerland: 1931, "Iceland flight", superb
postcard
113
estimate 100,1525 Switzerland: 1931, "trip to Vienna", superb cover
116
estimate 100,1526 Switzerland: 1931, "Polar travel", delivery
"Malygin", superb postcard
119F
estimate 150,1527 Switzerland: 1931, "England trip", superb
postcard
122
estimate 100,1528 Switzerland: 1931, "1. South America flight", till
Rio de Janeiro, superb postcard
124Ca
estimate 70,1529 Switzerland: 1931, "2. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen to Brazil,
superb cover
129Ba
estimate 180,1530 Switzerland: 1931, "2. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen to Brazil,
superb postcard
129Ba
estimate 80,-

ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
53
nach Sieger-Katalog
1531 Switzerland: 1931, "3. South America flight",
round trip with additional Brazilian franking and red
propaganda within the cancellation, until after
Pernambuco, superb postcard
133D
estimate 250,1532 Switzerland: 1932, "3. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen, superb
postcard
150Aa
estimate 85,1533 Switzerland: 1932, Luposta-excursion, delivery
Gdansk, superb postcard
170Ab
estimate 120,1534 Switzerland: 1932, "5. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen, registered
postcard, superb
171Aa
estimate 110,1535 Switzerland: 1933, "Germany flight", superb
postcard
201
estimate 90,1536 Switzerland: 1933, "Italy flight", delivery Rome,
superb postcard
207Ba
estimate 250,1537 Switzerland: 1933, "3. South America flight",
superb cover
219Aa
estimate 90,1538 Switzerland: 1933, "Chicago travel", till Chicago,
registered letter, superb
238Bc
estimate 190,1539 Switzerland: 1934, "7. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen, stamp c,
superb postcard
271A
estimate 100,1540 Switzerland: 1934, "10. South America flight",
handing in for transport Friedrichshafen with stamp c,
superb postcard
280Aa
estimate 90,1541 Switzerland: 1936, "trip to the Leipzig fair",
superb postcard
365
estimate 170,1542 Switzerland: 1936, "Olympia trip", superb
postcard
427
estimate 290,1543 Switzerland: 1936, "Olympia trip", colored artist
picture card "skier", superb
427
estimate 250,1544 Czechoslovakia: 1932, "3. South America flight",
registered postcard, superb
157B
estimate 160,1545 Czechoslovakia: 1933, "2. South America flight",
card very fine
214B
estimate 200,-

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
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ZEPPELIN MAIL CONNECTING FLIGHTS
nach Sieger-Katalog
1546 Czechoslovakia: 1936, "1. North America flight",
handing in for transport Frankfurt, registered letter,
superb
406C
estimate 190,1547 Tunisia: 1933, "3. South America flight", superb
cover
219
estimate 250,1548 Hungaria: 1930, "South America flight", till
Seville with Dewitz signature, on the back tab partly
missing otherwise superb cover
57I
estimate 450,1549 Hungaria: 1930, "Holland trip", superb postcard
98
estimate 100,1550 Hungaria: 1931, "trip to Magdeburg", superb
postcard
109
estimate 160,1551 Hungaria: 1931, "Austria flight", superb postcard
to the United States
116
estimate 120,1552 Hungaria: 1931, "Austria flight", post to Vienna,
superb postcard
116A
estimate 140,1553 Hungaria: 1931, "trip Öhringen-Frankfurt",
superb cover
128
estimate 120,1554 Hungaria: 1931, "trip Öhringen-Frankfurt",
superb postcard
128A
estimate 220,1555 Hungaria: 1931, "trip to Meiningen", superb
postcard
132
estimate 130,1556 Hungaria: 1932, "4. South America flight", superb
cover
157
estimate 120,1557 Hungaria: 1932, "6. South America flight",
registered letter, superb
177
estimate 150,1558 Hungaria: 1932, "9. South America flight", superb
cover
195
estimate 150,1559 Hungaria: 1933, "6. South America flight",
connecting flight from Berlin, superb cover
229B
estimate 200,CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
nach Haberer-Katalog
1560 22. 7. 1929, " Bremen" - New York, rural mailing,
superb postcard
1a
estimate 50,1561 1. 8. 1929, " Bremen" - Bremen, US land mail
posting, superb cover
2a
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
54
nach Haberer-Katalog
1562 9. 9. 1929, " Bremen" - Bremen, rural mailing,
cover very fine
5a
estimate 60,1563 9. 9. 1929, " Bremen" - Bremen, Bring along and
catapult flight, superb cover
5c
estimate 90,1564 1. 10. 1929, " Bremen" - New York, Bring along
and catapult flight, card very fine
7c
estimate 90,1565 29. 4. 1930, "Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting and return flight "Europe" - Southampton, US
sea mail mailing, superb cover, Haberer unknown!
10b,32b
estimate 480,1566 7. 5. 1930, " Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
11c
estimate 60,1567 25. 5. 1930, " Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, cover very fine
13c
estimate 70,1568 16. 6. 1930, " Bremen" - Bremerhaven, US land
mail posting, superb cover
15a
estimate 60,1569 16. 6. 1930, " Bremen" - Bremerhaven, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
15c
estimate 90,1570 2. 7. 1930, " Bremen" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, printed matter, superb cover
17c
estimate 80,1571 6. 8. 1930, " Bremen" - Southampton, US land
mail posting, superb cover
21a
estimate 70,1572 25. 8. 1930, " Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, cover very fine
23c
estimate 70,1573 15. 9. 1930, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
31b
estimate 60,1574 22. 9. 1930, " Europe" - Southampton, US sea
mail mailing, superb cover
32b
estimate 65,1575 28. 9. 1930, " Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, printed matter, superb cover
34c
estimate 70,1576 16. 10. 1930, "Europe" - flight unusual, for
subsequent flight and failure stamp, superb postcard
38c
estimate 65,1577 10. 5. 1931, "Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
40b
estimate 50,1578 10. 5. 1931, "Bremen" - New York, Bring along
and catapult flight, superb cover
40c
estimate 65,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
nach Haberer-Katalog
1579 16. 5. 1931, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, on picture postcard of the "Europe", superb
41b
estimate 70,1580 16. 5. 1931, "Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
41b
estimate 55,1581 16. 5. 1931, "Europe" - New York, Bring along
and catapult flight, superb cover
41c
estimate 65,1582 17. 5. 1931, " Bremen" - Southampton, US land
mail posting, superb cover
42a
estimate 50,1583 17. 5. 1931, " Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, printed matter, superb cover
42c
estimate 70,1584 2. 6. 1931, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, on 5 Pf. "Hindenburg" - postal stationery
postcard with Michel no. 381, printed matter, superb
45b
estimate 70,1585 2. 6. 1931, " Europe" - New York, US franking,
superb cover, signed Joffe, Haberer collector's price!
45
estimate 350,1586 12. 6. 1931, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, on 15. Pf. "Hindenburg" postal stationery
postcard with Michel no. 381, superb
48b
estimate 60,1587 18. 6. 1931, "Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
50b
estimate 60,1588 Luxembourg: 28. 6. 1931, "Bremen" - New York,
for subsequent flight with two countries franking,
superb postcard, RR!
52Lu
estimate 500,1589 11. 7. 1931, " Europe" - Southampton, US land
mail posting, superb cover
56a
estimate 60,1590 12. 8. 1931, "Europe" - Southampton, US land
mail posting, with red rectangular cancel "weight
expertized, fee cleared. . . ", superb cover
63a
estimate 80,1591 30. 8. 1931, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, printed matter, superb cover
67c
estimate 90,1592 Austria: 21. 9. 1931, "Bremen" - New York, on 10
Gr. postal stationery postcard, card very fine, RR!, only
13 documents transported!
72Au
estimate 220,1593 Liechenstein: 1. 9. 1931, "Bremen" - New York,
superb cover, RR!
72Li
estimate 600,1594 Switzerland: 18. 5. 1932, "Bremen" - New York,
printed matter, superb cover
79CH
estimate 220,-

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
55
nach Haberer-Katalog
1595 1. 6. 1932, " Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, card very fine
82c
estimate 70,1596 20. 6. 1932, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, cover very fine
87b
estimate 60,1597 6. 9. 1932, "Europe" - New York, rural mailing,
franked amongst other things with W 21. 3, printed
matter, superb
105a
estimate 150,1598 Luxembourg: 28. 9. 1932, "Bremen" - New York,
two countries franking, railway cancel (TPO)
"Cologne", superb postcard, RR!
110Lu
estimate 550,1599 Saar region: 12. 5. 1933, " Europe" - New York,
for subsequent flight, on 40 Pf. postal stationery
postcard with good franking (Michel. No. 159), superb
postcard, RRR!, only 2 documents transported!
113Sr
estimate 900,1600 18. 5. 1933, " Europe" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, franked by Michel no. 381 and 481,
superb cover
115c
estimate 90,1601 16. 7. 1933, "Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, franked amongst other things with S
40, printed matter, superb
128c
estimate 140,1602 25. 7. 1933, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, se-tenant franking, printed matter, superb
131c
estimate 90,1603 20. 8. 1933, "Bremen" - Southampton, US land
mail posting, requirement window envelope with
arrival postmark "SALZBURG", very fine
136a
estimate 40,1604 28. 8. 1933, " Europe" - Southampton, US land
mail posting, superb cover
138a
estimate 60,1605 21. 9. 1933, "Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, franked by S 113 and KZ 19, printed
matter, margins a little pushed otherwise superb
144c
estimate 140,1606 23. 5. 1934, " Bremen" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
153b
estimate 70,1607 31. 5. 1934, "Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
155c
estimate 80,1608 4. 7. 1934, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
162b
estimate 60,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
nach Haberer-Katalog
1609 12. 7. 1934, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, franked by S 104 and KZ 17, printed
matter, superb
164c
estimate 120,1610 Liechenstein: 22. 7. 1934, "Europe" - New York,
printed matter, superb cover, RR!, only 20 documents
transported!
167Li
estimate 480,1611 Luxembourg: 1. 8. 1934, "Bremen" - New York,
for subsequent flight, two countries franking, one stamp
a little blotched, superb cover, RR!
169Lu
estimate 480,1612 Saar region: 22. 8. 1934, "Bremen" - New York,
superb cover, RRR!, only 12 documents transported!
173Sr
estimate 380,1613 30. 8. 1934, "Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, franked amongst other things with S
105 and K 18, printed matter, superb
175c
estimate 120,1614 Saar region: 14. 9. 1934, "Europe" - New York,
printed matter, superb cover, RRR!, only 11 documents
transported!
178Sr
estimate 500,1615 Liechenstein: 26. 9. 1934, "Bremen" - New York,
superb cover to Nassau (Bahama Islands), RR!, only 17
documents transported!
181Li
estimate 500,1616 10. 10. 1934, "Europe" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
184c
estimate 90,1617 15. 5. 1935, " Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
186c
estimate 70,1618 22. 5. 1935, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, reverse blue vignette "German airmail
Hansa", cover to Austria, very fine
188c
estimate 70,1619 5. 6. 1935, "Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
191b
estimate 60,1620 13. 6. 1935, " Europe" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
193c
estimate 80,1621 19. 6. 1935, " Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
194c
estimate 70,1622 26. 6. 1935, " Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, superb cover
195b
estimate 70,1623 Liechenstein: 3. 7. 1935, "Bremen" - New York,
superb cover, RRR!, only 7 documents transported
196Li
estimate 750,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

CATAPULT POSTAL SERVICE
56
nach Haberer-Katalog
1624 10. 7. 1935, " Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, with single franking Michel no. 525
cylinder printing with upper margin, superb cover
198c
estimate 90,1625 31. 7. 1935, "Europe" - New York, sea mail
posting, franked amongst other things with S 108,
printed matter, superb
203b
estimate 90,1626 18. 8. 1935, " Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
206c
estimate 80,1627 Luxembourg: 21. 8. 1935, "Europe" - New York,
for subsequent flight, two countries franking, printed
matter, superb cover, RRR!, only 11 documents
transported!
207Lu
estimate 600,1628 29. 8. 1935, " Bremen" - New York, Bring along
and catapult flight, on 5 Pf. "Hindenburg" - postal
stationery postcard with Michel no. 583, printed matter,
superb
209c
estimate 70,1629 15. 9. 1935, " Europe" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, superb cover
212c
estimate 70,1630 15. 9. 1935, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, printed matter, superb
212c
estimate 65,1631 22. 9. 1935, " Bremen" - Southampton, German
sea mail posting, cover very fine
214c
estimate 60,1632 2. 10. 1935, "Europe" - Southampton, German sea
mail posting, superb cover
216c
estimate 80,1633 10. 5. 1931, "with airmail to the steamer Europe
transported", air mail letter from Leipzig to the United
States, superb
estimate 60,1634 2. 6. 1933, "1. flight from catapult steam ship
Westfalia to Africa", superb postcard to Gambia
estimate 420,1635 6. 6. 1933, "1. flight from catapult steam ship
Westfalia to South America", superb postcard to Brazil
estimate 420,DO X AIRMAIL
nach Harms Katalog
1636 13. 11. 1930, posting Friedrichshafen, via Rio to
North America, with rare multiple franking 3 M.
"eagle", superb cover
7.b.
estimate 300,1637 13. 11. 1930, on route passing cancellation
Friedrichshafen, on board cancellation mark 30.
January 31, supply postel Austria, via Rio to North
America, superb postcard
10.AU.c.
estimate 180,-

DO X AIRMAIL
nach Harms Katalog
1638 30. 01. 1931, ship mail, via Rio to North America,
franked by 1-3 M. "eagle", superb cover
24.c.
estimate 190,1639 03. 05. 1931, ship mail in Vila Cisneros (Rio de
Oro), via Rio to North America, franked amongst other
things with 5x Michel no. 364x, on the back 2 C. US
franking with stamp "New York 25. September ",
superb
29.b.
estimate 190,1640 17. 06. 1931, supply postel Colombia over Rio to
Europe with Brazilian lozenge stamp, but without board
post takeover!, superb cover, RR!
33.b.COL
estimate 500,1641 01. 08. 1931, posting Sao paulo, red lozenge
stamp, superb cover
44.BR
estimate 120,1642 10. 08. 1031, posting Surinam with special
stamps, to the Netherlands, superb cover
50.SR.h.
estimate 140,1643 19. 05. 1932, reminder document from New York
to the DO X take-off, superb cover
60.USA
estimate 120,1644 26. 10. 1932, Germany flight, 6 Pf. private post
postal stationery postcard with red single circle
postmark "airship Germany flight 1932", superb
66.a.II
estimate 120,1645 14. 11. 1932, posting Zurich to the DO X postal
flight to Switzerland to Altenrhein, arrival postmark
"Country b. Rorschach", registered letter, superb
67.CH.a.I.
estimate 150,1646 17. 05. 1933, supply postel Russia, without mixed
franking, transported for Passau-Zurich flight planned,
with violet delay stamp, only 10 documents!, superb
cover, RR!
69.d.RU
estimate 1.200,1647 21. 10. 1931, "DO X 2 UMBERTO
MADDALENA", red three-line cancel on cover from
"Genoa" to La Spezia, superb, RR!
DO X2II
estimate 750,1648 1932 / 3, 4 different unused DOX photo cards
with different memory cancellations, superb
estimate 100,-

ROCKET POST
57
nach Ellington-Zwisler
1650 10. 11. 1933, rockets night flight from
Hasselfelde, franked by 2 unperforated rocket stamps,
two-line cancel "shot down with night flight the rocket"
and 5 Pf. "Wagner", superb postcard, signed from
rocket pioneer sugar
5C2
estimate 100,1651 28. 1. 2934, Rockets flight from Thale, franked by
3 unperforated rocket stamps in tête-bêche pairs, one
several stamp and se-tenant Michel no. W 45, superb
cover, signed from rocket pioneer sugar
6C1a
estimate 220,1652 28. 1. 2934, Rockets flight from Thale, franked on
face with 2 unperforated rocket stamps and 6 Pf.
"Wagner" as well verso one unperforated rocket stamp,
superb postcard
6C2a
estimate 100,1653 1935-61, exhibit collection with 47 documents
and 7 vignette blocks from Germany, France, Italy,
Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands and USA, in the
safe ring binder, superb condition
estimate 400,SEMI-OFFICIAL FLIGHT STAMPS
1654 1912, "Bork Brück" violet, "winged cover",
perforated, on airletter from Bork to Brück, addressed
to Coburg, 10 Pf. "Germania" with railway cancel
(TPO) "BERLIN-SANGERHAUSEN", superb, Michel
(2000.-)
2A
estimate 700,1655 1912, 50 Pf. pale blue "Margaretenfest", very fine
MNH, Michel 130.4a ★★
estimate 40,-

ROCKET POST
nach Ellington-Zwisler
1649 1933, Rockets flight from North Sea resort
Duhnen to island Neuwerk, franked by one perforated
rocket stamp, with red event cancel and R4 "transported
with the 1. controllable flight rocket "Herta" (system
sugar) ", superb postcard
2A1
estimate 120,-

BALLOON FLIGHTS 1897 1916
1656 15. 8. 1898, free passage of the balloon "Europe"
with captain louis Godard, ascent at the 1. date of
exhibition the II. force and machines exhibition
Munich, drop card, postal mailing Bruck-Fuerstenfeld,
superb, photo expertize Sieger, Müller 3
estimate 390,1657 11. 10. 1908, "1. GORDON BENNETT race" in
Berlin on the occasion of of the international balloon
races with world first air event special cancel
"international
balloon
races
BERLIN-SCHMARGENDORF", superb cover, Müller
6
estimate 380,1658 23. 9. 1909, Frankfurt association for air shipping
Frankfurt on the Main, droped from balloon "TILLIE"
to ascent from of the international air shipping
exhibition (I. L. A. ), postal mailing in Breitenbach at
the 24. 9. 1909, with Finding memo, superb postcard,
Müller 8
estimate 290,-

Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
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www.nordphila.de
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BALLOON FLIGHTS 1897 1916
1659 20. 9. 19011, German Touring-Club abbot. Air
shipping
Munich,
droped
from
balloon
"TOURING-CLUB" close to Grünbach by Erding,
addressed to Bad Kissingen, postal mailing at the 1. 10.
1911 in Erding 2, superb postcard
estimate 290,1660 20. 10. 1912, Leipzig association for air shipping,
droped from balloon "LEIPZIG", postal mailing in
Dresden, violet stamp "postage Controle Nuremberg" to
the tax the without prepaid postage card, superb
estimate 600,1661
1907,
Käthchen
Paulus
(1868-1935),
Berufsluftschifferin, inventor of the zusammenlegbaren
parachute, air- and Ballonakrobatin, greatings from. . .
Card with portrait and balloon, used, superb
estimate 90,PIONIERFLUGPOST 1909 1914
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1662 2. 10. 1909, "flight week Cologne",
Portraiteindruck Paulhan, superb postcard
2/01/c
estimate 350,1663 30. 6. 1912, "Pforzheim Karlsruhe", superb
postcard
13/01
estimate 80,1664 12. 5. 1913, "Prince Heinrich flight - sub rear
water", celebration postcard, superb
20/02
estimate 180,1665 1910, autograph card from Baron from Richthofen
to the alderman Rössler (concerns. German Air Forces
association), superb
estimate 140,1666 1910, Hermann Köhl (1888-1938), German
aviation pioneer and combat pilot in the 1. WW,
autograph photo postcard in the circle from 24 German
Offiziersfliegern (with in detail text), used, superb
estimate 120,1667 1912, Johannesthal flight "around Berlin 31. 8.
and 1. 9. ", 3 different photo cards (a used) with
participants Baierlein, from Linsingen and Hirth as well
Danksagungsbrief to the Voluntary sanitary column
(stronger defects), superb
estimate 100,1668 1884-1908, correspondence from Hermann
Moedebeck (1857-1910), Pioneer and booster early
German aviation, 4 autograph Greeting cards and 86
postal stationery postcards as well 4 letter-cards,
interesting correspondence collection
estimate 680,1669 1889-1900, correspondence from Hermann
Moedebeck (1857-1910), Pioneer and booster early
German aviation, 9 postal stationery postcards at it (4)
respectively woman Captain M., superb
estimate 60,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

AVIATION IN THE I. WORLD WAR
58
1670 1918, "airmail * 6. June 1918 * Hanover", violet
three lines frame cancel on 7½ Pf. postal stationery
postcard from Hanover to Worms, superb, RR!
P 110
estimate 350,1671 1918, "commander the airman 5. army", blue
letter cancel on picture postcard, superb, R!
estimate 40,FIRST AND FIRST FIGHT
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1672 3. 6. 1926, "Berlin Paris", superb postcard
26.59.01
estimate 35,1673 21. 3. 1927, "Prague Dresden", printed matter
card, superb
27.1.10
estimate 35,1674 19. 4. 1927, "Munich Prague", superb cover
27.5.04
estimate 20,1675 21. 4. 1927, "Wroclaw Brno" on LPP 104, superb
27.17.02
estimate 50,1676 21. 4. 1927, "Vienna Brno", superb cover
27.17.07
estimate 25,1677 22. 8. 1927, "Constance Vienna", superb postcard
27.45.03
estimate 40,1678 22. 5. 1928, "Constance Vienna", superb postcard
28.32.08
estimate 20,1679 1. 6. 1928, "Berlin-Venice", superb cover
28.35.01
estimate 25,1680 1. 6. 1928, "Venice Berlin", superb cover
28.35.04
estimate 30,1681 1. 5. 1929, "Hamburg-Antwerpen", superb cover
29.5.02
estimate 25,1682 1. 5. 1929, "Hamburg-Antwerpen", cover very
fine
29.5.02
estimate Gebot
1683 3. 6. 1929, "Munich Klagenfurth", superb cover
29.18.02
estimate 30,1684 1. 5. 1930, "Wiesbaden-Cologne", superb cover
30.7.12
estimate Gebot
1685 1. 6. 1931, "Munich-Venice", superb cover
31.26.01
estimate Gebot
1686 1. 5. 1937, "Munich-St. Gall", without arrival
postmark, superb cover
37.7.02
estimate 40,LATER FLIGHTS (SPF)
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1687 4. 9. 1922, "Augsburg Munich", PP 50 with
additional franking (Michel. No. 213 / 4), superb
postcard
21.4.11
estimate 30,1688 2. 9. 1922, "Munich Constance", superb postcard
21.7.01
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

LATER FLIGHTS (SPF)
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1689 23. 8. 1923, "Munich Berlin", franked by no. 267,
superb cover
23.9.09
estimate 20,1690 2. 5. 1932, "Munich Berlin", superb cover
32.2.01
estimate Gebot
SPECIAL FLIGHT AND FLIGHT EVENTS
1691 1924, air mail letter to the Banco Mittel in Bogota
/ Columbia with 6x 10 C. "SCADTA" handstamp
stamps, tied by red Barranquila postmarks from 5. II
1924, superb cover
estimate 1.700,1692 1932, "Bertram atlantis expedition", record flight
of the pilots Hans Bertram with the mutilation, the earth
in a Junkers W 33 to to drive round, large sized cover
with autograph, all 14 stations of the record flight are
documented from Berlin 25. 2. 1932 till Sydney 5. 11.
1932, superb
estimate 680,AIRFIELD RESPECTIVELY AIRPORT CANCEL
1693 "Brunswick auxiliary postal agency airport",
1926, black frame cancel with two lines, date and time
handwritten on cover to Osnabrueck, superb
7-01f
estimate Gebot
1694 "Brunswick auxiliary postal agency airport",
1926, green frame cancel with two lines, date rubber
cancel on postal stationery postcard to Cologne, superb
7-01i
estimate Gebot
AIRMAIL POSTING STAMP
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1695 25. 5. 29, "Bremen airmail colonial stamps
exhibition", special delivery cover from "BREMEN" to
to consume, superb
7-02
estimate Gebot
AIR-MAIL CONFIRMATION CANCEL
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1696 "ALTONA" in red, printed matter from
"DRESDEN Newest. " to Altona, 10 Pf. defects
otherwise superb cover
3-01a
estimate Gebot
1697 "BERLIN", airmail office, frame cancel with two
lines, on printed matter from France, superb
9-04
estimate Gebot
1698 "BREMEN", rectangle cancel with two lines in
red, printed matter from "Brunswick to Copenhagen,
superb cover
13-01a
estimate Gebot
1699 "CHEMNITZ" in red violet, airmail postcard from
"BERLIN" to Chemnitz, superb
18-01b
estimate Gebot
1700 "DORTMUND", airmail, in violet, postcard from
"DARMSTADT" to Dortmund, superb
26-01b
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

AIR-MAIL CONFIRMATION CANCEL
59
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1701 "Erford" in red, printed matter from "BERLIN" to
Erford, superb cover
32-01a
estimate Gebot
1702 "Gliwice" in red, printed matter from "Wroclaw"
to Gliwice, superb cover
45-01a
estimate Gebot
1703 "Hamburg 1", three lines frame cancel in violet,
picture postcard from "WESTERLAND" to Halle
Saale, superb
51-01b
estimate Gebot
1704 "Hanover", three lines frame cancel in red, on first
flight "Bremen Halle Prague", printed matter, superb
52-02a
estimate Gebot
1705 "KARLSRUHE 1", two-line cancel in red,
postcard from "FRANKFURT (MAIN) 2" to
Pforzheim, superb
59-02a
estimate Gebot
1706 "Cologne 1", double-line cancel, LPP 111 from
"cathedral" to Cologne / Rhein, superb postcard
63-02
estimate Gebot
1707 "Cologne", post office 2, three straight line
cancel, printed matter from "Hanover" to Chile, superb
cover
63-04
estimate Gebot
1708 "MANNHEIM" in red, picture postcard from
"BERLIN" to Mannheim, superb
72-01-a
estimate Gebot
1709 "Munich", post office, registered letter with
registration label "Dresden airport" and handwritten
"Hurries very" to Friedrichshafen / Lake Constance,
superb cover
77-03
estimate Gebot
1710 "REICHENHALL" in red, postcard with airmail
cancellation "Munich" to Bad Reichenhall, superb
postcard
87-01a
estimate Gebot
1711 "STETTIN", frame cancel with two lines, printed
matter from "Hamburg" to Stettin, superb cover
96-01
estimate Gebot
1712 "STUTTGART", rectangle cancel with two lines
in red, airmail postcard from "Munich" to Pforzheim,
superb
99-03a
estimate Gebot
1713 "VILLINGEN", P. A. Villingen (Baden), printed
matter from "BADEN-BADEN" to Villingen / Baden,
superb cover
103-01
estimate Gebot
1714 "WESTERLAND" in red and "Hamburg" in red
violet, airmail postcard from "Munich" to Westerland,
superb postcard
109-01a
estimate Gebot
Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

AIRMAIL POSTAL STATIONERIES
nach Michel Flugpost-Katalog
1715 30. 6. 1923, 25 Mark brown besides 20 Mark lilac
"printed matter", "Leipzig - Berlin", superb postcard
LPP 81-013
estimate Gebot
1716 19. 4. 1927, 15 Pf. "eagle", "1. postal flight
Wroclaw Prague Munich", unused, superb postcard
LPP 103
estimate Gebot
1717 1923-1936, 18 mostly different used or unused
documents, a few better, condition varies, inspect
estimate 75,-

OFFICES: CHINA
60
1728 1898, 3 Pf. pale ocher "diagonally overprint", rest
of hinge, superb, R!, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel
800.1Id ★
estimate 300,1729 1898, 25 Pf. yellowish orange "diagonally
overprint" with plate flaw "I in Reichspost above
cleaved", superb, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel
450.5IaPFII
estimate 160,1730 1898, 10 Pf. dark rose "steep overprint" with
above attaching gutter, superb, expertized Jäschke L.,
AIRMAIL VIGNETTES
Michel (130.-)
1718 1918, 25 C. "Zeppelin Launching", donation 3IIc
estimate 50,vignette of the aero clubs of Canada, thin spot, very fine 1731 1898, 50 Pf. "steep overprint" in the gutter pair,
★
estimate 100,- upper stamp some short teeth otherwise superb, Michel
1719 1912, "Nationalflugpostspende Nordtorf", 2 300.donate vignettes, 1x with Reklameanhang "Pöhls, 6IIZS
estimate 80,Bargstedt", used and unused, very fine
1732 Petschili: 1900, 10 Pf. "Reichspost", stamp
,( ★)
estimate 50,- "SHANGHAI", superb, Michel 55.P Vc
estimate 20,OLD PICTURE POSTCARDS AIRMAIL
1720 1912, 2 color DELAG art picture cards "over the 1733 Petschili: 1900, 20 Pf. "Reichspost", stamp "K. D.
earth" and "One cell", unused always with on board FIELD postal service station No. 4", superb, signed,
confirmation mark "Hansa" (Helgolandfahrt 16. 9. ), Michel 140.superb
P Vd
estimate 50,estimate 120,- 1734 Petschili: 1900, 40 Pf. "Reichspost", stamp
1721 "LZ 8 Germany", airship driveway from the Halle "Beijing", large on piece, superb, signed
in Baden-Baden (there only stations from 7.-10. 4. P Vf
estimate 160,1911), unused photo postcard, superb
1735 Petschili: 1900, 2 M. "Reichspost", type I, stamp
estimate 100,- "FIELD postal service station", superb, signed, Michel
1722 1915, Kromer airship construction: scarce 850.advertisement post card "airship via Hamburg" the P Vk/I
estimate 290,1910 in Hamburg founded Luftschiffbaugesellschaft,
1736
Petschili:
1901,
10
Pf.
"Kiautschou",
stamp
used, superb
"Beijing", superb, signed Pauligk, Michel 380.estimate 120,P VIc
estimate 130,1723 1913, "East Prussian flight week" (9.-15. 8. ),
colored picture postcard (Zeppelin over marketplace 1737 Petschili: 6. 12. 00, 10 Pf. paid reply postal card
with stamp "Beijing", violet senders mark "Lieutenant
Skaisgirren), there as rarity printed, unused, superb
Arnold 2. Ostasiat. Infantry-regiment", superb postcard
estimate 100,- to Magdeburg with interesting text, R!
1724 1913, nice artist picture card "Distance trip of the P VP39A
estimate 650,Zeppelin air ship Saxony July 1913" to the interrupted
1738
1901,
3
Pf.
dark-orange-brown
"Reichspost",
fligth with landing Leipzig-Zittau to the 12. Gymnastics
superb, Michel 60.Festival, unused, superb
estimate 20,estimate 140,- 15b
1739
1901,
3
80
Pf.
"Reichspost"
with
overprint
1725 1941 / 2, airplane "Messerschmidt" type 108, 109
"SPECIMEN", rest of hinge, 9 superb items, Michel
and 110, 24 different colored prints (21x26), superb
2520.estimate 65,15-23SP ★
estimate 780,GERMAN POST OFFICES IN CHINA FORERUNNER1740 1901, 5 M. "Reichspost", type I, paint over only
1726 1901, 2 M. reddish carmine in the vertical pair, with white paint, rest of hinge, superb, photo expertize
stamp "SHANGHAI DP *a", lower stamp thin spot, the Jäschke L., Michel 600.upper superb
27IV ★
estimate 230,V 37f
estimate 45,1741 1905, 1½ D. On 3 M., unwatermarked, perforated
1727 1898, 20 Pf. violet ultramarine, stamp A, stamp "Beijing", small thin otherwise superb, Michel
"SHANGHAI ** a", on piece, superb, expertized Bothe
150.V 48d
estimate 25,- 36A
estimate 35,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

OFFICES: CHINA
1742 1905, 1½ D. On 3 M., unwatermarked, perforated
B, superb, Michel 60.36B
estimate 20,1743 1906 / 7, ½ D. On 1 M. and 1 D. On 2 M.,
watermarked, peace printing, 2 values as usual
perforated superb, Michel 100.44IAI,45IAII
estimate 30,1744 1919, 1 D. On 2 M., watermarked, war issue,
perforated B, overprint shining, distance 10. 2 mm, rest
of hinge, superb, Michel 180.45IIBRI ★
estimate 60,1745 1906, 2½ D. On 5 M., watermarked, peace
printing, distance 9 mm, yellowish red luminous,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 130.47IALIIa
estimate 45,1746 Almost only cancelled lot DP China with middle
values, almost only superb condition, Michel 950., ★★
estimate 150,OFFICES: MOROCCO
1747 1899, "steep overprint", very fine set, Michel
120.1-6
estimate 40,1748 1899, 10 C. on 10 Pf. red carmine, superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 260.3c
estimate 90,1749 1899, 10 C. on 10 Pf. lilac red, superb, expertized
Jäschke L., Michel 100.3d
estimate 35,1750 1899, 10 C. on 10 Pf. lilac red, as usual perforated
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 100.3d
estimate 30,1751 1900, 3 C. on 3 Pf. - 1 P. on 80 Pf. "Reichspost"
with overprint "Specimen", rest of hinge, 9 superb
items, Michel 1620.7-15SP ★
estimate 490,1752 1900, 1 P. on 80 Pf. with plate flaw "O of the left
80 top left baggy", superb, photo expertize Jäschke L.,
Michel 300.15PFIV
estimate 110,1753 1900, 2 P. 50 on 2 M., type I, overprint
"Specimen", rest of hinge, superb, signed, Michel 180.17ISP ★
estimate 65,1754 1900, 3 P. 75 C. on 3 M., type II, overprint
"Specimen", rest of hinge, superb, signed
18I/IISP ★
estimate 90,1755 1900, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M., type I, paint over only
with white paint, stamp "SAFFI", small tear in the
lower margin otherwise superb, photo expertize Steuer,
Michel 700.19I/IV
estimate 170,1756 1903, 1 P. 25 C. on 1 M. "bold face type
overprint", superb, Michel 240.16II
estimate 80,-

OFFICES: MOROCCO
61
1757 1905, 60 C. on 50 Pf., unwatermarked, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 70.28 ★★
estimate 25,1758 1905, 60 C. on 50 Pf., unwatermarked, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 70.28 ★★
estimate 20,1759 1905, 3 P. 75 C. on 3 M., unwatermarked,
perforated B, stamp "MAZAGAN", on piece, superb,
Michel (70.-)
32B
estimate 25,1760 1908, 3 C. on 3 Pf. - 30 C. on 25 Pf.,
watermarked, on registered letter from "LARACHE",
superb
34-38
estimate 140,1761 1907, 25 C. on 20 Pf. lilac ultramarine,
watermarked, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 60.37a ★★
estimate 20,1762 1911, 30 C. on 25 Pf. and 60 C. on 50 Pf.,
watermarked, 2 pieces with stamp "KK", superb
38,41
estimate 25,1763 1908, 50 C. on 40 Pf., watermarked, superb,
expertized Buehler, Michel 180.40
estimate 55,1764 1911, 1 P. on 80 Pf., watermarked, superb, Michel
350.42
estimate 110,1765 1906, 1 P. 25 C. on 1 M., watermarked, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 80.43 ★
estimate 25,1766 1906, 2 P. 50 C. on 2 M., watermarked, left upper
corner of the sheet, rest of hinge in the upper margin,
stamp mint never hinged, manufactured gum crease,
superb, Michel 220.44 ★★
estimate 60,1767 1906, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M., watermarked, stamp
"MAZAGAN", large on piece, superb
45
estimate 160,1768 1911, 1 P. 25 C. on 1 M., peace printing, stamp
"MOGADOR", superb, Michel (80.-)
55IA
estimate 30,1769 1911, 1 P. 25 C. on 1 M., peace printing, stamp
"FES", superb, expertized W. Engel, Michel (80.-)
55IA
estimate 30,1770 1911, 2 P. 50 C. on 2 M., peace printing, stamp
"TETUAN", superb, expertized W. Engel
56IA
estimate 40,1771 1911, 2 P. 50 C. on 2 M. and 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M.
on parcel card, as kept by the post office with stamp
"Marrakech", superb, Michel 480.56,58IA
estimate 140,1772 1911, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M., peace printing, stamp
"MEKNES", superb, expertized Pauligk, Michel (420.-)
58IAa
estimate 160,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

OFFICES: MOROCCO
1773 1911, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M., peace printing, left
margin copy, on piece, superb, signed, Michel (420.-)
58IAa
estimate 160,1774 1911, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M., peace printing, overprint
sooty, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 150.58IAb ★
estimate 50,1775 1912, 6 P. 25 C. on 5 M. black / dark carmine,
so-called "Minister print", superb, photo expertize
Steuer, Michel (1100.-)
58IAM
estimate 390,GERMAN P.O. TURKISH EMPIRE FORERUNNER
1776 10. 5. 1873, ½ Gr. and 2x 1 Gr. great breast shield
on cover over "VARNA Danube" to Leipzig, on the
back tab not complete, superb, photo expertize
Sismondo
V 18,19
estimate 700,1777 7. 1. 1881, 5 Pfe. Gray lilac (small repaired
corner) and 25 Pf. orange brown on 10 Pf. cut out of
postal stationery, decorative penny / pennies mixed
franking, expertized Bothe
V 32,43a
estimate 400,1778 7. 6. 1875, 25 Pfe. Reddish brown in the
horizontal pair on cover from "BORUSSA" over odessa
to Lyon, on the back stamp of the Forwarded agent "D.
Lebet & File Victor", in spite of small faults of the
stamps a very decorative rare document! (only 3 those
frankings recorded! )
V 35a
estimate 1.700,OFFICES: TURKISH EMPIRE
1779 1886, 20 PA. On 10 Pf. dark rose red with reused
stamp Constantinople no. 3 in Therapia, creasely, very
fine, expertized Jäschke-L.
2b
estimate 65,1780 1884, 1 PIA. On 20 Pf. violet ultramarine,
overprint blue black, very fine, expertized Drahn,
Michel 90.3b
estimate 25,1781 1884, 1 PIA. On 20 Pf. violet ultramarine,
overprint blue black, as usual perforated superb, Michel
90.3b
estimate 25,1782 1891, 1 PIA. On 20 Pf., reprint, with large lower
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (100.-)
3Na ★★
estimate 35,1783 1887, 1¼ PIA. On 25 Pf. orange brown, on the
back rubbed spot otherwise superb, expertized Jäschke
L., Michel 340.4b
estimate 90,1784 1887, 2½ PIA. On 50 Pf. olive, very fine,
expertized Bothe, Michel 100.5b
estimate 25,1785 1891, 10 PA. On 5 Pf. opal green with variety "C
in Reichspost at the bottom with line", superb, Michel
300.6cI
estimate 100,-

OFFICES: TURKISH EMPIRE
62
1786 1899, 20 PA. On 10 Pf. dark rose, rest of hinge,
superb, photo expertize Jäschke-L.
7e ★
estimate 120,1787 1889, 1¼ PIA. On 25 Pf. yellow orange, superb,
R!, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel (350.-)
9a
estimate 150,1788 1889, 1¼ PIA. On 25 Pf. yellowish orange with
variety "I in Reichspost above cleaved", superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 280.9bVI
estimate 100,1789 1889, 2½ PIA. On 50 Pf. brownish red, very fine,
expertized Bothe, Michel 550.10a
estimate 130,1790 1900, ¼ Pia. on 25 Pf. reddish orange / yellow
black on pale yellow with variety "R of imperial post in
the Intersection damaged", a short perforation otherwise
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 300.15PFII
estimate 80,1791 1900, 5 PIA. On 1 M. red, with higher and deeper
vertical overprint, 2 superb pieces, Michel (100.-)
20Ia
estimate 30,1792 1900, 15 PIA. On 3 M., type II, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 85.22I/II ★
estimate 30,1793 1900, 25 PIA. On 5 M., type I, paint over with red
and white paint, a number of rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 220.23I/III ★
estimate 65,1794 1900, 25 PIA. On 5 M., type I, paint over only
with white paint, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 380.23I/IV ★
estimate 140,1795 1903, 5 PIA. On 1 M., overprint type II, superb,
Michel 130.20II
estimate 45,1796 1903, 5 PIA. On 1 M., overprint type II, as usual
perforated superb, Michel 130.20II
estimate 35,1797 1902, not issued: 1¼ Pia. on 25 Pf. - 4 PIA on 80
Pf., mint never hinged, 5 superb items, photo expertize
Jäschke L., Michel 3750.I-V ★★
estimate 1.300,1798 1905-07, 1¼ Pia., 1½ Pia. and 2½ - 10 Pia.,
watermarked, 5 superb pieces
39/40,42-44
estimate 35,1799 1906, 10 Pia. on 2 M., watermarked, superb,
expertized Bothe, Michel 60.45
estimate 20,1800 1905, 25 Pia. on 5 M., watermarked, yellowish
red luminous, superb, Michel 120.47a
estimate 40,1801 1908, 25 Pia. on 5 M., watermarked, carmine
luminous, upper right corner of the sheet, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (100.-)
47b ★★
estimate 40,-

OFFICES: TURKISH EMPIRE
1802 1908, 25 Pia. on 5 M., watermarked, carmine
luminous, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.47b ★★
estimate 35,1803 1908, 25 Pia. on 5 M., watermarked, carmine
luminous, mint never hinged, very fine, Michel 100.47b ★★
estimate 25,1804 1908, 25 Pia. on 5 M., watermarked, carmine
luminous, superb, expertized Hoffmann-Giesecke,
Michel 100.47b
estimate 30,1805 1908, "diagonally overprint", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 120.48-52 ★
estimate 35,1806 1908, "diagonally overprint", very fine set, Michel
180.48-52
estimate 55,1807 1908, 25 C. on 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint" with
raisins stamp "SMYRNA", very fine
50
estimate 20,1808 1908, 50 C. on 40 Pf. "diagonally overprint", on
piece, superb, Michel (75.-)
51
estimate 25,1809 1911, postal service delivery certificate to
Jerualem, form type C 62, top left thin spot otherwise
superb
estimate 75,-

GERMAN POST OFFICE TURKISH EMPIRE 63
1816 1918, "fieldpost station office NAZARETH" on
army postal service picture postcard, violet letter cancel
"army radio operator battalion 1722", superb
estimate 50,1817 1918, "fieldpost station office Sevastopol" on
army postal service picture postcard from the 1.
Reserve. Inf. Rgt. 9, superb
estimate 60,1818 1916, army postal service picture postcard of the
German Iraq TROOP with fieldpost cancel
"Constantinople" to Berlin Friedrichshagen, superb
estimate 65,GERMAN NEW GUINEA
1819 1898, 3 Pf. pale ochre-brown, stamp "MATUPI",
superb, Michel 70.1b
estimate 25,1820 1897, 25 Pf. yellowish orange and 50 Pf. bright
red brown, normal perforation, 2 superb items, Michel
125.5a,6
estimate 35,1821 1897, 50 Pf. bright red brown, stamp
"STEPHANSORT", on piece, superb, Michel (60.-)
6
estimate 20,-

GERMAN NEW GUINEA CAMP MAIL
1822 1915, cover from the camp "ROTTNEST Iceland"
to Flensburg with blue "post FREE PC. PRISONER OF
was", superb, RR!
GERMAN P.O. TURKISH EMPIRE STATIONERIES
estimate 250,1810 1900, 10 para on 10 Pf., stamp
"CONSTANTINOPEL 1a", superb postcard to GERMAN EAST AFRICA FORERUNNER
Goldberg
1823 1898, 2 M. dark red crimson, single circle
P5
estimate 20,- postmark "BAGAMOYO", superb, expertized Bothe
estimate 60,1811 1913, 10 Centimes on 10 Pf., stamp VO 37e
"CONSTANTINOPEL 3 ** ", superb postcard
1824 1891, 5 Pf. yellowish green as additional franking
P 18
estimate 40,- on 5 Pf. postal stationery postcard with stamp
"Dar es Salaam", superb
GERMAN POST OFFICE TURKISH EMPIRE
VO 46b,VP
estimate 120,1812 1915, MSP "14" (steamer GENERAL), army
postal
service
picture
postcard
from GERMAN EAST AFRICA
"ANATOLI-KAWAK" with censorship from Trier to 1825 1893, 2 P. on 3 Pf. mid-brown, superb, expertized
Luxembourg, rated with Luxembourg postage due 5 C., Pauligk, Michel 60.superb, RR!
1I
estimate 20,estimate 100,1826 1893, 3 P. on 5 Pf. opal green, vertical pair and
1813 1916, "army postal service Mil. Miss. MOSSUL" single stamp (above with gutter) on piece with
in blue on cover from the Lunser correspondence blue-grey postmarks "Dar es Salaam", superb
(Persia) with letter cancel "special mission P. ", sender 2I
estimate 70,adress and receiver name black, with blanking plate,
1827 1895, 5 P. on 10 Pf. medium red in the vertical
very fine, R!
estimate 250,- pair on piece, stamp "TANGA", lower stamp slight
perforation defects otherwise on piece, superb, photo
1814 1918, army postal service picture postcard from expertize Dr. Pauligk
"NEUHAMMER" with Soldier letter stamp to 3b
estimate 35,Oberstein, superb
1828
1896,
5
Pf.
on
10
Pf.
red
carmine,
as usual
estimate 40,perforated superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 120.1815 1917, "fieldpost station office Damascus" (1 DFP)
8b
estimate 30,on army postal service picture postcard, superb
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
abgebildet

GERMAN EAST AFRICA
1829 1904, 3 Pf. green and 10 Pf. violet ultramarine on
registered postcard from "LANGENBURG", superb
12,14
estimate 140,1830 1901, 20 - 40 Pf. "imperial yacht", stamp
"AMANI", 3 superb pieces
16-18
estimate 20,1831 1901, 2 R. dark emerald green, unwatermarked,
stamp "PANGANI", superb, signed, Michel 100.20
estimate 30,1832 1901, 3 R. dark red / green black, unwatermarked,
stamp "BUKOBA", large year date "15", superb
21b
estimate 100,1833 1901, 3 R. dark red / green black, unwatermarked,
stamp "BAGAMOYO", superb, expertized Bothe,
Michel 230.21b
estimate 80,1834 1905, 20, 45 and 60 H. "imperial yacht",
unwatermarked, 3 superb items, Michel 185.26,28/9
estimate 50,1835 1905, 45 H. Red violet / black, unwatermarked,
stamp "MUANZA", on piece, superb, Michel (110.-)
28b
estimate 40,1836 1911, 4 H. Dark green, upper margin copy and 20
H. Dark orange / yellow black on helgelb,
watermarked,
on
registered
letter
from
"MKUMBARA", on the back tab is absent, very fine
31,34
estimate 220,1837 1910, 30 - 60 H. "imperial yacht", watermarked,
on registered letter from "Dar es Salaam" to Brunswick,
folded, very fine
35-37
estimate 130,1838 1906, 45 H. Mid-brown violet / black,
watermarked, in the vertical pair, superb, Michel
(140.-)
36
estimate 40,1839 1906, 45 H. Mid-brown violet / black,
watermarked, superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 70.36b
estimate 20,1840 1915, 1 R. dark red, watermarked, war issue,
perforated B, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 60.38IIB ★
estimate 20,1841 1908, 3 R. dark red / green black, watermarked,
superb, Michel 300.39IAb
estimate 110,1842 1916, 2½ H. Blackish brown, type II and I, in the
horizontal pair, very fine (left upper corner defect),
Michel 350.III W2 (★)
estimate 80,-

GERMAN EAST AFRICA POSTMARK
64
1844 "MOHORO", 21. 11. 11, on 2½ H. Ochre-brown,
on piece, superb
30
estimate 20,1845 "USAMBARA railway mail" (ZUG 1, 2, 3, 4, and
6), 5 values mostly superb
30,32 ,
estimate 45,1846 German sea mail: 4 different stamp and a card
with additional cancellation "German protectorate",
condition varies
,
estimate 75,GERMAN EAST AFRICA P.O.W. MAIL
1847 "KOROGWE", ?. ?. 15, reverse on fieldpost letter
from Mtotohorn with stamp "TANGA a", 7. 2. 15, with
slightly seal of office, very fine
estimate 150,1848 "TAVETA", 5. 4. 15, superb cover to Dar es
Salaam
estimate 100,GERMAN EAST AFRICA POSTAL STATIONERIES
1849 1915, 4 H. Green, (reply crossed out), stamp
"Dar es Salaam c", 17. 8. 1915 and censorship stamp
"censorship happens DOA" in violet, to Hamburg,
handwritten notation "VIA Lisbon PELO PAQUETE",
to the Insp. Eger, Betriebsges. For wireless Telegraphy,
from the text forth, that the radio station Dar es Salaam
start of the War was destroyed and the sender adress
now at the field telegraphy working is, legitimate
postcard, superb
P 20A
estimate 280,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA FORERUNNER
1850 1899, 2 M. dark red crimson, 2x on piece, stamp
"SWAKOPMUND", superb, expertized Zenker
VS 37e
estimate 30,1851 1901, 25 Pf. yellowish orange in mixed franking
with 5 and 10 Pf. "Ship edition" on correctly franked
registered letter (slight trace of crease) from
"SWAKOPMUND" to Eger, registration label with
violet
rectangle
cancel
with
one
line
"SWAKOPMUND", superb cover, expertized Bothe
and photo expertize Jäschke-L. : "use the follower
issues with stamps of the Ship edition are very rare. "
M 49b,12/3
estimate 1.200,-

GERMAN EAST AFRICA POSTMARK
1843 "KONDOA IRANGI", 18. 5. 10, on 4 H. Postal
stationery postcard to Germany, very fine (street
removed)
P 18
estimate 25,-

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA
1852 1897, 25 Pf. yellowish orange and 50 Pf. bright
red brown, rest of hinge, 2 superb items, expertized W.
Engel, Michel 560.Ia,II ★
estimate 190,1853 1901, 25 Pf. yellow orange as additional franking
on P 2, registered postcard from "OTAVI" to
Grootfontein, superb (reverse unlabeled)
9a
estimate 340,1854 1898, 50 Pf. bright red brown block of four,
superb
10
estimate 25,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA
1855 1901, 25 Pf. reddish orange / yellow black on pale
yellow, stamp "K. D. Fieldpost station office no. 3", a
little creasely otherwise superb
15
estimate 20,1856 1901, 30 Pf., unwatermarked, with variety "lines
before 3 in of the left 30", very fine, expertized Jäschke
L., Michel 180.16I
estimate 50,1857 1901, 1 - 3 M. "imperial yacht", unwatermarked,
3 values very fine / superb, Michel 143.20-22
estimate 40,1858 1901, 5 M. green black / brownish carmine,
unwatermarked, superb, Michel 200.23
estimate 70,1859 1911, 30 Pf. dark orange / yellow black on
chrome
yellow,
watermarked,
stamp
"KOLMANNSKUPPE", superb, expertized Mansfeld,
Michel (65.-)
28x
estimate 25,1860 1911, 30 Pf. dark orange / yellow black on
chrome yellow, watermarked, superb, Michel 65.28x
estimate 20,1861 1906, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
watermarked, yellowish red luminous, stamp "OUTJO",
as usual perforated superb, expertized Czimmek,
Michel 370.32Aa
estimate 100,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA STATIONERIES
1862 1900, 5 Pf. green from "SWAKOPMUND" to
Bern, superb
P 13
estimate 35,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA POSTMARK
1863 "ARAHOAB" on 5 Pf, green, superb, signed
Pauligk
25
estimate 40,1864 "GOBABIS", 23. 5. 12 (weak) on cover with 10
Pf. carmine red from "RIETFONTEIN post GOBABIS"
to Barmen, very fine
26
estimate 20,1865 "JAKALSWATER", Wd stamp on 5 Pf. opal
green with above attaching gutter, on piece, superb
2
estimate 30,1866 "canoes" on picture postcard with 5 Pf. green to
Lichtenberg, stamp glueing fold, superb
25
estimate 40,1867 "small NAUAS", partial cancel on 10 Pf. carmine
red, very fine (thin)
26
estimate 75,1868 "NAUCHAS", centered on 40 Pf. carmine / black,
superb
17
estimate 30,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA POSTMARK 65
1869 "OKAHANDJA", registered letter card (Fomular
A 1a, IIa) with segment cancel and one-line cancel and
arrival postmark "OSONA", superb, R!
estimate 200,1870 "OKASISE" on 10 Pf. carmine red, superb
26
estimate 30,1871 "EAST-AFRICA-LINE *q 1. 9. 09", 10 Pf. postal
stationery postcard from "LÜDERITZBUCHT", small
corner crease otherwise superb
P 14
estimate 30,1872 "OTJIWARONGO", violet Wd stamp (round
writing) on 3 Pf. dark ochre brown, on piece, superb,
signed
11
estimate 30,1873 "SEEHEIM", violet Wd stamp on 30 Pf., small
trace of crease otherwise superb
16
estimate 50,1874 "SWAKOPMUND", 8. 12. 11, on 5 Pf. green
postal stationery postcard to Düsseldorf, on the back
Innendienstschreibschriftstempel
"Swakopmund",
superb
P 18
estimate 45,1875 "WINDHOEK b", 27. 7. 07, as arrival postmark
on picture postcard with violet two-line cancel
"Heimgereist" to Dresden, superb
estimate 60,GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA 1903/07
1876 "OKAHANDJA", 4. 6. 04, field post instructions
coupon from Feldbäcker Friedrich, superb
estimate 35,1877 "UPINGTON", 17. 1. 06., on postal stationery
postcard Cape of Good Hope with additional franking 1
d., from Sergt. Maier from Ukamas, 9. 1., to
Hechingen, scarce post about the Kapland in the Nama
uprising, photo expertize Czimmek, superb
estimate 240,1878 1905, 50 Pf, "Germania" in the vertical pair
(upper stamp damaged) on package address to
German-south west-Africa, applied with glue to a 2½
kg package with chocolate from Cologne, the word
postcard was handwritten modified in "field post
package", in spite of strong traces very decorative!
DR 76
estimate 260,CAMEROON FORERUNNER
1879 1887, 2 M. medium rose lilac, stamp "Cameroon
4. 1. 89", above a few shorter perforation otherwise
having bright colors superb item, photo expertize
Jäschke-L. : "pieces of evidence the Michel no. V 37
from January 1889 with year date are very rare, the
smaller restrictions with E. Therefore without larger
meaning. ", handbook 15. 000.-!
V 37c
estimate 2.900,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

CAMEROON FORERUNNER
1880 1890, 2 M. bright gray purple in the vertical pair
on linen letter piece, clear stamp "Cameroon 23 / 9 /
90", normal perforation, on piece, superb, expertized
Bothe and Dr. Steuer, Michel (2000.-)
V 37d
estimate 550,1881 1899, 2 M. dark red crimson, stamp "Cameroon",
parcel card, as kept by the post office, superb, Michel
(200.-)
V 37e
estimate 70,1882 1893, 10 Pf. bright rose red, stamp "Cameroon",
superb
V 47b
estimate 20,CAMEROUN
1883 1898, 3 Pf. pale ochre-brown, MSP stamp no. "9"
(12. 9. 98), on piece, superb, expertized Jäschke-L.
1b
estimate 20,1884 1907, 10 Pf. dark carmine red, unwatermarked
and 5 Pf. green, watermarked, on fanfold (greatings
from Kribi) to Strassburg, superb
9,21I
estimate 110,1885 1900, 2 M. blackish blue, superb, Michel 90.17
estimate 30,1886 1900, 5 M. green black / brownish carmine,
unwatermarked, stamp "VICTORIA", superb, signed
mustard, Michel 600.19
estimate 190,1887 1905, 5 Pf. green, watermarked, 12 values with
different middle cancellations, very fine / superb
21I
estimate 40,1888 1914, 20 Pf. lilac ultramarine, watermarked, sea
mail stamp, a short perforation otherwise superb,
expertized Steuer, Michel 150.23Ia
estimate 40,1889 1907, army postal service picture postcard from
Kribi / Cameroon to Germany with sea mail cancel
"Hamburg West Africa", superb
estimate 25,CAMEROON POSTMARK
1890 "DUALA", 8. 10. 06, on 5 Pf. postal stationery
postcard from "LOBETAL" to Leipzig, very fine (pin
holes)
P 14
estimate 25,CAMEROON POSTAL STATIONERIES
1891 1898, 10 Pf. carmine, stamp "Cameroon", with on
the back drawing "a African dream", over Fr. Congo
and England to Frankfurt, superb
P2
estimate 65,WESTERN CAROLINE ISLANDS
1892 1899, 3 Pf. "diagonally overprint", superb, photo
expertize Jäschke L., Michel 850.1I
estimate 280,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

WESTERN CAROLINE ISLANDS
66
1893 1899, 3 Pf. "diagonally overprint", slight vertical
trace of crease otherwise superb, expertized amongst
other things W. Engel, Michel 850.1I
estimate 220,1894 1899, 5 Pf. "diagonally overprint", rest of hinge,
top right 3 shorter perforation otherwise superb,
expertized Bothe, Michel 750.2I ★
estimate 180,1895 1899, 5 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp "YAP",
on piece, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel
(750.-)
2I
estimate 260,1896 1899, 10 and 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint", rest of
hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 150.3/4I ★
estimate 40,1897 1899, 10 Pf. "diagonally overprint", rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 75.3I ★
estimate 20,1898 1899, 10 Pf. "diagonally overprint", superb,
expertized Bothe, Michel 160.3I
estimate 50,1899 1899, 10 Pf. "diagonally overprint", on piece,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel (160.-)
3I
estimate 55,1900 1899, 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint", rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Bothe, Michel 75.4I ★
estimate 20,1901 1899, 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint", superb,
expertized W. Engel, Michel 160.4I
estimate 50,1902 1899, 20 Pf. "diagonally overprint", on piece,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel (160.-)
4I
estimate 55,1903 1899, 25 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"PONAPE", superb, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel
3400.5I
estimate 1.100,1904 1899, 25 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"YAP", small on face rubbed spot otherwise superb,
photo expertize Steuer, Michel 3400.5I
estimate 800,1905 1899, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint", superb in
every respect (choice copy), expertized Bothe with
attest, Michel (800.-)
6I ★
estimate 280,1906 1899, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"PONAPE", superb in every respect piece of letter,
photo expertize Steuer Michel (1800.-)
6I
estimate 600,1907 1899, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"YAP", on piece, superb, photo expertize Steuer,
Michel 1800.6I
estimate 580,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

WESTERN CAROLINE ISLANDS
1908 1900, 3 - 25 Pf. "steep overprint", 5 superb pieces,
Michel 160.1-5IIa
estimate 45,1909 1900, 10 Pf. dark rose "steep overprint", rest of
hinge, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel 260.3IIc ★
estimate 100,1910 1900, 25 and 50 Pf. "steep overprint", 2 superb
pieces, Michel 140.5a,6II
estimate 50,1911 1905, 10 Pf. halved "1. Ponape issue", on piece,
superb, Michel 70.9H
estimate 25,1912 1900, 25 - 80 Pf. "imperial yacht", 5 superb items,
Michel (103.-)
11-15
estimate 35,1913 1900, 3 M. violet black on piece (as a check
soaked off), as usual perforated superb, signed, Michel
170.18
estimate 50,1914 1900, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, centered stamp "PONAPE", on piece,
superb, Michel (600.-)
19
estimate 200,1915 1915, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
watermarked, peace printing, rest of hinge, superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel 240.22IA ★
estimate 85,KIAUTSCHOU FORERUNNER
1916 1899, 5 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"TSINTAU KIAUTSCHOU *", very fine
V 2I
estimate 20,1917 1900, 50 Pf. "diagonally overprint", stamp
"TSINGTAU KIAUTSCHOU *a", very fine,
expertized Jäschke-L.
M 6I
estimate 75,1918 1901, 5 Pf. "steep overprint", stamp
"KIAUTSCHOU DP", on piece, superb
M 2II
estimate 20,1919 1898, 20 Pf. "steep overprint", as usual perforated
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 240.M 4II
estimate 70,1920 1901, 50 Pf. "steep overprint", stamp
"KIAUTSCHOU DP ** ", on piece, superb
M 6II
estimate 70,KIAUTSCHOU
1921 1901, 1 M. red, a little decentered, superb, Michel
110.14
estimate 35,1922 1905, ½ $ dark carmine red, unwatermarked, rest
of hinge, superb, Michel 85.24 ★
estimate 30,1923 1905, 1 $ blackish blue, unwatermarked,
perforated A, superb, expertized Buehler, Michel 150.25A
estimate 50,-

KIAUTSCHOU
67
1924 1905, 1½ $ black violet, watermarked, peace
printing, small perforation fault otherwise on piece,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 260.36IAa
estimate 75,KIAUTSCHOU CAMP MAIL TSINGTAU
1925
"FUKUOKA",
1918,
printed
form
acknowledgment of receipt card with camp cancel,
superb
estimate 85,1926 "KURUME", 1917, scarce POW card from
Missionary Gräf, with camp cancel "G" and
Vorausabschlag, card top right small tear otherwise
superb
estimate 85,MARIANA ISLANDS
1927 1900, 10 Pf. lilac red "steep overprint", rest of
hinge, superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 200.3IIb ★
estimate 70,1928 1901, 3 M. violet black, on piece, superb,
expertized amongst other things Grobe, Michel (160.-)
18
estimate 55,1929 1901, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, on piece, superb, signed, Michel
(600.-)
19
estimate 220,MARSHALL ISLANDS FORERUNNER
1930 1896, 20 Pf. violet ultramarine in the block of
fifteen on piece, stamp "JALUIT", upper right stamp
small tooth hole game, decorative on piece, superb,
very scarce unit!, photo expertize Jäschke-L.
V 48d
estimate 500,MARSHALL ISLANDS
1931 1899, 25 Pf. yellowish orange, "Berlin issue",
superb, photo expertize Jäschke L., Michel 1100.5IIa
estimate 390,1932 1900, 10 Pf. carmine, diagonal halved on picture
postcard to Bebra, superb, photo expertize Jäschke L.,
Michel 9000.9H
estimate 3.000,1933 1899, 25 Pf. dark orange, on piece, superb,
expertized Jäschke L., Michel (70.-)
11b
estimate 25,1934 1901, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, rest of hinge, superb, signed, Michel
200.25 ★
estimate 70,1935 1901, 5 M. green black / dark carmine,
unwatermarked, on piece, superb, expertized Bothe,
Michel (600.-)
25
estimate 200,SAMOA
1936 1900, "crown / eagle", very fine set on letter
pieces, Michel 260.1-6
estimate 90,-

SAMOA
1937 1900, 25 Pf. yellowish orange and 50 Pf. bright
red brown, 2 superb pieces, Michel (175.-)
5a,6
estimate 60,1938 1900, 5 Pf. green, unwatermarked, stamp
"FAGAMALO", on piece, superb
8
estimate 20,1939 1901, 2 M. blackish blue, superb, Michel 120.17
estimate 35,1940 1901, 5 M. green black / brownish carmine,
unwatermarked, on piece, superb, signed Köhler,
Michel (600.-)
19
estimate 200,TOGO FORERUNNER
1941 1891, 20 Pf. blue, 2x (right stamp trace of creases)
on face of cover with clear centric "small bum" (23
mm, Dr. Steuer 12x! ), superb
V 48b
estimate 220,TOGO
1942 1897, "crown / eagle", very fine set on letter
pieces
1b-6
estimate 65,1943 1897, 3 Pf. pale ocher, small thin otherwise
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 160.1e
estimate 40,1944 1898 / 9, 25 Pf. yellowish orange and 50 Pf. bright
red brown, stamp "small bum", 2 superb items, signed,
Michel 140.5a,6
estimate 45,1945 1911, 5 Pf. green (2x) and 10 Pf. carmine (3x),
unwatermarked, on registered letter with stamp
"AGOME PALIME" to Germany, very fine
8,9
estimate 170,1946 1906, 10 Pf. dark carmine red on cover the
Woermann-line from "LOME" to Hamburg with
additional franking 10 Pf. "Germania", forwarded to
New York and there undeliverable return to Lome,
defects from opening the cover, very fine
9
estimate 180,1947 1900, 1 M. red with plate flaw "cloud between the
guys of the first Mastes", on piece, superb, Michel
(150.-)
16I
estimate 50,1948 1900, 3 M. violet black, normal perforation,
superb, Michel 180.18
estimate 50,1949 1909, 5 Pf. green in the horizontal pair,
watermarked, stamp "NOEPE", on piece, superb
21
estimate 65,1950 1919, 5 M. green black / red carmine,
watermarked, war issue, perforated A, rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Jäschke L., Michel 220.23IIA ★
estimate 80,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

TOGO
68
1951 Official postcard with seal of office of the post
office "LOME 8. 4. 10" to Berlin, superb
estimate 110,TOGO POSTMARK
1952 "AGU", 19. 5. 13, on 20 Pf. violet ultramarine,
superb
10
estimate 70,1953 "KPANDU (TOGO) a", 8. 9. 12, centered on 10
Pf. carmine, unwatermarked, small thin spot otherwise
superb, R!, expertized Dietrich
9
estimate 250,TOGO POSTAL STATIONERIES
1954 1898, 10 Pf. carmine, reverse unlabeled, with
arrival postmark "KWITTA-GOLD COAST", superb,
Michel 70.P2
estimate 25,GERMAN COLONIES COLLECTIONS, LOTS
1955 11 used documents in different condition (partly
fallen off additional franking), inspect!
estimate 150,1956 1900-60, 17 different reminder documents:
special postcards and covers, stamp and 2 vignettes, in
addition to it Köhler literature "the German
colonial-forerunner" from 1933, superb
, ★★
estimate 130,NAVY SHIP POST TILL 1914
1957 "11" (S. M. S. white-tailed eagle), 2. 4. 13, on 10
Pf. "Germania", on piece, superb
DR 86
estimate Gebot
NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1914 1918
1958 "4" (liner WÖRTH), 25. 1. 1916, navy matter to
the Empire-navy-office, centrally-after trip-office,
Berlin, superb cover
estimate 20,1959 "12" (BLÜCHER), 22. 12. 14, fieldpost card,
superb
estimate 80,1960 "27" before commissioning "Cologne" (Tribe), 2.
8. 1917, army postal service picture postcard from
board the Cologne, superb
estimate 60,1961 "32" (smaller cruiser ROSTOCK), 20. 6. 1915,
army postal service picture postcard from board the
Rostock, superb
estimate 30,1962 (large Kreuzer SEYDLITZ), 7. 11. 1914, red letter
cancel and postmark Wilhelmshaven, fieldpost letter
from board the Seydlitz, superb
estimate 25,1963 "38" (battlecruiser of the pine forest), 7. 5 . 1915,
army postal service picture postcard from board the of
the pine forest, superb
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1914 1918
1964 (large Kreuzer HANSA), 9. 10. 1914, violet letter
cancel, army postal service picture postcard from board
the Hansa, very fine
estimate 30,1965 "43" (gun boat panther), 27. 7. 1917, army postal
service picture postcard from board the panther, superb
estimate 20,1966 "43" (gun boat panther), 12. 1. 1918, fieldpost
card from board the panther, superb
estimate 20,1967 "43" (gun boat panther), 26. 2. 1918, fieldpost
card from board the panther, superb
estimate 20,1968 "47" (smaller cruiser STRASSBURG), 23. 5.
1916, fieldpost greeting from. . . Card from board the
Strassburg, superb
estimate 20,1969 "50" (liner Alsace), 3. 5. 1917, army postal
service picture postcard from board the Alsace, superb
estimate 20,1970 (liner emperor), 9. 10. 1914, red letter cancel,
fieldpost card from board the emperor, superb
estimate 30,1971 "71" (smaller cruiser KOLBERG), 17. 5. 1915,
army postal service picture postcard (S. M. S. Emden)
from board the Kolberg, very fine
estimate 20,1972 "97" (large Kreuzer King WILHELM), 20. 2.
1916, fieldpost card from board the King Wilhelm
(Wohn and Exerzierschiff), very fine
estimate Gebot
1973 "104" (smaller cruiser BERLIN), 19. 11. 1915,
army postal service picture postcard from board the
Berlin, superb
estimate 30,1974 "107" (battlecruiser DERFFLINGER), 2. 9. 1916,
army postal service special delivery cover from board
the Derfflinger, superb
estimate 50,1975 "113" (VI. Torpedo boat flotilla), 18. 2. 1916,
army postal service picture postcard from board of the
torpedo boat "G 41", superb
estimate 50,1976 "117" (4. torpedo boat half flotilla), 25. 6. 16, FP
photo postcard, superb
estimate 20,1977 "118" (16. T-boot-Halbflottille), 21. 6. 1915, army
postal service picture postcard from board of the
torpedo boat "V 180", superb
estimate 20,1978 "118" (16. T-boot-Halbflottille), 24. 4. 1916, army
postal service picture postcard to Baden, superb
estimate Gebot
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1979 "118" (16. T-boot-Halbflottille), 18. 7. 1916, army
postal service picture postcard, superb
estimate Gebot
1980 (large Kreuzer ROON), violet letter cancel,
fieldpost card from board the Roon, superb
estimate 20,1981 "140" (large Kreuzer ROON), 12. 8. 1915, army
postal service picture postcard from board the Roon,
superb
estimate Gebot
1982 "140" (large Kreuzer ROON), 2. 2. 1916, army
postal service picture postcard from board the Roon,
superb
estimate Gebot
1983 "155" (II. Torpedo boat half flottilla), 17. 11.
1917, army postal service picture postcard from board
of the torpedo boat "S 132", superb
estimate 20,1984 "161" (armored cruiser Prince HEINRICH), 8. 12.
1916, army postal service picture postcard (lighthouse
by Friedrichsort) from board the Prince Heinrich, very
fine
estimate Gebot
1985 "163" (mine ship nautilus), 1. 8. 1917, army
postal service picture postcard from board the nautilus,
superb
estimate 20,1986 (I. Torpedo boat half flottilla), 6. 12. 1914, black
letter cancel, army postal service picture postcard ( the
German cordon by night) from board of the torpedo
boat "S 33", very fine
estimate 20,1987 "193" (VIII. Torpedo boat-flottilla), 6. 1. 1916,
army postal service picture postcard to Berlin, superb
estimate 20,1988 (18. torpedo boat half flotilla), ?. 12. 1914, blue
letter cancel, superb
estimate Gebot
1989 "202" (smaller cruiser BREMEN), 12. 8. 1915,
fieldpost greeting from. . . Card from board of the
BREMEN, very fine
estimate 50,1990 "203" (mine ship pelican), 13. 9. 1916, army
postal service letter-card from board the pelican to
Colmar with violet inspection cancel, superb
estimate 25,1991 "208" (outguard flotilla WEST), 17. 1. 1917,
fieldpost letter from board of an outpost patrol boat the
flotilla West, superb
estimate 25,1992 "212" (outguard flotilla Kiel), 26. 8. 1916, army
postal service picture postcard from board of an outpost
patrol boat, superb
estimate 35,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1914 1918
1993 "216" (large Kreuzer prince BISMARK), 29. 4.
1918, army postal service picture postcard from board
the prince Bismark, superb
estimate 35,1994 "234" (I. Handelsschutz flotilla), 2. 6. 1916, navy
matter (official letter) of the command the I.
Handelsschutz flotilla, violet senders mark "command
1. H. S. flotilla", reverse violet letter cancel, superb
estimate 30,1995 "235" (2. flotilla the Trade protection flottille), 28.
3. 1917, Field postal service artist card to
Charlottenburg, superb
estimate 25,1996 "235" (2. flotilla the Trade protection flottille), 15.
10. 1917, Field postal service artist card to
Charlottenburg, superb
estimate 25,1997 "235" (2. flotilla the Trade protection flottille), 15.
4., army postal service picture postcard, superb
estimate 25,1998 "316" (VI. Vorpostengruppe the port flotilla the
Jade / Weser Führerboot: T 97), 5. 11. 1917, army
postal service picture postcard from board the "T 97",
very fine
estimate 30,1999 "367" (torpedo boat: V 181), 12. 4. 1917, army
postal service picture postcard from board of the
torpedo boat "V 181", very fine (right lower corner
kinked)
estimate 20,2000 "369" (torpedo boat: V 183), 4. 1. 1916, Field
postal service new year card to Berlin, superb
estimate 25,2001 "373" (torpedo boat: G 175), 28. 10. 1915, navy
matter (official letter) of the command the XVI. Flotilla
to the 1. abbot. II. Torp. Div. In Wilhelmshaven, superb
estimate 30,2002 (blockade vehicle division the Jade), 30. 11. 1914,
violet double-line cancel, field post picture postcard
from board of a vehicle the blockade vehicle division
the Jade, superb
estimate 35,2003 (torpedo boat: S 33), 2. 11. 1914, red letter cancel,
army postal service picture postcard (Ocean-going
torpedo boat by bad weather) from board of the torpedo
boat "S 33", superb
estimate 40,2004 (blockade vehicle division the Elbe), 29. 7. 1915,
blue-violet letter cancel, army postal service picture
postcard from board of a Sperrfahrzeuges the Elbe,
superb
estimate 35,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!
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2005 (Torpedobootflottille Flanders), 17. 8. 1915, violet
letter cancel and FP stamp b, army postal service
picture postcard from board of the torpedo boat "A 16"
from Flanders, superb
estimate 45,2006 (12. torpedo boat half flottilla), 27. 7. 1918, violet
letter cancel, army postal service picture postcard from
board of the torpedo boat "S 18", superb
estimate 40,2007 (17. torpedo boat half flotilla), 17. 10. 1915, violet
letter cancel, postmark Bützbach, fieldpost letter from
board of a torpedo boat the 17. torpedo boat half
flotilla, very fine
estimate 35,2008 "submarine battalion Kiel-Wik, SMS VINETA", 6
different fieldpost card from 1914-18, superb
estimate 75,NAVY SHIP POST FROM 1920 1940
2009 "28" (Kreuzer KARLSRUHE), 20. 1. 1934, a little
blotched superb cover to Kiel
DR 487
estimate 40,GERMAN SEA MAIL
2010 1875, 10 C. black / blue-green / yellow, right
unperforated (margin copy), blue pencil cancellation,
very fine
1~
estimate 90,2011 5. 10. 04, "German-American sea mail Bremen
New YORK", superb postcard to Aachen
DR 71
estimate 20,2012 1926, ship postcard to Berlin of the passage
"STETTIN-HELSINKI" with "boat stamp", superb
DR 357,P 156
estimate 100,2013 1935, 3 different covers to the ship's doctor the
"M. S. Iberia" to Mexico and Spain, very fine
estimate Gebot
2014 1971, certification one Polartaufe aboard the "TS
Hanseatic", superb
estimate 20,GERMAN WW 1 IN BELGIUM
2015 1916, 1 F. 25 C. on 1 M., type I, perforated B,
overprint dull, in the block of six with HAN "H 2743.
18", mint never hinged, superb
23IBb ★★
estimate 65,2016 1916, 2 F. 50 C. on 2 M., type II, perforated A, in
the block of six from of the left lower corner of the
sheet with HAN "H 4876. 16", mint never hinged,
superb
24IIA ★★
estimate 260,2017 1916, 6 F. 25 C. on 5 M., type I, superb block of
four on registered letter (vertical folded) from
"ANTWERPEN" to Switzerland
25I
estimate 110,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN WW 1 IN BELGIUM
2018 Postal stationery: 1915, 5 C. on 5 Pf., questionand answer part, with 3 C. on 3 Pf. additional franking,
superb
P4
estimate 20,-

GERMAN. FP. ON LATVIAN AREA
2021 12. Infantry-division, 16. 5. 17, with from punch
stamp "army postal service" on picture postcard (the
Battalion rod cow of a Battalion in Courland) to
Tiengen / Baden, with violet military cancel rectangle
cancel with two lines "11. company 3. O / Schl. Inf.
Regiment no. 62" and rectangle cancel with two lines
"from military reasons Delays" as well red censorship
stamp single circle postmark "expertized / supervision
place Waldshut", superb
estimate 20,2022 219. Infantry-division, 20. 7. 18, with disguise
cancellation "German army postal service ** *" on
colored picture postcard (Riga that German theater) to
Karlsbrun b. Löbau, with violet letter cancel three lines
frame cancel "soldier letter / K. S. Inf. Regiment no.
391 / 8. company", superb
estimate Gebot
2023 "balloon pass 68", blue frame cancel with two
lines, with disguise cancellation "German army postal
service ** *" on picture postcard, superb
estimate 20,2024 "German soldier home Dünaburg", blue two ring
cancel, with disguise cancellation "German army postal
service ** *", Late date "25. 11. 18", on picture
postcard (the administrative district in Dünaburg), very
fine
estimate 20,2025 "German army postal service 739 * a", 21. 4. 17,
on picture postcard to Berlin, with violet one-line
cancel "German army postal service 739", superb
estimate 20,2026 "German army postal service 915 * a", 1. 10. 17,
on Army thing, registered to the ministry of war B1,
with violet military cancel "field commissariat 88 I. D.
", dispatched near the Field postal service office 915,
superb
estimate 40,-
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2027 Fieldpost station office no. 168, 22. 11. 17, with
disguise cancellation "German army postal service *"
on picture postcard (Old-Riga-St. Petersburg suburb at
night from 11. on the 12. July 1812) from Riga to
Saxony, with violet military cancel two ring cancel
"German Soldier-navy-home I / . . . Street. 20 / Libau
(Courland) ", superb
estimate Gebot
2028 Fieldpost station office no. 214, 16. 5. 17, with
from punch stamp "K. D. Army postal service" on
colored picture postcard (Mitau Kolonadenstraße) from
Mitau to Hanover, with black military cancel single
circle postmark "German soldier home I", superb
estimate Gebot
2029 Fieldpost station office no. 282, 18. 10. 17, with
disguise cancellation "German army postal service **
*" on picture postcard (Riga that monument Peter of the
large) to Hennigsdorf / b. Berlin, with violet letter
cancel frame cancel with two lines, very fine (lower
right corner crease)
estimate 20,2030 Fieldpost station office no. 383, 13. 11. 18 (Late
date), with cancellation adjusted stamp "K. D. Army
postal service ** " on colored picture postcard (the
Rigasche beach) to Berlin-Niederschönhausen, with
violet letter cancel, superb
estimate Gebot
2031 Fieldpost station office no. 383, 31. 10. 17, with
cancellation adjusted stamp "K. D. Army postal service
** " on picture postcard (Riga the Cathedral) to
Rostock, with violet letter cancel "1. Land. Inf. Ers.
Batl. . . . 2. Komp. " and two-line cancel "from military
reasons Delays", superb
estimate Gebot
2032 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. D. Upper command
the 8ten army", 10. 1. 16, on picture postcard
(Puza-Riga-Düna-view (Yachtclub) ) from Mitau to
Berlin, with military cancel three circle cancel "royally
headquarters Mitau", superb
estimate Gebot
2033 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. Of the Command the
8. army", 14. 1. 17, on picture postcard (Mitau) from
Mitau to Wolf reason, with violet letter cancel "army
Command 8 / Komdr. The Mun. Coloured. And Trains
8", superb
estimate Gebot
2034 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. Of the Command the 9.
army * a", 19. 10. 15, on card from Homin to Berlin,
with violet military cancel single circle postmark
"Vermessungsabtlg. 16 / A. O. K. the 9. army" and
letter cancel "field. Surveying team Wroclaw,
Generalgouvernement Libau" as well field postal
service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate 40,-

Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

GERMAN. BES. I. WW POSTAL AREA EAST
2019 1916, 3 Pf. blackish brown-ochre, rotary printing
"3`7`3", 2x (1x from upper left corner of the sheet with
plate number) with 5 and 10 Pf. additional franking on
cover from Mitau to Berlin, superb
2aWOR
estimate 140,2020 1916, 40 Pf. reddish carmine / black, rotary
printing "1`4`1 / 2`3`2" block of four from of the upper
left corner of the sheet, with plate number, margins a
little shortened, superb, Michel (320.-)
10aWOR
estimate 60,-

GERMAN. FP. ON LATVIAN AREA
2035 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. D. 41. INFANTRY
DIV. C", 25. 5. 16, on picture postcard (from eastern
theatre of war) to Emerzhausen / Rhineland, with violet
letter cancel rectangle cancel with two lines "S. B.
Land. Inf. Government no. IX / 6. Komp. " and field
postal service addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
2036 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. 88. INFANTRY
DIV. ", 6. 7. 16, on fieldpost printed form card with
letter cancel and field postal service addresses addition
"east", very fine
estimate Gebot
2037 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 88. INFANTRY
DIV. A", 6. 6. 16, on colored Pfingstskarte to Kirchberg
/ Zwickau, with violet letter cancel three circle cancel
"Soldier letter stamp / II. (Sächs. ) Batls. Inf. Regts. No.
351 / 8. Komp. " and field postal service addresses
addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2038 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 88. INFANTRY
DIV. A", 13. 11. 16, on (regards from Russia) to
Frankfurt on M., with violet letter cancel "Country
storm inf regiment 31, II. battalion" and field postal
service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2039 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 108. Infante.
DIV. ", 29. 4. 16, on Army thing, registered letter to
Berlin, senders note reverse from cover cut, superb
estimate 20,2040 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 115. INF. DIV. B",
9. 7. 16, on colored artist picture card (set 303) to
Stuttgart, with violet letter cancel "Reserve infantry
regiment no. 40" and field postal service addresses
addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
2041 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 1 provision DIV. ",
13. 1. 17, on picture postcard (Mitau Russian church) to
Gera, with black letter cancel "machine gun Komp.
Country storm Inf. Regiment 11" and red rectangle
cancel with two lines "from military reasons Delays",
superb
estimate 20,2042 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. Reserve. DIV. ",
23. 12. 16, on picture postcard (market day in Kielmy)
with violet letter cancel "1. Komp. 1. Batl. Country
storm Iftr. Rgt. No. 19" and field postal service
addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2043 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. Reserve. DIV.
A", 5. 5. 16. on picture postcard (old sawmill in
Courland) to Kassel, with violet letter cancel "1. battery
Reserve. Foot type. Regiment 18" and field postal
service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet
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2044 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. Reserve. DIV.
A", 31. 5. 16, on fieldpost printed form card to Kassel,
with violet letter cancel "1. battery Reserve. Foot kind.
Regiment 18" and field postal service addresses
addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2045 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. Reserve. DIV.
B", 18. 8. 16, on picture postcard (Sulfur bath in Cure
country church) with violet letter cancel rectangle
cancel with two lines "S. B. Mine thrower Kp. 206" and
field postal service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2046 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. 76. provision DIV. B",
19. 3. 16, on Field postal service-printed form-answer
card from Meyendorf, with violet military cancel two
ring cancel "rod. 76. provision inf division" and field
postal service addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
2047 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. 76. provision DIV. C",
18. 1. 16, on fieldpost printed form card to Dornach /
Alsace, with violet Field postal service test stamp
"Mulhouse", very fine
estimate Gebot
2048 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. 78. provision DIV. A",
8. 6. 16, on fieldpost letter to the 111. Inf. Division in
the west, with violet letter cancel two ring cancel "S. B.
Provision motor pool / column 102" and field postal
service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2049 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. The 14. LANDW.
DIV. ", 23. 2. 16, on colored picture postcard (Quarters
idyll in Boguzinek) to Frankenberg, with blue military
cancel two ring cancel "Landw. Inf. Regiment 103 / 1.
company" and field postal service addresses addition
"east", superb
estimate Gebot
2050 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXPED. D. 2. CAVALRY
DIV. ", 17. 4. 16, on picture postcard (auxiliary issue at
the motor pool teams), with green letter cancel
three-line cancel "soldier letter / Magdeburg Jäg. B. No.
4 / Feldbataillon" and field postal service addresses
addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2051 "K. D. FELDPOSTEXP. The 6. CAVALRY DIV.
", 1. 11. 16, on picture postcard (at the Düna) to
Mansfeld city, with violet letter cancel "goods depot II.
. . . / 6. K. D. " and rectangle cancel with one line
"Kriegshülle 6. K. D. " as well field postal service
addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2052 "K. D. FIELD POSTESPED. 8. CAVALL. DIV.
", 19. 11., on fieldpost letter to Bromberg, with violet
military cancel the 3. Prussian Inf. Division, on the
back violet three-line cancel "damaged received official
closed. Postverteilerstelle Kbg. ", very fine
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2053 "K. D. FIELD postal service station NO. 33", 9. 6.
. ., on fieldpost letter to Altenstadt / Hessen, with field
postal service addresses addition "east", very fine
estimate Gebot
2054 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 161 ** ",
8. 9. 16, on colored artist picture postcard (G. A. Kuntz:
"a greatings from of the world) to Budapest, with a
blackened Field postal service station stamp, violet
letter cancel and censorship stamp three lines frame
cancel "expertized and released supervision place
Königsberg i. Pr. ", very fine
estimate 20,2055 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 168 ** ",
15. 8. 16, on picture postcard (Russian types market),
with violet letter cancel "36. reinforcement battalion / 1.
Komp. " and field postal service addresses addition
"east", superb
estimate Gebot
2056 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 169 ** ",
14. 6. 18, on picture postcard (heroes graves German
soldiers by Memel) to Berlin-Tegel, with violet letter
cancel rectangle cancel with two lines "S. B. S. 11.
Komp. L. I. R. 24" and field postal service addresses
addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2057 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 214", 14.
4. 16, on picture postcard (Mitau market), with blue
letter cancel "balloon defense cannons Zug 15º", superb
estimate 20,2058 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 214 * a",
14. 8. 16, on colored propaganda card (glorious and
strong, my fatherland! ) to Charlottenburg, with violet
letter cancel rectangle cancel with two lines "S. B.
Landw. Sanitätskomp. 32" and field postal service
addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2059 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 214 * a",
12. 5. 16, on colored card (In Faithful abiding. ) to
Schierstein / on Rh., with blue letter cancel "11. Komp.
/ Land. Inf. Regiment 10" and field postal service
addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot
2060 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 223 ** ",
23. 4. 16, on picture postcard (Libau-Petersmarkt) from
Wainoden to Foam castle Lippe, with violet letter
cancel "War prisoner work battalion 41 I. / 5. Komp. "
and field postal service addresses addition "east",
superb
estimate Gebot
2061 "K. D. Fieldpost station office number. 280 ** ",
1. 1. 17, on fieldpost letter from Wainoden to
Stadthagen, with blue letter cancel "Kriegefangenen
labour battalion 41 I. / 5. Komp. " and field postal
service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate 25,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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2062 "KAIS. German fieldpost station office number.
211", 7. 10. 15, on picture postcard (the Administration
building of the Libauer War harbor), with violet letter
cancel and field postal service addresses addition
"east", very fine
estimate Gebot
2063 "KAIS. German fieldpost station office number.
213", type I, 17. 9. 15, on fieldpost card (with
impression: our brave militaries in the fields dedicated
of the Ink factory Edward Beyer, Chemnitz i / S. Teplice i. / S. ) to Metz / Lorraine, with violet letter
cancel two-line cancel and censorship rectangle cancel
with one line "M. P. ", superb
estimate Gebot
2064 "KAIS. German fieldpost station office number.
214", 15. 3. 16, on colored artist picture card (from the
Massenschlacht! German cavalry at the harvested
enemy) to Charlottenburg, with violet military cancel
single circle postmark "XII. Armierungs-battalion" and
field postal service addresses addition "east", superb
estimate Gebot

GERMAN. BES. I. WW PROVISIONAL ISSUE FOR DO
2065 1918, 20 Pf. on 10 Kop. and 40 Pf. on 20 Kop.,
rest of hinge, as usual perforated superb, signed, Michel
100.1a,2 ★
estimate 25,GERMAN. BES. I. WW GERMAN POST IN POLAND
2066 1915 / 6, small cancelled lot, some expertized,
almost only superb, Michel 295.estimate 45,GERMAN. BES. I. WW COLLECTIONS, LOTS
2067 Collection Bes. Give. I from 1914-18 with middle
issues on Schaubek album pages, almost only superb
condition, Michel more then 1500.★, , ★ ★
estimate 250,ARMY POSTAL SERVICE I. WW
2068 Local letter with violet single circle postmark
"Bavarian Hospital Liège", very fine (vertical folded)
estimate 25,2069 1915, cover from "KYRITZ" to the dänsische red
cross in Copenhagen, on the back violet censorship
stamp (R4), blanking plate, very fine
estimate 35,2070 1915, picture postcard the "war help", as army
postal service mailed to "ELBERFELD", superb
estimate 20,2071 1916, army postal service picture postcard with
violet letter cancel "Imperial navy - lake Flight station
LIBAU" the "K. D. Fieldpost station office no. 168" to
Mannheim, superb
estimate 20,2072 1917, army postal service picture postcard
(German militaries at the Harbor place in Libau) with
violet
letter
cancel
"Imperial
navy
DRACHENSTATION Courland", superb
estimate 60,-

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE I. WW
2073 1917, army postal service picture postcard with
violet letter cancel "Field flyer battalion 37" to
Friedenau, superb
estimate 20,2074 1917, Army thing the fieldpost station office no.
"51" to Karlsruhe, with blue seal stamp "delegate d.
Kasierl. Commissioner and Milli. Inspekteurs d. Freiw.
Care of the sick", very fine
estimate 20,2075 1917, fieldpost card with violet single circle
postmark
"KRIEGSGEFANGENENLAZERETT
STRALKOWO" to Leipzig, very fine
estimate 20,2076 1919, Soldier postal service picture postcard
"soldier letter characteristic matter of the receiver" from
highly to a medical soldiers in Dillenburg, superb
estimate 30,2077 1914 / 5, "our air fleet in the world war 1914 /
1915", portfolio with six colored form to original from
professor Rudolf sheriff, published from German Air
Forces association, superb
estimate 35,-

SAAR
74
2085 1920, 2½ Pf. olive gray and 1 M. dark carmine
red, type I, along with 80 Pf. overprint forgery on
genuine used postage exceeding tariff rate registered
letter from "SAARBRÜCKEN 2 (Bhf) " to Plauen,
superb, abridged certificate brown
2aI,17AI
estimate Gebot
2086 1920, 2½ Pf. olive gray, type II, rest of hinge,
superb, expertized amongst other things Burger, Michel
650.2aII ★
estimate 220,2087 1920, 25, 30 and 50 Pf. with additional franking
on postage exceeding tariff rate registered letter to
Plauen, superb, abridged certificate brown
9a,10x,13bI
estimate 60,2088 1920, 25 Pf. reddish orange / black on yellow
white and 30 Pf. dark red orange / black on pale
chrome-yellow, type I, 2 superb items, Michel 70.9a,10xI
estimate 20,2089 1920, 25 Pf. reddish orange / black on yellow
white with overprint error KII, superb, expertized
brown, Michel 90.9aKII
estimate 30,2090
1920,
25
Pf.
yellow
orange
/
black
on yellow
GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA MARIENWERDER
2078 1920, 5 M. ultramarine / pale red, on piece, white, type I, in the vertical margin pair with sheet
number, mint never hinged, superb, expertized brown,
superb, Michel 120.Michel (180.-)
14a
estimate 40,9bI ★★
estimate 60,GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA UPPER SILESIA
2091 1920, 25 Pf. yellow orange / black on yellow
2079 1920-22, collection Upper Silesia with middle white, type III, superb, expertized brown, Michel 75.issues, almost only superb condition
9bIII ★
estimate 25,★,
estimate 80,2092 1920, 30 Pf. dark red orange / black on orange
white, type I, rest of hinge, superb, abridged certificate
GERMAN. ABSTIMMUNGSG. SLG., LOTS
2080 Old part of a collection plebiscite area with many brown, Michel 280.estimate 100,good middle values and sets, mostly superb condition, 10yI ★
inspect!
2093 1920, 30 Pf. dark red orange / black on orange
★,
estimate 150,- white, type I, rest of hinge, a short perforation
otherwise superb, abridged certificate brown, Michel
BELGIAN ARMY POSTAL SERVICE IN THE RHINELAND
280.2081 1920, 2 Fr. blue-grey, type III, perforated A, mint
10yI ★
estimate 65,never hinged, superb, Michel 180.2094
1920,
50
Pf.
dark
brownish
purple
/ black on
12IIIA ★★
estimate 60,orange white, type I, superb, expertized brown, Michel
2082 1920, 10 Fr. brown, type III, perforated A, mint 90.never hinged, superb, Michel 200.13yI
estimate 30,14IIIA ★★
estimate 70,2095 1920, 80 Pf. carmine red / gray black on medium
BELGIUM EUPEN AND MALMEDY
grey red, type I, superb, photo expertize brown, Michel
2083 1920, postal stamps, very fine set on letter pieces, 360.Michel (60.-)
16I
estimate 120,1-7
estimate 20,- 2096 1920, 80 Pf. carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type I, on piece, superb, photo expertize
SAAR
brown, Michel (360.-)
2084 1920, 2 Pf. dark blue gray (hatched background),
estimate 130,overprint by mistake on German Reich Michel no. 83I 16I
in lieu of on Michel no. 102, with overprint plate flaw: 2097 1920, 80 Pf. carmine red / gray black on medium
PF D "bar division vertical 3 / 4 to ¼" (field 98), mint grey red, type I, "head of the e vertical cleaved", rest of
never hinged, superb, RR!, photo expertize brown, hinge, superb, abridged certificate brown, Michel 500.Michel (13. 000.-)
16IQI ★
estimate 150,A1 PF D ★★
estimate 5.000,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SAAR
2098 1920, 80 Pf. carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type III, superb, photo expertize brown,
Michel 380.16III
estimate 130,2099 1920, 80 Pf. carmine red / gray black on medium
grey red, type III, "Sarre strong squished", superb,
photo expertize brown, Michel 1100.16IIIZ
estimate 390,2100 1920, 1 M. dark carmine red, perforated A, type
II, superb, expertized brown, Michel 100.17AII
estimate 30,2101 1920, 1 M. dark carmine red, perforated A, type
II, on piece, superb, expertized brown, Michel (100.-)
17AII
estimate 35,2102 1920, 15 Pf. red and bright carmine red, 2 superb
items, expertized brown, Michel 90.20a,c
estimate 25,2103 1920, 2 M. black gray violet and 3 M. "Bavaria
Sarre", rest of hinge, 2 values very fine, expertized
brown, Michel 225.28b,29 ★
estimate 55,2104 1920, 2 M. black gray violet "Bavaria Sarre",
small perforation fault otherwise superb, expertized
brown, Michel 170.28b
estimate 40,2105 1920, 3 M. "Bavaria Sarre", stamp "ST.
INGBERT", on piece, superb, abridged certificate
brown, Michel (200.-)
29
estimate 70,2106 1920, 5 M. "Bavaria Sarre", superb, expertized
Burger, Michel 1000.30 ★
estimate 350,2107 1920, 5 M. "Bavaria Sarre", unprüfbarer corner
stamp, some blunted teeths in the upper margin
otherwise superb
30
estimate 220,2108 1920, 5 and 10 M. "Bavaria Sarre", always with
variety "fatter control check mark" (field 12), 2 superb
pieces, RR!, photo expertize Burger, Michel (3800.-)
30III,31II
estimate 1.400,2109 1920, 10 M. "Bavaria Sarre", field 17, rest of
hinge, superb, abridged certificate brown, Michel 180.31 ★
estimate 65,2110 1920, 10 M. "Bavaria Sarre", superb, expertized
Burger, Michel 320.31
estimate 110,2111 1920, 10 M. "Bavaria Sarre" with overprint
variety "fatter control check mark", superb, expertized
Burger, Michel 800.31II
estimate 280,2112 1920, 60 Pf. dark gray purple, inverted overprint,
very fine MNH, expertized Burger, Michel 220.39K ★★
estimate 75,-

SAAR
75
2113 1920, 2. 50 M. dark brow purple, superb,
expertized brown, Michel 65.43d
estimate 20,2114 1921, "landscape pictures I", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 200.53-69 ★★
estimate 70,2115 1921, "landscape pictures I", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 80.53-69 ★
estimate 25,2116 1921, "landscape pictures I", without Michel no.
57, all with postmarks "WITTERSHEIM", 16 superb
pieces
53-69
estimate 70,2117 1921, 20 Pf. "shaft tower", perforated L 10½, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 50.55B ★★
estimate 20,2118 1921, 30 Pf. "Saar bow", 2 tête-bêche, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 59.57/8A Kdr I ★
estimate 20,2119 1921, 40 Pf. "Schlackerhalde", "proof, without
inscriptions, unperforated", without gum, superb, photo
expertize Geigle
59PII (★)
estimate 80,2120 1921, 3 M. "earthenware factory" in the left upper
corner margin block of four, as well field 1 with variety
66PFII, mint never hinged, superb
66
★★
estimate 35,2121 1921, "landscape pictures II", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 240.70-83 ★★
estimate 80,2122 1921, "landscape pictures II", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 80.70-83 ★
estimate 25,2123 1921, "landscape pictures II", very fine set on
letter pieces
70-83
estimate 30,2124 1921, 3 C. on 20 Pf. "shaft tower", perforated K
12½, in the sheet (100) with tête-bêches, date of
printing "20 Pf. 600. 000 15-2-21" and many plate
flaws, vertical folded, mint never hinged, superb
70A ★★
estimate 40,2125 1921, 10 C. on 30 Pf. "Saar bow" in the sheet
(100) with date of printing "30 Pf. 1. 500. 000 5-2-21V!
", tête-bêches and all plate flaws, vertical folded, mint
never hinged, superb
72 ★★
estimate 50,2126 1921, 12 C. on 40 Pf. "slag heap" in the tête-bêche
pair, type III, superb, expertized Ney, Michel 200.73AKdrIII ★★
estimate 70,2127 1921, 30 C. on 80 Pf. "old bridge" in the
Kehrdrucksechserblock, various rest of hinge, the two
of them middle stamps mint never hinged, superb
76A Kdr III/IV ★
estimate 20,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SAAR
2128 1921, 50 C. on 1. 25 M. "shaft tower",
unperforated, a number of rest of hinge in the upper
margin, mint never hinged, superb, pencil signatures
78U ★★
estimate 100,2129 1921, 75 C. on 2 M. - 5 Fr. on 25 M. "landscape
pictures II" in blocks of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (860.-)
79-83
★★
estimate 260,2130 1921, 3 Fr. on 10 M. "Mayor velvet" in the right
lower corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb
82
★★
estimate 90,2131 1921, 5 Fr. on 25 M. "Burbacher Cottage" in the
right upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb
83
★★
estimate 100,2132 1921, 5 Fr. on 25 M. "Burbacher Cottage" with
overprint error "lower discontinued sheet the 5 broken",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 220.83II ★★
estimate 70,2133 1922, "landscape pictures III", mostly from the
corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (330.-)
84-97 ★★
estimate 120,2134 1922, "landscape pictures III", mostly margin
copies, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 330.84-97 ★★
estimate 110,2135 1922, 20 C. "new city hall" in the left lower
corner margin block of four, superb, Michel (200.-)
88
★★
estimate 65,2136 1922, 20 C., 75 C. and 5 Fr. "landscape pictures
III", normal perforation, 3 mint never hinged superb
items, Michel 175.88,93,97 ★★
estimate 50,2137 1922, 75 C. "earthenware factory" in the block of
four from the lower margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.93 ★★
estimate 60,2138 1922, 75 C. "earthenware factory" with plate flaw
"large Floodlight in quay bulkhead", upper margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.93I ★★
estimate 50,2139 1923, 75 C. "earthenware factory" in the block of
four from the lower margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 380.101
★★
estimate 130,2140 1925, 45 C. "madonna" with plate flaw
"framework under T from Saar region to the top bent"
(field 45), in the block of four from the margin with
normal stamps, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.
50
102II ★★
estimate 25,2141 1926, "Care services I", in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 520.104-07
★★
estimate 180,-

SAAR
76
2142 1926, "Care services I", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 130.104-07 ★★
estimate 45,2143 1926, "Care services I", very fine set, expertized
Geigle, Michel 130.104-07
estimate 45,2144 1926, 20 Pf. "war welfare" with plate flaw
"framework over T from Saar region broken", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 150.104I ★★
estimate 50,2145 1926, 20 Pf. "war welfare" with plate flaw
"apostrophe between L and K in peoples help
retouches" (white spot), mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 250.104III ★★
estimate 80,2146 1926, 20 Pf. "war welfare" with plate flaw "dot
inside at the outer frame between B and I in Saar
region", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.104IV ★★
estimate 50,2147 1926, 40 Pf. "care of the sick" with plate flaw "dot
at the bottom between the both chimneys", in the
vertical pair with normal stamp, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 275.
105II ★★
estimate 80,2148 1927, "Care services II" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (640.-)
122-25
★★
estimate 230,2149 1927, "Care services II", a number of rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 65.122-25 ★
estimate 20,2150 1927, "Care services II" on letter with a set to
Switzerland, registered letter, superb
122-25
estimate 50,2151 1928, 50 C. "airmail" in the left upper corner
margin block of four with plate flaw PF I and V, mint
never hinged, superb, abridged certificate Geigle,
Michel (264.-)
126I
★★
estimate 90,2152 1928, 1 Fr. "airmail" with plate flaw "two points
over of the upper Deceit area", mint never hinged,
superb, abridged certificate Geigle, Michel 150.127II ★★
estimate 45,2153 1928, 1 Fr. "airmail" with plate flaw "dot over
upper Deceit area under RG from Saar region", mint
never hinged, superb, abridged certificate Geigle,
Michel 150.127VI ★★
estimate 45,2154 1928, 1 Fr. "airmail" with plate flaw "left outer
frame in height of the fourth Kreissegments from above
broken", mint never hinged, superb, abridged certificate
Geigle, Michel 100.127VII ★★
estimate 30,2155 1928, "paintings I", margin copies, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 1100.128-34 ★★
estimate 380,-

SAAR
2156 1928, 40 C. - 3 Fr. "paintings I", 6 mint never
hinged superb items, Michel 232.128-33 ★★
estimate 60,2157 1928, 3 Fr. "paintings I" with plate flaw "dot left
above at the first E in Saar region", left margin copy,
very fine MNH, Michel (180.-)
133I ★★
estimate 65,2158 1929, "paintings II", always block of four from of
the left lower corner of the sheet, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel (800.-)
135-41
★★
estimate 280,2159 1929, "paintings II", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 200.135-41 ★★
estimate 60,2160 1929, "paintings II", very fine set, abridged
certificate Geigle, Michel 260.135-41
estimate 90,2161 1929, 40 C. "paintings II" with plate flaw "lower
bar of the 2. E in Saar region missing", in the strip of
three with normal stamps, very fine MNH, Michel 63.135I ★★
estimate 20,2162 1929, 10 Fr. "paintings II", on piece, superb,
abridged certificate Geigle, Michel (170.-)
141
estimate 60,2163 1929, 10 Fr. "paintings II" in the gutter pair, very
fine MNH, Michel 500.141ZW ★★
estimate 150,2164 1930, "landscape pictures VI and VII", always in
the corner margin block of four with date of printing,
very fine MNH, Michel 159.142/3 Br
★★
estimate 50,2165 1931, "paintings III" in blocks of four from of the
left lower corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel (1800.-)
144-50
★★
estimate 550,2166 1931, "paintings III", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 450.144-50 ★★
estimate 130,2167 1931, "paintings III", stamp "HANWEILER", no.
146 thin spot otherwise very fine set, photo expertize
Geigle, Michel 650.144-50
estimate 190,2168 1921, "paintings III" in horizontal gutter pairs,
mint never hinged, except for the 10 Fr. is the gutter
vertical folded otherwise superb, Michel 1340.144-50ZW ★★
estimate 380,2169 1931, "paintings IV" in blocks of four, except for
1 Fr. always from the left upper corner, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel (2600.-)
151-57
★★
estimate 850,2170 1931, "paintings IV", very fine set mint never
hinged from upper margin, Michel 650.151-57 ★★
estimate 200,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SAAR
77
2171 1931, "paintings IV", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 650.151-57 ★★
estimate 190,2172 1932, 1. 50 Fr. "paintings IV", single franking on
cover to Switzerland, superb
154
estimate 110,2173 1931, 5 Fr. "paintings IV", superb, Michel 320.157 ★★
estimate 100,2174 1932, "airmail" and 90 C. "barracks Saarlouis", 3
mint never hinged superb items, Michel 225.158/9,160 ★★
estimate 70,2175 1933, 90 C. "barracks Saarlouis" (2x) and 1. 50
Fr. "castle and cathedrals" on postage exceeding tariff
rate registered letter to Switzerland, superb
160,164
estimate 45,2176 1932, 90 C. "barracks Saarlouis" with variety "I
and O from Helio mutilates", superb, expertized Geigle,
Michel 80.160I
estimate 25,2177 1932, "castle and cathedrals" in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (3000.-)
161-67
★★
estimate 1.000,2178 1932, "castle and cathedrals", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 750.161-67 ★★
estimate 250,2179 1933, "Explositionsunglück", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 270.168-70 ★★
estimate 90,2180 1933, 5 Fr. "Explositionsunglück" on postage
exceeding tariff rate registered letter to Lucerne, superb
170
estimate 75,2181 1934, "imagery from cathedrals" in corner margin
blocks of four, 2 Fr. with gutters!, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel (1120.-)
171-77
★★
estimate 380,2182 1934, "imagery from cathedrals", margin copies,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 280.171-77 ★★
estimate 100,2183 1934, "imagery from cathedrals", margin copies
with attached blank fields, 1 Fr. normal perforation,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 280.171-77 ★★
estimate 90,2184 1934, 60 C., 2 and 3 Fr. "imagery from
cathedrals" on postage exceeding tariff rate registered
letter to Switzerland, superb
172,175/6
estimate 45,2185
1934,
"referendum"
in
postfrischenEckrandviererblocks with dates of printing,
2 stamps of the 2 Fr. insignificant perforation fault, 15
superb souvenir sheets, Michel 980.179-93 Br
★★
estimate 290,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SAAR
2186 1934, "referendum", as well variety Michel no.
193III, in mint never hinged corner margin blocks of
four with Footpaths, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (835.-)
179-94
★★
estimate 250,2187 1934, "referendum", only margin pieces, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 180.179-94 ★★
estimate 60,2188 1934, 3 - 10 Fr. "referendum", 3 superb items,
expertized Geigle, Michel 127.192-94
estimate 40,2189 1934, 10 Fr. referendum" with plate flaw "white
line through diamond the 0 in 10", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 250.194II ★★
estimate 80,2190 1934, 10 Fr. "referendum" with plate flaw "white
line through diamond the 0", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 100.194II ★
estimate 30,2191 1934, 10 Fr. "referendum" with plate flaw "spot
on the 4. circumvolution from at the bottom on the
rights column", mint never hinged, superb, Michel
250.194III ★★
estimate 80,2192 1934, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 65.195-98 ★★
estimate 20,2193 1934, "airmail" in lower right corner margin
blocks of four with dates of printing, also the varieties
Michel no. 196V and 198I, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (606.-)
195-98 Br
★★
estimate 200,2194 1934, "referendum", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 170.199-205 ★★
estimate 55,2195 1935, "referendum" on letter with a set (registered
letter) to France, superb
199-205
estimate 100,2196 Approximate. 1930, "Saarbrücken", sheet with 16
vignettes of the tourist office Saarbrücken, superb
★★
estimate Gebot
2197 Green vignette "Telegraphy of the Saar region",
superb
★★
estimate Gebot
GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA SAAR OFFICIALS
2198 1922, "landscape pictures III", very fine set mint
never hinged (12 values), Michel 350.D 1-11I,II ★★
estimate 120,2199 1922, 25 C. "new city hall" in the right upper
corner margin block of four, as well field 9 with
overprint error PF VIII, mint never hinged, superb
D 6I
★★
estimate 35,2200 1922, 75 C. "earthenware factory", right margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.D 10 ★★
estimate 35,-

GERMAN PLEBISCITE AREA SAAR OFFICIALS
78
2201 1922, 75 C. "earthenware factory" with plate flaw
"diagonally line right in the water", thin place, on face
superb, Michel 180.D 10PF VII
estimate 30,2202 1922, 1 Fr. "Ludwig church", type I, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 180.D 11I ★★
estimate 60,2203 1923, 25 C. "new city hall" block of four, as well
plate flaw PF V, mint never hinged, superb
D 14II ★★
estimate 75,2204 1927, "landscape pictures V", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 220.D 16-21 ★★
estimate 75,FREE CITY GDANSK
2205 1920, 15 Pf. "Germania" on correctly franked
forerunner picture postcard with stamp "Gdansk * 5 k",
superb, abridged certificate Gruber
DR 101
estimate 20,2206 1920, 1 M. red with plate flaw "lower half the
Flags cord at the right picture edge is absent", used
within the period of validity "Gdansk", superb,
abridged certificate Gruber, Michel 180.8II
estimate 60,2207 1920, 1. 25 M. bluish green, used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Soecknick, Michel 300.9b
estimate 100,2208 1920, 2 M. dark cobalt blue with plate flaw "line
in the E" (field 5), used within the period of validity
"Gdansk 5b", superb, photo expertize Soecknick,
Michel 260.11bII
estimate 90,2209 1920, 2. 50 M. rose-carmine, used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 1v", superb, photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel 900.12c
estimate 300,2210 1920, 3 M. black gray violet, used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 5e", superb, photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel (1200.-)
13b
estimate 400,2211 1920 5 on 30 Pf. with overprint error "overprint 5
vertical cleaved", block of four with normal stamps,
used within the period of validity "Gdansk 5k", superb,
photo expertize Gruber, Michel (300.-)
16I
estimate 100,2212 1920, 60 on 30 Pf., double overprint, superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner and Infla, Michel 200.19DDII
estimate 70,2213 1920, 60 on 30 Pf., double overprint, once feebler,
used within the period of validity, superb, abridged
certificate Gruber, Michel 200.19DDII
estimate 65,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

FREE CITY GDANSK
2214 1920, 15 Pf. black brown violet, used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Soecknick, Michel 320.22b
estimate 110,2215 1920, 2 M. on 35 Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 500.28II ★
estimate 170,2216 1920, 2 M. on 35 Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", used within the period of validity
"Gdansk", superb, photo expertize Gruber, Michel 700.28II
estimate 250,2217 1920, 3 M. on 7½ Pf., double net pattern
overprint, "tips to the top", used within the period of
validity "Gdansk LANGFUHR z", on piece, superb, R!,
photo expertize Soecknick, Michel (800.-)
29III
estimate 290,2218 1920, 5 M. on 2 Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", used within the period of validity, superb,
abridged certificate Soecknick, Michel 170.30II
estimate 60,2219 1920, 10 Pf. on 7½ Pf., light grey burelage, "tips
downward", with plate flaw "D from Gdansk above
flattened out", used within the period of validity,
punched, superb, abridged certificate Gruber, Michel
180.31IIPF IV
estimate 40,2220 1920, 2 Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 120.32 ★
estimate 40,2221 1920, 2 Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service", used within the period of validity "Sopot e",
superb, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel 550.32
estimate 190,2222 1920, 2 Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service" with overprint error "overprint bar vertical
divided", gum remains, very fine, Michel 350.32I ★
estimate 80,2223 1920, 2½ Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 170.33 ★
estimate 60,2224 1920, 7½ Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service", used within the period of validity, superb,
abridged certificate Soecknick, Michel 190.35
estimate 65,2225 1920, 7½ Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service" with overprint error "Denzig", superb, Michel
200.35I
estimate 70,2226 1920, 30 Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service", lower margin copy, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.37 ★★
estimate 70,2227 1920, 50 Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 200.39 ★
estimate 70,-

FREE CITY GDANSK
79
2228 1920, 50 Pf. "small internal purposes of the
service", used within the period of validity "Gdansk
5b", superb, photo expertize Dr. Oechsner, Michel
1000.39
estimate 350,2229 1920, 1 - 10 M., lilagrauer burelage, "tips to the
top", rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel 120.41-46I ★
estimate 40,2230 1920, 1¼ M. on 3 Pf., lilagrauer burelage, "tips
downward" with overprint error "z in Gdansk vertical
broken", used within the period of validity "Gdansk 1t",
superb, R!, photo expertize Gruber, Michel 1000.42II/VIII
estimate 350,2231 1920, 2 M. on 35 Pf., lilagrauer burelage, "tips
downward", used within the period of validity "Sopot
c", superb, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel 330.43II
estimate 110,2232 1920, 2 M. on 35 Pf., without burelage, used
within the period of validity "Sopot c", on piece,
superb, R!, photo expertize Gruber, Michel (1200.-)
43III
estimate 450,2233 1920, 3 M. on 7½, lilagrauer burelage, "tips
downward", used within the period of validity "Sopot
c", on piece, superb, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel
(500.-)
44II
estimate 180,2234 1921, "cog", 2 mint never hinged superb sets,
Michel 145.53-65 ★★
estimate 45,2235 1921, 25 - 80 Pf. "cog" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 180.63-65
★★
estimate 65,2236 1921, "airmail", watermark 2, in blocks of four
from the margin (mostly from the corner of the sheet),
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 120.66-71
★★
estimate 35,2237 1921, "small national coat of arms", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 100.73-86 ★★
estimate 35,2238 1921, 5 Pf. dark orange in the vertical pair, in part
missing color print at the right margin, used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate Gruber
73
estimate 75,2239 1921, "tuberculosis week" always on piece with
date-appropriate cancellation "Gdansk LANGFUHR z",
3 superb pieces, photo expertize Gruber, Michel (400.-)
90-92
estimate 140,2240 1921, 60 Pf. "tuberculosis week", used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Soecknick, Michel 140.91
estimate 50,2241 1922, 9 M. dark reddish orange / dark magenta,
watermark 2Y, in the left upper corner margin block of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (72.-)
99Y
★★
estimate 25,-

FREE CITY GDANSK
2242 1922, 9 M. dark reddish orange / dark magenta,
watermark 2Y, used within the period of validity
"Gdansk LANGFHUR d", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 220.99Y
estimate 75,2243 1922, 50 M. and 100 M. "large national coat of
arms", watermark 2X, always in the right lower corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (240.-)
100/1Xa
★★
estimate 80,2244 1922, 50 M. red / gold, watermark 2X, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (260.-)
100Xa ★★
estimate 90,2245 1922, 50 M. red / gold, watermark 2X, mint never
hinged, small defects in the roulette otherwise superb,
Michel 260.100Xa ★★
estimate 70,2246 1922, 50 M. red / gold, watermark 2X, used
within the period of validity "GROSSZÜNDER", right
a missing perf otherwise superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 800.100Xa
estimate 220,2247 1922, 50 M. red / gold, watermark 2X, superb,
Michel 140.100Xa
estimate 50,2248 1922, 50 M. lilac red / gold, watermark 2X, in the
upper left corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb
100Xb
★★
estimate 20,2249 1922, 50 M. lilac red / gold, watermark 2X, used
within the period of validity "Gdansk 5b", superb,
photo expertize Gruber, Michel 300.100Xb
estimate 110,2250 1922, 100 M. dark vermilion / dark green olive,
watermark 2X, in the upper right mint never hinged
corner margin block of four, as well field 9 with plate
flaw "green line lower right at the coating of the N in
Gdansk", superb
101X PFI
★★
estimate 120,2251 1922, 100 M. dark vermilion / dark green olive,
watermark 2Y, used within the period of validity
"Gdansk 5l", superb, photo expertize Gruber, Michel
350.101Y
estimate 120,2252 1922, 6 on 3 M. carmine red in the left lower
corner margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (60.-)
106b
★★
estimate 25,2253 1922, 6 on 3 M. carmine red block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 60.106b
★★
estimate 20,2254 1922, 5 Pf. blackish opal green, watermark
liegend., mint never hinged, superb, Michel 150.108Y ★★
estimate 50,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2255 1922, 5 Pf. blackish opal green, watermark
liegend., used within the period of validity, some short
teeth otherwise superb, abridged certificate Dr.
Oechsner, Michel 340.108Y
estimate 85,2256 1923, "airmail", watermark 3, in right upper
corner margin blocks of four, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel (96.-)
112-18
★★
estimate 35,2257 1923, "airmail", watermark 3, in blocks of four
from right margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (96.-)
112-18
★★
estimate 30,2258 1923, "airmail", watermark 3, with additional
franking on slightly postage exceeding tariff rate
register
airmail
letter,
with
date-appropriate
cancellation "Gdansk 1a" to Berlin south end, on the
back arrival postmark and red two-line cancel "with
airmail transported letter post office Berlin", cover
vertical folded, stamps superb, photo expertize Gruber
112-18
estimate 480,2259 1923, 50 M. medium greenish blue, used within
the period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Gruber, Michel 200.139
estimate 70,2260 1923, 500 M. red / blackish gray green in the
horizontal strip of three, close stamp left and wide
stamp in the middle, mint never hinged, superb,
abridged certificate Gruber
144 ★★
estimate 40,2261 1923, 1000 M. red / black brown, watermark
upright, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 300.145X ★
estimate 100,2262 1923, 40 - 250 T and 1 million. On 10000 M. in
blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 294.158-60,163
★★
estimate 80,2263 1923, postal stamps, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 90.158-68 ★★
estimate 30,2264 1923, 40 T. On 200 M. red orange, used within
the period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Gruber, Michel 280.158
estimate 100,2265 1923, 200 T. On 200 M. red orange, used within
the period of validity" (new) a pond", superb, photo
expertize Gruber, Michel 400.160
estimate 140,2266 1923, 1 million. On 10000 M. red orange, used
within the period of validity "TIEGENH (OF) ", some
shorter perforation otherwise superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 650.163
estimate 180,2267 1923, 10 million. On 1 million. M., red orange,
used within the period of validity, superb, abridged
certificate Gruber, Michel 120.168
estimate 40,-
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2268 1923, 10 million. On 1 million. M. red orange
with plate flaw "oblique through K from Mark", in the
block of six from the left upper corner with normal
stamps, mint never hinged, superb
168II ★★
estimate 20,2269 1923, 250000 M. bright red, used within the
period of validity, superb, abridged certificate
Soecknick, Michel 480.177
estimate 160,2270 1923, 500000 M. bright red, used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 3", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 480.178
estimate 160,2271 1923, 2 million. On 100000 M. bright red / black,
used within the period of validity "ZO (PP) OT b",
superb, photo expertize Gruber, Michel 480.179
estimate 160,2272 1923, "large coat of arms", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 500.181-92 ★★
estimate 170,2273 1923, "large coat of arms", 5 G. Manufactured
paper fold, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
500.181-92 ★★
estimate 160,2274 1923, "large coat of arms", rest of hinge, very fine
set, Michel 100.181-92 ★
estimate 35,2275 1923, 1 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red with plate
flaw "oblique through K from Mark", superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner and Infla, Michel 150.189I
estimate 50,2276 1923, 1 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red with
overprint error "u in Guilder at the bottom open", used
within the period of validity, superb, abridged
certificate Soecknick, Michel 120.189II
estimate 40,2277 1923, 2 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red with plate
flaw "oblique through K from Mark", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 60.190I ★
estimate 20,2278 1923, 2 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red with plate
flaw "oblique through k from Mark", used within the
period of validity, superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel 300.190I
estimate 110,2279 1923, 2 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red with
overprint error "u in Guilder at the bottom open", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 130.190II ★★
estimate 45,2280 1923, 3 G. And 5 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red,
manufactured paper folding, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 320.191/2 ★★
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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2281 1923, 3 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red, used within
the period of validity, superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel 200.191
estimate 65,2282 1923, 5 G. On 1 million. M. lilac red, used within
the period of validity, left lower corner perforation
added to otherwise superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel 700.192
estimate 160,2283 1924, "national coat of arms" in corner margin
blocks of four (25 Pf. only lower margin), as well
Michel no. 193xa and 195xa, very fine set mint never
hinged, R!, Michel (2680.-)
193-201x
★★
estimate 900,2284 1924, 5 Pf. reddish orange, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 80.193xa ★★
estimate 25,2285 1924, 15 Pf. dark greenish gray, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 80.195xa ★★
estimate 25,2286 1924, 25 Pf. dark turquoise gray / vermilion,
normal perforation, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
150.197xa ★★
estimate 45,2287 1924, 30 Pf. green / vermilion, upper margin
copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.198xa ★★
estimate 25,2288 1924, 50 Pf. dark ultramarine / vermilion, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 90.200xa ★★
estimate 30,2289 1924, 75 Pf. dark violet magenta / vermilion,
upper margin copy, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(60.-)
201xa ★★
estimate 25,2290 1924, 75 Pf. dark violet magenta / vermilion, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 60.201xa ★★
estimate 20,2291 1924, "airmail" in blocks of four from the margin,
2½ G. Manufactured gum crease, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 880.202-06
★★
estimate 280,2292 1924, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 220.202-06 ★★
estimate 75,2293 1924, 20 Pf. "airmail" with plate flaw "vertical
line right besides left polygonal spire and color point
before engine", superb, abridged certificate Soecknick,
Michel 250.203I
estimate 90,2294 1924, "views I", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 600.207-11 ★★
estimate 200,2295 1924, 1 G. "views I" from the left upper corner,
very fine MNH, Michel (560.-)
207
★★
estimate 190,-
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2296 1924, 2 G. "views I" from the left upper corner,
very fine MNH, Michel (1040.-)
208
★★
estimate 350,2297 1929, "philatelic exhibition" in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 220.217-19a
★★
estimate 75,2298 1929, "philatelic exhibition" with special
cancellations on registered letter by airmail to Bochum,
superb
217-19
estimate 20,2299 1929, 25 Pf. dark gray blue / black "international
philatelic exhibition", special cancel, superb, photo
expertize Soecknick, Michel 280.219c
estimate 100,2300 1930, "15. November", very fine / superb, Michel
850.220-30 ★★
estimate 190,2301 1923, "Luposta" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 1000.231-35
★★
estimate 300,2302 1932, "Luposta", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 250.231-35 ★★
estimate 85,2303 1934, "winter help work", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 270.237-39 ★★
estimate 80,2304 1934, "winter help work", mint never hinged, set
very fine, Michel no. 239 a short perforation, Michel
270.237-39 ★★
estimate 65,2305 1935, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 80.251-55 ★★
estimate 25,2306 1935, "buildings" in corner margin blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (88.-)
256-58
★★
estimate 25,2307 1935, 10 Pf. black opal green in the block of four
from the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
360.259a
★★
estimate 100,2308 1935, 10 Pf. black opal green, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 90.259a ★★
estimate 25,2309 1936, "buildings" in corner margin blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (400.-)
262-66
★★
estimate 130,2310 1936, "buildings", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.262-66 ★★
estimate 30,2311 1937, souvenir sheet "DAPOSTA" in blackish
opal green with plate flaw "large dot in lower wrapper
of the S in DAPOSTA", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 500.Bl. 1bII
estimate 170,-
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2312 1937, souvenir sheet "DAPOSTA" in black blue
with plate flaw "line between S and T in DAPOSTA",
stamp "Gdansk airmail", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 300.Bl. 2bIII
estimate 100,2313 1937, "Danziger cottage" in blocks of four, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 140.274/5
★★
estimate 40,2314 1937, souvenir sheet "trade exhibition", very fine
MNH, Michel 140.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 50,2315 1937, souvenir sheet "trade exhibition", special
cancel, superb, Michel 110.Bl. 3
estimate 40,2316 1937, souvenir sheet "trade exhibition" with plate
flaw "right picture edge notched", special cancel
"DANZIGER trade exhibition", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 240.Bl. 3I
estimate 80,2317 1938, "ships" in corner margin blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (260.-)
284-88
★★
estimate 90,2318 1938, "ships", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 65.284-88 ★★
estimate 20,2319 1939, 10 Pf. dark green, coil perforation,
horizontal gum rippling, superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 400.292Dy
estimate 140,2320 1938, 1 G. Yellowish red / black, on piece,
superb, abridged certificate Soecknick, Michel 140.297
estimate 50,2321 1938, 15 - 50 Pf. "airmail", 3 superb items
299-301
estimate 35,2322 1939, "Day of the Postage Stamp" and "doctors
and naturalist" in left upper corner margin blocks of
four, 2 mint never hinged superb sets
302-08
★★
estimate 35,FREE CITY GDANSK OFFICIAL STAMPS
2323 1921, 1 M. reddish orange / carmine red with
plate flaw "left sheet of the g from Gdansk is absent",
used within the period of validity, superb, abridged
certificate Soecknick, Michel 150.D 11I
estimate 50,2324 1922, 80 Pf. dark green, used within the period of
validity "Gdansk 5", superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel 300.D 16
estimate 100,2325 1922, 80 Pf. dark green, "horizontal watermark",
used within the period of validity "TIEGENHOF free
city Gdansk", minimal shorter tips of the teeth
otherwise superb, R!, photo expertize Soecknick,
Michel 1800.D 16Y
estimate 500,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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2326 1922, 6 on 3 M. carmine red, used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 5b", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel 350.D 25b
estimate 120,2327 1922, 6 M. red carmine, used within the period of
validity" (there) NZIG (5) l", superb, photo expertize
Gruber, Michel (450.-)
D 26b
estimate 160,2328 1923, 50 M. red / medium greenish blue,
watermark 3X, used within the period of validity
"Gdansk 5", on piece, superb, photo expertize Gruber,
Michel (600.-)
D 33X
estimate 220,2329 1923, 300 M. red / bluish green, used within the
period of validity "Gdansk 5b", superb, photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel 500.D 35
estimate 180,2330 1923, 50 M. medium greenish blue, used within
the period of validity "Gdansk 3", superb, photo
expertize Soecknick, Michel (1900.-)
D 36
estimate 680,2331 1923, 100 M. blackish olive green, used within
the period of validity "Gdansk 5f", superb, photo
expertize Gruber, Michel 550.D 37
estimate 190,2332 1923, 500 M. red / blackish gray green, used
within the period of validity" (TIEGEN) farmyard",
superb, photo expertize Gruber, Michel 600.D 39
estimate 200,2333 1923, 1000 M. red / black brown, superb,
expertized Dr. Oechsner and Infla, Michel 120.D 40
estimate 40,2334 1924, "national coat of arms", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 800.D 41-51 ★★
estimate 280,2335 1924, "national coat of arms", except for 25 Pf.
complete set, 10 superb items, all expertized, Michel
268.D 41-45,47-51
estimate 80,2336 1924, 25 Pf. dark turquoise gray / lively vermilion
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 280.D 46a
★★
estimate 90,2337 1924, 25 Pf. dark turquoise gray / lively
vermilion, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.D 46a ★★
estimate 25,2338 1925, 35 Pf. ultramarine with plate flaw "hyphen
at the 2. e from free, cross-stroke above in S from city",
left some tips of the teeth slightly shortened otherwise
superb, photo expertize Gruber, Michel 250.D 48I
estimate 75,2339 1924 20 Pf. blackish purple ultramarine / vivid
prussian-blue in the block of four from the lower
margin, as usual perforated, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.D 49a
★★
estimate 30,-
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2340 1924, 40 Pf. blackish purple ultramarine / medium
cyan, superb, expertized Soecknick, Michel 140.D 49b
estimate 50,2341 1924, 50 Pf. dark ultramarine / vermilion in the
right upper corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (400.-)
D 50
★★
estimate 150,2342 1924, 50 Pf. dark ultramarine / vermilion, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (100.-)
D 50 ★★
estimate 35,2343 1924, 75 Pf. dark violet magenta / vermilion block
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 880.D 51
★★
estimate 290,2344 1924, 75 Pf. dark violet magenta / vermilion, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 220.D 51 ★★
estimate 75,FREE CITY GDANSK POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
2345 L923, 100 Pf. dark magenta, watermark 3, used
within the period of validity "TIEGENHOF", superb,
photo expertize Gruber, Michel 900.P 15Y
estimate 300,2346 1923, 200 Pf. dark magenta, watermark 3, used
within the period of validity" (there) NZIG (5) f",
superb, R!, photo expertize Gruber, Michel 1600.P 16Y
estimate 560,2347 1923, 300 Pf. dunkelpupur, watermark 3, used
within the period of validity "Gdansk LANGFUHR a",
superb, R!, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel 1500.P 17Y
estimate 500,2348 1923, 400 Pf. dunkelpupur, watermark 3, used
within the period of validity "Gdansk LANGFUHR a",
superb, R!, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel 1500.P 18Y
estimate 500,2349 1923, 500 Pf. dark magenta, watermark 3, used
within the period of validity "Gdansk 1s", superb, photo
expertize Gruber, Michel 400.P 19Y
estimate 140,2350 1923, 800 Pf. dunkelpupur, watermark 3, used
within the period of validity" (Gdansk) 5 (b) ", superb,
RR!, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel (2200.-)
P 20X
estimate 750,2351 1923, "small coat of arms" with overprint in
blocks of four, except for Michel no. 26 from upper
margin, very fine set mint never hinged
P 26-29II
★★
estimate 20,2352 1923, 5000 on 50 M. dark magenta, overprint
sooty, used within the period of validity "OLIVA C",
superb, R!, photo expertize Gruber, Michel (1700.-)
P 26I
estimate 600,2353 1923, 5000 on 50 M. dark magenta, overprint
shining, used within the period of validity" (TIE)
GENHOF", superb, R!, photo expertize Gruber, Michel
(1700.-)
P 26II
estimate 600,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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2354 1923, 10000 on 20 M dark magenta, overprint
sooty, used within the period of validity "PRAUST 1",
superb, R!, photo expertize Tworek, Michel (1700.-)
P 27I
estimate 600,2355 1923, 10000 on 20 M dark magenta, overprint
shining, used within the period of validity "Gdansk
LANGFUHR z", on piece, superb, R!, photo expertize
Soecknick, Michel (1700.-)
P 27II
estimate 650,2356 1923, 50000 on 500 M dark magenta, overprint
sooty, used within the period of validity "Gdansk",
superb, R!, photo expertize Gruber, Michel (1700.-)
P 28I
estimate 600,2357 1923, 50000 on 500 M dark magenta, overprint
shining, used within the period of validity "Gdansk",
superb, R!, photo expertize Tworek, Michel (1700.-)
P 28II
estimate 600,2358 1923, 100000 on 20 M dark magenta, overprint
shining, used within the period of validity "Gdansk 5f",
superb, RR!, photo expertize Soecknick, Michel
(2000.-)
P 29II
estimate 700,2359 1923, "large national coat of arms", watermark 4,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 220.P 30-37 ★★
estimate 75,FREE CITY GDANSK PORT GDANSK
2360 1925, "eagle in the laurel wreath" in blocks of
four, mint never hinged, as usual manufactured
gumming, very fine set, Michel (1920.-)
1-11
★★
estimate 550,2361 1925, "eagle in the laurel wreath", as usual
manufactured gumming, 2 Gr. rest of hinge otherwise
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 480.1-11 ★★
estimate 130,2362 1925, "eagle in the laurel wreath", rest of hinge,
very fine set, Michel 60.1-11 ★
estimate 20,2363 1929, 5 Gr. blackish gray violet and 25 Gr.
mid-brown red, always in the block of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.20,22
★★
estimate 20,2364 1933, 1 Zl. Black gray in the lower left corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (720.-)
25
★★
estimate 260,2365 1933, 1 Zl. Black gray, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 180.25 ★★
estimate 65,2366 1936-38, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
no. 31 plate II, Michel 109.29-37 ★★
estimate 35,2367 1936, 25 Gr. blackish green blue, plate II, in the
pair from of the right lower corner of the sheet, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (80.-)
31II ★★
estimate 25,-
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2368 1938, "Republic Poland", very fine set, Michel
110.34-37
estimate 35,FREE CITY GDANSK COLLECTIONS, LOTS
2369 Extensive part of a collection on Schaubek sides
with many good middle issues, almost only superb
condition
,★
estimate 350,KLAIPEDA
2370 1920, 4 with on 2 Fr. reddish orange / pale
greenish blue, type I, with overprint error "horizontal
bar the 4 thickened", in the pair with normal stamp
from the corner of the sheet, mint never hinged, superb
31IyPF Ia ★★
estimate 75,2371 1921, 60 Pf. on 40 C. - 20 M. on 45 C., very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 110.36-39 ★★
estimate 35,2372 1921 "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 280.40-46 ★★
estimate 100,2373 1921 "airmail" on special delivery registered letter
to Switzerland, Michel no. 41 perforation fault
otherwise superb
40-46
estimate 120,2374 1921, 4 with on 2 Fr. reddish orange / gray
turquoise with overprint error "4 thickened", in the
vertical pair from the corner of the sheet with normal
stamp, mint never hinged, superb, expertized Dr.
Petersen, Michel (320.-)
46Ia ★★
estimate 110,2375 1922, 20 Pf. on 20 C. gray brown and 20 Pf. on 25
C. blue, 2 mint never hinged superb items, Michel 90.56/7 ★★
estimate 30,2376 1922, 3 M. on 60 C. dark gray violet / cobalt with
variety "large blue dot behind Memel", rest of hinge,
superb
79 ★
estimate 100,2377 1922, 30 M. on 5 Fr. blackish blue / pale
brown-ochre, gap between 30 and Mark 3. 9 mm in lieu
of 2. 8 mm", mint never hinged, superb, expertized Dr.
small, Michel 80.96II ★★
estimate 25,2378 1922, 1. 25 M. on 60 C. dark gray violet / cobalt,
gap between Mark and 25 3. 7 in lieu of 4. 2 mm, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 50.100II ★★
estimate Gebot
2379 1922, "Country printing office Paris" in blocks of
four, 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 336.110-20
★★
estimate 110,2380 1922, "Country printing office Paris", 11 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 84.110-20 ★★
estimate 25,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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2381 1923, 10 on 2 M. on 45 C., gap between 2 and
Mark 3. 9 in lieu of 2. 7 mm, mint never hinged,
superb, expertized Dr, small, Michel 65.121II ★★
estimate 20,2382 1923, "Country printing office Kowno" in blocks
of four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (480.-)
124-28
★★
estimate 150,2383 1923, "Country printing office Kowno", mint
never hinged, very fine set, Michel 120.124-28 ★★
estimate 35,2384 1923, 100 M. on 25 C. dark vermilion with plate
flaw "upper right corner of the right value box wide
open", mint never hinged, superb, Michel - .
127V ★★
estimate 75,2385 1923, "printing plant Rytas" in blocks of four, as
usual manufactured gum crease, mint never hinged,
very fine set
129-34
★★
estimate 120,2386 1923, "printing plant Rytas", mint never hinged, 7
superb items, Michel 170.129-34,129I ★★
estimate 55,2387 1923, 10 M. on 5 C. greenish-blue, overprint
without" (Memel) " and double beam, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 50.129I ★★
estimate Gebot
2388 1923, "Country printing office Kowno" in blocks
of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 880.135-40
★★
estimate 260,2389 1923, "Country printing office Kowno", mint
never hinged very fine set, Michel 220.135-40 ★★
estimate 65,2390 1923, 10 M. on 5 C. and 25 M. on 25 C. - 200 M.
on 1 L., 5 superb items, expertized Huylmans, Michel
91.135,137-40
estimate 30,2391 1923, 10 M. on 5 C. greenish-blue in the
horizontal pair, right stamp with overprint error "further
gap between 2. and 3. star", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 225.135II ★★
estimate 70,2392 1923, 20 M. on 5 C. greenish-blue with overprint
error "thickly Colon right besides last star", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 280.136II ★★
estimate 90,2393 1923, "crests rider" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 920.141-50
★★
estimate 280,2394 1923, "crests rider", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 230.141-50 ★★
estimate 70,2395 1923, 25 M. bright reddish orange with plate flaw
"5 of the left 25 damaged as well margin line over it
broken", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.143II ★★
estimate 25,-
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2396 1923, 300 M. olive in the lower right corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (360.-)
147
★★
estimate 110,2397 1923, 300 M. olive and 500 M. gray lilac, mint
never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 180.147,149 ★★
estimate 50,2398 1923, 500 M. gray lilac in the block of four from
the lower margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(360.-)
149
★★
estimate 110,2399 1923, 500 M. gray lilac with plate flaw "white
spot over R in MARKIU", in the pair with normal
stamp, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 450.149II ★★
estimate 140,2400 1923, "port jubilee issue", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 500.151-63 ★★
estimate 150,2401 1923, "port jubilee issue", mint never hinged, as
usual perforated very fine set, Michel 500.151-63 ★★
estimate 120,2402 1923, "port jubilee issue", clean first hinges, very
fine set, Michel 70.151-63 ★
estimate 20,2403 1923, 10 C. on 25 M. bright reddish orange in the
block of ten from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
as well type B 4x in the horizontal type pair, mint never
hinged, superb, R!
169 ★★
estimate 350,2404 1923, 10 C. on 25 M. bright reddish orange, type
AII and AIII, 2 superb items, expertized Dr. small
169AII/AIII
estimate 35,2405 1923, 15 C. on 25 M. bright reddish orange with
overprint error "overprint 5 in lieu of 15", in the
horizontal pair with normal stamp, rest of hinge, superb
170PFV ★
estimate 80,2406 1923, 50 C. on 500 M. gray lilac, type BI, mint
never hinged, superb
173BI ★★
estimate 65,2407 1923, 30 C. on 500 M. gray lilac in the block of
ten from of the right lower corner of the sheet, mint
never hinged, superb
175 ★★
estimate 220,2408 1923, 30 C. on 500 M. gray lilac, type I and III,
4x on registered letter to Mersig, 2 stamps defect
otherwise superb cover
175I,II
estimate 100,2409 1923, 2 C. on 50 M. yellow green, type III and II
together in the horizontal pair, on piece, superb, R!,
abridged certificate Huylmans
177 W 2
estimate 120,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind
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2410 1923, 2 C. on 50 M. yellow green, type III and IV
in the block of ten from of the right lower corner of the
sheet, as well 2 horizontal type pairs 177W3, mint
never hinged, superb, R!
177III,IV ★★
estimate 250,2411 1923, 3 C. on 40 M. bright gray violet in the block
of ten from of the right lower corner of the sheet,
various overprint types, mint never hinged, superb
178 ★★
estimate 150,2412 1923, 3 C. on 40 M. bright gray violet, type I-III,
3 superb items, expertized Huylmans
178I-III
estimate 20,2413 1923, 5 C. on 100 M. dark rose, type III and IV, in
the block of four from the lower margin, as well
horizontal type pair 180W4, mint never hinged, superb,
R!
180III,IV
★★
estimate 380,2414 1923, 5 C. on 100 M. dark rose, type IV, in the
right lower corner margin block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, R!
180IV
★★
estimate 280,2415 1923, 1 L. on 1000 M. greenish-blue, type VI and
IV in the horizontal type pair with right margin, rest of
hinge, as usual perforated superb, R!
182W13 ★
estimate 220,2416 1923, 2 C. on 20 M. dark reddish yellow with
shifted overprint, in the horizontal pair with right
margin, mint never hinged, superb
184 ★★
estimate 75,2417 1923, 50 C. on 1000 M. greenish-blue in the block
of four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 120.191
★★
estimate 40,2418 1923, "port jubilee issue", clean first hinges, very
fine set, Michel 85.193-205 ★
estimate 25,2419 1923, 1 L. on 800 M. blue with overprint error
"close gap between 1 and litas", superb, expertized Dr.
Petersen, Michel 130.202I
estimate 45,2420 1923, 15 C. on 100 M. dark rose "close distance",
very fine (thin), expertized Huylmans
211Ie
estimate 20,2421 1923, 10 C. on 25 M. - 60 C. on 50 M., rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 150.230-33 ★
estimate 50,2422 1923, 30 C. on 400 M. on 1 L. brown, mint never
hinged, as usual perforated superb, Michel 80.232 ★★
estimate 20,2423 1923, 15 - 60 C. "Memel country", type I, rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 750.234-37I ★
estimate 250,-

KLAIPEDA
86
2424 Extensive clean part of a collection Memel from
1920-1922 with many special feature, parts of sheets as
well 20 documents, interesting collection for the
specialists, almost only superb condition, inspect!
, , , ★ ★, ★
estimate 750,-

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

GERMAN LOCAL ISSUE OPD HALLE
2425 1923, OPD Halle, fee label type Ia, stamp
"Droughts mountain", postcard coupon, superb
1Ia
estimate Gebot
BOHEMIA & MORAVIA
2426 1939, "Head pictures and landscapes", very fine
set mint never hinged, expertized Gilbert, Michel 130.1-19 ★★
estimate 40,2427 1939, "Head pictures and landscapes", very fine
set, expertized Gilbert, Michel 400.1-19
estimate 110,2428 1939, 4 - 10 Kc. "landscapes" on special delivery
registered letter (vertical folded) from "Prague" to to
consume, stamps superb
17-19
estimate 65,2429 1939, 5 Kc. "Olomouc" with horizontal empty
space, corner of the sheet, very fine MNH, expertized
Gilbert, Michel (50.-)
18LW ★★
estimate 30,2430 1941, 2 K. "Ölmütz" as margin copy with plate
star on registered letter with additional franking, superb
31
estimate 40,2431 Official stamps: 1944, 3 K. brown olive on return
receipt from district court for civil court matter Brno,
superb
D 10
estimate 20,2432 1943 / 44, Theresienstadt: 12 interesting
documents to and from there, as well 4 receipts for
delivery from Vienna, 5 Postbestätigungskarten and 3
acknowledgments of receipts, superb
estimate 160,2433 35 unused, mostly different postal stationery
postcards Bohemia and Moravia, superb
estimate 40,GENERALGOUVERNEMENT
2434 1939, "Hindenburg" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (144.-)
1-13
★★
estimate 55,2435 1940, postal stamps in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel (680.-)
14-39
★★
estimate 240,2436 1940, postal stamps, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 170.14-39 ★★
estimate 60,2437 1940, postal stamps, very fine set, Michel 150.14-39
estimate 50,-

GENERALGOUVERNEMENT
2438 1940, "winter help", always in the strip of ten with
lower margin of sheet, all with form number "1", 1x
vertical between the stamps folded, mint never hinged,
superb
59-62 ★★
estimate 50,2439 1941, "Hitler", always in the right lower corner
margin block of four with designer names, mint never
hinged, superb
71-82
★★
estimate 35,2440 1942, "Hitler" in blocks of four from the margin,
except for 50 Gr. all from of the right lower corner of
the sheet with designer names, mint never hinged,
superb
83-88
★★
estimate 25,2441 Official stamps: 1940, "Highness sign" in left
upper corner margin blocks of four, 1 Zl. Manufactured
gum defect, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(280.-)
D 1-15
★★
estimate 90,2442 Official stamps: 1940, "Highness sign", very fine
set on 2 special delivery registered letters from
Cracow" to Liechtenstein with arrival postmarks
D 1-15
estimate 30,2443 Official stamps: 1943, "castle Cracow", always in
the corner margin block of four, except for Michel no.
36 all with plate numbers, mint never hinged, superb
D 25-36
★★
estimate 35,2444 Collection Generalgouvernement from 1939-44,
almost only superb condition
★,
estimate 40,GERMAN. BES. II. WW ALBANIA
2445 1943, postal stamps, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 450.1-14 ★★
estimate 150,2446 1944, "airman injured", normal perforation, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 100.15-21 ★★
estimate 25,GERMAN. OCC. II. WW ESTONIA
2447 1941, 30 Pf. "territory postal service" with variety
"A in Estonia broken", in the horizontal pair with
normal stamp, as usual perforated superb, Michel 95.3IY ★★
estimate 30,GERMAN. BES. II. WW FRANCE DUNKIRK
2448 1940, 25 C. blue-green block of four (upper left
stamp a shortened perf) with overprint in type I on
cover from Ghyvelde to Dunkerque, superb, signed
11I
estimate 380,-

GERMAN. BES. II. WW GUERNSEY
87
2450 1942, "money paper", always with left margin,
superb, Michel (150.-)
4/5
estimate 50,GERMAN. BES. II. WW JERSEY
2451 1941, 1 P. red, chalky paper, block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 320.2z ★★
estimate 80,2452 1941, 1 P. red, chalky paper, very fine MNH,
Michel 80.2z ★★
estimate 20,2453 1942, "Red Cross" cover with on the back reply,
various stamp and censorships, very fine
estimate 50,GERMAN. BES. II. WW COURLAND
2454 1945, 12 on red-brown, rouletted, horizontal gum
rippling, with variety "short foot the 2", very fine
MNH, Michel 50.4ByI ★★
estimate 20,GERMAN. BES. II. WW LJUBLJANA
2455 "Earned Slovenes", red, perforated, in 2 vertical
strip of three, as well variety VI / I, very fine MNH,
expertized Krischke
I-VIAd ★★
estimate 250,GERMAN. BES. II. WW MACEDONIA
2456 1944, 1 on 10 St. Orange red in the horizontal pair
with gutter, superb, Michel 300.1ZW ★★
estimate 90,2457 1944, 3 on 15 St. Pale blue in the horizontal pair
with gutter, very fine MNH, R!, Michel 600.2ZW ★★
estimate 190,2458 1944, 20 on 7 L. black blue with variety "open o
in Makedonia", in the complete set on cover, superb,
photo expertize Brunel
7IX
estimate 580,GERMAN. BES. II. WW MONTENEGRO
2459 1943, 25 C. - 2 L. "national administration
commission", 4 superb items, Michel 240.10-13 ★★
estimate 65,2460 1944, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 350.29-35 ★★
estimate 120,-

GERMAN. BES. II. WW RUSSIA LJADY
2461 1941, 60 Kop. on 1 Pf. black, overprint black
violet, right margin copy, superb, RR!, photo expertize
Zirath, Michel (6000.-)
1b
estimate 1.600,GERMAN. BES. II. WW FRANCE LEGIONNAIRE STAMPS
GERMAN.
BES.
II.
WW
SERBIA
2449 1941, "polar bear souvenir sheet", mint never
2462 1941, "prisoner of war", "tips downward" in the
hinged, superb, Michel 800.Bl. I ★★
estimate 280,- counter sheet set (25), all with engravers mark!,
manufactured gumming, mint never hinged, superb,
RR!, Michel approximate 4500.Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
54-57A ★★
estimate 1.000,Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet
Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

GERMAN. BES. II. WW SERBIA
2463 1941, "prisoners of war" in 4 horizontal strip of
three, 0. 50 - 2 D. "tips to the top", 4 D. "tips
downward", mint never hinged, superb
54-57II-IV ★★
estimate 100,2464 1941, 0. 50 D. "prisoners of war", tips to the top,
type I-IV together in the horizontal strip, superb,
Michel (106.-)
54I-IV ★★
estimate 35,2465 1942, 7 Din. "monasteries" with at the bottom
attached blank field, manufactured gum crease, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 400.79L ★★
estimate 120,-

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE II. WW DOCUMENTS88
2475 1936 / 7, legion Condor: documentation with 16
covers and 17 letter contents of an Air Force member
the unit "Beekeeper Horch", of the listing in Berlin till
to the use by Salamanca, superb condition, RR!
estimate 2.250,2476 1936, military-registered letter from troop
exercises place Hay mountain with appropriate
registration label and green one-line cancel "free by
exemption providing franking privilege richly" and
green letter cancel "8. company / Inf. Regiment
Heilbronn", superb
estimate 180,2477 1938, legion Condor: Freiwilligenbrief with
GERMAN. BES. II. WW UKRAINE
scarce contents and German censorship (green R7) to
2466 1942, 15 and 40 Pf. "Hitler" on registered letter Marburg, very fine
with provisional stamp and registration label
estimate 750,"NIKOLAJEW", superb
2478 1938, "urgent armed forces thing" from Vienna
9,15
estimate 50,- with the Request of the pain circles commands Vienna
to the Pain detection, superb
GERMAN. BES. II. WW ZARA
estimate 80,2467 1943, 50 C. + steel helmet, overprint type III,
superb, expertized Krischke, Michel 270.2479 1939, notification card over allocation the
20III ★
estimate 90,- fieldpost number, stamp "DÖBERITZ Practice place",
punched otherwise superb postcard
GERMAN. BES. II. WW COLLECTIONS AND LOTS
estimate 20,2468 Old unused part of a collection Bes. Give. II with
2480
1940,
army
postal
service
postcard
with
middle issues
informations over the correct Dienstgradbezeichnung at
★
estimate 60,the army postal service, special cancel "Lodz Day of
2469 Collection Bes. Give. II with Bohemia and the Postage Stamp", superb
Moravia, Alsace, Generalgouvernement, as well
estimate 20,Lorraine Michel no. 1-16 upper margin copies, rotary
2481
1941
/
2,
SS
voluntary
legion
"Norway"
(army
printing, double collected in the Lindner album with
mounts, unused complete (mainly mint never hinged) postal service no. 18149 and 47260), 6 fieldpost service
and used except for 3 small values complete, almost letters in English marked documentation from 9 sides,
condition condition varies
only superb condition
estimate 340,★ ★, , ★
estimate 390,2470 1940 / 1, collection Bes. Give. II with Alsace, 2482 1942, fieldpost postcard from Prague with
Lorraine and Luxembourg, almost only centric machine cancel "DFUTSCHE REICHSPOST", superb
estimate 20,cancellation on letter pieces, superb, Michel 149.,
estimate 35,- 2483 1943, "Hohenstauffen - 9. SS Tank division", 4
different fieldpost service letters the FP-no. 22728A,
FIELDPOST STAMPS
57254, 25219, 21991, all with aquiline and
2471 1942 / 3, "air fieldpost", 3 different better Normstempeln, superb
documents, superb
estimate 85,1A/B
estimate 45,2484 1943, through army postal service transported
2472 1943, "Tunis stamp for small parcels", without registered mailing with provisional registered
gum, superb
provisional cancel "R over Dresden 24", superb
(★)
estimate 70,estimate 50,2473 1944, "Agramer overprint", perforated, overprint 2485 1944, Free corps "DANMARK", 2 SS fieldpost
dark blue, as usual perforated on fieldpost letter to service letters from and to the SS barracks
Bückenhof, slight defects from opening the cover, Graz-Wetzeldorf, superb
expertized Pickenpack, Michel 1300.estimate 130,10AbII
estimate 380,2486 1944, radio messages card of the Command the
2474 1942 / 3, 3 air fieldpost covers with different war navy uncirculated Nazaire with fieldpost number M
Reference stamp H / F
08682, vertical folded, superb
42
estimate 35,estimate 120,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE II. WW DOCUMENTS
2487 1944, Estnisches Ersatzbattallion "NARWA"
(army postal service no. 11201A), air mail letter with
2x Michel no. 13 to Frankfurt, superb
estimate 100,2488 Netherlands, 29. 6. 44, card F / F from a dutch by
1. March favor. 33 Homburg to his brother by 04091
estimate 70,2489 Unused fieldpost card, left tracked vehicle, superb
estimate Gebot
2490 1939-42, 10 fieldpost documents, mainly to Kiel,
amongst other things from Versuchsverband
"Versuchsboot nautilus" (3x), a little mixed quality
estimate 35,2491 1941-43, AFRICA-CORPS: 19 interesting
fieldpost documents with different FP numbers, from
campaign beginning till end, superb condition
estimate 580,2492 1942 / 3, AFRICA-CORPS, German Air Force
multiples: 17 fieldpost documents with different FP
numbers, detailed described, superb condition
estimate 680,2493 1942 / 44, SS Bodyguard Regiment "Adolf
Hitler\": 3 different fieldpost service letters with
service- and FP number cancel, as well special unit
Künsberg, FP-no. 03359, almost only superb
estimate 120,2494 1945, 44 documents, mostly with contents, of the
German Air Force to and from Austria from mainly in
North Germany stationed multiples, as well night
hunting, fighter squadron, paratroopers etc., mostly
superb
estimate 220,2495 Over 40 documents II. WW, treasure trove,
condition varies, inspect!
estimate 50,WAR MAILS AND PROPAGANDA FORGERIES
2496 1944, ½ P. "King George VI", without gum,
superb, Michel 85.3 (★)
estimate 25,2497 1944, 1½ P. "King George VI" in the vertical
gutter pair, superb
5ZS
estimate 100,2498 1944, 1½ P. "King George VI", overprint
"Bermudas", superb, Michel 140.11IVg
estimate 50,2499 1944, 2 P. "King George VI", overprint "Bahama
Islands" and "Trinidad" in the vertical gutter pair,
superb, R!
12IVf,eZS
estimate 170,2500 1944, 2½ P. "King George VI", overprint
"jamaica", without gum, superb, Michel 140.13IV (★)
estimate 50,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

WAR MAILS AND PROPAGANDA FORGERIES89
2501 1941 / 3, allied Kriegspostpropaganda:
Einschreibzensurbrief with British Flaggenaufkleber
and War loan Victory Luftposteindruck on
US-Flugkatastrophenbrief
estimate 25,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 ALTDÖBERN
2502 10. 1. 1946, 6 Pf. "numeral of value violet",
position II, superb postcard, expertized Weigelt with
attest
1II
estimate 600,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 APOLDA
2503 1945, 5 Pf. green, sheets downward, on philatelic
card, superb
1II
estimate 25,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 BAD NAUHEIM
2504 1946, 54 Pf. black / violet on registered letter with
54 Pf. "at the" post, superb, Michel (650.-)
A2
estimate 250,2505 1945 / 6, Freistemplerbrief at Industrial Trade
Union colours with censorship mark and registered
letter to Wiesbaden with 84 Pf. (Michel. No. 5XII),
superb
estimate 90,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 DESSAU
2506 1946, "reconstruction", unperforated, on
commemorative card, superb, Michel (75.-)
I-IIIB
estimate 25,2507 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with
double overprint in the strip of three from of the lower
right corner of the sheet, superb, RR!, photo expertize
Zierer
IIIADD ★★
estimate 120,2508 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with
double overprint, superb, expertized Zierer
IIIADD ★★
estimate 40,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 DÖBELN
2509 Proof: 1945, 12 Pf. bright carmine red with
Misprint "Döbcln" (c in lieu of e), cover left not
completely perfectly, stamp superb, RR!, expertized
Sturm (with attest)
PII/I
estimate 900,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 FINSTERWALDE
2510 1946, 8 Pf. dark blue violet and experimental
perforation 8 Pf. yellowish red "vertical perforation" as
well 2x 40 Pf. on small-format registered letter, superb,
expertized Zierer
5b,5aVaII
estimate 190,2511 1946, souvenir sheet "reconstruction", large coat
of arms, mint never hinged, very fine (corner crease),
Michel 80.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 20,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 FREDERSDORF
2512 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red "engraved printing" with
violet rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu" and
Michel no. 8 on card (reverse unlabeled), superb
25
estimate 220,2513 1945, 6 Pf. "Hitler" postal stationery postcard
with scarce official stamp, vacuously used, superb,
expertized Zierer
DR P 314
estimate 50,2514 1945, 6 Pf. "military combat days", on piece,
superb, expertized Zierer
F 818
estimate 50,2515 1945, postal stationery postcard 6 Pf. "Hitler"
with propaganda additionally print, unmailed used with
cancellation adjusted seal of office, superb, R!,
expertized Dr. Harder
DR P 314I
estimate 75,2516 1945, 5 - 12 Pf., frame size 31X23 mm, small
numeral of value with 12 Pf. additional franking on
philatelic registered letter from 15. November, superb,
expertized Zierer (as piece signed)
Sp124,57-60
estimate 220,2517 1945, 12 Pf. on 8 Pf. "Provisional arrangement"
on superb cover
Sp 125
estimate 100,2518 1945, 5 Pf., frame size 38x21 mm, with variety
"overprint bluish violet", on superb postcard, expertized
Dr. Harder (as piece signed)
Sp 161FI
estimate 80,2519 1945, 8 Pf., frame size 38x21 mm, on cover from
15. oct, stamp glueing fold otherwise superb, photo
expertize Dr. Harder
Sp 163
estimate 65,2520 1945, XII Pf., frame size 38x21 mm, with variety
"overprint medium rose", on piece, superb, signed,
Michel (140.-)
Sp 164F
estimate 50,2521 1945, 5 Pf., frame size 43x31. 5 mm, large
numeral of value, with variety "numeral of value
lateral" on printed matter with fee-paid stamp, superb
Sp 170F
estimate 100,2522 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 43x31. 5 mm, large
numeral of value, with variety "numeral of value
lateral", on piece, superb, Michel 160.Sp 171FI
estimate 55,2523 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 43x31. 5 mm, large
numeral of value, with variety "numeral of value
lateral", on printed matter from 18. oct, minimal
blotched otherwise superb
Sp 171FI
estimate 80,2524 1945, 8 Pf., frame size 43x31. 5 mm, large
numeral of value, with variety "numeral of value
lateral" on local letter with fee-paid stamp, superb
Sp 172F
estimate 100,-

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 FREDERSDORF
90
2525 1945, 8 Pf., frame size 43x31. 5 mm, small
numeral of value, on piece, defective, expertized Dr.
Harder (full signed), Michel 110.Sp 176
estimate 25,2526 1945, 5, 6 and XII Pf., frame size 18X25 mm,
with additional franking Sp 163FI and 164F on
registered postcard (reverse unlabeled), superb
Sp 205/6,08
estimate 260,2527 1945, 5 - 30 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large
numeral of value, XII Pf. a round corner otherwise very
fine set, R!, printing 100 sets, Michel (750.-)
Sp 226-30
estimate 240,2528 1945, 5 - XII Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large
numeral of value, with postmarks from 2. August, 4
superb pieces, partly signed, Michel 600.Sp 226-29
estimate 150,2529 1945, 5 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large numeral
of value, on postcard, superb, expertized Zierer
Sp 226
estimate 100,2530 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large numeral
of value, vacuously used on card with stamp from 27.
September, superb, expertized Zierer
Sp 227
estimate 50,2531 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large numeral
of value, with variety "numeral of value lateral" on
superb postcard with fee-paid stamp
Sp 227FIII
estimate 110,2532 1945, 6 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large numeral
of value, with variety "numeral of value bluish violet,
overprint medium rose, a numeral of value at the
bottom", on vacuously cancelled card, superb,
expertized Zierer (as piece signed)
Sp 227FIV
estimate 70,2533 1945, 8 and XII Pf., frame size 28X19 mm, large
numeral of value, on registered letter, superb
Sp 229/30
estimate 120,2534 1945, 5 - 12 Pf., frame size 28X19 mm and 30 Pf.,
frame size 38x28 mm, small numeral of value, on
philatelic registered postcard, superb
Sp231-34,50
estimate 160,2535 1945, 5 - 12 Pf., frame size 38x28 mm, small
numeral of value and 30 Pf., frame size 39x23. 5 mm,
on piece with stamp from 5. November, superb, Michel
620.Sp246-49,55
estimate 170,2536 1945, 30 Pf. frame size 38x28 mm, small numeral
of value, with stamp from 7. November, on piece,
superb, expertized Sturm, Michel 300.Sp 250
estimate 75,2537 1945, postal stationery postcard 6 Pf. (FM rose
and numeral of value violet), unmailed used, superb,
R!, photo expertize Dr. Harder
PA 02b
estimate 120,-

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GLAUCHAU
2538 1945, 15 on 6 Pf. bright blue violet "double
overprint" in the horizontal strip of three, a value with
variety "cube higher", very fine MNH, Michel 252.5aDDI ★★
estimate 60,2539 1945, 15 on 6 Pf. bright blue violet "double
overprint" in the horizontal strip of three, a value with
variety "r in circle with different foot", superb, Michel
266.5aDDV ★★
estimate 65,2540 1945, 15 on 3 Pf. brown with always 3x Michel
no. 1 and 3 on registered letter from
"WALDENBURG" to Chemnitz (with notation
retroactive cancelled), superb cover, R!
21
estimate 290,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GÖRLITZ
2541 1945, 8 Pf. red orange, gray paper, unperforated,
superb cover, R!
3U
estimate 150,2542 1945, 6 Pf. red orange, yellowish chalky paper,
left margin copy, left unperforated, on postcard, superb,
R!
15UI
estimate 150,LOCAL ISSUE GROSSRÄSCHEN FORERUNNER
2543 1946, 10 Pf. "insured parcel" with variety
"indication of value missing" and 15 Pf. black on
brownish red, unperforated, in the pair in each case
with variety "cash on delivery in the common Roman
type not crossed out, red indication of value left at the
bottom" on registered letter with additional franking,
superb, RR!, expertized shrub, Michel (3300.-)
V 1F,V 2IV
estimate 1.200,2544 1945, 15 Pf. black on brownish red in the pair,
cash on delivery in the common Roman type, on piece,
superb, expertized Sturm, Michel (600.-)
V 2AI
estimate 220,2545 1945, 15 Pf. black on brownish red, cash on
delivery in the common Roman type, on piece, superb,
expertized Sturm, Michel 300.V 2AI
estimate 110,2546 1945, 15 Pf. black on brownish red, perforated,
cash on delivery in the common Roman type, 3x on
registered letter, superb, expertized Sturm
V 2AI
estimate 390,2547 1945, 15 Pf. black on brownish red, perforated,
cash on delivery in the common Roman type, in the pair
with additional franking on registered postcard, superb,
expertized Sturm (as piece signed)
V 2AI
estimate 230,2548 1945, 15 Pf. black on brownish red, cash on
delivery in the common Roman type, not crossed out in
the pair with additional franking (Michel. No. 8, 9 and
36) on registered letter to Zittau, superb, RR!, photo
expertize Dr. Arenz
V 2IV
estimate 750,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

LOCAL ISSUE GROSSRÄSCHEN FORERUNNER
91
2549 1945, 15 Pf. "travels", upper margin copy, superb
cover, signed
V 5h
estimate 220,2550 1945, 30 Pf. "time label" with variety "indication
of
value
10
improved
in
30"
with
Addition-Mischfrankatur on registered letter to
Dresden, superb, R!, expertized Sturm with attest,
Michel (1100.-)
V 9I
estimate 380,2551 1945, 15 Pf. "customs form", "only an indication
of value", on piece, superb, expertized Sturm, Michel
(400.-)
V 11a
estimate 140,2552 1945, 15 Pf. "customs form", "only an indication
of value", on philatelic card, superb, expertized Kunz
(as piece signed)
V 11a
estimate 150,2553 1945, 24 on 30 Pf. "customs" with
Addition-Mischfrankatur on Einschreibbrief front page,
superb, Michel (650.-)
V 19
estimate 270,2554 1945, 6 Pf. "numeral of value black in lieu of
red", unperforated, superb, expertized Dr. Arenz,
Michel 400.V 22IU
estimate 140,2555 1945, 6 Pf. "numeral of value black in lieu of
red", unperforated, with 12 Pf. red, unperforated, on
small-format cover, superb, as piece signed
V 22IU,V 26U
estimate 320,2556 1945, 12 Pf. red, unperforated, superb, expertized
Dr. Arenz, Michel 600.V 26U
estimate 180,2557 1945, 12 Pf. red, unperforated, superb cover,
expertized Zierer, Michel 800.V 26U
estimate 220,2558 1945, 12 Pf. red, unperforated and 40 Pf. black
"time" with additional franking on postage exceeding
tariff rate registered letter, superb, photo expertize
Kunz
V 26U,V 27
estimate 380,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GROSSRÄSCHEN
2559 1945, 5 Pf. on yellow with margins, rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Kunz, Michel 1200.3S ★
estimate 190,2560 1945, 5 (double perforation! ), 10 and 30 Pf. "fee
stamps from strip", superb, Michel no. 6S expertized
Sturm (as piece signed)
3S,6S,10S
estimate 480,2561 1946, 5 Pf. "fee stamp from strip" in the vertical
strip of four with Michel no. 9 and 11 on registered
letter, superb, RR!, expertized Zierer
3S
estimate 680,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 GROSSRÄSCHEN
2562 1946, 5 and 30 Pf. "fee stamps from strip" with
additional franking on registered letter, superb,
expertized Zierer
3S,10S
estimate 350,2563 1945, 10 Pf. on yellow with margins, on piece,
superb, Michel 450.6S
estimate 160,2564 1945, 4 Pf. in cold print, unperforated, type III,
superb, Michel 250.14BIII
estimate 90,2565 1945, 12 Pf. black on green, type I, superb,
Michel 65.25I
estimate 20,2566 1945, 12 Pf. black on green, type III, with Michel
no. 18AI and 20AI on registered letter, superb
25III
estimate 390,2567 1945, 12 - 40 Pf., type I, always with plate flaw
"S without head" (field 7), in horizontal pairs with
normal stamps, very fine MNH, Michel (910.-)
25-27IPFII ★★
estimate 300,2568 1945, 12 Pf. black on green, type IV
(Schusterkammer), superb, Michel 200.25IV ★★
estimate 70,2569 1945, 24 Pf. black on lilac, type IV, on piece,
superb, Michel (200.-)
26IV
estimate 75,2570 1945, 40 Pf. black on rose lilac, type I, with
Michel no. 13AI on registered letter, superb, expertized
Zierer
27bI
estimate 110,2571 1946, 30 Pf. on rose with variety "hand stamp
"post" blue" and 12 Pf. additional franking on
registered letter, very fine, signed
30F
estimate 120,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 HAMBURG
2572 1945, registration label "Lübeck Dummersdorf"
as 30 Pf. stamp used, cover with block of four 6 Pf. first
issue of stamps for Germany after WW II. With partial
plate number, traces, superb, RR!
2
estimate 200,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 LÖBAU
2573 1945, 6 Pf. "Hitler" with blue violet authentic
overprint on "Bräuer" blanco card, stamp "LÖBAU n"
(at present not to expertize), superb, expertized Zierer
(as piece signed) and photo expertize Kunz
1
estimate 650,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 LÜBBENAU
2574 1946, 6 Pf. "reconstruction", unperforated, double
impression, in the horizontal pair with special cancel on
superb piece, expertized Sturm, Michel (300.-)
2BDD
estimate 120,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

LOCAL ISSUE 1945 MEISSEN
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2575 1945, 6 Pf. bright violet, part sheet from 25
pieces, as well no. 32II, a value affixed otherwise
superb, Michel 102.32b ★★
estimate 20,2576 1945, 12 Pf. brown red "reconstruction",
unperforated, upper margin copy, with additional
franking on Kempe registered letter, superb
38aB
estimate 70,2577 1946, 12 Pf. dark lilac brown "reconstruction",
unperforated, with additional franking on Kempe
registered letter from first day, superb
38bB
estimate 110,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 NAUMBURG
2578 1946, 12 Pf. dark rose red block of four (2 vertical
tête-bêche pairs with both types), superb
6 SK ★★
estimate 70,2579 1946, 12 Pf. dark rose red in the vertical
tête-bêche pair with both types, very fine MNH, Michel
100.6SK ★★
estimate 35,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 NETZSCHKAU REICHENBACH
2580 1945, 8 Pf. vermilion, type IIa, with 6 Pf. on
piece, superb, Michel (160.-)
6IIa
estimate 60,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 HORSE WINE
2581 1946, "570 years Roßwein", superb, Michel 120.1/2 ★★
estimate 40,2582 1946, "570 years Roßwein", overprint brown red,
with 6 Pf. violet on small-format registered letter,
superb
2
estimate 45,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 SPREMBERG
2583 1946, 6 Pf. violet ultramarine, unperforated, with
variety "numeral of value 6 inverted", block of four
with normal stamps on superb cover, expertized Zierer
10BK
estimate 120,2584 1946, "reconstruction III", unperforated, sheetlet
set (30), superb, Michel (180.-)
19/20B
estimate 55,LOCAL ISSUE 1945 STRAUSBERG
2585 1946, commemorative page "construction",
without gum, superb, Michel 65.Bl. 3 (★)
estimate 20,ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2586 "ALTDÖBERN", 11. 1. 46, violet one-line cancel
"taxe precu" with underline, cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2587 "ALTENBURG (THÜR) ", 28. 11. 45, two-line
cancel "taxe precu" with underline on authorities letter,
very fine
estimate Gebot
Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2588 "ALZEY taxe precu", 30. 9. 46, oval cancel on
cover, handwritten "24", superb
estimate Gebot
2589 "ANNAHÜTTE a (Lower Lusatia) ", 7. 1. 46,
violet underlined one-line cancel "taxe precu", superb
cover
estimate Gebot
2590 "ARNSTADT 1", 22. 9. 45, red two-line cancel
"taxe precu", handwritten note, amongst other things
"25 / 9 return", one-line cancel "26. 9. 45", cover very
fine, expertized AG. THÜR
estimate Gebot
2591 "BAD BRÜCKENAU", 23. 2. 46, red one-line
cancel "Pfg taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2592 "BAYREUTH 2 taxe precu", 22. 8. 46, red double
oval cancel on authorities letter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2593 "BIBERACH taxe precu", 10. 6. 47, promotional
printed matter of a stamps dealer, superb
estimate Gebot
2594 "BREMEN 5", 13. 10. 45, red elliptic postmark
"taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2595 "hill (BADEN) ", 25. 2. 47, violet two-line cancel
"taxe precu taxe percue", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2596 "CELLE", 30. 8. 48, red three lines frame cancel
"taxe precu 2", printed matter, superb
estimate Gebot
2597 "CHEMNITZ 11", 21. 7. 48, violet rectangle
cancel with two lines "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2598 "COTTBUS", 1. 8. 48, violet triangle stamp "Rpf.
/ 24 / fee / paid", vacuously cancelled advertising cover
"Philathelisten Congress Cottbus", superb
estimate Gebot
2599 " (19) DESSAU 1", 16. 7. 48, violet one-line
cancel "taxe precu", offical letter very fine
estimate Gebot
2600 "DINGOLFING", 4. 7. 46, small one-line cancel
"taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2601 "DRESDEN fire protection and Rescue being",
10. 7. 48, red square R 2 "taxe precu", authorities letter,
superb
estimate Gebot
2602 "EBINGEN (WÜRTT) taxe precu", 19. 4. 47, red
elliptic postmark, window envelope, superb
estimate Gebot
2603 "EISENACH paid", 14. 2. 48, adhesive label
"urgent printed matter", once folded, superb
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
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2604 "Erford", 16. 4. 46, red rectangle cancel with one
line "taxe precu", on registered letter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2605 "Attain", 2. 1. 46, violet rectangle cancel with two
lines "taxe precu / -Rpf. ", "24" handwritten, superb
cover
estimate Gebot
2606 "FLENSBURG 1 taxe precu", 5. 2. 46, elliptic
postmark, authorities letter, punched, very fine
estimate Gebot
2607 "FRANKFURT (MAIN) ", 11. 1. 46, violet
two-line cancel "taxe precu", postcard with censorship
stamp to Mannheim, superb
estimate Gebot
2608 "FREIBURG (BREISGAU) ", 8. 4. 46, two ring
cancel "paid", handwritten "1. 08" and numerical cancel
"0469" on registered letter, superb
estimate Gebot
2609 "FÜRSTENZELL", 24. 4. 46, rectangle cancel
with one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2610 "GEISINGEN (BADEN), 17. 4. 6", violet
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu port paye",
small superb cover
estimate Gebot
2611 "GELSENKIRCHEN", 13. 10. 46, violet two-line
cancel "taxe precu", on printed matters advertising
postcard, superb
estimate Gebot
2612 "GLEIDORF (SAUERLAND) ", 28. 9. 45, red
one-line cancel "taxe precu", on the back defects from
opening the cover, otherwise superb cover
estimate Gebot
2613 "GROSSRÜCKERSWALDE", 3. 12. 45,
handwritten "Give. Paid" on tracing service card,
superb
estimate Gebot
2614 "GÜSTROW", 20. 8. 45, red rectangle cancel
with two lines "taxe precu", superb postcard
estimate Gebot
2615 "HAGEN (WESTF) ", 27. 12. 45, violet one-line
cancel "taxe precu" on printed matter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2616 "Hamburg 1", 19. 11. 45, red rectangle cancel
with two lines "taxe precu" on printed matter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2617 "HEIDELBERG 1", 4. 2. 46, red two-line cancel
"taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2618 "HENGERSBERG", 16. 10. 45, violet makeshift
stamp frame cancel with two lines "taxe precu",
handwritten "12" inserted, superb cover
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2619 " (15) HILDBURGHAUSEN", 07. 11. 45, violet
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", superb
cover
estimate Gebot
2620 "14 HORB (NECKAR) taxe precu", 14. 11. 45,
superb cover
estimate Gebot
2621 "HOYERSWERDA", 26. 9. 45, violet one-line
cancel "taxe precu", tracing service card, superb
estimate Gebot
2622 "ILMENAU 1", 29. 10. 45, violet R4 "taxe percue
/ RM__Rpf. / angen__ / gepr___", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2623 "JENA", 15. 2. 46, red one-line cancel "taxe
precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2624 "KAISERSLAUTERN taxe precu", 2. 10. 46, red
elliptic postmark, superb cover
estimate Gebot
2625 "KAISERSLAUTERN taxe precu", 11. 2. 47, red
elliptic postmark with 2 Stars, on commercial cover,
superb
estimate Gebot
2626 "KARLSTADT", 14. 5. 46, one-line cancel "taxe
precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2627 "KEMPTEN (Allgäu) 2 taxe precu", 19. 8. 46, red
elliptic postmark, cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2628 "KIRCHBERG (Saxony) ", 20. 11. 45, red
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu" with 2
points, superb cover
estimate Gebot
2629 "KIRN", 30. 8. 47, red rectangle cancel with one
line "taxe precu", wrapper very fine
estimate Gebot
2630 "Coblenz", 24. 5. 46, handwritten" 06", violet
postmaster stamp "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2631 "Constance", 30. 1. 46, violet rectangle cancel
with two lines "taxe precu port paye", small registered
letter to Berlin
estimate Gebot
2632 "KRIEBITZSCH (KR ALTENBURG), 31. 7. 45,
handwritten "fee designates "and underlined red
two-line cancel "taxe precu", on cover, very fine
estimate Gebot
2633 "KUPFERBERG (OBERFR) ", 5. 4. 46, one-line
cancel "taxe precu", official letter, a little yollowed
otherwise superb
estimate Gebot
2634 "KÖNIGSEE (THÜRING) taxe precu", 1. 9. 45,
red elliptic postmark on still used fieldpost card, superb
estimate Gebot

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
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2635 "KÖTHEN (ANHALT) ", 13. 8. 45, red rectangle
cancel with two lines "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2636 "LAHR (Black Forest) ", 15. 3. 46, red two ring
cancel "taxe precu", on form card from Bureau of Labor
Offenburg, superb
estimate Gebot
2637 "LANDSBERG (b HALLE. SAALE) ", 16. 10.
45, one-line cancel "delivery charge stamp paid",
superb cover
estimate Gebot
2638 "LANGENAU FREIBERG (SACHS 2) ", 31. 11.
45, red rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu",
tracing service card, superb
estimate Gebot
2639 "LEIPZIG REICHSMESSE", 20. 8. 45, viletter
two-line cancel "taxe precu / 12 Rpf", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2640 "LEIPZIG empire fair city", 12. 10. 45, violet
two-line cancel "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2641 "LICHTENAU over ANSBACH", 19. 2. 46, red
one-line cancel "taxe precu" superb cover
estimate Gebot
2642 "LOBSTÄDT (BZ. LEIPZIG) ", 28. 9. 45, violet
two-line cancel "taxe precu" and dated postmark on
tracing service card, very fine
estimate Gebot
2643 "LUDWIGSHAFEN (RHEIN) ", 2. 7. 47, red
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", superb
cover
estimate Gebot
2644 "LÜCHOW", 11. 9. 45, red rectangle cancel with
one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2645 "MAGDEBURG Country", 29. 12. 48, rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2646 "MAINZ 3", 19. 12. 45, violet rectangle cancel
with one line "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2647 "MANNHEIM 2 taxe precu", 16. 1. 47, printed
matter very fine
estimate Gebot
2648 "Marktheidenfeld", 20. 11. 45, violet rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", the word "Zustell"
was in the stamp removed, cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2649 "market WALD", 29. 2. 46, one-line cancel "taxe
precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2650 " (15) MEININGEN", 27. 10. 45, red one-line
cancel "taxe precu", commercial cover, superb
estimate Gebot

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2651 "MEININGEN", 6. 12. 45, red one-line cancel
"taxe precu", on printed matter, superb, expertized AG
THÜR
estimate Gebot
2652 "MEISSEN 1 taxe precu", 15. 10. 48, red two ring
cancel on promotional postcard, superb
estimate Gebot
2653 "MEPPEN", 05. 10. 45, red rectangle cancel with
one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2654 "MINDEN (WESTF) ", 07. 9. 49, violet rectangle
cancel with two lines "taxe precu", advertising
postcard, superb
estimate Gebot
2655 "Munich", 5. 4. 46, rectangle cancel with one line
"taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2656 "Munich 5", 22. 12. 45, rectangle cancel with one
line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2657 "NAILA", 2. 11. 45, black elliptic postmark "taxe
precu", reverse slight defects from opening the cover,
otherwise superb cover
estimate Gebot
2658 "NAUMBURG (SAALE) 1", 04. 9. 45", rectangle
cancel with two lines and two-line cancel "taxe precu",
on registered letter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2659 "NEUHAUS on RENNWEG", 11. 8. 45, violet
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", on
authorities letter, superb, expertized AG THÜR
estimate Gebot
2660 "NEUSTADT (AISCH) ", 17. 12. 45, rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2661 "NEUSTRELITZ", 9. 10. 45, violet rectangle
cancel with two lines "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2662 "NORDHAUSEN 2", red rectangle cancel with
two lines "taxe precu" on postcard, very fine
estimate Gebot
2663 "Nuremberg", 19. 3. 46, violet one-line cancel
"taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2664 "NÖRDLINGEN", 17. 1. 46, red rectangle cancel
with one line "taxe precu", Suchdienstbrief, superb
estimate Gebot
2665 "ÖHNINGEN RADOLFZELL (Lake Constance)
", . . 45, violet rectangle cancel with one line "taxe
precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2666 "OPPENAU (RENCHTAL) ", 29. 8. 46, red
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", printed
matter card, superb
estimate Gebot

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
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2667 "ORTRAND (KR LIEBENWERDA) ", 11. 4. 46,
blue rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu",
superb cover
estimate Gebot
2668 "OTTOBEUREN", 02. 6. 46, one-line cancel
"taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2669 "PERLEBERG", 22. 8. 45, violet rectangle cancel
with two lines "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2670 "PILNITZ", handwritten 28. 6., large one-line
cancel "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2671 "QUERFURT", 15. 10. 45, violet "taxe precu" on
tracing service card, superb
estimate Gebot
2672 "REDWITZ a RODACH", 13. 11. 45, red
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", handwritten
"12", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2673 "RENDSBURG", red rectangle cancel with one
line "taxe precu", printed matter without town cancel
and date, superb
estimate Gebot
2674 "ROSENHEIM 1", 14. 8. 48, one-line cancel
"taxe precu", printed matter, superb
estimate Gebot
2675 "Sand stream", 1946, rectangle cancel with one
line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2676 "SCHWENNINGEN (Neckar) taxe precu", 4. 6.
46, superb cover
estimate Gebot
2677 "SENFTENBERG", 22. 9. 47, violet rectangle
cancel with two lines "taxe precu", printed matter,
superb
estimate Gebot
2678 "SOLPKE (ALTMARK) ", 15. 1. 46, violet
one-line cancel "taxe precu" with underline, cover to
the tracing service, superb
estimate Gebot
2679 "STAUDERNHEIM (approximate) ", 15. 4. 47,
two-line cancel "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2680 "ST INGBERT (SAAR) ", 25. 2. 47, violet
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu", printed
matter very fine
estimate Gebot
2681 "STUTTGART 14", 10. 12. 45, blue rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2682 "STUTTGART-DEGERLOCH", 10. 7. 46, red
one-line cancel "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot

ALLIED OCCUPATION TAXE PRECU
2683 "TANGERMÜNDE", red one-line cancel "taxe
precu", superb postcard
estimate Gebot
2684 "TETTNANG", 2. 1. 47, red rectangle cancel with
two lines "taxe precu. . . Rpf. ", handwritten "24",
authorities letter, superb
estimate Gebot
2685 "TIEFENSTEIN ALBBRUCK", 16. 7. 47, red
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", violet
one-line cancel "6 Pf. ", also printed matter, superb
estimate Gebot
2686 "TRIBERG (Black Forest) ", 8. 8. 46, red
rectangle cancel with one line "taxe precu", superb
postcard
estimate Gebot
2687 "UNTERGRIESBACH", 3. 7. 45, violet rectangle
cancel with one line "taxe precu", superb cover
estimate Gebot
2688 "VIESELBACH", 4. 4. 48, red rectangle cancel
with one line "taxe precu", two-line cancel "Hurries
very / currency reform", bank letter very fine
estimate Gebot
2689 "WALDENBURG (Saxony) ", 11. 10. 45, red
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu", slight
traces of usage otherwise superb cover
estimate Gebot
2690 "WALLWITZ (SAALE) ", 1. 8. 45, violet
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu" on bank
letter, very fine
estimate Gebot
2691 "Water castle (INN) 1", 17. 10. 45, two-line
cancel "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2692 "WEIMAR 1", 29. 10. 45. red rectangle cancel
with two lines "taxe precu" on postcard, superb
estimate Gebot
2693 "WERMELSKIRCHEN taxe precu", 23. 5. 46,
elliptic postmark with broken out Stegstrich, on a little
splotchy cover
estimate Gebot
2694 "WILDBAD (Black Forest) ", 28. 8. 47, violet
rectangle cancel with two lines "taxe precu / "24" Rpf",
authorities letter with advertising, very fine
estimate Gebot
2695 "WORMS 2 taxe precu", 23. 6. 47, printed matter
card, superb
estimate Gebot
2696 "WUPPERTAL-ELBERFELD taxe precu", 9. 5.
46, red elliptic postmark, cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2697 "WÜRZBURG 4", 9. 5. 46, rectangle cancel with
one line "taxe precu", printed matter card superb
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2698 "ZEITZ 2 taxe precu", 3. 11. 45, elliptic postmark
on cover, superb
estimate Gebot
2699 "ZITTAU", . . 45, red two-line cancel "Zittau /
taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
2700 "ZWÖNITZ", 2. 2. 46, red rectangle cancel with
one line "taxe precu", cover very fine
estimate Gebot
ALLIED OCCUPATION PROVISIONAL ISSUES
2701 "BREMEN RPD", 7 used cards, all with
document punching, very fine
P A div.Typen
estimate Gebot
2702 "to consume STEELE 1", 7 to 5 Pf. on P 950,
very fine
P
estimate 25,2703 "Hanover RPD", 5 to 5 Pf. on P 950, unused,
superb
P B02
estimate Gebot
2704 "HILDESHEIM 4", 6 Pf. with printers mark
"Schlüter, Hanover", stamp "HILDESHEIM 1", superb
postcard
P A01
estimate Gebot
2705 "TRIER", 12 Pf. with printers mark "eagle (11.
43) 154 DIN A 6", stamp "TRIER 2h", very fine
P B21
estimate 35,ALLIED OCCUPATION EXHAUSTION ISSUES
2706 1946, 6 Pf. black on pale chamois with 6 Pf. allied
occupation, post supplementary cancel "GR. Arm" and
seal stamp "HERFORD", superb
P 672
estimate 20,2707 1945, 6 Pf. black on chamois, with 2 strip,
inspection cancel "BÜSUM" and "heather", 2 used
superb cards, Michel 90.P 764III
estimate 25,2708 1945, 6 Pfe. Black on pale chamois, type II, stamp
"KIEL", very fine, Michel 100.P 768II
estimate 25,2709 1934, 6 Pf. black "prepaid" with stamp
"LÜBECK", card from Ratzeburg to the red cross in
Flensburg, superb
P 792IIa
estimate 25,ALLIED OCCUPATION JOINT ISSUES
2710 1947, 1, 3 and 15 Pf. "numeral", always in the
block of four from the upper margin on censored letter
to Sweden, very fine
911P,913W,921P
estimate 50,2711 1946, 6 Pf. single franking on local postcard and
10 Pf. single franking on distance card, 2 cards very
fine
916,918
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ALLIED OCCUPATION JOINT ISSUES
2712 1948, 10 Pf. dark-orange-brown in the strip of
four and 6 Pf. dark violet on Cash on Delivery card
with "Kieler Reichspost postmark", very fine
918,944
estimate 25,2713 1946, 16 Pf. blackish opal green and 60 Pf. red on
registered batch of the district court "RENDSBURG",
superb
923,933
estimate 30,2714 1946, 40 Pf. carmine lilac, rotary printing, in the
block of twelve from of the right upper corner of the
sheet, superb, Michel (175.-)
929WOR ★★
estimate 40,2715 1946, 42 Pf. emerald green, in each case in the
vertical pair on registered long distance cover and
package card part, stamp "SCHÖNBECK", superb
930 ,
estimate 90,2716 Interesting collection I. control issue of 60
documents, as well better frankings, insured letter,
foreign mail, censorships etc., mostly superb condition,
inspect!
911-937
estimate 150,2717 1946, 84 Pf. emerald green, single franking on
registered letter with provisional registration label
"heather over KIEL-WICK", superb
936b
estimate 20,2718 1946, souvenir sheet pair "stamps exhibition",
very fine MNH, Michel 120.Bl 12A/B ★★
estimate 40,2719 1946, souvenir sheet pair "stamps exhibition", as
usual gum creases, very fine MNH, Michel 120.Bl. 12A/B ★★
estimate 30,2720 1946, souvenir sheet pair "stamps exhibition", rest
of hinge in the margin, stamps mint never hinged,
superb
Bl. 12A/B ★
estimate 25,2721 60 Pf. "Leipzig fair", left lower corner of the sheet
with printers mark "M 301 / 0864", very fine MNH,
Michel 100.942ICDV ★★
estimate 35,2722 1947, 6 Pf. violet on printed matter with
provisional cancel "VECHTA-REICHSPOST", superb
944
estimate 20,2723 1947, 10 Pf. green with printers mark "8"
(negative) in the upper left corner margin block of four,
superb
946DZ ★★
estimate 20,2724 1947, 12 Pf. dark gray turquoise, plate printing,
upper margin copy, perforations going through
margins!, in the corner margin block of four, superb,
Michel (300.-)
947POR ★★
estimate 110,2725 1947, 12 Pf. dark gray turquoise, plate printing,
upper margin copy, perforations going through margins,
superb, Michel 150.947POR ★★
estimate 50,-
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2726 1947, 15 Pf dark brown, 99x in the sheet, plate
printing, the ausgetrennte block of four with HAN
"4169. 47 2" is expertized High man, superb, Michel
1755.948bPOR ★★
estimate 190,2727 1947, 24 Pf. brown orange with variety "white bar
through the belt buckle till to the ladle", in the lower
margin block of six with normal stamps, superb
951I ★★
estimate 20,2728 13. 7. 1948, 50 Pf. ultramarine as tenfold franking
with red one-line cancel "taxe perçue 45 Rpf" on cover
to the United States, very fine (legitimate defects)
955
estimate 70,2729 1947, 80 Pf. blue with variety "white spots in the
and right besides U in German", in the block of four
from the margin with normal stamps, superb, Michel
(80.-)
957III ★★
estimate 30,2730 1947, 3 M. brownish red, 2 pieces with different
special cancellations, superb, expertized Schlegel
961
estimate 20,2731 21. 7. 1948, 5 M. dark purple ultramarine with
additional franking as tenfold franking on postage
exceeding tariff rate registered letter from
"BAUTZEN", superb
962a
estimate 60,2732 1948, 50 Pf. "Leipzig fair", left lower corner of
the sheet with plates no. "1", very fine MNH, Michel
70.967Pl-Nr. ★★
estimate 25,2733 1946 / 7, 4 franked covers to the "German
demining service conducting" in Hamburg, different
sender adress, very fine / superb
estimate 40,ALLIED OCCUPATION POSTAL STATIONERIES
2734 1946, 7 Pf. black besides 5 Pf. "at the" post,
legitimate postcard from "BAD SCHWARTAU" to
Hamburg, document punching otherwise superb, R!
P 906
estimate 120,2735 1946, 7 black besides 5 Pf. green, 2 used cards, as
well a with unwarranted postage due, superb
P 959
estimate 35,BERLIN AND BRANDENBURG
2736 1945, "Berlin bear", perforated, in the sheet set
(with no. 1AA and 1AB, no. 2 and 3 always 2x) with
many good varieties, with no. 3AXVI, 6AII, 6AXII
etc., superb
1-7A ★★
estimate 200,2737 1945, 6 Pf. bright gray violet, perforated, light
chrome yellow paper, smooth gum, in the complete
sheet (100) with various plate flaws, diagonally
herstellungbedingter Kalendarbug, superb, RR!, Michel
20. 000.2Awbx ★★
estimate 4.500,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BERLIN AND BRANDENBURG
2738 1945, 6 Pf. dark gray violet, rouletted, very fine
MNH, abridged certificate Ströh, Michel 600.2Bb ★★
estimate 220,2739 1945, 8 Pf. orange red, perforated, with variety"
large spot right in and besides left 8", with additional
franking on picture postcard, very fine, Michel 120.3AXIII
estimate 30,2740 1945, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, gray rose
paper, smooth gum, in the block of four from the
margin, very fine MNH, expertized Zierer, Michel
(760.-)
5AAwax ★★
estimate 230,2741 1945, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, gray rose
paper, smooth gum, block of four, superb, expertized
Zierer, Michel 760.5AAwax ★★
estimate 220,2742 1945, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, gray rose
paper, smooth gum, very fine MNH, expertized Zierer,
Michel 190.5AAwax ★★
estimate 55,2743 1945, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, gray rose
paper, smooth gum, block of four from of the left lower
corner, the lower stamps with attached blank fields,
superb, expertized Zierer, Michel (1020.-)
5AAwaxL ★★
estimate 350,2744 1945, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, light chrome
yellow paper, smooth gum, very fine MNH, expertized
Ströh, Michel 300.5AAwbx ★★
estimate 120,2745 1945, 20 Pf. bright blue, perforated K 14, in the
sheet (100), as well amongst other things variety 6A I,
superb
6A ★★
estimate 40,2746 1945, 20 Pf. bright blue with variety "line at the
bottom of L in Berlin", block of four with normal
stamps, very fine MNH, Michel 60.6AI ★★
estimate 20,2747 1945, 30 Pf. blackish brown olive, perforated, 20
values (1. and 10. horizontal alignment) in the sheet (A)
with Michel no. 7Aa, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel
800.7Abwaz ★★
estimate 220,SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2748 1945, 6 Pf. black on pale buish green in the
vertical pair, middle unperforated, 3 brown perforation
otherwise Prachtbriefsstück, Michel 280.8xUMw
estimate 80,2749 1945, 6 Pf. black on pale buish green in the gutter
pair with printers mark!, unperforated, gutter as usual
vertical folded, very fine MNH, RR!
8xZWUDZ ★★
estimate 600,2750 1945, 6 Pf. black on celadon, small on the back
roughening otherwise superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 240.8y
estimate 60,-
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2751 1945, 6 Pf. dark red violet with variety "large spot
at PF from lower penny as well COD in the lower
penny with white spots" (field 47), superb
9aXI ★★
estimate 25,2752 1946, 6 Pf. dunkelpupur, single franking on local
postcard of the Kirchensteuerates "LUDWIGSLUST",
superb, R!
9b
estimate 70,2753 1946, 6 Pf. dark magenta with variety "large white
"cedilla" at the bottom of 6 in the upper right frame
around the value number" (field 38), very fine MNH,
Michel 80.9bXXXV ★★
estimate 25,2754 1946, 6 Pf. gray violet on pale buish green,
horizontal unperforated and at the bottom unperforated,
together in the vertical margin pair, superb, Michel
unknown!
10xUw,Uu ★★
estimate 110,2755 1946, 8 Pf. dark rose red on lilac-rose in the sheet
(100), centered separated, 1. vertical stamps row
oversized (22, 5 mm), with printers mark, superb
11xb ★★
estimate 65,2756 1946, 8 Pf. dark rose red on bright lilac rose in the
block of ten from of the upper right corner of the sheet,
as well vertical double perforation through 2 stamps,
superb
11y ★★
estimate 35,2757 1945, 8 Pf. black on lilac-rose, 3x on cover from
"PLAU" to Schwerin, slight legitimate defects, very
fine Michel 300.12
estimate 75,2758 1945, 12 Pf. black on lilac-rose in the B sheet
(100) with plate flaws PF II and V, a few values gum a
little having mould stains otherwise superb
16 ★★
estimate 90,2759 1945, 12 Pf. black on lilac-rose, unperforated
block of four, centric cancellation, on cover, superb,
photo expertize Kramp, Michel (800.-)
16U
estimate 280,2760 1945, 12 Pf. lilac carmine, unperforated, block of
four, superb, Michel (320.-)
17U ★★
estimate 110,2761 1945, 12 Pf. rose in the block of twelve from of
the right upper corner of the sheet, as well field 28 with
plate flaw, very fine MNH, Michel (440.-)
18bPFI ★★
estimate 120,2762 1945, 12 Pf. rose red and 12 Pf. dark rose red on
lilac-rose, both with plate flaw "upper margin line left
besides the middle broken" (field 6), rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 160.18c,19xIIPFI ★
estimate 20,2763 1945, 12 Pf. rose red, printing on gum side, upper
margin copy, very fine MNH, photo expertize Kramp,
Michel (500.-)
18cG ★★
estimate 180,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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2764 1945, 12 Pf. brownish red in the block of four
from the margin, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel
480.18d ★★
estimate 160,2765 1945, 12 Pf. brownish red, printing on gum side,
very fine MNH, photo expertize Kramp, Michel 900.18dG ★★
estimate 300,2766 1946, 12 Pf. dark rose red on bright lilac rose,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 55.19y
estimate 20,2767 1945, 6 Pf. pale green "fascism" with vertical
double perforation, lower margin copy, superb
20a ★★
estimate 40,2768 1945, "fascism", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 120.20-22a ★★
estimate 40,2769 1945, "fascism", very fine set, expertized Kramp,
Michel 240.20-22a
estimate 80,2770 1945, 6 Pf. pale green "fascism", horizontal
unperforated, in the vertical pair, oberere stamp rest of
hinge, superb, expertized Kramp
20aUw ★ ★, ★
estimate 110,2771 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism", superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 80.21
estimate 25,2772 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism" in the block of four from the
upper margin, as well plate flaw 21VI on field 17,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 410.21
estimate 120,2773 1945, 8 Pf. "fascism" in the horizontal margin
strip of four, as well the plate flaw on field 22 and field
24, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 500.21III,VII
estimate 150,2774 1945, 12 Pf. red "fascism" in the vertical pair,
perforation in the middle only slightly hinted at, upper
stamp rest of hinge, superb, expertized Kramp
22a ★
estimate 100,2775 1945, 12 Pf. orange red "fascism", unperforated,
at the bottom small stick otherwise superb, photo
expertize Kramp, Michel 1200.22bU ★
estimate 250,2776 1945, 6 Pf. green "Junkers lands" in the sheet
(100), centered separated, with printers mark and many
plate flaws, amongst other things no. 23I, gum partly a
little blotched otherwise superb
23a ★★
estimate 180,2777 1945, "Junkers lands", very fine set on letter
pieces, expertized Kramp, Michel 160.23-25a
estimate 55,2778 1945, "Junkers lands", always left lower corner of
the sheet with printers mark (7355-7245), gum partly
slight adhesions otherwise very fine set
23-25bDZ ★★
estimate 90,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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2779 1945, proof: 8 Pf. bright orange, chalky paper,
unperforated, lower margin copy, very fine MNH,
Michel 200.24PIU ★★
estimate 65,2780 1945, 12 Pf. bright yellowish red "Junkers lands"
with variety "first O in Hither Pomerania left at the
bottom open", superb, Michel 60.25bI
estimate 20,2781 1945, 6 Pf. bright reddish orange "children´s
help", on piece, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 60.26a
estimate 20,2782 1945, "children´s help", unperforated, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 110.26-28aU ★★
estimate 35,2783 1945, 6 Pf. bright reddish orange "children´s
help", vertical unperforated, with horizontal double
perforation, superb, expertized amongst other things
Kramp
26aUs ★★
estimate 25,2784 1945, 6 Pf. pale reddish orange "children´s help",
very fine MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel 160.26b ★★
estimate 55,2785 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help" in
the centric cancelled block of four, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel (240.-)
27a
estimate 70,2786 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help",
upper margin copy, superb, expertized Kramp
27a
estimate 25,2787 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help",
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 60.27a
estimate 20,2788 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help",
unperforated in the block of four from the margin, as
well field 59 with variety "notch in the right leg",
horizontal trace of crease through 2 stamps otherwise
superb
27aU
★★
estimate 45,2789 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help" with
plate flaw "K from children left damaged",
unperforated, superb
27aIVU ★★
estimate 25,2790 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help",
double impression, unperforated, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel 120.27aDDU ★★
estimate 40,2791 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help" in
the horizontal pair with plate flaws "defect of the frame
under EN in Mecklenburg" and "white lines and points
over MEC from Mecklenburg" (field 97 and 98),
unperforated, superb
27aVII,XVIU ★★
estimate 55,2792 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help" with
plate flaw "white points at Mec from Mecklenburg and
RN from Pomerania", unperforated, superb
27aXIU ★★
estimate 25,-

SOVIET ZONE MECKLENBURG-VP.
2793 1945, 8 Pf. pale ultramarine "children´s help", left
unperforated, regumed otherwise superb, expertized
Zierer, Michel 200.27aUI (★)
estimate 20,2794 1945, 12 Pf. rose red "children´s help", margin
copy, on piece, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel (60.-)
28a
estimate 20,2795 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose "children´s help" in the
block of four from the margin, very fine MNH,
expertized Kramp, Michel 320.28b ★★
estimate 110,2796 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose "children´s help" block of
four, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 320.28b ★★
estimate 100,2797 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose "children´s help", superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 80.28b ★★
estimate 25,2798 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose "children´s help" in the
horizontal pair with missing printers mark (only order
number), very fine MNH, R!, photo expertize Kramp,
Michel (880.-)
28bDZF ★★
estimate 300,2799 1946, 3 - 12 Pf. "farewell series", 1. printing, 7
values in the sheet set (100), at the 3 Pf. stamp gum
having mould stains and at the 8 and 10 Pf. stamp
always 2 values defects, otherwise all in superb
condition, RR!, Michel 15. 000.- (regardless of of the
numerous plate flaw and printers mark and so on. )
29-36x ★★
estimate 3.900,2800 1946, 3 - 12 Pf. "farewell series", 1. printing, very
fine set (7 values), Michel 150.29-36x ★★
estimate 50,2801 1946, 3 Pf. bright orange brown, chalky paper,
block of four, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel (280.-)
29xa
estimate 90,2802 1946, 4 Pf. dark ultramarine, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel 80.30
estimate 25,2803 1946, 4 Pf. dark ultramarine with variety "MM in
Hither Pomerania strong damaged and smudged", rest
of hinge, very fine, Michel 180.30XIII ★
estimate 20,2804 1946, 5 Pf. medium green, chalky paper, in the
block of four from the margin, as well field 79 and 80
with variety 32V (upper margin missing), very fine
MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel (960.-)
32xb ★★
estimate 320,2805 1946, 5 Pf. medium green, chalky paper, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 240.32xb ★★
estimate 75,2806 1946, 5 Pf. bright yellowish green with variety
"right upper corner semi-circular broken, second R in
Hither Pomerania left at the bottom broken off" (field
10), superb, Michel (50.-)
32yaI ★★
estimate 20,-
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2807 1946, 6 Pf. blue-violet, chalky paper, vertical
unperforated, very fine MNH, expertized Kramp,
Michel 75.33xaUs ★★
estimate 25,2808 1946, 6 Pf. violet blue, chalky paper, vertical
unperforated, in the horizontal margin pair, superb,
Michel (180.-)
33xbUs ★★
estimate 65,2809 1946, 6 Pf. violet blue, chalky paper, vertical
unperforated, in the horizontal pair, superb, Michel
180.33xbUs ★★
estimate 60,2810 1946, 6 Pf. dark red violet, gray paper,
unperforated, in the horizontal Paaar, very fine MNH,
Michel (70.-)
33ydU ★★
estimate 25,2811 1946, 6 Pf. dark red violet, gray paper, vertical
unperforated, in the horizontal pair with clear on the
back offset, superb, Michel 100.33ydUs ★★
estimate 35,2812 1946, 6 Pf. gray violet, gray paper, with on the
back offset, very fine MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel
100.33ye ★★
estimate 30,2813 1946, 6 Pf. gray violet, gray paper, unperforated,
in the horizontal pair, on the back offset, superb, photo
expertize Kramp, Michel (600.-)
33yeU ★★
estimate 200,2814 1946, 8 Pf. blackish orange, gray paper, with
unsettled stamp "LÜTZOW", superb (Michel. For used
5500.-, for ** 2800.-)
34yc
estimate 600,2815 1946, 10 Pf. lively siena, shades of greyish paper,
with variety "color point at of the left margin line"
(field 1), very fine, expertized Kramp
35y
estimate 35,2816 1946, 12 Pf. dark gray red, chalky paper,
unperforated, very fine MNH, Michel 60.36xaU ★★
estimate 20,2817 1946, 12 Pf. bright brown red, chalky paper, in the
lower left corner margin block of four, superb,
expertized Thom, Michel (800.-)
36xc ★★
estimate 250,2818 1946, 12 Pf. bright brown red, chalky paper, very
fine MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel 200.36xc ★★
estimate 60,2819 1946, 12 Pf. bright brown red, chalky paper, with
plate flaw I, rest of hinge, superb, expertized Kramp
36xcI ★
estimate 35,2820 1946, 12 Pf. blackish gray red, chalky paper,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 320.36xcc ★★
estimate 110,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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2821 1946, 12 Pf. red, gray paper, unperforated, in the
horizontal pair, left stamp with plate flaw I, superb,
expertized Kramp
36ybU ★★
estimate 50,2822 1946, 12 Pf. red, gray paper, unperforated, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 60.36ybU ★★
estimate 20,2823 1946, 12 Pf. brown red, gray paper, unperforated,
in the horizontal pair, diagonally crease otherwise
superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel 1000.36ydU ★★
estimate 200,2824 1946, 12 Pf. brown red, gray paper, unperforated,
left margin copy, very fine MNH, expertized Kramp,
Michel (500.-)
36ydU ★★
estimate 160,2825 1946, 12 Pf. brown red, gray paper, unperforated,
superb, photo expertize Kramp, Michel 500.36ydU ★★
estimate 150,2826 1946, 12 Pf. orange red, gray paper, unperforated,
left margin copy, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel
(120.-)
36yeU ★★
estimate 45,2827 1946, 12 Pf. orange red, gray paper, unperforated,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 120.36yeU ★★
estimate 40,2828 1946, 12 Pf. orange red, gray paper, in the vertical
pair, unperforated, upper stamp only above perforated,
superb, R!, expertized Kramp
36yeU,Udr ★★
estimate 100,2829 1946, 12 Pf. dark rose, gray paper, normal
perforation, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 260.36yf
estimate 90,2830 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, block of four, as well
plate flaw 36III, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel
(440.-)
36zb ★★
estimate 130,2831 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, block of four from
upper margin, very fine MNH, expertized Kramp,
Michel 440.36zb ★★
estimate 120,2832 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, superb, expertized
Kramp, Michel 110.36zb ★★
estimate 30,2833 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, smooth gum, in the
corner margin block of four with printers mark, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 630.36zbDZ ★★
estimate 220,2834 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, diagonal net-like
gum, block of four from lower margin, as well plate
flaw 36I and II, very fine MNH, expertized Kramp
36zz ★★
estimate 70,2835 1946, 12 Pf. red, thin paper, diagonal reticulated
Gummmierung, with printers mark in the corner margin
block of four, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 320.36zzDZ ★★
estimate 110,-
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2836 1946, 15 Pf. yellow brown, gray paper, left
unperforated, superb, Michel 160.37yaUl ★★
estimate 55,2837 1946, 15 Pf. blackish yellow brown, gray paper,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 180.37ybb ★★
estimate 65,2838 1946, 15 Pf. medium sienna, gray paper, block of
four, very fine MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel 320.37yd ★★
estimate 100,2839 1946, 15 Pf. medium sienna, gray paper, superb,
expertized Kramp, Michel 80.37yd ★★
estimate 25,2840 1946, 15 Pf. orange brown, gray paper, corner of
the sheet, very fine MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel
(90.-)
37ye ★★
estimate 40,2841 1946, 15 Pf. orange brown, gray paper, right
margin copy, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 90.37ye ★★
estimate 35,2842 1946, 15 Pf. orange brown, gray paper, plate flaw
II, as usual perforated superb, expertized Kramp
37yeII ★★
estimate 30,2843 1946, 15 Pf. yellow brown, thin paper, block of
four with printers mark, superb, expertized Kramp,
Michel 305.37zaDZ ★★
estimate 90,2844 1946, 20 Pf. blue, horizontal unperforated, very
fine MNH, Michel 150.38yaUw ★★
estimate 50,2845 1946, 20 Pf. blackish gray ultramarine (field 54)
in the strip of four with 3x Michel no. 38ya, superb,
photo expertize Kramp, Michel (600.-)
38yc ★★
estimate 220,2846 1946, 20 Pf. blackish gray ultramarine, superb,
photo expertize Kramp, Michel 600.38yc ★★
estimate 200,2847 1946, 30 Pf. vivid bluish green, thin paper, in the
sheet (100) with plate flaws and printers mark on the
stamp!, superb, Michel 2700.- (without plate flaw)
39za ★★
estimate 650,2848 1946, 30 Pf. dark opal green, thin paper, upper
margin copy, very fine MNH, photo expertize Kramp,
Michel (1500.-)
39zb ★★
estimate 500,2849 1946, 30 Pf. dark opal green, thin paper, superb,
photo expertize Kramp, Michel 1500.39zb ★★
estimate 480,2850 1946, 30 Pf. dark opal green, thin paper, rest of
hinge, superb, expertized Kramp, Michel 750.39zb ★
estimate 260,2851 1946, 40 Pf. violet purple block of four, very fine
MNH, expertized Kramp, Michel 400.40yb ★★
estimate 120,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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2852 1946, 40 Pf. violet purple, upper margin copy,
superb, expertized Kramp, Michel (100.-)
40yb ★★
estimate 35,2853 1946, 40 Pf. violet purple, very fine MNH,
expertized Kramp, Michel 100.40yb ★★
estimate 30,2854 Postal stationery: 1945, 6 Pf., 6 unused cards: P
5a, b, P 6 (3 different boxes) and P 7, superb
P 5-7
estimate 25,2855 Postal stationery: 1945, 6 Pf. blue-green with 6 Pf.
"I. Control issue" from "JESSNITZ / ANH. " to Kiel,
superb
P 6c
estimate 40,SOVIET ZONE SAXON PAINTINGS
2856 "ANNABERG", 40 and 60 Pf. always as a single
franking on money order, superb
AP 795,797I
estimate 20,2857 "lea (SACHS. ) ", 2x 6 Pf. on window envelope,
very fine
AP 785bI
estimate 20,2858 "mountains" (Constable country), 15 Pf. on piece,
scarce group 4!, superb
AP 789I
estimate 20,2859 "CHEMNITZ 1", 30 Pf. on (field) money order,
superb
AP 794I
estimate 20,2860 "CHEMNITZ 3", 2x 1 and 10 Pf. on postcard,
very fine
AP 781,826I
estimate 20,2861 "CHEMNITZ 4 taxe precu", 3 and 10 Pf. on
cover, superb
AP 782,826I
estimate 20,2862 "CHEMNITZ 4", 6 Pf. both colours, on cover
with horizontal pair and on postcard, very fine / superb,
signed
AP 785a,bI
estimate 20,2863 "CHEMNITZ 11", 30 Pf. on money order, very
fine
AP 794I
estimate 20,2864 "CHEMNITZ 16", 6 Pf. on postcard, punched
otherwise superb, expertized Sturm
AP 785bI
estimate 20,2865 "CHEMNITZ 26", 30 Pf. on money order, group
2, very fine
AP 794I
estimate 20,2866 "FALKENSTEIN (Vogtl. ), 6 Pf. on postcard,
various crease, very fine
AP 785bI
estimate 20,2867 "GEYER", 20 Pf. on money order, superb
AP 791I
estimate 20,2868 "JAHNSBACH (ERZGEB. ) ", 12 Pf. red on
cover, scarce group 3, superb, signed
AP 827I
estimate 20,-
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2869 "LIMBACH (Saxony) ", 20 Pf. on money order,
superb
AP 791I
estimate 20,2870 "LUGAU", 25 Pf. on cover, superb, expertized
Merschkötter
AP 793I
estimate 20,2871 "LÖSSNITZ", 12 Pf. red on cover, red town
cancel, superb
AP 827I
estimate 20,2872 "OBERLUNGWITZ 1", 2x 6 Pf. on window
envelope, group 2, superb
AP 785bI
estimate 20,2873 "OLBERNHAU", 30 Pf. on money order, superb
AP 794I
estimate 20,2874 "PAUSA", 4 and 8 Pf. on cover, group 2, superb
AP 783,786I
estimate 20,2875 "POCKAU", 30 Pf. in the vertical pair on money
order, very fine (pasted up punching)
AP 794I
estimate 20,2876 "SIEGMAR-SCHÖNAU 1 paid", 6 Pf. on
postcard, very fine, expertized Sturm
AP 785bI
estimate 20,2877 "STOLLBERG", 12 Pf. red on cover, very fine
AP 827I
estimate 20,2878 "ZSCHOPAU", 12 Pf. on cover, very fine
AP 827I
estimate 20,2879 "ZWICKAU", 4 and 2x 25 Pf. on registered letter
to Meissen, superb
AP 783,793I
estimate 20,2880 "COSWIG", 12 Pf. on cover, small defects from
opening the cover otherwise superb
AP 826III
estimate 20,2881 "DRESDEN 28", 12 Pf. on cover, very fine,
signed
AP 827II
estimate 20,2882 "NIEDERODERWITZ", 5 Pf. on local postcard,
superb, signed Merschkötter
AP 784II
estimate 20,2883 "Wheels mountain", 12 Pf. on cover to Dresden,
superb, signed
AP 827II
estimate 20,2884 "SEBNITZ", 6 Pf. blue (2x) on cover, very fine
(above ripped)
AP 785aII
estimate 20,SOVIET ZONE BAD GOTTLEUBA
2885 1945, 6 different values party offical stamps on
letter pieces, 2 values perforation fault otherwise
superb, expertized Zierer
D
estimate 260,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

SOVIET ZONE EAST SAXONY
2886 1945, 6 Pf. black yellow green, unperforated and
rouletted, both "full centerpiece, 2 superb items,
expertized Kunz, Michel 100.43AaI,BI/I
estimate 30,2887 1945, 8 Pf. bright gray violet with additional
franking (amongst other things 43aVIII) on piece,
superb, expertized Kunz
44c
estimate 40,2888 1945, "Coswig", perforated L 10, very fine set on
letter pieces, expertized Ströh, Michel 160.42-50DI
estimate 60,2889 1945, 8 Pf. brown violet "Coswig", perforated L
10, in the vertical pair, upper stamp with double
perforation, very fine MNH, expertized Kunz
44aDI ★★
estimate 50,2890 1945, 15 Pf. dark brown yellow "Coswig" in the
horizontal pair (right stamp with variety 47II) on
registered letter with additional franking, superb
47aDI
estimate 35,2891 1945, 8 Pf. bright gray violet "Coswig",
perforated L 11½, rest of hinge, superb, expertized
Kunz, Michel (400.-)
44cDIII ★
estimate 80,2892 1945, 6 Pf. black blue green rouletted 10 and
additional lines perforation 11 "Coswig" in the
horizontal pair from upper margin, very fine MNH,
Michel 1200.- signed Müller and photo expertize Ströh
of a former blocks of four
43BbII/DII ★★
estimate 380,2893 1945, 12 Pf. red "Großröhrsdorf", stamp as usual
Trennungsmängel otherwise superb cover
46E
estimate 45,2894 1945, 20 Pf. blackish blue gray "Klotzsche",
perforated L 10 3 / 4, very fine MNH, expertized Ströh,
Michel 300.48cF ★★
estimate 100,2895 1945, "Loschwitz" in centric cancelled blocks of
four, very fine set, expertized Ströh, Michel (480.-)
42-50G
estimate 190,2896 1945, 6 Pf. black yellow green "Loschwitz", full
centerpiece, in the block of four from the margin, on
piece, superb, expertized Zierer and Ströh, Michel 320.43aGI
estimate 110,2897 1945, 15 Pf. bright yellow ochre "Loschwitz",
upper margin copy, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel
(600.-)
47bG ★★
estimate 180,2898 1945, 40 Pf. "Pirna", roulette 9 3 / 4, in the
vertical pair, with double roulette between the stamps,
very fine MNH, R!, expertized Ströh, Michel (500.-)
50H ★★
estimate 190,2899 1945, 20 Pf. "Seiffen", thin places otherwise
superb, R!, abridged certificate Kunz, Michel 1200.48L
estimate 290,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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2900 1945, 3 Pf. black brown, triple impression, of it
once colour black, very fine MNH, abridged certificate
Ströh, Michel 100.51atxDDDI ★★
estimate 35,2901 1945, 3 Pf. gray brown, double impression, with
plate flaw VI, very fine MNH, abridged certificate
Ströh, Michel (300.-)
51btxDD ★★
estimate 110,2902 1945, 3 Pf. "double impression" (black on black
brown), rising paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
economy gum, block of four, superb, expertized Ströh,
Michel 3600.51cuyDD ★★
estimate 1.000,2903 1945, 3 Pf. "double impression" (black on black
brown), rising paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
economy gum, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel 900.51cuyDD ★★
estimate 270,2904 1945, 10 Pf. gray, 16x in the block piece
broad-brimmed, superb, Michel 80.52auy ★★
estimate Gebot
2905 1946, 3 Pf. bright orange brown, 3 covers with
multiple franking (pair, block of four and block of
eight), superb
56a
estimate 35,2906 1945, 3 Pf. bright orange brown, unperforated,
with clear on the back offset, block of four from lower
margin, very fine MNH, abridged certificate Ströh,
Michel (220.-)
56aU ★★
estimate 90,2907 1945, 3 Pf. brown in the lower margin block of
six with 2 plate flaws (field 94 and 96), superb, Michel
(60.-)
56X,XI ★★
estimate 20,2908 1945, 5 Pf. dark green on local postcard, superb
57a
estimate 35,2909 1945, 6 Pf. gray violet, unperforated, in the corner
margin block of four, small manufactured paper
creasely, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel (200.-)
58aU ★★
estimate 60,2910 1945, 8 Pf. dark yellow orange, unperforated, in
the horizontal pair, very fine MNH, expertized, Michel
100.59aU ★★
estimate 35,2911 Interesting collection from 180 documents with
different frankings, without key values, but many good
medium legitimate documents
estimate 500,SOVIET ZONE COUNTRY SAXONY
2912 1945, 6 Pf. dark gray violet, watermark 1X, lower
margin copy, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel (120.-)
69Xc
estimate 45,2913 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose red, four sides perforated,
very fine (small perforation faults), expertized Schulz,
Michel 100.71XA
estimate 25,-
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2914 1945, 10 Pf. reddish brown in the block of nine
from lower margin, very fine MNH, Michel 135.72 ★★
estimate 40,2915 1945, 1 Pf. blackish greenish blue, watermark 1X,
fluorescing gumming, 49x in the part sheet, superb,
Michel 196.73Xy ★★
estimate 35,2916 1945, 3 Pf. yellow brown, watermark 1Y, in the
block of eight as multiple franking on superb cover
74Y
estimate 30,2917 1945, 8 Pf. yellowish red, watermark 1X, in the
vertical strip of three with inverted "Pole" punching,
stamp "HALLE SAALE 7", on piece, superb
77XPOL
estimate 110,2918 1945, 12 Pf. light purple carmine, watermark 1Y,
stamp "ALTENBRAK", as usual perforated superb,
RR!, photo expertize copy Dr. Jasch: "genuine and
immaculate", Michel 2000.79Yb
estimate 600,2919 1945, 15 Pf. medium lilac carmine, watermark
1Y, in the sheet (100), as well field 48 with variety
"white spot left in the diagonal hoof crown", superb
80YII ★★
estimate 25,2920 1945, 20 Pf. pale blue, watermark 1Y, in the sheet
(100), as well the varieties: 81YI, 81YII and 81YIII,
superb, Michel 1538.81Y ★★
estimate 220,2921 1945, 20 Pf. pale blue, watermark 1Y, 23x in the
part sheet, very fine MNH, Michel 322.81Y ★★
estimate 65,2922 1945, 30 Pf. brownish olive, watermark 1X, with
12 Pf. additional franking on correctly franked
registered letter from "OSTERWIECK", very fine,
abridged certificate Schulz, Michel 500.83Xb
estimate 140,2923 1945, 40 Pf. dark purple pink, watermark 1X, 84x,
upper part sheet from 80 piece as well a separated block
of four from lower margin, very fine MNH, the block of
four expertized Schulz, Michel 3360.84Xa ★★
estimate 480,2924 1945, 40 Pf. dark purple pink, watermark 1X, in
the lower left corner margin block of four, as well plate
flaw II on field 92, superb, expertized Schulz, Michel
190.84Xa
★★
estimate 65,2925 1945, 40 Pf. dark purple pink, watermark 1X, in
the lower right corner margin block of four, as well
plate flaw I, superb, expertized Schulz, Michel 166.84Xa
★★
estimate 60,2926 1945, 40 Pf. dark purple pink, watermark 1X, in
the block of four from the lower margin, as well plate
flaw I, superb, expertized Schulz, Michel 166.84Xa
★★
estimate 55,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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2927 1945, 40 Pf. dark purple pink, watermark 1X and
15 Pf. medium lilac carmine, watermark 1Y, on
registered letter from "ALVENSLEBEN", superb,
abridged certificate Schulz
80Ya,84Xa
estimate 80,2928 1945, "land reform", four sides perforated, superb,
expertized Ströh, Michel 60.85/6waA
estimate 20,2929 1945, 6 Pf. vivid green in the horizontal pair on
cover from "OSCHERSLEBEN", superb, abridged
certificate Schulz
85wb
estimate 70,2930 1945, 6 Pf. "land reform" in the horizontal pair on
cover, left stamp with variety "arched line under the
Wald under 4 in 1945", superb
85II
estimate 30,2931 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose red "land reform" in the
complete A sheet (50), as well field 37 with variety
"core by Z from country", superb
86wa ★★
estimate 75,2932 1945, 12 Pf. dark rose red, irregular rouletted,
provisional cancel "MERSEBURG 3", superb, abridged
certificate Schulz, Michel 500.86waD
estimate 170,2933 1945, 12 Pf. "land reform" with variety "core by Z
from country", in the block of nine from of the left
lower corner of the sheet, very fine MNH, Michel
(150.-)
86II ★★
estimate 60,2934 1946, "reconstruction", perforated, with additional
franking on correctly franked censored letter from
"CALBE" to Austria, superb
87-89A
estimate 60,2935 1946, 6 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with
variety "S and A from Saxony at the bottom affiliated
with each other", special cancel "HALDENSIEBEN",
on piece, superb, Michel (150.-)
87AIX
estimate 50,2936 1946, "reconstruction", unperforated, from upper
margin, with additional franking on correctly franked
registered letter from "DESSAU", superb
87-89B
estimate 50,2937 1946 12 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, with
variety "color line between the legs of the N in country
as well color point right over 8", in the block of nine
from the left upper corner, very fine MNH, R!, Michel
(250.-)
88AIV ★★
estimate 100,2938 1946, 42 Pf. "reconstruction", perforated, in the
strip of five on registered letter with return receipt from
"HALLE" to Frankfurt, rare censorship document with
slight traces, lease
89A
estimate 100,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind
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2939 1946, 42 Pf. "Wiederauffbau", perforated, in the
vertical pair, lower stamp at the bottom unperforated,
margin a little separated, very fine MNH, R!
89AUu ★★
estimate 75,2940 1946, "land reform on cigarette paper", large sheet
collection of more than 200 complete sheet in
watermark 2W and 2X as well 9 sheet in watermark 2Y
and 2Z!, interesting lot for the specialists!
90/1 ★★
estimate 1.500,2941 1946, "land reform on Zigarettenpaier" with
inverted watermark in the sheet set (50), very fine
MNH, Michel 1000.90/1Y ★★
estimate 200,2942 Special collection "land reform on cigarette
paper", two volumes interesting research collection,
very abundant to plate flaws and fields collected, as
well over 140 covers as well numerous special feature,
a recommended object for the specialists!
90/1 , , ★
estimate 1.900,SOVIET ZONE THURINGIA
2943 1946, 3 Pf. sienna, fully gum coating, yellowish
gray paper, very fine MNH, expertized Zierer, Michel
140.92AXbt ★★
estimate 50,2944 1945, 3 Pf. orange brown, economy gum, thick
paper, rising paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, superb, Michel 70.92AYz1U ★★
estimate 25,2945 1946, 3 Pf. orange brown, economy gum, thick
paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, very fine MNH, expertized Herpichböhm,
Michel 120.92AYz2U ★★
estimate 40,2946 1946, trial printing: 3 Pf. brown-ochre, superb,
expertized Sturm, Michel 240.92V2
estimate 85,2947 1945, 4 Pf. bluish black gray, fully gum coating,
thick paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, rest of hinge, superb, expertized Zierer,
Michel 260.93AXp2U ★
estimate 45,2948 1945, 4 Pf. bluish black gray, economy gum, thick
paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks,
unperforated, block of four, expertized Ströh, Michel
(320.-)
93AYz2U ★★
estimate 110,2949 1946, trial printing: 4 Pf. black blue gray,
Vollgunmmierung, unperforated, upper left corner of
the sheet, superb
93V1 ★★
estimate 40,2950 1945, 5 Pf. yellowish green, fully gum coating,
unperforated, in the block of four from the margin,
superb, expertized Herpichböhm, Michel 200.94AXwU ★★
estimate 70,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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2951 1945, 5 Pf. yellowish green and 8 Pf. red orange
in the vertical tête-bêche pair with gutter, unperforated
with left margin, as usual slight fold trace in the gutter,
very fine MNH, Michel 1300.94/6SKZU ★★
estimate 450,2952 18. 2. 1946, 6 Pf. dark green and 12 Pf. carmine
red on POW card to French North Africa, with
censorship stamp, RRR!, slight traces, expertized
Herpichböhm
95,97AX
estimate 500,2953 1945, 6 Pf. blackish blueish green, fully gum
coating, light chrome yellow paper, high gloss gum, in
the block of six with right margin, as well field 38 with
variety 95IV, very fine MNH, expertized Schulz,
Michel 195.95AXbs ★★
estimate 60,2954 1945, 6 Pf. blackish blueish green, fully gum
coating, light chrome yellow paper, high gloss gum, in
the right upper corner margin block of four, superb,
expertized Schulz, Michel 120.95AXbs ★★
estimate 40,2955 1945, 6 Pf. blackish opal green, fully gum
coating, yellowish gray paper, unperforated, on piece,
superb, Michel (80.-)
95AXdtU
estimate 30,2956 1945, 8 Pf. red orange, fully gum coating, thick
paper,
unperforated,
special
cancel
"TAMBACH-DIETHARZ",
superb,
expertized
Herpichböhm, Michel (100.-)
96AXwU
estimate 40,2957 1945, 8 Pf. red orange, economy gum, thin paper,
very fine MNH, certificate (copy) Herpichböhm,
Michel 100.96AYyy ★★
estimate 35,2958 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating, gray
cardboard paper, unperforated and clearly offset,
superb, Michel (60.-)
97AXaqU ★★
estimate 25,2959 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating, light
chrome yellow paper, thick gumming, in the block of
four from the margin, very fine MNH, expertized Ströh,
Michel 160.97AXar ★★
estimate 60,2960 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating, light
chrome yellow paper, thick gumming, superb, abridged
certificate Schulz, Michel 100.97AXar
estimate 35,2961 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating, light
chrome yellow paper, thick gumming, very fine (small
perforation fault), abridged certificate Schulz, Michel
100.97AXar
estimate 20,2962 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating, light
chrome yellow paper, thick gumming, type I, single
franking on cover from "GOTHA", superb, photo
expertize Herpichböhm, Michel (250.-)
97AXar
estimate 80,-

SOVIET ZONE THURINGIA
2963 1945, 12 Pf. carmine red, fully gum coating, thick
paper, postage exceeding tariff rate with 3 values I.
Control Council issue on cash on delivery registered
letter (1. 48) over 452 RM from Gera to Berlin, superb,
R!, expertized Herpichböhm
97AXaw
estimate 120,2964 1945, 12 Pf. dark brownish red, fully gum
coating, thick paper, with clear offset, block of four,
superb, abridged certificate Dr. Jasch, Michel (240.-)
97AXbp1U ★★
estimate 90,2965 1945, 12 Pf. dark brownish red, fully gum
coating, thick paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or
streaks, unperforated, very fine MNH, Michel 60.97AXbp2U ★★
estimate 20,2966 1945, 12 Pf. dark brownish red, yellowish gray
paper, in the block of four from the margin, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel 480.97AXbt
★★
estimate 170,2967 1945, 12 Pf. dark brownish red, yellowish gray
paper, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel 120.97AXbt ★★
estimate 40,2968 1945, 20 Pf. Prussian-blue, perforated, fully gum
coating, thick paper, rising paper pattern of stripes or
streaks, as usual perforated superb, expertized Ströh,
Michel 250.98AXp1
estimate 80,2969 1945, 20 Pf. Prussian-blue, perforated, fully gum
coating, thick paper and 30 Pf. olive gray, unperforated,
economy gum, thick paper, falling paper pattern of
stripes or streaks, on Einschreibbrief front page from
"APOLDA", superb, expertized Schulz
98AXw,99BYaz2
estimate 50,2970 1945, 30 Pf. olive gray, perforated, economy gum,
thick paper, falling paper pattern of stripes or streaks, in
the horizontal pair with 8 and 40 Pf. I. Control Council
issue on registered letter from "Erford", superb,
expertized Schulz
99AYaz2
estimate 60,2971 1945, 30 Pf. olive gray, unperforated, paper w,
superb, certificate (copy) Ströh of a former blocks of
four, Michel 160.99BXaw ★★
estimate 55,2972 1945, trial printing: 30 Pf. dark olive green, very
fine MNH, expertized Sturm, Michel 100.99V1 ★★
estimate 35,2973 1945, souvenir sheet "anti-fascist", white
cardboard paper, type II, superb, Michel 450.Bl. 1xa ★★
estimate 160,2974 1945, souvenir sheet "anti-fascist", yellowish gray
paper, type III, hinge removed, superb, photo expertize
Ströh, Michel 800.Bl. 1ta ★
estimate 280,2975 1946, souvenir sheet "national theater",
unperforated, superb, Michel 80.Bl. 3A
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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2976 1946, souvenir sheet pair "national theater", as
usual gum creases, superb, Michel 100.Bl. 3A/B( ★), ★★
estimate 35,2977 1946, souvenir sheet "national theater",
unperforated, with plate flaw "dot behind first E in the
Goethe", superb, Michel 150.Bl. 3APFIV (★)
estimate 50,2978 1945, souvenir sheet "national theater", rouletted,
Michel no. 107 in dark brown olive, very fine, photo
expertize Jasch, Michel 1300.Bl. 3Bbya ★★
estimate 360,2979 1946, "bridges souvenir sheet", type I, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 420.Bl. 4a ★★
estimate 150,2980 1946, "bridges souvenir sheet", type I, with stamp
"WEIMAR 29. 3. 46" (a day before first day), superb,
R!, expertized Zierer, Michel 1700.Bl. 4a
estimate 480,2981 1946, 10 Pf. "reconstruction" with variety
"fountain over indication of value" (field 3), in the
upper margin pair with normal stamp, superb,
expertized Ströh
112yI
estimate 20,2982 1946, 12 Pf. red "reconstruction" in the block of
four from the margin, superb, signed Ströh, Michel
(240.-)
113by ★★
estimate 90,SOVIET ZONE WEST SAXONY
2983 1945, 6 Pf. dark red violet, watermark 1X, superb,
expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 50.117Xb
estimate 20,2984 1945, 6 Pf. dark red violet, watermark 1X, in the
upper margin pair with additional franking on
registered letter, superb
117Xb
estimate 70,2985 1945, 8 Pf. bright red orange, watermark 1Y,
single franking on "commercial papers" from
"ALTENBURG", superb
118Y
estimate 50,2986 1945, "numeral", watermark 1Y, in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (160.-)
116-19Y ★★
estimate 60,2987 1945, 8 Pf. bright red orange, watermark 1Y,
single franking on local letter, superb
118Y
estimate 50,2988 1945, 12 Pf. bright carmine red, watermark 1Y,
on long distance cover, superb
119Y
estimate 30,2989 1945, "Mügeln", watermark X, in vertical pairs
from sheet upper margin, there without horizontal
perforation!, the 6 Pf. stamp with horizontal double
perforation between 1. and 2. stamps row, superb, RR!,
photo expertize Dr. Jasch, Michel - . !
116-19AXUo
estimate 750,-

SOVIET ZONE WEST SAXONY
2990 1945, "Roßwein", perforated L 11¼-11½,
watermark 1X, always with unperforated margin, very
fine set mint never hinged, expertized Ströh / Dr. Jasch
116-19BX ★★
estimate 75,2991 1945, "Roßwein", perforated L 11¼-11½,
watermark 1X, very fine set mint never hinged,
expertized Ströh / Dr. Jasch, Michel 170.116-19BX ★★
estimate 55,2992 1945, 6 Pf. gray violet "Roßwein", perforated L
11¼-11½, watermark 1X, a little blotched otherwise
superb, expertized Ströh, Michel 130.117BaX
estimate 30,2993 1945, 5 Pf. "Roßwein", rouletted 10, watermark
1Y, rest of hinge, superb, expertized Zierer
116CY ★
estimate 20,2994 1945, "Roßwein", rouletted 16, watermark X,
very fine set mint never hinged, expertized Ströh,
Michel 100.116-19DX ★★
estimate 35,2995 1945, 8 Pf. "Kriebitzsch", watermark Y, in the
horizontal strip of three and 12 Pf., watermark X, as
well 6 Pf. Thuringia on registered letter, superb, RR!,
expertized shrub, Michel 2180.118GY,119GX
estimate 750,2996 1945, numeral "6 + Z + Z + 12", superb, Michel
60.SK Zd 2 ★★
estimate 20,2997 1945, "experimental perforation", very fine set
mint never hinged, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 80.120-23X ★★
estimate 30,2998 1945, "experimental perforation", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 80.120-23X ★★
estimate 25,2999 1945, 6 Pf. "experimental perforation" in the
lower left corner margin block of four, very fine MNH,
expertized Ströh, Michel (88.-)
121X ★★
estimate 30,3000 1945, 8 Pf. "experimental perforation", block of
four from lower margin, as well plate flaw 122I, superb,
expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 156.122X ★★
estimate 50,3001 1945, 12 Pf. "experimental perforation" in the part
sheet from 70 piece, as well 2x plate flaw no. 123I, very
fine MNH, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 1576.123X ★★
estimate 280,3002 1945, experimental perforation "6 + Z + Z + 12",
superb, Michel 60.SK Zd 6 ★★
estimate 20,3003 1945, "sample exhibition", watermark 1X, very
fine MNH, Michel 70.124/5X ★★
estimate 25,3004 1945, 6 Pf. "sample exhibition", watermark 1X,
unperforated, superb, Michel 150.124XU ★★
estimate 55,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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3005 1948, 3 Pf. dark ochre brown, watermark 1Y, very
fine MNH, expertized Ströh, Michel 200.126Yb ★★
estimate 60,3006 1945, 4 Pf. black gray blue and blue-grey,
watermark 1Y, with plate flaws always in the sheet
(100), horizontal folded, superb, Michel (250.-)
127Ya,b ★★
estimate 50,3007 1945, 8 Pf. bright orange, watermark 1X, in the
sheet (100), as well the varieties 130I and 130II, superb
130X ★★
estimate 20,3008 1945, 10 Pf. gray and 15 Pf. bright brown
carmine, watermark 1X, with additional franking on
registered letter (on the back flap is absent), superb,
expertized Dr. Jasch
131Xa,133Xb
estimate 25,3009 1945, 15 Pf. lilac carmine, watermark 1X, with
additional franking (amongst other things no. 85 / 6wb)
on cash on delivery registered letter, superb, expertized
Dr. Jasch
133Xa
estimate 75,3010 1945, 15 Pf. lilac carmine, watermark 1Y, with
additional franking on registered letter from
"SCHKEUDITZ" with provisional registration label!,
superb
133Ya
estimate 25,3011 1945, 20 Pf. medium blue and 30 Pf. olive, always
in the sheet (100), centered separated, very fine MNH,
Michel (200.-)
134/5Y ★★
estimate 35,3012 1945, 20 Pf. blue, watermark 1Y, in the sheet
(100), field 79 with variety "white spot between P from
penny and first E in German", superb
134YII ★★
estimate 35,3013 1945, 30 Pf. brownish olive, watermark 1X, in the
block of four from the margin, very fine MNH,
expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 1000.135Xa ★★
estimate 240,3014 1945, 30 Pf. brownish olive, watermark 1X,
superb, abridged certificate Dr. Jasch, Michel 250.135Xa ★★
estimate 60,3015 1945, 40 Pf. lilac, watermark 1X, with variety "0
the indication of value 40 broken out" and "right
margin broken", always in the block of six with normal
stamps, superb
136XaI,II ★★
estimate 20,3016 1945, 40 Pf. bright red lilac, watermark 1X, lower
margin copy, superb, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 320.136Xc ★★
estimate 100,3017 1945, 40 Pf. bright red lilac, watermark 1X, as
usual perforated superb, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel
320.136Xc ★★
estimate 75,3018 1946, 40 Pf. lilac, watermark 1X, chalky paper, in
the sheet (100) with varieties 136I and 136II, superb
136Xza ★★
estimate 90,-
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3019 1945, 60 Pf. brown carmine, watermark 1X, in the
sheet (100), superb, Michel 450.137Xa ★★
estimate 70,3020 1945, 60 Pf. blackish brown carmine, watermark
1Y, superb, expertized Ströh, Michel 500.137Yb ★★
estimate 180,3021 1945, "numeral", vertical se-tenants complete on
postage exceeding tariff rate registered letter, very fine,
expertized Dr. Jasch
S Zd 3-6
estimate 75,3022 1946, 3 Pf. "people solidarity" with variety "O in
post right above open" in the pair with normal stamp on
distance postcard, superb, R!
138IV
estimate 150,3023 1946, 12 Pf. "people solidarity" with variety
"Volksnor in lieu of peoples distress", with additional
franking on registered letter, superb
144I
estimate 35,3024 1946, "farewell series", watermark 1X, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 400.150-55X ★★
estimate 140,3025 1946, 6 Pf. dark red violet, watermark 1Y, very
fine MNH, expertized Dr. Jasch, Michel 90.153Yb ★★
estimate 30,3026 1946, 12 Pf. "farewell series", watermark, 1Y, in
the vertical strip of three, medium stamp with variety
"snow on tower", superb, Michel (450.-)
155YI
estimate 150,3027 1946, "farewell series", unwatermarked, with 4
values additional franking (amongst other things 2x
Michel no. 133Ya) on postage exceeding tariff rate
registered
letter
with
censorship
stamp
"STUTTGART", superb, expertized Dr. Jahn
156-61x
estimate 40,3028 1946, 5 Pf. blackish olive green with variety
"break in the right building" with additional franking on
correctly
franked
registered
letter
from
"OBERRÖBLINGEN on the lake", British censorship,
very fine
158II
estimate 70,3029 "Leipzig fair", unperforated, watermark Y, in the
complete sheet set (50), superb, R!, Michel (without
varieties) : 2250.162-65BY ★★
estimate 750,3030 1946, 84 Pf. blackish emerald green, perforated,
watermark 1X, single franking on registered letter,
superb, expertized Dr. Jasch
165AXa
estimate 20,3031 1946, 84 Pf. blackish yellow emerald-green,
perforated, watermark 1X, in the sheet (50), very fine
MNH, expertized Schulz, Michel 650.165AXb ★★
estimate 130,3032 1946, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fair", watermark
1X, type I, special cancel, manufactured calender
creases, superb, Michel 350.Bl. 5Xa
estimate 120,-
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3033 1956, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fair", watermark
1X, type III, special cancel, slight paper curls, superb,
Michel 350.Bl. 5Xa
estimate 120,3034 1946, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fair", watermark
"steps steep falling", type IV, insignificant small shaded
place, superb, photo expertize Jasch, Michel 650.Bl. 5XZa
estimate 180,3035 1946, souvenir sheet "Leipzig fair", watermark
1Y, type VI, special cancel, superb, Michel 350.Bl. 5Ya
estimate 130,3036 1946, large souvenir sheet "Leipzig fair",
watermark 1X, type I, with protective cover, superb,
Michel (500.-)
Bl. 5SX (★)
estimate 190,3037 1945, 5 Pf. green on local postcard, stamp
"LEIPZIG people solidarity against peoples distress",
very fine, Michel 200.P 16
estimate 60,3038 Lot of over 100 documents, almost only
legitimate postage, treasure trove, inspect!
estimate 150,SOVIET ZONE GENERALLY ISSUES
3039 "16 Ilmenau" on 24 Pf. "Stephan", special cancel,
cover very fine (stamp defects), R!, Michel 600.IIIa III
estimate 150,3040 "20 Prösen" on 80 Pf. violet blue, superb,
expertized Dr. calf
180IV
estimate 20,3041 1948, 13 different covers with mixed frankings,
with tenfold and district cancel frankings, as well 2
registered letters, very fine / superb, inspect!
estimate 200,3042 1948, 40 Pf. dark rose lilac, single franking on
Cash on Delivery card, very fine
193
estimate 65,3043 1948, 60 Pf. carmine, superb, expertized Paul,
Michel 80.195a ★★
estimate 20,3044 1948, 6 Pf. bright gray violet, overprint once
normal additional blind embossed overprint, block of
four, very fine MNH, expertized Paul, Michel (200.-)
201wbzDDII ★★
estimate 75,3045 1948, 12 Pf. medium carmine red, overprint once
normal and additional blind embossed, superb,
expertized Paul, Michel 100.204wazDDII ★★
estimate 35,3046 1948, 84 Pf. dark opal green, very fine MNH,
expertized Paul, Michel 80.211b ★★
estimate 30,3047 1948, 2 Pf. gray "Kollwitz", vertical spotted gum,
in the lower right corner margin block of four, superb,
Michel (140.-)
212ay ★★
estimate 55,-

SOVIET ZONE GENERALLY ISSUES
3048 1948, 10 Pf. dark bluish green "Bebel", spotted
gum vertical, very fine MNH, Michel 100.215ay ★★
estimate 35,3049 1948, 16 Pf. Prussian-blue "Virchow", vertical
spotted gum, in the lower right corner margin block of
four, superb, Michel (400.-)
218ay ★★
estimate 150,3050 1949, 24 Pf. "3. people congress", overprint type
I, with printers mark block of four from of the left
lower corner of the sheet, superb, Michel (70.-)
233IDZ ★★
estimate 25,3051 1949, 24 Pf. "3. people congress", overprint type
II, with printers note "M 301 / Z 3202" block of four
from of the right lower corner of the sheet, very fine
MNH, expertized Schönherr, Michel (300.-)
233IIDV3 ★★
estimate 120,3052 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", 5x, superb, Michel
1100.Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 280,3053 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", very fine MNH,
Michel 220.Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 70,3054 1949, souvenir sheet "Goethe", special cancel
"WEIMAR", superb, Michel 300.Bl. 6
estimate 100,3055 1949, 50 Pf. "Goethe", special cancel, superb,
Michel 180.239
estimate 55,-

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
3059 1951, 50 Pf. "Universal Postel Union", single
franking from "Erford" to Switzerland, very fine
242
estimate 20,3060 1950, "academy of sciences", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 140.261-70 ★★
estimate 40,3061 1950, "academy of sciences" with both 12 Pf.
stamps, very fine set (11 values)
261-70a,b
estimate 50,-

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
109
3062 1950, souvenir sheet "Debria", superb, Michel
150.Bl. 7 ★★
estimate 45,3063 1950, souvenir sheet "Debria", date stamp
"ROSTOCK", superb, Michel 170.Bl. 7
estimate 50,3064 1950, souvenir sheet "Debria" with variety
"slanting white line over 1 in the date", as usual
gumming, very fine MNH, expertized Schönherr,
Michel 500.Bl. 7 PF III ★★
estimate 150,3065 1950, center piece "Debria", superb, Michel 100.271/2 ★★
estimate 25,3066 1950 / 1, 10 superb items
276-85
estimate 30,3067 1951, "Chinese", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 300.286-88 ★★
estimate 100,3068 1951, "Chinese", very fine set
286-88
estimate 40,3069 1962, 8 Pf. "Lortzing", watermark 2YII, lease,
expertized Schönherr, Michel 40.309YII ★
estimate Gebot
3070 1952, "personalities" Michel no. 327 / 8, 330-33,
335 / 6, 338, 339, 10 corner margin blocks of four
always from of the left lower corner of the sheet, mint
never hinged, superb
★★
estimate 110,3071 1952 / 3, "personalities", CTO, as usual perforated
very fine set, Michel 450.327-41
estimate 100,3072 1953, 8 Pf. brown orange "Marx", watermark 2YI,
in the left lower corner margin block of four, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (100.-)
329vaYI
★★
estimate 35,3073 1952, 8 Pf. "Marx", ordinary paper, watermark
2XII, superb, expertized Schönherr, Michel 100.329zXII
estimate 30,3074 1953, 25 Pf. braunoilv "Virchow", watermark
2XI, date-appropriate cancelled, superb, abridged
certificate Schönherr, Michel 600.334vaXI
estimate 200,3075 1952, 25 Pf. "Virchow", ordinary paper, in the left
lower corner margin block of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (800.-)
334z
★★
estimate 280,3076 1952, 25 Pf. "Virchow", ordinary paper, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 200.334z ★★
estimate 60,3077 1953, 30 Pf. red "Engels", chalky paper,
watermark 2XII, 50x in the part sheet, superb, Michel
1250.335vaXII ★★
estimate 150,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SOVIET ZONE COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3056 Mint never hinged collection SBZ with many
good middle values and souvenir sheets as well some
special feature on KA-BE album pages, superb
condition, Michel more then 1700.★★
estimate 300,3057 Mint collection Soviet zone with some special
feature, MECKLENBURG-WESTERN POMERANIA
good be present, in total over 600 stamps, partly a little
having mould stains, inspect!
★
estimate 150,3058 Rich collection Soviet areas occupied by the
enemy with many good middle issues, superb
collection, inspect, favorable offered!
,★
estimate 190,-

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
3078 1952, 50 Pf. "Marx" in the right upper corner
margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (129.-)
337
★★
estimate 40,3079 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann", 20x, mostly superb
339 ★★
estimate 20,3080 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann" with plate flaw "spot at
the chin and line at the Collar" (field 73) in the block of
nine from of the left lower corner of the sheet, superb,
Michel (134.-)
339PFIII ★★
estimate 40,3081 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann" with plate flaw "T from
post right spiky and white border line right narrows"
(field 62) in the block of four from the margin, superb,
Michel 124.339PFIV ★★
estimate 35,3082 1952, 80 Pf. "Thälmann", chalky paper,
watermark 2XI, in the sheet (100), as well 2x plate flaw
339PFIII (field 23 and 73) and 339 PFIV (field 62),
horizontal a little separated, superb, Michel 1016.339vaXI ★★
estimate 150,3083 1953, 84 Pf. brownish carmine "Bebel",
watermark 2XII, left lower corner margin block of four
with pressure control memo: " 4469 19. 12. 52 3004
hammered, Günter", mint never hinged, superb, R!
341vaXII
★★
estimate 280,3084 1953, 84 Pf. brownish carmine "Bebel",
watermark 2XII, date-appropriate cancelled, superb,
abridged certificate Schönherr, Michel 350.341vaXII
estimate 130,3085 1953, "Marx souvenir sheet" (4), all watermarked
2YII, superb, Michel 600.Bl. 8/9A/BYII ★★
estimate 190,3086 1953, "Marx souvenir sheet", unperforated,
watermark 2YI, superb, expertized Schönherr, Michel
220.Bl. 8BYI
estimate 75,3087 1953, "Marx souvenir sheet", unperforated,
watermark 2YI, first day special cancel, very fine,
expertized Schönherr, Michel 150.Bl. 9BYI
estimate 40,3088 1953, 24 Pf. brownish carmine, watermark 2XII,
as usual perforated superb, expertized Schönherr,
Michel 120.414XII ★★
estimate 30,3089 1954, souvenir sheet "stamps exhibition" with
variety "dot over right upper souvenir sheet enclosure
ornament", superb, Michel 350.Bl. 10III ★★
estimate 110,3090 1955, 10 Pf. "World Federation of Trade Unions"
with variety "white spot at of the right collar point",
very fine MNH, Michel 120.452I ★★
estimate 40,3091 1955, souvenir sheet "Schiller", both watermark, 2
superb souvenir sheets, Michel 54.Bl. 12I/II ★★
estimate 20,-

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
110
3092 1955, souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety
"remoter base line by J", both watermark, 2 superb
souvenir sheets
Bl. 12IV/XI,II ★★
estimate 45,3093 1955, souvenir sheet "Schiller" with variety
"remoter base line by J", superb, Michel 60.Bl. 12IV ★★
estimate 20,3094 1955, 60 Pf. "rose Luxembourg", watermark 2XI,
superb, expertized Schönherr, Michel 60.478XI
estimate 20,3095 1955, single stamps "Engels", unperforated, very
fine set, Michel 60.485-90B
estimate 20,3096 1955, souvenir sheet "Engels", superb, Michel
80.Bl. 13 ★★
estimate 25,3097 1955, souvenir sheet "Engels", special cancel "5.
congress for German-Soviet friendship", superb, Michel
250.Bl. 13
estimate 90,3098 1957, 1 DM black gray green "Pieck", watermark
3X, very fine MNH, abridged certificate Schönherr,
Michel 400.622a ★★
estimate 140,3099 1958, souvenir sheet "Buchenwald", superb,
Michel 60.Bl. 15 ★★
estimate 20,3100 More impending Invasion the militaries of the
Warsawer contract in the CSSR: 1968, 10 Pf. opal
green in the horizontal pair on cover from Neustatd /
Dosse to Dresden, thence forwarded in the Provision
room the 7. Tank division - 86 Bautzen I - with
three-figure Post-office box number "427" (it was no
Field postal service transportation constructed,
therefore not free of postage), vertical folded, RR!
846
estimate 250,3101 1962-64, "world festival" block of four and
"olympic games" in the block of six, superb, Michel
70.901-04,1039-44
estimate 20,3102 1962, "world space flights" (S Zd 40-43), date
stamp, 4 superb items, Michel 90.926-33
estimate 25,3103 1962, "5 years Soviet world space flights" in the
sheetlet, date stamp, superb, Michel 90.926-33KB
estimate 30,3104 1964, "Leipzig spring fair", all 16 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 118-125 and S Zd 44-51), very fine
MNH, Michel 200.1012/3 ★★
estimate 60,3105 1964, "summer Olympic Games", all 24
se-tenants complete (W Zd 126-37 and S Zd 52-63),
superb, Michel 320.1039-44 ★★
estimate 85,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
3106 1964, souvenir sheet "15 years German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany)", superb
Bl. 19 (★)
estimate Gebot
3107 1964, "traditional costumes", all 24 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 144-155 and S Zd 64-75), superb,
Michel 650.1074-79 ★★
estimate 190,3108 1964, "traditional costumes", 6 horizontal pairs
(W Zd 144-149), superb, Michel 73.1074-79
estimate 20,3109 1968, "75 years meteorological Head
observatory", unperforated strip of three, superb
1343-45U ★★
estimate 50,3110 1978, "circus", all 16 se-tenants complete (W Zd
394-401 and S Zd 160-167), in addition to it watermark
398 with printers mark, very fine MNH, Michel 132.2364-67 ★★
estimate 45,3111 1978, "circus", all 16 se-tenants complete (W Zd
394-401 and S Zd 160-167), superb, Michel 210.2364-67
estimate 60,3112 1978, "Meissener porcelain", all 32 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 423-38 and S Zd 183-98), very fine
MNH, Michel 140.2464-71 ★★
estimate 40,3113 1979, "Meissener porcelain", all 32 se-tenants
complete (W Zd 423-38 and S Zd 183-98), superb
2464-71
estimate 40,3114 1980 / 1, "construction in of the German
Demokratic Republik", complete set in sheet, superb,
Michel approximate 1500.- (without Druckereidatum
and so on. )
a.2483-2650
estimate 40,3115 1982, 20 Pf. "Luther" in the sheetlet (10) with first
day special cancel, superb
2755KB
estimate Gebot
3116 1985, "circus", all 16 se-tenants complete (W Zd
645-52 and S Zd 292-99), superb, Michel 95.2983-86 ★★
estimate 25,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) YEAR SETS
3117 1984, year tabulation, superb, Michel 100.J 1 ★★
estimate 25,3118 1985, year tabulation, superb, Michel 80.J 2 ★★
estimate 20,3119 1986, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
100.J 3 ★★
estimate 25,3120 1990, year tabulation, superb, Michel 130.J 7 ★★
estimate 30,EAST GERMANY OFFICIAL STAMPS A
3121 1956, 84 Pf. bright red brown with 6 Pf.
additional franking on registered letter, superb
D 2,17
estimate 40,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

EAST GERMANY OFFICIAL STAMPS A
111
3122 1955, 84 Pf. bright red brown with 10 Pf.
additional franking on registered letter, superb
D 4,17
estimate 30,3123 1954, 15 Pf. blackish violet with variety "without
imprinted stamp", unperforated, superb, Michel 250.D 6NFU (★)
estimate 90,3124 1954, 25 Pf. black opal green, watermark upright,
on cover to Altenburg, as usual perforated superb
D 10YI
estimate 20,3125 1954, 5 Pf. emerald green, type II, watermark
2XII, very fine MNH, expertized Jahn, Michel 250.D 18IIXII ★★
estimate 90,3126 1954, 10 Pf. bluish green, type II, watermark
2XII, rest of hinge, superb
D 19IIXII ★
estimate 40,3127 1954, 15 Pf. black gray violet, type II, watermark
2XI, on piece, stamp with defects, Michel 180.D 21IIXI
estimate 25,3128 1954, 20 Pf. black yellow olive, type I, watermark
2XII, very fine MNH, expertized Jahn, Michel 350.D 22IXII ★★
estimate 110,3129 1954, 70 Pf. sienna, watermark 2XII, in the sheet
(100) with printing plant notation, superb, Michel
(300.-)
D 27XII ★★
estimate 25,3130 1956, 20 Pf. black yellow olive, granite paper,
type I, watermark XI, single franking on window
envelope, superb
D 32IXI
estimate 60,3131 1956, 40 Pf. red, granite paper, watermark 2XI,
block of four, mint never hinged, superb, expertized
Jahn, Michel 320.D 33XI
★★
estimate 110,3132 1957 / 8, 5 - 40 Pf., watermark 3, 10 sheet (100)
with different printing office-note, amongst other things
with no. 38 printers mark 1 and printers mark 2, a few
separated, very fine / superb, Michel 740.D 34-39 ★★
estimate 150,3133 1958, 70 Pf. reddish brown, watermark 3, window
envelope, special delivery registered letter, superb
D 41
estimate 50,3134 Rest lot one large special collection official
stamps A in 6 albums including duplicates, as well over
400 legitimate documents as well blue sender´s meter
cancel, station shipments, administrative value post,
varieties and special feature, treasure trove for the
specialists!
, , ★ ★, ★
estimate 1.000,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) OFFICIAL STAMPS B
3135 1956, 20 Pf. watermark 2XII, superb, expertized
Weigelt, Michel 180.D 7XII ★★
estimate 60,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) OFFICIAL STAMPS B
3136 1956, 70 Pf. "ZKD" in the complete sheet (50)
with printers mark and variety 9I, stamp "invalid", at
the bottom with 5 vertical blank fields, superb, Michel .
D 9L
estimate 100,3137 1958, 10 Pf. medium brown yellow / dark
yellowish red on light olive green, type II, letter N, in
the horizontal strip of four on large part of a letter with
blackened address, additional violet bar cancel, very
fine, Michel 100.D 18IIN
estimate 25,3138 1959, 10 Pf. emerald green / brown violet / red,
letter Q, in the horizontal pair, superb, Michel 100.D 24Q
estimate 30,3139 1959, 10 Pf. bright gray blue / black, letter V, in
the horizontal pair on window envelope from "ZEITZ",
superb
D 26V
estimate 70,3140 1959, 10 Pf. bright gray blue / dark brownish red /
black, letter HP, small perforation defects otherwise
superb, Michel 85.D 28HP
estimate 20,3141 Mainly mint never hinged collection "value strip
reprints", with 88 values, almost only superb condition
D 16-31 ★ ★,
estimate 350,3142 Almost only cancelled collection "value strip for
the ZKD" in emerald green / brown violet / red and
orange yellow / red-brown / lilac ultramarine, with 127
values, as well a few special feature, almost only superb
condition
D 24/5 , , ★★
estimate 280,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) OFFICIAL STAMPS C
3143 1964, "course control receipt socially-owned
companies (VVB) ", black control number 2 / 12, with
long bar (11¼ mm), on piece, superb
D 46XIIPF I
estimate 40,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) OFFICIAL STAMPS D
3144 1965, 20 Pf. brownish red / black, perforated 9½,
on cover from "HOHENSTEIN-ERNSTTHAL", superb
VD 1A
estimate 30,3145 1965, 20 Pf. brownish red / black, perforated 9½,
on cover from "POTSDAM", 1x folded otherwise
superb
VD 1A
estimate 25,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) OFFICIAL STAMPS E
3146 1965, 65 Pf. bluish green on cover from
"MEININGEN", superb, Michel 150.E1
estimate 50,3147 Interesting collection "for mailings with letter
with proof of delivery" with 16 values and 11
documents
E 2 , ★ ★, ,
estimate 100,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) REGISTRATION STAMP
112
3148 1967, 50 Pf. rose-carmine / black, perforated 12½,
thick paper, postcode "1135", se-tenant, superb, Michel
200.1CxZ ★★
estimate 70,EAST GERMANY SE-TENANTS
3149 1955, stamp booklet "five year plan", watermark
2, very fine MNH, Michel 120.MH 1.1 ★★
estimate 35,3150 1960, stamp booklet sheet "five year plan",
superb, Michel 380.MHB 9 ★★
estimate 110,3151 1960-90, 12 different stamp booklet, almost only
superb (stamp booklet 4c / 1c without Clamp), Michel
160.aus MH 3a/1-10 ★★
estimate 35,3152 1972, stamp booklet "costumes", with corporate
seal, margin at the bottom no perforations going
through margins, 2. stamp booklet pane above adhesion
point otherwise superb, Michel 90.MH 5II/2b ★★
estimate 20,3153 1972, stamp booklet "leisure time", inscription
black in lieu of green, superb
SMH 3a ★★
estimate Gebot
3154 1974, stamp booklet "fauna and Fora" in
yellowish green / black, very fine MNH, Michel 120.SMHD 6ce ★★
estimate 35,3155 1978, stamp booklet "6 post horns", 8 different
booklet (a, ba, dc, dh, e, fo, g, ha), very fine MNH,
Michel 125.SMHD 10I ★★
estimate 35,3156 Mint never hinged collection se-tenants German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from 1960-90 in
4 albums with good middle issues, in addition to it
many single stamps and sheetlet, superb condition,
Michel 2150.★★
estimate 290,3157 Cancelled collection German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1945-90 in 3 Schaubek
albums, apparently complete, the two of them
unperforated Marx souvenir sheet only mint never
hinged, in addition to it a few official stamps
uncharged, almost only superb condition
estimate 650,GDR (EAST GERMANY) YEAR SETS
3158 1954, complete year, superb
423-Bl. 10 ★★
estimate 30,3159 1955, complete year with 3 souvenir sheets,
superb
447-509 ★★
estimate 75,3160 1956, complete year, superb
510-58 ★★
estimate 30,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) COLLECTIONS
3161 1949-58, mint never hinged complete neat
collection in the KA-BE album with mounts, superb
collection
★★
estimate 750,3162 Complete mint never hinged Teilsamnmlung
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from
1964-82 clean in 2 stock books, superb condition
★★
estimate 200,3163 Almost complete collection se-tenants from
1984-90 with good middle issues in the Borek special
album, superb condition, Michel 840.aus 2864-3346 ★★
estimate 100,3164 Complete mint never hinged part of a collection
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from
1978-83 in the safe album with mounts, in addition to it
a few se-tenants, superb condition
★★
estimate 50,3165 Complete mint never hinged part of a collection
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from
1969-72 in the safe album with mounts, in addition to it
various se-tenants, superb condition
★★
estimate 40,3166 Complete mint never hinged part of a collection
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from
1970-73 in the Borek album with mounts, superb
condition
★★
estimate 35,3167 Almost complete mint never hinged collection
German Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from
1970-81 in the KA-BE album with mounts, superb
condition
★★
estimate Gebot
3168 Double complete neat collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from 1956-90
(mint never hinged and used) in 7 Lindner hingeless
album, in addition to it many se-tenant sheet etc.,
superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 680,3169 Clean cancelled complete collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from 1953-56 on
KA-BE album pages, except for the occasional one
only superb condition
estimate 500,3170 Cancelled part of a collection German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1949-55, except for
souvenir sheet 7, 8 / 9 and 13 as well Michel no. 327-41
complete, almost only superb condition
estimate 200,3171 Cancelled part of a collection German Demokratic
Republik (East Germany) from 1949-55, except for
souvenir sheet 7, 8 / 9 and 13 as well Michel no. 327-41
complete, very fine / superb
estimate 190,3172 1960-69, complete part of a collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany), almost only
superb condition
estimate 120,-

G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) COLLECTIONS
113
3173 Complete cancelled collection German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from 1976-80 in
the Lindner album with mounts, superb condition
estimate 40,3174 Collection German Demokratic Republik (East
Germany) from 1950-65 with many good issues, almost
only superb condition, high catalog value!
, ★ ★, ★
estimate Gebot
G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) LOTS
3175 Mint never hinged dealers stock German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany) from 1962-90 in
6 Schaubek stock books, from 1971 mostly 6-10x
available, as well se-tenants, souvenir sheets and
sheetlet, enormous catalog value!
★★
estimate 500,3176 1950, 12 Pf. - 2 DM "Pieck", interesting lot with
legitimate postmarks, very fine / superb
251-54
estimate 30,3177 1955, 37 mostly different airmail documents,
mainly special and first flights, superb
estimate 75,3178 1969, 37 mostly different airmail documents,
mainly opening and special flight, superb
estimate 60,3179 1966, 30 mostly different airmail documents,
mainly opening and special flight, superb
estimate 40,G.D.R. (EAST GERMANY) POSTAL STATIONERY
3180 1986-90, 18 different postal stationery postcards
with special cancellations, Michel 100.P
estimate 25,3181 1961, 15 / 15 Pf. "Ulbricht", sender adress part
having two lines, unused, superb, Michel 50.P 78
estimate 20,3182 1951-73, 15 different used postal stationery
postcards and a folded letter, mostly superb condition,
Michel 180.aus P 41-79
estimate 60,3183 5 Pf. besides 5 Pf. "Ulbricht", 3 different private
postcard "solidarity with VIetnam", unused, superb
PP
estimate Gebot
3184 1977-90 40 different unused postal stationery, as
well U 1-11 and P 93-109 complete, T 1 etc., unused,
superb
a. P 82-109
estimate 30,BERLIN FORERUNNER
3185 24. 10. 1948, 12 Pf. "Day of the Postage Stamp"
with stamp "BERLIN SCHÖNEBERG" on 45 Pf.
postcard to use up, superb
SBZ 228
estimate 60,BERLIN
3186 1948, 50 and 80 Pf. "black overprint", 2 superb
items, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 60.13,15
estimate 20,-

BERLIN
3187 1948, 1 M. "black overprint", superb, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 160.17c
estimate 50,3188 1948, 2 M. "black overprint", superb, expertized
amongst other things Schlegel, Michel 500.18
estimate 150,3189 1948, 3 M. "black overprint", superb, expertized
amongst other things Schlegel, Michel 700.19
estimate 200,3190 1948, 5 M. "black overprint", superb, expertized
amongst other things Schlegel, Michel 750.20
estimate 220,3191 1949, 2, 6 and 8 Pf. "red overprint", rotary
printing, upper margin copies, 3 superb items,
expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 430.21-23WOR ★★
estimate 90,3192 1949, 25 Pf., 1 and 2 M. "red overprint", 3 values
as usual perforated superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel
885.27,33/4
estimate 200,3193 1949, 30 Pf. "red overprint", plate printing, upper
margin copy, not duchgezähnt, superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 350.28POR ★★
estimate 90,3194 1949, 1 M. "red overprint", superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 550.33 ★★
estimate 140,3195 1949, 2 M. "red overprint", normal perforation,
superb, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 280.34
estimate 75,3196 1949, "Stephan", without 24 Pf., rest of hinge, 6
superb items, Michel 210.35/6,38-41 ★
estimate 60,3197 1949, "Stephan", very fine set in normal
perforation, Michel 320.35-41
estimate 80,3198 1949, 50 Pf. "Stephan", superb, Michel 180.38 ★★
estimate 45,3199 1949, 60 Pf. "Stephan", manufactured gum spot,
very fine MNH, Michel 220.39 ★★
estimate 45,3200 1949, 1 M. "Stephan" with variety "white spot in
the pedestal, second E from German above baggy,
notch at the picture edge under O in post", perforation
fault, very fine, Michel 300.40II
estimate 60,3201 1949, "buildings", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 750.42-60 ★★
estimate 190,3202 1949, 1 - 5 DM "buildings", rest of hinge, 4
superb items, Michel 162. 50
57-60 ★
estimate 45,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BERLIN
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3203 1949, "Goethe", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 320.61-63 ★★
estimate 80,3204 1949, "Goethe", mint never hinged, very fine set
in normal perforation, Michel 320.61-63 ★★
estimate 65,3205 1949, "Goethe", very fine set, Michel 180.61-63
estimate 45,3206 1949, "Goethe", as usual perforated very fine set,
Michel 180.61-63
estimate 40,3207 1949, 10 Pf. "Goethe", perfect used, superb,
Michel 70.61
estimate Gebot
3208 1949, 10 Pf. "Goethe" with variety "Farfbfleck
besides right forearm of the actor", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 90.61I ★
estimate 25,3209 1949, 20 Pf. "Goethe", very fine MNH, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 150.62 ★★
estimate 40,3210 1949, 30 Pf. "Goethe" with variety "color point
left above besides J from J. W. From Goethe", superb,
Michel 120.63I
estimate 35,3211 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims",
superb, Michel 950.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 240,3212 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims"
with variety "hatching stroke in the victim bowl", size
(110x67), mint never hinged, minimal notch in the
lower margin otherwise superb, expertized Schlegel (on
the base signed), Michel 2000.Bl. 1I ★★
estimate 390,3213 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims",
both varieties, superb, expertized Lippschütz, Michel
1000.Bl. 1II ★
estimate 290,3214 1949, souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims"
with variety "green dot right at the wrist", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 2500.Bl. 1III ★★
estimate 650,3215 1949, 10 Pf. "monetary reform vitims", very fine
MNH, Michel 100.68 ★★
estimate 25,3216 1949, 10 Pf. "monetary reform vitims", as usual
perforated superb, expertized A. Schlegel, Michel 190.68
estimate 45,3217 1949, 20 and 30 Pf. "monetary reform vitims" in
the pair from souvenir sheet, superb
69/70 ★★
estimate 110,3218 1949, 20 Pf. "monetary reform vitims", superb,
expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 190.69
estimate 55,-

BERLIN
3219 1949, 30 Pf. "monetary reform vitims" with
variety "vertical hatching line in the victim bowl",
partly wavy-line cancel, superb, Michel 500.70I
estimate 120,3220 1950, 20 Pf. "ERP", superb, Michel 100.71 ★★
estimate 25,3221 1950, 20 Pf. "ERP" with special cancel on photo
postcard dto., superb
71
estimate 20,3222 1950, "philharmonic", very fine MNH, Michel
140.72/3 ★★
estimate 40,3223 1950, "philharmonic", superb, Michel 130.72/3
estimate 40,3224 1950, "philharmonic" on official First Day Cover,
superb, Michel 300.72/3
estimate 90,3225 1950, 30 Pf. "philharmonic", superb, Michel 90.73
estimate 25,3226 1951, "bell left", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.75-79 ★★
estimate 25,3227 1951, "bell right", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 120.82-86 ★★
estimate 30,3228 1952, "famous Berlin", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 130.91-100 ★★
estimate 35,3229 1952, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 40 Pf. "men the history"
on 5 first day covers, superb / very fine
95-98,100
estimate 40,3230 1953, "memorial church", "17. June", 2 superb
sets, Michel 75.106-11 ★★
estimate 20,3231 1953, 20 and 30 Pf. "memorial church", 2 superb
items, expertized D. Schlegel, Michel 155.108/9
estimate 45,3232 1953, "buildings II and III", 5 superb items,
Michel 200.112/3,121-23 ★★
estimate 55,3233 1954, 8 different superb items, Michel 80.115-20,124/5 ★★
estimate 20,3234 1956, 7 Pf. "Radio tower" on maximum card with
first day cancel, superb, Michel 120.135
estimate 30,3235 1957, 30 Pf. "castle peacock island" and 40 Pf.
"castle Charlottenburg" always on First Day Cover,
very fine / superb, Michel 120.148/9
estimate 20,3236 1957, "men the history" on 10 first day covers,
superb
163-72
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

BERLIN
115
3237 1959, 40 and 70 Pf. "Heuss" on private First day
Sheet with first day special cancel, superb
185/6
estimate 20,3238 1964 / 5, "buildings" in the sheet set (100), 1x
folded, superb, Michel 3250.242-49 ★★
estimate 550,3239 1966, return envelope to Hanover with single
circle postmark "UNFZYP DANCON" of the danish
UN Unit on Cyprus, franked by mixed franking Berlin /
Federal Republic, superb
356
estimate 20,3240 1971 / 2, 5, 20 and 60 Pf. "prevention of
accidents", 3 corner margin copies with printers mark,
very fine MNH, Michel 120.402,404,409A DZ ★★
estimate 25,3241 1988, 70 Pf. "Nefertiti" in the horizontal strip of
four as correctly franked multiple franking on First Day
Cover, superb
814
estimate 20,3242 1988, "woman the history" on first day covers,
superb, Michel 105.824-28,830
estimate 25,3243 1989, 500 Pf. "Solomon" on first days collection
page, superb
830 ★ ★, ,
estimate 25,BERLIN COIL STAMP FOR VENDING MACHINE
3244 4. 5. 1987, 10 - 300 Pf. and 5 - 145 Pf., both sets
complete on 7 first day covers, superb
VS1/2
estimate 30,BERLIN SE-TENANTS
3245 1949, "buildings", 4 different horizontal
se-tenants, superb, Michel 199.W 1,5,9,13 ★★
estimate 50,3246 1949, buildings "R1c + 4" on First Day Cover,
superb postcard, Michel 60.W5
estimate 20,3247 1949, buildings "R1b + 10", stamp booklet
perforation, very fine, Michel 85.W9
estimate 20,3248 1949, buildings "R1b + 10" on First Day Cover,
stamp booklet perforation, card very fine, Michel 100.W9
estimate 25,3249 1949, buildings "R1a + 20" on First Day Cover,
superb, Michel 100.W 13
estimate 35,3250 1949, stamp booklet pane "1 Pf. buildings",
borderless, on First Day Cover, superb
H-Bl. 4B
estimate 20,3251 1952, "buildings", 5 different se-tenants, mostly
superb, Michel 370.W 23,S 5-10
estimate 70,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BERLIN SE-TENANTS
3252 1952, buildings "20 + frame cancel with two
lines", stamp booklet perforation, very fine MNH,
Michel 95.W 17 ★★
estimate 25,3253 1952, "buildings", 4 different horizontal
se-tenants, stamp booklet perforation, very fine /
superb, Michel 250.W21,25,29,37
estimate 50,3254 1952, buildings "frame cancel with two lines +
20", very fine MNH, Michel 90.S 5 ★★
estimate 30,3255 1952, buildings "R5 + 4", stamp booklet
perforation, superb, Michel 90.S 8 ★★
estimate 25,3256 1952, buildings "R6 + 1", very fine MNH, Michel
90.S 9 ★★
estimate 30,3257 1952, stamp booklet pane 1 Pf. "buildings",
borderless, superb, Michel 180.H-Bl. 9 ★★
estimate 35,3258 1966-70, 3 stamp booklet sheet "Brandenburger
Tor", very fine MNH, Michel 700.MHB 5-7 ★★
estimate 290,3259 1972, stamp booklet sheet "prevention of
accidents", 1x folded, superb, Michel 150.MHB 8 ★★
estimate 50,3260 1974, complete se-tenant issue, superb, Michel
84.W 51-60 ★★
estimate 25,3261 1974, stamp booklet pane "prevention of
accidents" on First Day Cover, superb, Michel 60.H-Bl. 17
estimate 20,3262 1989, "sights", complete se-tenants set with
794-98C / D, superb, Michel 107.W 83-88 ★★
estimate 35,3263 1989, stamp booklet pane "sights" on First Day
Cover, superb, Michel 110.H-Bl. 22
estimate 35,3264 1989, "sights" complete on 5 first day covers,
superb, Michel 680.W 89-98
estimate 200,3265 1961-89, 43 different se-tenants, mostly superb,
Michel approximate 250.estimate 35,3266 1977-82, "castle and palace", duplicate lot
se-tenants, very fine / superb, Michel approximate 500.estimate 60,BERLIN
STAMP BOOKLETS
3267 1962, stamp booklet "Duerer", advertisement Paul
Ondrusch, very fine MNH, Michel 50.MH 3aRLVIIu2 ★★
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

STAMP BOOKLETS
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3268 1966, 4 stamp booklet "Brandenburger Tor", very
fine MNH, Michel 111.MH 5a-d ★★
estimate 30,3269 1966, stamp booklet "Brandenburger Tor", 4.
cover side unprinted, very fine MNH, Michel 60.MH 5d ★★
estimate 20,3270 1970, stamp booklet "Brandenburgertor I and II",
advertisement Berlin zoo, superb, Michel 125.MH 6b,7b ★★
estimate 35,3271 1974 / 6, 4 stamp booklet "prevention of
accidents", superb, Michel 104.MH 9b,cI,dI,dII ★★
estimate 25,3272 1980, 4 different stamp booklet "castle and
palace" complete, superb, Michel 94.MH 12a-cb ★★
estimate 25,3273 1989, 2 stamp booklet "sights", superb, Michel
88.MH 14/5 ★★
estimate 25,3274 1989, stamp booklet "sights", very fine MNH,
Michel 60.MH 15 ★★
estimate 20,BERLIN COIL STAMPS
3275 1966 / 7, "Brandenburger Tor" in strip of five,
superb, Michel 132.286-90R ★★
estimate 30,3276 1987-90, "sights" complete in strip of five, very
fine MNH, Michel 275.793-874R ★★
estimate 55,3277 1987 / 90, 9 different strip of five "sights", as well
300 and 350 Pf., superb
aus 793-874R ★★
estimate 35,BERLIN FIRST DAY SHEETS
3278 1975-89, complete collection, first day sheet 1 /
75 - 9 / 89 in 4 safe ring binder, superb
482-764
estimate Gebot
3279 1979-83, 5 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
79 - 9 / 83 in 2 special albums, superb
591-707
estimate Gebot
3280 1981, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 13 / 81,
superb
637-58
estimate Gebot
3281 1984, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 11 / 84,
superb
708-29
estimate Gebot
3282 1987, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 13 / 87,
superb
772-97
estimate Gebot
3283 1988, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 17 / 88,
superb
798-829
estimate Gebot
Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BERLIN FIRST DAY SHEETS
3284 1989, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 19 / 89,
superb
830-59
estimate Gebot
3285 1990, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 14 / 90,
superb
860-79
estimate Gebot
BERLIN ENGROS
3286 1965, 70 Pf. "buildings" in the sheet (100),
superb, Michel 1750.248 ★★
estimate 260,3287 1964, 80 Pf. "Ellinger Tor" in the sheet (100),
very fine MNH, Michel 500.249 ★★
estimate 50,BERLIN
YEAR SETS
3288 1950-55, 6 volumes complete, superb, Michel
1250.71-134 ★★
estimate 270,3289 1952, complete year, very fine MNH, Michel
200.87-100 ★★
estimate 45,3290 1953, complete year, superb, Michel 220.101-13 ★★
estimate 50,3291 1954, complete year, superb, Michel 200.115-25 ★★
estimate 45,3292 1955, complete year on official first day covers,
superb
126-34
estimate 40,3293 1960-77, 18 volumes complete on album pages,
superb
191-Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 253,3294 1965 / 6, 2 complete volumes on first day covers,
superb
250-98
estimate 20,3295 1970-80, 11 volumes complete, superb
353-636 ★★
estimate 60,3296 1973-75, 3 complete volumes, without Michel no.
442-45 and 496, on first day covers, superb
446-515
estimate 20,3297 1980-85, 6 volumes, in the number of a major
listing complete, superb
614-749 ★★
estimate 30,3298 1983-87, 5 volumes, in the number of a major
listing complete, superb
689-797 ★★
estimate 30,3299 1988-90, 3 volumes complete, superb
798-879 ★★
estimate 40,3300 1989, complete year on first day covers, superb
830-59
estimate 45,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

BERLIN COLLECTIONS
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3301 1953-90, from "bell middle" complete mint never
hinged collection in 2 Lindner hingeless album, text
complete, superb condition
★★
estimate 190,3302 Complete mint never hinged collection Berlin
from 1955-90 in 2 KA-BE Falzlossalben, superb
condition
★★
estimate 190,3303 Mint never hinged part of a collection Berlin till
1954, almost only superb condition, Michel more then
1000.★★
estimate 150,3304 1960-90, mint never hinged complete collection
with a dart coil stamp for vending machine in the
lighthouse album with mounts, seeming all superb
condition
★★
estimate 140,3305 1955-87, part of a collection in the safe album
with mounts, in the number of a major listing complete,
superb condition
★★
estimate 120,3306 Complete mint never hinged collection Berlin
from 1957-81 in the Lindner album with mounts (text
from 1948), superb condition
★★
estimate 110,3307 Complete mint never hinged collection Berlin
from 1956-76 in the Lindner album with mounts, text
from 1948 with some values, amongst other things
Michel no. 75-79, superb condition
★★
estimate 90,3308 1960-79, complete part of a collection in the safe
album with mounts, superb condition
★★
estimate 70,3309 Complete mint never hinged collection Berlin
from 1956-74 on album pages (Lindner and Krueger),
text from 1948 till 1989, superb condition
★★
estimate 60,3310 In the number of a major listing complete
collection Berlin from 1973-81 on stock pages, superb
condition
★★
estimate 35,3311 1980-86, part of a collection in the Lindner album
with mounts, in the number of a major listing complete,
superb condition
★★
estimate 30,3312 Except for 3 values (Michel. No. 383, 385, 416)
complete mint never hinged collection Berlin from
1960-76 in the Lindner album with mounts (text from
1948), superb condition
★★
estimate Gebot
3313 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-86 in the
safe album with mounts, in the number of a major
listing seeming complete, without Michel no. 18-20 and
pages 1, in addition to it a few forerunner and special
feature, almost only superb condition, inspect!
estimate 900,-

BERLIN COLLECTIONS
3314 1948-90, cancelled collection Berlin in the
lighthouse album with mounts, except for 1 - 5 M.
black overprint and souvenir sheet 1 complete
collection, almost only superb condition
estimate 550,3315 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-90 in the
lighthouse album with mounts, complete except for
black overprint and pages 1, red overprint 1 and 2 M.
expertized Schlegel, from 1969 almost only centered
first day special cancel, very fine / superb, Michel
4000.estimate 390,3316 1948-75, extensive cancelled collection in the
Lindner album with mounts with many good values, a
little mixed quality, low offered!
estimate 290,3317 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-70 in the
Lindner album with mounts, complete except for black
overprint 2 - 5 M., Michel no. 69 and pages 1, red
overprint 1 and 2 M. defective, therefore not taken into
account!, a little mixed quality, Michel 2550.estimate 220,3318 Incompletely cancelled collection Berlin from
1948-85, very fine / superb, Michel approximate 1500.estimate 120,3319 In the number of a major listing complete
cancelled collection Berlin from 1974-86, almost only
first day special cancellation, on pages, superb
condition
estimate 70,3320 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-74 on
Schaubek pages with lots of better values, a little mixed
quality
estimate Gebot
3321 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-73 with
some better issues on Lighthouse pages, almost only
superb condition
estimate Gebot
3322 Cancelled collection Berlin from 1948-81 in the
Schaubek album with lots of better values and sets,
from 1954 in the main numbers complete, mostly
superb condition
,
estimate 260,3323 1948-1990, neat collection Berlin in 2 SAFE dual
albums, except for 1-5 MK. Black overprint and
souvenir sheet "monetary reform vitims" used
complete, additional the years 1978-1990 mint never
hinged complete collected, almost only superb
condition
, ★★
estimate 800,BERLIN LOTS
3324 1969-80, clean duplicate lot complete issues,
mostly 5-10x, very fine MNH, Michel approximate
3000.★★
estimate 300,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

BERLIN LOTS
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3325 Mint never hinged extensive duplicate lot from
1965-86, with Michel no. 270-85 (10x) and 494-507
(8x) etc., superb condition
★★
estimate 220,3326 1957-83, clean duplicate lot complete issues,
4-15x, almost only superb, Michel approximate 1300.★★
estimate 120,3327 Cleanly arranged duplicate lot Berlin from
1969-81 on stock pages, superb condition
★★
estimate 60,3328 1957, designs to one airmail stamps series in 2
souvenir sheets "Bephila", superb
(★)
estimate Gebot
3329 Duplicate lot Berlin from 1977-81, clean in the
stockbook, almost only superb condition, Michel
approximate 1700.★ ★,
estimate 220,3330 1970-90, duplicate lot the postal stamps, mostly
higher values, very fine / superb, Michel approximate
2900.estimate 190,3331 1948-68, gestemplte lot different medium values,
very fine / superb, Michel 1050.estimate 140,3332 Letter album with more then 150 documents,
besides many first day covers also better legitimate
postage, inspect!
estimate 200,3333 1958-81, lot almost only different First Day Cover
in complete issues, superb, Michel approximate 800.estimate 110,3334 1948 / 9, 8 different airmail documents from and
to West Berlin, mostly superb
estimate 90,3335 1965-73, "charity issue" and "youth", 15 different
First Day Cover with Bonn special cancel, superb,
Michel 87.estimate 20,3336 1972-74, 18 different registered with multiple
franking from first day, superb
aus 422-77
estimate 50,3337 1983-86, 24 different registered with multiple
franking from first day, superb
aus 693-771
estimate 50,BERLIN POSTAL STATIONERIES
3338 1963, 15 and 20 Pf. "radio lottery", used, superb,
Michel 73.FP 7/8
estimate 25,3339 1962, "important German" in Roman type,
complete, unused, 5 superb cards, Michel 81. 25
P 56-61
estimate 25,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BERLIN POSTAL STATIONERIES
3340 1973, 15 Pf. "Heuss" in thin Characters, white,
unused, 10 superb cards, Michel 170.P 90b
estimate 30,3341 Private post: 1952, 6 Pf. besides 1 Pf. and 1 Pf.
besides 6 Pf. "buildings", 2 unused superb cards
PP 8,10
estimate 20,3342 Private post: 1958, 7 and 15 Pf. "Berlin town
pictures", 4 different unused cards, superb
PP 15,19
estimate Gebot
3343 Private post: 1957, 25 Pf. "Air bridges
monument" on 2 private postal stationery, superb
PU 19/10, 22
estimate Gebot
3344 1949-74, 64 different unused postal stationery
postcards, almost only superb condition
aus P 1d-113
estimate 80,3345 1949-74, 49 different unused postal stationery
postcards, almost only superb condition
aus P 1a-113
estimate 60,3346 Private post: 1952-71, 6 different unused postal
stationery postcards, superb
PP
estimate 25,SAARLAND
3347 1947, "initial printing", Michel no. 230 tiny
affixed spot otherwise very fine set mint never hinged,
all values qualified signed, Michel 3040.226-38I ★★
estimate 850,3348 1947, 4 Fr. on 16 Pf. violet ultramarine, without
overprint, printed on the gummed side, very fine MNH,
expertized Hoffmann BPP, Michel 250.231IIfAG ★★
estimate 90,3349 1948, 2 and 3 Fr. "reconstruction" in the "Epreuve
collective", superb, R!, Michel 1400.242/3Ep (★)
estimate 420,3350 1948, "flood help" in corner margin blocks of four
with date of printing, very fine set mint never hinged
255-59 Br
★★
estimate 160,3351 1948, souvenir sheet pair "flood help", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 1600.Bl. 1/2 ★★
estimate 550,3352 1948, souvenir sheet "flood help", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 1000.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 300,3353 1948, small souvenir sheet "flood help", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 600.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 200,3354 1948, small souvenir sheet "flood help", rest of
hinge in the margin, superb, Michel 250.Bl. 2 ★
estimate 75,3355 1949, "peoples help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 110.267-71 ★★
estimate 40,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SAARLAND
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3356 1949, "peoples help", very fine set, photo
expertize Geigle, Michel 650.267-71
estimate 230,3357 1950, 15 Fr. "Kolping" with variety
"GFSELLENVATER", very fine MNH, expertized
Ney, Michel 80.289I ★★
estimate 30,3358 1950, 15 Fr. "IBASA" with special cancel from
24. 4. " on maximum card, superb
291
estimate 90,3359 1950, "Council of Europe" on registered letter,
superb, photo expertize Ney: "the cover was near the
consignee through the customs administration
confiscates and till to the process end at customs
coffered. These seized covers were always double
punched. To process end, the holder gained, was it the
document again handed over. " (to 12 years! )
297/8
estimate 220,3360 1950, 200 Fr. "Council of Europe", superb,
expertized Hoffmann BPP, Michel 310.298
estimate 110,3361 1950, 200 Fr. "airmail" block of four from of the
right lower corner of the sheet with date of printing,
mint never hinged, superb
298Br ★★
estimate 290,3362 1950, "Lutwinus legend", very fine set, photo
expertize Geigle, Michel 380.299-303
estimate 130,3363 1951, "peoples help" on First Day Cover, genuine
used registered letter by airmail to the United States,
superb
309-13
estimate 140,3364 1953, 500 Fr. "Ludwig church", superb,
expertized Ney, Michel 80.337
estimate 25,3365 1957, "Heuss II", very fine set, Michel 120.409-28
estimate 40,SAARLAND OFFICIAL STAMPS
3366 1949, 100 Fr. dark brownish carmin, on piece,
superb, photo expertize Geigle, Michel 380.D 44
estimate 140,SAARLAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3367 1947-59, mint never hinged, in the number of a
major listing complete collection Saarland with flood
souvenir sheet (pages 1 very fine, expertized Ney) and
official stamps in the Lindner album with mounts,
superb condition, Michel 3090.★★
estimate 680,3368 1947-59, except for initial printing, souvenir
sheets and official stamps complete mint never hinged
collection on lighthouse album pages, superb, Michel
1340.★★
estimate 350,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SAARLAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3369 1947-59 cancelled remainder collection Saarland
with still some interesting issues, mostly superb
condition, inspect!
estimate 190,3370 Almost only mint never hinged rest lot Saarland
from 1947-1959, with some better issues, cancelled
values not calculated, almost only superb condition,
Michel more then 1000.★ ★, ★
estimate 150,FRENCH ZONE GENERALLY ISSUES
3371 1945, 2 M. "Schiller" and 5 M. "Heine" with
additional franking on piece, stamp "Saarlouis", very
fine, abridged certificate H. D. Schlegel
12/3
estimate 45,FRENCH ZONE BADEN
3372 1948, postal stamps, without indication of
currency, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 200.28-37 ★★
estimate 65,3373 1949, souvenir sheet "Freiburg", perforated, with
variety "buzzer besides pedestal of the Engels", mint
never hinged, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 300.Bl. 1AI ★★
estimate 90,3374 1949, souvenir sheet "Freiburg", perforated, with
variety "buzzer besides pedestal of the Engels", very
fine, Michel 300.Bl. 1AI ★★
estimate 70,3375 1949, "Red Cross" in horizontal pairs, 20 Pf. with
date of printing, very fine set
42-45 ★★
estimate 90,3376 1949, 20 Pf. "Red Cross" on piece with red
special cancel, expertized Schlegel
43
estimate 35,3377 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type II: "colour
spot at the bottom of the 40", rest of hinge in the
ungummed margin, superb, Michel 140.Bl. 2II/II (★)
estimate 40,3378 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type IV, stamp
"RADOLFZELL", superb, photo expertize H. D.
Schlegel, Michel 1800.Bl. 2II/IV
estimate 640,3379 1949, "Constance I" in the left lower corner
margin block of four with sheet number, mint never
hinged, superb
46I
★★
estimate 35,3380 1949, "Constance I" in the right lower corner
margin block of four with date of printing "18. 6.
1949", mint never hinged, superb
46I Br u
★★
estimate 50,3381 1949, 30 Pf. "Constance II", left margin copy,
superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 650.46II ★★
estimate 230,3382 1949, "Schurz" on letter pieces with first day
cancel`s, very fine set, expertized Schlegel, Michel
(110.-)
50-52
estimate 40,-

FRENCH ZONE RHINELAND PALATINATE 120
3383 1948, "auxiliary work Ludwigshafen", superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 150.30/1
estimate 50,3384 1949, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 85.42-45 ★★
estimate 25,3385 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", type V: "red
horizontal bar of the B in price for the souvenir sheet
thickened", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 120.Bl. 1I/V (★)
estimate 35,FRENCH ZONE WUERTTEMBERG
3386 1949, 90 Pf. brown carmine, normal perforation,
superb, expertized H. D. Schlegel, Michel 130.37
estimate 35,3387 1949, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 160.40-43 ★★
estimate 55,3388 1949, 40 Pf. "Red Cross", superb Michel 120.43
estimate 40,3389 1949, souvenir sheet "Red Cross", Tpye I: "red
cross-stroke left underneath in B in price for the
souvenir sheet", rest of hinge in the ungummed margin,
superb, Michel 150.Bl. 1I/I (★)
estimate 40,3390 1949, "Goethe", very fine set, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 110.44-46
estimate 40,FRENCH ZONE COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3391 Mint never hinged neat collection French zone in
the small stockbook, except for Baden Michel no. 14-27
and 46 complete, superb condition, Michel 1900.★★
estimate 450,3392 Lot of over 100 documents, almost only
legitimate postage with some better documents, treasure
trove, inspect!
estimate 250,AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE
3393 1945, "American printing" in the sheet set (100),
almost only superb condition
1-9 ★★
estimate 75,3394 1946, 8 Pf. reddish orange and 10 Pf.
dark-orange-brown in the strip of four in mixed
franking with allied Bes. No. 937 on correctly franked
cash on delivery registered from "low WÖLLSTADT"
to Waldkappe, superb
5,6
estimate 60,3395 1945, 12 Pf. blackish lilac purple, double
impression, superb, Michel 200.7zaDD ★
estimate 35,3396 1945, 4 Pf. dark yellow gray with variety
"external borderline right from second D from Germany
broken", block of four with normal stamps on local
letter, superb
11III
estimate 40,-

AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE
3397 1945, 8 Pf. reddish orange in the corner margin
block of four, with red number, 4 numerals, very fine
MNH, Michel (250.-)
21Dr4
★★
estimate 90,3398 1945, 12 Pf. dunkelpupur in the corner margin
block of four, perforated L 11½, with red number, 4
numerals, superb, Michel 80.23Dr4
★★
estimate 30,3399 1945, 80 Pf black violet ultramarine, perforated
11 ½: 11, normal perforation, on piece, superb, photo
expertize Wehner, Michel 300.34aCz
estimate 90,3400 1948, 2 Pf. "overprint", unperforated, margin
copy, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel 200.36IU ★★
estimate 70,3401 1948, 24 Pf. "overprint" in the tête-bêche pair,
upper stamp inverted, lower normal overprint, superb,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 80.44INKb ★★
estimate 20,3402 Mixed franking: 1948, 2 Pf. "net pattern
overprint" in the horizontal pair with 6 Pf. "Cologne
Cathedral" on local postcard, superb
36II ,69
estimate 40,3403 1948, 1 - 80 Pf. "net pattern overprint", with
inverted overprints, very fine set (9 values), photo
expertize H. D. Schlegel, Michel 1800.I-IX/IIK ★★
estimate 640,3404 1948 / 9, "Cologne Cathedral" in lower corner
margin blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged
69-72
★★
estimate 25,3405 1948, 2 Pf. - 1 DM "close perforated", rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 350.73-97eg ★
estimate 120,3406 1948, 40 Pf. violet purple, left unperforated,
margin copy, very fine, Michel 100.90aXBUes ★★
estimate 25,3407 1948, 50 Pf. "close perforated", very fine (a little
creasely), Michel 170.92eg ★★
estimate 40,3408 1948, 90 Pf. "close perforated", superb, Michel
170.96eg ★★
estimate 60,3409 1949, 90 Pf. lilac purple, type III, perforated K
14:14¼, very fine MNH, Michel 220.96IIIWA ★★
estimate 75,3410 1948, 1 - 5 DM "flat stair", 4 superb items, Michel
175.97-100I ★★
estimate 60,3411 1948, 1 DM "close perforated", superb, Michel
160.97IIeg ★★
estimate 55,3412 1948, 3 DM "high stair" with variety "white round
spot at the bottom on the right at the T from post", rest
of hinge, as usual perforated superb
99PFIV ★
estimate 20,-

AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE
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3413 1948, 5 DM "flat stair", type I, perforated L 11,
superb, Michel 80.100IYB ★★
estimate 25,3414 1948 / 9, 4 superb sets, Michel 94.101-10 ★★
estimate 30,3415 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", very fine
MNH, Michel 120.Bl. 1a ★★
estimate 35,3416 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", first day
special cancel, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel
(2500.-)
Bl. 1a
estimate 100,3417 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", special cancel,
superb, Michel 250.Bl. 1a
estimate 85,3418 1949, souvenir sheet "export fair", 30 Pf. in black
violet blue ultramarine, minimal faded and insignificant
rubbed spot otherwise superb, photo expertize A.
Schlegel, Michel 700.Bl. 1c ★★
estimate 150,3419 1949, "cycle race" and "Goethe", 2 superb sets,
Michel 64.106-10 ★★
estimate 20,3420 1949, "cycle race" and "Goethe", as usual
perforated superb, Michel 73.106-10
estimate 20,3421 1950, ERP-Marshall plan train: 5 different special
cancel the cities Eschweiler, Lahr, Siegburg, Stolberg
and Wuppertal-Elberfeld, amongst other things on 3
postal stationery postcards, almost only superb
estimate 100,TENFOLD FRANKINGS
3422 22. 6. 1948, 40 Pf. dark rose lilac in the strip of
three as multiple franking on correctly franked
postcard, very fine
954Zf
estimate 20,3423 28. 6. 1948, 12 Pf. "Stephan" with additional
franking as correctly franked tenfold franking from
"MEININGEN", very fine
P 965SZ
estimate 20,3424 21 / 2. 6. 1948, lot of 37 mostly various tenfold
frankings, with also mixed frankings with posthorn
overprint, inspect, very fine / superb
estimate 250,AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE COLLECTION.
3425 Cancelled part of a collection American and
British zone, almost only superb condition
estimate Gebot
3426 1946-49, interesting lot legitimate postage, in total
135 documents including allied occupation, all to
Switzerland, as well interesting frankings, many, partly
scarce censorships etc., condition varies, inspect!
estimate 180,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

AMERICAN AND BRITISH ZONE COLLECTION.
3427 1946, 8 different registered letters with use up R
labels from "KIEL 1" and "KIEL-WIK", mostly superb,
partly R!
estimate 80,3428 Unused, except for few values, mint never hinged
collection American and British zone on lighthouse
album pages with many good issues, almost only
superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 250,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3429 1949, "Lower House of German Parliament",
superb, Michel 100.111/2 ★★
estimate 25,3430 1949, "a hundred years stamps" from upper
margin, very fine set
113-15 ★★
estimate 35,3431 1949, "a hundred years stamps" from left margin,
very fine set
113-15 ★★
estimate 35,3432 1949, "a hundred years stamps" with red first day
special cancel, very fine set
113-15
estimate 55,3433 1949, 30 Pf. "Stephan", very fine MNH, Michel
70.116 ★★
estimate 20,3434 1949, "helper of human resources" in blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (480.-)
117-20
★★
estimate 150,3435 1949, "helper of human resources" from upper
margin, very fine set
117-20 ★★
estimate 40,3436 1949, "helper of human resources", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 120.117-20 ★★
estimate 35,3437 1949, "helper of human resources", as usual
perforated very fine set, Michel 170.117-20
estimate 50,3438 1949, "helper of human resources", set very fine,
Michel 170.117-20
estimate 40,3439 1949, 30 Pf. "Wichern", superb, Michel 120.120
estimate 40,3440 1950, "Bach", superb, Michel 130.121/2 ★★
estimate 35,3441 1950, "Bach", superb, Michel 100.121/2
estimate 35,3442 1950, "Bach", as usual perforated superb, Michel
100.121/2
estimate 30,3443 1951, "posthorn", very fine set mint never hinged,
each value expertized Schlegel, Michel 2200.123-38 ★★
estimate 700,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
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3444 1951, 2 - 30 Pf. "posthorn", 10 superb items,
Michel 305.123-32 ★★
estimate 90,3445 1952, 2 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair as
multiple franking on printed matter, superb
123
estimate 20,3446 1954, 6 Pf. "posthorn", 25x as scarce multiple
franking front- and reverse on package card, as well a
block of six and 2 blocks of four, from "hemlock",
normal perforation, clean legitimate postcard, RR!,
Michel - .
126
estimate 350,3447 1954, 6 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of eight
(reverse) and horizontal pair (on face) as scarce
multiple
franking
on
package
card
from
"JANDELSBRUNN", near the block of eight upper
right stamp a short perforation otherwise superb
126
estimate 230,3448 1954, 6 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of eight
reverse and horizontal pair (on face) with 50 Pf.
additional franking on package card from
"JANDELSBRUNN", normal perforation, superb
126
estimate 170,3449 1952, 8 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair with
4 Pf. additional franking on superb cover
127
estimate 80,3450 1952, 15 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair
(right stamp variety 129I) on delivery card (not
complete), superb
129
estimate 60,3451 1953 / 4, acceptance book (Country), deliver
district no. 2 in Hofkirchen, 32 sides complete, the fee
was mostly with 15 Pf. posthorn stamp cleared, franked
country delivery books extremely rare!
129
estimate 220,3452 1951, 25 Pf. "posthorn", right margin copy,
superb, Michel 100.131 ★★
estimate 30,3453 1951, 30 Pf. "posthorn", left margin copy, very
fine MNH, expertized Schlegel, Michel 60.132 ★★
estimate 20,3454 1954, 30 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair as
multiple
franking
on
package
card
from
"JANDELSBRUNN", superb
132
estimate 130,3455 1951, 40 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair,
very fine, Michel 250.133
estimate 50,3456 1954, 40 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of five verso
20 Pf. additional franking on package card from
"EGGMÜHL", superb, R!
133
estimate 250,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3457 1951, 40 Pf. "posthorn" with variety "short
slanting line in stamp color above in the right stamp
margin", in the vertical pair with normal stamp, reverse
on package card from "NEUFAHRN", small tooth
deficiency otherwise superb, RR!, abridged certificate
H. D. Schlegel, Michel unpriced
133II
estimate 250,3458 1952, 50 Pf. "posthorn", right margin copy, very
fine MNH, expertized Schlegel, Michel 200.134 ★★
estimate 70,3459 1954, 50 Pf. "posthorn" block of four verso 20 Pf.
additional franking on package card from
"KREUZBERG", superb, RR!
134
estimate 100,3460 1954, 50 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair with
10 Pf. additional franking on package card from
"INKOFEN ", normal perforation, superb
134
estimate 60,3461 1954, 50 Pf. "posthorn" in the vertical pair as
multiple
franking
on
package
card
from
"HERRNGIERSDORF", superb
134
estimate Gebot
3462 1954, 60 Pf. "posthorn", 20x as a single franking
on package card, from different Lower Bavaria
locations (from Allhofen till Thanstein), mostly superb
135
estimate 50,3463 1954, 60 Pf. "posthorn", 2x as multiple franking
reverse on package card from "INKOFEN", as usual
perforated superb
135
estimate 20,3464 1952, 70 Pf. "posthorn", at the bottom a shorter
perf otherwise superb, Michel 500.136 ★★
estimate 110,3465 1954, 70 Pf. "posthorn" in the horizontal pair
reverse on package card from "RÖTZ", on face help for
the Needy surtax stamp lost, superb, R!
136
estimate 260,3466 1954, 70 Pf. "posthorn" in the vertical pair as
multiple franking reverse on package card from
"RÖTZ", as usual perforated superb, Michel 600.136
estimate 170,3467 1953, 80 Pf. "posthorn", 4x as scarce multiple
franking (1x on face and on the back strip of three) on
package card from "GRAINET", superb
137
estimate 180,3468 1954, 80 Pf. "posthorn" in the vertical pair as
multiple franking on C.O.D. Package card from
"LANDSHUT", upper stamp perforation partly bluntish
otherwise superb, Michel 500.137
estimate 120,3469 1954, 80 and 90 Pf. "posthorn", always as a single
franking on package card, as usual perforated superb
137/8
estimate 35,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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3470 1954, 80 Pf. "posthorn", single franking on
package card from "OBERRONING", superb
137
estimate Gebot
3471 1954, 80 Pf. "posthorn" with variety "red line
between S and P in Federal Postal Administration", as a
single franking on package card from "INKOFEN",
superb, RR!, Michel (for single stamp 700.-)
137VIII
estimate 350,3472 1954, 90 Pf. "posthorn" in the block of five verso
20 Pf. additional franking on package card from
"JANDELSBRUNN", superb, RR!
138
estimate 650,3473 1953, 90 Pf. "posthorn", 2x as multiple franking
on fast package card from "MAUTH", a stamp trace of
crease otherwise superb, Michel 700.138
estimate 150,3474 1953, 90 Pf. "posthorn", single franking with
sticky "B" on C.O.D. Package card from "NEUSTADT
(WALDNAAB) ", as usual perforated superb
138
estimate 30,3475 1953, 90 Pf. "posthorn", single franking on
package card from "EGGMÜHL", superb
138
estimate 25,3476 1951, "St. Mary´s Church", very fine MNH,
Michel (220.-)
139/40 ★★
estimate 50,3477 1951, "St. Mary´s Church", superb, Michel (160.-)
139/40
estimate 65,3478 1951, 20 Pf. "St. Mary´s Church", very fine
MNH, Michel (110.-)
140 ★★
estimate 30,3479 1951, "NBA" in upper right corner margin blocks
of four, superb
141/2
★★
estimate 120,3480 1951, "NBA" from upper margin, very fine MNH,
Michel (90.-)
141/2 ★★
estimate 30,3481 1951, "NBA", superb, Michel 100.141/2
estimate 35,3482 1951, "helper of human resources", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 140.143-46 ★★
estimate 40,3483 1951, "helper of human resources", rest of hinge,
very fine set, Michel 65.143-46 ★
estimate 20,3484 1951, 30 Pf. "Röntgen", superb, Michel 80.147 ★★
estimate 25,3485 1952, 4 superb items, Michel 79.149-52 ★★
estimate 25,3486 1952, "Alliance youth plan" and "Schurz", 3
superb items, Michel 65.153/4,155 ★★
estimate 20,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3487 1952, "helper of human resources", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 130.156-59 ★★
estimate 35,3488 1952, 30 Pf. "Dunant", superb, Michel 80.159
estimate 25,3489 1952 / 3, 4 superb items, Michel 125.161-64 ★★
estimate 30,3490 1953, "transport exhibition", upper margin copies,
very fine set
167-70 ★★
estimate 30,3491 1953, "transport exhibition", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 85.167-70 ★★
estimate 25,3492 1953, "helper of human resources", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 90.173-76 ★★
estimate 25,3493 1954, "Heuss", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 300.177-96 ★★
estimate 85,3494 1960, 6 Pf. "Heuss", watermark 4Z, with 1 Pf.
additional franking on superb cover
180xZ
estimate 25,3495 1954, 50 Pf. "Heuss", very fine MNH, expertized
Schlegel, Michel 200.189 ★★
estimate 65,3496 1954, 50 Pf. "Heuss", superb, Michel 200.189 ★★
estimate 60,3497 1963, 3 DM "Heuss" in the horizontal pair with
additional franking on package card to Belgium,
superb, R!
196
estimate 190,3498 1960, "Heuss fluorescent", all with upper margin,
very fine set
179-260y ★★
estimate 40,3499 1960, "Heuss fluorescent", very fine set,
expertized Schlegel, Michel 450.179-260y
estimate 130,3500 1960, "Heuss fluorescent", very fine set on cover
with postmarks "DARMSTADT 2af", Michel (450.-)
179-260y
estimate 150,3501 1960, 20 Pf. "Heuss fluorescent" in the vertical
margin pair with "L", superb
185y ★★
estimate 30,3502 1954, 7 superb items, Michel 77. 80
197-203 ★★
estimate 20,3503 1954 / 5, "helper of human resources", 2 superb
sets from upper margin, Michel (95.-)
200-03,222-25 ★★
estimate 30,3504 1954 / 5, 40 Pf. "Papenheim" and "Nightingale", 2
superb items, Michel 85.203,225
estimate 39,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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3505 1956, 20 Pf. "Stephan" on official first day sheet
Berlin (1), superb, Michel 300.227
estimate 90,3506 1956, 7 Pf. "youth", 3x on superb cover, Michel
100.232
estimate 30,3507 1957, "coal mining" in blocks of four, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 88.270-73 ★★
estimate 20,3508 1959, 70 Pf. "Heuss" with 40 Pf. "Heuss" Berlin
on private First day Sheet with first day special cancel,
superb
306
estimate Gebot
3509 1959, souvenir sheet "Beethoven" on First Day
Cover, superb, Michel 140.Bl. 2
estimate 40,3510 1961, 5 and 15 Pf. "important German" in corner
margin blocks of four from upper margin with printers
mark "12" and "8", very fine MNH, Michel 90.347y,351yDZ
★★
estimate 30,3511 1962, 20 Pf. "butterflies", unwatermarked, superb,
R!, expertized Solomon, Michel 1300.378Z
estimate 450,3512 1964, souvenir sheet "20. July" on First Day
Cover, superb, Michel 100.Bl. 3
estimate 25,3513 1964, souvenir sheet "20. July" with additional
franking on correctly franked special delivery
Einreibbrief, very fine
Bl. 3
estimate Gebot
3514 1971 / 3, "prevention of accidents" in blocks of
four from the corner of the sheet, partly with printers
mark, superb
694-703,773
★★
estimate 70,3515 1971 / 3, "prevention of accidents" in horizontal
pairs, mint never hinged, superb
694-703,773 ★★
estimate Gebot
3516 1971 / 3, "prevention of accidents" in blocks of
four from the corner of the sheet, partly with printers
mark, Michel no. 700 with printers mark 1, superb
694-703,773
estimate 80,3517 1982, 250 Pf. "airport Frankfurt" in the horizontal
pair as multiple franking on Postumstellungsauftrag,
superb
1137
estimate Gebot
3518 1985, "MOPHILA" in the se-tenant sheet, superb
1255/6 ★★
estimate 40,3519 1987-90, "sights" in horizontal pairs, very fine
MNH, Michel 72.a. 1339-1448 ★★
estimate 20,3520 1987 / 8, "sights" (1339-42, 74 / 5, 79-81) in
blocks of four, corner margin copies, superb, Michel
(67.-)
★★
estimate 20,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY
3521 1989, 33 Pf. "St. Petri cathedral", 10x on
registered local letter, superb
1399
estimate 25,3522 1989-94, 14 different mint never hinged sheetlet
(Michel. No. 1433, 1498, 1755 / 6, 1762-71), superb,
Michel 249.KB ★★
estimate 25,3523 1990-96, "sights" in horizontal pairs, superb,
Michel 122.a. 1468-1860 ★★
estimate 35,3524 1992-94, "coat of arms of the countries", complete
in sheet (25), very fine MNH, Michel 700.aus 1586-1716 ★★
estimate 140,3525 1994, complete in sheetlet with first days special
cancellations, superb, Michel 318.1755-71KB
estimate 40,3526 1994, "costumes" in the sheetlet set with variety
Michel no. 1761I "red line in the country Bruststreifen
the Frauentracht", mint never hinged, superb
1757-61KB ★★
estimate 35,3527 1995, "breeds of dog" in the sheetlet set, very fine
MNH, Michel 100.1797-1801KB ★★
estimate 20,3528 1997, 110 Pf. "Heinrich Heine" with right
attached blank field, superb, Michel - .
1962L ★★
estimate 120,3529 1998, 110 Pf. "Ernst Younger", strong damaged in
cutting from sheetlet, very fine MNH, photo certificate
copy Schlegel
1984 ★★
estimate 75,3530 2007, "Sports Aid" in the sheetlet set, very fine
MNH, Michel 70.2585-87KB ★★
estimate 25,3531 2013, "cartoons" in the sheetlet set, very fine
MNH, Michel 83.3004-06KB ★★
estimate 25,3532 2015, "Grimms fairy tale" in the sheetlet set, very
fine MNH, Michel 85.3132-34KB ★★
estimate 25,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY YEAR SETS
3533 1976, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
80.J 4 ★★
estimate 20,3534 1978, year tabulation, superb, Michel 65.J 6 ★★
estimate Gebot
3535 1982, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
65.J 10 ★★
estimate Gebot
3536 1984, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
200.J 12 ★★
estimate 50,3537 1987, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
75.J 15 ★★
estimate 20,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY YEAR SETS125
3538 1989, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
100.J 17 ★★
estimate 25,3539 1991, year tabulation, superb, Michel 140.J 19 ★★
estimate 35,3540 1993, year tabulation, superb, Michel 110.J 21 ★★
estimate 30,3541 1997, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
120.J 25 ★★
estimate 30,3542 1998, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
110.J 26 ★★
estimate 30,3543 2000, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.J 28 ★★
estimate 25,3544 2001, year tabulation, very fine MNH, Michel
150.J 29 ★★
estimate 35,3545 2002, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
post price EURO 75.J 30 ★★
estimate 35,3546 2003, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
post price EURO 75.J 31 ★★
estimate 35,3547 2004, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
post price EURO 75.J 32 ★★
estimate 35,3548 2005, year tabulation, mint never hinged, superb,
post price EURO 75.J 33 ★★
estimate 35,3549 2006, year tabulation, very fine MNH, post price
EURO 75.J 34 ★★
estimate 35,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY YEAR COLLECTION
3550 2002, year collection, superb, Michel 130.Js 10
estimate 30,F.R.G. COIL STAMPS FOR VENDING MACHINE
3551 1981 / 2, 2 different sets with on the back Zähl
numbers as well 2 special feature, superb
A 1 ★★
estimate 30,3552 1981 / 2, mint never hinged lot coil stamp for
vending machine, as well complete sets, supplementary
values, on the back Zähl numbers etc., mint never
hinged, high acquisition value
A ★★
estimate Gebot
FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY SE-TENANTS
3553 1951, posthorn "x + 10" and "4 + 6", 6 Pf. at the
bottom stamp booklet perforation otherwise superb
cover
W 1,S 1
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY SE-TENANTS
3554 1955-68, small lot different se-tenants, very fine
MNH, Michel 115.a. S 13-KZ 7 ★★
estimate 25,3555 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "10 + 20 + 8",
reprinted edition, superb, Michel 70.W 22YII ★★
estimate 25,3556 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "20 + 8",
reprinted edition, not perusable legitimate cancel,
superb, Michel 170.W 23YII
estimate 30,3557 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "8 + Z + 1",
without bars of dashes, reprinted edition, superb,
Michel 90.WZ 15bYII ★★
estimate 30,3558 1960, Heuss watermark sideways "8 + 20",
reprinted edition, superb, expertized Schlegel, Michel
180.S 49YII
estimate 65,3559 1963, stamp booklet sheet "Albertus / Luther",
superb, Michel 100.MHB 7 ★★
estimate 20,3560 1972, "olympic games", 13 different se-tenants
(without S 53 / 4), superb, Michel 136.H-Bl. 22-SZ 2b ★★
estimate 30,3561 1977-82, collection "castle and palace" with
various different stamp booklet with and without bar,
se-tenant, plate flaws etc., almost only superb
condition, for the specialists, inspect!, Michel more
then 1000.a.MH 21-W 78 ★ ★,
estimate 150,3562 1961-80, 23 covers with se-tenant frankings,
amongst other things H souvenir sheet 22, mostly
superb
estimate 55,3563 1951-58, small lot different se-tenants, almost
only Heuss issues, superb condition, Michel
approximate 350.aus S 1-W 23
estimate 60,STAMP BOOKLETS
3564 1958, stamp booklet "Heuss / numeral", cap dark
chrome yellow, very fine MNH, Michel 100.MH 4Xv ★★
estimate 30,3565 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss lying watermark",
type II, superb, Michel 90.MH 4YII ★★
estimate 30,3566 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first
issue, weak fluorescing, very fine MNH, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 550.MH 6a ★★
estimate 190,3567 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first
issue, strong fluorescing, superb, expertized D.
Schlegel, Michel 550.MH 6a ★★
estimate 190,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

STAMP BOOKLETS
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3568 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first
issue, with red arc sequence number, superb, photo
expertize D. Schlegel, Michel 1600.MH 6b ★★
estimate 600,3569 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent", first
issue, with lying green "L" above of the lower
perforation row, very fine MNH, RR!, photo expertize
D. Schlegel, Michel 12. 000.MH 6caII ★★
estimate 4.500,3570 1960, stamp booklet "Heuss fluorescent",
reprinted edition, with frame print rectangle cancel with
one line and frame cancel with two lines, 2 booklet
superb, Michel 100.MH 6fbIV ★★
estimate 30,3571 1968, stamp booklet "Brandenburger Tor", 2.
cover side: "DBZ", superb, Michel 100.MH 14e ★★
estimate 30,3572 1972, stamp booklet "prevention of accidents",
cap d, mail charges stand 1. 7. 1972, superb, Michel
75.MH 16b ★★
estimate 20,3573 1972, "olympic games" complete with special first
day cancel, as well stamp booklet pane 22 and souvenir
sheet on First Day Cover, superb
MH 17-SZ 2b ,
estimate 70,3574 1973, stamp booklet "prevention of accidents",
sidebars variants II, superb, Michel 120.MH 19aRLV II ★★
estimate 30,3575 1974, stamp booklet "prevention of accidents", 2.
cover side: "Telefonansagedienste", superb, Michel 65.MH 20b ★★
estimate 20,3576 1974, stamp booklet "prevention of accidents", 2.
cover side: "call yet time at. . . ", marking sienna,
superb, Michel 150.MH 20cII ★★
estimate 45,3577 1980, tentative stamp booklet "castle and palace",
superb
VJ-MH 22 ★★
estimate Gebot
3578 1984, stamp booklet "castle and palace", 2. cover
side: "top edge cover and P from "post" with lower
edge "in funds are" on a line", with count bars, superb,
Michel 280.MH 22adK3 ★★
estimate 75,3579 1984, stamp booklet "castle and palace", 2. cover
side: "top edge cover and P from "post" with lower
edge "in funds are" on a line", superb, Michel 120.MH 22adK3 ★★
estimate 30,3580 1987, stamp booklet "castle and palace", 2. cover
side: "World Wide Fund for Nature", with count bars,
superb, Michel 60.MH 22ah ★★
estimate 20,3581 1987, stamp booklet "castle and palace", 2. cover
side: "blue Mauritius", with count bars, superb, Michel
60.MH 22ak ★★
estimate 20,-

STAMP BOOKLETS
3582 1980, "castle and palace", small lot of 13 stamp
booklet, almost only superb condition
MH 23 ★★
estimate 30,3583 1980, stamp booklet "castle and palace", 10x,
very fine MNH, Michel 130.MH 23d ★★
estimate 25,3584 1995, stamp booklet "sights" with plate flaw
"white spot under the dormer", superb, Michel 50.MH 32III ★★
estimate Gebot
3585 1999, stamp booklet "sights", type II, with count
bars, very fine MNH, Michel 120.MH 39IImZ ★★
estimate 35,3586 2000, stamp booklet "expo", superb, Michel 65.MH 40 ★★
estimate 20,3587 2001, 2 stamp booklet "sights" and "endangered
animals", superb, Michel 61.MH 43/4 ★★
estimate 20,3588 2004 / 5, 8 stamp booklet complete, very fine
MNH, Michel 196.MH 53-60 ★★
estimate 70,3589 2006 / 7, 10 stamp booklet complete, superb,
Michel 197.MH 61-70 ★★
estimate 70,3590 2008 / 9, 10 stamp booklet complete, very fine
MNH, Michel 175.MH 71-80 ★★
estimate 60,3591 1956-2000, extensive, good assorted dealers stock
stamp booklet (from stamp booklet 3-40), with many
rarely booklets, so is amongst other things the test
booklets stamp booklet 6a eight times available (all
signed H. D. Schlegel), in total 697 stamp booklet,
interesting concern object in superb condition, a listing
the booklets exist, Michel (approve calculated, without
count bars and special feature) 11. 900.MH ★★
estimate 1.900,FOIL SHEETS
3592 2011, 5 foil sheets complete, very fine MNH,
Michel 130.FB 13-17 ★★
estimate 35,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COIL STAMPS
3593 1954, 25 Pf. "Heuss", single stamp with uneven
red number, superb, Michel 65.186vR ★★
estimate 20,3594 1966 / 7, "Brandenburger Tor" in strip of five
(dextrin gumming) and in vertical pairs (Planatol
gumming), 2 superb sets, Michel 200.506-10v,w ★★
estimate 40,3595 1971, 50 Pf. "prevention of accidents", RE 5 + 4
Lf, black Zähl number, pale turquoise, as usual
perforated superb, Michel 54.700AR ★★
estimate 20,3596 1977-79, 70, 210 and 230 Pf. "castle and palace"
in RE 11 + 4 Lf, very fine MNH, Michel 149.918,998/9R ★★
estimate 35,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COIL STAMPS
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3597 1992-94, "Sehenswürdigkeiten\": 450, 200, 500,
41, 700 and 550 Pf. in five respectively strip of eleven,
superb, Michel 810.1623-1746 ★★
estimate 150,3598 1954-82, almost only mint never hinged collection
coil stamps with a lot of better issues and special
feature, as well banderoles and plate, almost only
superb condition, Michel approximate 2200.a. 179-1143R ★ ★,
estimate 300,3599 1977-94, lot mostly different coil stamps "castle
and palace" and "sights" in strip of five, very fine
MNH, Michel more then 400.aus 913-1381R ★★
estimate 50,F.R.G. FIRST DAY SHEETS
3600 1974-76, 3 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
74 - 23 / 76 in the safe ring binder, superb
791-Bl. 13
estimate Gebot
3601 1977 / 8, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
77 - 22 / 78 in the safe ring binder, superb
913-99
estimate Gebot
3602 1977, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 28 / 77,
superb
913-Bl. 15
estimate Gebot
3603 1979 / 80, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
79 - 26 / 80 in the safe ring binder, superb
1000-67
estimate Gebot
3604 1979, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 27 / 79,
superb
1000-32
estimate Gebot
3605 1981 / 2, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
81 - 26 / 82 in the safe ring binder, superb
1032-1161
estimate Gebot
3606 1981, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 26 / 81,
superb
1082-1117
estimate Gebot
3607 1983 / 4, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
83 - 26 / 84 in the safe ring binder, superb
1162-1233
estimate Gebot
3608 1984, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 26 / 84,
superb
1197-1233
estimate Gebot
3609 1985 / 6, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
85 - 27 / 86 in the safe ring binder, superb
1234-1305
estimate Gebot
3610 1987, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 29 / 87,
superb
1306-46
estimate Gebot
3611 1987 / 8, 2 complete volumes, first day sheet 1 /
87 - 33 / 88 in the safe ring binder, superb
1306-96
estimate Gebot
3612 1988, complete year, first day sheet 1 - 33 / 88,
superb
1347-96
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

F.R.G. FIRST DAY SHEETS
3613 1989, complete year, first
superb
1397-1443
3614 1990, complete year, first
superb
1444-87
3615 1991, complete year, first
superb
1488-1581
3616 1993, complete year, first
superb
1645-1708

day sheet 1 - 33 / 89,
estimate Gebot
day sheet 1 - 31 / 90,
estimate Gebot
day sheet 1 - 48 / 91,
estimate Gebot
day sheet 1 - 47 / 93,
estimate Gebot

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY ENGROS
3617 1955, "Westropa", 10 superb sets, Michel 160.217/8 ★★
estimate 30,3618 1956, "child care", 10 superb sets, Michel 200.243-46 ★★
estimate 40,3619 1960, "Heuss II", 15 sets almost only superb,
Michel 600.259-65 ★★
estimate 80,3620 1957, 40 Pf. "coal mining", 10x, almost only
superb, Michel 220.273
estimate 40,3621 1958, "agriculture", 20 superb sets, Michel 190.297-300 ★★
estimate 35,3622 1959, "Beethoven", 10 superb sets, Michel 200.315-19 ★★
estimate 35,3623 1964, souvenir sheet "20. July", 7x, superb,
Michel 105.Bl. 3
estimate 20,3624 1965, 70 Pf. "Osthofentor", 20 horizontal pairs in
the part sheet, very fine MNH, Michel 120.460 ★★
estimate Gebot
3625 1971, "prevention of accidents" in horizontal pairs
(9x), superb, Michel 630.694-703 ★★
estimate 120,3626 1973, "birds", 80 sets, almost only superb, Michel
640.754-57 ★★
estimate 80,3627 1974, "youth", 68 sets, almost only superb,
Michel 476.800-03 ★★
estimate 50,3628 1979, "Day of the Postage Stamp" in the sheetlet,
37x, very fine MNH, Michel 518.1023KB ★★
estimate 65,3629 1979, "Day of the Postage Stamp" in the sheetlet
with centered first days special cancellations, 20x,
superb, Michel 300.1023KB
estimate 40,3630 1980, "FIP" in the sheetlet with centered first days
special cancellations, 25x, superb, Michel 250.1065KB
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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3631 1990, souvenir sheet "stamp exhibition", 8x,
superb, Michel 176.Bl. 21 ★★
estimate 25,FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
YEAR SETS
3632 1951, complete year, without posthorn set, superb
139-47 ★★
estimate 160,3633 1955, complete year, superb
204-26x ★★
estimate 50,3634 1956, complete year, superb
227-48 ★★
estimate 20,3635 1970-76, 7 volumes complete on first day covers,
superb
612-Bl. 13
estimate 80,3636 1980-83, 4 complete volumes on Lindner album
pages, superb
1033-1196
estimate 20,3637 1986 / 7, 2 in the number of a major listing
complete volumes, superb
1268-1346 ★★
estimate 30,3638 1988, in the number of a major listing complete
year, superb
1347-96 ★★
estimate 20,3639 1990, complete year, superb
1444-87 ★★
estimate 20,3640 1990 / 1, 2 complete volumes, superb
1444-1581
estimate 25,3641 1991, complete year, superb
1488-1581 ★★
estimate 30,3642 1992, in the number of a major listing complete
year, superb
1582-1644 ★★
estimate 30,3643 1992-95, 4 in the number of a major listing
complete volumes, superb
1582-1833
estimate 50,3644 1993, complete year, superb
1645-1708 ★★
estimate 25,3645 1994, complete year, superb
1709-71 ★★
estimate 25,3646 1995, complete year, superb
1772-1833 ★★
estimate 30,3647 1996, complete year, superb
1834-94 ★★
estimate 25,3648 1997, in the number of a major listing complete
year, superb
1895-1964 ★★
estimate 30,3649 1998, in the number of a major listing complete
year, superb
1965-2026 ★★
estimate 25,3650 1999, complete year, superb
2027-86 ★★
estimate 30,-

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
3651 2001, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2156-Bl. 57
estimate 30,3652 2002, complete year, superb
2231-2304
estimate 25,3653 2003, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2305-73
estimate 25,3654 2004, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2374-2433
estimate 20,3655 2005, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2434-2504
estimate 20,3656 2007, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2578-2636
estimate 20,3657 2009, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2707-67
estimate 20,3658 2011, complete year, without self-adhesive
stamps, in each case from of the right lower corner of
the sheet, with first days special cancellations on
"Germany plus" sides, superb
2835-99
estimate 20,FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COLLECTIONS
3659 1948-2012, except for the post horn set complete
mint never hinged collection in 3 hingeless album,
superb condition
★★
estimate 1.100,3660 2000-2012, complete mint never hinged superb
collection in the lighthouse album with mounts
★★
estimate 600,3661 1949-1979, except for the post horn set complete
mint never hinged collection Federal Republic in the
lighthouse album with mounts, including "Heuß
fluorescent" and "lieg. Watermark", superb condition
★★
estimate 500,3662 1952-1967, complete mint never hinged collection
including "Heuss fluorescent" and "lieg. Watermark" in
the safe binary album (text complete from 1948),
superb condition
★★
estimate 400,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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3663 In the number of a major listing complete mint
never hinged collection Federal Republic of Germany
from 1956-99 in 3 lighthouse hingeless album (text
from 1949), pages 3, 6, 19 and 25 used, single stamps
**, superb condition
★★
estimate 360,3664 In the number of a major listing complete mint
never hinged collection Federal Republic from 1960-94
in 3 Lindner hingeless album, almost only superb
condition
★★
estimate 250,3665 1993 / 4, complete double collected in blocks of
four, mostly from of the upper corner of the sheet, in
the stockbook, in addition to it a few souvenir sheets
(10x), superb condition
★★
estimate 190,3666 1982-92, part of a collection Federal Republic in
the Borek album with mounts, in the number of a major
listing complete, superb condition
★★
estimate 180,3667 From Michel no. 890 in the number of a major
listing complete mint never hinged collection Federal
Republic from 1976-99 clean in 2 stock books, from
1985 mint never hinged and additional used, superb
condition, favorable offered!, Michel more then 2000.★★
estimate 100,3668 1960-76, part of a collection Federal Republic in
the safe album with mounts, except for coil stamps
complete, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,3669 In the number of a major listing complete mint
never hinged collection Federal Republic from 1955-82
in the Lighthouse album, superb condition
★★
estimate Gebot
3670 Complete mint never hinged collection Federal
Republic from 1960-70 in the Lindner album with
mounts (text from 1949), superb condition
★★
estimate Gebot
3671 From Michel no. 197 in the number of a major
listing complete mint never hinged collection Federal
Republic from 1954-69 in the Borek album with
mounts, with "Heuss fluorescent", superb condition
★★
estimate Gebot
3672 In the number of a major listing complete mint
never hinged collection Federal Republic from 1971-81
and 1983 / 4 in 2 Lindner album with mounts, as well
many margin respectively corner margin copies, superb
condition
★★
estimate Gebot
3673 Complete collection Federal Republic of Germany
till 1969 in the SAFE dual album, post horn set and 50
Pf. Heuss hinge removed, otherwise seeming all mint
never hinged, almost only superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 580,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COLLECTIONS
3674 1948-2010, in the number of a major listing
complete cancelled collection Federal Republic in 3
lighthouse hingeless album, almost only superb
condition
estimate 580,3675 Collection Federal Republic from 1977-2000,
seeming complete double collected in 4 KA-BE
buses-collect hingeless album, as well horizontal pairs,
stamp booklet etc., almost only superb condition,
Michel more then 3100.★ ★,
estimate 480,3676 1949-74, cancelled, in the number of a major
listing complete collection Federal Republic in the
Schaubek album, condition very fine / superb
estimate 390,3677 Cancelled collection Federal Republic from
1949-2000 in 3 SAFE-albums, except for Michel no.
113-15, 120, 121, 139 and 146 in the number of a major
listing seeming complete, very fine / superb, Michel
approximate 3300.estimate 390,3678 Cancelled collection Federal Republic of
Germany from 1949-89 in 3 Schaubek hingeless
albums, till 1960 complete, condition condition varies
estimate 290,3679 Till 1970 complete collection Federal Republic in
the Lindner album with mounts, condition very fine /
superb
estimate 290,3680 In the number of a major listing complete
cancelled collection Federal Republic from 1949-74 in
the Schaubek album, almost only superb condition
estimate 250,3681 Cancelled collection Federal Republic from
1949-71 with some better issues in the Lindner album
with mounts, except for few values from 1955 in the
number of a major listing complete, mostly very fine /
superb
estimate 180,3682 Almost complete cancelled collection Federal
Republic from 1949-73 in the Lighthouse album with
many good issues, superb condition, favorable offered!
estimate 180,3683 In the number of a major listing complete
collection Federal Republic from 1982-91 with centered
first day cancel`s in 2 stock books, superb condition
estimate 130,3684 In the number of a major listing, except for
Beethoven, seeming complete cancelled part of a
collection Federal Republic from 1957-79, almost only
superb condition
estimate 100,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!
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3685 Extensive collection of over 2000 legitimate
documents Federal Republic from 1958-72 in 6 thick
Leitz folders, mostly simple documents, but also a few
better, with special cancellations, coil stamps, First Day
Cover, collection prevention of accidents with
se-tenant, various single frankings, etc., inspect!
estimate 300,3686 Collection from approximate 1500 legitimate
documents Federal Republic from 1981-91 in 5 thick
ring binder, mostly simple documents, with special
cancellations, First Day Cover, single- and multiple
franking, collection coil stamp for vending machine
etc., inspect!
estimate 150,3687 In the number of a major listing (seeming without
castle and palace) complete collection Federal Republic
from 1949-88 in 3 safe hingeless album, amongst other
things 70-90 Pf. posthorn mint never hinged, from 1954
seeming only still mint never hinged, with many special
feature, almost only superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 900,3688 1952-91, in the number of a major listing
complete collection Federal Republic from 1955-91 in
the Schaubek album, from 1968 only mint never hinged
collected, superb condition
★ ★, ★
estimate 190,3689 Collection Federal Republic from 1974-87 in 2
KA-BE "bi-collcet" hingeless album, in each case mint
never hinged and used except for 3 postal stamps
complete, in addition to it complete sets coil stamp for
vending machine, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 100,3690 Collection Federal Republic from 1991-96 in the
KA-BE "bi-collcet" hingeless album, in each case mint
never hinged and used till 1995 complete, superb
condition
★ ★,
estimate 80,3691 Seeming from Michel no. 1359 in the number of a
major listing complete mint never hinged collection
Federal Republic from 1988-99 in the stockbook, in
addition to it many postal stationery postcards and
covers, superb condition, Michel approximate 1600.★ ★,
estimate 80,3692 Complete collection Federal Republic from
1998-2000 in the "Germany plus" hingeless album,
mint never hinged and used in corner margin pieces,
superb condition, Michel 585.★ ★,
estimate 75,3693 In the number of a major listing double complete
(mint never hinged and used) collection Federal
Republic from 1988-90 on KA-BE "buses-collect"
album pages, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
3694 Collection Federal Republic from 1990-2001,
mostly multiple in 2 Lindner hingeless album,
1977-2001 in the number of a major listing complete,
almost only superb condition
, ★★
estimate Gebot

FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY COLLECTIONS
3695 Collection Federal Republic from 1951-81 in 2
Borek album, from 1957 in the number of a major
listing complete and except for few values only mint
never hinged, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
FEDERAL REPUBLIC GERMANY LOTS
3696 2000-2008, extensive lot of souvenir sheets: pages
55 (46x), 58 (30x), 59 (39x), 60 (36x), 61 (13x), 62
(19x), 63 (6x), 64 (19x), 67 (10x), 68 (28x), 69 (11x),
70 (17x), 71 (11x), 72 (22x) and 73 (10x), very fine
MNH, all still postally valid
aus Bl. 55-73 ★★
estimate 290,3697 1957-82, lot of approximate 180 different values
in blocks of four, from approximate 1977 many values
multiple available, souvenir sheets mostly fourfold, in
the stockbook, superb condition
★★
estimate 190,3698 1986-92, mint never hinged lot "personalities" in
pairs, strip, upper margin and margin copies, with many
plates numbers etc., high acquisition value!, superb
★★
estimate 50,3699 1951-2008, different, almost only centric
cancelled, horizontal pairs, amongst other things with
Michel no. 355y and 694-703, superb, Michel 990.estimate 180,3700 1995-2003, 4 different sheetlet sets: Michel no.
1777-80, 1786, 1797-1801 and 2324-28 with centered
first days special cancellations, superb, Michel 332.KB
estimate 65,3701 45 g paper-free postal stamps "Federal Republic",
superb
estimate Gebot
3702 10 different stamp calendar of the German post
"originals with history" the years 1996, 2002, 2004-06
(2006 2x), 2007-11, original packaged, superb
condition
estimate Gebot
3703 1951-61, interesting lot of 200 covers with mostly
different special stamps frankings, as well many special
delivery covers, almost only superb, inspect!
estimate 250,3704 1964 / 66, Überlandpoststempel on 33 different
stamped Drucksachenbelegen, superb
estimate 100,3705 1953 / 4 19 package cards with different Posthorn
frankings, amongst other things Michel no. 134
multiple franking, 137 single franking, 3 cards with
number 138 etc., clean legitimate condition, inspect!
estimate 75,3706 1987-2003, "Christmas" in blocks of four with
special cancellations (almost only first day cancel), 10
different large-sized Weihnachtsfaltkarten of the
Federal
ministry
for
Postal
service
and
Telecommunications, superb
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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3707 "Christmas special cancel" - edition
Weltbildverlag,
194
numbered
and
franked
Weihnachtsumschläge from 1983-87 and 1989-92 in 9
Speziallaben, superb condition
estimate Gebot
3708 2002 / 3, 109 different numbered, genuine used
first day covers, superb condition, very high acquisition
value!
estimate Gebot
3709 2006 / 7, approximate 120 almost only different
numbered, genuine used first day covers, superb
condition, very high acquisition value!
estimate Gebot
3710 Mostly cancelled duplicate lot Federal Republic
till 1957 with various good values, mostly superb
condition, high catalog value!
,★
estimate 120,3711 Federal Republic almost only used in the
duplicate stock book, from 1949-86 with many mint
never hinged souvenir sheets, almost only superb
condition
, ★ ★, ★
estimate Gebot
3712 2001-07, 13 different cancelled sheetlet, superb,
Michel 161.KB
estimate 30,FRG POSTAL STATIONERIES
3713 1961, 8 Pf. "Heuss" with Post-office box number
in lieu of Postschließfachnummer, 10 vacuously
cancelled cards with different special cancellations,
superb
P 36
estimate 100,3714 1961, 8 Pf. "Heuss" with Post-office box number
in lieu of Postschließfachnummer, 5 vacuously
cancelled cards with different special cancellations
from "Nuremberg", superb
P 36
estimate 50,3715 1961, 8 Pf. "Heuss" with Post-office box number
in lieu of Postschließfachnummer, 2 vacuously
cancelled cards with different special cancellations
from "WIESBADEN", superb
P 36
estimate 20,3716 1960, 10 / 10 Pf. "Heuss", wide fluorescing
additional print, unused, superb, Michel 70.P 45I
estimate 25,3717 1962 / 3, extensive lot picture postcards 10 and 15
Pf. "important German", Michel no. 5 / 26 - 33 and
continuously 8 / 50 - 46 / 357 in different quantities,
factory packaging in 100 bags (partly closed complete
and partly opened, not complete), unused, almost only
superb condition, very favorable!
P 72,81
estimate 150,3718 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously used with special cancel "FISCHBACH
scout camp NETZBACHTAL", superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

FRG POSTAL STATIONERIES
3719 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously used with special cancel Hanover 8. trade
union congress", superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
3720 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously used with special cancel "KIEL KIELER
week", superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
3721 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously used with special cancel "OFFENBACH on
the Main 29. international LEDERWARENMESSE",
superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
3722 1962, 8 Pf. "Gutenberg", postcard in Roman type,
vacuously
used
with
special
cancel
"WÄCHTERSBACH 15. in spring fair", superb
P 73
estimate Gebot
3723 1972-78, 4 different used and an unused Private
fold letter, superb
aus PF 3a-30
estimate 25,3724 1953, private postcard 15 Pf. "posthorn", "the
Tailor of Ulm", special cancel black gray and
blue-grey, superb
PP 4/3,3c
estimate 40,3725 1954, private postcard 5 + 4 Pf. "Heuss I", special
cancel, superb
PP 12/1
estimate 20,3726 1949, "Lower House of German Parliament",
unused, 2 superb cards, Michel 56.PSo 1/2
estimate 20,3727 1952, private postal stationery cover 30 + 15 Pf.
"posthorn", used, superb
PU 5/2
estimate 35,3728 1953, private postal stationery cover 10 + 25 + 25
Pf. "posthorn", special cancel "ULM", superb
PU 6
estimate 45,3729 Collection of more than 1000 postal stationery
Federal Republic from 1954-98, amongst other things
picture postcards, First Day Cover covers with various
special cancellations, mainly simple documents,
inspect!
estimate 180,3730 1982-2002, 60 different postal stationery, mostly
with special cancellations, superb
estimate 20,F.R.G. BERLIN ANNUAL MINISTER BOOKS
3731 1983, minister yearbook yellow, mint never
hinged, superb
MJg 83 ★★
estimate 25,3732 2001, minister yearbook silver, mint never hinged,
superb
MJg 01 ★★
estimate 40,3733 2003, minister yearbook silver, mint never hinged,
superb
MJg 03 ★★
estimate 40,-

FIRST AND FIRST FIGHT 1945 58
132
3734 28. 8. 46, "New York-Berlin", USA franking,
superb cover
2255
estimate 25,3735 28. 8. 46, "New York-Berlin", USA franking,
cover very fine
2255
estimate 20,3736 30. 3. 48, "Rio de Janeiro-Berlin", Brazilian
franking, face of cover, superb
2285
estimate 25,3737 1. 5. 48, "Frankfurt New York", AOA, superb
cover
2297a
estimate 40,3738 1. 5. 48, "Frankfurt New York", PAA, superb
cover
2297b
estimate 40,3739 1. 5. 48, "Hamburg-Brüssel", flight confirmation
stamp in black (CTO), superb postcard
2301
estimate 40,3740 1. 5. 48, "Hamburg-Copenhavn", flight
confirmation stamp in black (CTO), superb postcard
2302
estimate 50,3741 1. 5. 48, "Hamburg-London", flight confirmation
stamp in black (CTO), superb postcard
2303
estimate 50,3742 1. 5. 48, "Hamburg New York", flight
confirmation stamp in black (CTO), superb postcard
2304
estimate 50,3743 25. 4. 49, "Frankfurt-Bremen", card very fine
2329
estimate 20,3744 20. 12. 49, "Paris Munich", French franking, with
vignette, superb cover
2335
estimate 45,3745 20. 12. 49, "Paris Munich", French franking, no
arrival postmark, superb postcard
2335
estimate 20,3746 24. 4. 52, "Madrid Frankfurt", Hispanic franking,
superb cover
2409
estimate 90,3747 26. 5. 52, "Bremen New York", franked by
Federal Republic of Germany no. 147, cover very fine
2416
estimate 20,3748 5. 10. 53, "Brussels-Bonn", 2 different Dutch
documents, superb
2452
estimate 20,3749 16. 11. 53, "Frankfurt-Londres", 15 besides 30 Pf.
posthorn private postal stationery postcard, superb
2455
estimate 45,3750 11. 4. 54, "Berlin-Baghdad", superb postcard
2470A
estimate 55,3751 12. 4. 54, "Berlin Djakarta" on aerogram!
(without advice), superb, RR!
2472A
estimate 80,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

FIRST AND FIRST FIGHT 1945 58
3752 19. 5. 54, "Düsseldorf-Montreal", superb postcard
2476
estimate 25,3753 6. 6. 54, "Hamburg-Chicago", franked by Berlin
no. 105, superb cover
2482
estimate 45,3754 2. 11. 54, "Stuttgart lot Angeles", superb cover
2493
estimate 30,3755 3. 11. 54, "Frankfurt-Manila", superb cover
2495
estimate 20,3756 5. 11. 54, "Hamburg-Barcelona", superb cover
2496
estimate Gebot
3757 6. 11. 54, "Berlin-Chicago", superb cover
2498
estimate 40,3758 1. 1. 55, "Stuttgart-Montreal", franked by Federal
Republic of Germany no. 202 / 3!, superb cover
2498F
estimate 60,3759 23. 4. 55, "Frankfurt Baghdad", franked by
Federal Republic of Germany no. 205-08, superb
postcard
2502
estimate 20,3760 31. 10. 55, "Munich New York", via Vienna,
Auflieferungstempel "Freudenstadt 26. 10. ", arrival
postmark "New York 1. 1. 55"
estimate 20,3761 31. 10. 55, "Munich New York", franked by
Berlin no. 128, superb cover
2511
estimate 25,3762 30. 4. 56, "Berlin-Stuttgart", superb cover
2515
estimate 20,3763 29. 10. 57, "Berlin-Tokyo", 1. direct flight over
the North Pole till Copenhagen, superb cover, R! (only
100 documents transported! )
estimate 80,3764 29. 10. 57, "Berlin-Tokyo", 1. direct flight over
the North Pole, superb cover
estimate 60,LUFTHANSA FIRST AND SPECIAL FLIGHT
3765 1. 4. 1955, opening of the between the two
German states air traffic with Convair CV-240,
"HAMBURG-FRANKFURT", franked by Berlin no.
126 / 7 and Federal Republic no. 205-08, special
delivery cover, superb
2
estimate 20,3766 1. 4. 1955, "opening of the between the two
German states air traffic", special stamp "Frankfurt /
Main" complete, 4 superb letters, Haberer DM 475.9-12
estimate 80,3767 1. 4. 1955, "Dusseldorf-Frankfurt / Main", superb
cover, Haberer DM 175.18
estimate 25,3768 16. 5. 1955, "London Munich", without arrival
postmark, superb cover, Haberer DM 400.29
estimate 50,-

LUFTHANSA FIRST AND SPECIAL FLIGHT 133
3769 17. 5. 1955, "Hamburg-Paris", superb cover,
Haberer DM 75.31
estimate Gebot
3770 17. 5. 1955, "Paris-Hamburg", superb cover,
Haberer DM 175.33
estimate 25,3771 8. 6. 1955, "Hamburg-Dusseldorf-New York",
franked by complete set, superb
34
estimate Gebot
3772 11. 6. 1955, "Hamburg-Frankfurt / M. New
York", cover from Holland with hölländischer and
German franking, superb
40
estimate 20,3773 11. 6. 1955, "Hamburg-Frankfurt / M. New
York", superb cover, Haberer DM 75.40
estimate Gebot
3774 11. 6. 1955, "Frankfurt New York", cover from of
Switzerland, superb, Haberer DM 75.41
estimate Gebot
3775 2. 10. 1955, "Frankfurt to Lisbon", superb cover,
Haberer DM 70.46
estimate Gebot
3776 22. 4. 1956, "London-Stuttgart", cover very fine,
Haberer DM 125.55
estimate Gebot
3777 23. 4. 1956, "New York-Paris", superb cover,
Haberer DM 95.60
estimate Gebot
3778 23. 4. 1956, "Chicago-Hamburg", superb cover,
Haberer DM 100.68
estimate Gebot
3779 12. 9. 1956, "Istanbul Hamburg", superb cover,
Haberer DM 90.102
estimate Gebot
3780 15. 4. 1957, "Hamburg Recife", superb cover,
Haberer DM 175.146
estimate 25,3781 4. 12. 1957, "Germany New York", "only
cargo-ship", superb cover
estimate 30,3782 1955, 14 different flights, mostly superb
condition, Haberer DM 1025.aus 5-51
estimate 90,EASTERN ISLANDS
3783 1912-22, "CASO", rest of hinge, 9 superb items,
Michel 192.3-11II ★
estimate 65,3784 1912-22, "LEROS", rest of hinge, 9 superb items,
Michel 166.3-11V ★
estimate 55,3785 1912-22, "RODI", rest of hinge, 9 superb items,
Michel 404.3-11X ★
estimate 140,-

EASTERN ISLANDS
3786 1912-22, "STAMPALIA", rest of hinge, 9 superb
items, Michel 140.3-11XIII ★
estimate 50,3787 1912, 20 C. brown orange, unwatermarked, with
overprint the different name of islands, mostly superb,
Michel 1400.11I-XIII ★
estimate 380,3788 1929, "RODI", rest of hinge, very fine set, Michel
600.17-25 ★
estimate 120,3789 1930, "Hydrologenkongress", rest of hinge, very
fine set, RR!
34-42 ★
estimate 450,3790 1932, "ISOLE ITALIANE DELL`EGEO", rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 600.98-104 ★
estimate 120,3791 1933, "Count Zeppelin", rest of hinge, very fine
set
115-20 ★
estimate 100,ALBANIA
3792 1985, "40. anniversary of the triumph" on cover
with first day cancel, superb, R!, issued only 1370 sets,
Michel - .
2264/5
estimate 150,ANDORRA FRENCH POST
3793 1931, "ANDORRE", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 2500.1-23 ★★
estimate 750,3794 1931, 5 Fr. blue / chamois, on piece, superb,
Michel 350.21
estimate 140,3795 1957, 500 Fr. airmail stamps, superb, Michel 90.160
estimate 30,3796 Postage due stamps: 1931 / 2, 1 C. - 2 Fr., very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 1000.P 9-15 ★★
estimate 300,3797 Postage due stamps: 1931 / 2, "postal order
stamps", rest of hinge, very fine set
P 9-15 ★
estimate 170,ANDORRA SPAIN POST
3798 1929, 20 C. "white-tailed eagle", superb, Michel
80.27A ★
estimate 25,3799 1972, 8 Pta. "Europe" on First Day Cover, superb,
Michel 80.71
estimate 20,3800 Mint never hinged collection Andorra chip. Post
from 1972-98, except for Michel no. 71 and 229
complete, superb condition, Michel 180.★★
estimate 40,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

BELGIUM
134
3801 1849, 40 C. rose / carmine, number postmark
"24", superb, Michel 450.5A
estimate 160,3802 1858, 40 C. carmine rose, number postmark "73",
superb
9II
estimate 35,3803 1893, 2 Fr. lilac on dull rose, superb, Michel 65.59
estimate 20,3804 1912, 10 C. "King adalbert I. ", without
Entwerfernamen, lower right unperforated corner of the
sheet, mint never hinged, superb
100IIU ★★
estimate Gebot
3805 1915, 5 "Franc", perforated A, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 400.127A ★
estimate 120,3806 1918, "Red Cross", 10 Fr. mint never hinged, very
fine set
129-42 ★, ★ ★
estimate 400,3807 1921, 50 C. "international stamp exhibition" in the
sheet (25), as usual margins, superb
165KB ★★
estimate 90,3808 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" block
of four, mint never hinged, superb
186
★★
estimate 20,3809 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" in the
sheetlet (4), very fine MNH, Michel 420.186KB ★★
estimate 150,3810 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" in the
sheetlet (4), mint never hinged, slight margin
unevenness otherwise superb, Michel 420.186KB ★★
estimate 90,3811 1924, 5 Fr. "international stamp exhibition" in the
sheetlet (4), mint never hinged, margin defects, stamps
superb, Michel 420.186KB ★★
estimate 75,3812 1925, "75 years belgian stamps, very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 140.191-203 ★★
estimate 40,3813 1928, "abbey Orval" in block of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 840.235-43
★★
estimate 260,3814 1928, "abbey Orval", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 210.235-43 ★★
estimate 65,3815 1929, "King Albert I", Parisian printing, only
margin pieces, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(600.-)
262-65I ★★
estimate 190,3816 1929, "King Albert I", Parisian printing, rest of
hinge, very fine set
262-65I ★
estimate 100,3817 1930, souvenir sheet "philatelic exhibition", as
usual block margins, very fine MNH, Michel 750.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 190,-

BELGIUM
3818 1930, souvenir sheet "philatelic exhibition", right
small margin crease otherwise very fine MNH, Michel
750.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 170,3819 1930, souvenir sheet "philatelic exhibition", mint
never hinged, very fine (defects in the lower margin),
Michel 750.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 150,3820 1930, 4 Fr. "philatelic exhibition", superb, Michel
110.287 ★★
estimate 35,3821 1931, souvenir sheet "war invalids", as usual
margins, very fine MNH, Michel 600.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 170,3822 1931, souvenir sheet "war invalids", rest of hinge
in the margin, single stamp mint never hinged, superb
Bl. 2 ★
estimate 80,3823 1932, "cardinal Mercier", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 1100.333-41 ★★
estimate 350,3824 1932, "inf" in blocks of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 1600.342/3
★★
estimate 480,3825 1932, "inf", very fine MNH, Michel 400.342/3 ★★
estimate 120,3826 1932, "inf", rest of hinge, superb, Michel 150.342/3 ★
estimate 45,3827 1932, "tuberculosis", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 250.347-53 ★★
estimate 75,3828 1932, "TBC", rest of hinge, very fine set
347-53 ★
estimate 35,3829 1933, "abbey Orval", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 2200.354-56 ★★
estimate 780,3830 1933, "tuberculosis" in corner margin blocks of
four, very fine set mint never hinged, R!, Michel 3200.366-72
★★
estimate 1.000,3831 1933, "tuberculosis", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 800.366-72 ★★
estimate 240,3832 1933, 5 Fr. "TBC", rest of hinge, superb
372 ★
estimate 50,3833 1934, "war disabled veterans help" in corner
margin blocks of four, very fine MNH, Michel (320.-)
382/3
★★
estimate 100,3834 1934, "tuberculosis" in the lower corner margin
block of four (1. 75 Fr. only lower margin), very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 1680.386-92
★★
estimate 500,3835 1934, "tuberculosis", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 420.386-92 ★★
estimate 120,-

BELGIUM
135
3836 1934, 5 Fr. "TBC", superb, Michel 120.392
estimate 40,3837 1935, "SITEB" in sheetlet, very fine MNH,
Michel 150.402-04KB ★★
estimate 45,3838 1935, souvenir sheet "SITEB", first day cancel in
the margin, very fine MNH, Michel 400.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 120,3839 1935, souvenir sheet "SITEB", first day cancel in
the margin, mint never hinged, very fine, Michel 400.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 85,3840 1935, souvenir sheet "SITEB", first day cancel in
the margin, superb, Michel 400.Bl. 3 ★
estimate 70,3841 1935, 5 Fr. "SITEB", very fine MNH, Michel
130.405 ★★
estimate 40,3842 1949, souvenir sheet pair "paintings", rest of
hinge in the margin, superb
Bl. 21/2 ★
estimate 90,3843 1951, "Belgian Aeroclub" and "monument to
Honor more political prisoner", superb, Michel 90.902/3,906-08
estimate 25,3844 1952, "13. world congress", rest of hinge, very
fine set
929-40 ★
estimate 25,3845 20. 10. 37, special airmail card, follower from
Luxembourg for group flight from 3 Mission airplanes
from Brussels-Belgian-Congo, traces of usage
otherwise superb, scarce 3 country franking, Müller 221
937
estimate 60,3846 1953, "office the European youth", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 60.976-78 ★★
estimate 20,3847 1953, "office the European youth" on First Day
Cover, superb, Michel 100.976-78
estimate 30,3848 1954, "National monument" and "beguinage", rest
of hinge, 2 superb sets
989-91,995-1000 ★
estimate 20,3849 1957, souvenir sheet "Antarctic expedition", very
fine MNH, Michel 140.Bl. 25 ★★
estimate 45,3850 1980, 5 Fr. "palace the nations", 8 documents with
different before first days Sondertempeln from 10. 5.
80, superb
2026
estimate Gebot
BELGIUM POSTAL SERVICE PACKAGE STAMPS
3851 1928-30, "King Albert I" and "main post office",
Falzerst, 2 superb sets
PP 1-6 ★
estimate 25,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BELGIUM COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3852 1961-90, 58 different first day covers, superb,
Michel 140.estimate Gebot
BULGARIA
3853 1881, 25 St. Black / lilac, superb, Michel 100.10
estimate 35,3854 1931, "2. Balkan Peninsula game", always from
the corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (320.-)
242-48 ★★
estimate 110,3855 1931, "2. Balkan Peninsula game", rest of hinge,
50 L. mint never hinged, very fine set
242-48 ★, ★★
estimate 70,3856 1932, "airmail exhibition", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 250.249-51 ★★
estimate 85,3857 1933, "4. Balkan Peninsula game", except for 10
L. all from edge respectively corner margin, very fine
set mint never hinged, R!, Michel (1100.-)
252-56 ★★
estimate 350,3858 1935, "5. Balkans soccer championship", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 500.274-79 ★★
estimate 150,3859 1958, 1 L. "world exhibition", unperforated, very
fine MNH, Michel 80.1087B ★★
estimate 20,3860 1974, souvenir sheet "World Cup", unperforated,
very fine MNH, Michel 60.Bl. 47B ★★
estimate 20,3861 1913, fieldpost letter to Sofia with military cancel
and bulgarian censorship, superb
estimate 130,3862 Fieldpost printed form card with violet military
cancel, very fine
estimate 70,BULGARIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3863 Approximate. 1963-84, small mint never hinged
lot different values "olympic Spiele1984", "the history
of aviation", "the way to the Stars" and "railroad" on
the corresponding sides, superb, Michel 129.★★
estimate Gebot
3864 1879-1889, clean old collection Bulgaria in
superb condition, with Michel no. 1-37 and postage no.
1-9 used, no. 21-24 expertized Drahn, Michel
approximate 1950.estimate 390,3865 Except for a few few values only mint never
hinged collection Bulgaria from 1879-1964 in the
KA-BE album, from 1935 except for the occasional one
complete, almost only superb condition, Michel 2400.★ ★, ★,
estimate 280,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

DENMARK
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3866 1833, cover with content from Copenhagen to
Itzehoe, handwritten "frey" and on the back varnish
seal, superb
estimate 50,3867 1865, 3 S. lilac, perforated K 13:12½, centered
number postmark "18", superb, Michel 70.12A
estimate 25,3868 1870, 4 S. gray / red, perforated K 14:13½, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 70.18IA ★
estimate 25,3869 1870, 4 S. gray / red, perforated L 12½, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 200.18IB ★
estimate 70,3870 1871, 8 S. gray / brown with large right margin,
rest of hinge, superb in every respect (choice copy)
19IA ★
estimate 80,3871 1875, 3 Ø dull ultramarin / gray, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 140.22IYAa ★
estimate 45,3872 1875, 25 Ø, normal framework, watermark 1Y,
perforated K 14:13½, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 65.29IYA ★
estimate 20,3873 1905, 50 Ø dark lilac and 100 Ø yellow brown, 2
superb items, Michel 80.51/2
estimate 20,3874 1912, 5 Kr. "main post office", watermark 1, with
variety "KJÖBFNHAVN" (Facit catalogue 120v2), rest
of hinge, superb, Facit catalogue 6000.- skr.
66 ★
estimate 200,3875 1922, 1 Kr. brown / blue, type I (Facit catalogue
161a), rest of hinge, superb, Facit catalogue 600.- skr.
128 ★
estimate 20,3876 1924, "300 years Danish post", always in the mint
never hinged part sheet from 16 pieces ( = 4 set in
blocks of four), 15 Ø from the corner of the sheet with
plate number and blank fields, superb
131-42 ★★
estimate 190,3877 1924, "300 years Danish post", 3 blocks of four,
very fine set, Michel 110.131-42
estimate 35,3878 1930, "60. birthday" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (800.-)
185-94
★★
estimate 250,3879 1930, "60. birthday", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 200.185-94 ★★
estimate 60,DENMARK OFFICIAL STAMPS
3880 1871, 4 S. rose, perforated K 14:13½, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 120.D 2A ★
estimate 40,3881 1881, 32 Ø yellow green (Facit catalogue TJ 9b),
superb, Facit catalogue 550.- skr.
D7
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

DENMARK POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
3882 1927 / 30, 7 Ø yellow green and bluish violet, 2
superb items, Michel 65.P 12,21
estimate 20,DENMARK POSTFERRY STAMPS
3883 1919, 1 Kr. pale brown, very fine, Michel 200.Pf 4
estimate 50,DENMARK SE-TENANTS
3884 1937, 3 stamp booklet panes "Hanssen backdrop",
very fine MNH, Michel 200.H-Bl. 10-12 ★★
estimate 60,3885 1977-85, all 11 stamp booklet, in addition to it 4
booklet without se-tenants, mint never hinged, superb
MH 25-35 ★★
estimate 50,DENMARK COLLECTIONS, LOTS
3886 Seeming complete mint never hinged collection
Denmark from 1972-2008 in 3 Lindner hingeless
album, very high face value, superb condition
★★
estimate 850,3887 1977-86, complete in annuals, partly double, in
addition to it 1991, superb
★★
estimate 90,3888 1978-84, 7 complete year booklets, very fine
MNH, value of the stamps Michel 167.★★
estimate 40,3889 1882-1953, lot different cancelled mostly medium
values, including service-, postage and postferry
stamps, very fine / superb, Michel more then 1600.estimate 220,3890 1976-90, lot almost only first day covers and
single stamps, superb, Michel 170., , ★★
estimate Gebot
3891 Postal stationery: 1910, 5 Ø letter-card, used, 25x,
very fine / superb, Michel 200.K 26
estimate Gebot
DENMARK FAROES ISLANDS
3892 1919, 2 Ø on 5 Ø pale green with DK-no. 67 on
local letter "THORSHAVN", cover above not quite
complete, stamp superb, expertized amongst other
things Osper
1
estimate 190,3893 1941, 20 Ø on 1 Ø greenish black with variety
"shorter middle bar", superb, expertized Dr. Debo,
photo expertize Osper
2
estimate 40,3894 1940, 60 Ø on 6 Ø orange, very fine (thin),
Michel 200.6
estimate 50,3895 1991, "tourism" in sheetlet, superb, Michel 80.219/20KB
estimate 20,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

DENMARK FAROES ISLANDS
137
3896 Complete mint never hinged collection Faroes
islands from 1975-94 in the Lindner album with
mounts, superb condition, Michel 450.★★
estimate 120,3897 1975-94, lot different complete issues, very fine
MNH, Michel 200.★★
estimate 40,3898 1975-82, complete except for Michel no. 48-52
and 75-78, superb condition
★★
estimate 20,3899 1984-88, 14 different complete issues, always
block of four on First Day Cover, superb, Michel
(350.-)
estimate 70,3900 1979-90, "Europe", all 12 sheetlet sets complete
with first day cancel`s, superb, Michel 470.KB
estimate 90,DENMARK FAROES ISLANDS STAR CANCEL
3901 "HUSEVIG" (without star) on piece with 50 and
20 Ø, very fine
DK 210,271
estimate 40,3902 "MIDVAAG" (without star) on printed matter
with 5 Ø, very fine
DK 222
estimate 30,DENMARK FIRST FLIGHT
3903 18. 7. 1927, "Copenhagen oslo", franked by
Michel no. 145 (as usual perforated), superb cover
estimate 80,3904 25 / 6. 8. 1935, "Nakskov Copenhagen",
"NAFILA", special envelope, superb, Müller 79
218/9
estimate 50,3905 6 / 7. 9. 1936, "Horsens Copenhagen", "NEPA
special envelope", superb cover, Müller 82
207,220,227
estimate 80,3906 18. 7. 1937, "Esbjerg Copenhagen", cover very
fine
estimate 35,3907 1. 6. 1938, "Paris Copenhagen", direct, superb
cover
estimate 45,3908 17. 4. 1939, "Visberg Copenhagen", numbered 10
Ø postal stationery cover with additional franking,
superb cover
estimate 45,3909 6. 8. 1939, "Nyköping Copenhagen", superb cover
estimate 30,3910 17. 9. 1946, "Copenhagen-Prestwick-New York",
superb cover
estimate 65,3911 25. 4. 1951, "Copenhagen Tokio", superb cover
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

DENMARK FIRST FLIGHT
3912 19. 11. 1952, "lot Angeles-Copenhagen", superb
cover
estimate 30,3913 17. 5. 1955, "Copenhagen-Baghdad", envelope
with overprinted Arabic, superb, RR!
estimate 100,DENMARK GREENLAND PAKKE POSTAGE
3914 1915, 1 Ø green olive and 2 Ø yellow, 2 superb
items, Michel 130.4/5
estimate 35,3915 1926, 1 Ø green olive, (Facit catalogue P 4IV),
superb
4A
estimate 20,3916 1915, 2 Ø yellow, 3. printing, (Facit catalogue P
5III), rest of hinge, superb, expertized L. Nielsen,
Michel 300.5A ★
estimate 110,3917 1918, 5 Ø pale red brown, as usual perforated
superb, Michel 100.6A
estimate 25,3918 1924, 5 Ø pale red brown, (Facit catalogue P 6II),
superb
6A
estimate 40,3919 1923, 15 Ø violet, (Facit catalogue P 8IIv), with
variety "ball before front paw", rest of hinge, superb
8A ★
estimate 100,DENMARK GREENLAND DANISH POST
3920 1960, 1 Ø "DANMARK / BEFRIET" with 20 Ø
additional franking on superb piece
17,26
estimate 20,3921 1950, 50 Ø - 2 Kr. "Arktisschiffe", always in the
centric cancelled block of four, superb, Michel (60.-)
34-36
estimate 20,FINLAND
3922 1856, 10 K. carmine with town cancel and pen
cross, with wide margins, superb, expertized Pfenninger
2x
estimate 220,3923 1856, 10 K. carmine with pen cross and part of a
cancellation, superb
2x ~
estimate 180,3924 1860, 5 Kr. blue on blue-grey on small piece,
town cancel and stroke of pen, all tongues, superb
3A
estimate 90,3925 1865, 5 K. blue on gray blue, all tongues, superb,
expertized Dietrich, Michel 400.3B
estimate 120,3926 1865, 5 K. dark blue (Facit catalogue 3C2b), large
single circle postmark "TAVASTEHUS", all tongues,
Prachtbrieftsück
3B
estimate 150,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

FINLAND
138
3927 1860, 10 K. rose-carmine on rose, some shorter
tongues, slightly creased otherwise fresh colors, superb,
Michel 1000.4A ★
estimate 80,3928 1865, 10 K. rose-carmine on rose, all tongues,
superb, Michel 200.4Bx
estimate 65,3929 1866, 5 P. - 1 M., 7 values, condition varies,
inspect!
5-10
estimate 280,3930 1867, 5 P. brown lilac on bubble purple, single
circle postmark "TAMMERFORS", practically all
tongues, superb
5Cx
estimate 60,3931 1874, 5 P. brown lilac, all tongues, rest of hinge,
partly blotched otherwise superb, Michel 550.5Cz ★
estimate 120,3932 1866, 8 P. black on green, almost all tongues, rest
of hinge, superb, signed Thier, Michel 600.6Bx ★
estimate 120,3933 1866, 8 P. black on green with scarce three lines
frame cancel "LADBREF FRAN Finland", practically
all tongues, thin spot place, superb
6Bx
estimate 120,3934 1873, 8 P. black on ribbed yellow green paper,
practically all tongues, superb
6Bz
estimate 75,3935 1867, 8 P. black on green, rest of hinge, a missing
tongue otherwise superb
6Cx ★
estimate 90,3936 1867, 8 P. black on green, all tongues, superb
6Cx
estimate 75,3937 1867, 8 P. black on green, practically all tongues,
superb
6Cx
estimate 60,3938 1867, 8 P. black on green in the horizontal pair on
piece, single circle postmark "HELSINGFORS", except
for one half tongue of the right stamp all tongues
complete, superb in every respect (choice copy)
6Cx
estimate 175,3939 1867, 10 P. black on roveed chamois paper
practically all tongues, superb, expertized Diena
7Cx
estimate 80,3940 1870, 10 P. black on straw yellow, practically all
tongues, superb, expertized Diena
7Cz
estimate 110,3941 1873, 20 P. blue, all tongues!, manufactured paper
fold, without gum, superb
8Ay (★)
estimate 150,3942 1875, 20 P. blue with pen cross on cover to
Helsingfors, rare additional cancellation "KYMMENE"
with handwritten date, small defects, very fine, R!
8B
estimate 80,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FINLAND
3943 1866, 20 P. blue, blue single circle postmark
"KIMITO", two short tongues otherwise superb
8C
estimate 20,3944 1866, 20 P. blue, 2x on piece, single circle
postmark "KRISTINESTAD", only left stamp a short
tongue otherwise all complete, superb
8C
estimate 45,3945 1872, 40 P. rose-carmine, blue two ring cancel,
interesting accident in printing left besides the coat of
arms, all tongues, superb in every respect (choice copy)
9Ay
estimate 70,3946 1866, 40 P. rose-carmine, rectangle cancel with
two lines "ULEABORG", all tongues, superb
9Bx
estimate 30,3947 1866, 40 P. rose-carmine, single circle postmark
"HELSINGFORS, all tongues, superb
9Cx
estimate 35,3948 1882, 10 P. gray brown, perforated L 12½, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 120.15Byb ★
estimate 40,3949 1881, 20 P. blue, perforated L 12½, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 70.16By ★
estimate 25,3950 1881 / 2, 25 P. carmine and anilinrot, perforated L
12½, rest of hinge, 2 superb items
17Ba,b ★
estimate 55,3951 1877, 1 M. red lilac, perforated L 11, rest of
hinge, thin from hinge place, very fine, Michel 1000.19Ay ★
estimate 150,3952 1882, 1 M. violet, perforated L 12½, rest of hinge,
superb in every respect (choice copy), Michel 500.19By ★
estimate 170,3953 1882, 1 M. violet, perforated L 12½, rest of hinge,
gum a little toned otherwise superb, Michel 500.19By ★
estimate 100,3954 1887, 10 M. yellow brown / red block of four, rest
of hinge, superb, R!, Facit catalogue 25000.- skr.
26b
★
estimate 1.000,3955 1891, "national coat of arms", rest of hinge, very
fine set, Michel 500.35-47 ★
estimate 180,3956 1891, 1 - 50 K. "national coat of arms", 10 superb
items, Michel 178. 50
35-44
estimate 50,3957 1891, 3 R. 50 K. black / gray, rest of hinge,
signed, Michel 200.46 ★
estimate 60,3958 1901, 10 M. black / light grey, superb, Michel
220.54
estimate 70,3959 1901, 10 M. black / light grey, vertical crease
otherwise superb, Michel 220.54
estimate 55,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

FINLAND
139
3960 1902, 10 M. black / orangegrau, perforated C, rest
of hinge, superb, Michel 140.60Cav ★
estimate 50,3961 1930, 10 M. "Count Zeppelin", manufactured gum
crease, normal perforation, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 180.161 ★★
estimate 45,3962 1931, 1 M. "Postal Museum" in the block of four
from the margin, very fine MNH, Michel (100.-)
169
★★
estimate 35,3963 1998, "national Firm and holidays" in sheetlet,
superb, Michel 70.1432/3KB
estimate 20,3964 Coil stamp for vending machine: 1992, 89
different values, almost only complete issues, superb,
Michel 550.A 12
estimate 150,FINLAND SE-TENANTS
3965 1991-2000, "postal stamps", all 12 foil booklet
panes, special cancel, superb
H-Bl.
estimate 50,FINLAND COLLECTIONS
3966 1885-1929, small, mostly cancelled lot with good
middle values, a little mixed quality, Michel
approximate 1500.aus 20-137 , ★, ★ ★
estimate 190,3967 Neat cancelled part of a collection from
1885-1931 with good middle values, superb, Michel
more then 1200.estimate 250,3968 Extensively complete collection from 1929-91, in
each case mint never hinged and used in the stockbook,
superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 390,3969 1995-2009, 16 different mint never hinged
sheetlet, superb, Michel 315.KB ★★
estimate 75,FINLAND AUNUS
3970 1919, 1 M. carmine / black, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 120.6★
estimate 40,NORDINGERMANLAND
3971 1920, 1 - 10 M. "national coat of arms", always
block of four from of the right upper Bogencke, mint
never hinged, superb, RR!, Michel (3920.-)
5-7
★★
estimate 1.400,3972 1920, postal stamps, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel (110.-)
8-14 ★★
estimate 40,FIUME
3973 Fiumanische occupation the Carnaro-Islands:
1920, 5 - 20 C. "VEGLIA", small overprint, 3 values as
usual perforated superb, Michel 87.28-30II ★★
estimate 20,-

FRANCE PRE PHILATELY
3974 1834, "LA MAISON BLANCHE", two ring
cancel, doubly used sheet of writing paper, interesting
folded, with contents, R!
estimate 50,FRANCE
3975 1849, 20 C. black, both papers, 2 superb items,
Michel 100.3x,y
estimate 30,3976 1850, 40 C. red orange, centered grid cancel,
superb in every respect (choice copy), expertized
amongst other things Drahn, Michel (550.-)
5a
estimate 200,3977 1849, 1 Fr. brown carmine, "Parisian star" stamp,
hardly visible thin otherwise fresh colors superb, photo
expertize from the Weid, Michel 1300.7b
estimate 290,3978 1860, 5 C. green on greenish, number postmark
"285", superb with wide margins, Michel 100.11a
estimate 35,3979 1853, 25 C. blue in the horizontal pair on large
piece, number postmark "9", stamps above cut into
otherwise superb
14
estimate 120,3980 1867, 20 C. blue, strong with defective or badly
placed perforation, superb
28
estimate Gebot
3981 1869, 5 Fr. gray lilac, fresh colors with perfect
perfs, superb, expertized Drahn and photo expertize
from the Weid, Michel 1000.32
estimate 380,3982 1870, 2 C. brown red, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 250.37a ★
estimate 75,3983 1870, 2 C. chocolate brown, type I (Yvert no.
40A), thin spot place otherwise fresh colors superb,
Yvert 1100.- EUR
37c
estimate 280,3984 1870, 4 C. gray, very fine (small trace of crease),
Michel 250.38a
estimate 60,3985 1870, 10 C. yellow brown, number postmark
"2145", on piece, superb
40a
estimate 20,3986 1870, 30 C. dark brown, number postmark, superb
42
estimate 110,3987 1870, 80 C. rose, hardly visible trace of crease
otherwise superb, Michel 300.44a
estimate 80,3988 1870, 80 C. rose, number postmark "2602", slight
trace of crease otherwise superb, Michel 300.44a
estimate 70,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

FRANCE
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3989 1870, 80 C. rose, number postmark "2240", small
thin corner otherwise superb, Michel 300.44a
estimate 70,3990 1876, 1 C. green, rest of hinge, very fine (corner
perforation fault), Michel 170.56 ★
estimate 25,3991 1884, 1 Fr. olive on pale yellow, type II, rest of
hinge, as usual perforated superb, Michel 140.67II ★
estimate 35,3992 1889, 10 C. black on lilac as additional franking
on 15 C. letter-card with complete Werteinheit, with
additional imprint "Vendue 5 Centimes" and "138.
edition", from "Montpellier" to Switzerland, superb, R!
72
estimate 75,3993 1889, 15 C. blue and 5 C. pale yellow green in the
horizontal pair on account with two ring cancel "PARIS
17 R. of the HALLES" to Finland, superb
73,84II
estimate 20,3994 1889, 15 C. blue and 2x 5 C. pale yellow green on
account with two ring cancel "PARIS 17 R. of the
HALLES" to Finland, superb
73, 84II
estimate 20,3995 1877, 5 Fr. violet on pale lilac, rest of hinge, very
fine, Michel 450.76 ★
estimate 90,3996 1886, 25 C. black on lilac-rose, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 80.80 ★
estimate 25,3997 1899, 50 C. carmine on rose, type I, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 250.81I ★
estimate 75,3998 1890, 50 C. carmine on rose, type II, rest of hinge,
as usual perforated superb, Michel 220.81II ★
estimate 50,3999 1890, 75 C. dark lilac on orange, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 250.82 ★
estimate 75,4000 1900, 5 C. pale yellow green with two ring cancel
"PARIS exposition BEAUX-ATRS" on picture
postcard of the exhibition to Italy, superb
84
estimate 35,4001 1900, 2 Fr. brown on bluish, rest of hinge, as
usual perforated otherwise superb, Michel 90.85 ★
estimate 25,4002 1900, 40 C. red / blue and 1 Fr. lilac red / yellow
green, white paper, mint never hinged, 2 superb items,
Yvert EUR 175.96,98x ★★
estimate 45,4003 1900, 50 C. brown / pale blue, white paper, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 80.97x ★
estimate 25,4004 1916, 50 C. brown / pale blue, GC-paper, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 110.97y ★
estimate 35,-

FRANCE
4005 1902, 10 C. rose, mint never hinged, superb,
Yvert EUR 225.102 ★★
estimate 55,4006 1902, 15 C. red and 25 C. blue, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 95.103,105 ★
estimate 25,4007 1904, independence stamp besides 15 C. gray
green on cover from "VANNES" to Paris,
109
estimate 85,4008 1915, 10 C. "Red Cross", 6x with additional
franking (Michel. No. 87) on registered letter from
"PARIS" to Zurich, very fine
126
estimate 35,4009 1917 / 9, "war orphan", rest of hinge, (5 C. used),
very fine set, Michel 2500.128-35 ★
estimate 750,4010 1919, cover with special cancel of the Peace
congress uncirculated Germain on 2 C. "war orphan",
superb
128
estimate Gebot
4011 1917, 15 C. - 1 Fr. "war orphan", normal
perforation, 5 superb items, Michel 727.130-34
estimate 180,4012 1917, 25 C. - 1 Fr. "war orphan", rest of hinge, 4
values very fine / superb, Michel 870.131-34 ★
estimate 190,4013 1918, 15 C. "Red Cross", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 150.136 ★
estimate 45,4014 1918, 15 C. "Red Cross", rest of hinge, very fine,
Michel 150.136 ★
estimate 30,4015 1922, "war orphan", margin copies, mostly
corners of the sheet, very fine set mint never hinged
144-51 ★★
estimate 150,4016 1922, "war orphan", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 380.144-51 ★★
estimate 130,4017 1922, "war orphan", rest of hinge, very fine set
144-51 ★
estimate 70,4018 1922, "war orphan", rest of hinge, very fine set
144-51 ★
estimate 70,4019 1922, 5 Fr. "war orphan" in blue and blue-grey
(Yvert no. 169 and 169a), mint never hinged, 2 superb
items, Yvert EUR 735.151 ★★
estimate 190,4020 1922, 5 Fr. "war orphan", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 260.151 ★★
estimate 90,4021 1923-25, 15, 45, 30 and 90 C. "Pasteuer", always
in the corner margin block of four with date of printing,
mint never hinged, superb
154,156,193/4
★★
estimate 50,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

FRANCE
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4022 1924, "Semeuse with Sun", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 150.159-68 ★★
estimate 45,4023 1925, 80 C. red in the corner margin block of four
with date of printing, mint never hinged, superb
166
★★
estimate 100,4024 1924, "olympic games" in corner margin blocks
of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (300.-)
169-72
★★
estimate 100,4025 1924, "olympic games", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 75.169-72 ★★
estimate 25,4026 9. 6. 24, special flight "VINCENNES PARIS",
with 6 different "VINCENNES\"Luftpost vignettes
franked, superb, Müller 105
170
estimate 50,4027 1925, 10 and 75 C. "Arts and crafts exhibition"
with overprint "SPECIMEN" in blue (10 C. ) and red
(75 C. ), rest of hinge, 2 superb items, signed
177,180 SP ★
estimate 50,4028 1925, 25 C. "Schlossterrasse", unperforated Photo
essay on cardboard paper, superb, R!
179P (★)
estimate 75,4029 1925, "allegory", 20 Fr. manufactured slight gum
crease, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 700.181-83 ★★
estimate 190,4030 1925, 3 Fr. violet / blue "allegory" in the corner
margin block of four with sheet number, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (200.-)
181
★★
estimate 90,4031 1925, 3 Fr. violet / blue "allegory" in the block of
four from the margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 200.181
★★
estimate 65,4032 1925, "Semeuse on smooth ground" in blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 240.184-91
★★
estimate 80,4033 1925, "Semeuse on smooth ground", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 60.184-91 ★★
estimate 20,4034 1925, "Pasteuer" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (440.-)
192-97
★★
estimate 140,4035 1925, "Pasteuer", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.192-97 ★★
estimate 35,4036 1926, 55 C. on 60 C. violet, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 240.199 ★★
estimate 80,4037 1926, 55 C. on 60 C. violet, rest of hinge, superb
199 ★
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

FRANCE
4038 1926 / 7, postal stamps in blocks of four,
unhinged mint, very fine set, Michel (88.-)
200-10
★★
estimate 25,4039 1926 / 7, "war orphan", rest of hinge, very fine
set, Michel 120.211-14 ★
estimate 40,4040 1926 / 7, 1 and 5 Fr. "war orphan", mint never
hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 270.213/4 ★★
estimate 90,4041 1926 / 7, 1 and 5 Fr. "war orphan", normal
perforation, mint never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel
270.213/4 ★★
estimate 75,4042 1926, 5 Fr. "war orphan" in the block of four from
the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (720.-)
214
★★
estimate 220,4043 1927, souvenir sheet "Strasbourg", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 2000.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 700,4044 1927, "flight- and navigation exhibition", very
fine MNH, Michel 650.220/1 ★★
estimate 200,4045 1927, 3 Fr. dark reddish lilac / lilac "allegory" in
the block of four from the margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 520.222
★★
estimate 160,4046 1927, 3 Fr. dark reddish lilac / lia "allegory", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 130.222 ★★
estimate 40,4047 1927, "national debts redemption fund" in blocks
of four from the margin, 50 C. with date of printing,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (160.-)
226-28
★★
estimate 60,4048 1928, 1. 50 Fr. "national debts redemption fund",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.229 ★★
estimate 40,4049 1929, 50 C. "Jeanne a\'Arc" in the complete stamp
booklet "Le Havre", mint never hinged, superb
237MH ★★
estimate 75,4050 1929, 2 Fr. "Le Havre", special cancel, left lower
corner of the sheet, superb
239
estimate 220,4051 16. 12. 35, first flight Air France "MARSEILLE
postage PRAIA", with Unterbrechungsstempel 17. 2. 35
7º 40º northern Beite 26º 37º more western length,
superb, Müller 344
240,283,294
estimate 75,4052 1930, 5 Fr. dark brown "Mont-Saint-Michel" in
the corner margin block of four with date of printing,
mint never hinged, superb
240a
★★
estimate 55,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

FRANCE
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4053 1929, 5 Fr. "Mont-Saint-Michel", both colours,
always with attached blank field, mint never hinged, 2
superb items
240a,b ★★
estimate 30,4054 1929, 5 Fr. "Mont-Saint-Michel", both colours,
mint never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 75.240a,b ★★
estimate 25,4055 1929, 10 Fr. dull ultramarin "port from La
Rochelle", type I, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
150.241I ★★
estimate 50,4056 1930, 10 Fr. blue "port from La Rochelle", type II,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 250.241II ★★
estimate 90,4057 1930, 10 Fr. blue "port from La Rochelle", type II,
normal perforation, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
250.241II ★★
estimate 70,4058 1929, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K
13½, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 450.242A ★★
estimate 160,4059 1929, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K
13½, right margin copy, normal perforation, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 450.242A ★★
estimate 130,4060 1931, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K
13, corner of the sheet with date of printing, mint never
hinged, superb, R!
242C ★★
estimate 280,4061 1931, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K
13, type IIA (Yvert 262c), mint never hinged, superb,
Yvert 650.- EUR
242C ★★
estimate 220,4062 1931, 20 Fr. "bridge over the Gard", perforated K
13, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 500.242C ★★
estimate 180,4063 1930, 1. 50 Fr. "grin from Reims", in the left
upper corner margin block of four with plate number
and blank fields, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(480.-)
248
★★
estimate 180,4064 1930, 1. 50 Fr. "grin from Reims", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.248 ★★
estimate 40,4065 1930, 1. 50 Fr. "grin from Reims" in the complete
stamp booklet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 900.248MH ★★
estimate 320,4066 1930, "Bureau of Labor" in blocks of four with
attached blank fields, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (140.-)
249/50
★★
estimate 45,4067 1930, "Bureau of Labor" and "airmail", mint
never hinged, 3 superb items, Michel 73.249-51 ★★
estimate 25,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

FRANCE
4068 1930, 1. 50 Fr. "airmail" with punching "E. I. P.
A. 30", mint never hinged, superb
255I ★★
estimate 220,4069 1930, 3 Fr. "Cathedral from Reims", type I, in the
corner margin block of four with date of printing: 15. 4.
30, mint never hinged, superb, photo expertize Fourcaut
256I ★★
estimate 280,4070 1930, 3 Fr. "Cathedral from Reims", type III, rest
of hinge, very fine
256III ★
estimate 20,4071 1931, 1. 50 Fr. "provinces" in the right upper
corner margin block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (960.-)
261
★★
estimate 320,4072 1931, 1. 50 Fr. "provinces", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 240.261 ★★
estimate 80,4073 1931, "colonial exhibition" and "arch of triumph",
mint never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 120.262/3 ★★
estimate 35,4074 1931, 2 Fr. "arch of triumph" in the corner margin
block of four with date of printing and two blank fields,
mint never hinged, superb
263
★★
estimate 110,4075 1923, 90 C. - 1. 25 Fr. and 1. 75 Fr. "peace
allegory", always in the right lower corner margin block
of four with date of printing, mint never hinged, superb
279-81,283
★★
estimate 380,4076 1932, 90 C. dark red and 1. 25 Fr. dark olive, rest
of hinge, 2 superb items
279,281 ★
estimate 30,4077 1933, "personalities", unhinged mint, very fine
set, Michel 90.287-89 ★★
estimate 25,4078 1933, 1. 25 Fr. "Victor Hugh" in the block of six
from of the right lower corner of the sheet with date of
printing, mint never hinged, superb
288 ★★
estimate 130,4079 1934, 1. 50 Fr. "peace pigeon", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 100.291 ★★
estimate 30,4080 1934, "Jock Cartier" in left lower corner margin
blocks of four with blank fields and date of printing,
very fine MNH
292/3
★★
estimate 280,4081 1934, "Jock Cartier", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 150.292/3 ★★
estimate 45,4082 1935, 4 mint never hinged superb items, always
with attached blank field, Michel (170.-)
296-99 ★★
estimate 60,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com
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4083 1936, 85 C. - 3. 50 Fr. "airplane over Paris" in
blocks of four, 6 mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 940.305-10
★★
estimate 280,4084 1936, 85 C. - 3. 50 Fr. "airplane over Paris", 6
mint never hinged superb items
305-10 ★★
estimate 70,4085 1936, 50 Fr. yellow green "airplane over Paris",
corner of the sheet with date of printing, mint never
hinged, superb, expertized Calves, R!
311a ★★
estimate 650,4086 1936, 1. 50 Fr. "blue ribbon", superb, Michel
120.316 ★★
estimate 40,4087 1936, 50 Fr. "money paper", rest of hinge, superb
321 ★
estimate 190,4088 1936, 50 Fr. "money paper", very fine, Michel
300.321
estimate 80,4089 1936, "monument by Vimy" in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine MNH, Michel 144.322/3
★★
estimate 40,4090 1936, "Jaures" in blocks of four, very fine MNH,
Michel 100.324/5
★★
estimate 30,4091 1936, "ocean crossing" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (2600.-)
326/7
★★
estimate 800,4092 1936, 10 Fr. "ocean crossing" with right empty
space, mint never hinged, superb
327 ★★
estimate 200,4093 1936, 10 Fr. "ocean crossing", very fine MNH,
Michel 650.327 ★★
estimate 190,4094 1936, "world exhibition", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 70.328-33 ★★
estimate 20,4095 5. 6. 38, first flight "METZ DAX", philatelic
exhibition, superb cover, Müller 432
328/9
estimate 35,4096 1936, "distressed person spirit worker" in corner
margin blocks of four with blank fields, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (160.-)
336-39
★★
estimate 50,4097 1937, souvenir sheet "PEXIP", very fine MNH,
Michel 650.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 220,4098 1937, souvenir sheet "PEXIP", minimal edge
corrugation, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 650.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 170,4099 1937, souvenir sheet "PEXIP", special cancel in
the margin, slight pressure trace otherwise superb,
Michel 650.Bl. 3 ★★
estimate 150,-

FRANCE
4100 1937, souvenir sheet "PEXIP", special cancel,
superb, Michel 350.Bl. 3
estimate 120,4101 1937, "Nationally-museums" with special cancel
always on vacuously cancelled artist postcard from
louvre, superb
359/60
estimate 35,4102 Not issued: 1938, 90 C. "Carcassone",
Einzelprobedruck in black, superb, RR!
( ★)
estimate 220,4103 1941, 2. 50 Fr. on 5 Fr. dark ultramarine, double
overprint, very fine MNH, expertized Brun, Yvert *
385.- EUR
492III ★★
estimate 110,4104 1943, "national Aid" in the sheet (5 strip of five),
mint never hinged, superb
581-84 ★★
estimate 25,4105 1950, 1000 Fr. "Paris", superb, Michel 140.865 ★★
estimate 45,4106 1952, 30 Fr. "Conference of the Council of
Europe" on First Day Cover, first flight, superb
942
estimate Gebot
4107 1952, stamp booklet pane "Red Cross" (10),
superb
956 H-Bl. ★★
estimate 40,4108 1953, stamp booklet "Red Cross", very fine
MNH, Michel 130.984/5 MH ★★
estimate 45,4109 1954, 1000 Fr. "air freighter", margin of sheet
with date of printing, superb
990 ★★
estimate 45,4110 1954, stamp booklet "Red Cross", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 120.1032/3MH ★★
estimate 35,4111 1955, "personalities", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.1053-58 ★★
estimate 50,4112 1955, 15 Fr. "Red Cross" in the stamp booklet,
very fine MNH, Michel 250.1077 MH ★★
estimate 90,4113 1959-62, 4 different stamp booklet "Red Cross",
very fine MNH, Michel 140.MH ★★
estimate 30,4114 1961, 0. 45 Fr. "Sully-sur-Loire" in the block of
ten, as well 2x the variety "white castle" (Yvert 1313a),
superb, photo expertize Behr, Yvert EUR 700.1367 ★★
estimate 230,4115 9 different stamp booklet "Red Cross" from 1961,
1965 and 1968-74, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
94.a. 1376-1899MH ★★
estimate 25,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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4116 8 different stamp booklet "Red Cross" from 1961,
1965 and 1968-73 with with day red special
cancellations, superb
a. 1376-1860MH
estimate 20,4117 1962, 0, 30 Fr. "France" block of four on ship´s
mail cover, with the France transported, red R4, to the
United States, superb
1378
estimate 25,4118 1964, "Europe", (Michel no. 1411 / 2 and 1450 /
1), 4 different used covers with ship´s cancel, superb
1411
estimate Gebot
4119 1964, 1 Fr. "Philatec" in the sheetlet, very fine
MNH, Michel 180.1480KB ★★
estimate 60,4120 1986, 3. 90 Fr. "museum for science and
industrial" with variety "blue colour is absent" (Yvert
no. 2409b) on needs window cover, superb, R!, photo
expertize Patrice Robin
2541F
estimate 290,4121 2. 9. 1923, "Montpellier flight meeting", airmail
vignettes with 25 C. blue on air mail letter, superb
estimate 100,4122 1924, "Vincennes flight meeting", picture
postcard with airmail vignettes 25 C. (without) and 50
and 75 C. with overprint "25" to London, superb
estimate 100,4123
1927,
"SRASSBOURG
exposition
PHILATELIQUE", special card with 2 vignettes,
superb
estimate Gebot
4124 1958, red machine cancel "souvenir you
SOMMET DE LA TOUR EIFFEL" with "*00. " on
cover from "PARIS" to Israel, slight traces of usage
estimate 15,FRANCE SE-TENANTS
4125 1984-90, 15 different mint never hinged stamp
booklet, superb, Michel 180.a. MH 1-20 ★★
estimate 45,ARMY POSTAL SERVICE AND CAMP MAIL
4126 1903, fieldpost letter from Beni-Ounif with large
black Military stamp "TAGDA / COMMANDANT",
very fine
estimate 60,4127 1915, form letter of the French Red Cross from
the clinic the "Sociètè Française de Secours aux Blessès
Militaires" to Geneva, very fine
estimate 30,4128 1921, single circle postmark "Vault ET POSTES /
184" on fieldpost letter to France, very fine
estimate 90,4129 1924, fieldpost card with FP stamp no. 96 and 17
stamps (15x Michel no. 170) on Militärtelegrammteil,
almost only superb
,
estimate 75,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE AND CAMP MAIL
4130 1915 / 22, 9 fieldpost card with various formation
cancel, in addition to it Fliegerliedkarte "L\'Avion" as
well Flugtagbrief with Guyemer aviator hero Par
Avion-Vignette, superb
estimate 65,4131 1934, single circle postmark "POSTE AUX
armies / S. P. 615" and Military stamp on army postal
service picture postcard from Aleppo, superb
estimate 90,4132 Camp de Fordt Barraux (1940-44 Judenlager) : 5
Pf. "Hitler" postal stationery postcard, black, as
registration card from German war internees, censored
with large three circle cancel, very fine
estimate 130,4133 1948, two ring cancel "3. battalion MIXED DE
Madagascar" on registered Airmail-military-service
letter from Majunga, very fine (left upper corner torn
off)
estimate 30,4134 1956, 30 Fr. "export industry" with single circle
postmark "POSTE AUX armies" on fieldpost letter of a
German foreign legionnaire with on the back Military
postal service sector statement "86244", very fine
997
estimate 50,4135 1958, single circle postmark "POSTE AUX
armies / A. F. N. " as well red more political three lines
frame cancel "UN SEUL moyen / de ne pas nous trahir
/ VOTEE OUI" on fieldpost letter from the Military
sector "S. P. 87777", superb
estimate 40,4136 1991, 2. 50 Fr. "tourism" with single circle
postmark "BUREAU POSTAL MILITAIRE / 644" and
military cancel "FORCES FRANCAISES Arabia
SAOUDITE / operation DAGUET" (French Military
forces in saudi Arabia / operation Spear) as well 2. 30
Fr. "Albertville" with single circle postmark "NIMES
army" on fieldpost letter from Logistics-boss the
division "DAGUET", very fine / superb
2507,2816
estimate 40,4137 2001, "Marianne" dark rose with single circle
postmark "BUREAU POSTAL MILITAIRE 626" from
Asmara in Eritrea, superb
3558
estimate 50,FRANCE MILITARY POSTAL SERVICE STAMPS
4138 1960, military postal service stamp in red and
censorship stamp "crotchless / PARLA / CENSURE"
on military letter from Bamako / time, with fieldpost
cancel for the Postal service carrier over the Sudan,
very fine
M 12a
estimate 70,FRANCE POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4139 1878, 30 C. black and 60 C. blue, 2 superb items,
Michel 240.P 8,9a
estimate 70,4140 1882, 2 Fr. black, very fine (small thin),
expertized Drahn, Michel 900.P 22
estimate 220,-

FRANCE POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
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4141 1924 / 5, 40 - 60 C., always block of four with
gutter and number (Millesimes), mint never hinged,
superb
P 47-49
★★
estimate 50,4142 1927, 60 C. - 2 Fr. in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 608.P 59-61
★★
estimate 180,4143 1927, 1 Fr. violet and 2 Fr. pale blue, mint never
hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 140.P 60/1 ★★
estimate 40,4144 1929, 1. 20 Fr. on 2 Fr. pale blue and 5 Fr. on 1
Fr. violet, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 190.P 62/3 ★★
estimate 65,4145 1931, 1 Fr. blue-green and 2 Fr. sepia, mint never
hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 305.P 65/6 ★★
estimate 100,4146 1931, 2 Fr. sepia with attached blank field, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (270.-)
P 66 ★★
estimate 90,4147 1931, 2 Fr. sepia, rest of hinge, superb
P 66 ★
estimate 50,FRANCE POSTAL STATIONERIES
4148 1937, 90 C. "grand Lac you Bois" postal
stationery postcard with 10 and 75 C. additional
franking (Michel. No. 271 and 278) as special delivery
picture postcard to Switzerland, superb
P 58
estimate 25,FRANCE COLLECTIONS
4149 1960-81, mint never hinged, except for few values
complete collection in 2 as good as new Lindner
hingeless album, including 16 stamp booklet and some
older issues, superb collection
★★
estimate 190,4150 Collection France from 1960-90 in 4 Lindner
hingeless album, except for a few postal stamps
seeming double ( ** and used) complete, superb
condition, Michel approximate 3000.★ ★,
estimate 600,FRANCE LOTS
4151 1961-63, 1. - 4. paintings issue, always 20x, in
part in blocks of four, superb
★★
estimate 110,4152 1930-49, small unused lot different airmail
stamps, superb condition
★
estimate 30,FRANCE FRANCIS. POST ABROAD MOROCCO
4153 1902, 2 Pta. On 2 Fr. violet / yellow, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 140.17 ★
estimate 40,4154 1913, fieldpost letter with army postal service
stamp of the French occupation troops in Morocco,
superb
estimate 60,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

GIBRALTAR
4155 1953, "views, Michel no. 147 rest of hinge, very
fine set
134-47 ★★
estimate 40,GREECE
4156 1861, 10 L. orange on bluish, number postmark
"67", insignificant small trace of crease otherwise fresh
colors superb, various old signs, Michel 700.4
estimate 220,4157 1870, 1 L. chestnut on brownish, superb,
expertized Büning and Michel-no. determination
Simmermacher, Michel 250.30
estimate 90,4158 1876, 60 L. Russian green on chamois, superb,
expertized amongst other things Drahn, Michel 70.46
estimate 20,4159 1901, "Hermes", very fine set mint never hinged,
R!
125-28 ★★
estimate 100,4160 1923, "revolution 1922", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 200.239-48 ★★
estimate 65,4161 1923, 25 Dr. on 25 Dr. "Venizelos issue", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 75.255 ★★
estimate 20,4162 1923, "postal stamps from Crete without
overprint", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
500.256-69 ★★
estimate 150,4163 Not issued: 1923, 5 L. on 1 L. red-brown, rest of
hinge, superb
IIIb ★
estimate 20,4164 1923, "postal stamps from Crete with overprint",
5 Dr. slight on the back stick otherwise very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 800.270-79 ★★
estimate 180,4165 1923, "postage due stamps from Crete without
overprint", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
105.280-87 ★★
estimate 35,4166 1923, "postage due stamps from Crete with
overprint", mint never hinged, as usual perforated very
fine set, Michel 190.288-96 ★★
estimate 55,4167 1926, "semi-official airmail stamps", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 130.300-03 ★★
estimate 45,4168 1927, postal stamps, type I, mint never hinged, as
usual perforated very fine set, Michel 750.304-17I ★★
estimate 200,4169 1927, 1 - 25 Dr. postal stamps, 7 values very fine /
superb
311-17 ★, (★)
estimate 65,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GREECE
146
4170 1927, 1 Dr. "Hephaisto cancel", type II, in the
block of four from the lower margin, mint never
hinged, superb
311II
★★
estimate 20,4171 1927 / 8, "Lake battle from Navarino", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 260.321-26 ★★
estimate 75,4172 1930, "a hundred years independence" in blocks
of four from the margin, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 1200.327-44
★★
estimate 360,4173 1930, "a hundred years independence", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 300.327-44 ★★
estimate 90,4174 1933, "Count Zeppelin", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 380.352-54 ★★
estimate 120,4175 1933, "Count Zeppelin", rest of hinge, very fine
set
352-54 ★
estimate 55,4176 1933, "Aeroespresso", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 220.355-61 ★★
estimate 65,4177 1933, "Aeroespresso", rest of hinge, very fine set
355-61 ★
estimate 35,4178 1933, "airmail", rest of hinge, as usual perforated
very fine set
362-68 ★
estimate 40,4179 1932, postal stamps, rest of hinge, gum partly
minimal shaded otherwise very fine set
369-71 ★
estimate 290,4180 1934, 8 Dr. "stadium in Athen", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 220.372 ★★
estimate 65,4181 1935, 5 Dr. on 100 Dr. and 15 Dr. on 75 Dr. in
blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 102.386/7
★★
estimate 30,4182 1939, 4 - 20 Dr. "reunification the ionic islands",
mint never hinged, 4 superb items, Michel 140.417-20 ★★
estimate 40,4183 1954, "NATO", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 120.615-17 ★★
estimate 55,4184 1985-94, "Europe", all 10 sheetlet sets complete,
superb, Michel 426.KB
estimate 80,4185 1948, registered military postal service letter with
blue two ring cancel, superb
estimate 80,4186 1950, illustrated military letter with on the back
military address and military cancel, very fine (defects
from opening the cover)
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

GREECE
4187 Postage due stamps: 1902, "numeral", very fine
set mint never hinged
P 25-38 ★★
estimate 20,4188 Postage due stamps: 1913, "numeral", very fine
set mint never hinged
P 39-52 ★★
estimate 30,GREECE NORTH EPIRUS
4189 1940, postal stamps in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 120.1-17
★★
estimate 35,4190 1941, "foundation the National youth
organisation", very fine set mint never hinged (20
values), Michel 300.18-37 ★★
estimate 100,GREECE COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4191 1982-86, 4 different souvenir sheets and 3
sheetlet, amongst other things Michel no. 1630 / 1, very
fine MNH, Michel 106.Bl.,KB ★★
estimate 25,GREAT BRITAIN
4192 1840, 1 P. black, red Maltese Cross cancel, superb
1b
estimate 100,4193 1848, 10 P. red-brown, number postmark "21",
full margins, superb, Michel 800.6
estimate 240,4194 1854, 10 P. red-brown, octagonal cut on small
cover to Paris, very fine
6
estimate 120,4195 1847, 1 Sh. dull yellow green, plate WW1, in the
horizontal mostly enormous margins pair, number
postmark "466" as well red "PAID" stamp, left stamp
small corner crease in the margin, wide outside of the
stamp design, decorative superb pair
7
estimate 500,4196 1865, 2 P. blue and horizontal pair 4 P. brownish
red (as usual perforated) on cover from "Malta" to
Spain, superb
17I,19II
estimate 200,4197 1862, 9 P. olive brown, number postmark "62",
superb, Michel 200.21
estimate 60,4198 1867, 9 P. yellow brown, gum remains, very fine,
Michel 1200.31 ★
estimate 150,4199 1867, 9 P. yellow brown and 10 P. red-brown, 2
values very fine, Michel 360.31/2
estimate 75,4200 1867, 10 P. red-brown, huge wide, as usual
perforated superb
32
estimate 50,4201 1867, 5 Sh. rose lilac, very fine, Michel 400.35
estimate 80,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

GREAT BRITAIN
147
4202 1876, 4 P. orange red, plate 15, stamp "C51 ST.
THOMAS"!, superb, expertized Drahn
42
estimate 120,4203 1876, 4 P. orange red, plate 15, slight trace of
crease, very fine, Michel 250.42
estimate 45,4204 1877, 4 P. bright olive, plate 16, superb, Michel
140.48
estimate 40,4205 1880, 1 Sh. brown orange, single circle postmark
"LONDON", slight trace of creases, very fine, Michel
350.53
estimate 80,4206 1901, 1 P. "Queen Victoria" in the pair on privat
postal stationery 3 P. brown besides 1 P. rose, R cover
from London to Russia, scarce combination, superb
65
estimate 100,4207 1895, 1 P. "Queen Victoria" in the pair and single
stamp on privat postal stationery 3 P. yellow, R cover
from "BUSHEY NEW TOWN" to Triest, superb
65
estimate 80,4208 1883, "Queen Victoria", neat cancelled very fine
set, Michel 1200.72-81
estimate 340,4209 1884, 4 P. and 5 P. dark gray green, 2 superb
items, Michel 320.77/8
estimate 80,4210 1884, 4 P. dark gray green, number postmark "S.
W. 58", superb, Michel 160.77
estimate 45,4211 1884, 5 P. dark gray green, superb, Michel 160.78
estimate 45,4212 1883, 9 P. dark gray green, overprint
"SPECIMEN", without gum, very fine
80SP (★)
estimate 50,4213 1883, 2 Sh. 6 P. purple violet, rest of hinge,
normal perforation, superb, Michel 350.82x ★
estimate 80,4214 1884, 10 Sh. ultramarine, superb in every respect
(choice copy), Michel (300.-)
84ax
estimate 100,4215 1881, 1 £ brownish lilac, watermark 11, single
circle postmark "SHAFTESBURY", superb, Michel
1600.85
estimate 480,4216 1902, 5 - 10 P. "King Edward VII", 4 values very
fine / superb, Michel 180.110-13 ★
estimate 35,4217 1902, 9 and 10 P. "King Edward VII", 2 superb in
every respect items, Michel 80.112/3
estimate 25,4218 1902, 5 Sh. carmine, superb, Michel 120.116
estimate 35,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

GREAT BRITAIN
4219 1918, "Britania and sea-horses", Bradbury, rest of
hinge, very fine set, Michel 500.141-43III ★
estimate 160,4220 1913, 10 Sh. indigo "Waterlow", rest of hinge,
Michel 700.143I ★
estimate 260,4221 1919, 10 Sh. blue "Bradbury", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 260.143III ★
estimate 90,4222 1913, 1 £ yellow green, superb, Michel 1400.144
estimate 490,4223 1922, 9 P. olive, watermark 12, superb, rest of
hinge
153 ★
estimate 40,4224 1924, 9 P. - 1 Sh. "King George V", watermark
15, rest of hinge, 3 superb items
163-65 ★
estimate 25,4225 1924, "Wembley", both perforations, mint never
hinged, 4 superb items, Michel 75.166/7A,C ★★
estimate 25,4226 1924, "Wembley", both perforations, as usual
perforated, mint never hinged, 4 superb items, Michel
75.166/7A,C ★★
estimate 20,4227 1924, "Wembley", perforated K 14, always in
blocks of four from the margin, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (160.-)
166/7C
★★
estimate 55,4228 1925, "Wembley", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 80.168/9 ★★
estimate 25,4229 1929, ½ - 2½ P. "World postal service congress"
in blocks of four from the lower margin, mint never
hinged, superb
170-73
★★
estimate 40,4230 1929, 1 £ black "World postal service congress",
centric cancellation, superb, Michel 700.174
estimate 240,4231 1934, "King George V", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.175-85 ★★
estimate 40,4232 22. 11. 38, airmail Catastrophes letter from
perished flying boat "CALPURINA" on the flight from
glasgow to Bunbury / West Australia, in the
Habbaniyah lake in the Iraq, on the back adhesive label
of the "Deputy Director F. W. Arnold Perth", the cover
is with full content - and for the Catastrophe seen, in
excellent condition, photo expertize Heinzgeorg Richter
200
estimate 350,4233 1948, "summer Olympic Games" on First Day
Cover to Switzerland, superb
237-40
estimate 20,4234 1993, 24 P. "40. anniversary the throne ascent" on
numis cover, superb
1387
estimate Gebot

GREAT BRITAIN
148
4235 1942, black propaganda: propaganda leaflet as
folding sheet with exact index of all bombarded streets
and Places in over 20 towns from Aachen till
Wuppertal, superb
estimate 75,GREAT BRITAIN OFFICIAL STAMPS
4236 1887 / 92, "GOVT. PARCELS", circle date
stamp, very fine set, Michel (550.-)
D 26-31
estimate 150,GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4237 1876, "Keble college, Oxford: Stamps of the Fifth
Issue, 1876", as well 46 stamps in 3 multiples as
Reprint 1930 from Stanley gibbons, superb
estimate 100,4238 1969-81, mint never hinged collection guernsey,
Isle of Man and jersey in 2 as good as new Lindner
hingeless album, superb condition
★★
estimate 40,4239 Approximate. 1983-95, lot postal stationery,
airmail letter sheets and novelties, with guernsey, jersey
and Isle of Man, superb condition
estimate 50,GREAT BRITAIN GUERNSEY
4240 1969-82, mint never hinged lot different issues
and sets, superb condition, Michel approximate 180.★★
estimate Gebot
GREAT BRITAIN ISLAND YOU
4241 1976-94, "Europe", except for 1977 all 18 sheetlet
sets complete, superb, Michel 520.KB ★★
estimate 110,GREAT BRITAIN JERSEY
4242 Postage due stamps: 1969-82, complete on
lighthouse album pages, superb
P 1-46 ★★
estimate 25,4243 1978-94, "Europe", all 17 sheetlet sets complete,
superb, Michel 700.KB
estimate 140,4244 Mint never hinged collection jersey from 1969-94
on album pages, except for few postal stamps complete,
superb condition, Michel 700.★★
estimate 160,GREAT BRITAIN POST IN THE TURKEY
4245 1906 / 12, 1 Pia on 2½ P. and 2 Pia. on 5 P. "King
Edward VII", rest of hinge, 3 superb items, Michel
135.23I,II,24 ★
estimate 40,GREAT BRITAIN ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
4246 1901, 1 P. "Queen Victoria" on private letter of a
German Settler, transported through the english army
postal service to Lüneburg with fieldpost cancel
"ARMY post OFFICE / B" and censorship stamp,
superb
65
estimate 80,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

GREAT BRITAIN ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
4247 1901, 1 P. "Queen Victoria" with two ring cancel
"ARMY post OFFICE / A / KIERKSDORF" and weak
triangle censorship cancel on service-fieldpost
registered letter, very fine
65
estimate 25,4248 1902, red single circle postmark "PAID" stamp on
fieldpost letter with sender adress "143. company 32nd
Batt. Inf. Field Force S. Africa" to London, very fine
estimate 50,4249 1911, 1½ and 1 P. "King George V" on special
letter "First U. K. AERIAL post" with rare pre-payment
of postage in cash to Leipzig, very fine
105,122
estimate 180,4250 1911, ½ P. "King George V" on special card
"First U. K. AERIAL post", used, superb
121
estimate 140,4251 1911, ½ and 1 P. "King George V" always on
special card and cover "First U. K. AERIAL post",
unused, superb
121/2
estimate 120,4252 1919, two ring cancel "ARMY post OFFICE / P.
B. 2" on British army service letter (OHMS) and violet
censorship stamp "suitably by Censor / No. 27R" to the
North Russian British expedition troops in
Arkhangelsk, superb, RR!
estimate 220,4253 1921, two ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE / W
16" and violet stamp "command PAY OFFICE /
DUBLIN" on Military service letter "O. H. M. S. " to
the Horse depot No. 1, Iceland bridge, Dublin, superb
estimate 140,4254 1922, two ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE / D
41" on official letter from the head quarters the English
army in Dublin, very fine
estimate 70,4255 1941, 2 P. orange on picture postcard with Czech
fieldpost cancel no. 1 and 12, superb
estimate 30,4256 1944, 2½ P. on fieldpost letter to England with
Czech fieldpost cancel, very fine
estimate 30,4257 1946, Air field postal service letter from the head
quarters the BRITISH-INDIAN militaries in Burma,
superb
estimate 140,4258 1947, single circle postmark "ARMY signal / YC"
and violet military postmark "I. DIVISE-7
DECEMBER / PERSONEEL" on fieldpost letter to
Batavia, superb
estimate 70,4259 1954, 2½ P. carmine red with two ring cancel
"FIELD post OFFICE / 158" on fieldpost letter to
London and handwritten notation "Forces Mail", very
fine
261
estimate 100,-

GREAT BRITAIN ARMY POSTAL SERVICE 149
4260 1961, 2 P. pale brown with single circle postmark
"F. P. O. / 978" and additional franking on military
postal service registered letter of the British Rhine army
from Gelsenkirchen, very fine
u.a. 321
estimate 20,4261 1975, 7 P. dark lilac brown on cover at Brendon
leonard in the Crumlin Road prison in Belfast with
censorship stamp and handwritten notation "Brendan S.
leonard, 1478", legitimate defects
667
estimate 90,4262 1982, two ring cancel "FIELD post OFFICE /
141" on fieldpost letter from the Falkland-islands to
Great Britain, unnecessary franked by 29 P. "admiral
Cunningham", superb
922
estimate 80,4263 1991 / 6, 20 P. black with two ring cancel "FIELD
post OFFICE / 1043" and handwritten notation "HM
FORCES / THE GULF" on fieldpost letter from Kuwait
to England as well cover to the British Unit in Basra,
was however due to the War situation with appropriate
stamp and adhesive label to Great Britain redirected,
very fine (defects from opening the cover)
1223
estimate 30,-

Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

IRELAND
4264 1922, "four-lines overprint", rest of hinge, very
fine set
9-11I ★
estimate 120,4265 1922, 10 Sc. "four-lines overprint", almost mint
never hinged, superb
11I ★
estimate 70,4266 1922, 10 Sc. "four-lines overprint", third overprint
line 21 in lieu of 21½ mm long, rest of hinge, superb
11I/I ★
estimate 100,4267 1922, "three line overprint" in blue black, rest of
hinge, very fine set
37-39I ★
estimate 90,4268 1925, "three line overprint" in gray black, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 650.37-39II ★★
estimate 220,4269 1925, 2 Sc. "three line overprint" in gray black,
left upper corner of the sheet, mint never hinged, superb
38II ★★
estimate 50,4270 1922, "national symbols", watermark 1, rest of
hinge, very fine set
40-51A ★
estimate 55,4271 1937, "St. Patrick", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 650.62-64 ★★
estimate 200,4272 1937, 10 Sc. "St. Patrick", watermark 1, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 200.64 ★★
estimate 60,4273 1940, "national symbols", watermark 2, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 220.71-82A ★★
estimate 75,-

IRELAND
4274 1943, 2 Sc. 6 Pg. "St. Patrick", watermark 2
inverted, as usual perforated, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 120.86aZ ★★
estimate 35,IRELAND POSTAGE
4275 1925, ½ Pg. Yellow green, as usual perforated,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.P 1 ★★
estimate 30,ICELAND
4276 1907, 2 and 5 Kr. "double portrait", rest of hinge,
2 superb items, Michel 200.61/2 ★
estimate 60,4277 1012, 50 A. - 5 Kr. "King Frederik VIII", rest of
hinge, 4 superb items, Michel 201.72-75 ★
estimate 60,4278 1918, 6 A. "double portrait", rough perforation,
superb, Michel 110.80
estimate 35,4279 1920, "King Christian X", rest of hinge, very fine
set
83-98 ★
estimate 220,4280 1924, 10 Kr. on 1 Kr. yellow, rough perforation,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 900.111 ★★
estimate 270,4281 1924, 10 Kr. on 1 Kr. yellow, rest of hinge, superb
111 ★
estimate 100,4282 1924, 10 Kr. on 1 Kr. yellow, superb, Michel
600.111
estimate 190,4283 1925, "views", 7 A. two short teeth otherwise very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 700.114-18 ★★
estimate 190,4284 1926, 2 Kr. on 25 A. orange with large lower
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (400.-)
119 ★★
estimate 140,4285 1925 / 6, 2 Kr. on 25 A. orange and 10 Kr. on 50
A. lilac red, rest of hinge, superb
119/20 ★
estimate 120,4286 1925, 10 Kr. on 50 A. lilac red, rest of hinge,
superb
120 ★
estimate 75,4287 1926, 1 Kr. on 40 A. blue, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 400.121 ★★
estimate 130,4288 1928 / 9, "airmail", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 150.122/3 ★★
estimate 50,4289 1929, 10 Kr. on 2 Kr. olive brown / pale blue with
large right margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(190.-)
124 ★★
estimate 70,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ICELAND
150
4290 1929, 10 Kr. on 2 Kr. olive brown / pale blue, rest
of hinge, superb
124 ★
estimate 25,4291 1930, "Allthing", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 700.125-40 ★★
estimate 240,4292 1930, 10 Kr. "Allthing", unperforated from
spoilage, mint never hinged, superb
139U ★★
estimate Gebot
4293 1930, 10 Kr. on 5 Kr. "double portrait", rest of
hinge, superb, signed
141 ★
estimate 120,4294 1930, airmail stamps "Allthing", always from of
the right lower corner of the sheet, very fine set mint
never hinged
142-46 ★★
estimate 140,4295 1930, airmail stamps "Allthing", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 400.142-46 ★★
estimate 130,4296 1931, "Count Zeppelin", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 200.147-49 ★★
estimate 70,4297 1934, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.175-80 ★★
estimate 35,4298 1935, "landscapes", very fine MNH, Michel 170.181/2 ★★
estimate 55,4299 1935, "Jochumsson" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 360.183-86
★★
estimate 100,4300 1935, "Jochumsson", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 90.183-86 ★★
estimate 25,4301 1937, souvenir sheet "25 years regency", superb,
Michel 70.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 20,4302 1938, "Geyser", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.193-96 ★★
estimate 35,4303 1943 / 5, 5, 1 and 10 Kr., perforated K 14, always
from of the lower corner of the sheet, mint never
hinged, 3 superb items, Michel (81.-)
230,239/40A ★★
estimate 30,4304 1943 / 5, 5, 1 and 10 Kr., perforated K 14, mint
never hinged, 3 superb items, Michel 81.230,239/40A ★★
estimate 25,4305 1943 / 5, 5 and 10 Kr., perforated K 14, mint
never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 75.230,240A ★★
estimate 20,4306 1944, "Sigurdsen", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 80.231-36 ★★
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ICELAND SERVICE
4307 1922, 2 Kr. carmine rose with dot behind a, rest of
hinge, superb
D 41I ★
estimate 25,4308 1922, 5 Kr. brown, rest of hinge, superb
D 42 ★
estimate 65,4309 1930, "Allthing", 7 A. creasely otherwise very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 2000.D 44-59 ★★
estimate 600,4310 1930, "Allthing", rest of hinge, very fine set, Facit
catalogue 6500.- skr.
D 44-59 ★
estimate 200,ICELAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4311 1980-90, lot almost only first day covers and
single stamps, superb, Michel 130.,
estimate Gebot
ITALY PRE PHILATELY
4312 1811, "VICENZA" (segment cancel) and three
circle cancel "IL CONSERVATOR DEL REGISTRO
DIPARTIM. BACCHCIGL" and "PP" on cover with
contents, superb
estimate 70,OLD ITALY MODENA
4313 1856, three color franking: 5 C. black on green,
10 C. black on rose and 40 C. black on blue on cover
with blue postmarks from "GUASTALLA" in that
Engadin, decorative superb cover, R!
1I,2II,5IIa
estimate 1.000,4314 1858, 5 C. black on green and 2x 25 C. black on
brownish, large margins all around on cover from
"REGGIO" to Samedan, superb cover, R!
1I,4II
estimate 350,4315 Interesting collection from 25 values, very fine /
superb, inspect!
, , ★, (★)
estimate 280,OLD ITALY PARMA
4316 1853, 5 C. orange, superb, signed Thier and
Gebruder Senf, Michel 750.6a
estimate 220,4317 1859, 5 C. blue-green, rest of hinge, superb,
signed Gebruder Senf, Michel 2000.12b ★
estimate 580,4318 1853, "newspaper stamps", stronger rest of hinge,
very fine / superb, 6 C. expertized A. Diena, Michel
900.Z 1,2 ★
estimate 190,OLD ITALY ROMAGNA
4319 1859, 6 Baj. Black on yellow green, rest of hinge,
superb, expertized Drahn, Michel 300.7★
estimate 90,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

OLD ITALY SARDINIA
151
4320 1953, 40 C. rose, centric cancellation, large
margins all around, very fine, signed among others
Thier, Michel 1000.6
estimate 220,4321 1854, 40 C. brown rose, single circle postmark
"GENOVA", embossment partly slightly broken
otherwise superb with wide margins, expertized E.
Diena, Michel 2600.9b
estimate 390,OLD ITALY SICILY
4322 1859, 10 Gr. dark blue, superb, expertized E.
Diena, Michel 300.5a
estimate 100,OLD ITALY TOSCANA
4323 1853, 1 special yellow, gray blue paper, large
margins all around!, pin hole and small notch in the
upper margin, very fine, Michel (2000.-)
2y
estimate 180,4324 1856, 1 Cr. Brown carmine, gray paper, in the
vertical pair (Sassone no. 4e) on cover from "PIENZA"
to sienna, superb, photo expertize Raybaudi
4yb
estimate 400,ITALY
4325 1861, 5 Gr. brick red, single circle postmark
"BARI", superb, expertized Newiger, Michel 100.5d
estimate 30,4326 1862, 5 Gr. brick red (Sassone no. 21a) on cover
from "TARANTO" to Naples, superb, expertized
Newiger
5d
estimate 130,4327 1861, 10 Gr. orange with slight double head
embossment, rest of hinge, gum a little creasely, superb,
signed Kosack
6a ★
estimate 40,4328 1861, 10 Gr. yellow brown, very fine, expertized
Newiger, Michel 200.6b
estimate 50,4329 1862, 10 C. brown olive (Sassone no. 1e) with
stamp "GRAVINA" on large piece, superb, photo
expertize E. Diena
9
estimate 200,4330 1863, 10 C. brown orange, rest of hinge,
perforation fault, very fine, Michel 2500.17 ★
estimate 180,4331 1901, 1 L. brown / pale green and 5 L blue / rose
in blocks of four, mint never hinged, superb
83/4
★★
estimate 55,4332 1906 / 08, "King Victor Immanuel III" in mint
never hinged blocks of four, as usual perforated, superb
88-92
★★
estimate 20,4333 1910, 10 L. olive / rose block of four, mint never
hinged, superb, R!
99
★★
estimate 200,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ITALY
4334 1911 / 5, "50 years geeintes kingdom" and "Red
Cross", rest of hinge, 2 sets almost only superb, Michel
92.100-03,120-23 ★
estimate Gebot
4335 1927, "airmail", 25 C. block of four and 2 vertical
pairs 25 C. on 40 C., all mint never hinged, superb
126 ,127 ★★
estimate 35,4336 1917, "airmail stamps" and "special delivery
stamp", rest of hinge, 3 superb items, Michel 60.126-28 ★
estimate 20,4337 1920, 55 and 85 C. "King Victor Immanuel III" in
corner margin blocks of four, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 220.134/5
★★
estimate 70,4338 1923, 50 C. violet, overprint "B. L. P. " on
advertisements letter-card (22. set Lazio) from Naples
to Rome, superb, RR!
B 92II
estimate 650,4339 1922, 60 C. on 50 C. "special delivery stamp" in
the block of four from the upper margin, as usual
perforated, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 240.148
★★
estimate 70,4340 1922 / 3, 3 superb sets: Michel no. 157-59, 161-64
and 177-82, rest of hinge, superb
★
estimate 20,4341 1923, 7½ C. on 85 C. - 50 C. on 55 C. "King
Victor Immanuel III" in blocks of four, partly from the
corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (260.-)
166-72
★★
estimate 110,4342 1923 / 5, 50 C. on 50 C. and 1. 75 L. on 10 L.
"King Victor Immanuel III", rest of hinge, 2 superb
items
172,221 ★
estimate Gebot
4343 1923, "welfare office the National militia", rest of
hinge, 50 C. slight trace of crease otherwise very fine
set
182-85 ★
estimate 20,4344 1923, "King Victor Immanuel III" in blocks of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.186/7
★★
estimate 90,4345 1923, "King Victor Immanuel III", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 75.186/7 ★★
estimate 20,4346 1924, "victory in Venetia", perforated 14:13½,
rest of hinge, very fine set
201-04C ★
estimate 45,4347 1924, "holy year" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 240.206-11
★★
estimate 75,4348 1924, 30 - 50 C. "holy year", unperforated proof
on thick paper, 3 superb items, expertized Bolaffi
206-08PU (★)
estimate 80,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ITALY
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4349 1925, "pneunatic mail stamps" in blocks of four
from the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
(144.-)
214-16
★★
estimate 45,4350 1925, 1. 75 L. on 10 L. olive / rose in the block of
four from the lower margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel (160.-)
221
★★
estimate 50,4351 1925, "25 years regency" in blocks of four from
the margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (128.-)
222-24
★★
estimate 40,4352 1925, "King Victor Immanuel III" in blocks of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel (80.-)
225-27
★★
estimate 20,4353 1925-28, "pneunatic mail stamps" (Michel. No.
229, 253, 268 / 9, 272-74), rest of hinge, 7 superb items
★
estimate 20,4354 1026, "airmail", as usual perforated, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.230-33 ★★
estimate 40,4355 1926 / 8, "airmail stamps" (Michel. No. 230-33,
270 / 1, 279 / 80), rest of hinge, 8 superb items
★
estimate 40,4356 1926, "700. day of death of the holy Franziskus"
in blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 100.234-39
★★
estimate 30,4357 1926 / 30, "National militia I and III", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 65.249-52,333-36 ★★
estimate 20,4358 1926 / 8, "National militia I and II", rest of hinge,
2 sets as usual perforated superb
249-52,275-78 ★
estimate 20,4359 1927, 80 C. on 1 L. "airmail", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 65.271 ★★
estimate 20,4360 1929, "monastery abbey Monte Cassino", as usual
perforated, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 90.318-24 ★★
estimate 25,4361 1939, "400. day of death from Francesco
Ferrucci" in blocks of four, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 320.337-44
★★
estimate 90,4362 1939, "400. day of death from Francesco
Ferrucci", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 80.337-44 ★★
estimate 25,4363 1931, "naval academy Leghorn" in corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(160.-)
369-71
★★
estimate 50,4364 1932, "cruise on Rome", rest of hinge, very fine
set
415-34 ★
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

ITALY
4365 1933, "international Hochschulspiele in Turin"
and "holy year", rest of hinge, 2 Prachsätze
448-58 ★
estimate 20,4366 1933, "holy year", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.452-58 ★★
estimate 30,4367 1934 / 5, "King Victor Immanuel III", "contests
the gown", "National militia", rest of hinge, 3 superb
sets
514-27 ★
estimate 20,4368 1936, "2000. birthday of Horace", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 300.547-59 ★★
estimate 100,4369 1937-39, "artist", "Marconi", "railroad", rest of
hinge, 3 superb sets
591-603,620-22 ★
estimate Gebot
4370 1938, "proclamation of the Italian Imperiums",
rest of hinge, very fine set
604-19 ★
estimate 20,4371 1946, 100 L. dark carmine, perforated K 14, very
fine MNH, Michel 500.704A ★★
estimate 150,4372 1948, 100 and 200 L. "airmail holy Saint
Catherine of sienna", rest of hinge, 2 superb items
744/5 ★
estimate Gebot
4373 1949, 100 L. "Republica Romana", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 300.773 ★★
estimate 100,4374 1949, 100 L. "Republica Romana", superb,
Michel 130.773
estimate 35,4375 1950, "Radio conference", 2 superb items, Michel
90.796/7
estimate 25,4376 1951, 4 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
81.826-29 ★★
estimate 20,4377 1951, "Milanese fair", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 110.830/1 ★★
estimate 35,4378 1951, "Textilausstellung" and "Columbus", mint
never hinged, 2 superb items, Michel 60.832/3 ★★
estimate 20,4379 1951, "Gymnastic Matches", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 120.834-36 ★★
estimate 35,4380 1953, 80 L. orange brown, watermark 3, block of
four from the upper margin, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 480.891
★★
estimate 140,4381 1953, 80 L. orange brown, watermark 3, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.891 ★★
estimate 35,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

ITALY
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4382 1954, 100 L. brown, watermark 3, perforated L
13¼, in the block of four from the margin, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 800.920A
★★
estimate 240,4383 1954, 100 L. brown, watermark 3, perforated L
13¼, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.920A ★★
estimate 60,4384 1954, 200 L. dark blue, watermark 3, in the block
of five from of the right upper corner of the sheet, mint
never hinged, superb
921 ★★
estimate Gebot
4385 1992, "discovery of America", in each case mint
never hinged and with first day cancel`s, 2 superb sets,
Michel 60.Bl. 9-14 ★ ★,
estimate 20,4386 1928, airship "ITALIA", 4 different advertising
vignettes, in addition to it an unused picture postcard
with the airship and General Nobile, superb
★
estimate 150,4387 1942, autograph cover with signatur from "Benito
Mussolini" with printed letterhead "Il Duce Del
Fascismo Capo Del Governo", superb
estimate 680,ITALY ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
4388 1912, 15 C. and 5 C. (in the vertical pair) "King
Victor Immanuel III" with violet single circle postmark
"POSTE ITALIANE LEROS" of the island Leros about
the Italian post office to Egypt, address partly black,
very fine (vertical folded)
87,88
estimate 90,4389 1912, two ring cancel "INTENDENZA Generals
DIREZIONE" with Hood stamp "POSTA MILITARE"
on fieldpost letter to Milan, very fine
estimate 35,4390 1935, 10 C. dark brown and 2 C. orange red with
two ring cancel "COMMANDO TROOP ITALIANE
NELLA SAAR" on fieldpost letter to Treviso / Italy,
superb
301,358
estimate 180,4391 1937, propaganda field postcard with not
necessary fee from 50 C. pale violet, on face superb
307
estimate 30,ITALY ARMY POSTAL SERVICE G. N. R.
4392 1929, 35 C. blue, overprint type I, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 150.7I ★★
estimate 45,4393 1929, 2. 55. - 10 L. postal stamps, overprint type
I, mint never hinged, 4 superb items, partly signed,
Michel 360.14-17I ★★
estimate 110,4394 1942, "propaganda issue", mint never hinged, 12
superb items, Michel 88.21-32 ★★
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ITALY ARMY POSTAL SERVICE G. N. R.
4395 1932, 1. 25 and 2. 50 L. "special messenger
stamps", overprint type II, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 415.33/4II ★★
estimate 120,4396 1930, 25 C. - 1 L. "airmail", mint never hinged, 5
superb items, Michel 125.35-39 ★★
estimate 35,4397 1930, 2 L. blue "airmail", overprint type II, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 250.40II ★★
estimate 75,4398 1923, 5 L. green "airmail", overprint type I, mint
never hinged, superb, signed, Michel 150.41I ★★
estimate 150,4399 1932, 5 L. black slate "airmail", overprint type II,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 1200.43II ★★
estimate 360,4400 1934, "postage due stamps", mint never hinged,
10 superb items, Michel 755.44-53 ★★
estimate 190,4401 1934, 5 L. violet with inverted overprint, lower
margin copy, gum small toned places otherwise very
fine MNH, R!, signed
54K ★★
estimate 100,ITALY PACKAGE STAMPS
4402 1884, "King Umberto", as usual perforated very
fine set, Michel 250.Pa 1-6
estimate 75,4403 1921 / 22, "coat of arms and numeral of value",
rest of hinge, very fine set
Pa 16-19 ★
estimate 150,ITALY POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4404 1947 / 54, "numeral", watermark 3, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 420.P 74-87 ★★
estimate 170,ITALY COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4405 1883-1916, 18 documents to Germany, mixed
quality
estimate Gebot
ITALY BES. GIVE. 1918 23 JULISCH VENETIA
4406 1918, 40 H. Brown olive, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 90.10 ★
estimate 25,4407 1918, 2 - 4 Kr. "Regno d\'Italia", rest of hinge, 3
superb items, Michel 1070.15-17 ★
estimate 300,4408 Postage due stamps: 1918, "Venezia Giulia", rest
of hinge, normal Zähung, very fine set, Michel 300.P 1-7 ★
estimate 90,ITALY
LAIBACH (SLOVENIA)
4409 1941, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 650.34-43 ★★
estimate 190,-

ITALY POST IN THE LEVANT
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4410 Italian post office in the Levant: 1908,
"Constantinople", type IV, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
80.16/7IV ★
estimate 25,4411 Italian post office in the Levant: 1922,
"Constantinople", overprint with accent, rest of hinge,
very fine set
60-71 (★)
estimate 190,YUGOSLAVIA
4412 1919, postal stamps, unperforated, in pairs, 1 and
3 Kr. without gum otherwise all mint never hinged,
almost only superb condition, R!
88-97U ★ ★, (★)
estimate 190,4413 1970, "nature conservation year", sheetlet, first
day special cancel, superb, Michel 55.1406/7KB
estimate 20,4414 1992, "discovery of America" in the sheetlet set,
superb, Michel 100.2534/5KB
estimate 30,4415 2002, "circus" in sheetlet, superb, Michel 150.3076/7KB
estimate 40,4416 1962, UN Unit in the Suez use: cover with
different fieldpost cancellations to Zagreb, right a little
creasely otherwise superb
estimate 20,4417 Mint never hinged collection Yugoslavia from
1982-2003, 1987-91 complete, superb collection
Michel approximate 1250.★★
estimate 270,4418 1970-94, "Europe", all 25 sheetlet sets complete,
superb
KB ★★
estimate 100,CROATIA
4419 1941, "King Peter II", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.1-8 ★★
estimate 40,4420 1995, "peace and freedom" in sheetlet, superb,
Michel 120.319/20KB ★★
estimate 30,LATVIA
4421 1919, 3 K. lilac, three sided perforated L 11½,
above perforated L 9 3 / 4, rest of hinge, superb
6★
estimate 110,4422 1919, 75 K. pale green, perforated L 11½, in the
vertical pair, in the middle perforated L 9 3 / 4, superb,
RR!
14A ★★
estimate 240,4423 1919, 25 K. "waiver of Courland" in the vertical
pair, middle unperforated, superb
37UMw
estimate 40,4424 1923, 10 S. carmine, 4x as multiple franking
reverse on registered letter from "LIEPAJA" to Italy,
superb
93
estimate 20,-

LATVIA
4425 1923, 12 S. red lilac in the horizontal gutter pair,
superb
94ZW ★★
estimate 40,4426 1925, 30 S. "300 years Libau", perforated, block
of four reverse on registered letter, special cancel,
superb
110A
estimate 45,4427 1929 / 30, 2 S. lilac-rose, 2 franked money orders
from America (different types), superb
121
estimate 50,4428 1938, 50 S. lilac gray on salmon-colored package
card with adhesive "PAVESTE", superb
152
estimate 20,4429 1938, 3 S. red orange with special cancel "IX.
DZIESMU SVETKI" on cover with 3 different
vignettes, superb, R!
232
estimate 90,4430 1923-1940, interesting lot of 45 documents with
different frankings, as well 9 registered letters and a
special delivery cover, mostly superb condition,
inspect!
estimate 220,4431 1925-31, 8 registered to Germany with different
frankings, almost only superb condition
estimate 100,LITHUANIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
4432 1927 / 9, 6 and 10 S. "national coat of arms",
always with additional franking, 2 superb cards
P 5/6
estimate 20,4433 6 different unused image postal envelopes or
letter-cards, mostly superb
estimate 35,LIECHTENSTEIN
4434 1915, "prince Johann II", normal paper, very fine
set, Michel 300.1-3ya
estimate 90,4435 1920, 1 Kr. dark gray violet in the block of six
with diagonally defective or badly placed perforation,
superb
35 ★ ★, ★
estimate 40,4436 1921, 5 Rp. black brownish olive, perforated L
12½, block of four, superb
48B ★, ★★
estimate 30,4437 1925 / 7, 15 Rp. and 1½ Fr. postal stamps, 2
superb items, Michel 188.69,71
estimate 45,4438 1925, 1½ Fr. "government building", as usual
perforated superb, Michel 140.71
estimate 30,4439 1929, "accession to power", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 100.90-93 ★★
estimate 35,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

LIECHTENSTEIN
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4440 1929, "accession to power", very fine set, Michel
200.90-93
estimate 60,4441 1930, 1. 20 Fr. "castle Vaduz", perforated L 11½,
superb
105B ★
estimate 55,4442 1930, "airplane over landscapes", rest of hinge,
very fine set
108-13 ★
estimate 60,4443 1930, "airplane over landscapes", red
Fugpoststempel, set very fine / superb
108-13
estimate 40,4444 1931, "Count Zeppelin", rest of hinge, 2 superb
items
114/5 ★
estimate 70,4445 1932, "child care", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 220.116-18 ★★
estimate 60,4446 1933, "landscapes and building", very fine set,
photo expertize Liniger, Michel 700.119-21
estimate 220,4447 1933, 90 Rp. "castle Gutenberg", superb, Michel
150.120
estimate 35,4448 1933, "80. birthday", very fine set, Michel 150.122-24
estimate 45,4449 1934, souvenir sheet "national exhibition",
superb, photo expertize Marxer, Michel 2800.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 1.000,4450 1934, "national coat of arms, landscapes and
building", very fine set (16 values), Michel 303.126-39x,y
estimate 80,4451 1935, 5 Fr. "national coat of arms", rest of hinge,
superb
142 ★
estimate 160,4452 1934 / 5, "eagle", smooth gum, 30 Rp. small tear
otherwise very fine set, Michel 350.143-47x
estimate 70,4453 1936, 1 Fr. "Hindenburg" with variety "red spot in
the Zeppelin" on Zeppelin postcard from first day!,
superb, R!, Michel (600.-)
149I
estimate 190,4454 1938, souvenir sheet "stamps exhibition" and 3 Fr.
"Death from prince Francis I", superb, Michel 126.Bl. 3,171 ★★
estimate 30,4455 1939, "birds" in blocks of four, 10 Pf. both rubber
types, very fine set (8 values), Michel 240. 80.173x,y
★★
estimate 70,4456 1939, "coat of arms and prince Francis Joseph II",
very fine set, Michel 150.183-85
estimate 40,4457 1940, "centenary", very fine set, Michel 250.186-91
estimate 70,-

LIECHTENSTEIN
4458 1940, 3 Fr. "100 birthday" on First day card,
superb
191
estimate 20,4459 1945 / 7, 5 Fr. "coat of arms", 2 superb items,
Michel 79.243,252 ★★
estimate 25,4460 1945 / 7, 5 Fr. "coat of arms", 2 superb items,
Michel 120.243,252
estimate 30,4461 1946, 10 Fr. "hallower Luzius", very fine MNH,
Michel 65.247 ★★
estimate 20,4462 1946, 10 Fr. "hallower Luzius" in the sheetlet,
superb, Michel 350.247KB ★★
estimate 110,4463 1948, "aviation pioneer", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.257-66 ★★
estimate 35,4464 1949, "1. paintings set", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 90.268-76 ★★
estimate 25,4465 1949, souvenir sheet "stamps exhibition", first day
special cancel, superb, Michel (170.-)
Bl. 5
estimate 55,4466 1949, 4 Rp. "Bendern" with variety "2 color
points right from church steeple", superb, Michel 190.284II ★★
estimate 55,4467 1950, "3. hunting series", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 95.285-87 ★★
estimate 25,4468 1950, 1 Fr. on 40 Rp. "Universal Postal Union" on
First Day Cover, registered letter to Bern, superb,
Michel 220.288
estimate 65,4469 1951, "Prince and Princess", perforated L 12 ½:
12, very fine MNH, Michel 280.304/5A ★★
estimate 90,4470 1951, 3 Fr. "Princess Genes", perforated L 12 ½:
12, very fine (gum slightly shaded), Michel 260.305A ★★
estimate 45,4471 1952, "3. paintings set", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.306-08 ★★
estimate 45,4472 1952, 5 Fr. "Vaduz", superb, Michel 280.309 ★★
estimate 85,4473 1953 / 4, "4. and 5. paintings set", 2 superb sets,
Michel 200.311-14,326-28 ★★
estimate 60,4474 1953, "scout" and "State Museum", 2 superb sets,
Michel 175.315-18,319-21 ★★
estimate 50,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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4475 1954, 25 and 40 Rp. "1. Sport series", on piece,
superb, Michel 65.324/5
estimate 20,4476 1959, "landscapes" on first day covers, superb,
Michel 80.381-85
estimate 20,4477 1978-81, complete in sheetlet, amongst other
things with Michel no. 713-16, 725-27, 734, 743-48,
757-60, mint never hinged, superb, very low starting
price!, Michel 1930.706-90KB ★★
estimate 280,4478 1979, 20 Fr. "Country patron" in the sheetlet, very
fine MNH, Michel 105.734KB ★★
estimate 30,4479 1979, 20 Fr. "Country patron" in the sheetlet, first
day special cancel, superb, Michel 70.734KB
estimate 20,4480 1982 / 3, complete in sheetlet, amongst other
things with Michel no. 828 / 9, mint never hinged,
superb, very low starting price!, Michel 1200.791-833KB ★★
estimate 190,4481 1988, "European campaign for the rural area" in
sheetlet, superb
939-41KB ★★
estimate 20,4482 1990, "150 years stamps" and "World Cup", 2
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 122.986/7KB ★★
estimate 35,4483 1993, 2. 80 Fr. "contemporary art" in the sheetlet,
very fine MNH, Michel 100.1060KB ★★
estimate 30,4484 1995, 1. 80 Fr. "UNO" in the sheetlet, very fine
MNH, Michel 64.1106KB ★★
estimate 20,LIECHTENSTEIN OFFICIAL STAMPS
4485 1932, 1. 20 Fr. "castle Vaduz", perforated L 10½,
superb, signed Zumstein, Michel 580.D 8A
estimate 190,4486 1933, 1. 20 Fr. "castle Vaduz", superb, Michel
410.D 10
estimate 140,4487 1934 / 7, "building and landscapes", very fine set,
Michel 440.D 11-19
estimate 130,LIECHTENSTEIN
YEAR SETS
4488 1958-60, 3 complete volumes, superb, Michel
283. 40
365-403 ★★
estimate 70,LIECHTENSTEIN COLLECTIONS
4489 Complete collection Liechtenstein from 1986-96
(except for 6 values) in the KA-BE album with mounts,
double collected, mint never hinged and used, superb
condition, Michel 960.★ ★,
estimate 100,-

LIECHTENSTEIN COLLECTIONS
4490 1960-81, part of a collection except for Michel no.
398 and 399-40 complete, on lighthouse album pages,
superb
★★
estimate 70,4491 Complete mint never hinged collection
Liechtenstein from 1970-89 in the Borek album with
mounts, as well a few sheetlet, amongst other things
Michel no. 734, superb condition
★★
estimate 170,4492 Complete unused part of a collection
Liechtenstein from 1971-86 including some serviceand postage due stamps, almost only superb condition
★, ★★
estimate 40,LIECHTENSTEIN
LOTS
4493 Interesting closed stock Liechtenstein from
1945-76 with 120 almost only different documents,
superb condition
★ ★, ,
estimate 90,4494 1961-91, small duplicate lot, very fine MNH,
Michel approximate 500.aus 404-1025 ★★
estimate 40,4495 1971-95, greetings cards complete, superb
condition, Michel 89. 50
estimate Gebot
4496 1981-86, complete on 50 first day covers, superb
condition, Michel 240.estimate 50,4497 Duplicate lot complete issues postal stationery
from 1984-93, vacuously used, superb condition,
Michel 132.P 85-103
estimate 25,LIECHTENSTEIN MAXIMUM CARDS
4498 1979-90 small lot of 33 almost only different
maximum cards, superb, Michel 83.MK
estimate Gebot
LITHUANIA
4499 1938, "national sports games", very fine set,
Michel 60.417-20
estimate 20,4500 1938, "national sports games", as usual perforated
very fine set, Michel 60.417-20
estimate Gebot
CENTRAL LITHUANIA
4501 1920, postal stamps, rest of hinge, very fine set,
R!, final value expertized Dr. Esser, Michel 6500.4-13 ★
estimate 1.300,LUXEMBOURG
4502 "Luxembourg", two-line cancel (French
Departement), because more unpopular Departement
coordination from politschem protest only as
"Luxembourg" rated, superb
estimate 100,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

LUXEMBOURG
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4503 1859, 30 C. red lilac, small gum remains, superb,
expertized Buehler, Michel 360.9 (★)
estimate 75,4504 1871, 30 C. lilac red, rest of hinge, small rubbings
at the edge and slight gum crease otherwise with
enormous margins having bright colors superb item,
Michel 1500.21 ★
estimate 280,4505 1871, 30 C. lilac red, superb, Michel 100.21
estimate 30,4506 1880, 5 C. yellow, perforated 13½, single circle
postmark "ETTELBR (UCK) ", small trace of crease
otherwise superb, Michel 120.39A
estimate 30,4507 1921, 15 C. "Grand Duchess Charlotte" in the
sheetlet (5), mint never hinged, superb, Michel 450.121KB ★★
estimate 160,4508 1921, 15 C. "Grand Duchess Charlotte" in the
sheetlet (5), very fine (vertical folded, one stamp trace
of crease), Michel 450.121KB ★★
estimate 100,4509 1923, souvenir sheet "princess Elisabeth", rest of
hinge in the upper margin, stamp mint never hinged,
superb
Bl. 1II ★
estimate 380,4510 1930, "children´s help", very fine set, Michel 60.227-31
estimate 20,4511 1931, "children´s help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.240-44 ★★
estimate 30,4512 1933, "children´s help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.245-49 ★★
estimate 30,4513 1933, "children´s help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 140.252-56 ★★
estimate 45,4514 1934, "children´s help" in blocks of four, very
fine MNH, Michel 560.259-64
★★
estimate 160,4515 1934, "children´s help", very fine MNH, Michel
140.259-64 ★★
estimate 40,4516 1934, "children´s help", rest of hinge, very fine set
259-64 ★
estimate 25,4517 1935, "auxiliary work for emigrated Intellectual",
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 1200.266-80 ★★
estimate 400,4518 1935, "children´s help" in blocks of four from the
margin (mostly from the corner of the sheet), very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 480.284-89
★★
estimate 150,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

LUXEMBOURG
4519 1935, "children´s help", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.284-89 ★★
estimate 35,4520 1936, "children´s help", very fine set, Michel 60.296-301
estimate 20,4521 1939, souvenir sheet "charity", first day special
cancel, superb, Michel (150.-)
Bl. 3
estimate 55,4522 1939, souvenir sheet "charity", special cancel,
superb, Michel 150.Bl. 3
estimate 50,4523 1956, "Europe" on First Day Cover, superb,
Michel 120.555-57
estimate 40,LUXEMBOURG OFFICIAL STAMPS
4524 1881, 4 C. blue-green "S. P. ", type I, rest of
hinge, superb, expertized Zumstein, Michel 220.D 23I ★
estimate 70,LUXEMBOURG COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4525 1963-87, "charity", all 25 issues complete, very
fine MNH, Michel 141.★★
estimate 35,MACEDONIA
4526 1996, "famous woman" in sheetlet, very fine
MNH, Michel 160.74/5KB ★★
estimate 40,4527 1997, "say and legends" in sheetlet, superb,
Michel 160.102/3KB
estimate 40,MALTA
4528 1863, ½ P. dull brown, white paper,
unwatermarked, rest of hinge, very fine, Michel 800.1x ★
estimate 190,4529 1863, ½ P. orange, perforated K 14, without gum,
otherwise superb
2B (★)
estimate 20,4530 1886, 5 Sh rose, thin places, very fine, Michel
120.10
estimate 25,4531 1899, 10 Sh. blue black, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 130.14 ★
estimate 45,4532 1899, 10 Sh. blue black, rest of hinge, very fine,
Michel 130.14 ★
estimate 30,4533 1911, 5 Sh. carmine / pale green on yellow, very
fine, Michel 110.40
estimate 30,4534 1917, 5 Sh. red / green on yellow, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 110.51 ★
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

MALTA
158
4535 1922, 2 Sh. blue / lilac on pale blue, superb,
Michel 150.62 ★★
estimate 50,4536 1922, 2 Sh. 6 P. and 5 Sh. "autonomy", rest of
hinge, 2 superb items
77/8 ★
estimate 25,4537 1922, 10 Sh. black, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 350.80 ★★
estimate 120,4538 1922 / 5, postal stamps, rest of hinge, very fine set
82-96a ★
estimate 80,4539 1922, 1 £ red carmine / black, watermark
sideways, rest of hinge, superb
96bY ★
estimate 50,4540 1926, postal stamps, overprint POSTAGE, very
fine set mint never hinged, signed Zumstein, Michel
200.101-14 ★★
estimate 70,4541 1926, postal stamps, overprint POSTAGE, rest of
hinge, very fine set
101-14 ★
estimate 25,4542 1926 / 7, postal stamps, rest of hinge, very fine set
115-31 ★
estimate 45,4543 1926 / 7, 4 P. - 10 Sh. postal stamps, mint never
hinged, 10 superb items
122-31 ★★
estimate 100,4544 1928, "POSTAGE AND REVENUE", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 420.133-51 ★★
estimate 150,4545 1975-90, "Europe", 15 sheetlet sets (without
1979) with first day cancel`s, superb, Michel 330.KB
estimate 60,4546 Postage due stamps: 1925, "numeral", rest of
hinge, very fine set
P 1-10 ★
estimate 35,4547 Postage due stamps: 1925, "Maltese Cross", rest
of hinge, very fine set
P 11-20 ★
estimate 20,4548 1979-85, 7 different souvenir sheets "Malta Exile
government", superb
Bl. ★★
estimate Gebot
MOLDOVA
4549 1995, "nature conservation year" in sheetlet,
superb, Michel 150.158-60KB
estimate 50,4550 1997, "say and legends" in sheetlet, superb,
Michel 150.236/7KB
estimate 50,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

MONACO
4551 1885, 1 Fr. black on yellow, rest of hinge, superb,
R!, signed Gebruder Senf, Michel 1800.9★
estimate 650,4552 1891, 25 C. green, rest of hinge, normal
perforation, superb, Michel 300.16 ★
estimate 75,4553 1891, 5 Fr. dark rose on greenish in the block of
nine from of the right lower corner of the sheet, except
for 2 values all mint never hinged, superb in every
respect (choice copy), very scarce unit, R!
21b ★ ★, ★
estimate 750,4554 1919, 1 Fr. black on yellow, rest of hinge, as usual
perforated superb, signed, Michel 450.32 ★
estimate 110,4555 1922, 50 Pf. ultramarine, horizontal unperforated,
upper margin copy, very fine MNH, R!
58Uw ★★
estimate 75,4556 1933, "prince louis II", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 110.116-19 ★★
estimate 35,4557 1937, "garden and prince louis II", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 220.138-42 ★★
estimate 65,4558 1937, "garden and prince louis II", very fine set
mint never hinged
138-42 ★★
estimate 35,4559 1937, "garden and prince louis II", rest of hinge,
very fine set
138-42 ★
estimate 30,4560 1937, "postal order stamps", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 150.149-62 ★★
estimate 50,4561 1938, souvenir sheet "National holiday", mint
never hinged, superb Michel 140.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 45,4562 1939, 10 Fr. "Louis-II. Stadium" block of four
from the corner of the sheet with date of printing, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel (680.-)
189
★★
estimate 230,4563 1939, 10 Fr. "louis II. stadium", rest of hinge,
superb
189 ★
estimate 25,4564 1939, "effigies earlier ruler", rest of hinge, set
very fine / superb
190-99 ★
estimate 50,4565 1947, souvenir sheet "throne ascent", very fine
MNH, Michel 50.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate Gebot
4566 1948, "summer Olympic Games", rest of hinge,
very fine set
339-47 ★
estimate Gebot
4567 1949, "Red Cross" block of four, right upper
corner of the sheet 2 rest of hinge in the margin, superb
397-400A ★★
estimate Gebot

MONACO
159
4568 1951, "business cards" rest of hinge, 2 superb sets
443-50 ★
estimate Gebot
4569 1955, "seabirds from the Mediterranean area",
perforated K 11, rest of hinge, very fine set
502-05A ★
estimate 60,4570 1959 / 60, "Prince and Princess" and "views", rest
of hinge, 3 superb sets
603 ★
estimate 20,4571 1981, "225. birthday of Mozart" in the sheetlet,
very fine MNH, Michel 42. 50
1470-72KB ★★
estimate Gebot
OFFICALS
4572 1911, 30 C. yellow brown, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 200.D 10 ★
estimate 60,MONACO POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4573 1932, 2 Fr. red, superb, Michel 90.P 26
estimate 30,MONACO
COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4574 Except for a few few values complete mint
collection Monaco from 1971-84, superb condition
★
estimate Gebot
4575 1980-90, 12 different souvenir sheets on first day
covers, souvenir sheets superb, Michel 270.Bl.
estimate 50,4576 1980-90, lot with many souvenir sheets and first
day covers, superb, Michel 350.,
estimate 30,NETHERLANDS
4577 1802, "HOLLANDE / TROUPES. FAISES", red
two-line cancel on cover with content from the
"Batavischen Republic", superb
estimate 150,4578 1852, "King Willem III", very fine set
1-3
estimate 70,4579 1852, "King Willem III", very fine set
1-3
estimate 60,4580 1852, 10 C. rose-carmine in the horizontal strip of
three, rectangle cancel with one line "FRANCO", on
piece, superb
2
estimate 150,4581 1864, "King Willem III", very fine set
4-6
estimate 40,4582 1852 / 64, "King Willem III", 15 values in minor
shade, very fine / superb
1-6
estimate 120,4583 1864, 15 C. dark orange, superb, Michel 110.6
estimate 30,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

NETHERLANDS
4584 1867, "King Willem III", 15 values in minor
shade, condition varies
7-12
estimate 160,4585 1867, "King Willem III", very fine set
7-12
estimate 120,4586 1869, "empire crest", 16 values condition varies
13-18
estimate 110,4587 1869, "empire crest", neat cancelled, very fine set
13-18
estimate 80,4588 1872, "King Willem III", 38 values in minor
shade, condition condition varies
19-29
estimate 110,4589 1891-96, "Queen Wilhelmina", 51 values in minor
shade, a little mixed quality
34-47
estimate 180,4590 1891, 50 C. olive brown and 1 G. Blue-violet, 2
superb items, Michel 105.43a,44
estimate 30,4591 1898, 1 G. Dark blue green, type I, small trace of
crease otherwise superb, Michel 140.63IB
estimate 35,4592 1905, 10 G. Dark orange, superb, Michel 700.66
estimate 240,4593 1914 / 20, 17½ C. ultramarine / blue, perforated L
11½ and 50 C, gray / violet, perforated K 12½, rest of
hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 105.78D,80A ★
estimate 30,4594 1913, 10 G. Red orange on yellow, very fine
(small marginal gap), Michel 850.92
estimate 170,4595 1920, 40 C. green / orange, very fine MNH,
Michel 120.97 ★★
estimate 40,4596 1920, "Queen Wilhelmina", perforated K 12½,
rest of hinge, 2 superb items
97/8A ★
estimate 35,4597 1920, 60 C. olive green, perforated K 12½, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 120.98A ★★
estimate 40,4598 1920, 2. 50 G. On 10 G., both colours, 2 mint
never hinged superb items, Michel 850.99/100 ★★
estimate 290,4599 1920, 2. 50 G. On 10 G. Dark orange, right
margin copy, rest of hinge, superb
99 ★
estimate 80,4600 1920, 2. 50 G. On 10 G. Dark orange, superb,
Michel 100.99
estimate 35,4601 1920, 2. 50 G. On 10 G. Red orange, very fine
MNH, Michel 400.100 ★★
estimate 130,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

NETHERLANDS
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4602 1920, 2. 50 G. On 10 G. Red orange, superb,
Michel 100.100
estimate 35,4603 1021, "airmail", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 220.102-04 ★★
estimate 75,4604 1921, "airmail", rest of hinge, very fine set
102-04 ★
estimate 35,4605 1923, "Queen Wilhelmina" in blocks of four, very
fine MNH, Michel 128.110/1
★★
estimate 40,4606 1923, 2. 50 and 5 G. "25 years regency", rest of
hinge, 2 Pachtwerte
132/3 ★
estimate 170,4607 1923, 1 G. On 17½ C. ultramarine / blue,
perforated K 12½, normal perforation, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 220.137A ★★
estimate 65,4608 1923, 1 G. On 17½ C. ultramarine / brown,
perforated K 12½, rest of hinge, superb
137A ★
estimate 35,4609 1924, "Voor het child" in corner margin blocks of
four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 120.143-45
★★
estimate 40,4610 1925, "province crest I", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(88.-)
164-66A
★★
estimate 25,4611 1926 / 7, 1 - 5 G. "Queen Wilhelmina", perforated
L 11½, rest of hinge, very fine set
168-70A ★
estimate 80,4612 1930 / 34, 50 C. and 21 C. "Queen Wilhelmina",
coil perforation D, rest of hinge, 2 superb items
191D,240D ★
estimate 20,4613 1926, "province crest II", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
128.192-95A
★★
estimate 40,4614 1927, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 70.196-200 ★★
estimate 20,4615 1927, "province crest III", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four from the margin, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 120.201-04A
★★
estimate 35,4616 1928, "summer Olympic Games", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 220.205-12 ★★
estimate 70,4617 1928, "summer Olympic Games" in cancelled
blocks of four, very fine set
205-12
estimate 75,4618 1928, "scientist", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 50.218-21 ★★
estimate Gebot

NETHERLANDS
4619 1928, "scientist" in blocks of four with centered
first day cancel`s, superb
218-21
estimate 20,4620 1934, "Queen Wilhelmina", perforated K 12½,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 110.222-24A ★★
estimate 35,4621 1929, 21 on 22½ C. olive brown, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 60.228 ★★
estimate 20,4622 1929-30, "Queen Wilhelmina", "Rembrandt",
"Voor het child", rest of hinge, 12 superb items
228-39A ★
estimate 35,4623 1929, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
300.229-32A
★★
estimate 90,4624 1929, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 75.229-32A ★★
estimate 25,4625 1930, "accociation Rembrandt" in blocks of four
from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 260.233-35
★★
estimate 80,4626 1930, "accociation Rembrandt", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 65.233-35 ★★
estimate 20,4627 1930, "the four seasons", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
260.236-39A
★★
estimate 80,4628 1930, "the four seasons", perforated K 12½, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 65.236-39A ★★
estimate 20,4629 1933, 36 C. "airmail", perforated K 14¼:13¼,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 90.241B ★★
estimate 30,4630 1931, "St. Janskerk", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 100.243/4 ★★
estimate 35,4631 1931, "St. Janskerk", rest of hinge, 2 superb items
243/4 ★
estimate Gebot
4632 1931, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
480.245-48A
★★
estimate 160,4633 1931, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 120.245-48A ★★
estimate 40,4634 1931, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, rest of
hinge, very fine set
245-48A ★
estimate Gebot
4635 1932, "tourism", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 280.249-52 ★★
estimate 90,-

NETHERLANDS
161
4636 1932, "tourism", very fine set, Michel 55.249-52
estimate Gebot
4637 1923, "Voor het child", perforated K 12½, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 110.253-56A ★★
estimate 40,4638 1933, "400. birthday of Wilhelm I. " in blocks of
four from the margin, very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (260.-)
257-60
★★
estimate 80,4639 1933, "400. birthday of Wilhelm I. ", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 65.257-60 ★★
estimate 20,4640 1933, "Wilhelm I from Us one" and "World
peace", rest of hinge, 5 superb items
257-61 ★
estimate Gebot
4641 1933, "Sailor aid" in blocks of four, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 600.262-65
★★
estimate 190,4642 1933, "Sailor aid", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.262-65 ★★
estimate 45,4643 1933, "Voor het child" in blocks of four, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 400.268-71A
★★
estimate 120,4644 1933, "Voor het child", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.268-71A ★★
estimate 30,4645 1934, "National Crisis committee" and "300 years
membership curaçaos", rest of hinge, 2 superb sets
272-75 ★
estimate 20,4646 1934, "300 years membership curaçaos", always
in blocks of four from of the upper corner of the sheet,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (400.-)
274/5
★★
estimate 130,4647 1934, "300 years membership curaçaos" and
"queen mother Emma", 3 mint never hinged superb
items, Michel 130.274-76 ★★
estimate 40,4648 1935, "care" in blocks of four (mostly from the
corner of the sheet), very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel (440.-)
282-85
★★
estimate 140,4649 1935, "care", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 110.282-85 ★★
estimate 35,4650 1935-37, Michel no. 282-85, 287-90, 297-300,
308-12, rest of hinge, 4 superb sets
★
estimate 40,4651 1935, 6 C. "aviation fund", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 75.286 ★★
estimate 25,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

NETHERLANDS
4652 1935, "Voor het child", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.287-90 ★★
estimate 30,4653 1935, "Voor het child", rest of hinge, very fine set
287-90 ★
estimate Gebot
4654 1936, "300 years university Utrecht" in blocks of
four, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.295/6
★★
estimate 20,4655 1936, "Voor het child" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 240.297-300
★★
estimate 70,4656 1938 / 9, "Voor het child", "care" and "hallower
Willibrord", rest of hinge, 3 superb sets
322-33 ★
estimate Gebot
4657 1940, "flying dove", margin copies, very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 160.357-74 ★★
estimate 55,4658 1940, "flying dove", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 160.357-74 ★★
estimate 50,4659 1940, 2½ and 7½ C. "flying dove", all 4
se-tenants, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 118.357,359 ★★
estimate 35,4660 1940, "flying dove", rest of hinge, very fine set
357-74 ★
estimate 25,4661 1940, 100-500 C. "flying dove", rest of hinge, 3
superb items
372-74 ★
estimate 20,4662 1940, "Voor het child" in the block of six from of
the right upper corner of the sheet, very fine set mint
never hinged
375-79 ★★
estimate 25,4663 1942, souvenir sheet pair "legion", stamps mint
never hinged, rest of hinge in the margin, superb
Bl. 1/2 ★
estimate 40,4664 1946, 5 and 10 G. "Queen Wilhelmina", 2 superb
items, Michel 76.455/6
estimate 25,4665 20. 5. 49, KLM first flight "AMSTERDAM
PARAMARIBO" with Lockheed dope Constellation,
superb, Müller 415
510,520
estimate 30,4666 1949, "Queen Juliana", rest of hinge, very fine set
540-43 ★
estimate 150,4667 1949, 2½ G. Gray brown, very fine MNH, Michel
200.541 ★★
estimate 65,4668 1949, 5 G. Red-brown, gum minimal blotched
otherwise very fine MNH, Michel 450.542 ★★
estimate 90,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

NETHERLANDS
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4669 1950, "reconstruction", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 85.558-62 ★★
estimate 25,4670 1951, 75 C. red, superb, Michel 110.582 ★★
estimate 35,4671 25. 3. 52, "Jan van Riebeeck flight"
"AMSTERDAM cape city" and return, back side with
colorful South Africa franking, superb
583-86
estimate 30,4672 1952, "Reich telegraphs" and "ITEP" with ticket,
2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 108.593-600 ★★
estimate 35,4673 1953, "Red Cross" on First Day Cover to
Switzerland, superb, Michel 60.615-19
estimate 20,4674 9. 8. / 11. 8. 61, 2 different KLM first flights
"AMSTERDAM-north
pole-TOKYO"
and
"AMSTERDAM North Pole BIAK", superb
691,646,622
estimate 20,4675 6. 12. and 15. 12. 1938, KLM first flight
"AMSTERDAM-PRETORIA-AMSTERDAM" on a
document, superb cover, Müller 262
NL,SA
estimate 60,4676 30. 10. 58, KLM first flight over the North pole
route "AMSTERDAM TOKYO" (Luxembourg
Zuleitung Michel no. 576, 579 / 80), superb
estimate 35,4677 1949, single circle postmark "POSTE AUX
armies / T. O. E. " on Field postal service printed form
letter of a Dutch legionnaire with Military stamp the 13.
Half brigade of the Foreign Legion, very fine (on the
back tab separated, is enclosed)
estimate 100,4678 1953, US field postmark "ARMY AIR FORCE
POSTAL SERVICE / A. P. O. " on fieldpost letter from
Korea in Holland with Dutch free of postage stamp,
very fine
estimate 100,4679 1980, two ring cancel "VELDPOST / date / 95"
and red two-line cancel "port BETAALD / VELDPOST
UTRECHT" on Air field postal service letter of the
Dutch UN-unit in the Lebanon, superb
estimate 20,NETHERLANDS OFFICIAL STAMPS
4680 1918, 1½ C. blue, superb, Michel 170.D3
estimate 50,NETHERLANDS POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4681 1870, "large numeral of value", 3 values very fine
/ superb, Michel 71.P 1,2A/B
estimate Gebot
4682 1906, 50 C. on 1 G. Pale blue / red, type III, rest
of hinge, superb, Michel 160.P 27III ★
estimate 50,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

NETHERLANDS POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
4683 1924, 10 C. on 1½ C. blue and 12½ C. on 5 C.
carmine in Kehrdruckviererblocks, mint never hinged,
superb, Michel (80.-)
P 67/8K ★★
estimate 25,NETHERLANDS SE-TENANTS
4684 1966-81, complete except for stamp booklet 12,
29 different stamp booklet, superb, Michel 300.MH ★★
estimate 75,NETHERLANDS COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4685 1884-1903, 5 postal stationery postcards to
Germany, a little mixed quality
estimate Gebot
NORWAY
4686 1856 / 7, "King Oskar", set very fine / superb,
Michel 215.2-5
estimate 55,4687 1857, 3 Sk. Gray violet, stronger rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 300.3★
estimate 75,4688 1867, 3 Sk. Gray violet, a number of rest of hinge,
very fine (some short teeth), Michel 450.7★
estimate 60,4689 1873, 1 Sk. Blue-green, rest of hinge, normal
perforation, superb, Michel 200.16b ★
estimate 50,4690 1875, 6 Sk. Reddish brown, rest of hinge, as usual
perforated superb, Michel 400.20 ★
estimate 90,4691 1878, "King Oskar II", gum remains, very fine,
Michel 110.32-34 ★
estimate 25,4692 1882, 20 Ø brown, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
120.40 ★
estimate 35,4693 1893, 25 Ø violet and 35 Ø dark green, perforated
K 13½:12½, rest of hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 140.58/9B ★
estimate 40,4694 1905, 1 and 1. 50 Kr. on 2 Sk. Orange, large rest
of hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 95.62/3 ★
estimate 25,4695 1913, 1 Kr. on 2 Sk. Orange with "POLHAVET"
stamp on "Framkarte" to Christiania, small corner
crease otherwise superb
62
estimate 100,4696 1907, 1 and 1½ Kr. "King Haakon VII", rest of
hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 110.67/8 ★
estimate 30,4697 1910, 1½ Kr. ultramarine, stronger rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 180.73 ★
estimate 50,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

NORWAY
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4698 1909, 2 Kr. rose, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
130.74 ★
estimate 40,4699 1913, picture postcard from Kristiansand with 5
øre North Cape vignette additional franked, superb
78
estimate 75,4700 1924, Fram - card, from POLHAVET to Finland,
superb
76, 79
estimate 130,4701 1924, Fram - card, from POLHAVET to
Denmark, superb
78
estimate 100,4702 1925, "North pole flight" in blocks of four, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel (680.-)
109-15
★★
estimate 220,4703 1925, "Svalbard", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 95.116-19 ★★
estimate 25,4704 1930, "King Olaf II" in blocks of four from the
margin, very fine MNH, Michel (260.-)
155-58
★★
estimate 80,4705 1935, "Nansen-foundation" in corner margin
blocks of four, very fine MNH, Michel (160.-)
172-75
★★
estimate 50,4706 Coil stamp for vending machine: 1986, 250, 350
and 400 Ø red lilac, wide numerals, always on First
Day Cover, superb, Michel 54.A 2.2d S6
estimate 20,NORWAY OFFICIAL STAMPS
4707 1933, 10 Ø green and 60 Ø green blue, type I, rest
of hinge, 2 superb items
D 12I,19I ★
estimate Gebot
NORWAY COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4708 Extensively complete mint never hinged
collection Norway from 1945-98 in 2 safe albums,
superb condition, Michel approximate 1600.★★
estimate 350,4709 1951-91, 16 different "Minneblokker" with
special cancel, superb
estimate 80,AUSTRIA
4710 1850, 1 Kr. yellow and 2 Kr. black, handmade
paper, 2 superb items, Michel 250.1,2X
estimate 75,4711 1850, 1 Kr. yellow, handmade paper, type III,
large watermark, single circle postmark "Vienna",
enormous margins on all sides, superb, expertized Dr.
Ferchenbauer
1Xa
estimate 80,4712 1850, 1 Kr. yellow, handmade paper, type Ia,
single circle postmark "Brno", superb
1Xa
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

AUSTRIA
4713 1850, 1 Kr. yellow, handmade paper, both sides
printing, stamp "TRIESTE", superb, Michel 180.1XaDG
estimate 70,4714 1850, 1 Kr. orange, handmade paper, type III, in
the vertical strip of three with watermark over 50% the
both upper stamps, hungarian stamp "SZERDAHELY"
(Ryan no. 1537), the lower stamp with defects
otherwise superb, photo expertize Elbau
1Xb
estimate 280,4715 1850, 1 Kr. pale orange red, handmade paper,
type III, cardboard paper 0. 12 mm, two-line cancel
"NEUSTADT", superb, attest Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xb
estimate 65,4716 1850, 1 Kr. orange, handmade paper, type III, R5
"Prague", superb, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xb
estimate 55,4717 1850, 1 Kr. orange, handmade paper, type Ia,
single circle postmark "Vienna", superb
1Xb
estimate 45,4718 1850, 1 Kr. orange and 2 Kr. black, handmade
paper, two-line cancel "Opava", on piece, superb
1Xb,2Xa
estimate 200,4719 1854, 1 Kr. yellow and 2 Kr. black, machine
paper, 2 superb items, Michel 210.1,2Ya
estimate 70,4720 1854, 1 Kr. yellow, machine paper, with wide
margins, superb in every respect (choice copy), Michel
120.1Ya
estimate 45,4721 1854, 1 Kr. yellow, machine paper, type Ia,
hungarian single circle postmark "GROSSWARDEIN",
with wide margins, superb
1Ya
estimate 45,4722 1854, 1 Kr. yellow, machine paper, type III,
maschiges paper, superb, attest Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Ya
estimate 35,4723 1854, 1 Kr. yellow, machine paper, single circle
postmark "Vienna", enormous margins, superb in every
respect piece of letter
1Ya
estimate 50,4724 1854, 1 Kr. golden, machine paper, type Ib, in the
horizontal pair with part of the neighbor stamp,
centered two-line cancel "ZWICKAU" (Müller 272a),
superb in every respect piece of letter, photo expertize
BPB
1Yc
estimate 300,4725 1854, 1 Kr. sulphur yellow, machine paper, type
III, single circle postmark "Vienna", worn out printing,
superb, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Y
estimate 45,4726 1850, 2 Kr. black, handmade paper, type Ia, in the
horizontal pair, two ring cancel "MARCZALY",
superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
2Xa
estimate 140,-

AUSTRIA
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4727 1854, 2 Kr. black, machine paper, with plate flaw
"defect at the left crown band", oval cancel "Vienna",
superb
2Ya
estimate 50,4728 1854, 2 Kr. black, machine paper, type III, single
circle postmark "Vienna 1. EXP. ", superb
2Ya
estimate 30,4729 1854, 2 Kr. black, machine paper, with wide
margins, superb, Michel 90.2Ya
estimate 30,4730 1850, 3 Kr. red, handmade paper, oval cancel
"IABLUNKAU", superb
3X
estimate 40,4731 1850, 3 Kr. red and 6 Kr. brown, handmade paper,
centered Hungaria two ring cancel "KOMARON",
superb in every respect piece of letter
3/4X
estimate 60,4732 1850, 3 Kr. red, handmade paper, type Ib,
marginal impression right, watermarked and plate flaw
"white spot", two ring cancel "INNSBRUCK", superb,
expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer
3Xa
estimate 50,4733 1850, 3 Kr. rose, handmade paper, type IIIa, with
part of the upper stamp and plate flaw in the right
framework, two-line cancel "INNSBR (UCK) ", superb
3Xc
estimate 35,4734 1854, 3 Kr. pale red, machine paper, centered
single circle postmark "BUTSCHOWITZ", superb in
every respect piece of letter
3Y
estimate 30,4735 1859, 3 Kr. red, machine paper, type IIIa, two-line
cancel "Olomouc", superb cover to Zdaunek
3Y
estimate 20,4736 1852, 6 Kr. rust brown, handmade paper, type Ic,
margin copy right 3. 5 mm, single circle postmark
"PESTH", superb cover to Abony, expertized Dr.
Ferchenbauer
4Xc
estimate 140,4737 1854, 6 Kr. brown, machine paper, red single
circle postmark "registered Vienna 1858", superb
4Y
estimate 25,4738 1850, 9 Kr. dark blue, handmade paper, type IIIa,
two-line cancel "Wolf mountain" and red rectangle
cancel with one line "from Austria", insignificant small
marginal gap otherwise having enormous margins
superb item, photo expertize Ferchenbauer, R!
5X
estimate 70,4739 1851, 9 Kr. blue, handmade paper, black single
circle postmark "registered / Vienna" on letter with seal
to tan / Main, reverse cut up 6 Kr. superb
5X
estimate 50,4740 1854, 9 Kr. blue, machine paper, red single circle
postmark "registered Vienna 1857", superb
5Y
estimate 30,-
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AUSTRIA
4741 1854, 9 Kr. blue, machine paper, type IIIb,
Wz-part, star cancel "Vienna", superb in every respect
piece of letter
5Y
estimate 30,4742 1858, 9 Kr. blue, machine paper, type IIIb, single
circle postmark "ZWITTAU B. H. ", superb cover to
Vienna
5Y
estimate 25,4743 1855, 9 Kr. blue, machine paper, type IIIb, single
circle postmark "TRIEST in the evening", superb cover
to Codogno
5Y
estimate 20,4744 1851, 0. 6 Kr. dark blue, type II, in the horizontal
strip of four, the two of them right values above
touched otherwise full to having huge margins, superb
6II
estimate 350,4745 1858, 2 Kr. yellow, type I, perfect two ring cancel
"KÖTSCHACH", strong horizontal kink in the lower
margin, Michel 500.10Ia
estimate 80,4746 1859, 2 Kr. yellow, type II, red single circle
postmark "Vienna", very fine
10IIa
estimate 50,4747 1859, 2 Kr. yellow, type II, red oval cancel
"Vienna", left at the bottom blunted corner otherwise
on piece, superb, Michel 200.10IIa
estimate 50,4748 1859, 2 Kr. orange, type II, single circle postmark
"TRIEST", small on the back corrected, Michel 600.10IIe
estimate 90,4749 1858, 3 Kr. black, type Ib, so-called "bulldogs
head", red three lines frame cancel "Vienna", on piece,
superb
11Ib PFI
estimate 170,4750 1859, 3 Kr. black, type II, red stamp, superb,
Michel 250.11II
estimate 80,4751 1859, 3 Kr. black, type II, red frame cancel with 3
lines, superb, Michel 250.11II
estimate 75,4752 1859, 3 Kr. green, oval cancel "Vienna", a loose
corner perforation otherwise superb, Michel 180.12a
estimate 40,4753 1859, 3 Kr. bluish green, superb, Michel 220.12b
estimate 75,4754 1858, 5 Kr. red, type I, centered single circle
postmark "BUTSCHOWITZ", on piece, superb
13I
estimate 20,4755 1859, 5 Kr. red, type I, single circle postmark
"FELDKIRCH", superb cover to Dornbirn
13I
estimate 25,4756 1858, 10 Kr. brown, type I, hungarian single
circle postmark "KIS-KÖRÖS", on piece, superb
14I
estimate 40,-

AUSTRIA
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4757 Mixed franking: 1859, 10 Kr. brown, type I and
on the back registered postage 10 Kr. brown, type II
(horizontal Öffnungstrennung) on cover from
"FEGYVERNEK" to Pest, with one-line cancel
"RECOM. ", superb
14I,IIa
estimate 150,4758 1859, 10 Kr. brown, type II, on cover the Austrian
insurance institution with R4 "Prague" to the Rentamt
in Grafenstein, inside with "Assecuranz premium
coupon", superb
14II
estimate 50,4759 1859, 15 Kr. blue, type II, clearly machinery
offset, superb
15II
estimate 20,4760 1858, 1. 05 Kr. blue, Lombardei two ring cancel
"Milan", with wide margins, superb, expertized Seitz,
Michel 700.16a
estimate 290,4761 1858, 1. 05 Kr. pale blue, type I, 2x on complete
address list and news paper head part the "GAZZETTA
Politica, Economia Pubblica, science. . . ", single circle
postmark
"VERONA"
and
arrival
postmark
"CAPRINO", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
16a
estimate 900,4762 1858, 1. 05 Kr. gray lilac, double-line cancel,
superb, certificate Matl
17
estimate 140,4763 1858, 1. 05 Kr. lilac, slight trace of crease
otherwise superb, Michel 400.17
estimate 100,4764 1862, 3 Kr. green, red registered stamp, superb,
Michel 130.19
estimate 35,4765 1860, 3 Kr. green, single circle postmark "N:B:H:
Vienna" and "N. B. H. Vienna", 2 superb pieces
19
estimate 35,4766 1860, 5 Kr. red, two-line cancel "K. K. driving
post office" (no. 3 and 9), 2 superb pieces
20
estimate 25,4767 1860, 10 Kr. brown, oval cancel "MITTEWALD
A. D. Drava" (handwritten date), very fine (thin
margin)
21
estimate 60,4768 1863, 10 Kr. brown with on the back registered
postage 10 Kr., letter with seal from "new build IN
Vienna" to Brno, government crease, superb
21
estimate 40,4769 1862, 10 Kr. brown, single circle postmark
"UNG. HRADISCH", superb cover to Leipnik
21
estimate 20,4770 1861, 10 Kr. brown and 15 Kr. blue on cover from
"Vienna" to Lyon, superb
21/2
estimate 80,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

AUSTRIA
4771 1860, 15 Kr. blue with Hungarian single circle
postmark "ERSEMJEN", superb
22
estimate 20,4772 1861, 1. 05 Kr. light grey on wrapper with single
circle postmark "newspaper. EXPED. Vienna", superb,
Michel 500.23a
estimate 190,4773 1864, 2 Kr. yellow on complete printed matter
from "PESTH", a little blotched otherwise superb
24
estimate 80,4774 1863, 3 Kr. green, single circle postmark "Brno",
superb, expertized Seitz, Michel 110.25
estimate 40,4775 Mixed franking: 1863, 3 Kr. green in the vertical
pair and 15 Kr. brown (vertical government crease
through the stamp) on cover from "TRIEST" to
Senigallia, very fine
25 ,34
estimate 120,4776 1863, 5 Kr. rose and 10 Kr. blue, two ring cancel
"Vienna", on piece, superb
26/7
estimate 20,4777 1863, 5 Kr. rose on return receipt with red R5
"Vienna registered", superb
26
estimate 100,4778 1863, 5 Kr. rose on cover with R4
"OEDENBURG" to W. Neustadt, superb
26
estimate 30,4779 1863, 10 Kr. blue, centered single circle postmark
"WEITENSTEIN", on piece, superb
27
estimate 20,4780 1863, 15 Kr. brown, two-line cancel "DUPPAU",
superb
28
estimate 25,4781 1865, 15 Kr. brown with red registered stamp
"Vienna" on cover to Pressburg, very fine
28
estimate 60,4782 1864, 3 Kr. green (2x), 5 Kr. rose and 15 Kr.
brown on cover with two ring cancel "Vienna" to
Leghorn / Italy, black "P. D. ", superb
31/2,34
estimate 280,4783 1866, 3 Kr. green on cover with two ring cancel
"Vienna" to Hietzing, superb
31
estimate 25,4784 1863, 5 Kr. rose in the horizontal pair with
centered oval red "PEST registered", Ryan no. 1234
(900 points), on piece, superb
32
estimate 250,4785 1863, 5 Kr. rose, blue single circle postmark
"MÄHR. SCHÖNBERG", on piece, superb
32
estimate 20,4786 1864, 5 Kr. rose on cover with single circle
postmark "POSORITZ" to Brno, superb
32
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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4787 1864, 5 Kr. rose and on the back registered
postage 10 Kr. blue on cover from "KÖNIGGRAETZ"
to Vienna, one-line cancel "RECOM. ", superb
32/3
estimate 50,4788 1863, 10 Kr. blue with return cancel (RbB) "from
Cracow returned" and red registered stamp, on piece,
superb
33
estimate 150,4789 1865, 10 Kr. blue and 15 Kr. brown (corner fault)
on cover from "TRIEST" to London, superb
33/4
estimate 40,4790 1865, 10 Kr. blue, Venetia single circle postmark
"ROVIGO" and red registered R4 from Vienna on
superb piece, expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer
33a
estimate 150,4791 1868, 15 Kr. brown, correctly franked (15 Kr. =
10 Kr. German Austria + 5 Kr. Netherlands) with single
circle postmark "Vienna" to Amsterdam, one-line
cancel" Franco", superb
34
estimate 50,4792 1867, 2 - 5 Kr. "Francis Joseph", 16 values with
thimble cancels, a few better, superb lot
35-37 ,
estimate 90,4793 1874, 2 Kr. yellow and 3 Kr. green, rough print,
on cover from "Vienna" to Salzburg, superb
35/6I
estimate 30,4794 1879, 2 Kr. yellow, fine printing, 5x reverse on
cover from "Vienna" to London, 2 values defective, in
spite of larger traces of usage scarce multiple franking
35II
estimate 180,4795 Mixed franking: 1884, 3 Kr. green and 5 Kr.
"double eagle", reverse on registered local letter with
single circle postmark "railway station Vienna
ASPANG", one-line cancel "RECOM. ", superb
36II,46
estimate 220,4796 1878, 3 Kr. green, fine printing, 2x on cover from
Graz to Vienna, upper stamp perforation fault otherwise
superb
36II
estimate 60,4797 1869, 25 Kr. dark lilac in the horizontal strip of
three and single stamp with horizontal pair 5 Kr. red,
rough print, blue single circle postmark "Vienna",
decorative on piece, superb
37I,40Ic
estimate 250,4798 1872, 5 Kr. carmine in the pair and 10 Kr. blue
(reverse), rough print, with thimble cancel "TARNOW"
to Cracow, superb
37I ,38I
estimate 120,4799 1879, 5 Kr. red and 15 Kr. brown, fine printing,
on registered letter from "Vienna ALSERGRUND" to
Prague, superb
37II,39II
estimate 160,4800 1875, 5 Kr. red and 10 Kr. blue (reverse), fine
printing, on cover from "Brno", red additional
cancellation "registered Brno", very fine
37/8II
estimate 75,-

AUSTRIA
4801 1875, 5 Kr. red and 10 Kr. blue (reverse), fine
printing, on registered letter from "fork" to Liberec,
superb
37/8II
estimate 40,4802 1878, 5 Kr. red, fine printing, with blue single
circle postmark "Wave ski" on cover to Gross Cerungs,
very fine
37II
estimate 25,4803 1867, 10 Kr. blue and 15 Kr. brown, rough print,
on cover with single circle postmark "ST. PÖLTEN" to
Verona / Italy, rectangle cancel with two lines "REOM.
No. 186", superb
38/9I
estimate 100,4804 1872, 10 Kr. blue, rough print, on cover from
"Brno" to Chirlitz, superb
38I
estimate 25,4805 1882, 10 Kr. blue, fine printing, in the horizontal
pair on registered letter from Silesia to Opava, very fine
38II
estimate 40,4806 1869, 15 Kr. gray brown, fine printing and on the
back 10 Kr. registered postage on letter with seal with
two-line cancel "PILZNO" and one-line cancel
"registered", superb
39bII
estimate 50,4807 1867, 15 Kr. brown, fine printing, on cover with
oval single circle postmark "registered Vienna" to
Prague, very fine
39II
estimate 40,4808 1874, 25 Kr. lilac gray, fine printing, superb,
expertized Dr. Ferchenbauer, Michel 180.40IIa
estimate 65,4809 1867, 50 Kr. brown, rough print, two ring cancel
"money ANWSNG Znojmo", superb, photo expertize
Dr. Ferchenbauer
41Ia
estimate 70,4810 1867, 50 Kr. brown, rough print, single circle
postmark "money-direction. . . ", superb, expertized
Drahn, Michel 150.41Ia
estimate 50,4811 1874, 50 Kr. brown, fine printing, perforated L
12, two ring cancel "money-direction SPALATO", thin
spot place otherwise superb, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer, Michel 210.41II
estimate 50,4812 1896, 1 Kr. gray violet, fine printing, type III, in
the horizontal strip of five from right margin (4. 5 mm),
watermarked, single circle postmark "HAAG NIED.
OESTERR. ", partly slight error in cutting otherwise
superb
42II/IIIa
estimate 80,4813 1887, 2 and 3 Kr. "double eagle" on offical matter
with thimble single circle postmark "BREITENBACH",
very fine
44/5
estimate 50,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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4814 1883, 5 Kr. "double eagle", perforated L 9, in the
vertical pair, superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer,
Michel (600.-)
46C
estimate 220,4815 1883, without prepaid postage court returned
receipt from "PRESSNITZ", superb
estimate 20,4816 1891, 10 Kr. "Francis Joseph" on printed form
"returned receipt", single circle postmark "HAAG",
superb
54
estimate 60,4817 1896, 1 G. Violet gray and 2 G. Green with
additional franking (Michel. No. 65 2x) on money letter
front from Vienna to Kremnitz, single circle postmark
"Vienna", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
67/8
estimate 480,4818 1909, 12 H. (2x) and 30 H. "Government
anniversary", reverse on special delivery letter from
Vienna to Graz, superb
145,148
estimate 40,4819 1908, 10 Kr. "Government anniversary", rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 280.156 ★
estimate 100,4820 1908, 10 Kr. "Government anniversary", superb,
Michel 100.156
estimate 30,4821 1910, "80. birthday", rest of hinge, except for
some cheap values very fine set, Michel 600.161-77 ★
estimate 190,4822 1918, 90 H. Blackish red carmine on package card
from Vienna to Sarajevo, very fine
198
estimate 35,4823 1918, "airmail", white paper, very fine set, Michel
75.225-27yII
estimate 25,4824 1919, 10 Kr. blackish brown violet, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 120.246IA ★
estimate 40,4825 1924, "youth and TBC care" in blocks of four,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (360.-)
442-46
★★
estimate 110,4826 1933, 15 g. In the vertical pair and 50 g. "airmail"
on 12 g. Picture post postal stationery postcard on the
occasion of of the "1. Postsegelfluges Austria
Yugoslavia" with red special cancel and red flight
confirmation stamp "Graz and Maribor", superb, photo
expertize Babor
480 ,482
estimate 40,4827 1928, "10 years Republic" in corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(240.-)
494-97
★★
estimate 80,4828 1930, "pulmonary sanatoriums", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 180.512-17 ★★
estimate 50,-

AUSTRIA
4829 1930, "Lungs well-being cities", rest of hinge,
very fine set
512-17 ★
estimate 25,4830 1931, "Rotary", special cancel, very fine set,
Michel 360.518-23
estimate 130,4831 1931, "Poet", all in blocks of four from of the
right upper corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 880.524-29
★★
estimate 290,4832 1931, "Poet", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 220.524-29 ★★
estimate 70,4833 1931, "Poet", rest of hinge, very fine set
524-29 ★
estimate 35,4834 1923, 50 g. "Ignatius Seipel" in the corner margin
block of four from of the lower left corner of the sheet,
very fine MNH, Michel (160.-)
544
★★
estimate 50,4835 1933, "FIS I", very fine set from lower margin,
Michel 650.551-54 ★★
estimate 220,4836 1933, "FIS I", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 650.551-54 ★★
estimate 200,4837 1933, "FIS I" with special cancellations on letter
pieces, very fine set, Michel 350.551-54
estimate 120,4838 1933, souvenir sheet "Vienna Philatelic
Exhibition", mint never hinged with the as usual slight
adhesive patches in the upper margin, including original
envelope, superb, Michel 3600.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 1.000,4839 1933, 50 g. "Vienna Philatelic Exhibition",
ordinary paper, with special cancel, on piece, superb,
Michel 260.555A
estimate 90,4840 1933, "Catholic day" in lower left corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(1760.-)
557-62
★★
estimate 540,4841 1933, "Catholic day", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 440.557-62 ★★
estimate 130,4842 1933, "Catholic day", rest of hinge, very fine set
557-62 ★
estimate 65,4843 1933, "Catholic day", special cancel, very fine set
on letter pieces, Michel 280.557-62
estimate 100,4844 1933, 12 g. "Catholic day" with variety "dot
between 3 and n in Catholic day", very fine MNH,
Michel 200.557I ★★
estimate 70,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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4845 1933, 64 g. "Catholic day" with variety
"interrogation point under 64", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 230.562II ★★
estimate 80,4846 1934 / 6, "costumes", very fine set in normal
perforation, Michel 300.567-87 ★★
estimate 85,4847 1934, "master builder" in blocks of four from the
margin (mostly from the corner of the sheet), very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 600.591-96
★★
estimate 190,4848 1934, "master builder", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.591-96 ★★
estimate 45,4849 1935, 10 S. "airplane over landscapes", superb,
Michel 120.612 ★★
estimate 35,4850 1935, 10 S. "airplane over landscapes", rest of
hinge, superb
612 ★
estimate 20,4851 1935, "Army leader" in lower left corner margin
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel
(720.-)
617-22
★★
estimate 250,4852 1936, "FIS II contests", margin copies, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 180.623-26 ★★
estimate 60,4853 1936, "FIS II contests", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 180.623-26 ★★
estimate 55,4854 1936, "FIS II", rest of hinge, very fine set
623-26 ★
estimate 25,4855 1945, not issued: 3 Pf. dark yellow brown, very
fine MNH, attest Sturzeis, Michel 100.IVa ★★
estimate 35,4856 1945, 30 and 42 Pf. "grid overprint", type II, 2
superb items, expertized Sturzeis, Michel 105.672/3II ★★
estimate 30,4857 1945, 1 - 5 RM "Grazer overprint", type I, very
fine set mint never hinged, photo expertize kovar,
Michel 800.693-96I ★★
estimate 280,4858 1945, 5 RM "Grazer overprint", type II, small
perforation fault otherwise superb, Michel 300.696IIA ★★
estimate 75,4859 1946, not issued: "flash and mask", 2 superb
items, photo expertize Bach / Eichele, Michel 2600.VI/VII ★★
estimate 900,4860 1947, "ART EXHIBITION" with date cancel´s
"Vienna 62" on 2 covers, very fine set
812-21
estimate 35,4861 1947, "landscapes", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 100.838-53 ★★
estimate 30,-

AUSTRIA
4862 1949 / 50, 90 g., 1 and 10 S. "costumes", 3 superb
items, Michel 205.909,911,926 ★★
estimate 70,4863 1950, 1 S. carmine red, superb, Michel 110.911 ★★
estimate 40,4864 1949, "happy childhood", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 80.929-32 ★★
estimate 25,4865 1949, "happy childhood", very fine set, Michel
85.929-32
estimate 25,4866 1950, "referendum", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 150.952-54 ★★
estimate 45,4867 1950, "referendum", 30 g. Blunted corner
otherwise very fine set, Michel 150.952-54 ★★
estimate 30,4868 1951, "reconstruction", very fine set mint never
hinged, photo expertize Babor, Michel 80.960-63 ★★
estimate 25,4869 1951, "reconstruction", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 80.960-63 ★★
estimate 25,4870 1953, 1. 50 S. "Grains" on First Day Cover as
additional franking on balloon mail postal stationery
cover "10. balloon mail flight for the Paracelsushaus",
superb cover to Switzerland
982
estimate 20,4871 1953, "birds", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 300.984-87 ★★
estimate 100,4872 1953, "birds", very fine set, Michel 300.984-87
estimate 100,4873 1953, 5 S. "birds", superb, Michel 120.986
estimate 40,4874 1955, "independence", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 60.1012-16 ★★
estimate 20,4875 1973-82, 20 g. - 7 S. "nice Austria" in sheet (100)
with ornamental fields, complete except for 3 S. (small
size) and 6. 50 S., in large sheet folder, superb
condition, Michel 1800.a.1430-1711 ★★
estimate 340,-

AUSTRIA AUA FIRST FIGHT
169
4878 1966, complete year first fight, superb condition
158-92
estimate 100,AUSTRIA SPECIAL FLIGHT AUA
4879 3. 4. 1965, first flight "Vienna Tehran N DELIHI
Hong Kong manila SYDNEY", superb
estimate 30,4880 18. 7. 1933, 30 Gr. special postal stationery
postcard "four countries flight Robert Kronfeld - fare
VIENNA-ZURICH" with additional franking and
"Vienna Philatelic Exhibition" stamp superb
estimate 100,4881 1952-85, 5 different documents, flights over
Poland, Arctic and Antarctica, as well 2 first flights, all
from Austria, superb
estimate 30,4882 1969-93, "balloon mail", 30 different airmail
special documents, superb
estimate 50,AUSTRIA CHILDREN VILLAGE BALLOON MAILS
4883 20. 4. 1974, balloon mail on the occasion of of the
25. Luftfahrertag of the Austria aero clubs, a little
creasely
estimate 30,4884 1975-80, 28 different "Pro Juventute balloon
mail" - documents the 54. till 64. balloon trip with
special stamps and special cancellations, superb
estimate 120,4885 1963-71, 19 almost only different "Christkindl
Christmas balloon mail" - documents with special
cancellations, vignettes etc., superb
estimate 85,-

AUSTRIA AIRMAIL TILL 1938
nach Handbuch Roland F. Kohl
4876 21. 4. 1927, first flight "Vienna Wroclaw",
commemorative card (white box), superb
27.10c
estimate 25,4877 1913, Austrian Militärpiloten: 6 different picture
postcards from officially postcard booklet the Vienna
Flight field society, unused, superb
estimate 220,-

AUSTRIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
4886 1881, 2 Kr. red-brown, card (German) with
additional franking 3 Kr. green, fine printing, from
"Vienna" to Basle / Switzerland, superb
P 25,36II
estimate 30,4887 1882, 2 Kr. red-brown, card (Slov. ) with thimble
single circle postmark "STEINBÜCHEL" to Vienna,
superb
P 30
estimate 40,4888 1889, 2 Kr. brown, card (German) with additional
franking 3 Kr. "double eagle" from "LEOPOLDSTADT
Vienna" to England, superb
P 43,45
estimate 30,4889 1861, 5 Kr. red, size A, cover with
Addition-Mischfrankatur 10 Kr. pale blue from
"Vienna" (two ring cancel) to Rovereto, very fine
U 2A,27
estimate 250,4890 1865, 15 Kr. brown, watermark 1, cover with on
the back registered postage 10 Kr. blue from "N. B. H.
Vienna" to Apathin, rectangle cancel with one line
"Recom. ", superb
U 35,33
estimate 150,-
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AUSTRIA POSTAL STATIONERIES
4891 1876, 3 Kr. green, watermark 3, cover with
additional franking 2 Kr. yellow, fine printing, to
Vienna, superb
U 59,35II
estimate 80,4892 1936, private postal stationery postcard "Olympia
trip 1936 - LZ 129" with 15 and 12 g, unused, superb
estimate 150,AUSTRIA COLLECTIONS
4893 Mint never hinged collection Austria from
1964-2010 in 3 hingeless album, except for foil stamps
seeming complete, superb condition
★★
estimate 480,4894 Mint never hinged collection Austria from
1959-2000 in the stockbook, complete except for postal
stamps, superb condition, Michel 1200.★★
estimate 290,4895 Complete mint never hinged collection Austria
from 1985-2001 in the Borek album with mounts with
some sheetlet, superb condition
★★
estimate 180,4896 Complete mint never hinged collection Austria
from 1961-83, superb condition, Michel 390.★★
estimate 110,4897 Almost only mint never hinged collection Austria
from 1945-72, from Michel no. 697 except for few
issues complete, cancelled values not calculated, almost
only superb condition, Michel 2100.★ ★, ★
estimate 390,4898 Mainly cancelled part of a collection from
1945-59 with good middle issues, mostly superb
condition, Michel approximate 650., ★ ★, ★
estimate 80,4899 Neat collection Austria from 1945-65, mostly
superb condition, favorable!, Michel more then 800.★,
estimate 90,4900 1947-65, cancelled neat collection on stock pages
with smaller complete issues, partly specialized, almost
only superb condition
a.838-1176 ,
estimate 75,4901 Collection Austria from 2002-06 in the Lindner
album with mounts, mint never hinged more then
complete with many sheetlet, additional still used
almost complete, superb condition, face value EUR
408.★ ★,
estimate 500,4902 Collection Austria including area till approximate
1972 in the old Schaubek album with amongst other
things many good sets the 30s years, from the
beginning condition varies, later almost only superb
condition
,★
estimate 500,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

AUSTRIA COLLECTIONS
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4903 Mostly cancelled neat collection Austria from
1850-1976 in the Schaubek album, including
Lombardei and Venetia, post in the Levant, Bosnia
Herzegovina and army postal service, almost only
superb condition, Michel more then 3000., ★ ★, ★
estimate 350,4904 Small, mostly mint collection Austria from
1890-1917, almost only superb condition, Michel
approximate 800.★,
estimate 120,4905 Mainly cancelled collection Austria from
1867-2003 with some middle issues and postage due
stamps, almost only superb condition, inspect!
, ★ ★, ★
estimate Gebot
4906 1883-89, interesting collection "double eagle"
mainly on covers and postal stationery postcards, with
mostly beautiful cancellations, in total 57 documents!,
superb collection for the specialists
44-47
estimate 750,AUSTRIA LOTS
4907 1850, 7 different covers, condition varies
3-5
estimate 90,4908 1858-1884, nice lot of 112 values, as well color
shades, good stamp (also colored) etc., almost only
superb and superb in every respect items, inspect!
,
estimate 550,4909 1863, small interesting lot of 29 values with
beautiful cancellations, Prachtlost
aus 24-28 ,
estimate 190,4910 2 duplicate stockbooks Austria from 1867-1937,
treasure trove!
,★
estimate 150,4911 1908-1938, lot of 56 documents, treasure trove!
estimate 90,4912 1938-43, 13 different documents from the time of
the "German Reich, a few scarce stamp, mostly superb
estimate 75,4913 Mint never hinged duplicate lot from 1947-2001
clean in the stockbook, 1962-78 in fact complete
(mostly 3x), from 1984 seeming 1x complete, with
some sheetlet, superb condition
★★
estimate 300,4914 Small mint never hinged collection Austria in the
stockbook from 1964-67, 1975-78 and 1983-93,
seeming complete, superb condition
★★
estimate 100,4915 1997, 19 descriptions the Austrian Country
printing office including accompanying, with diagonal
line cancelled stamp, superb
estimate Gebot
Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

AUSTRIA LOMBARDEI AND VENETIA
4916 1850, 5 C. ochre yellow, handmade paper, in the
horizontal strip of three, with traces of a machinery
set-off, rectangle cancel with one line "MANTOVA",
superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
1Xa
estimate 300,4917 1850, 5 C. ochre yellow, handmade paper, single
circle postmark "Milan", photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer
1Xa
estimate 40,4918 1850, 10 C. black, handmade paper, type Ia,
single circle postmark "VENEZIA", on piece, superb,
photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
2Xa
estimate 50,4919 1854, 10 C. black, machine paper, type III, plate
A, two-line cancel "PADOV (A) ", superb, attest
Klambauer
2Ya
estimate 80,4920 1850, 15 C. rose, handmade paper, type IIa, plate
3, marginal impression left, single circle postmark"
(BRE) SCIA", superb
3Xb
estimate 20,4921 1850, 30 C. brown, type I, clearly offset, superb
4X
estimate 20,4922 1850, 30 C. dark brown (3x), handmade paper,
type I, always with plate flaw "colour spot in the coat of
arms background" (no. 19, 20), amongst other things
two-line cancel "VILLAFRANCA", superb, photo
expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
4Xa ,
estimate 150,4923 1850, 45 C. dark blue, handmade paper, type I,
underlying middle, clearly machinery offset, with plate
flaw "frame breakage top left", two-line cancel" (pad)
OVA", superb, photo expertize Dr. Ferchenbauer
5Xa
estimate 75,4924 1850, 45 C. dark blue, handmade paper, type I,
clearly and centric underlying middle, with plate flaw
"white spots", rectangle cancel with one line "Milan",
superb cover to Trento, photo expertize Dr.
Ferchenbauer, handbook 520.5Xa
estimate 150,4925 1858, 2 special yellow and 3 special green, type
II, on cover from "CAVARZERE" (single circle cancel)
to Venezia, very fine (a little blotched)
6II,8
estimate 250,4926 1859, 3 special black, type II, single circle
postmark "VENEZIA", superb, expertized Dr.
Ferchenbauer, Michel 120.7IIa
estimate 50,4927 1859, 3 special black, type II, superb, Michel
140.7IIa
estimate 40,4928 1858, 3 special black and 10 special lilac brown,
type II, on small cover from "RECOARO" (double-line
cancel) to Torino, superb
7IIa,10II
estimate 600,-

AUSTRIA LOMBARDEI AND VENETIA
171
4929 1862, 3 special green in the horizontal pair on
piece with single circle postmark "VENEZIA", superb,
expertized Buehler
8a
estimate 80,4930 1858, 5 special red, type I, in the vertical strip of
three, single circle postmark "VENEZIA", lower stamp
separated, superb
9I
estimate 40,4931 1859, 15 special blue, type I, 2x on large part of a
letter to "TORINO", rectangle cancel with one line
"Milan 24-3" (without year date) and red additional
cancellation "RACCOMANDATA", superb
11I
estimate 180,4932 1864, 3 special green in the horizontal pair and 5
special rose, on sorrow letter cover from "VENEZIA"
to Milan, superb
20 ,22
estimate 200,4933 1858 / 61, 8 different documents from Michel no.
9 - 13, as well 2 with mixed franking, mixed quality
estimate 90,-

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

AUSTRIA POST IN THE LEVANT
4934 Forerunner: 1864, 2 special yellow, 2x on piece,
single circle postmark "Alexandria", on piece, superb,
expertized amongst other things Seitz
V 19
estimate 380,4935 1883, 10 special blue, 5x on registered letter from
"SMIRNE" to Vienna, thence to Bad Villach
forwarded, legitimate defects (above right stamp tear),
R!
4II
estimate 380,4936 1894-1900, 10 Pa. on 3 Kr., 1 Pia. on 10 Kr. and 1
Pia. on 25 H., 5 covers to Berlin, superb
21,23,34
estimate 40,AUSTRIA POST IN CHINA
4937 1908, Beijing: K. and K. Detachment command:
Verrechnungsnachweis from navy Zahlamt Pola over
there delivered emperor Jubiläumsbriefmarken with
quantal data, superb
estimate 60,AUSTRIA ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
4938 1917, 6 H. Orange on complete wrapper with
fieldpost cancel no. "340", superb
50
estimate 110,4939 1907, two ring cancel "K. And K. army postal
service branch / PLEVIJE" on Austria-Hungarian
fieldpost printed form card from the Sandschak
(mailings from the Sandschak till 70 Gr. samples free of
postage) as well rectangle cancel with one line
FRANCO", superb
estimate 120,4940 Approximate. 1943, window envelope "free of
charge" for the "tracing service" of the Austrian Red
Cross the abbot. For internees, superb
estimate 20,-

POLAND
4941 1860, 10 K. blue / rose, very fine (small corner
crease), Michel 250.1a
estimate 70,4942 1928, souvenir sheet "Warsaw", rest of hinge in
the margin, center piece mint never hinged, superb
Bl. 1 ★
estimate 130,4943 1937, "attendance of the king from Romania", 3
mint never hinged superb souvenir sheets, Michel 150.Bl. 2-4 ★★
estimate 45,4944 1945, 5 Zl. On 25 Gr. "January uprising", superb,
Michel 100.389
estimate 30,4945 1917, fieldpost card from Wierzbnik Russ. Poland
with violet censorship stamp "K. And K. Military
censorship IN WIERZBNIK" and violet two ring cancel
"K. And K. district command WIERZBNIK", superb
estimate 50,POLAND COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4946 Collection Poland till 1939, the first years weak
be present, the overprints 1919 not calculated there
unchecked, condition condition varies, Michel more
then 1000.,★
estimate 75,4947 Except for some items the years 1966 / 7 complete
mint never hinged collection Poland from 1966-70 in
the KA-BE album, with many sheetlet, sheet and
se-tenant, superb condition
★★
estimate 90,4948 Complete mint never hinged collection Poland
from 1998-2001 in the KA-BE album with sheetlet,
se-tenant and many stamp booklet, superb condition
★★
estimate 120,4949 1983-2005, collection from 978 almost only
different first day covers Poland in 9 ring binder, almost
only superb condition
estimate 290,PORTUGAL
4950 1853, 50 R. blue-green, centered number
postmark "50", slight trace of crease otherwise superb,
expertized amongst other things Grobe, Michel 2400.3b
estimate 650,4951 1855, 5 R. red-brown, smooth hair, right very
close margin, at the bottom partly minimal touched
otherwise having bright colors superb item, Michel
1200.5
estimate 320,4952 1862, 100 R. lilac, superb, photo expertize Nucleo
Filatelico, Michel 130.16
estimate 50,4953 1866, 20 R. olive brown, superb, signed
Zumstein, Michel 90.19
estimate 30,4954 1867, 100 R. dark lilac, superb, Michel 140.23
estimate 45,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

PORTUGAL
172
4955 1867, 10 R. yellow only with red "P. D. " stamp
cancelled, very fine, R!
26
estimate 50,4956 1870, 240 R. lilac, number postmark "1", superb,
Michel 600.33
estimate 190,4957 1870-84, 17 different values "value bands in
Türbogenform", very fine / superb, Michel 712.a. 34-49,60
estimate 150,4958 1873, 240 R. lilac, perforated 12½, as usual
perforated superb, Michel 1500.44B
estimate 390,4959 1879, 10 R. blue-green, ordinary paper, perforated
12½, thin spot place otherwise superb, expertized
Drahn, Michel 320.47xaB
estimate 85,4960 1895, "King Carlos I", rest of hinge, 13 values
(without Michel no. 129), as usual perforated superb,
Michel 600.124-37 ★
estimate 180,4961 1943, "colonial exhibition", rest of hinge, very
fine set
578-80 ★
estimate 25,4962 1940, "legion", rest of hinge, very fine set
606-13 ★
estimate 40,4963 1947, souvenir sheet "traditional costumes II",
mint never hinged, small corner crease, stamps superb,
Michel 350.Bl. 13 ★★
estimate 75,4964 1977-79, "Europe" 3 souvenir sheets always on
First Day Cover, superb, Michel 195.Bl. 20,23,27
estimate 60,4965 1980-90, 17 different souvenir sheets with first
days special cancellations, superb, Michel 144.aus Bl. 29-71
estimate 30,4966 1980-90, 10 different souvenir sheets on first day
covers, souvenir sheets superb, Michel 165.aus Bl. 29-71
estimate 30,PORTUGAL COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4967 Almost only cancelled lot different medium
values till 1895, very fine / superb, Michel 2600.,★
estimate 380,4968 1977-90, lot almost only first day covers, single
stamps and souvenir sheets, superb, Michel 320., , ★★
estimate 40,PORTUGAL AZORES
4969 1980, souvenir sheet "112. anniversary of the first
stamp issues", 390x on first day covers, superb, Michel
3120.Bl. 1
estimate 190,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

PORTUGAL MADEIRA
4970 1980, souvenir sheet "112. anniversary of the first
stamp issues", 350x with first day special cancel,
superb, Michel 1225.Bl. 1
estimate 150,ROMANIA
4971 1865, 20 Par. Red, plain paper, in the vertical
block of six (vertical folded between the stamps), 3
values mint never hinged, superb
13x ★ ★, ★
estimate 120,4972 1865, 20 Par. Red, both types, rest of hinge, 2
superb items
13x ★
estimate 30,4973 1866, 2 and 5 Par. "Karl I. in the pearl circle",
thick paper, rest of hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 155.14/5x ★
estimate 55,4974 1866, "Karl I. in the pearl circle", thin paper, rest
of hinge, 4 superb items, Michel 220.14-16ya,b ★
estimate 70,4975 1866, 20 Par. Black on rose, thin paper, both
types, rest of hinge, 2 superb items
16y ★
estimate 30,4976 1871 / 2, "Karl I. with full beard", cancelled lot of
34 values in minor shade, a little mixed quality with
some superb items, Michel 2130.26-30,32-34
estimate 200,4977 1926, 6 L. "Ferdinand I", color variety in blue,
rest of hinge, superb
300F ★
estimate 50,4978 1926, 10 L. "Ferdinand I", color variety in red,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel (300.-)
302F ★★
estimate 90,4979 1932, "scout camp Sibiu", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 110.437-42 ★★
estimate 35,4980 1932, "scout camp Sibiu", normal perforation,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 110.437-42 ★★
estimate 25,4981 1959, souvenir sheet "philatelic service", superb,
Michel 180.Bl. 42 ★★
estimate 60,4982 1963, "Olympic Winter Games", unperforated,
1000x, superb, Michel 7500.2203-10B
estimate 350,4983 1971, souvenir sheet "Sojus", unperforated,
superb, Michel 180.Bl. 86 ★★
estimate 60,4984 1972, souvenir sheet "olympic games", superb,
Michel 90.Bl. 94 ★★
estimate 30,4985 1972, souvenir sheet "Apollo-manifesto", superb,
Michel 80.Bl. 103 ★★
estimate 25,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

ROMANIA
173
4986 1975, souvenir sheet "monument protection year",
superb, Michel 60.Bl. 122 ★★
estimate 20,4987 1975, souvenir sheet "monument protection year"
on First Day Cover, superb, Michel 120.Bl. 122
estimate 40,4988 1971-75, "Europe", all 5 sheetlet sets complete
with first day cancel`s, Michel no. 3258 / 9 2x, superb
KB
estimate 20,ROMANIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
4989 1967-72, part of a collection on pages (a few
duplicates not calculated), superb, Michel 270., ★★
estimate 30,4990 1976-83, souvenir sheets "Intereuropa", complete
lot, superb
Bl. ★★
estimate 20,4991 Before 1900 till approximate 2000, lot mostly
complete sets and souvenir sheets, almost only postwar,
in a large stockbook, approximate 1000 values,
favorable!
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 75,4992 1906-61, cancelled clean lot different, mainly
complete issues, very fine / superb, Michel 450.estimate 55,4993 1970-77, 38 different souvenir sheets, almost only
superb condition, Michel 2013: 220.a.Bl. 75-146
estimate 45,4994 1970-77, 32 different souvenir sheets, almost only
superb condition, Michel 2013: 170.a.Bl. 75-146
estimate 35,RUSSIA
4995 1858, 20 K. dark blue / yellow orange, number
postmark "24", superb, Michel 150.6
estimate 50,4996 1858, 20 K. dark blue / yellow orange, town
cancel, superb, Michel 150.6
estimate 45,4997 1866, 10 - 30 K. "post horns without
thunderbolts", rest of hinge, 3 having bright colors
superb items, Michel 340.21-23x ★
estimate 100,4998 1866, 30 K. rose / green, horizontal laid paper, in
the part sheet of 10 pieces, partly a little separated,
fresh colors, superb, RR!
23x ★
estimate 600,4999 1866, 30 K. rose / green, horizontal laid paper,
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 160.23x ★
estimate 50,5000 1884, 70 K. sienna light / bright yellowish orange
in the sheet of 25, only 3 values rest of hinge, otherwise
all mint never hinged, superb in every respect (choice
copy), RR!
36 ★ ★, ★
estimate 1.000,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

RUSSIA
5001 1884, 70 K. sienna light / bright yellowish orange,
perforated Ks 14½:15, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
100.36A ★
estimate 30,5002 1884, 7 R. black / orange yellow, rest of hinge,
very fine, Michel 950.39y ★
estimate 220,5003 1917, 10 K. dark blue / brown on vivid greenish
blue, perforated L 11½, on small superb cover
102A
estimate Gebot
5004 1997, "native fauna" and "Russian museum", 5
sheetlet (Michel. No. 597-601, 623-26), very fine
MNH, Michel 70.KB ★★
estimate 20,5005 1999, "crossing of the Alps Russian militaries" in
the sheetlet set, superb, Michel 100.749/50KB ★★
estimate 30,5006 2003, "Tennis-Davis-Cup" in the sheetlet set, very
fine MNH, Michel 70.1061/2KB ★★
estimate 20,5007 1946, red cross prisoners card from a detention
camp in Russia, superb
estimate 25,5008 Liner "Sslawa", colored, unused picture postcard
from 1903, very fine
estimate Gebot

RUSSIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
174
5015 Complete unhinged mint year 2016, superb
condition, Michel 390.★★
estimate 130,SAN MARINO
5016 1932, "new post building", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 1300.175-79 ★★
estimate 390,5017 1932, "opening the electrical train", mint never
hinged, set very fine, Michel 300.180-83 ★★
estimate 75,5018 1932, "50. day of death from Garibaldi", all with
margin, very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 1300.184-91 ★★
estimate 420,5019 1934, "philatelic exhibition", rest of hinge, very
fine set
202-05 ★
estimate 20,5020 1945, 25 L. "coat of arms" in the sheetlet (10),
very fine MNH, Michel 200.333KB ★★
estimate 65,5021 1950, 55 and 100 L. "airmail", 2 superb items,
Michel 76.447/8 ★★
estimate 20,5022 1991, "European world space flight" in sheetlet,
superb, Michel 160.1465/6 KB
estimate 40,-

RUSSIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5011 Collection Russia with Soviet Union till 1955, the
first years weak be present, with many good middle
values, sets and souvenir sheets, mostly Pracherhaltung,
Michel more then 2500., ★ ★, ★
estimate 290,5012 2010-15, lot of 65 different cancelled souvenir
sheets, superb condition, Michel 450.Bl.
estimate 130,5013 Complete cancelled year 2014, superb condition,
Michel 318.estimate 90,5014 Complete unhinged mint year 2015, superb
condition, Michel 340.★★
estimate 110,-

SWEDEN
5023 1857, 4 Skill (ing Banco). Bco. Gray ultramarine
(Facit catalogue 2j2), single circle postmark
"CARLSKRONA", lower right corner perforation lots
otherwise superb, expertized Pfenninger and Sjöman
and color determination Harbrecht, Facit catalogue
4400.- skr.
2c
estimate 120,5024 1856, 1 Skill (ing Banco). Bco. Black (Facit
catalogue 6A2), superb, Facit catalogue 4000.- skr.
6
estimate 120,5025 1858, 9 Ö. violet, 3 values in color shades, mixed
quality
8
estimate 130,5026 1862, 3 Ö. yellow brown, single circle postmark
"Stockholm 4 TUR", left small fissure otherwise as
usual perforated superb, Michel 380.13
estimate 75,5027 1866, 17 Ö. red lilac, superb, photo expertize
Obermüller, Michel 140.15a
estimate 50,5028 1869, 17 Ö. gray, upper right corner blunt
otherwise superb, Michel 800.15b
estimate 150,5029 1891, 5 - 50 Ö. "King Oskar II", rest of hinge, 8
superb items, Michel 208.41-48 ★
estimate 50,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

RUSSIA ZWANGSSPENDENMARKEN
5009 1922, "Hunger aid for the southeast", very fine
set, Michel 200.1-4 (★)
estimate 65,RUSSIA
LOCAL STAMPS
5010 Moscow / St. Petersburg: 1863, 5 K. black / blue
in the mint never hinged part sheet from 16 pieces from
of the right upper corner of the sheet, superb in every
respect (choice copy), R!
2 ★★
estimate 350,-

SWEDEN
5030 1903, 5 Kr. "main post office", a number of rest of
hinge, very fine, Michel 200.54 ★
estimate 50,5031 1916, "Country storm I", rest of hinge, last piece
of the set gum partly shaded otherwise very fine set,
Michel 150.86-96 ★
estimate 40,5032 1916, "Country storm II", rest of hinge, very fine
set, Michel 300.97-106 ★
estimate 90,5033 1916, "Country storm II", very fine set, Michel
500.97-106
estimate 170,5034 1924, "World postal service congress", 10, 80 Ö
and 1 Kr. perforation fault otherwise very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 1300.144-58 ★★
estimate 380,5035 1924, 1 Kr. "World postel congress", superb,
Michel 70.156
estimate 25,5036 1924, "Universal Postel Union", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 1500.159-73 ★★
estimate 480,5037 1924, "Universal Postel Union", rest of hinge, as
usual perforated very fine set
159-73 ★
estimate 170,5038 1934, 90 Ö. pale blue, white paper, rest of hinge,
superb, Facit catalogue 950.- skr.
200II ★
estimate 35,5039 1936, "300 years post", very fine set mint never
hinged (12 values)
227-38A ★★
estimate 120,5040 1936, "300 years post", normal perforation, very
fine set mint never hinged (12 values)
227-38A ★★
estimate 100,5041 1939, "200 years academy of sciences", two-sided
and four sides perforated, very fine set (6 values),
Michel 56. 50
272-75A/B ★★
estimate 20,5042 1942, 20 Kr. "swans", on all sides perforated, very
fine MNH, Michel 130.290B ★★
estimate 40,5043 1942, 20 Kr. "swans", four sides perforated,
normal perforation, mint never hinged, superb, Michel
130.290B ★★
estimate 35,5044 1979-86, 8 souvenir sheets complete and 4 stamp
booklet panes with first day special cancel, superb,
Michel 63. 90
Bl. 7-14,H-Bl.
estimate 25,SWEDEN OFFICIAL STAMPS
5045 1874, 6 Ö. lilac gray, perforated 14, mint never
hinged, small brown dot otherwise superb, R!
D 4A ★★
estimate 90,-

SWEDEN OFFICIAL STAMPS
175
5046 1881, 12 Ö. blue, perforated 13, with interesting
missing print over right numeral of value, rest of hinge,
as usual perforated superb
D 6B ★
estimate Gebot
5047 1874-1893, interesting lot of 129 values, with also
better colours and stamp, a little mixed quality with
many superb items, inspect!, Michel more then 3300.;★
estimate 390,SWEDEN POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5048 1874, "Solve", 7 values, perforated 14, rest of
hinge, very fine / superb, Michel 516.P 2,3,5,7cA,8-10A ★
estimate 90,5049 Lot of 13 values "Solve", very fine / superb,
Michel 330.★,
estimate 50,SWEDEN ANNUAL
5050 1981, year book, superb, Facit catalogue 800.skr.
★★
estimate 30,5051 1987 / 8, year book the postal administration with
black print of the King and Queen and trial stamps
booklet "Cathedral Uppsala", superb
★★
estimate 40,SWEDEN COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5052 1948 / 63, registration label "FRAN
UTLANDET" on 2 registered letters from Spain and an
airmail letter from Ecuador, superb
estimate 50,5053 Mint never hinged duplicate lot Sweden from
1945-69 in the stockbook, with also better perforations
and pairs, superb condition, Michel 1580.★★
estimate 190,5054 1858-1943, interesting old part of a collection
with some good issues, amongst other things Michel
no. 15, 26A, 37 used, 96, 106 *, service- and postage
due stamps etc., condition very fine / superb, Michel
more then 1600.,★
estimate 250,5055 1855-1941, old part of a collection on pages,
condition varies, Michel approximate 850.,★
estimate 90,5056 1855-1889, clean cancelled lot Sweden from 237
values with good middle issues, also a few better
cancellations, a little mixed quality with many superb
items, inspect!, Michel more then 3200.estimate 380,5057 Seeming almost complete collection first day
covers from 1978-2005 in 7 letter albums, as well
airmail letter sheets and postcards, superb
estimate 290,5058 Small unused lot Sweden from 1886-1918, almost
only superb condition, Michel 1000.★, ★ ★
estimate 180,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SWEDEN POSTAL STATIONERIES
5059 1883-98, over 40 postal stationery postcards to
Germany, a few interesting stamp, very fine / superb
estimate 75,OLD SWITZERLAND ZURICH
5060 1843, 4 Rp. black / dark brownish red, lines
background vertical, type I, with red rosette on large
piece with additional cancellations, left upper corner
corrected otherwise with enormous margins having
bright colors decorative superb in every respect piece of
letter, photo expertize Eichele, Michel (14. 000.-)
1I
estimate 3.500,5061 1843, 4 Rp. black / dark brownish red, lines
background horizontal, type I, black rosette (50% extra
charge!), photo expertize Rellstab: ". . . Full- to very
large margins, slightly and neat cancelled. In the right
margin at the bottom small repair and in the lower part
horizontal trace of crease. "
1II
estimate 4.500,SWITZERLAND
5062 1850, 5 Rp. black / vermilion on blue, without
framed cross, on large piece with "P. P. " and additional
cancellation "AADORF", superb in every respect piece
of letter, photo expertize of the Weid
7II
estimate 300,5063 1850, 5 Rp. black / vermilion on blue, without
framed cross, double red print of the crest, small thin at
the upper margin otherwise fresh colors superb, R!,
photo expertize Hunziker, Michel 4000.7IIDDII
estimate 900,5064 1852, 15 Rp. "small numeral", type 4, blue
lozenge, slight horizontal trace of crease otherwise
superb, Michel 1600.10
estimate 350,5065 1854, 5 Rp. brown orange, 1. Munich printing,
(Zst. 22Aa), at the bottom a little cut into otherwise
mostly superb with wide margins, Michel 1500.13Ia
estimate 350,5066 1855, 5 Rp. gray brown (full margins, upper
margin copy) with 15 Rp. rose (three sided full
margins), Bern printing I, (Zst. 22Ba and 24Ba) on face
of cover from Nesslau to stone, superb
13,15IIAym
estimate 110,5067 1855, 5 Rp. brown, yellow silk thread, Bern
printing II, (Zst. 22C), large margins all around superb
in every respect (choice copy), expertized Marchand
13IIAyn
estimate 80,5068 1854, 10 Rp. medium blue, 2. Munic printing,
(Zst. 23A), clear to large margins all round, superb,
expertized of the Weid, Michel 550.14Ib
estimate 120,5069 1855, 10 Rp. blue, Bern printing I, (Zst. 23Ba),
full margins on cover from St. Gallen to Rheineck,
stamp a little blotched otherwise superb cover
14IIAym
estimate 80,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SWITZERLAND
176
5070 1862, 10 Rp. bright blue, Bern printing III, (Zst.
23G), large margins all around on small choice copy
letter from "LAUSANNE" to Trelex, photo expertize
Hermann
14IIBym
estimate 60,5071 1854, 15 Rp. light purple carmine, 2. Munich
printing, (Zst. 24Ad), blue lozenge, horizontal crease
otherwise large margins all around superb, expertized
abbot
15Ib
estimate 50,5072 1856, 15 Rp. rose, Bern printing I, (Zst. 24Ba),
left touched lightly on cover from Yverdon to
Interlaken, superb
15IIAym
estimate 60,5073 1857, 15 Rp. rose, Bern printing II, (Zst. 24F),
partly a little thickly lozenge, superb with wide
margins, photo expertize Berra-Gautschy, Michel 300.15IIAzm
estimate 90,5074 1854, 20 Rp. yellow orange, Bern printing I, (Zst.
25Bc), large margins all around, small thin otherwise
superb
16IIAym
estimate 70,5075 1862, 2 Rp. gray, Bern printing III, (Zst. 21G), at
the bottom slightly cut into otherwise superb, Michel
480.19
estimate 110,5076 1862, 30 C. vermilion and vermilion, 2 superb
items, Michel 90.25a,b
estimate 30,5077 1863 / 4, 60 C. reddish bronze and 1 Fr. gold, 2
values very fine, Michel 270.27,28c
estimate 70,5078 1863, 1 Fr. ormolu, corner perforation crease
otherwise superb, Michel 420.28a
estimate 100,5079 1864, 1 Fr. gold with cliché defect "cleaved
margin line left above", superb, photo expertize
Hermann
28c
estimate 50,5080 1867, 2 C. red-brown, superb, Michel 240.29b
estimate 85,5081 1867, 30 C. pale ultramarine, Falrzeste, very fine,
Michel 500.33 ★
estimate 120,5082 1867, 40 C. gray, as usual perforated, superb,
Michel 140.34
estimate 35,5083 1882, 5 C. lilac brown and 10 C. bright rose red, 2
superb items, Michel 200.46/7
estimate 55,5084 1882, 5 C. lilac brown, superb, Michel 120.46
estimate 40,5085 1882, 10 C. bright rose red, superb, Michel 80.47
estimate 25,-

SWITZERLAND
5086 1882, 15 C. bright yellow ochre, superb,
expertized Liniger, Michel 300.49
estimate 110,5087 1882, 20 C. orange, perforated K 11 ½: 11 (Zst.
66D), rest of hinge, superb, expertized Marchand,
Michel 160.58C ★
estimate 50,5088 1882, 25 C. green, control mark X, perforated K
11 ½: 11, (Zst. 67C) rest of hinge, as usual perforated
superb, expertized Marchand, Michel 300.59XC ★
estimate 75,5089 1882, 50 C. blue, perforated K 9 3 / 4:9¼, very
fine (as usual perforation), Michel 380.62B
estimate 90,5090 1900, 10 C. "Universal Postel Union", plate I and
II, 2 superb items, Michel 95.73I,II
estimate 30,5091 1905, 3 Fr. yellow brown, perforated K 11 ½: 11,
superb, Michel 190.80C
estimate 60,5092 1907, 30 C. brown, perforated K 11 ½: 11, granite
paper, superb, Michel 420.90C
estimate 150,5093 1908, 40 C. dark magenta / chrome yellow,
superb, Michel 110.101
estimate 40,5094 1908, "seated Helvetia" (Michel. No. 103, 105,
107, 109 / 10x), smooth gum, in centric cancelled
blocks of four, superb
estimate 40,5095 1908, 70 C. reddish brown blackish /
hellchromgelb,, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 65.108 ★
estimate 20,5096 1908, 3 Fr. blackish gray yellow / dull yellow, rest
of hinge, very fine, Michel 320.110 ★
estimate 80,5097 1909, 15 C. violet purple with variety "colour spot
to the hair under L in Helvetia", rest of hinge, very fine
(a short perforation), Michel - .!
116I ★
estimate 30,5098 1915, postal stamps in centric cancelled blocks of
four, superb
124-26
estimate 40,5099 1915, 80 C. on 70 C. reddish brown blackish /
pale chrome-yellow with variety "right 8 top right
open", superb, Michel 450.127I
estimate 150,5100 1915, "Pro Juventute", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 110.128/9 ★
estimate 35,5101 1915, 10 C. "Pro Juventute", rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 110.129 ★
estimate 35,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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5102 1915, 10 C. "Pro Juventute", superb, Michel 110.129
estimate 35,5103 1916, "Pro Juventute", rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 80.130-32 ★
estimate 25,5104 1916, 10 C. "Pro Juventute", superb, Michel 90.132
estimate 30,5105 1917, "Pro Juventute", mint never hinged, very
fine set, Michel 100.133-35 ★★
estimate 35,5106 1917, "Pro Juventute", very fine set, Michel 110.133-35
estimate 40,5107 1916 / 8, 60 C. blackish reddish orange / dull
yellow orange and 80 C. gray / matt reddish orange,
ordinary paper, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.140/1x ★★
estimate 20,5108 1918, "Pro Juventute", mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 60.143/4 ★★
estimate 20,5109 1919, 50 C. airmail stamp, superb, Michel 160.145
estimate 55,5110 1920, 30 C. "air traffic Basle Frankfurt", rest of
hinge, superb
152 ★
estimate 45,5111 1921, "Pro Juventute", very fine set, Michel 85.172-74
estimate 30,5112 1922, 40 C. "Pro Juventute", superb, Michel 80.178
estimate 25,5113 1923, "airmail", ordinary paper, rest of hinge,
very fine set
179-84x ★
estimate 20,5114 1923, 40 C. "Pro Juventute", superb, Michel 60.188
estimate 20,5115 1924, "airmail", ordinary paper, rest of hinge,
very fine set
189-91x ★
estimate 20,5116 1924, "airmail", ordinary paper, very fine set,
Michel 170.189-91x
estimate 65,5117 1924, 90 C. - 1. 50 Fr. "coat of arms", ordinary
paper, 3 superb items, Michel 390.194,196/7x ★★
estimate 130,5118 1931, 3 C. lilac ultramarine on dull yellowish
orange, smooth gum, in the centric cancelled block of
four, superb
199x
estimate 20,5119 1933, 15 C. bright brown red on dull yellowish
orange, ribbed gum, superb, Michel 100.205z ★★
estimate 35,5120 1933, 40 C. dark carmine purple / mattolivgrau,
ribbed gum, very fine MNH, Michel 120.208y ★★
estimate 40,-
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5121 1928, 5 Fr. "mountainscapes", very fine MNH,
Michel 400.227 ★★
estimate 140,5122 1933, "winged cover", ordinary paper, superb,
Michel 160.233/4x
estimate 55,5123 1929, 40 C. "winged cover", ordinary paper,
superb, Michel 100.234x
estimate 35,5124 1930, 2 Fr. "letter deaf", ordinary paper, rest of
hinge, superb
245x ★
estimate 30,5125 1930, 2 Fr. "letter deaf", ordinary paper, rest of
hinge, as usual perforated superb
245x ★
estimate 25,5126 1934, "landscapes", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 110.270-76 ★★
estimate 40,5127 1934, souvenir sheet "NABA", very fine MNH,
Michel 800.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 280,5128 1936 / 7, airmail stamps, 4 Pachtwerte, Michel
67.291-93,310
estimate 20,5129 1936, "Pro Patria", superb strip, Michel 52.A294-96 ★★
estimate 20,5130 1936, "Pro Patria", superb strip, Michel 146.A294-96
estimate 50,5131 1936, souvenir sheet "Pro Patria", very fine MNH,
Michel 75.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 25,5132 1936, "landscapes", smooth gum, in centric
cancelled blocks of four, 10 C. both types, very fine set
(10 values)
297-305y
estimate 140,5133 1937, 10 C. "mail bus", blue and red fibre, in the
centric cancelled block of four, superb
311y
estimate 20,5134 1937, souvenir sheet "Pro Juventute", superb,
expertized abbot, Michel 65.Bl. 3
estimate 20,5135 1938, 20 C. dark rose, double embossing of the
total stamp design, in the centric cancelled block of four
with normal stamps, superb
327DP
estimate 150,5136 1934, souvenir sheet "Aarau", superb, Michel 75.Bl. 4 ★★
estimate 25,5137 1939, 30 C. "national exhibition", French
inscription, block of four with centered first day cancel,
superb
340
estimate 90,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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5138 1940, 10 C. dark reddish brown, ribbed gum, in
the centric cancelled block of four, superb
363z
estimate 50,5139 1940, souvenir sheet "Pro Patria", very fine MNH,
Michel 450.Bl. 5 ★★
estimate 160,5140 1940, single stamps "Pro Patria", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 310.369-72 ★★
estimate 110,5141 1941, "historic representations" in centric
cancelled blocks of four, very fine set
377-85
estimate 55,5142 1941, 2 Fr. "Forrer", double embossing, superb,
Michel 80.385DPI
estimate 30,5143 1941, 50 C. "airplane over landscapes", double
embossing, block of four with normal stamps, very fine
MNH, Michel 186. 60
389DP ★★
estimate 65,5144 1941, souvenir sheet "war winter help", superb,
Michel 110.Bl. 6 ★★
estimate 40,5145 1941, single stamps "Pro Juventute", superb pair,
Michel 100.403/4 ★★
estimate 35,5146 1942, "Altstoffsammmlung", 14 horizontal
se-tenants complete, superb, Michel 809.WZd 1-14
estimate 240,5147 1942, souvenir sheet "Pro Patria", superb, Michel
300.Bl. 7
estimate 100,5148 1943, souvenir sheet "a hundred years stamps",
very fine MNH, Michel 100.Bl. 8 ★★
estimate 35,5149 1943, souvenir sheet "a hundred years stamps",
very fine, Michel 100.Bl. 8 ★★
estimate 25,5150 1943, single stamps "a hundred years stamps",
first day special cancel, superb pair
417/8
estimate 20,5151 1943, souvenir sheet "GEPH", superb, Michel
75.Bl. 10 ★★
estimate 25,5152 1944, "olympic games", longer fibre, in centric
cancelled blocks of four, Prachtrsatz
428-30x
estimate 25,5153 1945, "war victim" in blocks of four with centered
special cancellations "day the Swiss contribute 3. 3. 45"
from 9 different locations, 18 superb souvenir sheets,
R!
443/4
estimate 150,5154 1945, souvenir sheet "war victim", superb, Michel
220.Bl. 11 ★★
estimate 75,-
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5155 1945, souvenir sheet "Bale dove", superb, Michel
160.Bl. 12 ★★
estimate 55,5156 1945, souvenir sheet "Bale dove", red first day
special cancel, superb, Michel (120.-)
Bl. 12
estimate 40,5157 1945, "PAX", very fine set mint never hinged,
Michel 450.447-59 ★★
estimate 160,5158 1945, "PAX", very fine set, Michel 1000.447-59
estimate 350,5159 1945, 1 Fr. "PAX", as usual perforated superb,
expertized Marchand, Michel 120.455
estimate 35,5160 1945, 3 Fr. "PAX", superb, expertized Marchand,
Michel 110.457
estimate 40,5161 1945, 10 Fr. "PAX", superb, Michel 150.459
estimate 50,5162 1947, 5 C. "a hundred years railroad" with variety
"missing saliva in the drive wheel", in the block of six
with normal stamps, superb, Michel 90.484II ★★
estimate 30,5163 1948, "landscapes", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 55.500-05 ★★
estimate 20,5164 1948, "landscapes" in centric cancelled blocks of
four, very fine set
500-05
estimate 45,5165 1948, "airplane over landscapes", superb, Michel
70.506/7 ★★
estimate 25,5166 1948, souvenir sheet "IMABA", superb, Michel
90.Bl. 13 ★★
estimate 30,5167 1948, souvenir sheet "IMABA", first day special
cancel, superb, Michel 90.Bl. 13
estimate 30,5168 1948, single stamps "IMABA", very fine MNH,
Michel 70.512/3 ★★
estimate 25,5169 1949, "Universal Postel Union" in blocks of four
with centered first day cancel`s, very fine set
522-24
estimate 25,5170 1949, 3 and 60 C. "landscapes and technical
motives", always block of four with first day cancel,
superb
529,539
estimate 50,5171 1951, souvenir sheet "LUNABA", superb, Michel
260.Bl. 14 ★★
estimate 90,-
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5172 1951, souvenir sheet "LUNABA", first day
special cancel, superb, Michel (200.-)
Bl. 14
estimate 70,5173 1951, "Pro Juventute" in blocks of four with
centered first day cancel`s, very fine set
561-65
estimate 70,5174 1952, "Pro Patria" in blocks of four with centered
first day cancel`s, very fine set
570-74
estimate 65,5175 1953, "airport Zurich Kloten", First Day Cover
with centric cancelled block of four, registered letter,
superb
585
estimate 20,5176 1954, "year events" in blocks of four with
centered first day cancel`s (French), very fine set
593-96
estimate 30,5177 1955, souvenir sheet "Lausanne", very fine MNH,
Michel 100.Bl. 15 ★★
estimate 30,5178 1955, souvenir sheet "Lausanne" with special
cancel and vignette on First Day Cover cover, superb
Bl. 15
estimate 30,5179 1956, 10 C. "50 years Simplon Tunnel" with
variety "retouching between tunnel and polygonal
spire", very fine MNH, R!
624 ★★
estimate Gebot
5180 1958, "Pro Patria" in blocks of four with centered
first day cancel`s, very fine set
657-61
estimate 30,5181 1959, souvenir sheet "NABAG", 10x, very fine
MNH, Michel 160.Bl. 16 ★★
estimate 40,5182 1958, "historic representations" in centric
cancelled blocks of four, each value with 4 different
postmarks, 4 superb sets
683-86
estimate 50,5183 1960, "postal history motives and building
monuments", normal paper, in centric cancelled blocks
of four, each value is 10-12x with different special
cancellations available!, superb
696-713x
estimate 250,5184 1963-68, "postal history motives and building
monuments", phosphoreszierendes paper, in blocks of
four with centered first day cancel`s (from 4. 10. ), very
fine set (15 values)
696-712y
estimate 120,5185 1960, "Pro Juventute" in blocks of four with
centered first day cancel`s, very fine set
722-26
estimate 25,5186 1962, "Europe" with first days centered
postmarks, superb
756/7
estimate 20,-
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5187 1963, "Pro Juventute", both papers, in blocks of
four with centered first days special cancellations, very
fine set (8 values)
786-90x,y
estimate 30,5188 2000, 5 Fr. "Galler Embroidery" in the sheetlet,
superb, Michel 220.1726KB ★★
estimate 60,SWITZERLAND SE-TENANTS
5189 1909, Tell boy tête-bêche "5 + 5", type I, centric
cancelled block of four, superb
K 5I
estimate 65,5190 1909, Tell boy tête-bêche "5 + 5", type II, centric
cancelled block of four, superb, RR!
K 5II
estimate 340,5191 1915, Tell bust picture "10 + Z + 10", gutter with
large hole, block of four, superb
WZ 6A ★★
estimate 35,5192 1915, Pro Juventute "5 + Z + 5", gutter with large
hole, superb, Michel 220.WZ 7A ★★
estimate 75,5193 1918, Tell bust picture "10 + 15", minimal
scratched otherwise superb, Michel 550.S3
estimate 150,5194 1918, Tell bust picture "10 + Z + 15", gutter with
large hole, superb, Michel 80.WZ 10A ★★
estimate 30,5195 1921, Tell boy "5 on 7½ + Z + 5 on 7½", gutter
with large hole, right stamp crease otherwise superb,
Michel 340.WZ 13A
estimate 85,5196 1925, Tell bust picture "20 + Z + 20", smooth
gum, gutter with small hole, superb, Michel 280.WZ 23xB
estimate 85,5197 1927, Tell boy / Tell bust picture "5 + 10", superb,
Michel 70.S 13
estimate 25,5198 1930, Tell boy / Tell bust picture "5 + 10", ribbed
gum, superb, Michel 100.W 6z
estimate 35,5199 1930, Tell boy / Tell bust picture "5 + 10", ribbed
gum, superb, Michel 120.S 21z
estimate 40,5200 1930, Tell bust picture "10 + Z + 10", ribbed gum,
gutter vertical perforated, left stamp tiny rest of hinge,
superb
WZ 30zC ★
estimate 30,5201 1937, landscapes tête-bêche "10 + 10", smooth
gum, type I, double embossing in the total design of the
stamp, superb, Michel 400.K 33yIDPII
estimate 140,5202 1937, landscapes tête-bêche "20 + 20", smooth
gum, superb, Michel 55.K 34y
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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5203 1939, "national exhibition", 18 se-tenants
complete, Michel 756.W 7-24
estimate 220,5204 1953, stamp booklet sheet "Pro Juventute", lease,
Michel 400.MHB 42 ★★
estimate 150,5205 1991-2007, lot of 14 different stamp booklet, very
fine MNH, Michel 285.a.MH 89-0149 ★★
estimate 75,5206 Lot different se-tenants from 1909-48, superb
condition, Michel 880.a. K 4-KZ 16
estimate 200,SWITZERLAND OFFICIAL STAMPS
5207 1950, "Officiel", very fine set, Michel 100.D 64-74
estimate 35,SWITZERLAND FRANCHISE STAMPS
5208 1927, "Alps roses", without control number, rest
of hinge, very fine set
PF 11-13II ★
estimate 35,5209 Small duplicate lot franchise stamps from
1911-35, almost only superb condition, Michel 380.,★
estimate 440,SWITZERLAND POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5210 1882, 500 C. ultramarine / dark blue, granite
paper, framework inverted, tiny trace of crease
otherwise superb, Michel 240.P 14K
estimate 75,5211 1883, 500 C. opal green / red, as usual perforated
superb, expertized abbot, Michel 200.P 22IIAXaK
estimate 55,5212 Small duplicate lot postage due stamps from
1910-38, almost only superb condition, Michel 550., ★, ★ ★
estimate 75,SWITZERLAND AIRMAIL
5213 28. 4. 1949, Pro aero special flight "ST.
GALL-LA CH`-DE-FONDS", franked by amongst
other things Michel no. 518, superb cover
SF 49.4.
estimate 65,SWITZERLAND SOLDIERS STAMPS WW2
5214 Ter. Mitr. Kp IV / 195: General Guisan in silver /
olive / red, inscription olive green, vacuously used on
fieldpost letter, stamp superb, cover very fine
estimate Gebot
5215 1944, Weihnachtsgrußblatt to the Swiss soldiers
from general staff with fieldpost cancel "personal rod of
the General" and soldier stamp "Christmas 1944",
superb
estimate 40,SWITZERLAND COLLECTIONS
5216 1854-1950, mostly cancelled part of a collection,
condition varies, Michel approximate 3500., ★, ★★
estimate 260,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

SWITZERLAND COLLECTIONS
5217 Unused part of a collection Switzerland from
1908-45 with middle issues, very fine / superb
★, ★★
estimate 140,5218 Neat collection "Pro Juventute" from 1912-54 in
the Flüela album, from 1918 complete unused and used,
almost only superb condition, Michel 2000., ★ ★, ★
estimate 320,5219 1854-1944, extensive, almost only cancelled
collection Switzerland in the safe binary album with
numerous good values, souvenir sheets however scarce,
a little mixed quality, inspect!
estimate 900,5220 1907-90, part of a collection Switzerland with
middle issues, very fine / superb, Michel approximate
2600.estimate 290,5221 Except for few values from the beginning seeming
complete cancelled collection Switzerland from
1977-2010 in 2 stock books, superb condition, Michel
approximate 1500.estimate 260,5222 Cancelled collection Switzerland from 1938-68
with middle issues in the safe album with mounts,
almost only superb condition, Michel approximate
1400.estimate 220,5223 1913-1977, cancelled collection "Pro Juventute"
on "Biella" sides, except for the souvenir sheets
complete, almost only superb condition
estimate 150,5224 Cancelled part of a collection Switzerland from
1946-78 neat on stock cards, very fine / superb, Michel
840.estimate 90,5225 Cancelled part of a collection Switzerland from
1946-72 neat on stock cards, very fine / superb, Michel
730.estimate 75,5226 In fact complete cancelled collection Switzerland
from 1972-89 on Lindner sides, almost only superb
condition, Michel approximate 350.estimate 50,5227 Neat collection Switzerland from 1938-67 in the
Lindner album with mounts, double collected (mint
never hinged and used) with many good middle issues,
superb collection, Michel 2800.★ ★,
estimate 390,5228 Mint collection Switzerland from 1862-1937 with
many good values and sets, clean in the SAFE dual
album, mostly superb condition
★, ★ ★
estimate 280,5229 1915-1965, "Pro Juventute", unused, except for
few values complete collection on "Biella" sides,
mostly superb condition
★, ★ ★
estimate 80,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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5230 1958-63, small lot with souvenir sheet 15-17 and
Michel no. 681 / 2, very fine MNH, Michel more then
250.★★
estimate 30,5231 1915-45, small lot different medium values,
condition varies
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 60,5232 1882-1904, interesting lot "standing Helvetia with
control mark", as well better perforations, colours and
cancellations, in total 173 values, very fine / superb,
inspect!
estimate 500,5233 1956-84, small cancelled duplicate lot with
middle values and souvenir sheets (from Michel no.
636 souvenir sheet 24), very fine / superb, Michel 430.estimate 75,5234 1965-87, cancelled lot souvenir sheets: pages 20
(12x), pages 22 (8x), pages 23 (76x), pages 24 (20x)
and pages 25 (5x), superb condition, Michel 650.estimate 75,5235 1962-70, 44 different "PTT" booklet, folding
sheet no. 48-101 almost complete, superb
estimate 40,5236 1962-98, lot of 24 mostly different airmail letter
sheets, as well a few special flights, registered letters
etc., mostly used, superb
estimate 40,5237 1862-81, duplicate lot "seated Helvetia", in total
230 values and 4 covers, a little mixed quality, inspect!,
Michel more then 4500., ★,
estimate 350,5238 1956-83, small duplicate lot "offices", with OMU
/ WHO, Universal Postel Union, UIT / ITU and OMPI /
WIPO, superb condition, Michel 160.★, ★ ★,
estimate 20,5239 1983, complete year on 8 Maxibrief first day
covers
estimate Gebot
SWITZERLAND POSTAL STATIONERIES
5240 1891, 10 C. picture postcard with 4 views from
Lugano, from "FLUELEN" to Tangerhütte, slight traces
of usage
estimate 80,SWITZERLAND MILITARY FIELDPOST
5241 1916, cover of an Interned to the Committee the
Reputierten in Schaffhausen, with violet two-line
cancel "INTERNEMENT of the PRISONNIERS DE
GUERRE EN SUISSE FLEURIER", very fine
estimate 30,SWITZERLAND SDN
5242 1922-38, small cancelled duplicate lot, almost
only superb condition, Michel 700.estimate 90,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

SWITZERLAND CONSTRUCTED / IEB
5243 1950, "landscapes and technical motives", very
fine set, Michel 130.29-39
estimate 45,SWITZERLAND ONU / UNO
5244 1950, 50 C. dark blue gray with variety "means
line of the 2. F in Office is absent", rest of hinge, superb
9III ★
estimate 20,SERBIA
5245 1912, Serbian fieldpost card with fieldpost cancel
the 1. army, was used a Bulgarian postal stationery
postcard to 5 St. Green, superb
estimate 120,5246 Old part of a collection Serbia till 1911, with
Michel no. 4 - 6 used, 9 / 10A and B * etc., almost only
superb condition, Michel 970.★,
estimate 190,SLOVENIA
5247 2002, "circus" in sheetlet, superb, Michel 180.403KB
estimate 50,SOVIET UNION
5248 1925, "Lenin-mausoleum", perforated L 13½,
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 100.292-95A ★★
estimate 35,5249 1925, "Decembrist revolt", perforated and
unperforated, 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
110.305-07A/B ★★
estimate 40,5250 1925, "Decembrist revolt", perforated and
unperforated, rest of hinge, 2 superb sets
305-07A/B ★
estimate 20,5251 1927, "1. international Airmail conference the
Haag", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.326/7 ★★
estimate 25,5252 1927, "October revolution", rest of hinge, very
fine set
328-34 ★
estimate 35,5253 1927, "Powers the revolution", 8 K. rest of hinge
otherwise very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 250.339-53 ★★
estimate 75,5254 1927, "Powers the revolution", without Michel no.
344 and 346, 13 mint never hinged superb items,
Michel 240.339-53 ★★
estimate 70,5255 1929, 10 R. "Lenin", perforated L 10, mint never
hinged, superb, Michel 80.360C ★★
estimate 25,5256 1931, 5 K. brown, unperforated, watermark
sideways, 36 values in the part sheet with left margin
and blue postmarks, very fine (stamps partly defects),
very scarce unit! !
369BY
estimate 75,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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5257 1930, "children´s help" and "1. cavalry", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 100.383-88 ★★
estimate 30,5258 1930, "Count Zeppelin", perforated L 12½, mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 200.390/1A ★★
estimate 70,5259 1930, 40 K. "Count Zeppelin", perforated L 12½,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.390A ★★
estimate 30,5260 1930, 1 R. "telegraph office", perforated L 10½
and "revolution", unperforated, mint never hinged, 4
superb items, Michel 80.392A,394-96B ★★
estimate 25,5261 1932, 20 K. "airship over the Moscovite Kremlin"
block of four on register airmail letter to Königsberg,
superb
399
estimate 200,5262 1931, "Polar travel", unperforated, rest of hinge,
very fine set
402-05B ★
estimate 30,5263 1931, 1 R. "Polar travel", perforated K 12:12½,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 200.404C ★★
estimate 60,5264 1932, "aid agency" and "1. Allunions stamp
exhibition", rest of hinge, 3 superb items
421-23 ★
estimate 25,5265 1932, "1. Allunions stamp exhibition", perforated
L 12½, rest of hinge, superb
422/3A ★
estimate 30,5266 1933, 30 K. on 15 K, "stamp exhibition",
watermark sideways, as usual perforated superb, Michel
250.427Y
estimate 60,5267 1934, 5 and 10 K. "aviation and airmail",
watermark, lying, mint never hinged, 2 superb items,
Michel 120.462/3Y ★★
estimate 35,5268 1934, 5, 10, 50 and 80 K. "aviation and airmail",
watermark sideways, 4 superb items, Michel 80.462/3,465/6Y
estimate 20,5269 1934, "aviation and airmail", unwatermarked,
very fine set, Michel 80.462-66Z
estimate 25,5270 1934, 20 K. "aviation and airmail", watermark
upright, very fine MNH, Michel 320.464X ★★
estimate 100,5271 1934, 20 K. "aviation and airmail", watermark
upright, superb, Michel - .
464X
estimate 80,5272 1934, 80 K. "aviation and airmail", watermark
sideways, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 160.466Y ★★
estimate 50,5273 1935 "first world war", superb, Michel 110.494-98
estimate 35,-
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5274 1935 "first world war", as usual perforated superb,
Michel 110.494-98
estimate 25,5275 1935, 5 and 20 K. "Moscovite tube", watermark
sideways, 2 mint never hinged superb items, Michel
500.509,512Y ★★
estimate 170,5276 1935, 15 K. carmine, watermark upright,
manufactured gum crease, mint never hinged, superb,
Michel 600.511x ★★
estimate 150,5277 1935, "Kalinin" and "Tolstoj" in centric cancelled
blocks of four, 2 superb sets
532-38
estimate 30,5278 1936, "pioneers help of the postal service", very
fine set mint never hinged (6 values)
542-47 ★★
estimate 25,5279 1936 / 7, 10 K. "Dobroljubow", perforated L 14,
"Dserschinskij", perforated L 12½, mint never hinged,
5 superb items, Michel 67.548C,566-69A ★★
estimate 20,5280 1937, souvenir sheet Allunions-Puschkin
exhibition" with plate flaw "missing dot to A in A. C. ",
very fine MNH, Michel (60.-)
Bl. 1xI ★★
estimate 25,5281 1937, souvenir sheet Allunions-Puschkin
exhibition" with plate flaw "dot in the O", mint never
hinged, superb, Michel (60.-)
Bl. 1xII ★★
estimate 25,5282 1937, souvenir sheet Allunions-Puschkin
exhibition" with plate flaw "dot in the O", rest of hinge,
superb, Michel (60.-)
Bl. 1xII ★
estimate Gebot
5283 1937, "architecture of the new Moscow", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 160.558-65 ★★
estimate 55,5284 1938, "national epic", "world exhibition", "polar
expedition", mint never hinged, 8 superb items, Michel
58.580-87 ★★
estimate 20,5285 1938, "polar expedition, ", "20 years red army", 2
mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 195.584-94 ★★
estimate 60,5286 1938, "20 years red army", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 150.588-94 ★★
estimate 50,5287 1938, "1. and 2. non-stop transpolar flight", 2
mint never hinged superb sets, Michel 140.595-601 ★★
estimate 45,5288 1938, "Rescue the Expeditionsmannschaft", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 70.614-17 ★★
estimate 25,5289 1938, "Soviet children", normal perforation, very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 160.618-24 ★★
estimate 50,-

SOVIET UNION
183
5290 1938, "landscapes the Crimea and of the Caucasus
Mountains", mint never hinged, as usual perforated
very fine set, Michel 450.625-36 ★★
estimate 140,5291 1938, "youth league Komsomol", very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 180.652-56 ★★
estimate 60,5292 1938, "athletics in the USSR", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 380.657-64 ★★
estimate 130,5293 1939, "nonstop flight" and "world exhibition",
unperforated, 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
74.690-92,693/4B ★★
estimate 20,5294 1939 / 40, "Lermontow" and "Tschechow", 2 mint
never hinged superb sets, Michel 80.726-28,732-35 ★★
estimate 25,5295 1941, 45 K. dark blue green, perforated L 12½, in
the lower right corner margin block of four, superb
823A
estimate 25,5296 1947, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
60.1119-24,31-36 ★★
estimate 20,5297 1949, 25 K. blue, offset printing, in the block of
ten from of the right upper corner of the sheet with
sheet serial no. "7, 8, 9", superb
1333I ★★
estimate Gebot
5298 1950, "Lithuanian SSR" and "2. Allunions Peace
conference", mint never hinged, 2 superb sets, Michel
82.1500-02,07-10 ★★
estimate 25,5299 1950, "Antarctic expedition", mint never hinged,
as usual perforated superb, Michel 100.1513/4 ★★
estimate 25,5300 1950, 1 R. "33. anniversary the October
revolution", mint never hinged, superb, Michel 70.1521 ★★
estimate 20,5301 1950 / 1, 3 mint never hinged superb sets, as usual
gumming, Michel 60.1522-26,1544/5 ★★
estimate Gebot
5302 1950, "planned Moscovite buildings", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 400.1527-34 ★★
estimate 130,5303 1950, "planned Moscovite buildings", as usual
perforated very fine set, Michel 300.1527-34
estimate 80,5304 1951, "Mongolian Peoples Republic" and
"Furmanow", 2 mint never hinged superb sets, Michel
80.1552-56 ★★
estimate 25,5305 1951, "inhabitant of Stockholm Friedensapell",
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 100.1557/8 ★★
estimate 30,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

SOVIET UNION
5306 1957, 40 K. "Sputnik I" in the block of four from
the margin, superb, Michel 140.2026
estimate 35,5307 1966, "Antarctica research", 17 sheetlet with 4
block of four tête-bêche pairs, stamps superb, margins
partly minimal pushed, Michel 1360.3181-83 ★★
estimate 190,5308 1977, "cities of the golden Around I", always in
corner margin blocks of four, very fine set, Michel
(72.-)
4686-91
estimate 20,5309 1977-1980, "summer Olympic Games 1980",
Michel no. 4686-91, 4788-91, 4810-13, 4872-77, 4927 /
8, 4940 / 1, 4949-54 always in the 16er sheet, in the
Borek special album, superb, Michel 1568.★★
estimate 300,5310 1978, 32 K. "decoration and symbols of the Soviet
Union" in 10 complete sheet (50), superb, Michel 250.4750
estimate Gebot
5311 1983, 10 K. "cosmonauts Tereschkowa" in the
sheetlet (8), very fine MNH, Michel 220.5283KB ★★
estimate 60,5312 1983, 20 K. "stratospheres flight CCCP 1" in the
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 150.5293KB ★★
estimate 45,5313 1983, 20 K. "stratospheres flight CCCP 1" in the
sheetlet, slight affixed spots, Michel 150.5293KB ★★
estimate 35,5314 1984, "Olympic Winter Games" in the sheetlet
set, very fine MNH, Michel 220.5352-55KB ★★
estimate 70,5315 1983, 15 K. "50. birthday Gararin" in the sheetlet,
very fine MNH, Michel 220.5361KB ★★
estimate 70,5316 1984, 5 K. "New year" in the sheetlet, very fine
MNH, Michel 120.5459KB ★★
estimate 35,5317 1984, 15 K. "space project Venus-Halley" in the
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 110.5466KB ★★
estimate 35,5318 1985, "day the cosmonauts" and "first space walk
one woman", 2 sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 190.5496,5524KB ★★
estimate 55,5319 1985, "KSZE" in the sheetlet, superb, Michel 80.5535KB
estimate 20,5320 1985, 20 K. "guns animals" in the sheetlet, very
fine MNH, Michel 200.5540KB ★★
estimate 60,5321 1985, 5 K. "New year" in the sheetlet, very fine
MNH, Michel 80.5558KB ★★
estimate 25,-

SOVIET UNION
184
5322 1986, "olympic games the modern age" and "guns
plants of the Russian steppe", 2 sheetlet, very fine
MNH, Michel 110.5572,5577KB ★★
estimate 30,5323 1986, 15 K. "space project Venus-Halley" in the
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 85.5582KB ★★
estimate 25,5324 1986, "butterflies" and "expo 86 Vancouver", 2
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 110.5588/9KB ★★
estimate 30,5325 1986, "day the cosmonauts" in the sheetlet set,
very fine MNH, Michel 190.5591-93KB ★★
estimate 55,5326 1986, "Soviet Trucks" and "Bergsteigerlager", 2
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 100.5632,5636KB ★★
estimate 30,5327 1986, 5 K. "Research ship Michail Somow" in the
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 80.5646KB ★★
estimate 25,5328 1982, 5 K. blue army postal service postal
stationery cover from Afghanistan of the 180
motorized-rifle regiment of 108 motorized-rifle division
with fieldpost cancel, legitimate defects
estimate 70,5329 2001, 4 K. blue army postal service postal
stationery cover of the Russian military from Grozny
with censorship stamp, very fine
estimate 50,5330 1964, fieldpost letter from Moscow to the field
post office "58452" of the 47. Gardepanzerregiments
the 16. Gardepanzerdivision in Neustrelitz, with violet
fieldpost cancel and on the back censorship stamp, very
fine
estimate 40,-

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

SOVIET UNION POSTAL STATIONERIES
5331 1930, 5 K. Zeppelin postal stationery postcard,
picture 56 (5 / XII-1930), with additional franking to
Germany, superb
P 91.II
estimate 60,5332 1931, 10 K. Zeppelin postal stationery postcard,
picture 102, unused, superb
P 127I
estimate 50,5333 1939, 15 K. red orange postal stationery postcard
with additional franking as fieldpost card of the 274.
Marksman regiment, 1. machine gun department the red
army, stronger traces
P 147
estimate 90,SOVIET UNION COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5334 Except for few values complete mint never hinged
collection Soviet Union from 1965-72 in the KA-BE
album, superb condition
★★
estimate 150,-

SOVIET UNION COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5335 1974-91, lot almost only complete issues, with
ornamental fields, sheets- respectively parts of sheets
and sheetlet, almost only superb condition
★★
estimate 150,SPAIN
5336 1851, 12 C. lilac, superb, Michel 200.7
estimate 60,5337 1851, 5 R. rose, superb, signed Zumstein, Michel
280.9
estimate 110,5338 1852, 12 Cs. Lilac, superb, Michel 150.13
estimate 55,5339 1854, 2 Cs. Green, superb in every respect (choice
copy), Michel 500.24w
estimate 150,5340 1854, 6 R. blue, thin white paper, superb, Michel
300.30w
estimate 100,5341 1889, 10 Pta. Brick red, rough perforation, superb,
Michel 100.201
estimate 35,5342 1926, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel 250.298-311 ★★
estimate 75,5343 1937, 5 and 40 C. "famous Spaniards" with violet
republican censorship stamp on fieldpost letter one
Brigada Mixta from Guadalajara, very fine
618,624
estimate 80,5344 1936, "Madrilenian press association" in corner
margin blocks of four, very fine MNH, Michel (280.-)
663-77
★★
estimate 90,5345 1936, "national philatelic exhibition" in blocks of
four, very fine MNH, Michel 560.679/80
★★
estimate 190,5346 1936, "national philatelic exhibition", very fine
MNH, Michel 140.679/80 ★★
estimate 45,5347 1937, 50 C. "Isabella" with 10 C. compulsory
surtax stamp on cover to Frankfurt / M., rare black
censorship two-line cancel "CENSURA MILITAR
VALLADOLID" (according to Wolter only in blue
recorded! ) - rare document from the time of the
Spanish civil war, very fine
775
estimate 40,5348 Complete mint never hinged collection Spain
from 1958-81 in 3 Linder albums, superb condition
★★
estimate 200,5349 1961-90, lot almost only first day covers and
single stamps, superb, Michel 130.,
estimate Gebot
5350 Complete mint never hinged collection Spain
from 1954-72 in the KA-BE album, superb condition
★★
estimate 180,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

LOCALS & CARRIERS
185
5351 Burgos: 1938, souvenir sheet "building
monuments", inverted blue overprint, rest of hinge,
very fine (small margin defects), stamps mint never
hinged, superb, R! Photo expertize Sorani
Bl. 2aK ★
estimate 150,TRIEST ZONE B
5352 1952, souvenir sheet "stamp exhibition", very
fine, Michel 80.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 20,CZECHOSLOVAKIA
5353 1934, "steamer Europe" special envelope with 50
H. In the pair and 2 Kc. Over Prague to the United
States, prepares as Katalpultpost (Haberer 154), a little
dirty otherwise superb
303,305
estimate 100,5354
2.
9.
36,
first
flight
"PRAGUE-CLUJ-MOSCOW", special card, superb,
Müller 90
303,306
estimate 90,5355 1934, "hymns souvenir sheet pair", cardboard
paper, both jewelry bow, with gift booklet, superb,
Michel 950.330/1x (★)
estimate 300,5356 1943, airmail letter from the USA to a Sergant the
Czech army in London, opened from American and
British censorship, arrival postmark no. 3 the Czech
army postal service, superb
estimate 40,CZECHOSLOVAKIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5357 1983-85, all 11 souvenir sheets complete, superb
Bl. 56-66 ★★
estimate 45,5358 1959-69, neat complete part of a collection on
pages, almost only superb condition, Michel 470.estimate 60,CZECHOSLOVAKIA ARMY IN SIBERIA
5359 1920, later fieldpost letter from Vladivostok with
violet three circle cancel of the Czechoslovakian
General-consulate "POLNI POSTA cesko slovenskych
VOJSK" and handwritten notation "was post of the
czechoslovak Army" to Hradec Kralowe / CSR, very
fine
estimate 160,TURKEY
5360 1901, 50 Pia. sulphur yellow, rest of hinge, very
fine, Michel 400.107 ★
estimate 100,5361 1914, "postage due stamps" with overprint type II,
rest of hinge, 4 superb items, Michel 300.472-75 ★
estimate 100,5362 1926, postal stamps, rest of hinge, very fine set,
Michel 250.843-56 ★
estimate 90,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

TURKEY
5363 1960, "Europe" on First Day Cover, superb,
Michel 80.1774/5
estimate 25,5364 1995, post paid fieldpost letter the Turkish UN
troops, superb
estimate Gebot
5365 1863-1926, small part of a collection "postage due
stamps", mostly very fine / superb, inspect!, Michel
approximate 1500.,★
estimate 150,TURKEY POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5366 1908, 1 Pia. black on rose, rest of hinge, very fine
(trace of crease), Michel 140.P 29 ★
estimate 20,TURKISH CYPRUS
5367 1979, single circle postmark "ASKERI POSTA"
(army postal service) on fieldpost airmail letter sheet
the Turkish militaries in the Cyprus-conflict, superb
estimate Gebot
HUNGARY
5368 1871, 3 K. green, superb, expertized Dietrich,
Michel 1200.2
estimate 360,5369 1871, 25 K. violet, as usual perforated superb,
Michel 400.6a
estimate 85,5370 1931, "Count Zeppelin" in blocks of four from the
margin, mint never hinged, superb, Michel 800.478/9
★★
estimate 240,5371 1931, "Count Zeppelin", mint never hinged,
superb, Michel 200.478/9 ★★
estimate 80,5372 1933, "airmail", rest of hinge, very fine set
502-10 ★
estimate 55,5373 1934, souvenir sheet "Liszt", very fine MNH,
Michel 170.Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 50,5374 1942, "Red Cross", perforated, in sheetlet, mint
never hinged, 8 f. Small margin crease otherwise
superb, Michel 100.696-98A KB ★★
estimate 25,5375 1924, "Red Cross", unperforated, in sheetlet, very
fine MNH, Michel 100.696-98B KB ★★
estimate 30,5376 1961, "world space flight", unperforated, very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 80.1753/4B ★★
estimate 25,5377 1974, souvenir sheet "Weltposverein", without
medium of payment, very fine MNH, Michel 280.Bl. 106I ★★
estimate 80,5378 1975, souvenir sheet "monument protection year",
unperforated, superb, Michel 90.Bl. 115B ★★
estimate 30,-

HUNGARY
186
5379 1977, souvenir sheet "history of the airship",
numbered unperforated souvenir sheet with on the back
overprint "A MAGYAR POSTA AJANDEKA",
superb, Michel 150.Bl. 127BI (★)
estimate 45,5380 1980, "European nature conservancy campaign",
single stamps and souvenir sheet, unperforated, on 3
first day covers, superb, Michel 80.3451-56B,Bl. 146B
estimate Gebot
5381 1991, "photograph Hungary in the CEPT",
perforated and unperforated, always in the sheetlet with
first day cancel`s, superb
4131/2A/B KB
estimate 140,HUNGARIA COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5382 1975 / 80, small lot "Europe" (Michel. No.
3060-63A, pages 115A, 3451-56A, pages 146A),
superb, Michel 90.,
estimate Gebot
5383 Large thick stockbook from 1921-72 with a
colored lot of sets, single values and souvenir sheets,
almost only postwar, mostly superb, high catalog value
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 100,5384 10 different older franked picture postcards,
superb
estimate Gebot
UKRAINE
5385 1918 / 9, small lot from 58 mostly different
stamps, predominantly with overprint, superb
★, ★ ★,
estimate 30,UNO GENEVA
5386 1976, "25 years postal administration" in the
sheetlet set (20), mint never hinged, superb, Michel 80.60/1KB ★★
estimate 20,5387 1988, "Rescues the Wald" in the se-tenant sheet,
very fine MNH, Michel 60.165/6KB ★★
estimate 20,5388 Complete mint never hinged collection UNO
Geneva from 1969-85 in the blue special album, in each
case in corner margin blocks of four with
UNO-Emblem (almost exclusively) and as single
stamp, including 6 postal stationery, superb
★ ★,
estimate 150,5389 Complete mint never hinged collection UNO
Geneva from 1969-90 in the Borek album with mounts,
with many sheetlet, additional seeming also used
complete, superb condition, Michel 800.★ ★,
estimate 190,UNO GENEVA BLUE CARDS
5390 1976-88, approximate 96 different "blue cards",
as well 1979-85 complete, superb, Michel 287. 30
estimate 60,Unter www.nordphila.de finden Sie
noch weitere Lose, die im
gedruckten Katalog
nicht aufgeführt sind

UNO VIENNA
5391 1980-84, 75 mostly different white and memory
cards (1980 2x complete), superb
estimate Gebot
5392 1989-93, "human rights", all 5 sets in sheetlet,
very fine MNH, Michel 112.KB ★★
estimate 20,VATICAN
5393 1936, "world exhibition the Catholic press", very
fine set mint never hinged, Michel 500.51-58 ★★
estimate 150,5394 1949, "75 years Universal Postal Union", rest of
hinge, normal perforation, 2 superb items
161/2 ★
estimate 35,5395 1987, "reliquary" in the sheetlet set, very fine
MNH, Michel 100.934-36KB ★★
estimate 30,5396 Complete mint never hinged collection Papal
States from 1959-79, in addition to it first day covers
from 1963-77 (seeming complete), maximum cards and
airmail letter sheets, almost only superb condition
★ ★,
estimate 50,CYPRUS
5397 1924, 1 £ lilac / black on bright red, very fine
MNH, Michel 900.101 ★★
estimate 300,5398 1928, "50 years British administration", margin
copies, gum partly a little shaded otherwise superb
108-17 ★, ★ ★
estimate 130,5399 1986, "wrong security" in the sheetlet set with
first day cancel`s, superb, Michel 100.666-68KB
estimate 25,5400 2003, "stamp booklet "Placard art" and stamp
booklet pane, first day special cancel, superb, Michel
118.1013/4MH
estimate 30,5401 1979, fieldpost airmail letter sheet the National
corps Cyprus, dispatched on the Locate post office
Lanarca, superb
estimate 20,5402 1975-90, lot almost only first day covers and
single stamps, superb, Michel 150.,
estimate Gebot
EGYPT
5403 1872, 20 Pa. blue, perforated L 12½:13½, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 140.16IA ★
estimate 40,5404 1875, 5 P. green, perforated L 12½, rest of hinge,
superb, Michel 60.20IIyD ★
estimate 20,5405 1923, "King Fuad I", very fine set mint never
hinged
82-93 ★★
estimate 190,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

EGYPT
187
5406 1923, "King Fuad I", mint never hinged, as usual
perforated very fine set
82-93 ★★
estimate 150,5407 1923 / 4, 100 and 200 M. "King Fuad I", always
block of four, mint never hinged, superb
91/2
★★
estimate 130,5408 1925, "Geographenkongress Cairo", mint never
hinged, 15 M. small affixed spot otherwise superb
94-96 ★★
estimate 25,5409 1926, 27 M. "Airline Cairo Bagdad" in the left
lower corner margin block of four with sheet number,
mint never hinged, superb
103
★★
estimate 50,5410 1926, "58. birthday", mint never hinged, superb
104 ★★
estimate 70,5411 1926, "58. birthday", rest of hinge, superb, Michel
120.104 ★
estimate 35,5412 1926 / 9, 20 M. "Motorcyclist", 2 blocks of four
from the margin, mint never hinged, superb
108,143
★★
estimate 45,5413 1927, 500 M. and 1 £ "King Fuad", mint never
hinged, superb
136/7 ★★
estimate 90,5414 1933, "railroad congress" in blocks of four from
the margin, mint never hinged, superb
160-63
★★
estimate 180,5415 1933, "airplane over the Pyramids", very fine set
mint never hinged
164-83 ★★
estimate 45,5416 1939, 40 M. red / brown and 5 M. "King Frank"
on registered letter from Egypt to a French military unit
in Syria, on the back army postal service single circle
postmark "POSTE AUX armies 600" as Arrival
confirmation from Beyrouth, very fine (defects from
opening the cover)
176,227
estimate 50,5417 1933, "international Aviation congress", rest of
hinge, superb
186-90 ★
estimate 60,5418 1934, "World postal service congress", mint never
hinged, superb
191-204 ★★
estimate 400,5419 French post: Alexandria, 1921, postal stamps, rest
of hinge, reverse partly some brown tips of the teeth
otherwise very fine set
33-47 ★
estimate 100,EGYPT POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5420 1884, 1 P. brick red, rest of hinge, superb, Michel
200.P3 ★
estimate 50,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

ALGERIA
5421 1955, 15 Fr. blue / pale blue in the pair on cover
of a German foreign legionnaire at close quarters from
Oran, the cover was in the city Kreider in a mailbox
thrown in, therefore the rectangle cancel with one line
"TROUVÉ A LA BOITE" ( = found in the mailbox)
and about the post office to Germany transported, very
fine
328
estimate 80,ANTIQUE
5422 1922 / 7, 1½, 2½, 6 P., 3 and 4 Sh. "King George
V", watermark approximate manuscript, overprint
"SPECIMEN", 5 superb items, photo expertize
Raybaudi
48,52,5,9,60Sp ★
estimate 160,ARGENTINA
5423 1927, registered letter with seal with registration
label "from foreign country over railway mail 10. " and
interesting Zustellwünschen to Heldburg, superb
202,303
estimate 30,5424 1901, 2 C. picture post picture postcard
(Acorazado San Martin) from buenos Aires to
Germany, with 2 Pf. postage due allocated (German
Reich no. 52), superb
estimate 75,AUSTRALIA
5425 1923, 10 Sh. rose / gray, watermark 6, rest of
hinge, superb
87 ★
estimate 150,AUSTRALIA POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5426 1902, 2 Sh. green / rose, normal paper, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 70.P 38Ax ★
estimate 25,AUSTRALIA WEST AUSTRALIA
5427 Coil stamp for vending machine: 1985,
"kangaroo", complete zips codes key sentence, superb,
Michel 176.4 S1
estimate 55,BARBADOS
5428 1994, "ships", very fine set (14 values)
856-69 ★★
estimate Gebot
BERMUDA ISLANDS
5429 1938 / 42, 2 Sh. 6 P. red / black on gray blue and
red / black on hazy blue, perforated 14, mint never
hinged, 2 superb items
112a,b ★★
estimate 60,5430 1938, 10 Sh. dark brown red / green on green,
perforated 14, (SG 119), superb
114a ★
estimate 150,5431 1943, 1 £ black / brown purple, perforated 14,
(SG 121b and e), rest of hinge, 2 superb items
116b ★
estimate 75,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

BRAZIL
188
5432 28. 8. 1930, Condor first flight "RIO DE
JANEIRO LA PAZ", strength on face transportation
damage, Müller 81
estimate 80,5433 21. 10. 1937, "NATAL NEW YORK" - world
flight the Air France, with 4 country franking (Brazil,
USA, Hong Kong and France) on cover with 2 side
flaps, arrival postmark (again in Paris) 22. 11. 1937,
superb, RR!, Müller 248
estimate 150,BRITISH AREA IN THE ANTARCTICA
5434 1969, 1 £ "Antarctica research", superb, Michel
250.24 ★★
estimate 90,CHILE
5435 Interesting old part of a collection Chile till
approximate 1900, as well 3 documents, amongst other
things 1896 postal stationery with additional franking to
Transvaal, mostly superb condition
,
estimate 180,CHINA
5436 1923, "acceptance the state", very fine set mint
never hinged
183-86 ★★
estimate Gebot
CHINA PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
5437 1953, Field postal service printed form letter of a
Soviet Adviser in the Chinese army to Moscow, superb
estimate 320,5438 1953, Field postal service printed form letter
without postal stamp, with contents on preprinted paper
with illustration of the Head from Mao-Tse-tung,
superb
estimate 180,5439 1960, "goldfish", very fine set
534-45
estimate 35,5440 1960, "opening of the main railway station in
Beijing", "consummation of the large Volkspalastes in
Beijing", 2 superb sets
555/6,564/5
estimate 20,5441 1960, 35 F. "chrysanthemums", very fine MNH,
Michel 100.574 ★★
estimate 30,5442 1963, "4. anniversary the cuban revolution", very
fine set
683-88
estimate 50,5443 1963, "landscapes from Huangshan", no. 746
without gum and no. 749 used otherwise superb, set
very fine / superb
744-59 ★★
estimate 440,5444 1964, "Yenam - site the revolution", Michel no.
789 defective and 791 fingerprint on the gum otherwise
very fine set mint never hinged, Michel 210.788-93 ★★
estimate 60,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

CHINA PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
5445 1964, "15. anniversary the foundation the
People´s Republic of China", four sides perforated, in
the strip of three (unfolded), very fine MNH, Michel
700.824-26A ★★
estimate 260,5446 1964, "oil industry", normal perforation, interest
of tenant, Michel 700.827-31 ★★
estimate 220,5447 1964, "oil industry", very fine set, Michel 85.827-31
estimate 30,5448 1967, "25. anniversary the publication from Mao
Zedongs Speak", very fine set
982-84
estimate 220,5449 1967 / 8, "Mao", souvenir booklet with Michel no.
981, 985 / 6, 990, 1009 and 1010 glued, superb, value
of the stamps Michel (341.-)
u.a. 990
estimate 120,5450 1968, 8 F. "Mao as Sun", superb, Michel 70.1010
estimate 25,5451 1968, 8 F. "the red signal lantern", normal
perforation, superb, Michel 70.1011
estimate 20,5452 1968, 8 F. "attack on the white Tigerregiment",
normal perforation, superb, Michel 70.1012
estimate 20,5453 1968, 8 F. "conquest the Banditenfestung",
superb, Michel 70.1013
estimate 25,5454 1968, 8 F. "at the port", superb, Michel 70.1014
estimate 25,5455 1972, "trading vessels the People´s Republic of
China", as issued without gum, very fine set, Michel
220.1113-16 (★)
estimate 75,5456 1972, "trading vessels the People´s Republic of
China", as issued without gum, Michel no. 1115
missing corner perforation otherwise very fine set in
normal perforation, Michel 220.1113-16 (★)
estimate 65,5457 1973, "revolutionary, contemporary ballet",
Michel no. 1145 small crease otherwise very fine set
mint never hinged, Michel 200.1144-47 ★★
estimate 60,5458 1976, "performance of the 4. Fünfjahresplans",
very fine set
1265-80 ★★
estimate 75,5459 1976, 8 F. "Production and carrier from carbon",
"oil port", 2 superb items, Michel 60.1270,1274 ★★
estimate 20,5460 1979, souvenir sheet "Shanhaiguan col", mint
never hinged, superb
Bl. 15 ★★
estimate 70,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

CHINA PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
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5461 1979, souvenir sheet "stamps fair Riccione", mint
never hinged, superb, Michel 850.Bl. 16 ★★
estimate 300,5462 1979, souvenir sheet "4. national sports games",
very fine MNH, Michel 120.Bl. 17 ★★
estimate 40,5463 1979, souvenir sheet "scientific studies", mint
never hinged, superb,
Bl. 19 ★★
estimate 800,5464 1979, souvenir sheet "camellia culture", lower left
corner a little compressed otherwise superb, Michel
300.Bl. 20 ★★
estimate 80,5465 1982, souvenir sheet "head of a Bodhisattva",
mint never hinged, superb
Bl. 28 ★★
estimate 20,5466 1983, stamp booklet "clay figures", very fine
MNH, Michel 110.SB 9 ★★
estimate 35,5467 1983, souvenir sheet "clay figures", very fine
MNH, Michel 70.Bl. 30 ★★
estimate 25,5468 1983, stamp booklet "swans", mint never hinged,
superb
SB 10 ★★
estimate 20,5469 1985, souvenir sheet "Mei flower", "panda",
"flower" and "bronze sculpture", 4 mint never hinged
superb souvenir sheets
Bl. 34/5,37/8 ★★
estimate 25,5470 1985, souvenir sheet "Mei flower", mint never
hinged, superb
Bl. 34 ★★
estimate 20,5471 1986 / 7, 5 mint never hinged superb souvenir
sheets, Michel 60.Bl. 36-40 ★★
estimate 30,5472 1986 / 7, souvenir sheet "flower" and "graffiti", 2
mint never hinged superb souvenir sheets
Bl. 37,40 ★★
estimate 20,5473 1987 / 8, souvenir sheet "the lawless from the fen"
and "110 years Chinese stamps", 2 mint never hinged
superb souvenir sheets
Bl. 43/4 ★★
estimate 20,5474 "China Silk Stamp album of Impresssion Beijing
Mint Stamp Collection", mint never hinged, superb
condition
★★
estimate 100,5475 "Memories of 2008 Olympics Beijing" in the
slipcase with souvenir sheets, sheetlet and single
stamps, mint never hinged, superb condition
★★
estimate Gebot
5476 1995, mint never hinged in the year book, without
Michel no. 2648-50 and pages 74B, superb condition
★★
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

CHINA PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
5477 1949-1965, almost only cancelled neat collection
China people's republic in 2 Chinese stock books,
without key values, Michel approximate 1300.,★
estimate 260,5478 1984-2006, extensive, mostly mint never hinged
lot China people's republic with many middle issues in
the stockbook, superb
★ ★,
estimate 150,5479 1966-69, 3 different military letters with red
triangle postmarks "army postal service, free of
postage", very fine
estimate 75,5480 1985, post paid fieldpost letter the "red army",
superb
estimate 30,5481 1985, post paid fieldpost letter the "red army",
superb
estimate 30,CURAÇAO
5482 11. 9. 1938, 1. KLM-flight "WILLEMSTAD
(curaçao) -miami", commercially used letter, superb
109,117
estimate 25,DOMINICA
5483 Almost complete from 1978-82, superb condition,
Michel 235.★★
estimate 50,FALKLAND ISLANDS
5484 1960, "Queen Elisabeth / native birds", very fine
set mint never hinged, Michel 220.123-37 ★★
estimate 75,FRENCH INDOCHINA
5485 1927, "native motives" in blocks of four, very fine
set mint never hinged
123-46
★★
estimate 220,5486 1927, "native motives", very fine set mint never
hinged
123-46 ★★
estimate 50,5487 Postage due stamps: 1927, "native motives" in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged
P 44-56
★★
estimate 90,FRENCH POLYNESIA
5488 1965, 50 Fr. "UIT", very fine MNH, Michel 100.44 ★★
estimate 35,GAMBIA
5489 1874, 4 P. brown, watermark 1, red stamp, superb,
expertized Buehler, Michel 280.3
estimate 90,GHANA
5490 1957-80, unused, seeming almost complete
collection in the stockbook, with many souvenir sheets
and sheetlet, superb condition, Michel approximate
500.★ ★, ★
estimate 110,-

GUINEA
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5491 1959-68, functional complete collection in the
album (without unperforated issues), souvenir sheets
seeming all mint never hinged, superb condition,
Michel approximate 800.★, ★★
estimate 160,GUYANA
5492 1988-92, lot different issues, souvenir sheets and
sheetlet, superb, Michel 470.estimate 60,INDIA
5493 1940, 10 R. money paper, safe from the Wreck
the in the offing of England sank "SS BREDA", superb
estimate 85,5494 Small box with kilo ware, simple values
estimate Gebot
IRAQ
5495 1959 / 60, 2 different "UN-Protest airmail
postcards" to the UN Secretary-general Hammershjold,
New York, against Anglo-Amerik. Agressionspolitik,
superb
estimate 65,IRAN OFFICIAL STAMPS
5496 1915, "Krönungstag", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel for * 90.D 37-53 ★★
estimate 50,ISRAEL
5497 1963, 55 A. "battle the hunger" in the vertical pair
with gutter on first day sheet, superb
282Z
estimate 55,5498 1990, stamp booklet "Jewish red-letter days",
mint never hinged and used, superb
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
5499 1955, triangular fieldpost cancel "2329" on
fieldpost letter from the Golan-heights over Tel
Aviv-Yafo, superb
estimate 50,5500 1956, triangular fieldpost cancel "2946" on
airmail letter sheet of the Sinai front with overprint
"active duty" to Tel Aviv-Yafo, on the back censorship
stamp, superb
estimate 85,5501 1977, triangular fieldpost cancel "2876" and
postmark from Akko on fieldpost letter of the border to
the Lebanon, superb
estimate 25,ISRAEL COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5502 Almost only cancelled beginners collection Israel
from 1948-71 in the Schaubek album (text till 1976)
with plain issues, superb condition
,★
estimate Gebot
5503 1963 / 89-91, 5 different sheetlet, superb, Michel
220.KB
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

ISRAEL COLLECTIONS, LOTS
5504 1970-79, complete part of a collection on album
pages, superb, Michel 226.estimate 50,5505 1978-80, 3 year booklets, superb
★★
estimate 20,5506 1982-87, 6 complete volumes (without sheetlet)
on first day covers, superb, value of the stamps: Michel
346.estimate 60,5507 1989-94, 6 different stamp booklet, superb,
Michel 179.MH
estimate 45,5508 1989-94, 5 different stamp booklet, superb,
Michel 134.MH
estimate 30,JAMAICA
5509 1883, 4 P. brownish red, watermark approximate
single, rest of hinge, superb, Michel 500.18 ★
estimate 190,JAPAN
5510 1908, "empress Jingu", rest of hinge, 2 having
bright colors superb items, R!, Michel 4200.97/8 ★
estimate 1.500,5511 1915, "coronation from emperor Yoshihito", rest
of hinge, very fine set, Michel 140.123-26 ★
estimate 45,5512 1923, "attendance of the crown princes", mint
never hinged, superb
155/6 ★★
estimate 30,5513 1927, "Universal Postal Union", very fine set mint
never hinged
180-83 ★★
estimate 170,5514 1929 / 34, "airplane", 5 mint never hinged superb
items
195-98,204 ★★
estimate 160,5515 1929, "airplane", margin copies, very fine set mint
never hinged
195-98 ★★
estimate 150,5516 1929 / 34, "airplanes", rest of hinge, 5 superb
items, Michel 265.195-98,204 ★
estimate 80,5517 1935, 1½ Sen carmine red in the sheetlet (20),
mint never hinged, superb, R!, Michel 1400.217KB ★★
estimate 490,5518 1936, "Fuji National park", very fine set mint
never hinged
218-21 ★★
estimate 30,5519 1936, "Parliament new build", very fine set mint
never hinged
225-28 ★★
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

JAPAN
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5520 1939, souvenir sheet "Nikko National park" in the
gift booklet, mint never hinged, as usual margins,
stamps superb, Michel 120.Bl. 2 ★★
estimate 35,5521 1938, "Nikko National park", very fine set mint
never hinged
272-75 ★★
estimate 20,5522 1939, "Daisen and Setonaikai National park",
very fine set mint never hinged
276-79 ★★
estimate 20,5523 1939, "Aso Kuju National park", very fine set
mint never hinged
280-83 ★★
estimate 40,5524 1939, "Red Cross", very fine set mint never
hinged
284-87 ★★
estimate 20,5525 1940, "Daisetsuzan National park" and "Kirishima
National park", 2 mint never hinged superb sets
292-99 ★★
estimate 40,5526 1940-48, Michel no. 370, 378 / 9, 400, 430,
always in mint never hinged blocks of four, superb
★★
estimate 40,5527 1948, 5 Y. "week of the philately", margin copy,
mint never hinged, superb, Michel 120.428A ★★
estimate 40,5528 1964, "olympic games Tokyo VII", 6 souvenir
sheets complete, superb, Michel 53.Bl. 67-72 ★★
estimate 20,5529 1920, "Kiautschou-Kämpferhilfe", cover from
Prof. Keiper to Mr. Landgrave in Tokio,
recommendation for Ninoshima camp inmates as 6 part
documentation, superb
estimate 120,5530 1905, army postal service picture postcard with
red cancel army postal service and fieldpost cancel,
superb
estimate 90,5531 Issues for the Marineverwaltungsbezirk: postal
stamps, very fine set mint never hinged
1-11 ★★
estimate 40,YEMEN NORDJEMEN
5532 1960-67, lot different airmail stamps, very fine
MNH, Michel 215.★★
estimate 40,JUNGFERNINSELN
5533 1866, 1 Sh. carmine, black and white margin,
paper white, simple boarder lines, stronger rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 200.4AaI ★
estimate 55,CANADA
5534 1882, ½ C. black block of four, superb
25A
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

CANADA
5535 1897, 50 C. ultramarine, as usual perforated
superb, Michel 150.48
estimate 45,5536 1897, 2 $ violet, superb, signed Gebruder Senf,
Michel 500.50
estimate 180,5537 1919, single circle postmark "FIELD post
OFFICE CANADIAN / siberia EXP. FORCE" on
Canadian fieldpost letter with handwritten notation "On
active service", superb, RRR!
estimate 380,5538 1929, 1 $ olive green, rest of hinge, superb,
Michel 200.138 ★
estimate 70,5539 11. 12. 1934, first flight "KENORA MC KENZIE
Iceland" (Part stage), superb cover, Müller 262a
164I
estimate 20,5540 1. 10. 1935, first flight "VANCOUVER
SEATTLE", superb cover, Müller 277
277
estimate 20,5541 18. 11. 1936, first flight "Hurried A LA
LARGE-BUFFALO NARROWS", superb cover,
Müller 286
196
estimate 20,5542 19. 11. 1936, first flight "LA HOLES-HURRIED
A LA large" (Part stage), cover very fine, Müller 286a
118,147
estimate 20,5543 17. 8. 1937, first flight "SHARP SHEET-THE
PAS", superb cover, Müller 301a
301a
estimate 20,5544
11.
4.
1942,
first
flight
"MONTREAL-TROIS-RIVIERES", 16. 4. 1942, return
flight "TROIS-RIVIERES-QUEBEC", 2 superb letters
169,211
estimate 25,5545 1962, 5 C. pale blue with single circle postmark
"CFPO-35" on fieldpost airmail letter sheet the "UNEF
Mittel EAST" militaries from Gaza, superb
294
estimate 30,CANADA NEW BRUNSWICK
5546 1851, 3 P. red, rest of hinge, having full margins
having bright colors superb item, Michel 2800.1★
estimate 850,CANADA NEWFOUNDLAND
5547 1860, 1 Sh. orange (SG. No. 15) lower right
corner minimal affects otherwise having full margins
superb item, RR!, Michel 11000.9b
estimate 2.600,5548 1899 / 1908, 5 C. "King George V" and 2 C.
"map", rest of hinge, 2 superb items, Michel 95.66/7 ★
estimate 30,bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

CANADA NEW SCOTLAND
192
5549 1856, 3 P. dark blue on small decorative superb
cover, reverse 8 different stamp!
2a
estimate 280,COLOMBIA
5550 1931 / 38, large one-line cancel "SERVICIO
MANCOMUN" and three lines frame cancel "PAR
AVION CORREO aero MANCOMUN 1" always on
air mail letter to Germany, slight Gebrauchssspuren
324,333
estimate 60,5551 29. 6. 1932, first flight card "Cali Bogota", on the
back franking on photo postcard (DOX), superb
estimate 50,5552 29. 6. 1932, first flight card "Cali Bogota", on the
back franking on photo postcard (Count Zeppelin),
superb
estimate 50,COMORO ISLANDS
5553 1975, 500 on 30 Fr. "Universal Postal Union"
with silver overprint (proof), superb
228P ★★
estimate 30,CONGO BRAZZAVILLE
5554 Middle Congo: 1924, "country subjects" with
overprint, very fine set mint never hinged
25-43 ★★
estimate 20,CHOSUN NORTH
5555 1976-96, lot of approximate 120 different
souvenir sheets and sheetlet with first days special
cancellations, superb
Bl.
estimate 50,CHOSUN SOUTH
5556 1950, fieldpost letter with stamp from field post
office "502", superb
estimate 220,LEBANON
5557 1936, "tourism", 25 Pia. small corner crease
otherwise very fine set mint never hinged
196-203 ★★
estimate 80,5558 Unused part of a collection Lebanon from
1924-38 with some better issues, mostly very fine /
superb, Michel 1050.★
estimate 250,MANCHUKUO
5559 1936, "airplane over landscape", very fine set
mint never hinged
90-93 ★★
estimate 40,MOROCCO
5560 1932, 80 C. "airplane" on fieldpost letter from
Agadir with stamp of the 37. Military flyer-regiment,
very fine
43
estimate 45,5561 1935, "marshal Lyautey" from of the right lower
corner of the sheet, very fine set mint never hinged
123-26 ★★
estimate 50,-

MOROCCO
5562 1935, "marshal Lyautey", very fine set mint never
hinged
123-26 ★★
estimate 45,MARTINIQUE
5563 1891, 05 c. on 10 C. black on lilac, superb, signed
Köhler, Michel 70.8
estimate 25,5564 1888, 15 c. on 75 C. carmine, very fine / small
perforation fault, signed Köhler, Michel 150.17
estimate 30,5565 1904, 0f10 on 30 C. - 0f10 on 75 C., rest of hinge,
4 values mostly superb, Michel 100.50-53 ★
estimate 25,MAURITIUS
5566 Approximate. 1920, "stamps series", unused card,
superb
estimate Gebot
MEXICO
5567 1913, 1 C. yellow green, without control tab, on
Revolution record from the Staate Sonora, these
revenue stamp was provisionally as postal stamp used,
superb
269II
estimate 140,5568
30.
10.
1952,
KLM
first
flight
"MEXICO-AMSTERDAM", slight traces, superb cover
estimate 25,NAURU
5569 1916, 2 Sh. 6 P. dark brown, De la Rue printing
(SG no. 19), gum remains, superb, SG 600 £
12II ★
estimate 220,NEW GUINEA
5570 30. 7. 1934, first flight "SYDNEY LAE" (return
flight), mixed franking with Australia stamps, cover
very fine
estimate 70,NEW CALEDONIA
5571 1984, "ships", always on Epreuves de Luxe,
superb
731/2EP (★)
estimate 25,NEW ZEALAND
5572 24. 12. 1931, 5 P. on Christmas special flight
"CHRISTCHURCH INERCARGILL", Christmas letter
with Pilot autograph, superb, Müller 95
184931122495
estimate 150,5573 1903, Great Barrier Pigeongram travel: original
letter deaf postal service form from Auckland to Great
Barrier Iceland, franked by 6 D. Pigeon service triangle
stamp, unused, superb
estimate 260,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.

NEW ZEALAND
193
5574 1903, Great Barrier Pigeongram travel: original
letter deaf postal service form from Auckland to Great
Barrier Iceland, franked by 2x 6 D. Pigeon service
triangle stamp in the pair, unused, superb, R!
estimate 200,5575 1973-90, 65 different first day covers, in addition
to it 3 commemorative souvenir sheets and a few
special feature, superb condition
estimate 100,NICARAGUA
5576 1943, 4 different first flight documents "First
Flight primer Vuelo", superb
estimate 25,NETHERLANDS INDIES
5577
1947,
two
ring
cancel
"VELDPOST-SEMARANG / 2 / 1947" and
handwritten "in the Assets service" on Air field postal
service letter from a member the so named
"Tiger-brigade" with appropriate stamp impression,
superb
estimate 100,5578 1946, violet single circle postmark "VELDPOST /
date / BATAVIA" and handwritten notation "In active
service" on Air field postal service letter from Batavia /
Java, very fine
estimate 80,5579 1948, two ring cancel "VELDPOST 7 DEC. DIV.
/ 1948" on Air-field postal service-fold letter with
imprinted franchise of the 3. Infantry brigade the 7.
division from Batavia, defects from opening the cover
estimate 60,5580 1896-1899, neat collection quadrangle town
postmark on 187 letter pieces from "AMBARAWA till
WLINGI", rare offered!, almost only superb condition
estimate 500,NETHERLANDS NEW GUINEA
5581 1962, 35 C. violet postal stationery aerogramm
from Biak to Holland, very fine
estimate 40,PALESTINE
5582 1972, registered form letter of the Pakistani Red
Cross to the DRK in Bonn, very fine
estimate 20,PANAMA CANAL ZONE
5583 16. 7. 1929, first flight "F. A. M. 9 CANALZONE
CHILE", Reco flight letter to Debreczen / Hungaria:
(Christobal 15. 7., Santiago 22. 7., buenos Aires 27. 7.,
Budapest 29. 8. and Debreczen 29. 8. ) only 188
documents transported, to Hungaria probable unique!,
superb cover
80/1
estimate 350,Den vollständigen Auktionskatalog
mit allen Losen und Abbildungen
können Sie als PDF-Datei unter
www.nordphila.de
nach Gebieten herunterladen!

PARAGUAY
5584 1963 / 4, souvenir sheet pairs "olympic games",
perforated and unperforated, 4 souvenir sheets superb,
Michel 112.Bl. 48-51 ★★
estimate 30,5585 Fieldpost letter with slightly Division stamp (top
right) and on the back censorship, very fine
estimate 140,PHILIPPINES
5586 1913, 2 C. "Rizal" as additional franking on 2 C.
postal stationery postcard to Hamburg, superb
275
estimate 30,5587 1970, printed matter the Catholic mission with
contents, catastrophic fire letter with one-line cancel
"DAMAGED BY FIRE", superb
estimate 90,QUEENSLAND
5588 1860, 1 P. brown carmine, right slightly touched
at bottom otherwise good to large margins all round
superb, Michel 1300.1
estimate 330,ST. LUCY
5589 1864, 4 P. yellow and 1 Sh. orange, perforated
12½, 2 values as usual perforated superb
8A,10A
estimate 35,ST. PIERRE AND MIQUELON
5590 1971, "frigates", interest of tenant, Michel 120.471-73 ★★
estimate 40,SAO TOM•E AND PRINCIPE
5591 1983, "birds" in the sheet set, superb, Michel
(954.-)
879-900
estimate 90,5592 1979-2000, lot different issues and souvenir
sheets, superb, Michel 295.estimate 50,SAUDI ARABIA
5593 1974, "Universal Postal Union", very fine set mint
never hinged, Michel 190.554-56 ★★
estimate 65,SIERRA LEONE
5594 1872, 1 P. rose, watermark sideways, rest of
hinge, superb, Michel 120.3AY ★
estimate 40,CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
5595 1900, picture postcard to Berlin from the British
steamer "MEXICAN", the to a Collision at the 5. 4.
1900 before Capetown sank, L4 "from the with the
sunk steamer "Mexican" transported post from Capstadt
railway mail No. 15", with attaching seal: "KÖN. PR.
Ministry of the of the interior secret chancery", the
demaged card reached Berlin at the 30. 4. 1900, RR!
41
estimate 450,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
194
5596 1893-1911, postal stationery lot: 3 covers, as well
Burenkriegbrief from DE AAR with double censorship,
5 cards and 3 wrapper, almost only superb
estimate 120,ORANJEFREISTAAT
5597 1891-1902, 2 different unused postal stationery,
superb, in addition to it uncharged a defects used card
to Germany
estimate 30,SOUTH AFRICA FROM 1910
5598 1916, prisoner of war letter from
"PIETERMARITZBURG" with various censorship
stamps and blanking plate to the Red Cross in Geneva
(four-lines entrance stamp), very fine
2,3
estimate 50,5599 1976-92, 7 different Antarctica documents, superb
1978
estimate 30,TAJIKISTAN
5600 1993, "independence" in sheetlet (30 respectively
50), superb, Michel 208.15-21KB
estimate 25,TANZANIA
5601 1987, souvenir sheet "60. birthday", strong with
defective or badly placed perforation, superb
Bl. 64 ★★
estimate Gebot
TASMANIA
5602 Approximate. 1920, "stamps series", unused card,
superb
estimate Gebot
TONGA
5603 1938, "TIN CAN MAIL", 2 different documents
with various postmarks, superb
39,56,72
estimate 75,TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
5604 1860, 1 P. gray, thin, very fine, signed Dr. Pirl,
Michel 750.6c
estimate 150,TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS
5605 1873, 1 P. brown rose, almost mint never hinged,
superb
4★
estimate 20,TUWA
5606 1927, "bicycle the aeon", hand stamp overprint,
rest of hinge, superb, Michel 110.11-14 ★
estimate 35,5607 1927, "country subjects", very fine set mint never
hinged, Michel (for * 75.-)
15-28 ★★
estimate 45,5608 1927 / 32, "country subjects", rest of hinge, 2
superb sets, Michel 145.15-34 ★
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

TUWA
5609 1932, 1 K. on 40 K. - 15 K. on 14 K. "country
subjects", very fine set mint never hinged, Michel (for *
70.-)
29-34 ★★
estimate 40,URUGUAY
5610 1856, "MONTEVIDEO", green oval cancel and
various additional cancellation on cover to Bordeaux,
very fine
estimate 40,5611 Postage due stamps: 1902, 2 C. lilac red on
under-franked picture postcard from Italy, very fine
P2
estimate Gebot
VENEZUELA
5612 1873, 1 R. red, diagonal halved and ½ R.
lilac-rose, normal margins on piece, two ring cancel
"PUERTO CABELLO", superb, photo expertize Dr.
Chiavarello
20,21H
estimate 100,UNITED STATES
5613 Scott 72, 1861, 90 C. "Washington", without grill
impression, slight corner crease, very fine, $ 600
25
estimate 120,5614 Scott 97, 1861, 12 C. "Washington", grill
impression, without gum, superb, signed Hartmann, $
1100.21WII (★)
estimate 280,5615 Scott 98, 1861, 15 C. "lincoln", grill impression
type VII, as usual perforated superb, $ 275.22WVIIt
estimate 75,5616 Scott 221, 226, 1896, 3 C. "jackson" and 10 C.
"Webster" on registered letter to Freiburg, superb
63,68
estimate 50,5617 Scott 237-39, 2891, 10 - 30 C. "Columbus world
exhibition", 3 values, small defects, very fine, $ 565
80-82 ★
estimate 130,5618 Scott 239, 1893, 30 C "Columbus world
exhibition", rest of hinge, small rubbed spot on face
otherwise superb, $ 240
82 ★
estimate 65,5619 Scott 303, 1903, 4 C. "bad mood", watermark 1,
perforated L 12, lower margin copy with edge lettering,
rest of hinge, superb
141 ★
estimate 25,5620 Scott 309, 1903, 15 C. "Clay", watermark 1,
perforated L 12, rest of hinge, thin place otherwise
superb, $ 180
147 ★
estimate 45,5621 1934, picture postcard from Byrd Antarctic
expedition: "Greetings from. . . ", with different
Postmark and signatur from Robert A. English, superb
359
estimate 40,Bilder aller Lose finden Sie
im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
Alle Atteste und Befunde sind im Internet
unter www.nordphila.de abgebildet

UNITED STATES
195
5622 Scott 373, 1909, 2 C. "detection and steam
navigation on the hudson", unperforated, 2 upper
margin copies block of four with vertical leading line,
superb
177B
★ ★, ★
estimate 55,5623 Scott 407, 1914, 7 C. "Washington", watermark 2,
perforated L 12, rest of hinge, very fine (thin corner), $
70
191A ★
estimate 20,5624 Scott 546, 1921, 2 C. "Washington",
unwatermarked, perforated L 11, Roll pressure (W2),
rest of hinge, superb, $ 105
224W2C ★
estimate 35,5625 Scott 566, 1922, 15 C. "Statue of liberty" in the
plates block of four, the two of them lower values mint
never hinged, superb
277
★ ★, ★
estimate 50,5626 Scott 581 / 2, 585, 1925, 1, 1½ and 4 C.
"important personalities", perforated L 10, in blocks of
four, in each case the two of them lower values mint
never hinged, superb
260/1,265C
★ ★, ★
estimate 50,5627 Scott 591, 1925, 10 C. "Monroe", perforated L 10,
block of four, mint never hinged, superb
272C
★★
estimate 160,5628 Scott 618, 2 C. "Lexington-Concord" in the mint
never hinged block of six with plate number, $ 90.294 ★★
estimate 35,5629 Scott 630, 1926, souvenir sheet 2 C. "international
stamp exhibition" with plate number "18774", lower
margin partly minimal separated, stamps all mint never
hinged, superb
Bl. 1 ★★
estimate 100,5630 Scott 647 / 8, 1928, "Hawaii" in mint never
hinged plates block of four, mint never hinged, superb,
$ 650
311/2
★★
estimate 260,5631 Scott 680-82, 1929 / 30, 3 different mint never
hinged plates block of four, superb
319/20,324
★★
estimate 25,5632 Scott 859-93, 1940, "Famous Americans" on 7
covers to Switzerland, very fine set
455-89
estimate 25,5633 Scott 2286-2335, 2647-2696, 1987 / 92, "North of
American fauna" and "wildflowers" in se-tenant sheet,
superb, $ 90.1883-1932,2252-2301 ★★
estimate 30,5634 Scott C 18, 1933, 50 C. "Chicago travel", in the
mint never hinged block of six from lower margin with
plate number "21178", irregular manufactured
gumming, superb, R!, $ 725
★★
estimate 290,5635 Scott C21 / 2, 1937, "manila Hong Kong" in
blocks of four, very fine set mint never hinged, $ 90.400/1
★★
estimate 30,-

UNITED STATES
5636 1968, atom submarine "SCORPION\": search
documentation, 7 illustrated air mail letters different
Suchschiffe with three-line cancel "Search Ship for / S.
S. N. 589 Scorpion / Overdue 27 May 1968", superb
estimate 130,5637 1962-65, submarine "THRESHER\": cataclysms
documentation of the at the 10. 4. 63 in the North
Atlantic sunken atom U boat, amongst other things
cover with autograph of the Commanders, superb
estimate 100,5638 1909-19, Christmas Greeting cards: 5 different
colored picture postcards, as well Santa Caus on the
plane and 5 different first day covers the set "Memories
of winter", superb
estimate 100,5639 1950, Jewish Entschädigungsansprüche against
Germany: three 1 C. postal stationery postcards of the
american Federation of Jews, acknowiedge Jewish
claims, superb
estimate 75,5640 1909, "The River hudson route", vignettes stamp
booklet pane with 10 different views, 2 values rest of
hinge, otherwise mint never hinged, superb
estimate Gebot
USA STAMP BOOKLET
5641 1943-94, 78 almost only different stamp booklet,
from 1975 in fact complete, superb
aus MH 059-172 ★★
estimate 300,USA OFFICIAL STAMPS
5642 Scott O 76, 1873, 7 C. "Treasury", rest of hinge,
very fine, $ 250
D 75 ★
estimate 60,USA POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
5643 Scott J 6, 1879, 30 C. brown, left unperforated,
rest of hinge, superb, $ 350
P 6a ★
estimate 80,USA SAMMUNGEN, LOTS
5644 1890 -approximate. 1940, approximate 80
documents, as well a few better frankings and
cancellations, very fine / superb, treasure trove
estimate 90,5645 1977, 16 different documents with cancellations
from the South Sea, superb
estimate Gebot
5646 Approximate. 1900, "stamps series", unused card,
superb
estimate Gebot
USA AIRMAIL
5647 21. 6. 1931, "Round The World Flight of the
"WINNIE MAE", (from 21. 6.-1. 7. ) on cover with 2
violet special cancellations, transit- and posting stamp,
with autograph of the pilots and from navigator, superb,
RR!, Müller 340
estimate 500,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!

USA AIRMAIL
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5648 19. 2. 1946, first flight "NEW YORK
AMSTERDAM, superb cover, Müller 507
estimate 25,5649 1977, "Lindberg memory letter" with autograph of
the Solofliegers Dieter Schmitt as well news account
from 1991, superb
estimate 20,USA POSTAL STATIONERIES
5650 1893, 1 - 10 C. "Columbus and freedom",
collection from 54 covers, used and unused, with also
some with additional frankings to Europe etc., very fine
/ superb
U 348-351
estimate 280,5651 1893, "WORLD\'S COLUMBIAN exposition", 2
different unused 1 C. Postal Cards the set "Jos.
Koehler", superb, R!
estimate 50,5652 1893-1903, 6 different complete question- and
reply postal stationery postcards (Paid reply Postal
Cards), used, very fine / superb
estimate 40,5653 Approximate. 1929-1980, lot of 60 unused airmail
postal stationery and airmail letter sheets, mostly superb
estimate 30,USA ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
5654 1898, patriotically cover from the camp Georg H.
Thomas in Chicamauga inland park, very fine
(two-sided opened)
estimate 70,5655 1919, two ring cancel "THIRD ARMY / date / A.
P. O. 927" and censorship stamp "A. E. F. / A. 3269"
(American Expeditionary Force) on Field postal service
artist card "Soldier mail" to the United States, superb
estimate 35,5656 1929, single circle postmark "U. S. navy CORPS
port AU PRINCE" on Field airmail letter from Haiti,
superb
estimate 140,5657 1933-52, 6 different used ship´s mail documents,
amongst other things of the "S. S. Manhattan", superb
estimate 50,5658 1936, cover with single circle postmark of the US
canon boat "U. S. S. ERIE" and cancellation
"Thanksgiving Le Havre", superb
estimate 45,5659 1945, postal stationery fieldpost letter with single
circle postmark wavy-line cancel "U. S. ARMY /
POSTAL SERVICE" of the Army-post office 461
about the head fieldpost office New York, very fine
estimate 35,5660 1954, fieldpost letter from Taiwan about the
American head field post office in San Francisco to
Vienna, with fieldpost cancel single circle postmark "U.
S. NAVY", superb
estimate 20,-

USA ARMY POSTAL SERVICE
5661 1957, fieldpost letter from basis Wheelus about
the army post office to New York, with single circle
postmark wavy-line cancel "ARMY-AIRFORCE /
POSTAL SERVICE / 231", very fine
estimate 80,5662 1977, fieldpost card the US Navy with stamp the
Sinai-Field-mission, superb
estimate 50,USA ANTARCTICA
5663 1947, airletter of the Antarctica expedition
"HIGHJUMP" (Overcoming the Steep coast of the
South Pole zone), Ship stamp "U. S. S. MOUNT
OLYMPOS", very fine
estimate 75,UNITED NATIONS (NEW YORK)
5664 1980, "flags", complete sheetlet set, 47x, superb,
Michel (470.-)
348-63
estimate 55,5665 Complete mint never hinged collection UNO-New
York in the Borek album with mounts, amongst other
things with flags issue in sheetlet complete, in addition
to it a few cancelled values, superb condition, Michel
890.★ ★,
estimate 170,SLG., LOTS GERMANY
5666 Approximate. 1973-2002, extensive lot year cards
of the collector service, year gift for customers of the
German post philately, commemorative sheets and so
on. With cancelled stamps and some documents, superb
estimate 100,5667 SBZ and German Demokratic Republik (East
Germany), duplicate lot postal stationery from P 1 - P
81, mostly unused, as well P 1 * (6x),
MECKLENBURG-WESTERN POMERANIA good be
present, P 65aA used (37x), P 78 * (15x) etc., in total
approximate 250 cards, mostly superb condition
estimate 300,5668 Seeming complete collection First Day Cover
Federal Republic of Germany / Berlin from 1971-95 in
11 Ersttagesbrief albums in slipcases, over 1000
documents! Very favorable!
estimate 250,5669 1887-1925, interesting lot of 74 postal stationery
from Bavaria and German Reich, inspect!
estimate 180,5670 Lot of 177 different postal stationery postcards
postwar Germany from 1945-67, as well a few better,
unused and used, almost only superb condition
estimate 180,-

bei Ausgaben nach 1900 bürgt unsere
Qualitätsstufe Pracht für allerbeste Qualität
(Pracht = absolut einwandfreie Erhaltung).
Begriffe wie Luxus u.a. werden von uns für
Ausgaben nach 1900 nicht verwendet!

SLG., LOTS GERMANY
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5671 1945 - approximate 1960, collection of
cancellations "heather in Holstein" in 3 volumes,
mainly documents the allied occupation and of the
american and British zone, as well need postcards,
censored mail, Suchdienstkarten etc., in total over 260
documents, treasure trove for specialized collector of an
area
estimate 150,5672 Lot of over 500 mostly different postal stationery
postwar Germany from approximate 1946-1993, as well
a few better documents, treasure trove!
estimate 150,5673 Interesting lot of over 50 documents Germany
from approximate 1868-1922, condition varies, treasure
trove, inspect!
estimate 150,5674 Approximate. 1866-1950, lot of over 60
documents, treasure trove
estimate 75,5675 1873-1987, 32 different documents with
postmarks from "SYLT", condition varies, inspect!
estimate 50,5676 Approximate. 1959-97, approximate 250 postal
stationery postcards Federal Republic and Berlin,
vacuously used and unused, superb condition
estimate 20,5677 Approximate. 1955-71, small lot different first
day covers Federal Republic and Berlin, superb
condition
estimate Gebot
5678 Dealers property: Federal Republic, very
extensive lot collections in 50 volumes, with also many
buses-collect collections, the good issues of the first
years as well the post office-valid face value items were
plundered, yet still huge catalogue value as well high
cost value the many hingeless album
★ ★, , ★
estimate 900,5679 Old Schaubek album with Saar region, Gdansk,
Memel and German expenditures for crew 1914 / 18 as
well plebiscite area with numerous good middle issues,
almost only superb condition
,★
estimate 900,5680 Neat collection postwar Germany till 1966 in 2
Schaubek albums, unused or used with numerous good
issues, almost only superb condition
,★
estimate 500,5681 Old collection Germany till approximate 1939,
with Old German States, German Reich, Gdansk,
Memel, Saar, German colonies and plebiscite areas,
with many good middle values, a little mixed quality,
treasure trove, inspect!
, ★,( ★)
estimate 500,5682 Rich collection "postwar Germany" till
approximate 1965 in the thick Borek album, with many
good first issues, inspect, very high catalog value
★, ,
estimate 480,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

SLG., LOTS GERMANY
5683 Collector's estate postwar Germany in the
Schaubek album till 1980 with many good issues,
almost only superb condition, favorable offered,
inspect!
★, ★ ★,
estimate 280,5684 Old collection postwar Germany from 1945-1949
with middle issues, inspect!
,★
estimate 250,5685 Collection French zone atd Saarland on Schaubek
pages with many good issues, superb collection, for the
cancellations becomes no guarantee taken over, we
offer the collection "without recourse" at
,★
estimate 250,5686 Duplicate lot "Germany" in 5 stock books,
treasure trove, inspect!
, ★, ★ ★
estimate 200,5687 Legal estate lot Germany in the box, as well 2
collections Federal Republic till 1982 always in the as
good as new Lighthouse album (1x almost only mint
never hinged and 1x used), the cancelled novelties till
approximate 2000 in bags like from of the postal
service delivered, in addition to it collection allied
occupation and SBZ, various duplicates and a letter
post, treasure trove, inspect!
★ ★, , ★,
estimate 200,5688 Cancelled collection Saar region and Saarland
from 1920-56 in the Lighthouse album, cancellations
without recourse!, inspect!
,
estimate 200,5689 Beginners collection "American and British zone"
and "Soviet areas occupied by the enemy", in the SAFE
dual album with some middle issues
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 100,5690 Approximate. 1965-91, mostly mint never hinged
lot Federal Republic and Berlin, with many souvenir
sheets, in addition to it a little Europe, superb condition,
inspect!
★ ★,
estimate 75,COLLECTION. EUROPE
5691 Approximate. 1958-62, collection with 41
documents, amongst other things Children village
balloon mail, Underberg Air ship postal service,
Kronfeld-Gedenksegelflug, almost only superb
condition
estimate 90,5692 1887-1954, lot of 56 documents "Europe", almost
all used, as well Great Britain, Austria, Switzerland
etc., in different condition
estimate 60,5693 Approximate. 1922-1960, small lot of
approximate 30 documents, inspect!
estimate Gebot
5694 Collection some of European countries till
approximate 1950 in 4 old Schaubek Permanent
albums, as well Great Britain, Netherlands and
Czechoslovakia good be present
,★
estimate 300,-

COLLECTION. EUROPE
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5695 Box "Scandinavia", as well many year notebook,
first day covers, novelties and stamp booklet and so on.
Almost only superb condition
★ ★, , , ★
estimate 250,5696 Interesting lot "Europe", treasure trove, inspect!
, ★, ★ ★,
estimate 100,COLLECTION. OVERSEA
5697 Bus issue: "1937 Paris world exhibition", 21 mint
never hinged superb sets of different countries
★★
estimate 100,5698 Approximate. 1950-75, over 200 documents with
mostly colored frankings, inspect, treasure trove
estimate 100,5699 Approximate. 1901-39, small lot of 27 documents
"oversea", treasure trove, mixed quality
estimate 90,5700 1879 approximate. 1940, interesting lot of 15
documents to Kiel, condition varies, inspect!
estimate 60,5701 Approximate. 1948-75, 22 modern airmail
documents "oversea", many from Mexico, condition
very fine / superb
estimate Gebot
5702 1866-89, old small part of a collection Central
America from 88 values and 2 documents (amongst
other things bisects from Belize! ), inspect!
★, ,
estimate 100,5703 Collector's estate oversea amongst other things
with Cambodia, Loas, Nicaragua, Canada, Spanish
colonies and so on. In 3 stock books
, ★ ★, ★,
estimate 100,5704 Box oversea with various legitimate documents
from approximate 1965-95, single stamps, souvenir
sheets etc., inspect!
, ★ ★, , ★,
estimate 80,5705 1933-81, 14 different ship´s mail documents,
superb
estimate 40,COLLECTION. ALL WORLD
5706 Collector's estate, almost only Scandinavia in 5
stock books and an album, with middle issues
estimate Gebot
5707 Lot of letters with various postal stationery
Federal Republic, anniversary cards and first day
covers, as well Europabelege and some oversea
estimate 75,5708 Interesting miracle box "all world" with various
documents, approval books and stock books, treasure
trove - inspect!
, , ★, ★ ★,
estimate 200,5709 Box with Germany and Europe, besides stock
books also a few volumes with useful values, treasure
trove - inspect!
, ★, ★ ★
estimate 150,-

COLLECTION. ALL WORLD
5710 Small box with Federal Republic, as well many
corners of the sheet and private stamp booklet, as well
Europe and some oversea
★ ★, ,
estimate 75,5711 Box with mostly Federal Republic, as well many
documents, first day covers, "new philately edition of
the German post", Europe and some oversea
, , ★ ★,
estimate 50,5712 Miracle box, almost only Germany in 13 stock
books
, ★ ★, ★
estimate Gebot
EUROPE UNION
5713 1956, "tubular steel scaffolding", complete year,
superb, Michel 387.★★
estimate 75,5714 1958-60, "stylized dove", "closed chain" and
"wheel of the car", 3 complete volumes, very fine
MNH, Michel 218. 70
★★
estimate 45,5715 1961-64, "dove", "stylized tree", "ornament" and
"stylized bloom", 4 complete volumes, superb, Michel
296. 60
★★
estimate 60,5716 1965-68, "dwarf with fruit", "stylized boat",
"notched wheels" and "Kreuzbartschlüssel", 4 complete
volumes, very fine MNH, Michel 293. 40
★★
estimate 60,5717 1969-71, "stylized Temple", "wattle" and
"horizontal chain", 3 complete volumes, superb, Michel
272. 90
★★
estimate 50,5718 1970 / 1, "wattle" and "horizontal chain", 2
complete volumes, very fine MNH, Michel 173.★★
estimate 35,5719 1972, "stars", complete year, superb, Michel 179.
80
★★
estimate 35,5720 1972, "stars", complete year, superb, Michel 136.
30
estimate 25,5721 1973 / 4, "posthorn" and "sculptures", 2 complete
volumes, superb, Michel 150. 20
estimate 30,5722 1974, "sculptures", complete year, very fine
MNH, Michel 146. 70
★★
estimate 25,5723 1975, "paintings", complete year, with almost all
sheetlet, superb
★★
estimate 40,5724 1975, "paintings", complete year, superb, Michel
155. 10
★★
estimate 30,-

EUROPE UNION
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5725 1976, "art handicraft", complete year, superb,
Michel 164.★★
estimate 30,5726 1977, "landscapes", complete year, with all
sheetlet, very fine MNH, Michel 198. 80
★★
estimate 40,5727 1977, "landscapes", complete year, superb,
Michel 109. 80
estimate 20,5728 1978, "building monuments", complete year, very
fine MNH, Michel 150. 30
★★
estimate 30,5729 1979, "Postal service and Telecommunications",
complete year with sheetlet, superb
★★
estimate 50,5730
1979
/
80,
"Postal
service
and
Telecommunications" and "personalities", 2 complete
volumes, superb, Michel 122. 80
estimate 20,5731 1980 / 1, "personalities" and "folklore", 2
complete volumes, superb, Michel 187. 10
★★
estimate 35,5732 1981 / 2, "folklore" and "historic events", 2
complete volumes, superb, Michel 151. 80
estimate 30,5733 1983, "works of the human spirit", complete year
with sheetlet set guernsey and jersey, superb, Michel
257. 70
★★
estimate 55,5734 1984, "bridge", complete year with stamp booklet
Greece and Sweden, very fine MNH, Michel 206. 40
★★
estimate 40,5735 1987, "Morderne architecture", complete year
with sheetlet set Isle of Man, superb, Michel 240. 70
★★
estimate 50,5736 1993, "contemporary art", complete year without
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Slovenia, very fine MNH,
Michel 281. 80
★★
estimate 60,5737 1996, "famous woman", complete year, superb,
Michel 274. 40
★★
estimate 55,5738 1991, "world space flight", 11 different sheetlet
sets, amongst other things with Ireland, superb, Michel
520.KB
estimate 60,5739 1994, "discoveries and inventions", 3 different
stamp booklet, superb, Michel (60.-)
MH ★★
estimate Gebot
5740 2002, "circus", 11 different stamp booklet, superb,
Michel (143.-)
MH
estimate 30,-

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

EUROPE UNION
5741 Mint never hinged collection "CEPT" from
1956-92 in 5 lighthouse albums, complete except for
Andorra Spanish post 1972, in addition to it follower,
Scandinavia, Council of Europe, EFTA, Nato and
KSZE, superb condition
★★
estimate 750,5742 Mint never hinged collection joint issues from
1958-68 in the safe album with mounts (text from
1956), except for few issues complete, without
Liechtenstein Michel no. 398, superb, Michel 600.★★
estimate 90,5743 Mint never hinged collection "sympathy and as
supply on hand" from 1959-2005, mostly only on Borek
album pages, from 1975 almost complete (without B
issues), as well pages 122, almost only superb
condition, Michel 1900.★★
estimate 250,5744 1972-83, more then complete collection "KSZE"
(mostly without unperforated issues) with first day
covers, single stamps and sheetlet, partly multiple,
amongst other things with pages 125 used and on First
Day Cover, almost only superb condition
,
estimate 250,SPORTS
5745 "soccer World championship 1978" in 3 Borek
special albums with souvenir sheets, amongst other
things Bulgaria pages 97 and 104 always mint never
hinged and used, perforated and unperforated issues,
amongst other things Hungaria 3284-91B and pages
130B in each case mint never hinged, sheetlet, postal
stationery, facsimile of the first German football rules
etc., superb, high acquisition value!
★ ★, ,
estimate 150,5746 "XIV. World Cup 1990" in 3 special albums, with
souvenir sheets, sheetlet, stamp booklet, first day
covers, numis covers etc., superb condition
★ ★, ,
estimate 150,5747 "World Cup USA 1994", in 2 officially albums
the German Sports Aid and a Leitz folder, with
souvenir sheets, single stamps, sheetlet, stamp booklet,
postal stationery, telephone cards, numis cover, superb
★ ★,
estimate 120,5748 "soccer European championship England 1996"
on Siegerseiten in the album with souvenir sheets, strip,
single stamps, postal stationery, numis cover, amongst
other things Niger no. 1236-39 in the unperforated
souvenir sheet, superb
★ ★,
estimate 90,5749 "presentation of the philately collection to the 100
year-old to be available of the IOC" in 3 Bolaffi special
albums (trilingual French, English and German) with
souvenir sheets, single stamps, first day covers, postal
stationery, always 1x mint never hinged and 1x on First
Day Cover, superb, high acquisition value!
★ ★,
estimate 120,5750 "officially ARD Olympic Games collection
1948-88", superb
★ ★, ,
estimate 70,-

SPORTS
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5751 Small box with almost only "olympic games
Tokyo 1964", souvenir sheets, sheetlet and pairs in
different quantities, amongst other things from Panama,
Yemen, Soviet Union, guinea, Poland, Hungaria,
Cameroon, Mongolia, Cuba etc., very favorable!
★★
estimate 100,5752 1976, "olympic games", lot of 64 special
documents the Swiss Sports Aid, amongst other things
2 coins letters, various documents with original
signatures of the athlete, amongst other things
Stückelberger, twerp Hemmi, Russi etc., superb
condition
estimate 75,5753 Extensive collection "olympic games 1980" in 3
special albums of the German Sports Aid with sheetlet,
souvenir sheets, maximum cards, airmail letter sheets,
stamp booklet and strip, superb condition, high
acquisition value!
★ ★,
estimate 180,5754 "olympic games Moscow 1980" in the Borek
special album, with sheetlet, stamp booklet and
unperforated souvenir sheets, Prachtrerhaltung
★ ★,
estimate 120,5755 "Olympic Winter Games Lillehammer 1994",
officially album the German Sports Aid with perforated
and unperforated souvenir sheets, sheetlet, single
stamps, postal stationery, telephone card, autograph
card etc., superb
★ ★,
estimate 100,5756 1985, Erinnerungsgrußblatt the DBSV luge
national team with original signatures from 14
participants, punched, superb
estimate 25,OTHER MOTIVES
5757 1958-93, international Antarctica Sending, neat
collection with 185 documents, with also many German
Expeditions documents, superb condition, partly RR!
estimate 450,5758 1967-2008, Antarctica and Arctic - research, 100
international documents, for example Australian and
British area in the Antarctica, Horse area, etc., in the
Spezialbum, superb
estimate 120,5759 1993-97, interesting collection from 145
international Antarctica explorative documents in the
Spezialbum, superb
estimate 250,5760 1997-2001, Antarctica - research, 150 documents,
mostly from German institutes, in the Spezialbum,
superb
estimate 150,5761 1999-2008, Antarctic expedition, 49 different
documents in the special album, superb
estimate 90,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

OTHER MOTIVES
5762 2001-07, Antarctica - research, over 160
documents, mostly from German institutes, in the
Spezialbum, superb
estimate 160,5763
1980-93,
Antarctica-sending,
interesting
collection with 83 different documents, amongst other
things "ICEBIRD" and "GOTLAND II", superb
estimate 180,5764 1982-85, first and second Antarctic expedition the
"North Star", interesting collection with 84 different
documents and descriptions the both Expedtionen,
superb
estimate 200,5765 1984-86, Antarctica-sending: amongst other
things "North Star", "arctic fox", flights etc., 186
different documents in the letter album
estimate 300,5766 1985 / 6, third and fourth Antarctic expedition the
"North Star", interesting collection with 118 different
documents and descriptions the both Expedtionen,
superb
estimate 280,5767 1986-89, Antarctica-sending with the "FS North
Star", 173 different documents clean in the letter album,
superb
estimate 290,5768 1986 / 7, fourth and fifth Antarctic expedition the
"North Star", collection with 96 different documents
and descriptions the both Expedtionen, superb
estimate 250,5769 1987-90, fifth till eighth Antarctic expedition the
"North Star", interesting collection with 97 different
documents and descriptions the four Expedtionen,
superb
estimate 250,5770 1990-97, seventh, ninth and tenth Antarctic
expedition the "North Star", interesting collection with
96 different documents and descriptions the several
Expedtionen, superb
estimate 250,5771 1884-1992, "Beer topic", 9 different documents,
as well amongst other things postcard forerunner, Art
Nouveau Ziehkarte and so on. Superb
estimate 90,5772 "50 years Federal Republic Germany" in the
special album of the German post, superb
estimate Gebot
5773 1958-89, "German Demokratic Republik (East
Germany) Antarctica research", collection with more
then 200 different documents in the letter album, superb
estimate 350,5774 Collection "20 years German unit" in the special
album of the German post with a lot of informations,
one CD, some values and souvenir sheets, superb
condition
★★
estimate 20,-

OTHER MOTIVES
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5775 "German German stamps" on Siegerseiten in the
album and a Leitz folder with single stamps, se-tenant,
souvenir sheets, postal stationery etc., superb
★ ★, ,
estimate 80,5776 Collection "10 years German unit" in the special
album of the German post with a lot of informations,
mint never hinged values, souvenir sheets and
se-tenant, superb condition
★ ★,
estimate Gebot
5777 "Albrecht Duerer" in the Lindner special album
with single values, souvenir sheets and much
informations, mint never hinged, superb condition
★★
estimate Gebot
5778 "railroad stamps" on Siegerseiten in the album
and a Leitz folder with single stamps, souvenir sheets,
postal stationery, se-tenant, maximum cards etc., superb
★ ★,
estimate 150,5779 "flags the nations" in 5 Unicef albums, 1980-86
and 1988 always complete in se-tenant sheet, always 4
centerpieces on first day covers and single stamps
always on first day covers, superb
, ★★
estimate 120,5780 Collectable pictures album "the world pictorial historic flags", album 8, slight traces of usage
estimate Gebot
5781 1975-84, provenance LIBRIS artist: 5 illustrated
documents from Belgium and 2 Künstlermappen (12
page Scherstjanoi, Russia and 20 page Filippis, Italy)
from international provenance Libris congress 1984 in
Weimar, superb
estimate 120,5782 "the history of aviation" in 7 printed form albums,
appeared in the Rowland Hill publishing house, with
interesting documents and stamps from all over the
world, high cost value, the collection was in the 1980s
completed
, ★★
estimate 150,5783 1928-69, "Medicine Higlights" (epidemic plagues
congresses, Red Cross, Healthy mental asylum) : 36
special documents with interesting frankings from
different countries, almost only superb condition
estimate 120,5784 1964-72, "Pope Pius VI", 150 different
documents, as well travel to Africa, Philippines etc., in
addition to it airmail letter sheets and maximum cards,
superb
estimate 75,5785 1981-87, edition "PHILARTES", 13 different
graphics with belonging stamp, signatur of the artist
and information, superb
estimate Gebot
5786 "Philatelia" booklets 1981-85, always 2x and 1x
1987, superb
estimate Gebot
Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

OTHER MOTIVES
5787 "500 years post" on Siegerseiten in 3 albums and
a Leitz folder with single stamps, maximum cards, First
Day Sheets, stamp booklet, first day covers, reprints,
reprint sheetlet, coil stamp for vending machine, postal
stationery, special pages, airmail etc., superb, high
acquisition value
★ ★, ,
estimate 180,5788 Collection "The Royal Wedding" in 4 special
albums with sheetlet, souvenir sheets, single values
perforated and unperforated, stamp booklet, maximum
cards and Hologram; superb, cost value over DM
7000.★ ★,
estimate 400,5789 1979-88, 49 different documents "modern ship´s
mail", amongst other things from training ship
Germany trip: 51 AAR, 53 AAR and so on. As well
Around the World, superb
estimate Gebot
5790 Approximate. 1992-96, "Fascination fauna", topic
collection in the special album with mounts, superb
estimate 60,5791 Approximate. 1975-85, "animals", lot different
issues and souvenir sheets in 3 stock books, superb
, ★★
estimate 60,5792 "animals and plants", different issues from "of all
world" in the album, mostly superb
★ ★, , ★
estimate 60,5793 "Titianus" - the painter the Sovereigns on
Siegerseiten in the album and a Leitz folder with single
stamps, souvenir sheets, sheetlet, maximum cards,
superb
★ ★,
estimate 90,5794 1915-85, "submarines" - 21 different documents
with decorative Cachets and frankings from the USA,
France, England and Germany, as well 5 picture
postcards, superb
estimate 75,5795 "departure from the four place", stamp classy
edition over 16 German Country capitals, include of the
German capital Berlin, published by of the German
post, superb condition
estimate Gebot
5796 "coat of arms history and stories" with the 16
Originalbriefmarken the set "coat of arms German
countries", published by of the German post, superb
condition
estimate Gebot
5797 1970, "Wasserkuppe gliding school", 25 invitation
reply cards to the welcome back party at the 8. 8.,
amongst other things for Gerhard Fieseler, Dr.
Filbinger, F. J. Bouquet etc., centered hole from to spit,
otherwise almost only superb
estimate 100,Sofortkauf bei stamps123
Unser Festpreisangebot
für kleine und große Käufe:
www.stamps123.com

OTHER MOTIVES
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5798 "World Wildlife finding" in 9 special albums and
loose material, in each case mint never hinged, on first
day covers and maximum cards, with a lot of illustrated
informations, superb condition, very high acquisition
value!
★ ★,
estimate 100,5799 Subject issues oversea in sheetlet, souvenir sheets
and single stamps in bags and on stock cards in the
small box
, ★★
estimate 80,WUNDERKISTEN, NACHLÄSSE
5800 Paper bag ware soaked off stamps "all world"
from old to new, unsorted, approximate 1. 5 kg
estimate 100,5801 A move carton with 16 volumes full covers,
mostly post-war issues from Europe, treasure trove,
inspect!
estimate 290,5802 1946-1960, 44 different airmail special
documents, inspect!
estimate 150,5803 Approximate. 1946-95, large lot mostly simple
covers and cards, approximate 1400 documents, mainly
Germany
estimate 150,5804 Approximate. 1957-2011, extensive interesting lot
of letters "all world" from collector's estate, inspect!
estimate 100,5805 Lot covers and cards, as well 2 gift booklets the
Country postal service direction Berlin, in the box,
mixed quality, treasure trove!
estimate 50,5806 4 letter albums with documents from approximate
1955-2003, mainly Federal Republic, but also a little
Europe and oversea
estimate 50,5807 Approximate. 1952-88, large lot mostly simple
covers and cards, approximate 700 documents, mainly
Germany
estimate 50,5808 Move carton with many remainder collections,
mostly Germany, treasure trove, very favorable!
★, ★ ★,
estimate 390,5809 Collector's estate with a lot of German Reich
(good special cancel and so on. ), parts of sheets
inflation, stock books German Demokratic Republik
(East Germany), old rest approval booklets all world
etc., inspect!
, , ★ ★, ★
estimate 350,5810 Box with remainders mainly Germany, as well
Federal Republic / Berlin sheets, stamp booklet,
collection German Reich, duplicates, kilo ware etc.,
inspect!, favorable offered!
, , , ★ ★, ★
estimate 280,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

WUNDERKISTEN, NACHLÄSSE
5811 Interesting collector's estate amongst other things
with modern Europablocks, Austria (covers and modern
stamps), UNO Geneva and Vienna (covers and stamps)
and so on, in the box with 9 stock books, 5 letter
albums, sheet folder etc., treasure trove!
, ★ ★,
estimate 250,5812 Small box "all world" with a lot of Germany and
some Europe and oversea, as well many documents and
mint never hinged issues, treasure trove, inspect!
★ ★, , , ★
estimate 250,5813 Interesting collector's estate: a box with 5
volumes Federal Republic / Berlin, in addition to it
many "presentation packs", year cards and so on. As
well a sheet folder
★ ★, ,
estimate 250,5814 Box with remainders Germany, Europe and some
oversea, focal point stockbook Berlin, inspect!
, ★ ★, ,
estimate 250,5815 Box with remainders and duplicates, amongst
other things German Reich, Bes. Give. II, German
Demokratic Republik (East Germany), Federal
Republic, Finland, CEPT
, ★, ★ ★, ,
estimate 220,5816 Collector's estate in the box: collections in 9
volumes, mostly Federal Republic / Berlin, favorable
offered!
★ ★, , , ★
estimate 190,5817 Box full with Western Europe, much Scandinavia
and Baltic countries, focal point souvenir sheets and
sheetlet, inspect!
★ ★, , ,
estimate 180,5818 Larger miracle box, mainly Germany, mostly
cigars boxes and boxes, as well amongst other things
souvenir sheets Federal Republic and Berlin in larger
quantities, kilo ware, commercially used letters etc.,
treasure trove
★ ★, , ,
estimate 180,5819 Collector's estate: 10 volumes collection, mostly
postwar Germany, inspect!
, ★ ★, , ★
estimate 180,5820 Collector's estate from 20 large stock books
"postwar Germany" in the box, treasure trove - very
lower starting price!
★ ★, , ★
estimate 180,5821 Miracle box: collection postwar Germany from
1945-57, 20 in original packing covers "philatelic
agencys subscription" from 1991-95, topical collections
"history the astonautics" and "Sir Rowland Hill", and so
on.
, ★ ★, ★,
estimate 180,5822 Extensive collector's estate: box with 9 large and
7 small stock books, mostly "Europe", as well Federal
Republic and Berlin with numerous corner margin
blocks of four, plate numbers etc., treasure trove,
inspect!
★ ★, , , ★
estimate 150,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

WUNDERKISTEN, NACHLÄSSE
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5823 Estate collection: box with 18 large and 11 small
stock books, mostly Germany and Europe, treasure
trove, inspect!
, ★ ★, ★
estimate 150,5824 Collector's estate in the box, mainly postwar
Germany, inspect!
★ ★, ,
estimate 100,5825 Collector's estate in the box, mainly Pre-war
Germany, inspect!
, ★, , ★ ★
estimate 100,5826 Box full with oversea, inspect!
★ ★, ,
estimate 100,5827 Collector's estate in the box: interesting rest lot
"all world", treasure trove, inspect!
, ★, , ★ ★
estimate 100,OLD POSTCARDS GERMANY AND SO ON.
5828 BERLIN, "MICHEL was strong. . . ", 4 different
patriotic cards one set, published from restaurant "old
Bavaria" in Berlin
estimate 20,5829 BÜSUM, 26 different picture postcards from the
years 1930-60
estimate 25,5830 DRESDEN, 6 different cards, as well 4 greatings
from. . Lithographies from 1899-1903, used
estimate 30,5831 EIDERSTEDT, 40 different unused black / white
picture postcards from the 50s years
estimate Gebot
5832 EIDERSTEDT, 29 different unused black / white
picture postcards from the 50s years
estimate Gebot
5833 HALLIG HOOGE, 17 different picture postcards
estimate 50,5834 Heather in Holstein, 55 different picture postcards
estimate 110,5835 HEIDELBERG, 40 different picture postcards
estimate 35,5836 Farmyard, 2 different greatings from. . Cards from
1899 and 1901, used
estimate Gebot
5837 KIEL, collection from 200 different picture
postcards in 2 letter albums, with rarely lithographs,
many colored cards and rarely subjects
estimate 480,5838 KIEL, 60 different picture postcards, as well
scarce motives and colored cards
estimate 130,5839 Munich, advertising postcard from guesthouse
Trefler, card from 1901, used
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

OLD POSTCARDS GERMANY AND SO ON.
5840 Saxony, 4 different greatings from. . Cards from
1899-1901, used
estimate Gebot
5841 ST. PETER-ORDING, 33 unused black / white
postcards from the 50s years
estimate Gebot
5842 ST. PETER-ORDING, 26 different picture
postcards
estimate 75,5843 SCHLESWIG, 60 different picture postcards, as
well scarce motives and colored cards
estimate 120,5844 SCHLESWIG, "Up forever ungedeelt",
lithography card from 1899, from Schlewig to Hoyer
estimate Gebot
5845 STARNBRGERSEE, colored greatings from. .
Card from 1899, used
estimate Gebot
5846 SYLT - Hörnum, collection from 62 different
picture postcards in the letter album, as well a photo
"Hapag landing bridge"
estimate 300,5847 SYLT - Keitum, collection from 51 different
picture postcards in the letter album
estimate 280,5848 SYLT - Rantum, collection from 23 different
picture postcards in the letter album
estimate 220,5849 SYLT - Westerland, collection from 100 different
picture postcards in the letter album, as well greatings
from cards, many colored, scarce motives and so on.
estimate 480,5850 SYLT, approximate 80 different, mostly colored
picture postcards from approximate 1955-90
estimate 80,5851 TÜBINGEN, 2 different franked cards from 1898
and 1901, superb
estimate Gebot
5852 TÖNNING, 19 different unused black / white
picture postcards from the 50s years
estimate Gebot
5853 WIESBADEN, "XXIV. Middle Rhine circle
Gymnastics Festival to Wiesbaden", from fairground
return, 1899, colored greatings from. . . Card, superb
estimate 90,PROPAGANDA CARDS OF THE NAZI-REGIMES
5854 "march relay (Pole. Leader) district Saxony to the
Reichsparteiatg 1936", superb postcard
estimate 85,5855 "German Air Force", 4 different colored art
picture cards, 1x vacuously used, superb
estimate 90,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

PROPAGANDA CARDS OF THE NAZI-REGIMES
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5856 Colored anti-Semitic card from Graz
"Manders\'ischt time", 1938, on the back violet two ring
cancel "the city the national uprising" on 3 S., unused,
superb
estimate 130,5857 5 colored propaganda cards "German, erwirb the
SA sport badge", of it 4 different, 3 used, 2 unused,
superb
estimate 120,5858 3 different colored propaganda cards "SA sport
badge", 2 used, an unused, superb
estimate 90,OLD POSTCARDS BALTIC STATES
5859 "our field-gray", 3 different cards the set: no. 7,
12 and 19, fieldpost card 1916 / 7
estimate Gebot
5860 Kurländische art picture cards, 4 different
fieldpost card from the Baltic countries
estimate Gebot
5861 "the Sun glow in the east", 3 different cards the
set: no. 5678II, IV and VI, fieldpost card from the
Baltic countries from 1916
estimate Gebot
OLD POSTCARDS GREECE
5862 The civil war: colored propaganda card with
Martyr-image from the Long-Kesh-prison (on the back
propaganda stamp the "Irish prisoner of war post") as
well 2 photos from Protest marches the a support of the
Hunger strike the caught exacts respectively demand
after the end of the British Military domination, superb
estimate 30,OLD POSTCARDS LITHUANIA
5863 DONDANGEN, 3 different picture postcards, all
fieldpost card from 1917
estimate Gebot
5864 MITAU, 68 different picture postcards with partly
rarely subjects, all fieldpost card from 1915 / 18, with
also better field post and military cancel
estimate 190,5865 RIGA, 67 different picture postcards with partly
rarely subjects, all fieldpost card from 1916 / 18, with
also better field post and military cancel
estimate 190,OLD POSTCARDS RUSSIA
5866 1915 / 6, 4 different fieldpost card: 2 views of the
Crimea, always a from the Caucasus Mountains and St.
Petersburg
estimate 20,OLD POSTCARDS USA
5867 NEW jersey, 11 different picture postcards from
1900-11
estimate 25,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

NAVEL SHIPS
5868 S. M. S. "Baden", 2 unused cards

NAVEL SHIPS
5891 Commemoration, 5 different cards
estimate Gebot

5869 S. M. S. "flash", unused card
estimate Gebot
5870 S. M. S. "Carole", an unused card
estimate Gebot
5871 S. M. S. "dolphin", unused card
estimate Gebot
5872 S. M. S. "Friedrich Carl", 3 unused cards
estimate Gebot
5873 S. M. S. "corinne", 2 cards
estimate Gebot
5874 S. M. S. "Grasp", 2 unused cards
estimate Gebot
5875 Kreuzer "Hamburg", 2 cards, 4 cards, an used
estimate Gebot
5876 S. M. S. "Hela", 2 cards, an used
estimate Gebot
5877 S. M. S. "Hildebrand", 3 cards, mostly used
estimate Gebot
5878 S. M. S. "empress", 2 used cards
estimate Gebot
5879 S. M. S. "Lucks", unused card
estimate Gebot
5880 Navy, views from the army life inside the
Kiegsschiffe, 8 different cards
estimate 25,5881 S. M. "smaller cruiser Medusa", 2 unused cards
estimate Gebot
5882 S. M. S. "Nassau", 3 used cards
estimate Gebot
5883 Training ship "mermaid" without sail, unused card
estimate Gebot
5884 S. M. S. "Eastern Friesland", 3 unused cards
estimate Gebot
5885 S. M. S. "Rostock", 3 used cards
estimate Gebot
5886 S. M. S. "Sleipner", 2 cards, an used
estimate Gebot
5887 S. M. S. "Stuttgart", 2 unused cards
estimate Gebot
5888 S. M. S. "Thuringia", 3 colored picture postcards,
all used
estimate Gebot
5889 S. M. S. "Uranus", unused card
estimate Gebot
5890 S. M. S. "Westfalia", 2 used cards
estimate Gebot
Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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estimate 30,5892 Torpedo boats: 23 different, partly scarce picture
postcards
estimate 120,5893 "Miss sailor", girl in Martrosenuniformen, 17
different used cards
estimate 60,5894 "the last male", "the last effort", "the letze
Greeting", 9 different patriotic cards
estimate 35,5895 Navy in the maneuver, 6 different cards
estimate 25,5896 The disarmament of the German fleet, 4 different
cards, as well "our from Skapa-Flow returned home
sailors at the arrival in Wilhelmshaven"
estimate 20,5897 Greeting naval, 3 different cards
estimate Gebot
5898 "the German naval warfare" and "scenes of
battles", interesting collection from 76 different picture
postcards in the album, partly R!
estimate 380,5899 Torpedo boats: 10 different cards
estimate 60,OLD POSTCARDS
NAVEL SHIPS UNTIL 1945
5900 Naval battles Second World War: 3 different
unused picture postcards from "navy image service",
superb
estimate 20,SHIPS UNTIL 1949
5901 5 different cards, amongst other things "The
Fleets to London", "Hands across the Sea"
estimate 20,5902 Aboard of the steamer "Germania", the Saxon
Bohemian STEAM NAVIGATION-COMPANY, card
from 1901, used
estimate Gebot
5903 H. M. S. "MAJESTIC" -Battleship, colored artist
picture card, unused, very fine
estimate Gebot
5904
MONTE
SARMIENTO,
Doppelschraubenmotorschiff, picture postcard and in
addition to it menu card of the ship of the North country
journey 1926
estimate 20,5905 S. S. MALOLO on the Panama Canal, picture
postcard to Munich
estimate Gebot
5906 Fatherland, largest ship of the world, colored card
estimate Gebot
Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

OLD POSTCARDS
5907 Interesting collection warships with 64 different
cards, as well very scarce motives
estimate 380,5908 Interesting lot of 17 different cards, amongst other
things "queen Mary" and "Prince regent"
estimate 110,SHIPS FROM 1950
5909 S. M. S. "Arcona", 2 unused cards
estimate Gebot
5910 Sail training ship "Gorch Fock", unused card
estimate Gebot
OLD POSTCARDS AIRPLANES
5911 "airfield Schleissheim", 5 different picture
postcards, as well Prince regent with flight instructor
Wiencziers, superb
estimate 100,5912 "ILA" - Mittel advertiser artist humorous cards
no. 1, 2, 4 and 5 (no. 2 used), 4 superb cards
estimate 140,5913 "Wettfernfliegen Trier-Metz", 25. 9.-2. 10. 1910
under the Direction and the Protektorate of the imperial
Aeroklubs, Berlin, unused special card
estimate 100,5914 1908 / 10, France: 31 different picture postcards,
mostly unused, as well flight events, aircraft types,
superb condition
estimate 120,OLD POSTCARDS VARIOUS
5915 BISMARCK as Göttinger undergraduate "Bismarck card", fieldpost card from 1918
estimate Gebot
5916 GEORG ERBGROSSHERZOG from HESSEN
(1906-1937), personal signature on FP-Rhein-Main
picture postcard "Hessian princes" as Geburtstagsdank,
in addition to it 8 different cards the family, a card
vertical folded otherwise superb
estimate 180,5917 HANS-ULRICH Bunch (1916-1982), highly
decorated serviceman, Portrait card with dedication and
signatur on front- and back side from 1977, superb
estimate 180,OLD POSTCARDS MISCELLANEA
5918 Congratulation and art picture cards, 20 different
cards
estimate 20,5919 Kitsch cards, 34 different picture postcards
estimate 25,5920 Horses, 2 different cards from 1899 / 1915, used
estimate Gebot
5921 INDRAROT; 3 different promotional picture
postcards, reverse 3 different special cancel
estimate 20,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch per E-mail senden!
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5922 "Old German States under the magnifying glass" Baden - Lübeck, volume I, 4. printing, 1956, Ewald
Mueller-Mark, 374 sides, bound
estimate 40,5923 "Old German States under the magnifying glass" Mecklenburg - Prussia, ribbon II, 4. printing, 1956,
Ewald Mueller-Mark, approximate 290 sides, loose
estimate 30,5924 "handbook the of Baden pre-philately
1700-1851", volume I, 1971, Ewald count, 379 sides,
numerous illustrations, all postmarks depicted and
valued, with 5 Tarifblättern, bound
estimate 40,5925 "the postal history from Brunswick and Hanover"
within your postal history, 1981, Hans A. properly, 223
sides, numerous illustrations, bound
estimate 50,5926 Catalogue "Hanoverian stamps exhibition 1981",
quality III, stamps club Hanover from 1886 e. V., 114
sides
estimate Gebot
5927 "Krötzsch handbook the postage stamps
knowledge" - sections XII, Oldenburg, with Lichttafeln
I-VI, 1894, 119 sides, bound, cover slight traces of
usage
estimate 100,5928 "Thurn and Taxis cancel handbook 1-3", the
Thurn and Taxis postmark on and besides the stamp,
1976, Haferkamp / the Rehearse, 3 ring binder with
various illustrations and valuations
estimate 100,5929 "John R. Boker, Jr. - Old German States",
Heinrich Köhler 1. auction at the 16. March 1985 in
Wiesbaden
estimate Gebot
5930 "the North German parcel transport society" Vallette, Reinecke, Randel & Co. to Berlin, Commandit
society on shares), booklet 36, 2007, private post series,
87 sides
estimate Gebot
5931 "new handbook of the philately", German Reich,
1952, alignment B, Dipl. Ing. Hellmuth Kricheldorf,
376 sides, bound
estimate 30,5932 "fee postmark the inflation" - 1. receipts proof, 2.
taxe precu (single line cancel), 3. taxe precu (two line
cancel), 4. taxe precu and taxe perçue, 5. round, oval
and package stamp, 6. different texts, and others, 7.
forerunner (German East Africa), 1940, Infla-Berlin,
236 sides, a few dog-ears in the list and small
Kopierstiftbuchstaben in the locate and schedule of
prices
estimate Gebot
5933 "the parcel service in the German Reich
1933-1945", booklet 47, 2001, Infla-Berlin, 98 sides
estimate Gebot
Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR

PHIL. LITERATURE
5934 "the charges label for the official letters the
railroad Companies DI and DII", booklet 55, 2005,
Infla-Berlin, 120 sides
estimate Gebot
5935 "Zeppelin mail catalogue", 15. printing, 1952,
Sieger publishing house, 230 sides, bound
estimate Gebot
5936 "aviation astonautics" - auction catalog 126 the
Frankfurt coin store Button, January 1979, superb
estimate 100,5937 "Catalogue de la Poste Aerienne" et de tout ce qui
s\'y repeats, 8. edition, 1954, Jean Silombra, 668 sides,
in French
estimate Gebot
5938 "astonautics catalogue - space letters" - manned
and unmanned projects of the United States of America,
1970, Carsten Fox, 165 sides, with valuations and many
illustrations
estimate Gebot
5939 "the rocket post" - her development and first
attempt, precursor stamps, stamp and flights, 1. part:
Germany, Günther Heyd, 16 sides
estimate Gebot
5940 "the balloon from Paris 1870-71", 1970, Gunther
Heyd, 55 sides, with some illustrations
estimate Gebot
5941 "the stamps of the German postal service
institutes in the foreign country and of the German
protectorate" as well her cancellations with an Anhange
over the post of the foreign country Kreuzer 1914 / 18,
handbook 3. printing 1964, Dr. med. Edward EY, 235
sides, illustrations and valuations, cover slight traces of
usage
estimate 40,5942 "special catalogue Berlin permanent issues
1970-1990" - multiples with date-appropriate
postmarks, Waldemar Stadtherr, 71 sides
estimate Gebot
5943 "the philatelist", Volume XIX-XX, Unite
newspapers of the philatelists Unite Dresden,
1898-1899, bound, traces of usage
estimate 40,5944 Postmark guild: guild letter 243-246 complete,
September 2014 - oct 2015
estimate Gebot
5945 "archive for German postal history", booklet 2,
1970, amongst other things with "the post of the old
sea- and Hanseatic league city Wismar", 136 sides, with
many illustrations
estimate Gebot
5946
"Danske
brief
1851-1979",
Bind
I,
Forsendelsesarter without gum Portotakster, 1979,
Gotfredsen / lagoon, 223 sides, in Danish, bound
estimate 30,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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5947 "Suomen Postimerkkien Käsikirja" V", 1970,
Suomen Filatelistiliitto, 152 sides, numerous
illustrations, in Finnish, bound
estimate 30,5948 "Filateli" - Kvartalsmagasin for Skandinaviske
Samlere, booklet no. 2-4, 1970, with many illustrations,
in Danish
estimate Gebot
5949 Catalogue "20 centimes noir 1849" - appartenant à
monsieur E. Antonini, 1974, M. Jamet, 35 sides,
various illustrations, in French
estimate Gebot
5950 "Les Entiers Postaux de France et de Monaco",
Clinquième edition, 1992, J. Stork / R. Françon, 256
sides, in French
estimate Gebot
5951 "Paris Par Moulins - Illustrerede skildringer fra
belejringen 1870 / 71", I Samarbejde med Wolfgang
Jakubek, 1969, Günther Heyd, 108 sides, with many
illustrations, bound, in Danish
estimate Gebot
5952 "Paris par Moulins 1870 / 71", assisted by
Wolfgang Jakubek, issue to the 50. anniversary the
foundation of the house Egar Mohrmann, in German,
from author Günther Heyd signed 109. issue, bound
estimate Gebot
5953 "Bolaffi 1994" - Catalogo Nazionale dei
Francobolli Italiani, Volume 2, 262 sides, in Italian
estimate Gebot
5954 "De Vervalsingen van Nederland & Co. " INDIA, Ned. Nieuw-Guinea, curaçao, Surinam, 1978,
P. F. A. van de Loo, ring binder with various
illustrations, in Netherlands
estimate Gebot
5955 "handbook over the Norwegian stamps
1855-1955" - part II 1886-1955, 1963, Norwegian
Filatelistforbund, 362 sides, various illustrations, bound
estimate 40,5956 "catalogue over Norges helpost 1872-1972",
1971, oslo Filatelistklubb, 79 sides, in Norwegian and
English
estimate Gebot
5957 Michel: "Austria-specially catalogue 1978 / 79,
191 sides
estimate Gebot
5958 "Austria-Philatelist", 2 booklets no. 100 and
101-102, April / May and May June 1954, Adolf Kosel
publishing house, with many illustrations, slight traces
of usage
estimate Gebot
5959 "Sweden" - special- and special auctions from
1968-2001, 6 different catalogues, 1x with list of results
estimate Gebot
Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

PHIL. LITERATURE
5960 "Catalogo Hevia de sellos de España", 30.
edición, 1976 / 77, 282 sides, cover slight traces of
usage
estimate Gebot
5961 Michel: "Europe catalogue east 1990 / 91, 1581
sides, binding cover slight trace of usage
estimate Gebot
5962 "first Sendungskennzeichnungen with Postmark in
Europe and Germany" - an introduction in the
knowledge of the stamps at the beginning the pre
philately period, booklet 170, new series the Postmark
guild, 52 sides
estimate Gebot
5963 "China" - Stanley gibbons Stamp Catalogue part
17, 4th edition, 1989, 261 sides
estimate Gebot
5964 "Malaya", booklet 10, 1962, series new handbook
of the philately, 16 sides
estimate Gebot
5965 "The philatelist", April 1975 and May 1975, 32
and 30 sides, with many illustrations, in the English
language
estimate Gebot
5966 "Postal History Auctions", 11 different auction
catalogs, 1972-1980, in the English language
estimate Gebot
PHIL. CATALOGUES
5967 Michel: coil stamps Germany catalogue 1982 / 3
estimate Gebot
5968 Michel: Northern Europe catalogue 2016 / 2017,
ribbon 5, old retail price: EUR 68.estimate 30,5969 Michel: South Eastern Europe catalogue 2016 /
2017, ribbon 4, old retail price: EUR 68.estimate 30,5970 Uwe Albert / Hans Koppe: "catalogue the adapted
German stamp in Southwest Africa from 1915", 2016,
special print of the study group the collector German
colonial postage stamps e. V., still shrink-wrapped
estimate 20,5971 "Yvert & Tellier", Timbre de France, Tome 1,
2010
estimate Gebot
BOOKS
5972 1928, large-sized comic book "countless et Puce
Millionnaires" (40 sides) from Saint agency
(1895-1974) the founder of the French comic Culture,
with Ballonfahrttitel and drawings to navigation,
colonialism, air- and astonautics, superb
estimate 60,Sie können auch per American Express,
Visa, Master Card oder Paypal
Ihre Rechnung begleichen.
4% Gebühren müssen wir weiterberechnen,
dafür entfällt die Devisengebühr.
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5973 1929, Ludwig Hollow wine (graphic designer and
painter 1874-1949) : "calendar for domestic and
homeland", 160 sides, as well 14 colored with animal
motifs and 12 Mondseiten, superb
estimate 130,5974 "Munich 72" and "Sapporo 72", 2 illustrated
books in the box, published by the OSB olympic
athletics Library, 1972, bound
estimate Gebot
5975 "a saxon aviation pioneer", 1986, Georg tree
garden
estimate Gebot
5976 "new Economic Calendar 1865 - on the common
year from 365 days" the k. K. Partiotisch - economic
society in the kingdom Bohemia, 134 sides, new bound
estimate 35,5977 "Atlantes Neerlandici, Bibliography", Koeman
Cornelis, 1967-1971, 5 vols., hardcover edition,
Atlantes Neerlandici: bibliography of terrestrial,
maritime and celestial atlases and pilot books,
published in the Netherlands up to 1880 / Comp. And
ed. By C. Koeman e. On Koeman, C. (Cornelis),
Publisher Amsterdam : Theatrum orbis terrarum,
1967-1971 Description: 5 vols, 32x24 cm., vol. I. Van
the AA - Blaeu, XXX, 377 pp., Amsterdam, 1967 vol.
II. Blusse-Mercator, XXXVI, 549 pp., Amsterdam,
1969 vol. III. Merula-Zeegers, XXVI, 220 pp.,
Amsterdam, 1969 vol. IV. Celestial and maritime
atlases and pilot books, XLVI, 519 pp., Amsterdam,
1970 vol V. Indexes, 287 pp., Amsterdam, 1971
SCARCE atlas BIBLIOGRAPHY, BY CORNELIS
KOEMAN, as new
estimate 1.200,ALBUMS
5978 As good as new Lindner ring binder with album
pages Switzerland from 1958-81
estimate Gebot
PRINTED FORMS
5979 Greece 1966-74, as good as new KA BE hingeless
text
estimate Gebot
OLD MAPS WELTKARTEN
5980 The islands St. Pierre and Miquelon in the
Atlantic Ocean, the islands Marquises (new Caledonia),
French Guiana, Madagascar with decorative
accessories, colored steel engraving from M. Vuillemin,
Paris 1870
(18x23)
estimate 40,OLD MAPS SCHLESWIG HOLSTEIN
5981 Dithmarschen, southern part, "Dithmarsiae pars
Australis", with map of the house from Brunsbüttel and
Meldorf, coloured copper engraving from J. Meier from
Blaeu, 1662
(40x59)
estimate 390,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)

OLD MAPS LOWER SAXONY
5982 "Lauenförde", the area from Warburg till
Lauenförde, copper engraving from Papen, 1862
(32x39)
estimate 80,-

OLD MAPS AUSTRIA
209
5993 1899-1926, 14 different small-format colored
city- and surroundings maps
estimate 120,-

OLD MAPS BADEN WUERTTEMBERG
5983 Kingdom Wuerttemberg, Oberämter, 21 different
boundaries contemporary coloured special cards,
mostly 24x33, approximate 1875
24x33
estimate 35,-

OLD MAPS RUSSIA
5994 General map, "Empire Moscoviae", Russia (or
Mocau) with of the Russian Tartarey and the Russian
Lapland, original coloured copper engraving from
Weigel 1724
(14x17)
estimate 80,-

OLD MAPS BAVARIA
5984 General map, the south-western part, with map of
the house from Munich and Augsburg, boundaries
contemporary coloured steel engraving from Meyers
Hand atlas, 1875
(29x35)
estimate 40,OLD MAPS
EUROPE
5985
General
map,
"L`Europe",
boundaries
contemporary coloured copper engraving from
Delamarché Petit Petit atlas about 1785
(19x22)
estimate 50,5986 Great Britain and Ireland, Blindkarte, coloured
copper engraving from Güssefeld, Weimar 1803
(22x15)
estimate 25,OLD MAPS DENMARK
5987 "Korsör" on Zealand, very decorative view with
Grundrißplam of the city and new Citadelle (to the
protection of the Harbor) as well surrounding area - in
the foreground sail ships and small Battle scenery, in
the year of 1659, coloured copper engraving from
Pufendorf from `Sieben books of these deeds Carl
Gustavs king in Schweden` 1697
(31x25)
estimate 140,OLD MAPS FRANCE
5988 Departement "bass Alpes" with partial view the
capital Digne and pretty animal staffage, colored steel
engraving from M. Vuillemin, Paris 1870
(18x23)
estimate 25,5989 Departement "Your" with general view the capital
Évreux and decorative accessories, colored steel
engraving from M. Vuillemin, Paris 1870
(18x23)
estimate 25,5990 Departement "Maine-et-Loire" with general view
from St. Florent and decorative people staffage, colored
steel engraving from M. Vuillemin, Paris 1870
(18x23)
estimate 25,5991 Departement "Rhône" with decorative people
staffage, colored steel engraving from M. Vuillemin,
Paris 1870
(23x18)
estimate 25,OLD MAPS ITALY
5992 The lowest part from Italy, "Neapolitani" South-Italy with a part from Sicily (the kingdom
Neapolis), original coloured copper engraving from
Weigel 1724
(18x14)
estimate 80,-

OLD MAPS TURKEY
5995 General map with adjacent countries, Blindkarte,
coloured copper engraving from Güssefeld, Weimar
1803
(18x22)
estimate 40,OLD MAPS ASIA
5996 Lev CHEW: big lev Chew and his Dependenzen
(Great lev Chew and it it dependencies), card the
islands, lithography from Narrative of the expedition of
at American Squadron to the China Seas and Japan by
francis L. Hawks (1856)
(17x19)
estimate 25,OLD CITY VIEWS GERMANY
5997 AERZEN, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x33)
estimate 80,5998 ALLENDORF, general view, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(9x16)
estimate 70,5999 AMÖNEBURG, general view, copper engraving
by Merian about 1645
(10x16)
estimate 90,6000 BACHARACH, general view, steel engraving
from Schwartz / Poppel about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 45,6001 BADEN, partial view, steel engraving from
Beautiful field / from H. Valais, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 50,6002 BAD GLEISWEILER: the water and
milked-sanitarium, steel engraving from Romantic
Rhine palatinate about 1840
(8x13)
estimate Gebot
6003 By BAD KREUZNACH: the Ebernburg, steel
engraving from Verhas / Winkles about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6004 BARDEWIK by Lüneburg, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(14x38)
estimate 90,6005 BEBENHAUSEN, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(9x7)
estimate 40,6006 BERLIN: the old Schloßapotheke, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(19x13)
estimate 40,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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6007 BERLIN: monument Friedrich Wilhelm III., steel
engraving from black / Strunz about 1833
(16x12)
estimate 25,6008 BERLIN: the Emperor passage with people
staffage in the foreground, steel engraving from
Rohbock / Riegel about 1850
(11x16)
estimate 25,6009 BERLIN: the large MAGAZINE, steel engraving
from Schwartz / Barber about 1833
(10x14)
estimate 40,6010 BERLIN: the Ministry of the royally house,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(10x15)
estimate 40,6011 BERLIN: the staircase the national gallery,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(25x17)
estimate 25,6012 BERLIN: palace of the Prince of Prussia, steel
engraving from Loeillot / find about 1833
(10x15)
estimate 40,6013 BERLIN: before police station, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(12x10)
estimate 20,6014 BERLIN: the staircase the Reichsbank, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(13x18)
estimate 25,6015
BERLIN,
members
of
the
Friedrich-Wilhelmstädtischen Theaters, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(25x18)
estimate 25,6016 BERLIN: in the stockyard, coloured wood
engraving to Theuerkauf about 1880
(22x32)
estimate 50,6017 BERLIN: the areaway of the Zeughauses,
coloured wood engraving to Theuerkauf about 1880
(18x27)
estimate 25,6018 BETZINGEN: Sunday afternoon, pretty people
staffage, coloured wood engraving from overland and
ocean about 1880
(15x23)
estimate 60,6019 BLANKENBURG: castle and city, coloured
wood engraving to the Rehearse from 1878
(18x27)
estimate 40,6020 BOPPARD, general view from the landing places
seen, steel engraving from Lange / Hablitscheck about
1850
(10x16)
estimate 70,6021 BRANDEIS / Bohemia: the castle Brandenitz
with environment, copper engraving by Merian about
1645
(20x32)
estimate 50,6022 BREISACH, general view "old Breisach",
coloured wood engraving from German Country and
people about 1880
(8x10)
estimate Gebot
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6023 BREMEN: the railway bridge over the Weser,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(21x26)
estimate 45,6024 BREMEN: City scales, coloured wood engraving
by G. Schönleber from 1881
(16x10)
estimate 25,6025 BRUNSBÜTTEL: the port, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(11x19)
estimate 25,6026 BUTZOW, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(14x35)
estimate 45,6027 CALW, general view, steel engraving from
Schanfeld / Payne, 1840
estimate 50,6028 CHOTZEMITZ, battle from 18. 6. 1757, original
coloured copper engraving from approximate 1760
(17x27)
estimate 80,6029 COSWIG at the ELBE: the Anhalt-Bernburg with
ships in the foreground, steel engraving from Pozzi /
Oeder about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 50,6030 DARMSTADT: lot from the Palace gardens,
coloured wood engraving by Püttner about 1880
(11x17)
estimate 40,6031 DIEMERSTEIN in the FRANKENSTEINER bay,
steel engraving from Rottmann / Frommel / Winkles
about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6032 DIRNSTEIN: Battle scene, coloured copper
engraving France Militaire about 1820
(10x15)
estimate 40,6033 Danube baptism, general view with Whale hall,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(13x19)
estimate 45,6034 DRESDEN, Elbstrom about Dresden, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645, slight defects
(24x102)!
estimate 250,6035 ECKERNFÖRDE, general view, steel engraving
from B. I. about 1840
(11x16)
estimate 90,6036 ELMSHORN and the Creutz ski jumps - from the
Danes abandon at the 7. August
(26x32)
estimate 150,6037 On the EUXELBERGE: the church of pilgrimage,
coloured wood engraving on d. Sulzb. Calendar from
1862
(11x11)
estimate 40,6038 FRANKENHAUSEN and FRANKENBERG, 2
general view on one page, copper engraving by Merian
about 1645
(20x31)
estimate 140,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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6039 FRANKFURT / or, map and siege in the year
1634, Kupferstichum 1700
(28x35)
estimate 80,6040 FÜRSTENAU: the castle, steel engraving from
Rohbock / Lange about 1840
(12x18)
estimate 40,6041 GIESELWERDER, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(10x16)
estimate 50,6042 GOSLAR: the imperial family, coloured wood
engraving on patriotic stories from Görges 1843 / 4
(6x11)
estimate 25,6043 GRANSEE, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x38)
estimate 80,6044 GREIFSWALD in Pomerania, decorative
representation of the siege of the city, in the year of
1659, copper engraving from Pufendorf from `Sieben
books of these deeds Carl Gustavs king from
Schweden` 1697
(28x38)
estimate 150,6045 GROSS-JÄGERNDORF, battle from 30. 8. 1757
with environment, original coloured copper engraving
by Raspische bookstore 1760
(16x26)
estimate 120,6046 HADDEBY (Haddeby Circe), view on the church,
lithography with chalkboard from J. Hellesen to F. C.
Kierschou by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x27)
estimate 130,6047 HALBERSTADT / SACHS. : abbey Störlinburg,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(9x18)
estimate 50,6048 Hamburg of the Elbe seen, steel engraving from
Vickers / Lewis about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 90,6049 Hamburg: view on the Elbe and the Hamburg
port, coloured wood engraving by Gehrts from 1881
(18x24)
estimate 70,6050 Hamburg: the old and new Jungfernstieg, steel
engraving from Lill / Poppel, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 80,6051 Hamburg: castle Quiet horn, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 50,6052 HAMBURG-ALTONA: market in Altona,
coloured. Wood engraving about 1880
(19x24)
estimate 45,6053 HAMBURG HARBURG, 2 Festungspläne on one
page, copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(je 14x17)
estimate 100,6054 Hamburg: "Lokomobile Dampfkrahnen in the
Ausladedocks, coloured wood engraving by 1881
(10x17,5)
estimate 50,-
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6055 Hanover: the palace and the new castle, steel
engraving from Osterwald / Hoffmeister, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 45,6056 HATMERSLEBEN, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(13x33)
estimate 45,6057 HEIDELBERG, northern general view, wood
engraving by Heunisch about 1840
(7x10)
estimate 40,6058 HILDESHEIM: the Gedehardkirche, coloured
wood engraving from painted Brun about 1880
(11x14)
estimate 40,6059 HOHENSIBURG, general view, steel engraving
from Schlickum / Winkles about 1880
(10x15)
estimate 70,6060 HOHKIRCH / LAUSNIZ, battle from 14. 10.
1758, original coloured copper engraving by Raspische
bookstore 1760
(17x31)
estimate 90,6061 Yards, general view, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(7x8)
estimate 45,6062 IDSTEDT (Idsted buckwheat), heath by
moonlight, lithography with chalkboard from
Alexander Nay to F. C. Kierschou by Emil Baerentzen,
1856
(20x28)
estimate 100,6063 JERXHEIM, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(9x17)
estimate 80,6064 KASSEL: the "Orangerie" castle with the
industrial exhibition hall, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(19x27)
estimate 50,6065 KELHEIM, general view, copper engraving from
Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 150,6066 KIEL: attendance of the princes Frederick from
Augustenburg, coloured wood engraving about 1880
(16x24)
estimate 40,6067 Constance, partial view over that water seen,
coloured wood engraving by Püttner about 1880
(12x19)
estimate 40,6068 KUSSEN, partial view with sailing ship in the
foreground, coloured wood engraving by G. Schönleber
from 1881
(12x18)
estimate 20,6069 KÖNIGSLUTTER: the cathedral, coloured wood
engraving on patriotic stories from Görges 1843 / 4
(12x19)
estimate 60,6070 LANDBACH on RHEIN, general view, coloured
wood engraving to Zick about 1880
(15x22)
estimate 45,-
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6071 LARTZIG, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x17)
estimate 70,6072 LAUTHERTAL: railway bridge, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(7x15)
estimate Gebot
6073 LEIPZIG: the Pleissenburg (barracks and
Observatory), steel engraving from Rohbock / Oeder
about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 25,6074 LEUTENBERG, general view, coloured wood
engraving to Nestel about 1880
(7x12)
estimate 20,6075 Castle LICHTENSTEIN, coloured. Wood
engraving from painted Brun about 1880
(15x10)
estimate 40,6076 Legnica, general view, steel engraving from B. I.
about 1840
(11x15)
estimate 50,6077 LIPPEHNE, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(12x36)
estimate 70,6078 LUDWIGSBURG: older Corps de Logis,
coloured wood engraving about 1880
(6x9)
estimate 25,6079 LÜBECK: in the timber port, coloured wood
engraving by G. Schönleber from 1881
(8x12)
estimate Gebot
6080 LÜBECK: in the Schifferhaus, coloured wood
engraving by Gehrts from 1881
(17x24)
estimate 45,6081 LÜBECK, partial view, steel engraving from Mild
/ Payne about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 50,6082 MAGDEBURG-NEUSTADT, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(14x38)
estimate 90,6083 MARIENBERG, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(11x14)
estimate 40,6084 MEISSEN, battle by Kehlen from 4. 12. 1759
with environment, original coloured copper engraving
from Ben Jochai by Raspische bookstore 1760
(22x36)
estimate 70,6085 MINDEN, plan of the castle the siege from 14. 5.
1758, original coloured copper engraving from
approximate 1760
(17x30)
estimate 150,6086 MÜHLHEIM, partial view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(10x8)
estimate 40,6087 Munich: the All Saints Church, steel engraving
from Beautiful field / Höfer, 1840Briefstück
(10x15)
estimate 25,-
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6088 Munich: the industrial exhibition building, steel
engraving from black / Kolb about 1850
(11x17)
estimate 25,6089 Munich: scene from the battle about Weißenburg,
coloured wood engraving by brown about 1880
(24x32)
estimate 40,6090 NEISSE, plan of the castle the siege from 4. 8.
1758, original coloured
(17x30)
estimate 120,6091 NEUMARCK on d. DREBNITZ, map of the city
and of the Flußes along with the castle Gollup from the
year 1655, coloured copper engraving from Pufendorf
from `Sieben books of these deeds Carl Gustavs king in
Schweden` 1697
(34x27)
estimate 90,6092 NEUSTADT on RÜBENBERGE, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(15x37)
estimate 140,6093 NIENBRÜGGE / ochre, general view, copper
engraving by Merian about 1645
(8x17)
estimate 40,6094 NORDERNEY: bathers on the "white dune",
coloured wood engraving by G. Schönleber from 1881
(14x18)
estimate 50,6095 PENIG, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(20x32)
estimate 70,6096 Pomerania: in a farmer chamber, coloured wood
engraving by chill from 1881
(12x15)
estimate 20,6097 RANDECK, general view, copper engraving from
Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 100,6098 REMIGIUSBERG, general view, steel engraving
from Romantic Rhine palatinate about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6099 RENDSBURG, decorative city map with small
ship staffage, copper engraving from Zeiller 1655
(11x13)
estimate 150,6100 RIEDENBURG: abbey Altmühlmünster, copper
engraving from Ertl, 1687
(8x14)
estimate 80,6101 RONING / Lower Bavaria: partial view with the
abbey, coloured wood engraving on d. Sulzb. Calendar
from 1872
(9x12)
estimate 25,6102 ROTHENBURG on d. SAALE, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(15x21)
estimate 70,6103 SAALFELD, general view over that water seen,
with animals in the foreground, steel engraving from
Rohbock / Kolb about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 50,Gebotslose beginnen bei 10,- EUR
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6104 SANDERSHAUSEN, map the battle from 23. 7.
1758, original coloured copper engraving from Ben
Jochai by Raspische bookstore 1760
(18x28)
estimate 100,6105 SCHLESWIG: in the Fürstenstuhl the castle
church to Gottorf, coloured wood engraving by Gehrts
from 1881
(16x24)
estimate 25,6106 Castle WASSLEN: siege and delivery of the lock
Waßlen from the French peoples at Ihro Churfürstl.
Durchl. To Brandenburg in the year of 1674, copper
engraving from 1700
(21x29)
estimate 40,6107 Swabia, a rural abiding, coloured wood engraving
to short farmer about
(25x39)
estimate 50,6108 Castle SCHWANENGAU, coloured wood
engraving by Weber about 1880
(22x28)
estimate 45,6109 SCHÖNEBECK by Magdeburg, quarter Salza,
general view, copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(14x38)
estimate 70,6110 SELK (Selk Mölle ved Danevirke), view over
lake on the city with mill, lithography with chalkboard
from J. Hellesen to F. C. Kierschou by Emil
Baerentzen, 1856
(19x27)
estimate 100,6111 SONNENBURG b. KÜSTRIN, general view,
copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(19x31)
estimate 80,6112 STATTHAGEN / WESTF., general view, Gunfire
the fortress, copper engraving by Merian about 1645
(23x24)
estimate 140,6113 CLIMBED, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(15x36)
estimate 90,6114 STUBENBERG: the church of pilgrimage Prions
stream, coloured wood engraving on d. Sulzb. Calendar
from 1872
(8x9)
estimate 20,6115 STUTTGART: the Garnisionskirche, coloured
wood engraving to Restel about 1880
(24x16)
estimate 30,6116 STUTTGART: the new covered market, coloured
wood engraving by Aßmus about 1880
(15x23)
estimate 45,6117 STUTTGART: the old castle, coloured wood
engraving by painted Brun 1880
(11x14)
estimate 50,6118 STUTTGART: the cathedral and the Schiller
monument, coloured wood engraving about 1880
(10x6)
estimate 40,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
finden Sie im Internet unter:
www.nordphila.de (einliefern)
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6119 STUTTGART: the Wilhelma, coloured. Wood
engraving about 1880
(10x15)
estimate 20,6120 SÄCHS. Switzerland: the Hochstein with Cow
shepherd in the foreground, steel engraving from
Koehler / Poppel about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 20,6121 TREBSEN / Saxony: the castle, lithography from
Saxonia about 1840
(11x18)
estimate Gebot
6122 TÜBINGEN, general view, coloured wood
engraving from painted Brun about 1880
(11x15)
estimate 45,6123 VARSTE, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(8x17)
estimate 60,6124 WALDSHUT, general view, coloured wood
engraving from Stieler about 1880
(11x18)
estimate 40,6125 Water castle, general view and Bavarian
costumes, 2 views on one page, coloured wood
engraving by France Militaire about 1880
(9x22)
estimate 40,6126 WIEK in MECKLENBURG, general view,
coloured wood engraving by G. Schönleber from 1881
(9x19)
estimate 20,6127 WOLFENBÜTTEL: the Ducal Library with
people staffage in the foreground, steel engraving from
Thies / short about 1850
(10x16)
estimate 25,6128 WORMS: the St. Pauluskirche, steel engraving
from Lange / W. T. Sculps, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6129 ZWIEFALTEN: partial view, coloured wood
engraving by Mauch and Kunz, 1866
(16x15)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS BELGIUM
6130 BRÜSSEL, general view with 6 part views with
decorative accessories, steel engraving
(15x19)
estimate 70,OLD CITY VIEWS DENMARK
6131 ALHEDEN (Alheden), far heath with be resting
family by the wayside, colored lithography with
chalkboard from Alexander Nay to F. C. Kierschou by
Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x27)
estimate 100,6132 The small BELT, decorative view like the
Swedish King and his militaries over the small Belt foot
and the ships to Nyburg assailed, at the 30. January
1658 with pretty map, 2 views on one page, copper
engraving from Pufendorf from `Sieben books of these
deeds Carl Gustavs king from Schweden` 1697
(28x33)
estimate 100,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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6133 Chaff (Dybbölbjerg), view on Sonderburg,
lithography with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to Th.
Brendstrup by Emil Baerentzen, 1856, minimal having
mould stains
(19x27)
estimate 80,6134 FAKSE (Kalkbrud ved Faxö), the Chalk breach
by Fakse, lithography with chalkboard from Alexander
Nay to A. Juuel by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x28)
estimate 120,6135 FREDERIKSBORG: peace = Banquet to
Friderichsburg from 3. - 5. March 1658, decorative
view from banquet with exact description the present
persons, copper engraving from Pufendorf from `Sieben
books of these deeds Carl Gustavs king from
Schweden` 1697
(28x38)
estimate 90,6136 HADERSLEBEN (Haderslev), general view,
lithography with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to Th.
Brendstrup by Emil Baerentzen, 1856, slightly having
mould stains
(19x27)
estimate 100,6137 HELSINGØR, very dekoratiber map of the city
and the fortress Cronenburg - on the Öresund - Battle
ships the Sweden - coloured Ku St. From Pufendorf
from `Sieben books of these deeds Carl Gustavs king in
Sweden` 1697
(31x25)
estimate 100,6138 HILLEROD (Frederiksborg slot), castle
Frederiksborg with Reiterstaffage, lithography with
chalkboard from Alexander Nay to Heinrich Hansen by
Emil Baerentzen, 1856, slightly having mould stains
(20x28)
estimate 80,6139 KOLDING / Jutland, general view, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(17x24)
estimate 25,6140 Copenhagen: a prospect from Fortuna, shaded
lithography from Kierschou / Baerentzen 1856
(20x28)
estimate 50,6141 Copenhagen (Kjöbenhavn seet fra Valby-Bakke),
view from Valby-Bakke on Copenhagen, lithography
with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to Wilhelm
Petersen by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x29)
estimate 90,6142 Copenhagen: the King place, copper engraving
from Strahlheims miracle portfolio, 1837
(8x13)
estimate 45,6143 MARIEBO (Parti ved Mariebo), view across the
lake on Mariebo, lithography with chalkboard from
Alexander Nay to Th. Brendstrup by Emil Baerentzen,
1856
(20x28)
estimate 70,6144 NIBE (Parti ved Liimfjorden ved Nibe), Limfjord,
view with fishermens houses and to boot, colored
lithography with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to F.
C. Kierschou by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x28)
estimate 120,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!
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6145 NYKÖBING (Egnen ved Nykjöbing i.
Odsherred), view over a good on the lake, lithography
with chalkboard from J. Hellesen by Emil Baerentzen,
1856, slight mould spots
(20x28)
estimate 80,6146 ROSKILDE (Roeskilde Domkirke), the
Domkirche, lithography with chalkboard from
Alexander Nay by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(19x26)
estimate 80,6147 SILKEBORG (Egnen ved Silkeborg), hilly
landscape, lithography with chalkboard from Alexander
Nay to L. Gurlitt by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x28)
estimate 65,6148 SONDERBURG, city map with the princely
castle, copper engraving from Zeiller 1655
(11x13)
estimate 140,6149 SVENDBORG (Svendborg), general view,
lithography with chalkboard from Alexander Nay to A.
Juuel by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x28)
estimate 100,6150 VEJLE (Veile), general view from a forest road
out with two ox carts in the foreground, lithography
from Hellesen / Baerentzen, 1856
(24x24)
estimate 80,6151 VORDINGBURG (Parti ved Before thing
mountain), beach partie with Gänseturm backdrop,
lithography with chalkboard from J. Hellesen to I. P.
Möller by Emil Baerentzen, 1856
(20x26)
estimate 100,OLD CITY VIEWS FRANCE
6152 BENEFELD / ELS., map and general view, 2
views on one page, copper engraving by Merian about
1645
(28x18)
estimate 100,6153 CHAMBERY, general view, copper engraving by
Merian about 1645
(13x17)
estimate 80,6154 DOLE, general view, copper engraving from
Riegel about 1690
(6x11)
estimate 40,6155 HONFLEUR, general view, steel engraving from
B. I. about 1840
(9x15)
estimate 25,6156 METZ, general view from the bird´s-eye view,
copper engraving from Bodenehr about 1720
(15x19)
estimate 90,6157 ORGVNEIL: Mont Orgvneil, steel engraving
from Paynes cosmos 1855
(12x17)
estimate 25,6158 REISCHOFFEN: Battle scene of the 8. and 9.
Regiment, coloured wood engraving from painted Brun
about 1880
(17x23)
estimate 45,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet
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6159 TOULON, copper engraving map from Bodenehr
about 1720
(15x21)
estimate 50,6160 WEISSENBURG / ELS., partial view, coloured
wood engraving about 1880
(19x14)
estimate 20,OLD CITY VIEWS GREECE
6161 SALAMIS, general view, lithography about 1840
(9x14)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS GREAT BRITAIN
6162 CARLISLE, general view, copper engraving from
Meisner about 1678
(7x14)
estimate 80,6163 LONDON: the Crystal-palace, steel engraving
from B. I. about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 25,6164 VENTNOR on the island Wight, general view,
steel engraving from B. I. about 1860
(12x16)
estimate 30,OLD CITY VIEWS ITALY
6165 DIODATI, view one romantic mansion with
Mediterranean backyard at the water, steel engraving
Hildburghausen, 19th century
(9x14)
estimate Gebot
OLD CITY VIEWS AUSTRIA
6166 ERLA, general view, copper engraving from
Hoffmann from 1685
(6x11)
estimate 140,6167 GROEBNING, general view, steel engraving
from Mayer / Payne about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 20,6168 INNSBRUCK, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(22x32)
estimate 50,6169 Castle NEUHAUS / Danube, copper engraving
from 1700
(13x20)
estimate 70,6170 SALZBURG, general view, steel engraving from
old / Winkles about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 50,6171 STEYEREGG, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(13x19)
estimate 30,6172 Vienna, general view, lithography from new
picture-gallery about 1840
(12x16)
estimate 90,6173 Vienna: the K. K. Hofburg, steel engraving from
Hoffmeister / Poppel, 1840
(7x11)
estimate 45,6174 Vienna: the Kohlmarkt and St. Michaelsplatz,
steel engraving from Bayrer / Thümling 1840
(15x10)
estimate 45,Sie können Ihre Gebote auch online abgeben!

OLD CITY VIEWS AUSTRIA
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6175 Vienna: scene from the "Vienna bus, joys and
sorrows", coloured wood engraving to Imlauer about
1880
(32x22)
estimate 40,6176 Vienna: the Tea eu-temple in the people garden,
steel engraving from Bayrer / Höfer, 1840
(9x14)
estimate 25,OLD CITY VIEWS PORTUGAL
6177 Lisbon seen from Fort Almeida, steel engraving
from B. I. about 1840
(8x14)
estimate 50,OLD CITY VIEWS SWEDEN
6178 CHRISTIANSTAD, decorative general view,
copper engraving from Pufendorf from `Sieben books
of these deeds Carl Gustavs king from Schweden` 1697
(28x38)
estimate 140,6179 LANDSKRONA, general view, copper engraving
from Meisner about 1678
(7x14)
estimate 80,6180 Stockholm of the Mäler-side, general view, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,OLD CITY VIEWS SWITZERLAND
6181 AEGERI lake / canton ZUG, steel engraving from
Huber about 1840
(15x21)
estimate 70,6182 Babel: the bridge, coloured wood engraving by
1876
(9x13)
estimate 25,6183 BAD PFÄFFERS / St. Gallen, general view with
abbey, steel engraving from Rohbock / Kolb about
1840
(15x10)
estimate 20,6184 Basle: the St. Johannes Tor, steel engraving from
Höfle / Foltz about 1840
(15x10)
estimate 40,6185 Berner farmer houses, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(10x16)
estimate 20,6186 BÜRGLEN / canton URI: birth place from
William Tell, general view, steel engraving from Huber
about 1840
(12x17)
estimate 50,6187 CHUR, partial view from guesthouse Capricorn
from, coloured wood engraving by 1880
(17x24)
estimate 45,6188 FLÜELEN, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(9x12)
estimate 40,6189 Geneva, general view, steel engraving from B. I.
about 1860
(11x15)
estimate 40,Alle Lose sind im Internet unter www.nordphila.de
abgebildet

OLD CITY VIEWS SWITZERLAND
6190 GLION, general view, coloured wood engraving
about 1880
(12x17)
estimate 40,6191 GRINDELWALD: the Grindelalp with Eiger,
monk and Boy rough, steel engraving from Rohbock /
Umbach about 1840
(12x17)
estimate 40,6192 Farmyard RAGATZ, partial view, steel engraving
from Rohbock / Kolb about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 50,6193 ILANZ / GRAUBÜNDEN, general view, steel
engraving from Rohbock / Oeder about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 40,6194 The virgin from Gindelwald seen, steel engraving
from B. I. about 1840
(9x14)
estimate 50,6195 MAYRINGEN / canton BERN, general view,
steel engraving about 1840
(7x11)
estimate Gebot
6196 The MONT rose from Vispach from steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(15x10)
estimate 40,6197 OUCHY, general view with sailing ships in the
foreground, coloured wood engraving about about 1880
(10x17)
estimate 40,6198 RHEINECK / canton St. Gallen, general view,
steel engraving from Tombleson / Lacy about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 60,6199 RHÄZÜNS / canton GRAUBÜNDEN, partial
view, steel engraving from Rohbock / Poppel about
1840
(10x15)
estimate 25,6200 RÜTLI / canton URI, general view, steel
engraving from Huber about 1840
(15x21)
estimate 50,6201 At the SCHOLBERG, copper engraving from
Hess about 1700
(9x13)
estimate Gebot
6202 SOLOTHURN, general view with small partial
view on one page, copper engraving from 1820
(5x6)
estimate 70,6203 ST. GOTTAHRD: the hospice, steel engraving
from Huber about 1840
(15x21)
estimate 70,6204 THUN, general view, steel engraving from B. I.
about 1840
(10x15)
estimate 45,6205 TIEFENKASTEN, general view, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(11x16)
estimate 40,6206 The floods, 13 views on one page, coloured wood
engraving about 1880
(22x31)
estimate 100,-

OLD CITY VIEWS SPAIN
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6207 CADIZ, general view, lithography from new
picture-gallery about 1840
(12x17)
estimate 40,6208 MARCHENA, general view, copper engraving
from Meisner about 1678
(7x14)
estimate 80,-
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OLD CITY VIEWS CZECHOSLOVAKIA
6209 FRIEDLAND, castle by Liebwerda / Bohemia
(Leitmeritzer circle) : in the boulder partial built in
castle installation, ztw. In asset Wallensteins, copper
engraving from F. Rosmäsler jun. From 1820
(10x14)
estimate 25,6210 Kutná Hora: the stone house, steel engraving from
Würbs / Poppel about 1840
(16x10)
estimate 25,6211 Prague: Wallensteins Halle, steel engraving from
Lange / Poppel, 1840
(10x15)
estimate 30,OLD CITY VIEWS TURKEY
6212 TREBIZONDE, general view over the stormy
lake with shipwrecked one in the foreground, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(11x15)
estimate Gebot
OLD CITY VIEWS HUNGARIA
6213 PALOTTA: the fortress, copper engraving from
1685
(6x11)
estimate 30,OLD CITY VIEWS TOOLS / NORTH AMERICA
6214 USA: New York, the Bav from New York from
Hoboken looked, steel engraving from B. I. about 1840
(11x16)
estimate 25,6215 USA: Washington, the Capitol, steel engraving
from B. I. about 1840
(9x16)
estimate Gebot
OLD CITY VIEWS ASIA
6216 India: by Deigh, the Mousoleum Mahomed
Chans, steel engraving from B. I. about 1840
(11x15)
estimate Gebot
6217 IRAN: Hormus, general view, copper engraving
from Meisner about 1678
(7x14)
estimate 80,OLD CITY VIEWS ASIA JAPAN
6218 HAKODADI, from telegraphs-mountain seen
(Hakodadi from telegraph Hill), shaded lithography
from Narrative of the expedition of at American
Squadron to the China Seas and Japan by francis L.
Hawks, 1856
(15x22)
estimate 25,MISCELLANEA JOBS
6219 Smuggler, coloured wood engraving by Gehrts
from 1881
(17x23)
estimate 25,-

MISCELLANEA FASHION
6220 Vienna fashions - outer garment from moirirtem
and printed Gros-de-Naples from J. G. Beer, in addition
to it rose red hat from M. Langer, original coloured
copper engraving from Viennese magazine for art,
literature, theater and fashion from 1833
(20x12)
estimate 25,6221 Vienna fashions - outer garment from
embroidered diffusor with wide Ganier and with
orangefarbiger gauze fed - in addition to it Tüll-hood
with flower and Gauze strip adorned, original coloured
copper engraving from Viennese magazine for art,
literature, theater and fashion from 1834
(20x12)
estimate 25,MISCELLANEA PORTRAITS
6222 Ariost, steel engraving from B. I. about 1840
(10x8)
estimate Gebot
6223 Count Gustav Bonde, Empire-advice at the
swedish farmyard, portrait from approximate 1668,
copper engraving from Pufendorf from `Sieben books
of these deeds Carl Gustavs king from Schweden` 1697
(28x18)
estimate 25,6224 Henry Clay, US-More american politician, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(11x9)
estimate Gebot
6225 Ferdinand duke from arrival postmark, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(10x8)
estimate Gebot
6226 Georg Gottfried Gervinus, Historian, steel
engraving about 1840
(10x7)
estimate Gebot
6227 Jock Lafitte, French banker and politician, steel
engraving from B. I. about 1840
(12x10)
estimate Gebot
6228 August Neanders Grave on the Jerusalem
cemetery, coloured wood engraving about 1880
(15x8)
estimate Gebot
6229 Fr. Chr. Locksmith, steel engraving from B. I.
about 1840
(10x8)
estimate Gebot
6230 Thiers, steel engraving from B. I. about 1840
(12x10)
estimate Gebot
6231 Van Dyck, steel engraving from B. I. about 1840
(10x8)
estimate Gebot
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6234 A Hunt company: Contemplation to the castle,
decorative coloured wood engraving
(12x17)
estimate 25,6235 4 different mammals (Phatagin, Saiga-antelope,
Renntier and babirusa) on one page, original coloured
copper engraving from F. P. Wilmsens handbook the
natural history 1821
(18x23)
estimate 45,MISCELLANEA COSTUMES
6236 Interior-Krain, farmer couple, coloured steel
engraving from Döring about 1840
(16x12)
estimate 20,6237 Partition: costumes environment from Hamburg
and Bremen, original coloured chromolithography from
Kretschmer about 1880
(25x19,5)
estimate 60,MISCELLANEA VARIOUS
6238 Vienna piece of furniture: view of a Ladies
reception room to original from the "K. K. landesprivat
Meublefabrik of the Jos. Danhauer sel. Dowager,
copper engraving from Viennese magazine for art,
literature, theater and fashion from 1834
(20x12)
estimate 25,-

MISCELLANEA ROMANTIC SCENE
6232 At the injustice address, (family scene), coloured
wood engraving to Vollmar about 1880
(23x32)
estimate 30,MISCELLANEA SHIPS, NAVY
6233 "the Cigarrenschiff of the St. Petersburg kais.
Yacht club", wood engraving, superb
(15x23)
estimate 20,Unsere Einlieferungsbedingungen
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